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The University of Texas-Pan American

!he University of'Texas-Pan Americ;µi is a Member of:
American Association of Schools, Colleges, and Universities
'
American Council on Educatfon
American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education .
Southern Association of Colleges a,nd Schools
American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business
And approved for. Teacher Educatiop by the Texas Education
Agency
.
'

The University of Texas-Pan American is accredited by·
the Commission on Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools

Catalog of The University of Texas-Pan American
Edinburg, Texas 78539

This catalog was Rrepared on the basis of the best infonnation available at the time. ·Toe University of Texas-Pan Ameri- .
can reserves the right to change any inronnation, including statement of fees, course offerings, and admission and graduation ~lines and requirements, without notice or obligation, in keeping with the policies of the Board of Regents and
in confonnance with the laws of the State of Texas.
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THE 1990-92 CATALOG
The"rexas Legislature passed legislation (Senate Bill 47) effective Sept. 1, 1989, that transferred control and management of Pan American University, including Pan American University at Brownsvill~. to the Board of Regents
of The University of Texas System. The legislation renamed Pan American University as The University' of TexasPan American and the upper level educational center in Brownsvillp as The University of Texas-Pan American at
Brownsville. As part of The University of Texas System, The University of Texas-Pan American; including The
University of Texas-Pan American at Brownsville, will operate subject to the R~les and Regulations of the Board of
Regents of The University of Texas System.
.
,.
.
This catalog is a g~eral information publication only. It is not intended to nor does it contain all regulations that
relate to students. The provisions of this catalog do not constitute a contract. expressed or implied, between any applicant, student or faculty member of The University of Texas-Pan American, including The University of Texas-Pan
American at Brownsville, or The University of Texas System.
·
'
The University of Texas-Pan American, including The University of Texas-Pan American at Brownsville, reserves
the right to withdraw colll'Ses at any time, to change fees or tuition, calendar, curriculum, degree requirements,
graduation procedures and any other requirements affecting students. Changes will become effective whenever officially implemented by proper authorities and will apply to both prospective students and those already enrolled.
To the exten1' provided b)' applicable law, no person shall be excluded from participation in, denied the benefits of, or
be subject to discriminauon under any program or activity sponsored or conducted by the System or any of its component institutions on the basis oftace, color, national origir;i, religion, sex, age, veteran status, or handicap.

Non-Discrimination Policy Statement

of

The University Texas-Pan American declares 811d reaffirms a policy of administering all of its educational programs and related supporting services an<l,benefits in a manner which does not discriminate because of a student's or
prospective student's race, colori creed or religion, sex, national origin, age~ vete,ran's status, handicap, or other characteris~cs which lawfully cannot be the basis for provision of sue~ services. These programs, services and benefits
include, but ·are not limited to, admission, class assignments, scholarships and other financial and employment assistance, counseling, p~ysical education and recreational services, and the membership practices of registered student
organizations.
·
·
·
Pursuant to this policy statement, The University of Texas-Pan American will undertake a continuing program of
compliance with all federal, state and local laws relating to equal educational opportunity and affirmative action,
specifically those addressing the obligations of the institution,under Tide VI(?( the Civil Rights Act of 1964 as
amended, Title IX of the Educational Amendments of 1972, and Sections 503 and 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of
19TI.
.
.

)..

Produced by the Office.of Public Information, The Uni~ty of Texas.Pan American.
Cover by Jose Vielma, VR Advertising.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS-PAN AMERICAN
CALENDAR 1990-91
Dates and deadlines for applications for student loans, scholarships, or. other. financial aid are set up in the
Financial Aid office and are listed in the Student Affairs section of this bulletin. ·
For ACT, TASP, GRE, GMAT, and other test infonnation contact the Testing Office.
The Brownsville Campus calendar does not coincide with this calendar in all respects. Refer tq the
Brownsville supplement for further information.
.

FIRST SEMESTER 1990-91 (Fall)
Registration for any given semester begins in the preceding semester. For example, registration for the
spring semester for currently enrolled students and for new students who meet the early application deadline
will begin in the fall.
August l,Wednesday
Appli~tion for admission and supporting-documents (lranscript of credits and ACT and TASP
test results for freshmen, ORE test scores for graduate students, GMAT scores for
graduate, business students) must be received by the Office of Admissions and Records by this $te
to ensure processing
admission to the Fall semester. Prospective students should file documents
as early as possible before this deadline.
·
·
. Residence hall applications also are due by this date.
·
All first-time UT Pan American undergraduate students must apply for admission and complete all
test requirements by deadline. ·Applications received after deadline will be processed for the next
semester. All other students applying after deadline will register late.
.
August 15-17, inclusive
,
'
Brownsville campus registration by appointment.
August 19, Sunday (tentative)
·
Residence halls open for occupancy according to registration appointment.
August 20-24
1. Edinburg re~istration by appointment
2. ~iqing serv1Ce opens for breakfast (Meal Plan or cash).
August 27, Monday
1. Classes begin.
2. Schedule changes and late registration.
Augusl 30, Thursday
.
Last day for schedule changes and late registration.
September 3, Monday
Labor Day. No classes.
September 4, Tuesday
• _
. Deadline for submission of financial aid application for Spring semester awards.
September 12, Wednesday
.
,
1. Twelfth class day.
2. Last day to change Meal Plan.
September 17, -Monday,
.
.
.
Deadline for filing Application for Degree form with the Office of Admissions and Records for
students expecting to graduate in May 1991.
·
September 19-20, inclusive
Tentative dates. for djsbursement of financial aid checks:
September 26, Wednesday
.
,
Last day to drop a course or to withdraw from the University without 'having a grade recorded.
Last day to change to Non-Credit.
. .
·
October 8, Monday ,
Deadline for filing completed signed thesis with Dean of major school for students expecting to
receive a master,'s degree in December 1990.
November21
·
Residence halls close 3 p.m.

for

I·

1

November 22<24, inclusive
Thanksgiving.
November25
Resid~nce halls open 3 p.m.
November 28, Wednesday
. Last day to officially drop or withdraw through the Office of Admissions and Records.
December 6-7, inclusive .
•,
,
1. Limited departmental-final examinations.
2. Dead Days.
.
December 8-13, inclusive
:first semester final examinations for day classes begin with Sawrday.
December 13, Thursday .
1. Dining Service closes at 6:30 p.m.
2. Residence halls close at 6:30 p.m.
December 14, Friday
1. Grade reports due in Office of Admissions and Records by 10:00 a.m.
2. End of first semester. ·
December 16, Sunday
Commencement exercises.

SECOND SEMESTER 1990-91 (Spring)
Registration for any given semester begins·in the preceding semester. For example, registration for the ..
spring semester for currently enrolled students and for new students who meet the early application deadline
witJ begin in the fall.
·
·
November 19, 1990, Monday
·
.
.
,
Application for admission and supporting documents (transcript of credits and ACT and TASP
test results for freshmen; ORE test scores for graduate students, GMAT scores for graduate
business students) must be received by the Office of Admissions and Records by thi,s date.
to insure processing for admission to the Spring semester. Prospective students should file documents
as early as possible before this deadline. .
·
All first-time UT Pan American undergraduate students must apply for admission and complete all
test requ~ements by deadline. Applications received after deadline will be processed for the next
semester. All other students applying after deadline will register late.
January 24 (tentative) ,
Brownsville campus registration by appoinunent.
January 6 (tentative)
· Residence halls open.according to registration appointment.
January 7,. Monday
Deadline for filing Application for Degree fonn with the Office of Admissions and Records for
students expecting to graduate in August 1991.
.
.
January 7-11 (tentative) •· •
·
Registration for Edinburg campus by appoinunent.
Dining Service open for break'fast (Meal Plan or cash);
January 14, Monday
..
1. Classes begin.
,
2. Schedule changes l)nd late registration.
January 17, Thursday
½BSl day for schedule change and late registration.
January 29, Tuesday
· 1. Twelfth class day. '
2. Last day to change Meal Plan.
February 6-7,lnclusive
.
Tentative dates for disbursement of financial aid checks.
February 12, Tuesday .
.
Last day to drop a c011tse or to ~ithdraw from the University without having a.grade recorded.
• Last day to change to Non-Credit.
.
.
.
· ·
March 1, Friday
1. Deadline for submission of financial aid applications for summer awards.
2. Deadline for scholarship applications for 1991-92.
March 8, Friday •
1. Dining Service closes at 6;30 p.m.

-8-
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I

2. Residence halls close at 6:30 p.m.
March 11-16, inclusive
Spring Break.
March 17, Sunday
Residence halls re-open at noon.
Marth 18, Monday
Dining Service opens at breakfast.
March29-30
Easter holiday .
. April 1, Monday
. .
Deadline for filing completed signed thesis with the Dean of major school for students expecting
to receive a Master's Degree in May 1991.
·
April 8, Monday
·
Deadline for filing an Application for Degree form with the Office of Adlnissions and Records for
students expecting to graduate in December 1991.
April 15, Monday
.
· ,· . .
. ....
Deadline for subn1ission of financial aid application for: Fall .Semester awards.
April ·25, Thursday
.
. ··
·
Last day to officially drop or withdraw through the Office of Admissions and Records.
May 2-8, inclusive
Second semester final examinations for night classes.
May 2-3, inclusive
. ,
l. Limited departmental final examinations.
2. Dead Days.
May 4-9, incJusive
.
Second semester. final examinations for day classes.
May 9, Thursday
1. Dining Service closes at 6:30 p.m.
2. R~sidence halls close at 6:30 p;m.
May 10, Friday
Grade reports due in Office of Admissions and Records by 10:00 a.m.
\ ·
May 12, Sunday
Commencement exercises.

SUMMER SESSIONS 1991
Registration for any given semester begins in the preceding semester. For example, registration for the
spring semester for currently enrolled students and for new students who meet the early application deadline
will begin in the fall.
April 18, 1991, Thursday
Application for admission and supporting documents (transcript of credits and ACT and TASP
test results for freshmen, GRE test scores for graduate students, GMAT scores for graduate
business students) must be received by the Office of Admissi1;>ns and Records by this date
,
to insure processing for admission to the Summer sessions. Prospective students should file documents
as early as possible before this deadline.
.
\
All first-time UT Pan American undergraduate students m~st apply for admission and complete all
test requirements by deadline. ApJ?lications received after deadline will ,be processed for the next
semester. All other students applying after deadline will register late.
May'30, Thursday
1. Brownsville campus registration by appointment.
2. Residence halls open at 12 noon. (tentative)
May 31, Friday
.
·
·
1. Edinburg reiistration by appointment for first summer session.
2. Dining Serv1c!e opens for breakfast (Meal Plan or cash).
June 3, Monday
Classes begin.
June5,Wednesday
-Last day to register or make changesin class schedules.
June 6, Thursda:y
Fourth class day.
Junel2,Wednesday
Last day to drop or withdraw without having a grade recorded.

-9-

,
June 17,Monday
- ,
··
· _· ,
.
Deadline for filing completed and sigtied thesis with the Dean of major school for students expecting to
graduate in August 1991.
·
June 27, Thursday
Last day to officially drop or withdraw through the Office of Admissions and Records.
Jµly 4, Thursday
Independen.ce Day. No classes.
July 8, Monday
1. First Jenn final examinations on Edinbur~ campus.
2. Brownsville campus registration by appomtment.
3. Dining Service closes at 6:30 p.m. for those students not returning for the second summer session.
4. Residence halls close at 6:30 p.m. for students not returning for the second summec session.
July 9, Tuesday
Registration by appointment for second summer session.
July 10, Wednesday
Grade repons ,due in Office of Admissions and Records by 11:00 a.m .. - /
July 11, Thursday
Classes begin for second summer session.
July 15, Monday
,
Last day to register or make changes in class ~hedule.
July 16, Tuesday
·
Fourth class day.
July 19, Friday ·
Last day to drop or withdraw without having a grade recorded.
August 6, Tuesday
.
Last day to officially drop or withdraw through the Office of Admissions. and Records.
August 14, Wednesday
1. Second term final examinations.
2. Dining Service closes at 6:30 p.m.
3. Residence halls close at 6:30 p.m.
August 16, Friday
Grade reports due in Office of Admissi?ns and Records by 10:00 a.m.

,, /
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THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS-PAN AMERICAN
CALENDAR 1991-92
.
Dates and deadlines for applications for student loans, scholarships, or other financial aid are set up in the
Financial Aid office and are listed in the Student Affairs section of this bulletin.
For ACT, TASP, ORE, OMAT, and other test infonnation contact the Testing Office.
The Brownsville Campus calendar does not coincide with this calendar in all respects. Refer to the
Brownsville supplement for further information.

FIRST SE~ESTER 1991'92 (Fall)
'

'

RefiStration for any given semester begins in the preceding semester. For example, registration for the
spnng-semester for currently enroHed students and for new ·students who meet the early application deadline
will begin in the fall.
·

,.
;

July 18, 1991, Thursday
·
·
. 1
Application for admission and supporting documents (transcript of credits and ACT and TASP
test results for freshmen, ORE test scores for graduate students, OMAT scores for
graduate business students) must be received by the Office of Admissions and Records by this date
to insui:e processing for admission to the Fall semester. Prospective students should file documents
as early as possible before this deadline.
·
..
All first-time UT Pan American undergraduate students must apply for admissipn aJ!d complete all
test requirements by deadline. Applications received after deadline will b e ~ for the next
semester. AU other students applying after deadlihe will register late.
,
August 5, Monday
. ·
,
Deadline for filing Application for Degree form with the Office of Admissions and Records for
students expecting to graduate in May 1992.
·
August 14-16 (tentative)
Bro""1Sville campus ,registration by appointment
August 19-23 (tentative)
.
1. Registration by appointment.
.
2. Dining Service opens for breakfast (Meal Plan or cash).
3. Residence halls open for occupancy according to registration appointment
August26,Monday
·
·
1. Classes begin.
2. Schedule changes and late registration.
August 29 Thursday
Last day for schedule changes and late registration.
September 2, Monday
Labor Day. No classes.
.
'
September 3, Tuesday
_Deadline for submission of financial aid applications for Spring Semester awards.
September 11, Wednesday
·
1. Twelfth class day.
2. Last day to change Meal Plan.
September 16, Monday
Deadline for.filing Application for Degree form with the Office of Admissions and Records for
students expecting to graduate in May 1m.
September 18-19, inclusive
Tentative dates for disbursement of financial aid checks.
September 25, Wednesday
· Last day to drop a course or to withdraw from the University without having a grade1recorded.
Last day to change to Non-Credit.
· .,_
·
October 7, Monday.
·
Deadline for filing completed signe<l thesis with Dean of major school for students expecting to
receive a master's degree in December 1991. ·
:-11-

November 27, Wednesday
l. Last day to officially drop or withdraw through the Office of Admissions and Records.
2. Dining Service closes ati>:30 p.m.
,
·
3. Residence halls close at 6:30 p.m.
November 28-30,. inclusive
Thanksgiving.
December 5-6, inclusive
1. Limited departmental final examinations.
2. Dead days.
December 7-12, inclusive
First semester final examinations.
December 12, Thursday .
1. Dining Service closes at 6: 30 p,m:
2. Residence halls close at 6:30 p.m.
December13,Friday
1. Grade reports due in Office of Admissions and Records by 10:00 a.m.
2. End of first semester.
·
December 15, Sunday
Commencement exercises.

SECOND SEMESTER 1991-92 (Spring)"
Registration for any given semester begins in the preceding semester. For example, registration for the
spring semester for currently enrolled students and for new students who meet the early application deadline
will begin in the fall.
,
November 18, 1991, Monday
Application for admission and supporting documents (transcript of credits and ACT and TASP
test results for freshmen, ORE test scores for graduate students, GMAT scores for graduate
business students) must be received by the Office of Admissions and Records by this date
to ensure processil'lg for admission to the Spring semester. Prospective students should file documents
as early as possible before this deadline.
All first-time UT Pan American undergraduate students must apply for admission and complete all
test requirements by deadline. Applications received after deadline will be processed for the next
semester. All other students applying after deadline will register late.
January 8-10 (tentative)
Brownsville campus registration by appointment.
January 12 (tentative)
. ,
Residence halls open according to registration appointment.
January 13, Monday
·
Deadline for filing an Application for Degree form with the Office of Admissions and Records for
students expecting to graduate in August 1992.
January 13-17 (tentative)
·
1. Registration for Edinburg campus by appointment
2. Dining Service opens for breakfast (Meal Plan or cash).
January 20, Monday
1. Classes begin.
2. Schedule changes and late registration.
January 23, Thursday
Last day for schedule changes and late registration.
February 4, Tuesday
Twelfth class day.
February 11-12, Inclusive
Tentative dates for disbursement of financial aid checks.
·February 18, Tuesday
Last day to drop a course or to withdraw from the University without having a grade recorded.
Last day to chaQge to Non-Credit.
,
·
, .
March 1, Tuesday
.
1. Deadline for submission of financialaid applications for summer awards.
2. Scholarship.application deadline for 1992-93.
,
March 9, Monday
.
Deadline for filing completed signed thesis with the Dean of major school for students expecting to
receive a master's degree in May 1992.
'

.
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March 13, Friday
1. Dining Service closes at 6:30 p.m.
2. Residence halls close at 6:30 p.m.
March 16-21, inclusive
·
Spring Break.
March 22, Sunday
Residence halls. re-open at noon.
March 23, Monday
Dining Service opens at breakfast.
April 6, Monday
.
.
Deadline for filing an Application for Degree fonn with the Office of Admissions and Records for
students expecting to graduate in December 1992.
April 13, Monday
Deadline for submission of fihancial aid application for Fall semester awards.
April 17-18, inclusive
Easter holidays.
April 30, Thursday
Last day to officially drop or withdraw through the Office of Admissions and Records.
May 7-8, inclusive
.
,
1. Limited departmental final examinations.
2. Dead days.
,
May 9-14, inclusive
Second semester final examinations.
May 14, Thursday
.
I. Dining Service closes at 6:30 p.m.
2. Residence halls close at 6:30 p.m.
May 15, Friday ·
·
Grade repons due in Office of Admissions and Records by 10:00 a.m.
May 17, Sunday .
Commencement exercises.

SUMMER;SESSIONS 1992
\

Registration for any given semester begins in the ptece.ding semester. For example, registration for the
spring semester for currently enrolled students'and for new students who meet the early application deadline
will begin in the fall.
• ,
·
April 20, Monday
.
.
.
Application for admission and supporting documents (transcript of credits and ACT and TASP
test results for freshmen, ORE test scores for graduate students, OMAT scores for graduate
business studedts) must be rece_ived by the Office of Admissions and Records by this date
,
to insure processing for admission to the Spring semester. Prospective students should filedocuments
as early as possible before this deadline.
AH first-time UT Pan American undergraduate students must apply for admission and complete all
test requirements by d~dline. Applications received aft.er deadline will be processed for the next
semester. All other students applying after deadline will register late.
May 28, Thursday
' 1. Brownsville campus registration by appointment.
2. Residence halls open at 12 noon.
May 29, Friday
. 1. Registration by appointment for first summer session.
2. Dining Service opens for breakfast (Meal Plan or cash).
June 1, Monday
Classes begin.
June 3, Wednesday
\
· Last day to register or make changes in class schedules.
June 4, Thursday
.
Fourth class day.
June 10, Wednesday
Last day to drop or withdraw without having a grade recorde.d.
June 15, Monday
'
Deadline for filing completed and signe.d thesis with the dean of major school for students
expecting to receive a master's degree in August 1992.
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June 25, Thursday
Last day to officially drop or withdraw through the Office of Admissions and R ~
July 3, Friday
·
,·
1. First term final examinations on Edinbur$ campus.
2. Brownsville campus registration by appomtment
3. Dining Service closes at 6:30 p.m. for those students not.retwning-Cor the second summer session.
4. Residence halls close at 6:30 p.m.
July 4, Saturday
Independence Day. No classes.
July 7, Tuesday
.
/
Registration by appointm~nt for second summer session.
July 8, Wednesday
·
·
First summer grades reports due in Office of Admissions and Records by 9:00 a.m.
July 9, Thursday
Classes begin.
July 13, Monday
Last day to register or make changes in class schedule.
July 14, Tuesday
·
Fourth. class day.
July 17, Friday
.
.
·
Last day to drop or withdraw without having a grade recorded.
August 4, Tuesday
.
Last day to officially drop or withdraw through the Of(ice of Admissions and Records.
August 12, Wednesday
1. Second term final examinations.
2. Dining Service closes at 6:30 p.m.
3. Residence halls close at 6:30 p.m.
August 14, Friday
1. Grade reports due in Office of Admissions and Records by 10:00 a.m.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS-PAN AMERICAN
AT A GLANCE
[-

Charac~er. A four-year, state-sup~ institution.

I
r·

Location: Edinburg, Texas; close. to ttie Mexican border and the Gulf of Mexico.I
History: The University of Texas-Pan American is a comprehensive, public co-educational institution..
·
ur Pan American originated in 1927 as Edinburg College, a two-year community college. In 1933, the
school was approved 6y the State Deparunent of Education. designated a First Class Junior College by
the Association.of Texas Colleges, became a member of the Association of Colleges and·Secondary
·
Schools of Southern States and was renamed Edinburg Junior College.
.
.
In 1948, the college was designated a Regional College, separated from the Edinburg School District, and
began receiving partial state support. On December 20, 1951, the voters of Hidalgo County approved the
establishment o(a four-year college to serve the needs of the region. Between 1952 and 1965, the former
Edinburg Regional College served as the junior division of the new college and a.senior diYision was
established~ furnish upper level work and award degrees.
. .
On September 1, 1963, Pan American College became part of the Texas System of Colleges ilDd Universities. On September 1, 1965, the college became the 22nd institution of higher learning in Texas,
receiving full state assistance. In 1970, Pan American College was approved to offer graduate
inSttuction. And, in 1971, the institution was renamed Pan American University.
In 1973, Pan American University began offering off-campus insttuction in Brownsville. In 1977, the
Texas Legislature authom.ed the establishment of Pan American University at Brownsville (Chapter
112.51,TexasEducationCode).
.
·' .
·
Effective Sevtember 1, 1989, Pan Ameri~ became a component of The University of Texas System.
The University of Texas-Pan American is accredited by the s·outhern Association of Colleges and Schools
with the· latest evaluation occurring in 1986. Associate degrees are offered iQ t w o ~ areas and
baccalaureate degrees~ av~le in 48 major areas. Master's degrees are awarded m 19 fields. . .
Programs at The University of Texas-Pan American are also accredited by the American ~bly of
Collegiate Schools of Business, National League for Nursing, Board of Nurse Examiners for the State of
Texas, National AsM>ciation of Social Workers, Committee on Allied Health Education and Accreditation of the American Medical Association, and American Dietetic Association. All academic
· programs are located in one of four 1:1(:ademic units, College of Arts and Sciences, School of Education,
School of Business Administration, and Division of Health-Related Professions.

Accreditations that apply for ur Pan Am~can (Brownsville) are listed in the catalog of courses for that
upper-level center.

Bachelor's Degrees:
Arts and Sciences
Anthropology

Applied Arts and Sciences
Art

Biolo~

ChemiStry
Communications·
Computer Science
COirections
English
General Studies
Histocy

Interdisciplinary Studies
Mathematics
Mexican-American Studies
Music
Philosophy
Physics
-15-
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Police Administration
Political Science
Psychology
Social Work
Sociology
Spanish
Speech and Hearing
Busaness
Accounting
,
Administrative Information Systems
Computer Information Systems
Economics
Finance
General Business
Management
Marketing
Education
Elementary Certification
Health Education
Heiuth and Kinesiology ,·
Recreation Administration
Secondary Certification
Health-Related Professions
Dietetics
Nursing
Rehabilitative Services

'

;

Master's Degrees:
Arts and Sciences

Biology
Communication Disorders
English.
English as a Second Language
History

·

Interdisciplinaty Studies
Public Administration
Spanish
·
Speech Communications
Theater
Business
Business Administration (MBA)
Education
Bilingual Education
Early Childhood Education
Educational Diagnostician
Elementary Education and Reading
Gifted Education
,
Guidance and Counseling
Health and Kinesiology
School Administration
School Psychology
Supervision

•

The University also offers two Associate's Degrees under the Division of Health-Related Professions,
Nursing and-Physical Therapist Assistant.
. .
.
At the time of publication, new bachelor's, master's and doctoral programs in areas of allied health, ,
engineering, international business, education, and several disciplines of the liberal arts and sciences are
being developed and proposed. Some are at the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board awaiting
approval and others are in the course development phase.
· .

A~missions: The University of Texas~Pan American maintains an open admissions policy at the under-

graduate level.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS~PAN AMERICAN
Mission Statement:
The University of Texas-Pan American, as a state-supported institution of higher learning, is committed. to
providing quality academic programs based on liberal arts traditions. In the belief that an educated citizenry
1s essential to the development and maintenance of a free democratic society, UT Pan American endeavors
to provide access for all who wish to participate in the pursuit of knowledge and ideas. UT Pan Aqterican
seeks to contribute to the examination of id~ and the dissemination of knowledge for the benefit of its
students and society, with full awareness and appreciation of the multi-lingual, multi.cultural, and multiJaceted world in which we live. While teaching, research and service are all fundamental elements of the
institutional mission, the first priority is teaching. . .
.
The University t>fTexas-Pan American strives to fulfill its responsibilities by providing strong academic
programs for selected professions at the undergraduate and JU,aduate levels, providing acces., to all who
wish to participate in the pursuit of knowledge and ideas, ottering a variety of quality programs leading to
associate, baccalaureate, and graduate degrees, basing those programs on broad general education requirements solidly grounded in liberal arts traditions, providing strong curricula designed to be a basis for career
opportunities and to graduate and professional study beyond the undergraduate level, and demanding completion requirements which offer the opportunity to attain competency in basic skills and program 'areas. In
serving the state, the institution strives to provide professional and pre-professional offerings as well as
other instructional and continuing education programs designed to serve the needs of citizens throughout the
service area.
.
,
The University of Texas-Pan American is committed to an open-admissions policy at the undergraduate
level and to the highest academic standards in all of its programs. The University pledges itselfto the fullest development of human talent by providing appropriate developmental and support services for those
underprepared for the demands of colleie, offering enriched programs for those of exceptional ability, seeking financial assistance for those of limited means, maintaining the library, computer
physical resources
necessary to support the programs, and evaluating responsibly and consistently the effectiveness of the instructional programs.
'
The University of Texas-Pan American seeks to complement the instructional programs of the institution by
providing a wide tange of extra-curricular activities and experiences which-enhance the intellectual, cul-.
tural, civic, social, and physical environment, maintainin~ services that fulfill personal needs and that enrich
the academic development of students; involving the institution in the community by providing services, ·
programs, cultural experiences, and expertise .to the community-at-large; giving the community-at-large
opportunities to contribute to the effectivenes~ of their University; participating in regional consortia and •
intet-irtstitutional activities to maximize educational opportunity for the people of the state through the sharing of resources; providing programs and organizational units directed toward meeting the human resource
needs of a~ in_duslrial/technological,,society and assisting _in ~e area's economic ,-owth; and maintaining a
research m1ss1on that promotes contmued intellectual cunos1ty. encourages the discovery and ~finement of
knowledge, and addresses the unique character and special needs of the region in which the University is
located.
'
'

aoo
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THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS SYSTEM
BOARD OF REGENTS
OFFICERS
.
L9uis A. Beecher], Jr., Chairman .....• ·.........•.........•.•..•••••••...••.......•••.. Dallas
Sam Barshop, Vice Chainnan ........••• ,....•.•••••••.........••..........•...•. San Antonio
Bill Roden, Vice Chainnan .........................•........••...••.••.••.•.....••. Midland
· Arthur H. DiUy, Executive Secretary
MEMBERS
,

r::ris.~i}~~~e~~~?
~·-~~~~ .. ·... -~ .................·........,. ..................... Houston
Shannon H.. Ratliff .. ; •••..................•....................·..·......•.•••••.... · Austin

BiJ(Roden ..............................••......••..••....•....... ·...•.......... Midland
Terms Expire February 1, 1993
SamBars~p
Louis A. Beecher!, Jr.
W.A. "Tex" Moncrief, Jr.......................•.......•...•.........· ......•..• ; Fort Worth
Terms Expire February 1, 1995
·
·
RobenJ. Cruikshank .................. : .....•••.•.....•...•............•..·.....· ... Houston
Tom Loeffler ....................... , . , . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . San Antonio
Mario E. ·Ramirez, M.D. . .. .' ...................... : . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . • . . . Rio Grande City

THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS-PAN AMERICAN
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS AND STAFF

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
Dr; Miguel A. ~evarez · .. ·., ......•·•............•.......... '.....................•••.. President
Carol Rausch . , ...........................•...•. ; .......... ; ... _.. . . Assistant to the President
Dr. Bahram Hatefi .................................. ·...... ·.. : • .•.. , . . . . . . . . . Internal Auditor
Dr. Peter-Bodo Gawenda ......_........... ; Executj.ve Director of Institutional Re~h and Planning

OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT FOR
INSTITUTIONAL ADV AN CEMENT
T. Edward Mercer . ·.....................................•..................... Vice President
Alice Hawley........ , ...... ·.......................... Development and Alumni Affairs Officer
Bruce Erickson ................................................ Director of University Relations

ATHLETICS
Sam Odstrcil .................................... : .....•.......... .' ..•..•.._. . . . . . Director
James McKone .............................. ,·.................... Sports Information Director

OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
Dr. Ernest J. Baca .: .............. .-.......................· .... ; ..•..•.• Interim Vice President
William .L. Mprris ....... :• ........•.................. ...,......... Assistant to the Vice President

COI.,,LEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Dr. Ernest J. Baca ...... ; ...........................................................

Dean

Dr. Mar~ Gla~r ............. .- ...............•.......... , Associate Dean for University College
Dr. Sylvia LuJan ........... ·............ ; ....... ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Staff Associate Dean

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

.

Dr. F. J. Brewerton .... .' ............... '. ......................••••...............•..• Dean

I

• n,J
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~

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Dr. Ernesto Bernal •.•.•...•............. •:• ....·...••••••........•.....•......•••.•... Dean

DIVISION OF HEALTH-RELATED PROFESSIONS
Dr. Julian Castillb ..........•..•..•. ·........... ,, .......•... ·•.....•••.....••....... Director
~

'

.

HONORS PROGRAM
Dr. Raymond Welch ..•.••......••..•......• '. •..••••............•......••. -••...••. Director

CENTER FOR LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES

.

Dr, Lino Garcia, Jr.................' •.....•.......................••••....... , ..•.• Director ·

UNIVERSITY LIBRARY

Leslie M. Gower .. 1 • • • • • / • • • • • • ·••• : • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • ·• • • • • : • • • • • • • • • • • • Library Director
David Mizener .•...•.....• .' •.•• ·.•. -..••... : .••••••...... : . . • • • . . . . . Associate Library Director
George Gause . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • • Curator, Rio Grande Valley Historical Collection
Dr. Mark Glazer ...............•••••••.•••. \. ... -.•..•. Head, Rio Grande Valley Folklore Archive

OFFICij OF ADMISSIONS ,AND RECO~S .
David R. Zuniga .••..................··; .•••...... :....••..........• '. • • • Director and Registrar .
Linda J. Freeman ...•......• ~ ......... ; . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . Associate Director of Admissions

.

FINANCIAL AID
Arnoldo Trejo ....... ·, .... ·... ·• ..............
~
Direc:tor
Lucile Shabowich _....•.••. ·............... _. . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . Deputy Director 1
I

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•••••

OFFICE OF'IBE,VICE PRESIDENT FOR BUSINESS AFFAIRS

James R. Llingabeer . ~ ......•••.•.........•.•••••......••••· •......•.••••...... Vice President
Josie Rodriguez .................•..........•..........••..... ,, . . Assi$11lt to the Vice President

COMPUTER CENTER
~ta Hull

....... ~ ...· ............................................................. Director

COMPTROLLER
Esequiel Granado, Jr. . ....••..••... ; , ......•.••.•.....••...•........•..•....•.• Comptroller
l.,e() J. Herrman ......... •i• •••••••••• ·••••••••••••••••••R. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Director of AccOllllting

PERSONNEL OFFICE
Antonio Villalobos ...............•.•.............•••........•••.•••••.......•..... Director

PURCHASING AND CENTRAL SERVICES
Francisca Rios ............... _., , ............................................ ,; ...... Director

UNIVERSITY POLICE DEPARTMENT
GregorioN. Salazar ....................· ........•.•..........................•.....•• Olief
\

STUDENT AFFAIRS
Judy Vinson ...•••.•.............•....•.•.........••.••••••....•......••.. Dean of Students
Elvie Watson-Davis .•................•• Assistant Dean, Student Development and University Center
Santiago VilJanueva . . • . • • . . • • • . . . . . . . Assistant Dean, Housing and Rec~tion/lnternational Students
Dora castillo .•.....•.......•....... , .................... Coordinator, Student Health Services

\
/
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AbMISSIONS.
Methods of Admissions
Undergraduate Admission
Students ~e ~dmitted t<? The Unive!s~ty of Texas-r~ Ame~CfUl through the O_ffice of J\dmissions and ;Records, which 1s responsible for adm1mstenng adm1ss1on pohc1es. They may gam adm1SS1on by:
1. Presentation of a transcript of the high school

record

showing that the student is a graduate of an
accredited high S&hool, rank in class, and that the student has earned at least 21 accredited high school
units; Included among the 21 units must be: four units in English; three.units in mathematics, at least
one of which must be in algebra; two in science, one in world history, one in U.S. history. one-half in
U.S. government, one-half in economics, one and one-half in physical education, one-half in health
education, and seven elective units.
·
·
2. A graduate of a nonaccredited high school must submitG.E.D. scores that would qualify for the
issuance of a Texas high sch<>9l certificate or-submit a composite A.C.'F. score of at least 23.
3. A person who has never graduated from an accredited high school may enter: by qualifying for the
issuance of a Texas high school certificate based on GED test results. ·
·
4. Any student who has ever been enrolled in another college must have on file in the Office of Admissions
and Records an official ,transcript sent directly from each college previously attended before the student
can be considered for admission to The University of Texas-Pan Americam Failure to submit such
transcripts is also grounds for disciplinary action including expulsion in accordance with the student
disciplinary rules and procedures prOfidedfor in the Regents' Rules and Procedures. (Students
transferring less than 30 semester hours of acceptable college work must meet the requirements of
section J above.) An applicant, whether a new student or afomu!r student at the Universilrj, who has
attended another collegiate institution.is not at liberty to disregard any part of the collegiate record and
apply for admission to UT Pan American on the basis of the high-school record or a pat!tial record of _
his or her college work, but is subject without exception to the regulations given above.
'
A student holding a bachelor's degree from an accredited institution who does not wish to enter the Gradu~
ate School may be permitted to register as a Special Student in one of the undergraduate schools and is subject to all rules and regulations of that school. Application for Special Student status is made by completing
the undergraduate application form and having an official transcript showing the awarding of at least a
bachelor's degree sent to the Office of A~missions and Records from the awarding institution. ,
>

C

A student's previous college work will be evaluated in terms of UT Pan American standards. Students who
are on academic suspension by these standards will not be granted admission during the regular semesters
of the suspension period. Students on suspension are.encouraged to enroll for summer sessions to repeat
c,ourses in which they have low or failing grades. For admission to a regular semester while on ~uspension,
see the section on scholastic suspension. in this bulletin.
It should be noted that The University of Texas-Pan American is an equal opportunity educational institution. Under this philosophy, students are admitted to the University without regard to race, creed, color,
sex, ethnic origin, religion, age, veteran's status, or handicap.

Procedure for Undergraduate Admission
Any student entering The University of Texas-Pan American for the first time must submit the following by
deadline date for semester applying:
1. A completed UT Pan Amencan application for admission form.
2. Complete official transcript.
a. Beginning Freshmen: An official high school transcript.
b. Transfer Students: See Section 4 under Methods of Admissions above.
· 3. Scores from the American College Testing Program tests are preferred, but CEEB 's SAT scores are
acceptable. (Required of all students with less than 30 semester credit hours of transferable collegelevel work.) Test scores must be on file in the UT Pan American Office of Admissions and Records
before the student will ~ able .to register for any semester.
·
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Texas Academic Skills Program (T ASP) Examination
The Texas State Education Code requires that ali students who enter public insdtuµons of higher education
must be tested for reading, writing and mathematics skills. This includes all full-time and part-time freshmen enrolled in a certificate or degree program, any non-degree students prior to the accumulatioo of nine
or more (college} credit hours or the equivalent, and any transfer sa.tdent with fewer than 60 semester credit
hours or the equivalent who has not previously taken the tests.
Performance on the Texas Academic Skills Program test will not be used as a condition of admission. A student may not enroll in any upper division course (the} completion of which would give the student 60
or more semester credit hpurs or the equivalent until the student's test results meet or exceed the minimum
standards in all test scores. Other assessment procedures may be used in exceptional cases to allow a student to enroll in upper division courses in cases where student test results do not meet minimum standards
{Texas Education Code, Sec. 51.306). Th~ test fee will be pai~ by the student.

University Credit for High School Students
The Program for Concurrent Enrollment at The Universiiy of Texas-Pan American is offered to give outs~ding h~h school students who have com~eted their sophomore y~ an <?PJ!Ortunity to a~tend a universtty-supervtsed program and earn college credit. Course enrollment will be hmtted to a maxnnum of 7
hours each summer term and 9 hours each regular semester. This,iprogram provides enrichment of education
by allowing students to take courses which they might not normally have time to schedule.
To be admitted to the Program for Concurrent Enrollment, studepts must have completed their sophomore
year at an accredited high school and have a composite ACT score of at least 2?. Additional factors coosidered in granting admission may be ranking in the top 10 percent of their class, or having an academic
average* of at least 90 percent (GED not accepted for this purpose}. Students must submit an Application
for Admission form and an Application for Concurrent Enrollment signed by a high school counselor and
approved by the high school principat
·
\
.
·

.

·'

~

*Academic average is to be based on a student's grades in academic courses such as English, math, natural
sciences and social sci~nces. Non-academic courses such as physical education, music, vocational and related courses will noL be considered.
· ·
·
Students taking courses for either deferred or dual credit will be graded in the same manner as are other
college sludents, but no University credit will be given until the student graduates from high school. Students in the Concurrent Enrollment Program must earn a grade of "C" or higher in each University course
taken in order to continue to participate in the Program .. The Director of the Honors Studies Prog.-am and
the head of the ~epartment in which the student plans to major will help prepare the,_student's academic pro•
gram. The regular student fees will be assessed in accordance with current rates.set for all other students;

'Graduate Admission
I

I

,

Students seeking admission may obtain application forms by writing to the Office of Admissions and Reco(ds, which is responsible for administering admissioo policies. To insure processing of an applicatioo for
a given semester, Lhe applicant should have on file in the Office of Admissions and Records the application
for admission wilh all supporting documents by the dates indicated in this catalog. Failure to have applications with supporting documents on file by these dates will result in restrictive admission or denial ofadmission at that .time. Supporting documents include the following:
.
•

Official transcript(s) of all prior undergraduate and graduate work,

•

Official score report of the Graduate Record Examination (Aptitude Test only) and, for business
administration majors, scores on the Graduate Management Admissions Test, and ·

•
•

Transcript of TOEFL scores for foreign students.
The Master of Arts degree in School Psychology and the M.Ed. in Gifted Education have different
and additional admission requirements. Please contact the Department of Educational Psychology
for additional information. Also see Department of Educational Psychology in this catalog.

Applicants should request that registrars of colleges previously attended arid the Educational.Testing Service send the transcripts directly to the Office of Admissions and Records. GRE and GMAT scores more
than five years old are out of date and may not be acceptable.
·
'
Admission
is only for the semester requested and does not imply automatic admission for later semesters.
Students who have been enrolled in a graduate program at The University of Texas-Pan American, but who
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have nol been in auendance for the previous regular semester, should apply for readmission at least thirty
(30) days prior tQ registration for the semester in which they plan to resume graduate study.

Basic Requirements for Graduate Admission
1. Must hold a bachelor's degree or its equivalent from a college or university accredited by the regional ·
· accrediting association for the region in which the institution is located.
. .
2. Must meet admission criteria established by the Council of Deans.
·
Clear Admission
1. The applicant must have a 3.0 Graduate Admission GPA or more on a 4.0 scale and provide a mini-

2.
3.
4.
5.

mum composite G.R.E. scorp pf 600 or more (sum of verbal and quantitative) or provide a minimum
GMAT score of 350 or more.or
,
·
The applicant must have a composite score of 1000 or more on the GRE or a GMAT score of 470 or
more and have-completed all transcript requirements, or
·
The applicant musl meet requirements for changing "Probationary" to "Clear," or
The applicant l_TlUSt hold a Master's Degree from an accredited university and have compl~ all
transcnpt requirements.
·
Prospective MBA students who do not satisfy th~ above criteria.must submit a GRE score in addition
to a GMAT score for determination of university graduate admission classification.

Tentative Admission

.

Applicants may be considered for Tentative Admission to a graduate program if they have a minimum
Graduate Admission GPA of at least 2.5 on a 4.0 scale, and if they submit a formal application and unofficial transcript(s). Tentative Admission is limited to one regular semester-or one summer session of twelve
weeks with a maximum of 6 semester hou~s of graduate work.
·
At the end of one semester of Tentative Admission a student must first be classified as "Probationary,".
"Clear," or "Denied" based on the admission requirements .. To be granted further admission at this time,
the student must have completed the admission file and must meet the admission standards.
The Tentative Admission classification
is not applicable
to graduate
students in the School of
Business.
i
.
.
'
Probationary Admission

does

more

A student .who
not meet clear admission requirements, but has a score of 1200 or
based upon the
following formula: 200 times the Graduate Admission GPA+ the sum of the verbal and quantitative parts
• of the GRE will be granted probationary admission. This minimum entrance score must be met prior to
registration. Probationary admission is limited to a maximum of 12 hours. If at the end of the semester in
which a studem's total earned graduate hours are 9 or more and the student's graduate GPA is 3.0 or better,
admission c,assification will be changed LO clear.
Denied Admission

A student is denied admission to the Graduate Scl}ool of The University .of Texas-Pan American for-failure
to meet.minimum admission requirements.
,
Admission may be gained by meeting requirements such as improving GRE (or GMA1) scores and/or
Graduate Admission GPA or by appealing to the Council of Deans for an alternative procedure. The appeal
must be in writing lo the dean of the appropriate school. The a ~ should CXJ>.lain extenuating circum- .
stances.
Transfer Admission

A transfer graduate student may take 12 graduate hours for transfer to another graduate school by supplying
the Office of Admissions and Records with the following:
1. An Application for Admissiolf.
2. A letter of approval sent directly LO the UT Pan American Office of Admissions and Records by the
Dean of the graduate school to which the work is to be transferred.
Departmental Admission Requirements

~

Each department sets the departmental admission requirements for its graduate majors with the approval of
the Graduate Council. Consult the bulletin section referring to your majo( department for these require-
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All undergraduate leveling work must be satisfactorily completed prior to taking graduate courses or at
least be completed during thefirst semester of enrollment in graduate .courses: ·

Reservation of Work

br Und~rgraduates for Graduate Credit

It is possible for undergraduate students ,to register in graduate courses in their last semester under the following conditions:
' '
1. The undergraduate must lack no more than twelve (12) semester hours of work to complete all

requirements for the (first) bachelor degree.

·

2. These twelve (12) hours (or less) must be completed in'the same semester or summer session (12

weeks) in which the student is talcing the graduate courses.

3. Total Tegistration for all work must not exceed fifteen (15) semester hours in a regular semester or
• twelve (12) semester hours in a summer 'session (12 weeks).
.
4. The application for such graduate courses mustbe submitted to the Office of Admissions and Re.conls
sixty (60) days•before the session begins. Graduate Record Examinations. Aptitude Test, scores and
undergraduate grade-point averages must meet those standards for reguJar admission to the Graduate

School. Business administration students take the Graduate Management Admissions Test instead of the
ORE.

Undergraduates cannot count their work in graduate courses toward the bachelor's degree. It will be reserved/or credit toward a graduate degree.
Procedure After Admission·

Successful applicants will receive a letter of acceptance from the Office of Admissions and Reconls, whereupon they should contact the head of their major department. who will appoint a graduate adviser to counsel
students on registration, degree pro$fam, and other required procedures·. Students should have their schedules approved each semester by their advisers (or an approved substitute) before registering for courses.
Definitions

·,

Admission File - Application, official transcripts of all undergraduate and graduate work mailed directly to
The University of Texas•Pan American from the Registrar's Office of the institution issuing the transcripts,
and ORE scores.

GdE Composite Score - Sum of the verbal and quantitativ,e ~ores of the graduate record exam.
Graduate Admission GPA -r Procedures for calculating the grade-point average for students seeking admission to a graduate program at The University of Texas-Pan American are: .
1. Only official transcripts sent directly to th<! Office of Admissions and Records, The University of
Texas-Pan American, from an accredited institution of higher education shall. be accepted for
evaluation and grade-point calculation for admission to a graduate program at The University of TexasPan American: The institution must be accredited by the regional accreditation association responsible
for the area in which the institution is located;
.
2. All academic work undertaken and grades or symbols assigned at each institution shall be reflected
on the student's official transcript(s). No student's grade may be expi.,nged from his or her record, ·
3. All grades assigned, including all grades in courses which have been repeated, for academic course work
will be used in caJculating the grade-point average, except that UT Pan American shall ·base.the
calculation on the last 60 semester credit hours (or equivalent) of college work which include any
previous w()fk in a graduate or professional school. . '
·
.
.
4. A four-point scale will be used in computing the grade-point average (e.g.: A. 4'poll}ts per semester
hour;,B, 3.0; 2.0; D, 1.0;,F, 0.0).
.
.
S. A grade or symbol indicating failure (i.e.: P, WF, OF) will count as hours undertaken, but no grade
points will be .earned.
·
·
6. Ex~luded from ~e 8!3je-point average will be any credit by .e~ination:. CR; Quit (Q); Withdrew (W);
Withdrew Passmg(WP): Incomplete (I); and a pass grade within a pass/fail system.
7. The grade-point average will be computed b~ multiplying each grade point [see (4) and (5) of Jhis
section] by the semester or quarter credit hours earned pel' course and ~ng the products. The
semester or quarter hours of courses undertalcen willthen be totaled. The total of the products will
be divided by the total semester Oi' quarter hours. ~ result is to calculate to the hundredth place, giving
the official cumulative grade-point average for admis~on to graduate studies,
·
8. Academic work at foreign colleges, universities, or preparatory schools shall be excluded from the
calculation. In such cases, the grade-point average and crooit shall be evaluated and computed by the

c.
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Office of Admissions and Records in consultation with the graduate program to which the student is
applying.
·

..Foreign Students
~dmission of Foreign Students
There are two additipnal admission requirements for foreign or international students wishing to enroll in
either the undergraduate or graduate programs. They are:
· 1. Foreign students from countries whose native language is not English will ordinaply be expected to take·

the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL). . ·
,
Students scoring below 500 on the TOEFL will normally be denied admission, while those scoring
between 500 and 550, but otherwise meeting department requirements, will be expected to talce
prescribed courses in English.
. "\
.
Further information on the Test of English as a Foreign Language, the Graduate Record Examination,
and. the Graduate Management Admissions Test may be obtained by writing
1
The Educational Testing Service
20 Nassau Street
Princeton, New Jersey 08540
2. A pre-payment equal to the cost of room and board in a UT Pan American residence hall for one
semester must be received prior to an 1-20 being issued. This is not a reservation for the residence hall.
The· student must contact the Housing Office for ibfonnation concerning the residence hall. This
pre-payment must be in the fonn of a money order or cashier's check. This deposit must also be made
prior to enrollment for each future semester. Students on scholarship are excluded from this financial
requirement
.
1
3. All supporting documents must be on file in the Office of Admissions and Records 60 days prior to the
beginning of the semester.
·
4. In order for an 1-20 to be issued, the application process must be complete.
·
Admission: A non-immigrant student may be admitted for duration of status. This means that the
stu~nt is authorized to stay in the United States for the entire length of time during which the student is
enrolled full time in an educational program and an:y period ofauthorized practical training plus 60 days.
While in the United States, the student must maintain a valid foreign passport unless exempt from
passport requirements. ·
.
The student may continue from one educational level to another, such as progressing from high school to
a bachelor's program or a bachelor's program to a master's program, etc., simply by invoking the
procedures for school transfers. (See Adviser.)
.
.
School: For initial admission, the student must attend the school specified on the visa. If the student has
a Fonn 1-20 A-B from more than one school, it is important to have the name of the intended school
specified on the visa by presenting a Form 1-20 A-B from that school to the visa-issuing consular
officer. Failure tq attend the specified school will result in the.loss of sbldent status and subject the
individual to deportation.
.
Re-entry: A non~immigrant student may be readmitted after a temporary absence of five months or less
from the United States, if.the:student is otherwise admissible. The student may be readmitted by
presenting a valid foreign passport, a valid visa, and either a new Form I-20 A-B or a page 4 of the
Fonn I-20 A-B (the 1-20 ID Copy) properly endorsed for re-entry if the information on the 1-20 foffll is
cWTent.
.
.
.
·
Transfer: A non-immigrant student is pennitted to transfer to a different school provided the transfer
procedure is followed. To transfer school, the student should first notify the school being attended
of the intent to transfer, then obtain a fonn 1-20 A-B frorp the new school. Transfer will be effected
only if the student returns. the Fonn 1-20 A-B to the designated school official within 15 days of
beginning attendance at the new school. The designated· school official will then report the transfer to
the Immigration and Naturalization Service. .
.
,
_
Extension of stay: If the student cannot complete the educational program after having been in srudent
status for longer than the anticipated length·of the program plus a grace period in a single educational
level, or for more than eight consecuiive years, the student must apply for extension of stay. An
application for ext~nsion of stay on a Fonn 1-538 shoul(\ be filed w1th'the' International Student adviser
at least 15 days but no more than 60 days before-the exp~tion of the sbldent•s stay.·
·
Employment: As an F-1 student, the student is not pennitted to work off-campus or to engage in
business without specific employment authorization. After the first year in F-1 student stabls, the
student may apply for employment authorization on Fonn 1-538 based on financial needs arising after
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receiving student status, or the need to obtain practical training.
Notice of address: If the student moves, a notice must-be submitted within 10 days of the change of
address to the International Student adviser and to the Immigration and Naturalization Service. (Form
AR-11 is available at any INS office.)
Arrival/departure: When the student leaves the United States, the student must surrender the Form 1-94
Depanure Record. Detailed.instructions are on the back side of Form 1·94. The 1-94 does not have to
be turned in if the student is visiting Canada, Mexico, or adjacent islands other than Cuba for less than
30days.
.
.
·
·
'
Authorization to release information by school: To comply with requestHrom the U.S. Immigration .
and Naturali7.ation Service for information.concerning immigration status, tile student is required to
give authori7.ation to the named school to release such information from the student's records. The
school will provide the Service with the name, country of birth. current address, and any other
information on a regular basis or upon request.
·
Penalr,= To.maintain non-immigrant student status, the student must be enrolled full time at the school
' authonzed to attend. The student may engage in emplor.ment only when permission to work has
been given. Failure to comply with these regulations will result in the loss of student status and subject
the individual to deportation.

Transfer Credit
Policy Governing the Transfer or Credit l'rom Other Institutions

Transfer of regular academic credit from another institution to The Universi~y of Texas-Pan American in•
volves at least three considerations:
·
I

1. The educational quality of the institution from which the-student ir,nsfers.
2. The comparability of the nature, content, and level of credit earned'to that offered by UT Pan American.
3. The appropriateness and applicability of credit earned to the programs offered by UT Pan American, in
light of the student's educational goals.
.
· \, ·
.
,
Accrooitation speaks primarily to the first of these considerations, serving as the basic indicator that an in•
stitution meets certain minimum stand,ards. Accreditation affords reason for confidence in an institution's
purposes, in the appropriateness of the 'resoun:es and plans for carrying out these purposes, and in its effec•
liveness in accomplishing its goals. UT Pan American requires that the institution be accredited by the re•
gional accreditation association responsible for the area in which the institution is located. Institutions that
are not accrooited may lack that status for reasons unrelated to questions of quality. Such instinitions, however, cannot provide a reliable, third-party assurance that they meet or exceed minimum standards.
Cotnparability of nature, content and level of transfer credit and the appropriateness and applicability of the
credit eamoo to programs offered by The University of Texas-Pan American are as important in the evaluation process as the accrooitation status of the institution at which the transfer credit was awarded. ·Since
accreditation d~ not address these questions, this infol'.lllation must be obtained from the catalog and other
materials from the sending institution.
··
There may be some differences between the acceptance of credit for admission purposes and the applicability of credit for degree purposes. The University of Texas-Pan American may accept previous wQrk, place a
credit value on it, and enter it on the transcript However, because of its nature and not its inherent quality,
it may be determined to have no applicability to a specific degree. program to be pursued by the student.
Foreign institutions, in most cases, are chartered and authorized by their national governments; usually
through a ministry of ooucation. Although this provides for a standardization within a country, it does not
produce useful information about comparability from one country to another. No other nation has a system
comparable to the voluntary accteditation used in'the United States. The Country Index published by the
International Education Research Foundation, Inc. shall be used as the guide for evaluating postsecondary ,
work from foreign institutions.
.
.
.
There are some courses which do not transfer to The University of Texas-Pan American. These may be
grouped as follows:
A. Sub-college courses such as remedial reading, developmental reading, speed reading, remedial science,
and orientation are not transferable.
,
·
B. Drill or skill courses such as filing methods and vocational or technical training courses such as shop
courses, welding, cal])Cntry, plumbing and masonry are not transferable.
C. Terminal courses offered at many junior colleges are not offered for the purpose of transfer to senior
colleges and usually are clearly labeled in the college catalog as beiqg non-transferaJ?le. Examples

'
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of terminal courses are auto mechanics, machine shop, electricity, data pi:ocessing, and welding. (There

:will be limited exceptions to this rule in the case of the Bachelor of Applied Arts arid Sciences degree.)
Nursing work taken at Junior Colleges or from hospitals is normally considered to be terminal and does
not transfer.
D. Exegetical or doctrinal courses in religion are not transferable. Courses in Bible of a historical or
literary nature (but non-doctrinal) are transferable up to a maximum of 12 semester hours of lowerdivision credit.
,
- '
•
E. No credit will be given for "life experience". (There will be limited exceptions to this rule in the case
of the Bachelor of Applied Arts and Sciences degree when this credit has been validated and placed
on their transcript by a Junior College/Technical institution.)
-

Transfer of Credits - Graduate•
A maximum of twelve (12) semester hours of appropriate graduate work earned at other institutions, subject
to,the approval of the chair of the major's department and certification by the Office of Admissions and
Records, may be transferred for degree credit. Credit may not be transferred for:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Courses which would not have received graduate credit at The University of Texas-Pan American
Courses with grades less than B.
Correspondence courses.
·
Extension courses.
Courses taken at such a date that would exceed the seven-year limit of the student's program.

Transfer of graduate credit hours is not automatic. The student must submit a written request for approval
of transfer to the chair of:the major department, who determines whether all the conditions for transfer have
been met before adding the hours to the graduate degree program. The transfer is completed when the Student's Admission to Candidacy form is approved by the Dean of the School (providing that the student
~duates within the seven-year time li1J1it). · ·
_
•·
Since UT Pan American a~ BrownsvilJe is separately accredited, transfer credit will be handled in a manner consistent with the way\credit is transferred from other separate institutions.

Transfer Curricula and Resolut~on ofTranster Disputes for L~r-Division Courses
(1) The transfer of curricula shall be as prescribed by the current issue of the Coordinating Board's gui~

to transfer curricula and transfer of credit.
·
.
(2) The following procedures shall be followed by public institutions of higher education in the resolution
of transfer disputes involving lowe_r division courses:
·
·
(a) If an institution of higher education does not accept course credit earned by a student at another ·
institution of higher edU(;:atlon, that institution shall give written notice to the stud,ent and .the other
institution that the transfer of the course credit is denied.
·
(b) The two institutions and the student shall attempt to resolve the transfer of the course credit iri"
accordance with Board rules and/or guideli(\es; ·
' .
, (c) If the transfer dispute is not resolved to the satisfaction of the student or the institution at which the
credit was earned within 45 days after the date the student received written notice of the denial, the
institution that denies the transfer of-the course credit shall notify the Commi~oner of its denial
and the reason for the denial.
·
·
(3) The Commissioner of higher education or the Commissioner's designee shall make the final
determination about a dispute concerning the transfer of course credit and give written notice ofthe
determination to the involved student and institutions.
(4) All public institutions of higher education shall publish the procedures described in (2) and (3)
immediately ab<>ve in_their course catalogs for lower-division courses.
.
(5) All public institutions of higher education shall furnish data to the Board on reported transfer disputes
as the Board may require in accordance with its statutory responsibilities under Section 61.078(e) o(the
Educatio~ Code.
·

{
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Tuition, Fees_ and Deposits ·
· Student Expenses

The cost of attending The University of Texas-Pan American is relatively low - approximately $381.00
per semester for 12 hours of required tuition and fees for a resident of Texas. A large student financial aid
program offering part-time employment, scholarships and loans helps most students at UT Pan American
meet the costs of attending college and living expenses.
Financial Responsibility '

1

I

State Universities cannot extend credit; therefore students are expected to oieet financial obligations to the
University within the designated time allowed. Registration fees are payable at the time of registration, and
students are not entitled to enter class or laboratory until all their fees have been paid. (Exception: See
"Payment by Installment. j Other charges are due within ten days after a bill is rendered by the University,
or according to the special payment instructions that may be printed on the bill. Failure to pay the amowit
•owed in the alto~ time can result in the withholding of (1) registration privileges, (2) official transcripts,
(3) p:_ades and degrees, and (4) other penalties and actions authorized by law. ,
·
Initial payment of registration_ fees may be made by personal check, money order payable to The University
of Texas-Pan American or cash. Students are advised to exercise care in paying fees by check. (See"Retumed Checks.") When a bad check for registration fees is returned to the University, a'.fifteen dollar
($15.00) return check service charge is assessed, and the student is given two days from date of notice to
make full payment by cash, cashier's check, or money order. Failure to comply will result in the penalties
described above.
.
.
·
·
·

Residency Classincations and Tuition Rates
Shown in the Fee Table are required registration fees each semester including:
- tuition
- student service fees (computed at $7.00 per semester credit hour up to a maximum of $90.00 per
regular semester or $45.00 per summer session)
- building use fees (computed at $6.00 per semester credit hour)
- computer access fee of $9.00 per regular semester or $4.50 per summer session.
For example, by reading from the Fee Table, a student who is a resident of Texas and who enrolls for 12
semester credit hours in a fall or. spring semester would pay $381.00 of required registration fees.
The Fee Table does not include required laboratory fees or individual insll'UCtion fees which are listed with
the individual course descriptions.
·
Student Service Fees suppon student activities such as Inttamural and Intercollegiate Athletics, Student
Ne"spaper and Rio magazine, Band, Choir, Orchestra, Student Health Service, St~dent Acci~t Insurance,
Umvers1ty Program Board, Drama, Debate, Dance Group; and other student servJ.Ces as determined by the
Board of Regents.
,
.
·

/
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Tuition.and fees were are subject to cha'!ge without notic~ or 9bligation, in keepinJ with.the policies
and actions of the Board of Regents and m conforming with the laws of1he State o Texas.
Note 1: Students who'are residents ofa state otber·than Texas or are citizens oh foreipcountry are
classified as ''Non-Resident Students."
.

1990-91 FEETABLE

Semester
Credit
Hours ,
Enrolled
for

Each
Fa11
or
Spring
Semester

Residents
of

Texas

$122.00
135.00
148.00
161.00
174.00
195.00
226.00
257.00
288.00
319.00
350.00
381.00
411.00
435.00
459.00
483.00

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

NonResident
Students
(See
Note 1)

507,00

1

l

531.00 .
555.00
579.00

$144.00
279.00
414.00
549.00
684.00
819.00
954.00
. 1,089.00
1,224.00
1,359.00
1,494.00
1,629.00
1,763.00
1,891.00
2,019.00
2,147.00
· 2,275.00
2,403.00
2,531.00
2,659.00

Each
additional
hour
add

Each
SixWeeks
Summer
Session

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

24.00

128.00

$67.50
80.50
97.50
128..50
159.50
190.50
217.50
241.50
265.50

679.50
814.50
945.50
1,073.50
1,201.50

24.00

128.00

$139.50
274.50
409.50

544.50 ·

Each
additional
hour
add
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1991-92 FEET ABLE

1.

Semester
Credit
Hours
Enrolled

Residents

for

Texas

Non-'
Resident
Students
(See
Note 1)

$122.00
135.00
148.00
161.00
174.00
207_.00
240.00
273.00
306.00
339.00
372.00
405.00
, 437.00,
463.00
489.00
515.00
541.00
567.00
593.00
619.00

$144.00
279.00
414.00
549.00
684.00
819.00
954.00
1,089.00
1,224.00
1,359.00
1,494.00
1,629.00
1,763.00
1,891.00
2,019.00
2,147.00
2,275.00
2,403.00
2,531.00
2,659.00

26.00

128.00

of

I

Each
Fall
or
Spring
Semester

I
2
3
4

' 5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
Each
additional hour
,add

"-

Each
SixWeeks
Summer
Session

Each
additional,
hour
add

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

$67.50
80.50
103.50
136.50
169.50
202.50
231.50
257.50,
283.50

26.00

'--
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$139.50
274.50
409.50
544.50
679.50
814.50
945.50
1,073.5.0
1,201.50

128.00

Payment by Installment
Section 54.007 of the Texas Education Ce>4e provides for payment by installment of tuition and mandatory
fees in the fall and spring semesters. Students already receiving some form of financial aid, including
scholarships, are not eligible.
Options: Eligible students may elect one of two options during fall and spring registration.
Option A: Full payment at Registration
Option B: Half at Registration
One-fourth before the 6th classweek
One-fourth before the 11th classweek
Once an option has been selected, it may not be changed; however, advanced payments will be accepted.

Incidental Charge: Students electing to pay in accordance with Option B must sign a promissory note and
an incidental handling fee (nonrefundable) of $7.50 will be collected to defray the cost to the pniversity of
providing this delayed-payment service.
Collection After Registration: The law requires collection of the second and any subsequent installment
before the cfassweek indicated above.
Late Payment: Late installments will be accepted during the first three class days of the classweek indicated above, but a non-refundable late payment charge of $5.00 will be assessed in addition to the installment amount.
Reinstatement: Late installments will be accepted after the first three class days of the classweek indicated
above, but a non-refundable reinstatement charge of $25.00 will be assessed in addition.to the installment
amount.
".
Failure to Pay by End of Semester
A student who fails to provide full payment of tuition and fees, including late fees assessed, to the University when the payments are due is subject to one or more of the following actions at the University's option:
a) bar against readmission at the institution;
·
b) withholding of grades, degree and official transcript; and
. c) all penalties and actions authorized by law.
_',

Concurrent Enrollment
Fees/or students registering concurrently at two Texas public institutiqns of higher education.
1. A student shall pay the fuIJ tuition charge to the first institution at which he or she is registered•
. 2. Generally, only the hourly rate is paid at the second institution. However, if the minimum amount is
less at the first institution, then the student must pay the difference in the two minimums to the second
institution, but in no case shalJ the student pay to the institution less than the homly rates. General fees,
student service fees, building use fees, and optional fees are billed by each institution at its regularly
• authorized rates.
.
'
·
Tuition Waiver:
Citizens of Mexico may apply at the Financial Aid Office for a Non-Resident Tuition Waiver a minimum of
30 days before registration.
· ~
. ,
.,
.
Hazelwood Act for Veterans: Texas Veterans of World War I, World War II, the Korean War, or Vietnam who have no remaining Veterans Administration educational benefits are exempted from payment of tuition fees, labor~tory fees and individual instruction,fees but are not exempted from payment of student
service fees, building use fees nor other fees and deposits.

'I

To obtain the exemption of tuition under this act, an approved application must be on file with the Student
Financial Aid Office 15 days prior to registration.
.'
·

Other Fees
Catalog: The first University Catalog is provided free to each undergraduate and graduate student; subsequent catalogs will cost $2.00 each.
,
Vehicle Registration and Operation Permit: All students, whether fullor part-time, who will operate a
motor vehicle in the campus area must register the vehicle with the University Police Department.

I

A sticker to be pla~d on the vehicle indicating the permit number and class "C" parking privileges will be
provided. The charge for the-academic y~ beginning September 1 and ending August 31 is $12.00 if paid
during the fall semester, $8.00 if paid during the spring semester, and $4.00 each summer session. Vehicle
operation regulations,are available at the Dean qf Students' Office or the University Police Department.
General Property Deposit: Students must pay a one-time general property deposit of $,10.00 to ensure
against losses. damages, or breakage in laboratories and lib~es.
·
.,.,
Laborator;y. Fees: For each laboratory course a fee of $2.00 to $8.00, depending upon cost of material
used, is.charged.
Individual Instruction Fees: For courses in art, cqmmunications or music, which provide individual
coaching or insb'Uction, a fee of $20.00 for a one or two hour-course or $35.00 for a four hoµr course is
charged. Class Piano and Class Voice courses each have a $10.00 fee.
,

Auditing Fees: If auditing a course is permitted by the insb'Uctor, a non-refundable fee of $20.00 will be
charged.
·
.
·
·
Graduation Fee: A non-refundable fee of $15.00 is charged for undergraduate and graduate degrees. This
fee is payable at the time the candidate presents the application for graduation to the Office of Admissions
and Records. This fee is used to pay for: processing application for graduation., music. graduation speaker,
postage. diplomas and other expenses associated with graduation. All students participating in the commencement ceremony are required to purchase the proper graduation regalia from the University Bookstore.
(No students will be permitted to participate without the ~ r regalia) Students wishing to transfer their
application for graduation will be required to pay an additional $5.00 fee for each time they transfer.
Transcript Copy Charge: The first official copy of a transcript of a student's grades is provided free; subsequent official copies are $1.00 per copy. A student with overdue unpaid obligations to the University will
not be provided an official transcript copy 11nless satisfactpry payment arrangements have been made. Un. official copies of the student's transcript will be provided for a fee of 25 cents.
.
Kinesiology Activity Course Fees: A fee is charged for some two hour ldnesiology activity courses. The
fees for individual courses are listed in the course descriptions and iii the tentative schedule. In the case of
Bowling, Golf, and Horsemanship there is a required fee for the use of non-university facilities and equip1
ment which is paid directly to the provider of these facilities.
Thesis Binding Fee: An original and two copies of a Master's Thesis must be bound and presented to the
University. Although the cost will vary depending on the size of the thesis, it will be approximately $15.00.
Thesis Microfilmh1g Fee: Each Master's Thesis is microfilmed and placed in the University Li~. The
cost will be (lpproximate!Y $20.00 depending on length of thesis.
•,

Advanced Standing Examination Fee: A fee of $20.00 is charged for each Advanced Standing Examina•
tion.
ACT Residual Test Fee: A fee of $20.00 is charged for ACT Tests administered at a time other than a
regularly scheduled test date. The regular fee for nationally scheduled tests is $11.50.
Special Tests and Examinations: Fees for tests such as entrance tests. credit by examination te.~ts and
other test services may be charged .Please inquire at tf!e Office of Placement. Testing and Cooperative
Education.
,
·
Late Registration Charge: Any student who, with proper permission. registe~ after the appointed days
for regular registration (see calendar), will be required to pay a special non-refundable charge of fi".e dollars
($5.00) to defray the costs of the extra services required to effect his or her late registration.
Course Drop Fee: Students dropping classes after they have registered for classes will be assessed a $5.00
charge for eacli drop form processed. This fee is assessed to defray processing costs and is non-refundable.
Returned Check Charge: ·Anon-refundable service char__ge of fifteen dollars ($15.00) will be assessed to a
student for each bad check. (See "Financial responsibiliW") The University may refuse to accept a check
.., from a student who has previously given a bad check (insufficient funds~ account closed, signature irregular,
) paymentstopped, etc.).·
·
·
, .
ID Card Replacement Fee: Entering students are provided a free University Photo Identificatioq Card. A
non-refundable fee of $7 .00 is charged for a replacement of this card._ The fee is subject to change.
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TuitiQn Installment Incidental 'Charge: Any eligible stu~t who elects.either the tuition installment option to pay fall or spring semester tuition and·mandatory fees will be charfed an additional $7.SO with each
payment to defray the cost to the University of providing this service. This fee is non-refundable.
Residence Hall or Meals Only Installment Charge: Students who elect to pay residence hall or meal
contract char~es in monthly installments will be assessed an additional $5.00 with each payment to defray
the cost of this service. This fee is non-refundable.

Late J.>ayment Charges: Payment of fall or spring tuition installments will be considered late if it is paid
after the scheduled. due date. Late payments plus an additional $5.00 late charge fee are accepted if they are
made within the three class days immediately following the scheduled due date. Payment of residen,ce hall
or meals only installment will be considered late after a three-day grace period and at that time a. $5.00 late
payment ch4'J'ge will be added to the scheduled amount Late f~ are non-refundable.
.
Reinstatement Cllarge: Paym~t of fall or spring tuition installments after the third class day of the sixth
or 11th classweek (as applicable} will require an additional $25,00 reinstatement charge. This fee is non-refundable.
'

Refund of Registration .Fees
To officially withdraw from the University or drop a course, a student must go to the Office of Admissions
and Records.
,
.
·
.
· ·
A student withdrawing officially and completely during a fall or spring semester will receive a refund of
regisJration fees actually paid according to the following scale:
.
•
100 per cent before the first day of classes
80 per cent during the first five class days
70 per cent during the second five class days
50 per cent during the third five cl.ass days
- 25 per cent during the fourth five class days
-No refund during the fifth five class days or thereafter.

-

)

Refund of fees during a summer term to students withdrawing officially and completely will be made according to the following sc~le:
,
.
·
·
-

100 per cent before the first day of classes
80 per cent during the first three class days
50 per cent during the fourth, fifth and sixth class-days
No refund after the 6th class day

Students offiCJally dropping cour~s but remaining enrolled at'the University receive a full refund of registration fees actually paid for the dropped classes through the twelfth class day during a fall ot spring semes• _ter or the fourth class day during a summer term.
·

.

\

Refund checks will be mailed within 45 days to the student's address on file at the Office of Admissions
and Records; within 30 days if the student did not receive some· form of financial assistance through the
University. Refunds for a student unC,er the installment plan will be first applied to the student's unpaid
balance.
•
·
.
All refunds for current semester classes must be requested by the 12th class day during a fall or spring se- ·
mester or the fourth class day during a summer term through the Office of Admissions and Records, Student Services Building, Room 108.
Note: Class days refer to days the University schedules classes, not the individual student's schedule.

Residence Hall Fees
Fees are subject to change.. Contact Collections Office/or current rates.
Residence Hall Room and Board is available on campus for approximately 380 students in modern airconditioned facilities.
·
During fall and spring semesters there are three boarding plans. a"\'ailable: a 20-meal-per-week plan from ·
Monday breakfast through Sunday lunch, a 15-meal-per-week plan from Monday breakfast through Friday
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supper, and a 14-meal-per-week plan: any two meals Monday through Sunday. Duringswnmer tenns only
the 20-meal-per-week plan is available. The residence hall-fees.are:

Fall or Spring Semester
Summer Session

14Meal
Plan

15Meal
-Plan

$1034.00

$-1089,00

(NA)

20Meal ·
. Pl,1;1n
$1144.00

-$ 44().oo· .'

(NA)

Residence Hall fees may l)e paid in monthly installments (Arrangements are made at the Payments and Collections Office, Student Se~ices Building lloom 115) with an additional non-refundable installment charge .
of $5.00 per month except for summer sessions. Installment payments will be considered late after a threeday grace period and a $5.00 late payment charge will be added to the schedul~ instalbtl,~i paypient
amount. Late fees are non-refundable. Residence hall fees for the summer tenns.are payable.in full before
the student moves in. Each semester the first installment payment is payable before the ~WdeQl moves in.
The payment schedule is as folJows:
·
,_

14Meal
Plan
Fall Semester
First Payment
Second Payment. Oct I st
Third Payment, Nov. 1st
Fourth Payment, Dec. 1st .
Spring Semester
First Payment
Second Payment, March .I st
Third Payment, April 2nd
Fourth Payment, May 1st
First Summer Session
One Payment
Second Summer Session
One Payment

lS'Meall ·
Plan·

:..

20Meal
Plan

$263.50
263.50
263.50'
263.50

· $277.25
277.25
, 277.25
277.25

$291.00
291.00
291.00
291.00

$263.50
263.50
263.50
263.50

$277.25
277,25
277.25
277.25

$291.QO
291.00
291.00
291.00
$440.00
$440.00

Cafeteria Meal Tickets
Cafeteria rrieals fot students residing on campus are included in the Residence Hall contract. Other students
may purchase a semester or summer session meal ticket The same meal plans are available, under virtually
the same conditions.
.
·
NOTE: Once a m~al ticket is issued, that meal plan may-be changed during the first twel_ve days of
classes only and upon payment of a $3.00 non-refundable service charge at fhe Payments and Collections Office.
. .
· .
. .
/

Fall or Spring Semester
Summer Session

14Meal
Plan

IS Meal
Plan

20Meal
Plan

. $410.00

$550.00

,$605.00
240.00

~A)

(NA)

Meals-only contracts may be paid in monthly installments (Arrangements are made at the Payments and
Collections Office, Student Services Building Room .115) with an additional non-refundable charge of
$5.00 per month except for summer sessions. Installment payment can be considered late after a three-day
grace peri<><J and a $5.00 late payment charge will be added to the scheduled installment paymenl .amount
Late fees ar(i non-refundable. The first installmeqt payment is payable before the first meal. The payment
schedule is as follows:

•.
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.....
Fall Serileslcr
First Payment
Second Payment, Oct. 1st
Third Payment, Nov. 1st
Fourth Pay.-nent, Dec. 1st

Spring Semester
First Payment
• . .· ·
Second Payment,Mateb'lst •. ~
Third Payment.. April 2nd '
Fourth Payment, May Isl

14Meal
· Plan

lSMeal
Plan

$107.50
107.50
107.50
107.50

$142.50
142.50
142.50
142.50

$156.25
156.25
156.25
156.25

107.50
107.50
107.50
107.50

142.50
142.50
142.50
142.50

'156.25
. 156.25
156.25
156.25

First Summer Session.
One-Payment ; ·
Second Summer Session
One Payment ·

20Meal

Plan

240.00
240.00

Any student who withdraws officially from the University and has made full payment may receive a refund
for the remaining portion of the room and board fee computed on a daily basis. A student who cancels the
residence hall lease forany reason other than ~ official withdrawal will be charged for one-fourth of the
remaining unexpired portion of the room and board fee as a penalty in addition'to the pro-,rated daily
charges accumulated. The termination date of a lease will be dte end of the boarding week in which the
occupant officially notifies the Assistant Dean of Students of the termination.

.

'

Telephone Payments: All arrangements and payments for long distance, telephone service in the residence
halls are made directly to the telephone company servicing the halls.
'

Residence Hall Reservation and ~oom Deposits

Applications for residence hall room reservations are made in tl)e Housing otrree. A. check for $35.00 must
accompany dte request. This will serve as a reservation fee and a damage deposit. This fee'is retained on
deposit throughout the period of residence of the student as a guaJ'lllltee against damage and breakage. The
deposit will be refunded, Jess any property or breakage charges, at,the end bf residence in the hall. Should a·
student decide not to reside in the residence hall the deposit will be refunded if a written application for ·
refund is made by the following dates:
Refund Request
not later than:
First week of August
First week of January
Second week of May
First week of July

. Semester
Fall Semester
Spring Semester
First Summer Session
Second Summer Session

Reservations are made on a first-come firi-serve basis. Students may be placed on a waiting list until
space is available through cancellations and no shows. Holidays and bre~ are not included as part of the
room and board plan and have been deducted from the fees.
.
.·
.

SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED STUDENT EXPENSES
A resident of Texas attending The University of Texas-Pan American and living in a University Resjdence
Half should expect the following expenses. Pl~ remember that these fees and estimates are subject tQ
, change and revision.
\

Required Fees for Resident
of Texas e~rolled in 15 (6 in s,ummer) hours

1

Each Fall
or Spring
Semester

Each.

~59.00'

$190.50
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Summer I
Session

\

,

4.00
200.00
1144.00
$1807.00

Estimated Laboratory Fees
Boob and Supplies
·
Residence Hall Room and Board
Total

2.00
100.00
440.00
$732.50

This summary does not include discretionary and personal expenditures such as for entertainment, transportation or clothing.
·

GRADUATION
,

Curricula and Degrees - Undergraduate
The University of Texas-Pan American offers five types of undergraduate curricula: (1) those leading to
one of the nine Bachelor Degrees (B;A., B.A.A.S., B.J).A., B.S.CJ., B.F.A., B.G.S., B.S., B.S.N., or
B.S.W.)confeqed by The University of Texas~Pan American; (2) those leading to the Associate of Applied
Science (A.A.S.) in Nursing and Physical Therapist Assistant; (3) those satisfying the requirements leading
toward degrees offered at other institutions, such as: curricula leading to the degrees in law, engineering,
pharmacy, medicine, and other specialized fields; (4) courses satisfying requirements for a minor field; and,
(5) courses meeting requirements for teachers in education.
The School of Business Administration awards. the Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) degree in Economics and the
Bachelor of Business Administration degree (B.B.A.) in eight areas of Bus.mess:
·
j 1. Accounting
·
'
2. Management Information Systems
3. Economics
4. Finance
S. General Business
6. Management
7. Marketing
8. Administrative Information Systems •
The School of Education awards the Bachelor of Science (B.S.} degree with majo~ in:
1. Elementary-Education
2. Health Education
3. Kinesiology
4. Recreation Administration
5. The School of Education also offers curricula meeting the certification requirements for teaching in
secondary schools.
,·
·
The Division of Health-Related Professions awards the Associa; of Applied Science (A.A.S.) degree in
,N_ursing a~d P~ysical Th~p.ist ~istan.t, Bachelor of $cience (_B.~.} ·!k~ ~th a major ifi Medical Technology, D1etet1cs, or Rehab1Utauve Somces, and Babhelor of SCieµce m Nursmg (B.S.N.).
The Texas Legislature has mandated c~ges in Teacher Education Certification and degrees. Please con~
suit with your adviser in the School of Education to ensure yollf degree ptan·confo/P}s to the most recent
changes.
·
.
, •
··
.·
.

.

The College of Arts and Sciences awards th~ Bacheior of Arts (BrA,) degree y.,i.th,inajors in:
,
1. Anthropology
.
.
" ,·
.
•
··
2. Art
,,
,
3. Art Education
4. Communica1ions
5. Engl_ish
.
6. English ~ a Second Language
7. Government
8. History
9. Inter-American Studies
10. Mexican-American Heritage
11. Music
•
· 12. Music Education
13. Philosophy.
...35_
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'

14. Psychology
15. Sociology
16. Spanish · .
17. Speech and Hearing
18. Interdisciplinary Studies
The Bachelor of General Studies (B.G .S.) degree.
The Bachelor of Applied Arts and Sciences (B.A.A.S.) degree.
The Bachelor of Fine Arts (B.F.A.) degree with a major in Art.
The Bachelor of Science (B.S .) degree with majors in:
1. Biology
2. Chemistry
1,
3._ Computer Science
4. Mathematics
5. Physics
6. Psychology

,.

,....

.

"

'

,

The Bachelor of Science in Criminal Justice (B.S.CJ.) degree,with majors in:
1. Corrections
·
2. Police Administration
The Bachelor of Social Work (B.S.W.) degree with a major in SocialWork
The College also offers curricula meeting the requirements for pre-en~neering (two years), pre-dental (with
a major in Biology or Chemistry), pre-pharmacy {two years), pre-medical (with a major in Biology or
Chemistry for pre-professional work), and pre-optometry.
Minors are offered in most of the fields which offer majors; in addition, minors are offered in Geology, Bi•
lingual/Bicultural Education, Generic-Special Education, French, S~tistics, ROT<;, and Mexican American
Studies.
'
'
Supporting courses in a variety of fields include Astronomy, Geography, and German.

General Requirements for a Bachelor's Degree
· All course requirements for a bachelor's degree in any one of the several disciplines are formulated within
the department in which the discipline falls, and are announced a.nd listed elsewhere in this bulletin by the
respective departments of the University. STUDENTS SHOULD CONTACT TIIEIR MAJOR DEPARTMENT OFFICE FOR FURTHER DETAltS. Required semester hours for which specific courses are not
prescribed are listed as elective how-s.
While the degree require~nts in the various discipl'ines. may differ. to a considerable extent, there are ~veral'general requirements for a bach<.Jor's degree which are common to all degree programs. These are the.
University College/General Education requirements.' A complete description of these requirements follows
later in this catalog.

Curricula and Degrees - Graduate
.

'

~e University of Texas_-.Pan Ammcim is authorized to ~ff~ the following graduate degrees and certification programs:
.,
_
Master of Arts {Majors: Communication Disorders, English, Entlish Second Language, History,
Interdisciplinary Studies,"School Psychology, Speech Communication, Theatre)
Master of Business Administration . •• ·
·
·
Master of Edu.cation (Majors:. BilinguaVBicultural; Counseling and Guidance; Early Childhood Education;
. Gifted Education; Ed~tional Diagnostician; Elementary; Educational Administration; Kinesiology;
Reading; Secondary Education; Supervision)
/
·
Mast.er of Science (Majors: Biologr and Interdisciplinary Studies)
Cooperative Ed.D. Program with the University of Houston
.
School Administrator's, Certificate Programs (Middle Management and Superintendency)

· Minor work for the degree may be done in the following fields:
·Biology .
English •
- History
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Communications
Education

Support Areas
Art

:Qusiness
Chemisll)'

Government
Mathematics
Health and Kinesiology _ &panish
Music
Physics ·
Psychology-

Sociology
Communications

Curricula and Degrees - Associate
Requirements for the Associate of Applied Science Degrees
1. Satisfactory completion of the prescribed curriculum as specified in_ the bulletin.
2. A minimum grade of "C" in ea_ch required course in the appropriate curriculum with a minimum of
one-third (1/3) of the course work completed in residence. ·
.3. Only courses completed in programs approved by the appropriate state or accrediting agency will be
consid~ for transfer credit See the appropriate department for information and procedures regarding .
the transfer of credit · ·
·
··
4. During the first semester or re.§idence, students must consuJt the appropriate department and develop a
degree plan. which must receive all appropriate approvals and be placed on ftle.
.
5. An acceptable Application for Degree must be filed by the student with the Office of Admissions and
Re.cords on or before the dale specified in the University calendar.
·

Graduation Requirements
As noted under the heading Curricula and Degrees, The University of Texas-Pan American offers nine
types of bachelor degrees. The general requirements for graduation are the same for each degree and are
listed below. Associate degrees are exempt from these provisions to the extent_approved by the School in
which the degree is conferred. Specific requirements for each major field are listed in the catalog ~lions
dealing with these majors. It is the responsibility of the student to be familiar with all the requirements for
the degree sought.
·
·
1. A minimum of 124 semester hours of work is required. with an overall 11\inlmum grade point average of·.
2.00.
.
_
2. A minimum grade point avera~e of 2.00 in the required hours for both the major and minor fields. or for
the broad-field major, is required. Graduates who seek certification as elementary or se.condary
teachers must have a minimum grade point average of 2.25 in each case.
3. A minimum grade of "C" must be achieved in each of the two req~red freshman English courses
(those spe.cified.under General Requirements for a Bachelor's Degree. above). ,
4. The completed course work required for the degree must include a minimum of 36 sef\lester hours
of advanqed-level work. Some degrees require additional advanced hours. (See the appropriate
department)
.
5. All requirements listed under the heading General Requirements for a Bachelor's Degree. above.
must have been met ,
6. The work must include a minimum of 30 semester hours of work in a major field of concentration
(a department may specify not more than 36 hours), including at least 15 hours- of advancedlevel work. and 18 semester hours in a minor field, including at least 6 semester lioiµ-s of advanc¢level work. A minimum of 48 semester hours of work in a broadly integrated area (such as · ·
Business Administration, Law Enforcement Scie_nce. Music) may be substituted for the major and .
minor requirement. In such cases. at least 21 advanced hours must l>e included. and a department
may spe.cify not more than 60 total hours in the area.
_
A course may not be used to satisfy a requirement for both a \Dajor and a minor. or for two majors
or for two minors.
·
·
·
1. For those seeking secondary teacher certification, a minimum of 24 semester hours is required in' ·
each of two teaching fields, ex_eept that a se.cond teaching field is not required in the broadly int.e-..
grated areas (See major field de)>artm~ntal area, Secondary Plan II for the major and certification
requirements).
_
·
·
'
8. The major-minor or broad-field major course dislribgtion must follow the requirements setforth by
the various departmen~. subje.ct to any limitations and requirements noted under General Requirements for a Bachelor's Degree and these Graduation Requirements, or in published form issued by
the various departments or schools of the University.
9. The student must complete a minimum of 24 semester'llours of work in residence dupng the
\
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senior year. If the student has not established credit in courses at The University of Texas-Pan
American prior to the senior year, he or she must complete 30 semester hours in residence. A
minimum of 6 semester hours of advanced work in the major must be completed in residence.
For the Baccalaureate in General Studies; a minimum of SIX advanced hours in each of the three
CQllege of Arts and Sciences areas of specialization must be C6mpleted in residence.
l 0. For Medical Technology majors the last 30 semester hours of college wo~ must be completed at
The University of Texas-Pan American; they must include at least eight-semester hours of biology
or chemistry, and a minimum of six advanced semester hours.
11. A Degree Plan approved by the student's Department Chair and Dean must be on file in the office of
the Dean of the School: This requirement is normalfy to be accomplished as soon as possible after
the close of the sophomore year. In any event, the De~ Plan must be on file before the deadline•
for 1making application for a degree.
·
··
12. An acceptable Application for a Degree must be filed by the student with the Office of Admissions
and Records on or before the date specified in the University calendar..
·

Additional Baccalaureate Degrees
1

A student from The University of Texas-Pan American may receive an additional bachelor's degree from
UT Pan American of a different type and maj0r. A st.udent holding a baccalaureate degree from another
accredited institution may receive an additional bachelor's degree in a different major from UT Pan American. Such·a student continues to ~ classified as an undergraduate and.must:
I. Complete an additional minimum of 30 semester hours of credit in UT Pan American courses (of
which al least 12 must be advanced and a minimum of six of these must be in the major field; in

the case of a double major a minimum of six advanced hours is required in each major field) for
each baccalaurca~ degree sou~ht bey(?~d the fir~t.
. .
, · ·
2. Complete all requirements for the additional maJor(s), as set forth m this catalog.
3. Complete all requirements for the additional degree(s), including grade-point ayerage requirements,
university college, general education requirements, elective courses, and advanced courses, as set
forth in this catalog.
·

Non-Traditional,Education Credit

Amaximum of 45 semester hours otcqllege credit will be accepted to\vard a Bachelor Degree by any combination of extension, examirlation and correspondence with an 18-hour limit on correspondence credit. No
credit will be awarded.for "life experience." 1
•
·
Master's Degree
General Requirements fo.r A .Master's Degree
I. Thirty-six (36) hours of coursework or with the thesis optioo twenty•four (24) hours of coursework

plus six (6) hours for the thesis will be required.
.
. .
2. During or at the end of the student's final semester of work, the student will be given a comprehen~
sive written examination.
,
'·
.,
3. All degree programs will allow a studentthe option to include a minimum of six (6) semester hO\lll
of work which is not a part of the student's major field. It is the option of each graduate progtam to
determine ff graduate courses taken outside of the school are acceptable..
4. A maximum of eighteen (18) hours in 5000 level courses may be taken for graduate credit toward
a master's degree and/or as required by program accreditation standards.

.
'
Special RequirepJents. for the MA/MS Interdisciplinary Studies Degree

'
I. At least 12 hours but no more than 18 of graduate work must be taken in one of four areas of concen-

tration: English, history, mathematics, or Spanish. · ,
. ·
,
2. At least 6 hours of coursework in the area of concentration mus_t be upper•level graduate work
(6000 level).
'
.
3. At ltrast 3 hours of coursework must be taken in research methods or statistics in the area of concentration.
4. At least 12 hours must be taken outside the field of concentration. Th~ courses must be taken from
at l~st two additional disciplines.
·
5.
., No more than 12 hours of coursework may be taken from the professional schools: Business. Adminis-
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•

tration (A maximum of six semester hours may be taken in the School of Business Administration)
.
6. Advisement will be the responsibility of the department chair in the area of concenttatiorl selected
by students. Advisement for certification will be the responsibility of the School of Education.
7. Students seeking the MAIMS degree in Interdisciplinary Studies must successfully complete 36 hours
of graduate work (30 if they choo~to conduct a thesis) and meet all other university and program ·
requirements.
·
1
8.1. Admission to the MA/MS Interdisciplinary Studies program presumes that students haye met
general admissions requirements to the UT Pan American graduate school.

and Education. ·

Additional Master's Degrees
A student may receive additional master•s degrees from The University of Texas-Pan American with differ•
ent majors.
•
'
·
'
A student seeking an additional master's degree is classified as a special graduate and must
' 1. Complete a minimum of 30 semester hours of additional graduate credit (or 24 additional graduate
semester hours in the thesis option) in UT Pan American courses for each master•s degree sought

beyond the first.
,
.
.
.
2. Complete all requirements for the additional major, including admissions, as set forth in this catalog.
3. Complete all requirements for the additional degree, including ~point average requirements,
elecuve courses, etc., as set forth in this catalog.
A maximum of six hours' credit for courses from one master's degree may count toward the credit require•
ments for other master's degrees. See the appropriate departmental graduate adviser for details.
,

.

Special Procedure and Regulations for Completion. of Graduate Degree
/-

Time Limits

All requirements for a .master's degree must be completed within one seven.year period. Work over-seven
years old is .lost and can be reinstated only by special permission of the Council of Deans, upon recommendation of the student's graduate advisory committee.

Graduation Under a Particular Catalog
General and specific requirements for degrees in Graduate School may be altered in successive catalogs, but
the student is bound only by the requirements of the catalog in force at the time of his or her admission,
within a seven-year1imil The srudent may choose to fulfill the requirements of a subsequent catalog.

Thesis Requirements
Graduate programs at The University of Texas-Pan American have a thesis and a non-thesis option. Some
program faculties encourage the thesis option, while others encourage the non•thesis <?J)tion. A graduate·
student should consult with the school and the graduate faculty in the school or discipline concerning their
philosophies and options early in the program. However, any graduate student who is contemplating doctoraJ study is encouraged to consider the thesis option.
Each school a:nd/or department has its own guidelines for the development and completion of the thesis. A
student considering the thesis option should contact the department head or,graduate studies director in their
school fQ.r specific procedures. In addition, a Jnanual that details the University requirements for the format
and submission of a thesis is available at the University Bookstore.
.
The candidate f91" the master's degree writes a thesis (if the thesis option· is selected) under the direction of a
supervising instructor who is chairman of the supervisory committee appointed by the Dean. The thesis
.
·subject requires the approval of both the supervisory committee ~d the Dean. The researching and writing
of the thesis carries with it six semester hours of credit Prior to enrolling in thesis hours, a student must
have received credit for a minimum of twelve semester gra<Juate hows. Once a student registers/or 7600,
he or she must continue to register each succeeding semester or summer session until the thesis is completed. Credit is counted.only once and then ()nly upon successful completion-of the master's program.,
Registration for 7600 is not counted in determining load limit for a semester or summer session.
The original thesis and three copies (signed by the student's committee) must be submitted to the Deanof
the School thirty (30) days p.rior to graduation. (See calendar in front of bulletin for exact date.) A de~ment may require additional copies of the thesis (at additional binding expense to the student).
/
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Individual department deadlines for _submission of a thesis to the sb.ldent's supeJVisory committee will be
established to complement the thesis time schedule for the Dean of the School. Before qualifying for '
graduation; the sb.ldent must pay a fee for microfilming and binding the thesis and the publication of the
thesis abstract in Masters Abstracts. If a student wishes to copyright the the§is, a fee will provide this service by arrangement with Microfilms Incorporated. A receipt for these fees musi be presented to the Dean of
the ~chool before the thesis will be processed. Two copies of a non-illustrated abstract which does not exceed 150 words in length must accoinpany the signed thesis. This abstract is to be printed in Masters~
stracts.

If a student wishes·to have additional copies of die thesis bound for personal use, the sb.tdent may do so at
an additional cost.
·

GENERAL ACADEMIC INFORMATION
Advanced Level Work: Courses numbered either 3000 or 4000 are called advanced or upper division
courses. Nonnally, a student with fewer than tiO semester hours of credit may enroll in 3000 or 4000
courses only when the schedule includes enough lower level (1000 and 2000 q>urses) work to total at least
60 semester hours, in addition to the upper level courses for which he or she wishes to enroll. Approval of
the Department Chair or Dean of the School is required if the conditions given above are not met for advanced level enrollment
·.
.
Auditor: A student who has special pennission to audit or visit a class without receiving academic credit is
listed as an auditor. For graduate courses, student must be eligible to enroll in the course for .credit before
he/she will be allowed to audit. One may enroll as an auditor at ANY TIME BY: obtaining the proper
audit fonn from the Office of Admissions_ and Records, having it approved by the instructor of the class to ·
be audited, paying the required fee to the Uqiversity Cashier and using the receipt as an admission card to _
the class. Such approval may be granted only when space is available and if the instructor pennits the student (or nonstudent) to be a visitor. Instructors reserve the right to refuse any request to visit a course. Enrollment as an auditor does not permit the enrollee to take examinations, have teSts"or other papers checked
by the instructor, or to participate in the class discussion. Audited courses are not posted on the studef\t's
pennanent record. Audit fees ($20.00) are non-refundable.
,
Change or Address and/or Telephone: If a student. after application, changes his/her local addcess or
telephone number, the student is expected to notify the Office of Admissions and Records in writing at ·
once. The .student will be held responsible for any communication from the University offices sent at the
address last given to the Office of Admissions and Records and may not claim indulgence on the plea of
.having moved the lodgings and,df~fore•, of not having received the communication.
•
Cl3Ssification or Students: Students are classified according to the number of semester hours of college
credit they have earned.
.
A student is classified as a freshman if he or she has (ewer than 30 semester hours of college credit Sophomores have 30-59 semester hours of semester· credit Juniors have! credit for ti0-89 semester hours of credit
Seniors are students who have credit for 90 or more semester hours .. Specials are students who hold at least
a bachelor's degree and are enrolled in undergraduate courses.
.
Graduates are students who have an undergraduate degree and have been accepted in a Master's Degree
program. Special Graduates are swdents who have a graduate degree and are continuing in a graduate program.

Course Numbers
Courses are numbered _to show both the collegiate leyel at which they are offered and the semester hour
value of the course. The first digit shows the level and the second digit shows the credit hours. The last
two digits are merely departmen.tal designat.tons.
1000 courses are at the freshman level.
2000 courses are at the sophomore level.
_
3000 courses are al Lhe junior level and limited to junior level or above students.
4000 courses are at the senior level and limited to junior level or above students.
5000 courses are at the graduate level aod limited to graduate sb.tdents only and are usually offered with
a 4000 level course. (Student can not receive credit in the 5000 level course if the student already
has credit for the comparable 4000 level course.)
6000 courses are at the graduate level and limited to graduate students only.
7000 courses are at the graduate level and limited to graduate students only.
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For example, the catalog entry, Spanish 1301, shows that the course is given in the freshman year and carries three hours of credit per semester. All courses ending in the numbers 87 and 88 are honors courses.

-~ ·

Credit by Examination
The l,Jniversity of Texas-Pan American offers oollege credit to qu.µifted students by examination as follows:
·College Entrance Examination Board
'·
Advancei;l Placement and Achievement Examinations
The following credits are given with CEEB scores. Except where noted, 5 is A, 4 is B, 3 is reviewed by
faculty:
American History
(History 2313) ·
Credit without a grade for three hours in American history is given with a score of 550 or higher on the
College Entrance Examination Board (CEEB) Achievement Test ip American
history. .
.
Biology
(Biology 1401-1402)
Chemistry
(Chemistry 1401-1402) .
.
Students with scores of 600 or more on CEEB Achievement Test in Chemistry ~ enroll for Chemistry
1402 ~s independent credit .without the prerequisite of Chemistry 1401. No credit is given for
Chemistry 1401.
·
·
.
.
,
If the CEEB Achievement Test score is 550 but less than 600, the student may request consideration of the
Chemistry Department Chair to waive the Chemistry 1401 prerequisite on the basis of the test score, the

ACT score, and_the high school record.

·

English
(English 1301-1302)
· European History
(History I 333-1334)
Mathematics
(Math 1360)(Math 1370-2342)
Compuier Science
(CS 1380)
Nursing
.
1. Credit for NURS 1701 may be given if a licensed vocational nurse (LVN) passes a challenge
examination administered by the ADN program.
_
2. If an L VN successfully challenges NURS 170 l, the L VN may take a challenge examination to receive
credit for NURS 1802.
·
3. Crtdit for 24 semester credit hours in nursing (lower level) may be given after passing an entrance
examination administered by the BSN program.
Physics
.
(Physics 1401, 1402)

· Advanced Placem~nt Based on American College Testing Program Scores
English
A student scoring 30 on the English section of the ACT may I'.eceive three semester hours credit in freshman
English 1301. A student scoring 31 or higher on the English section of the ACT may receive six semester
hours credit in freshman English 1301 and 1302. Credit will be given when the student earns at least 6
hours of academic credit at The University of Texas-Pan American. See the Department of English for
d~~
. •
.
.
.
High school seniors anticipating advanced placement should make arrangements with their counselors to
take the proper examination. This should be far enough in advance of their first college semester for their
.
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scores to be, received by the University and to be evaluated by the faculty before first registration period
begins. Inquiries and requests for credit should be addressed to the Office of Admissions and Records.
College Level Examination Program - Subject Examinations
Application forms, examination dates a.nd examination descriptions may be obtained from The University
of Texas-Pan American Testing Center.
Successful completion of a Subject Examination will Pe recorded pn the student's official transcript as
credit received "CR." Unsuccessful attempts to earn credit by e~amination will not be recorded on the student's official transcript.
'
Tot: CLEP Subject Examination List, along with the minimum examination scores for credit and the number
of credit hours, are available in the UT Pan American Testing Center.

G

Advanc_e Standing ltxaminations
To be eligible to receive credit by means of an Advanced Standing Examination, students must meet the
following conditions:
·
.
·
1. The student must satisfy the Department Chair that he/she has the proper background Jo qualify ,for the
test over which the student desired to be examined. The application for the test must be approved by the

appropriate school dean.
.
2. The student must make a minimum grade of "B" ii:t order to receive credit for the course. Successful
completion of an advanced standing examination will be recorded on the student's official transcript
as credit received "CR." Application forms may be obtained from The University of Texas-Pan
American Testing Center.
)

. Degree Plan: In general, a student may follow the degree requirements listed in this catalog by the respootive Departments of the University, thus planning a schedule of courses. However, having a Degree Plan on
file is a requirement for graduation, and a student is well advised to have the Degree Pl~ drawn up by the
Department Chair on the proper form as-soon as.possible after the close of the sophomore year, before any
advanced courses are taken. This will preclude the possibility of taking courses which will not satisfy requirements for the degree which the student seeks/ ·
This precaution is particularly appropriate in the case of transfer students and those who have changed their
major.
Upon request, the Department Chairs will aid students in preparing Degree Plans that may be required by
institutions or agencies other than The University of Texas-Pan American. As an illustration, some public
school systems require prospective teachers who have not completed their degrees to file an approved Degree Plan in the superintendent's office.
Dropping a Course: To drop a course a student must execute a formal drop procedure through the Office
.of Admissions and Records at least two weeks prior to the end of a regular semester and one week prior to
the end of a summer semester.
A student dropping a course during the first 30 days of the semester (10 days ii:t a summer session) will receive a DR on the permanent record for the course dropped If a course is dropped later in the semester, the
student will be given a grade of DP or OF by the instructor for the course dropped.
Exclusion of "F" grades: Al.I "F' grades in undergraduate courses seven or more years old shall be excluded from grade point average computation, except in determining Graduate Admission GPA. (See
graduate section for additional information.)
· Faculty Artists Series:. During the school year, the Music Department presents a series of performances
by regular faculty members along with student recitals. Included in these recitals are pianists, violii:tists,
and pr9fessional singers. Also performing for students an.d the general public are the Choir, the UT Pan
American Folkloric Dance Company, the Concert Dance Ensemble, die Concert Band, the Jazz Ensemble,
the South Texas Chamber Orch~tra, the Mariachi Estudiantina, and the Valley Symphony Orchestra and
Chorale.
·

Family Education Rights and Privacy Act of 1974:
Institutional Policy: The Fatllily Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 is a Federal law which states
(a) that a'written institutional policy must be established and (b) that.a statement of adopted procedures covering the privacy rights of students be made available. The law provides that the institution will maintain
the confidentiahty of student education records.
·
•
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The University of Texas.Pan American accords all tJ:le rights under the law to all students.
No one outside the institution shall have access to nor will the institution disclose any information from
students' education records without the written consent of students except to personnel within the institution, to officials of other institution~ in which students seek to enroll, to persons or organizations providing
students financial aid, to ac~iting agencies carrying out their accreditation function, to persons in compli:
ance with a judicial order, and to persons in an emergency in order to protect the health or safety of students
or other persons. All these exceptions are pennitted under the Act.

.

,if

Within the The University of Texas-Pan American community, only those members, individually or collectively, acting jn the students' educational interest are allowed .access to student education records. These
members include personnel in the Office of Admissions and Records, Business Affirlrs, Student and University .Affaits, and academic personnel within the limitations of their need to know. ·
At its discretion the institution may pCQvide Directory Information in accordance with the provisions of the
Act 'to include: student name, address, telephone Rumber, date and place of birth, major field of study, dates
of attendance, degrees, honors and awards received, the most recent previous educational agency or institu•
tion attended by tne student, participation ~ officially recognized activities and sports, and weight and
height of members of athletic teams. Students may withhold Directory Information by.notifying the Office
or Admissions and Records in writing during the first twelve (l2) class days of a fall or spring semester,
or the first four (4) class days of a summer semester.
·
·
'
Request for non-disclosure will be honored by the institution for only the current enrollment period; ·
therefore, authorization to withhold Directory Information must be filed eacb semester or term in the Office
of Admissions and Records.
The law provides students with the right to inspect and review infonnation contained in their educati.on records, to challenge the contents of their educauon records, to have a hearing if the outcome of the challegge
is unsatisfactory, and to submit explanatory statements for inclusion in ,their files if they feel the decisions
of the hearing panels to be unacceptable. The Assistant to the Vice Prtsident for Academic Affairs at The
Univ~rsity of Texas-Pan American has been designated by the institution to coordinate the inspection and
review procedures for student education records, which include admissions, personal, academic, financial.
cooperative education, and placement records. Students wishing to review their educati'on records must
·
make written requests to the Assistant to the Vice President for Academic Affairs listing the item or
items of interest. Only records covered by the Act will be made ~vailable within forty-five days of the re- .
quest. Students may have copies m~de of their records with certain exceptions, (e.g., an official copy of the
academic record for which a financial "hold" exists, or a transcript of an original or source document which
exists elsewhere). Th·ese copies would be made at the stude~ts• expense at prevailing rates. Education records do not include records of instructional, administrativ~. and educational personnel which are the sole
possession of the maker and are not accessible or revealed to any individual except a temporary substiblte,
records of the law enforcement linit, student health records, employment records or alumni.records. Health
records, however, may be reviewed by physicians of the students' choosing.
_, ,
0

Students may not inspect and review the foUowing ·as outlined by the Act financial information submitted
by their parents; confidential letterS and recommendations associated with admissions, employment or joll
placement, or honors to which they have waived their rights of inspection and review; or education records
contwning information about more than one student, i,n which case, the institution will .permit ~ess only to
that part of the record which pertains to the inquiring student. The institution is not req~ to permit students to inspect and review confidential letters and recommendations place4 in their files prior to Jaquary 1,
197S, provided those letters were collected under established policies of confidentiality and were used. only
for the purposes for which: they were collect~.
·
·
Students who ·believe that their eduqition records contwn information that is inaccurate or'misleading, or is
otherwise in violation of t~ir privacy or other rights may discuss their-problems informally with the Assistant to the Vice President for Academic•Affairs. If the decisions are in agreement with the students' requests, the appropriate records will be amended. If not, the students will be notified within a reasonable
period of time that the records will not be amended; and they will be informed by the Assistant to the Vice
President for Academic Affairs of their right to a formal hearing .. Student requests for a fonnal hearing
must be made in writing to the Dean of Students.
Students who believe that the adjudications of their challenges w~re unfair, or not in keeping with the provisions of the Act may request in writing, assistance frojn the President of the institution. Further, students
who belie. ve that their rig!!!s have been abridged, may file complaints with The Family Educational Rights
and Privacy Act Office (FERPA), Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Washington, D.C. 20201,
concerning the alleged failures of The University of Texas-Pan American to comply with the Act
Revisions and clarifications will be published as experience with the law and the institution's policy war-·
rants.
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In compliance with P. L. 93-380 Education Amendme{lts of 1974, the following infonnation is provided
concerning student records maintained at The University of Texas-Pan American:
.
'

I. Areas in which student records are maintained:
A. Academic Records
1. Office of Admissions and Records - David Zuniga
2. Schools, Department and Faculty Offices
3. Foreign Student Adviser's Office - Saµtiago Villam~eva
B. Student Affairs Records
1~ Placement and Testing Office - Derly Guajardo
2. Dean of Students - Judy Vinson' ·
3. Student Health Service Office - Dora Castillo
4. Student Government Office
·
5. Foreign Student Adviser and Housing Director's Office -.Santiago Villanueva.
C. Fin'ancial Records
.
1. Business Affairs Office - Esequiel Granado
2. Financial Aid Office - Arnoldo Trejo

11. Directory Information'- This is information which may be released to the ieneral public without the
written consent of the student. A student may request that all of the directory mfonnatioil be withheld from
the public by ·making written request to the Office of Admissions and Records during the ftrst 12 class days
of a fall or spring semester, or the first 4 class days of a summer tenn. This request will apply only to the ,
current enrollment period. The following is to be included ·as directory information:
A; Name
R Current and Permanent Address ·
C. Date and Place of Birth
D. Telephone
E. Major (s) OrMinors (s)
F. Current Class· Schedule
G. Number of Hours Em:olled Current Semester
H. Classification
I. Participation~in Officially Recogniz~d Activities and_ Sports
J. We~ht and Height of Members of Athletic Teams
K. Dates of Attendance
L Degrees and Awards Received
M. All Previous Educational Agencies or Institutions Attended.

1

III. Review of Record - Any student who desires to review his or her record may do so upon request'to the
appropriate orfice immediately responsible for the ~ord.

to

IV. Challenge accuracy ofrecord-keeping• any .student who. desires to challenge the accuracy of his or
her record should follow the pro¢edure outlined in the The University of Texas.-Pan American Student
Handbook.
Full-Time Undergraduate Student: An undergraduate student who is enrolled for at least 12 semester
hot1rs of credit during a regalar seme~ter or at least 6 semester hours of credit during asummer session. (A
student officially accepted in the Nursing Program and enrolled for at least 9 semester hours shall be considered a full-ti~ student. This does not include students receiving V.A. Educational benefits.)
Full-time Graduate Student: A g1J1duate student who is enrolled for at least 9 semester hours of graduate
credit during a regµlar semester or at least 4 semester hours of graduate credit during a summer session.
Half-time graduate stu(fent is enrQlled for at least(> hours of graduate credit during the ~ular semester or 3
hours of graduate credit duri~g a summer se:ssion
· . .
'

Grade- Point Average: The grade point average is computed by dividing the total grade points earned by
the total semester hours attempted. (See the sections on Quality of Work: (1) Grading srsiem and (2)
Grade'Points.).{See Graduate Section for special grade-point calculation method for admission to graduate
~~J

.

'

Grading System and Grade Points: The following grades are used to designate achievement in
classwork. Their corresponding grade vah.ies are indicated.
·
A Excellent (4 grade points per semester hour)
B Good (3 grade points per semester ·hour)
C Satisfactory (2 grade points per ~mester hour)
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D Below average (1 grade point per semester hour);"not applicable to graduate level courses.
F Failure (0 grade points per semester hour)
· ·
·
P Pass (not considered in calculating ~de points or hours)
.
NP No Pass (not considered in calculatinf grade points or hours)
IP In Progress (not considered in calculating grade points)
I Incomplete (not considered in calculating grade_tJ<>ints)
·
· CR Credit (not considered in calculating grade pomts, however, hour(s) are counted in total earned:hours)
NC No credit (not considered in calculating grade points) .
.PR Course dropped (not considered in calculating grade points)
DP Drop Passing (not considered in calculating grade pomts)
·
DF Drop Failing (considered an Fin calculating grade points)
W Withdrawal from school (not considered in calculating grade points)
WP Withdrawat·Passing (not considered in calculating grade points)
WF Withdrawal Failing (considered an Fin calculating grade points)
Grade reports are sent to the student's local mailing address at the end of each semester;
A grade of "I'' may be given when a student has not completed the required work of a course within the
allotted time of a regular semester or summer tenn·ifthe instructor determines that the reasons fqr the work
being incomplete are. valid and that the grade of "I" is justified. A grade of "I" must be changed within one
regular (fall or spring) semester from the date received, unless an.extensibn is requested by the student's
instructor or it will automatically be recorded as an "F'. on the official transcripts.

Improper use of lhe "I" Grade - A stu4ent must not be given an "!"grade to permit the student (I) time to
prepare coursework in addition to that assigned the entire class, (2) time to repeat the entire course, or (3)
opportunity to raise a grade for any reason other ~ the above approved reasons. Incomplete grades are·
not issued for student or faculty convenience; they may be issued for the reasons stated above only in the ·
case of compelling, nonacademic circumstances beyond the student's control.
Graduation Under a Specific Bulletin: The student may meet the requirements for gradgation that are
listed in the bulletin of the year in which he or she enters college or some later bulletin. However, the student must gradual~ within seven years from the academic year of entrance or. be placed under the provisions
of a later bulletin. Any changes in the degree plan to comply with a later.bulletin must be approved by the
Department Chair and the Dcan,of the school.
·
GRE and GMAT Tests: The GRE and GMAT are administered by the Testing office several times a year.
The dates are set by the Educational Testing Service.
·
.
.
·
Applications must be recei.ved in Princeton, New Jersey, about a mont.h before the scheduled test date.
Check with the Testing Office for application forms and exact _test dates.
Financial Responsibility:_ State universities cannot ex.tenq credit, Therefore. students are expected, to meet
financial obligations to the University within the designated time~~owed. Registration fees are payable at.
the time of registration, and students are not entitled to enter class or laboratory until all;their fees have been
paid. Other charges are dtie within ten days after a bill is 'tendered by the :University, or according to the
special paymeni instructions that may be printed on the bill. A student who fails to prQvide full payment of
luition and fees, including laiefees assessed, to the University when the payments are diu is subject to one ·
or niore of the followlng actions at the University's option: .
a) bar againsl readmission at lhe institution'; .
b) withholding of grades, degrt;e and official transcripl; and
c) all penalties and aclions authorized by law.
Initial payment of registration fees may be made by personal check, mo9ey order payable to The :Univ~ity
of Texas-Pan American or cash. Students are advised to exercise care in paying fees by check. (See "Re· ·
turned Checks.") When a bad check for registration fees is returned to the University, a ten. dollar ($10.00)
return ~heck service char~e is assessed, and the student is given ten days from date of notice to make full
payment by cash, cashier s check, or money o~er. ·
,
Grade Change: If an error in computation, evaluation, or recording warrants a grade change, the instructor
may process a grade change form through the Office of the Dean of the school. If the grade change is.made
3:ftcr.gradu~tion, for: a course taken tirior to graduation, the change request fonn must hav~ wriuen justification by the instructor, recommendation of the school dean, and be approved by the Council of Deans.
Hazing, See Stu~ent Discipline/Hazing.

..

.

Honor Roll: After each regular sc,nester an honor roll is published listing the names ofa1i full-time undergraduate students who have a grade point average of 3.5 or better for cow-ses. taken that semester.
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Honors: Al gradualion, students receiving the baccalaureate degree are listed with "Honors" in accordance
with the following standards based on their final over-all grade point average:
·
Cum Laude - A grade point average of 3.5 to 3.69
Magna Cum Laude - A grade point average of 3. 7 to 3.89
Summa .Cum. Laude - A grade point average of 3.9 or more.
\

Identification Cards: Identification cards are issued throu~h the su~ision of the Assistant Dean of Students. Use of the student ID card is governed by the followmg conditions:. ·
·
'
1. IL remains the propeny of The University of Texas-Pari American and must be surrendered to any
faculty member, administrative official,.or police officer of the University on demand. ·
2. It must be presented for:
.
·
(a) Any school or faculty sponsored activity.
·
(b) Admission to all varsity and freshman athletic events.
(c) Identification for cashing checks on the campus.
·(d) Authorization to resell books to the Book'Store or Student Book Exchange.
(e) Checking out equipment from the University Center recreation room checkout counter.
(f) Identiftcation forrereipt of rramcripll at.Ofrlce of Admissions and Reeords.
(g) Use of services at the Student Health Center~
·
(h) Admission to selected campus activities.
/
.
3. This card is non-transferable. Loss or .mutilation must be reported to the Office of Student
Development, University Center Room 205. A CHARGE OF $7.00 WILL BE MADE FOR
REPLACEMENTS. FEES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE.
Learning Assistance Center: The purpose of the Learning Assistaoce Center is to assist UT Pan American students in their efforts to acquire and to develop both the·academic and personal skills necessary for
successful college :work, All services of the LAC are provided to {)T Pan American students at no cosL

Tutoring and Academic Skills Development
1. Tutoring
Small group and individual tutoririg are provided in many freshman and sophomore courses
including:
,/
Biology
.,
§nglish
History
Chemistry
· Math
Spanish
2. Mini-Courses
,
.
Exam Review: Helps students review material several days prior to major exams.
Term Paper: Assists students in learning to identify subjects, to use research material, and to
organize information.
3. Individualized Leaming Materials
....
Audio-cassette tapes are available for students who want basic skills.instruction. In addition,
several p,ofessors in other areas have provided loctures for students to use. Cassettes can· be
checked out to students. ·
·
4. Computer Aided Instruction
·
·
·- .
<;;omputer courseware is available to aid students iri reinforcement of basic skills in several
subject areas. Personnel are on hand lo provide individual assi$tance with the use of the programs
and/or subject material. ·
·
.•
Counseling Services ·
1. Group Counseling
In order to assist students in their social and personal development, group counseling sessions are
conducted in I.he following areas. Group participants are limited to twelve students, and groups
generally meet once per week for IO weeks.
·
·
Assertion Training: helps students develop confidence and express themselves in an assertive
... rather than an aggressive manner.
·
..
· Communication: helps participants to become aware oftheir feelings and to communicate them to
others in a coherent manner.
.
Self Awareness:· examines the need for self-unde~tanding and allows participants to explore
feelings toward the self.
· ·
.
.
.
Value Clarification: allows participants to explore their own value system and to determine
whether their own values are freely chosen or imposed by others. .
. ·
Effective Parenting: develops knowledge, skills, and attitudes that will lead to more effective parenting.
2. Individual Counseling
.
'
Students can receive individual assistance in such personal concerns as: home and family
matters; interpersonal conflicts; self-concept; alienation and isolation; and friendships and dating.
All information discussed with professional counselors is kept in strict confidence.
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Academic Advisement
, .
.
.
Beginning freshmen are assigned an adviser who will meet with them approximately three times a year to
discuss the student's academic optiOQs, personal needs, career goals, and help them design a schedule of
classes to best meet their needs. ·
·
Orientation
.
.
.
.: , .
The FreshJ!lan Orientation Propm is desfgned to welcmtje and inttpduce.inc()ming freshmen to The Uni•
versity of Texas-Pan American. Stu<fents are briefe(J on student organ,izations, campus activities and student support services. tn addition, participating freshmen receive academic advisement, select appropriate
courses and prepare tentative class schedules. AR(lem~ advisement at orientation is required for aU beginning freshmen.
Reading improvemeni qnd Study sfdils .
.
. . .. . ;' ..
Reading Lab activities are indivjdualized according to the student's needs, and the lab provides reinforcement and application of v~bµlary and comprehension skills.
·
1. Reading Lab Services.
.
.
.
The Reading La\x>ratory s_eryjces ~ also ,vail@ble to any University students who wish to improve
their reading skills. These services seek to aid students in ·unproving reading ability through '
guid~nce and practice. Stud~ts mayworlc selectively on improving vocabulary, reading compre- _
hens1on, or any other area of n~.
·.
.
·
2. The Reading· Lab assists students in identifying their own strengths and weaknesses in studying, and
orients students to other LAC services thalc can improve study skills.
a
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Educ~tional Talent Search: This_.no9{>1\)f.it Pf!)g~ nas been contracted to Th~ Universi~ ofT~xas-Pan
Amencan by the Department of Educauon and is des1~ed to encourage and 8$S1St students m therr quest for
a J>(!St-secon~ education ~fter completion of th~ir high school ~dies: ·
..
. .
High school Juniors and·sen1ors throughout the_R10 Grande Valley are given extensive and specific mfonnation on educational opportunities, including college scholatships, grants~ and loans for access to higher education. Talent Search advisers assist students in applying for financial assistance. They help youths contact
the college of their choice and cooperate with qollege personnel in both admissions and financial aid 6ffices
in helping students in college placement. T.al'ent Search advisers abo help high school counselors in their
task of acquainting students with career opportunities, as well as lend a helping hand in disseminating information on college placement exams. .• .
•
Talent Search has accull)l,llated an extens1ve Uf;rary of information on post-~ndaly educational programs
and the various financial aid oppartunities that exist
·
Talent Search is open Monday through Thursday from 8:00 am. to 5:30 p.m. and Friday 8:00 a.m. to noon
to assist students. Call 381-3651 for more information.
Maximum Course Load: The normal load for,a full time graduate student is nine (9) semester hours. A
student may be permitted to enroll for fifteen (15) semester hours with the approval of his or her graduate
adviser and the Dean of the Scfiool.
_
Name Change: A student may change the full, legal name on his or her permanent academic record by
presenting to the Office of Admissions and Records the appropriate documentation. To correct the spelling
or the proper sequence of the name, the student must present a copy of his or her birth certificate. To change
a legal name to a new le~al name, the student must present the proper name change form and a copy of the
signed court oi:der showmg the authorized new legal name. To assume her husband's name by repute following maniage, the student must present the proper name chal)ge fonn and a copy of the marriage certifi.
cate. ·A female student who wishes10 discontinue the use of her married name and resume the use of her
former maiden name, or another nam~. must present divorce decree or signed court order showing court
restoration of the m"aiden, or other, name. A former student (not cuqently enrolled) may change a _legal
name to a new legal name by following the above procedure.

a

Military Science
The Army maintains a senior division of the Reserve Officers' Training Corps (ROTC) at The University of
Texas-Pan American. Both the four-year program and the two.year program are. available to interested students, both male and female.
·
,
· .
The {our-year program consists of the basic course (freshman and sophomore) and the advanced course
(junior anst senior). Advanced instruction is oriented toward general military1science and includes a sixweek summer camp, usually at the en'd of the junior year. Students who have successfully completed three
or four years of Junior (high school) ROTC may be given placement credit for one year of the basic course
regardless of academic classification at the discretion of the professor of Military Science. ·
Veterans also may be given advanced placement for the basic course at the discretion of the professor. Stu·
dents given advanced placement may be commissioned in the U.S. Army, Army Reserve, or National Guard
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upon completion of the Advanced Co~. regardless of academic classification so long as they continue
their enrollment in a 4-year institution of higher learning and are working toward a baccalaureate degree1
Upon attainment of the degree, they may compel~ for a tour of active duty as regular or reserve officers
depending ~m their record as acadet
.
_
-_
Successful students, when graduates, are com~issioned as Second Lieutenants in the U.S. Army Reserve or
U.S. Army National Guard. Students may elect to serve as reserve officers on active duty for an initial
commitment period of three years or they may elect to serve for as little as 3 months ofbrancli schooling.
followed by an extended tour with a Reserve or National Guard Unit. Qualified cadets may apply for commission in the Regular Army.
_ · ·
_•'
·.
During the course of 1nstruction, the Army fllfflishes all required uniforms and military textbooks. Advanced course students receive a tax-free monetary allowance of $100 per month.._
A special two-year program is available for full-time· students wbo have a minimum of two years remaining
on a degree plan and who have not ha(1 priot military training or RO~. _This program consists of an intensified course of instruction in military subjects that 'Yill qualify the student fOl'·theadvanced course. The
course of instruction is normally taken in the summer between the sophomore and junior years. Students
attend a six-week Basic Camp at Fort Knox, Kentuc~y. Students receive trans~tion allowance to and
from the camp, uniforms, rooin and board and are •mtid approximately $700.for ~ period. No military obligation is incurred by attendance at this camp.
·
· __ .
___ . ·
. ·
. Application for the two-year program must be completed during the Spring semester S9 that attendance at
Basic Camp may be arranged. Further ~etails are avai_table at the MiliU!:_ry Scieoce Department, Southwick
Hall Room 207, 512-381~3600.
·
• ..·,. ·,, . .' .
- ..
·
_.,.
.
Non-credit Enrollment: A student who enrolls in a course ror'credit ~ay ch~ge the enrollment to noncredit. Any change in credit status must be m~de through the Offic¢of A<tmissions and Records not later
than 30'days in a regular semester or ten days in a summer semester from ~e:date classes begin.
,;

'

/,

'

.

'

The student may take tests, have papets graded and receive the same cfassroom attention given students
enrolled for credit, but
of the' semester.
,
. may not receiv~ credit. for the. course at the close
.
\

Quality of Work for Undergraduates •
While a grad~ of D is considered.passing in a subject, an overall average of C which.corresponds to~ grade
point average of 2.0 must be maintained by the student if the student expects to graduate. The University of
Texas-Pan American has certain specific grade requirements also. For example, the student must make a C
in required freshman English courses.
·
-. ·The student must also make an average of C in both the major and minor fields.
Students who expect to be certified as teachers are required to have a grade point average of 2\.25 in both the
major and minor fields. This applies to applicants for the elementary c;ertificate and to those planning to
teach under a secondary certificate.
,

Calculation of Grade Point Average: An illustration of the method of calcnl?ting the grade point average
follows:
·
Merhod of Calculating

- No.
Course
1'301 English.
1327
Mathematics
History
2313
.1401
Chemistry
Kinesiology
1201
Total Sem. Hrs.
,.,

Grade
3 sem. hrs.
C
·3 sem. hrs.
D
3 sem. hrs,.
B
F
4 sem. hrs.
2sem. hr
A
15

Points ·
Points
2 pts. per hr.
6
=
I pL per hr
3
X
=
3pts. per hr.
9.
X
0 pts. per hr.
X
0
=
4 pts. per hr.
X
8
=
Total grade points 26
Grade point average"
= 1.73
X

Payment or fees all a part or registration:·- A student is not registered in the University and is not entitled
to University privileges until he or she has paid all required fees. A hold against re-entry is imposed on a
student who fails to pay a debt owed to the University:

The Office of Placement, Testing and Cooperative Ect_ucation
In a time when heavy academic emphasis is being placed on career-oriented programs, The University of
Texas-Pan American's Office of Placement, Testfog and Cooperative Education is an important component
of any student's preparation.
·
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Through this office, students gain a new insight into their future career plans:, the different job o~nities, average pay scales, and other useful information. A career information center is located in the office '
·and is available lo any interested student.
,
In addition, the Office sponsors a Testing Service, whereby students may take state, national, and special
examinations.
.
.·
The UT Pan American Office of Placement, Testing and Cooperapve Education puts students in'jobs in two
ways. During a student's college years, the Office will assist them in locating part-time employment. As
graduation draws closer, a large number of top 'employers visit the campus to,recruit new employees. Major
employers such as Mobil Oil, IBM,' National Bank Examiners, J.C. Penney's, Exxon, Haskins & ~Hs, and
Southwestern Bell Telephone, as well as many others, recruit at UT Pan American•

.

Placement: A placement credential service and on-campus employment interviews are available for seniors. Special activities are also held for all UT Pan American students and alumni in preparation for the .
career search. These include Career Day, Teacher Job Fair, Nursing Career Day.Job Interview Skills Seminars, as well as a variety of other activities•.
I

Career Information Center: The Career Information Center houses sources of occupational information,
registers and directories, and information on hundreds of different companies, school districts, government
agencies, fellowship/scholarship infonnation and graduate/professional school catalogs.
·
Student 1<:mployment Services: A nuinber of local businesses and agencies contact the office seeking students for part/full-time employment. The Student Employment Service operates a referral system to match
these employers with UT Pan American students. International students are required to .wly through the
Intemalional Students• Adviser.
Institutional Testing Service: The University of Texas-Pan American is a test center for numerous na-'
t!onal and speci~lized examinations s~ch .as the American College Test (ACT), G~uate Record Examinauon (GRE), Nauonal Teachers Examination (NTE), Graduate Management Adm1ss1ons Test (OMAT), Test
of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL), Credit by Examination'festing Program (CLEP), Law School
Admissions Test (LSA Miller Analogies Test (MAT), General Educational Development Test (GED),
the Local Advanced Placement (LAP) tests, and a number of others.
/
.
Cooperative Education Program: The Cooperative (Co-Op) Education Pro~m at The University of ·.
Texas-Pan American offers students an opponunity to gain actual work expenence in an area.related to the
student's major course ofsludy.

n.

.

UT Pan American students st:,ould meet the following qualifications:
. 1. Student must have co~pleted at least 30 hours, but not more than 100 hours;
2. Students must be enrolled at least half-time (6 hours);,and
.

3. Student~ must have a 2.0 or better grade point average.
The Co-Op Program has three options: 1) students may alternate semesters or six-month tenns of study
with semesters or six-month terms of full-time·employment with a major corporation or federal.agency; 2)
students may work part-time and attend school on a full-time or half-time basis; and 3) students may work
with major corporations during the summer as summer interns.
' . .
•
The Co-Op student is eligible for academic free elective credit under certain departments. Refer to catalog
for course descriptions.
.
' .: .
:.
The Co-Op Program offers smdents an opportunity to:
·
·
A. Work in an area related to the student's major;
,
B. Test their career choices and explore other careers; and
C. Fi'nance part of their education.
American Humanics
The American Humanics Program at The University of Texas-Pan American provides a unique opportunity
for students interested in careers in Youth Agency Administration to receive a specific, practical, educational erophasis in this area..These will include internships, workshops, conferences, and field trips with
specific courses in fund raising, working with volunteers, community organization, and other areas relevant
to youth and human-service voluntary agencies;
·
Ameri.can Humanics is a national program based on 15 university campuses. The major thrust of the program is to provide selective recruiting, career preparation, and placement for those students interested in
youth agency administration careers. Scholarships and loans also are available for students interested in
this program. For more information go to University Center 111 or call 381-2145.
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Prerequisite: This term means that specified requirements ~ust be met before one can enroll in a course.
Specific prerequisites are listed in course descriptions.
·
Repeated Courses: .When an undergraduate course is repeated, only the last w.a<1:e and hours attempted are ·.
used to calculate the grade point average; except in determining Graduate Admission GPA. (See graduate
section for additional information.)
.Probation: Students are placed on scholastic probation when they fail to achieve the required overall grade
point average. Students may be placed on discip1inary probation for infraction of any UniveJSity regulation:
In either case, they must satisfy specific requirements before they can return to a non-probationary status.
Registration for courses: The only way io become a member ·of a class is to register for it through the
proper registration procedure, or to add a course during the schedule change period. Iii either case, the instructor receives the stuqent's name by official notice from the Office of Admissions and Records and in no
other way. ,A student may not receive cred~t for a course for which he or she is not officially registered.
Regular At~endance Policy: Regular attendancte .in all meetings ofcourses for which a student is registered is expected.
.
,
When a student is absent excessively (when in the judgment of the instructor the student has missed more
work than can be made up successfu11y) the student may be dropped from the course with a grade of "DP~
·or "DF." The Office of Adlflissions and Records advises the student of the action taken.
A student who enrolls for a course and then (Joes opt attend is considered absent from class .un.til the student
officially drops the cOQrse or until the student has accumulated an excessive number of absences and is
dropped by the instructor. ·
·

Satisfactory Progress
Federal regulations state that students receiving fmancial assistance under Title IV pro~s must be maintaining satisfactory progress whether or Qot the-student was ~iviµg financ;ial aid dunng the period of
prior enrollment. It is the institution's responsibility to define satisfactory progress, The institution must
certify annually that the student is maintaining satisfactory progress in his or her course of study. A copy of
the policy is available at the Financial Aid Office.

APPEALS
_Exceptions to the rule will be reviewed on an individual basis. Appeals will be presented in writing (forms
are available at the Finan~ial Aid Office) and substantiated by verifiable documentation to the Financial Aid
Director. The Director will schedule appeal hemings with thefinllllcial Aid Commit~ at least once a semester.
,
·
· ,
. ·
' .
_

CANCELLATION QF FINANCIAL AID
•

·,,

•

j

•

J'he University of Texas-Pan American reserves the right to review and cancel fmancial aid awards at any
time for the following reasons:
·
.
·
1. Failure to maintain satisfactory progress.
·
2. 'Changes in the financial status of recipients or their families.
3. Availability of funds for the ·number of qualified applicants.
4. Student's ineligibility to register for cours~ at the University.
When a student accepts financial aid, it is understooo that ~ stude11t is aware of the conditions under
which the aid is offered
and agrees to. all necessary requirements.
,._
,

Scholastic Probation and Suspensi9n - Undergraduate
Students are expected to 11,leet certain minim~J addemic standaro,s in work completed in post-secondary
education. Students-who'fail to maintain these minimum standards will be placed on academic probation or
academic suspension, as appropriate.
.
. .
·
.
In determining whether a student will be placed on academic probation or academic suspension, all grades*
earned by the student will be included in the computations of grade point average.
*Only the last gr~de is used if the student has attempted the course more than once. 1
The current Academic Probation and Suspension Policy for undergraduate students at 'fhe University of
Texas-Pan American is as follows:
,
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1. Academic probation or suspension will be determined each regular (Fall or Spring) semester on the
basis of the student's current semester and cumulative grade point average.. ~
2. An u!ldergraduate ~tudent will be placed on academic probation as follows:
a Freshman -Whenever .die student's cumu~tive grade point average is below 1.70•
. b. Sophomore- Whenever ~e student's cumulapve grade point average is below 1.80.
c. Junior and Senior- Whenever the student's cwnuiative grade point average is below,2.00•.
· 3. An undergraduate student will be placed on academic suspension for one regular semester whenever
the student. enters a semester on acade~ic probation and does not ~ove himself/herself from
academic probation. If the Student's current semester grade point average is 2.25 or above, the
student will continue on probation.
·
Level of Academic Status
GPA Criteria
Good Stampng

Cumulative GPA is 2.00 or above·
(1.70 in case of Freshman or 1.80
in ~ase of Sophomore).

Placed ·on Acad~ic Probation

Cumulative GPA has dropped below
2.00 (1.70 in case of Freshman or
1.80 in case of Sophomore.
Previously on Academic Probation
and Cumulative GPA is below 2.00
(1.70 in case of Freshman or 1.80 -'·
in case of Sophom()J'e) but current
semester GpA is 2.25 or above.

Continued on Academic Probation
'I

Previously on Academic Probation
and Cumulative GPA is below 2.00
(1.70 in case of Freshman or 1.80
in case of Sophomore) and current
GPA is below 225.
4. A student on academic suspension may enroll for summer sessions for the purpose o( raising
the Cumulative GPA to the level required for good standing for the student's classification.
·•
(This can be most efficiently accomplished by only enrolling for courses in which the student
has earned a low or failing grade.)
·
·
·
, ·
5. A student on academic suspension who mises the Cumulative GPA'to the lev'elrequired for
•
good standing will be reinstated as a student in good standing followjng application to the Office
of Admissions and Records for reinstatement
6. If a student who has been suspended for failure to meet academic probation requirements feels ~
unusual cin:umstances warrant a review, the student may direct a written appeal to the Admi8$ions
Committee, in care of the Office of Admissions and Records no later than one week prior to
registration. The petition must detail the reasons for alleging that circumstances warrant special
consideration and should indicate reasons why the circumstances will not reoccur. The Com111ittee .
may reinstate a student who has not served the period of academic suspension orur when convinced
the best interests of both the University and the student will be served by such acuon.
·
W~ning: All students are responsible for knowing whether they are eligible to continue at the University. An ineligible student who nevertheless registers at the University shall be dropptd and cannot attend classes; and the student shall not receive special .consid.eration for lack of knowledge of
scholastic status, regardless or whether the student registered or preregistere4 and paid fees.

,,, ..,.

Academic Suspension

Scholastic Probation and Suspension - Graduate
Grade points are assigned graduate studeqts as follows: 4 for ~h semester hour of A, 3 for~. 2 for C, 0
for F. (D is not given.) AU grades earned (including dtoSe for repeated courses) will be used to compute
the grade point average. A minimum grade-point overall average of 3.0 (B) is required for a graduate degree. Every semester hour of C, therefore, must be balanced by one of A, since an overall average of B is
required for a degree. Should graduate students inake less than a B average in a given semester, they will
be placed on scholastic probation and warned that continuance is in jeopardy. During the following semester or summer school, they must recoup an overall B average or be automatically suspended•. Students may
be readmitted only after petitioning the Dean ot the School and receiving approval and that of the Council
of Deans.
·•
·
Students with other thari clear admissiqn are subject to critetja set forth under General Admission Require-

ments.
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Selection of Courses
The student should plan to satisfy during the freshman and sophomore years not only the General Requirements for a Bachelor's Degree, bqt any mtroductory or prerequisite courses in the major and minor field, as·
specified by the_departments. Also, he or she must, unless excused by waiver,. eproll in one activity c ~
in kinesiology (physical ~ucation~ each semester until ~ese required h~urs ~ satisti~ Alth~gh each of
the departments of the Umversity lists ·many of the specific co~s required m_the map and mmor areas,
usually some choice of courses is permitted at the lower level, dte advanced level. or at both levels. Choice
is permitted when hours are specified as elective hours.
While the departments may not specify more than 36 hours in the major field (60 hours in the broad~field
_major) nor more than 18 hours in the minor field, students may rake additional hours of work in both the
major and minor fields if they wish to use elective hours. The student should gevel~p an outline of required
courses, supplementing it with those courses he or she wishes to rake .in .satisfaction of any elective hours'
allowed by the department. Any deviation from courses required must be approved by the department chair
and by the Dean of the.School, and must be incorporated into the studept's Degree Plan. If deviations are .
made which subsequently are not approved, the student may fmd that these will merely add hours to graduation requirements. ·
_1
Nhmy courses listed in tfle catalog are not offered every semester. This is particularly the case with upperlevel courses. In planning a. program the student should ascertain that there is a likelihood th,tt a particular
course will be offered during the semester_ he or she plans to~~ iL Further, ~e or she should d~rmine
that the planned sequence of courses prQvides that any prerequisite courses will be raken by the µme the
course for which they are prerequisite is scheduled to be raken. The same precaution is advised with reference to semester-hour (that is, class standif1$) prerequisites.
,
.,

When students enter thi$ University with the expectation of subsequently transferring to another institution,
they should be certain to obtain a copy of the catalog of that other mstitution and use it as a guide of courses
for which they wiU register at The University of Texas•Pan American. It is the student's responsibility to
check. the requirements, though a faculty adviser will be glad to help interpret requirements of other col- ,
leges.
.
' · ·

sec-

Students whQ.plan to graduate from The University of Texas-Pan American should consult the catalog
tions on: General Rt;quirements for a Bachelor's Deiree, Graduation Requirements, and .the specific requirements and suggestions listed under.their respective schools and departm~nts to insure that allrequired
work is satisfied. The department chairs and.deans will be glad to help clarify matters about which. the student may be uncertain.
'
It is expected that all begi~ning freshmen will meet with ~demic advisers prior to or at the time of actual
registration and that they will be counseled concerning the best selection of courses. Deans and department
chairs_ are in ~eir offices the wee~ preceding ~egis~tion for the purpose of advising students about course
selections and schedules. Those above the freshman level who can do so are U(ged to seek advice during
the year because of the difficulty of obtaining appointments the week before registration.
Semester Hour:· College ~redit is measured in tenns of semester hours. Ordinarily, a class that meets one
SO-minute period per week for a regular semester will carry a credit of one semester hour. Since the major- .
ity of classes meet three periods, or their equivalent. each week; these classes carry three semester hours of ·
cred\t. Two or three laboratory hours per week are us~ly required for one semester hour of laboratory
~dL

'

,

Student Discipline/Hazing: All students at The University of Texas-Pan American are subject to the rules
and regulations governing student conduct and discipline as described in the Siudent Handbook and in Part ·
One, Chapter VI of the Rules and Regulations of the Board ofRegents'of The University of Texas System.
These documents are available for public review in the Off~ of the Dean of Students.
.
.
Hazing is both a violation of university policy and a criminal o((ense (Section 4.19, Chapter 4, Title I, Texas
Education Code) and may result in arrest and prosecution by civil authorities. In the Regents Rules and
Regulations, see Chapter VI, Section 3.28.
· ,,.
Hazing with or without the consent of a student is proh:ibited by the University
by The UT System.
Both the hazer and victim are subject to discipline.
·

and

According to state law, a person can commit.a hazing offense not only by engaging in a hazing activity, but
also by soliciting, directing, encouraging, aiding or attempting to aid another in hazing; by intentionally, ·
knowingly or recklessly al lowing hazing to occur; or by failing to. report in writing to the dean of students
f1ISt-hand knowledge that a hazing incident is planned or has occurred. The fact that a person consented to
'

'
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or acquiesced in a hazing activity is not~ defense to prosecution for hazing under the law.
In an effort to encourage reporting of hazing incidents, the law giants immunity frorn civil or criminal Ii•
ability to any person who reports a specific hazing event to the dean of stUdents and immunizes that person
from participation in any judicial proceeding resulting from that report. The penalty for faillll'e to report is a
fine of up to $1.000, up to 180 days in jail, or both., Penalties for other hazing offenses vary according to
the severity of the injury which results and include fines from $500 to $10,000 and/or confinementfor up to
twoyears.
. .
The law does not affect or in any way restrict the right of the University to enforce its own rules against
hazing.
.
.
.
,
The law defines hazing as any intentional, knowing, or reckless act, occurring on or off the campus of an
educational institution, by one person alone or acting with othe.rs, directed against a student, that endangers
the mental.or t>hysical health or safet)' of a student for the purpose of pledging, being initiated into, affiliat•
ing with, holding office in, or maintaming membership in any organization whose members are or include ·
students at an edocational institution. Hazing includes but is not limited to:
.
.
A. Any type of physical brutality, such as whipping, beating, striking, bnulding, electric shocking,
placing of a harmful substance on the body, or similar activity;
,
..
B. Any type of physical activity, such as sleep deprivation, exposure to the elements, confinement in a
small space, calisthenics, or other activit)' that subjects the student to an unreasonable risk of harin or
that adversely affects the mental. or phySical health or safety of the student;
·
,
.
C. Any activity involving consumption of food, liquid, alcoholic beverage, liquor, drug, or other ·
substance which subjects the students to an unreasonable risk or harm or which adversely affects the
mental or physical health Qf the student;
D. Any activity that intimidates or threatens the student with osttacism, that subjects.the
student to
1
extreme mental stress, shame, or humiliation, or that adversely affects the mental health or dignity of
the student or discourages the student from entering or remaining registered in an educational
institution, or that may reasonably be expected to cause a student toleave the organization or the
. institution rather than submit to acts described in this subsection;
.
E. A'!ly a~tivity that induces, causes, or requires th~ student to perform a, duty or task which i,nvolves a .: ·
v10lat10,p of the Penal Code.
.
J
'
•
'

Student Financia'I Aid
Financial Aid has changed rapidly in the past couple of years.· Despite all the changes, financial aid contin- ·
ues to play a vital role at The University of Texas-Pan American. The College Work-Study program, Educational Opportunity Grants and Loan prQgrams are still available to qualified students. .
•.
A large percentage of students at The University of Texas-Pan American receive some type of financial
assistance because of the low income area in which the University is located. Tuition and fees are signifi. canlly lower than private colleges and equal to, or lower than, most public colleges. This, together with the
availability of financial aid funds, makes The University of Texas-Pan American reasonably priced.

Financial Aid
General Information
\

The University of Texas-Pan American is an· equal employment opportunity institution in the adininisu-ation
of its financial aid program. In keeping with. this policy, financial aid is extended to ~tudents without regard
to race, creed, sex, ethnic origin, religion, age or handicap.
.

will

An applic;ant
be approved for financial assistance if he/she meets the following criteria:
a) is a U.S. citizen or permanent resident;
.
. ·
b) has filed an .affidavit which states that all funds received from financial aid programs will be used solely
for educational or educationally related purposes;
c) is enrolled for a·minimum of 6 hours as an undergraduate, or4.hours as a graduate in each of the
regular sessions;. or for a minimum of 3 hours in each of the summer sessions;
·
d) is not in default on any loan, either long term or short tenn; and does not owe a refund on any grant
program;
. e) demonstrates financial need, exeept when applying for funds from a prognµn which does not call for
. financial need;
,
f) is in satisfactory standing, and making satisfactory progress at the University. Satisfactory progress
is defined by institutional policy;
g) is enrolled in an eligible rrogram offered by the institution;
h) has an application and al required documentation on
by appropriate deadline.

file

Financial assistance will be awarded to an eligible applicants on a first come, first served application basis.
In the event where two or more completed applications are submitted on the same date, priority will be
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given to those students with exceptional need. The Student Aid Report (SAR) should be submitted to the
Financial Aid Office located in Room 186, Student Services Building. · .
.
.
Students who receive financial aid and withdraw during the semester are required to reimburse part of their
financial aid in accordance with an approved repayment schedule. .
·
.
.

.'

There are several sources of student aid: thq>Ugh ~mployment at the Uµiversity, placement in part-time jobs
off campus, scholarships, grants and loan. fun~.

Application Deadlines
Deadline for submission of applications, to ensure processing before registration, for the Perkins Loan (formerly the National Direct Student Loan), Educational Opportunity Grants, Work-Study and Hinson-Hazlewood Student loan are as follows:
•,
·
· F.aUAwards
Spring Awards.
Summer Awards
April 16
September 3 ·
. February 1
All applications received after these deadlines are considered only if money is available to cover the request
· and, if eligible, the student will receive the award during the semester. With few exceptions, one application can and should be used for all assistance. It is highly recommended that the application process begin
in early Spring for the upc_oming Fall semester.
. ··
.

Work-Study Program
The College Work-Study program enables the University to employ a sizable number of.students. To qual•
ify for the program a student must satisfy both economic and scholastic requirements.
·
Employment is available under the Work-Study prop-am both on-campus and off-campus. Students work
for a:n average of 12 hours a week when classes are m session and for a maximum o(40 hours a week during periods of non-enrollment. It is possible to combine the Work-Study program with other types of financial aid. Intemationa_l students are not eligible.

Grants
Pell Grants: This grant is available by completing an ACT Financial Aid Application, which is mailed
directly to .the processing center in Iowa.
.·
,
The Financial .Aid Office determines the amount of the grant after the U.S. Department of Education has
calculated fatlJilY contribution. Applications are available.at the Financial Aid Office.
Pell Grants are no(.available to students who have fJlready received a Bachelor's degree.
Supplemental Educational-Opportunity Grants (SEOG): The Federal Government established this program for students with great financial need. The grant may not exceed $2,000 per year, and the minimum
that may ~ awarded is $200 per year.
.. ·
,
• .
Graduate students OF undergraduates who have already received a baccalaureate degree are not eligible for
S.E.0.0. The actual amount and qualification is detennined after the family financial statement, coµiplete<i
on thf finar,icial aid application, is processed.
. ·
TPEG Resident and Non-Resident/Foreign: Texas Public Education

Grants also are available to The University of Texas-Pan American students from the funds collected for
tuition payment~. The amount of funds available :will depend-on the tuition that is collected from students.
Eligibility for TPEG -residem/non-resident/foreign will be determined by the Financial Aid Office in accordance with policies set forth by the Texas Higher Education Coqrdinating Board. Amouµts will be based on
the funds available and students eligible for the funds.

Loans
Perkins Loan/Direct Loan (formerly National Direct Student Loan): RecogJ1izirig ~ fact that loans
are an increasingly important aspect of financing an education, The ,University of Texas-Pan American by
participating in the Pett_ins Loan program, has funds available with which a student may·finance a substantial part of his or her education. Interest and repayment of funds borrowed begins six months from the last
d~te of attendance, as a half-time student, in an accredited institution of hig~er learning if the studen~ is a
previous borrower. or begins nine months after attendance if the student is a new borrower with no outstanding balance as of July 1; 1987. Applicants are considered on the basis of financial .need and demonstrated
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c1cademic ability. Funds are limited and preference is given to renewal borrowers. Further information may
be obtained from the Financial Aid Office.
Hinson-Hazlewood Student Loan (TOP): The State of Texas. recognizing its responsibilities to the residents of Texas, established this loan {)"Ogram, A student may borrow a maximum of $2,625. the freshman .
and sophomore years,'$4,000 the junior and senior year'$, and $7,500 as a graduate or professional; depending on the student's need analysis. Repayment of funds borrowed does not s1art until the student is no , ·
longer attending an accredited institution of higher learning, at least half-time.
·
Applicants are considered on the basis of financial need and demonstrated academic ability. and must be
residents o(_Texas. Further information and application forms may be obtained from the Financial Aid Office.
·
Stafford Loan (TGSL): This loan is handled through the student's local bank or credit union. and it is the
responsibility of each applicant to work with the bank to secure the loan. The Financial Aid Office certifies
that the student is ot has been accepted for enrollment during the period the application covers, and rec.om.
mends the amount of loan that the student would need in order to meet the educational costs. A student
may borrow a maximum of $2,625 the freshman and sophomore years, $4,000 the junior and senior years.
and $7,500 as a gra~uate or professional per year, depending on the student's.need analysis. Additional
information and application forms may be obtained at the Financial Aid Office.
College Short-Term Loans:' These loan funds have been made possible through donations from a number
of individuals and organizations. These funds are administered by the Financial Aid Office and are available to students for short-renn loans. Loans are limited and must be repaid within the semesrer for which
said funds are borrowed. The loans are designed to aid students who do not have sufficient funds to pay
tuition, purchase books and supplies, and other such items, or to assist students when emergencies arise. A
$5.00 charge is assessed against each loan.
Emergency Loans: Emergericy loans are available to University of Texas-Pan American students needing
assistance in paying for registration costs. Funds for the emergency loans must be paid back to the Univer. 'sity during'the semester. Student must be making satisfactory academic progress to be c0nsidered for the
loan. An applicant will be required to pay a $15.00 processing fee per semester. Students may borrow up
to the amount of registration costs.

Scholarships
The Office of Student Financial Aid adminisrers and awards a large number of scholarships. The deadline
to apply for most academ~ scholarships is March 1. For a complete list of scholarships and application
requirements, request a Scholarship Handbook from the Office of Student Financial Aid.

Student Health Service
Health Care
The Student Health Service provides health services to any enrolled UT Pan American studenL The service
is financed by Student Service fees paid at regi$tration and Jenerally involves no extra charge to the student
. Three registered nurses (R.N.) and a physician (M,D.) provide treatment for the wide range of conditions
which affect students - from <;olds, flu, and sore throats to gynecological examinations such as Pap tests for
cancer detection.
.
.
Emergency and follow•up care are provided for injuries of all kinds. Immunizations and Tuberculosis (fB)
skin tests are available, as are pregnancy testing and an array of other lab tests including urinalysis, diabetes, and anemia screening. The Student Health Service lends crutches and heating pads and is the office to
which persons needing handicapped parking spaces apply for their permits.
·•
Students sometimes suffer from conditions beyond the scope of services offered by the .Health Center. Payment for all services at medical and/or psychiatric facilities outside of the Student Health Center is the sole
responsibility of the student when it exceeds the coverage and policy limits of the student insurance referred
to below.
·
.
.
/

Health Information Counselor
While all the Health Service personnel provide health information and counseling, the service of the Health
Information Counselor is available to all persons associated with the University {students, faculty, and
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staff). In addition to personal consultation with individuals, the counselor will.present programs to groups
or classes upon request. Information and literatW"C can be obtained on all medical/heaJ.tti matters including
substance abuse, preventable disease, blood pressure/heart disease, stress management, birth control, sexually transmitted diseases, AIDS, and cancer detection (self-examination for breast and_testicular cancer).
Special consideration is given to alcohol and drug abuse prevention. Persons wanting help with problems
of substance abuse or those concerned about substance abuse in other$ &l'OIJDd them may see the Health Information Counselor and be assured of the confidentiality of th~ contact.
Student Health Services, both health care and health infonnation consultation, are available on the first floor
of Emilia Schunior Ramirez Hall. All services are confideptial. The hours of $ClVice are those.of the University. Call 381-2511 for more,information. ·

Student Housing
On-Campus Housing
.
·
Two Residence Halls are provided on The University of Texas-Pan American campus for housing:
Residence Hatl for Women
··
192 studenlS
Troxel Residence Hall for Men
192 studenlS
The Residence Halls are air-conditioned and centrally heated for y~-around comfort.
further information contact the Housing Office, University Center, Room 102.
•

For reservations and

Rules and Regulation~
Residence hall students'must comply with University regulations as stated above and, in addition, are subject to specific regulations governing each hall. · .
Directions for making room reservations, the schedule of fees, deposits, and other details concerning residence halls will be found under the section of the catalog headed STUDENT EXPENSES.

Student Insurance
Enrollment at The University of Texas-Pan American and payment' of Student Service fees automatically
provides each student accidental injury, and death or dismembennent insurance. Coverage relates to students injured on campus or while engaged in any University-sponsored activity.
If the student has other medical insurance, this policy pays only as a back-up, when all the Qther policy's
payments have been made.
·
}
Claims must be filed within 30 days of the accident or injury.
·
·
.
Consultation with. the Student Health Service doctor when the injury first occurs may result in the student's
not having to pay the usual deductible. Specific details regarding the policy limits. and filing instructions
may be obtained by inquiring at the Student Health Service located on the flTSl floor of Emilia Schunior
Ramirez Hall, or by calling 381-2511.
.
.
.
·

An optional medical insurance plan designed for university students is available on an individual basis.
Forms and brochures are available at the Student Health Service waiting room located on the first floor of
Emilia Schunior Ramirez Hall.
I

Student Publications
The Pan American

The University of Texas-Pan American students write and edit the University's weekly newspaper. Communications students and others may make contributions and work as volunteers on the staff. Writing, editing and picture-taking usually start prior to the opening pf classes in the fall semester.
Some positions on the paper are compensated and volunteer workers are sought as ~ r s . copy-readers
and headline writers. The office is at Emilia Schunior Ramirez Hall 100. Transfer students and beginning
freshmen should contact the Student Publications office before registering.
·
Rio

Rio is the University's All-American fea~ magazine, which is written and produced camera-ready by
students. Applications are availab_le in Emilia Schunior Ramirez Hall 100. Some positions are paid; others
are volunteer. Any student may apply.
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Student Responsi~ility
Students are expecte.d to infonn themselves thoroug~ly concerning the regulations of the Universitf and the
course requirements for degrees and to make inq1,Jiries in case of doubt. It shall not be tJte University's responsibility should complications arise because of failure to follow regulations and requirements. Regu]auons will not be \\'.aived nor exceptions t~ requirements made on a plea of ignorance of the regulation or
requirement Students, therefore, should become familiar with all of the infonnation related to the program
contained in the printed University bulletins.
Students should work directly with the person in th.eir f118jor department who is assignec:l the responsibility
of supervising their programs concerning-course requirements and options; deficiencies. degree plan, and
special regulations.
.
·
.
·
Requests to waive regulations and/or requirements should be directed in writing to the Dean ofthe School.
Students become responsible to deans: Each student, by registering, enters some school or division of the
University imd, except as to conduct, is thereafter under the jurisdiction of the dean or director of that
school or division. This involves jurisdictiqn over the student's program of swdy and degree requirements.

Summer Session
As a part of its regular program, the University offers a Summer Session consisting of two five and one-half

week terms. Classes given in the summer are arranged to meet the requirements of students who need to do
summer work and are selected on the basis of the requests made by those who are enrolled during the spring
term.

Teaching Certificates
Consult the office of the Dean of the School of Education for full details on all certification requirements.
Students may pursue work toward professional certification simultaneously with work tow$'(! a graduate
degree. Candidates for the Master of Education degree· should complete the academic requirements for the
professional certificate as a classroom teacher, a counselor, an educational diagnostician, gifted education,
a.supervisor, or an administrator. Candidate.a for the Master of Arts or the Mast.er of Science degree should
complete the academic requirements for the professional ·certificate in the major field selected for the degree.
.
Candidates who afready hold the master's degree;may qualify for the professional certificate and are encouraged to seek certification in so fw: as it serves their educational and professional objectives.

Applicants for the professional certificate must hold the provisional certificate. must have completed three
years of satisfactory teaching experience (except for the administrator's certificate, which requires only two
years of satisfactory teaching experience) and must have completed all of the requirements for the appropriate master's degree.
· Because the provisional certificate is based upon the bachelor's degree, no more than six semester hours of
the work used to obtain the master's degree may apply toward this certificate. These six hours may not also
be applied toward the professim;ial certificate.
•
An application for the professional certificate should be made in the Certification Office of the School of
Education during the semester in which the certification requirements will be completed. Students may not
qualify for a professional certificate at The University of Texas-Pan American unless they already hold the
master's degree or have also completed all of the requirements for the appropriate master's degree.
Texas Rehabilitalion Commission

The Texas Rehabilitation Commission is a state agency which provides handicappe(j individuals with services that will enable them to enter or return to gainful employmenL Eligibility depends on two criteria: (1)
there is a disability (physical or mental) that constitutes or results in a substantial handicap to employment;
(2) vocational rehabilitation ~rvices may reasonably be expected to benefit the individual in terms of employment
·
.
Available services include evaluation, counseling and guidance, interpreter services for the deaf. medical
treatment, assistive devices, tuition costs, room, board, and transportation, tools, supplies and licenses,
placement and follow-up. For further information contact the Texas Rehabilitation Commission offices in ,
McAllen or Harlingen.
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.Transcripts
A student may secure an official transcript of his or her University of Texas-Pan American record at a cost
of$ 1.00 per copy. Unofficial copies of transcripts from other institutions are furnished upon payment of a
fee at the Office of Admissions and Records. The term transcript of r~cords is understood to refer to the
recorded results of the student's work in the classroom and is a comprehensive record of an individual's
total academic progress at The University of Texas-Pan American. This statement will contain all the important facts pertaining to the student's admission, academic level, and scholarship. No ptµtial or incomplete classroom records (for exampl~. with grades of F omitted) will be given. ·
.
Students who owe debts to the University may have their official transcripts withheld until the debts are
paid.

1

'

.

V.T.C.A., Education Code, Title One, Section 4.29, provides that "no person may .buy, sell, create, duplicate, alter, give, or obtain or attempt to buy, sell, create, duplicate, alter, give, or obtain a diploma, certificate, academic record, certificate of enrollment, or other instrument which purports to signify merit or
achievement conferred by an institution of education in this state with the i~nt to use fraudulently such
document or to allow the fraudulent use of such document
"A person .w~o v_iolate~ this Act or who aids another in violating this Act is guilty of !1 misdemean'?r. and
upon conv1ct1on 1s pumshable by a fine of not more than $1,000 and/or confinement 10 the county jail for a
period not to exceed one year."
'

Varsity Athletes
To be in compliance with Division I NCAA eligibility requirements for athletic participation and/or athletically related financial aid, ·a student athlete must meet the following "progress towards graduation" requirements in addition to the University's grade point progress r~uirements stated above:
1. Enrollment during each regular semester must not drop below 12 semester hours.
2. Subsequent to the student athlete's first academic year in residence and prior to each term in which a
season of competition begins, 24 hours of additional credit required for a baccalaureate degree in a
designated program of studies must be accumulated since the beginning of the student athlete's last
season of competition.
·

Veterans' Program
Veterans Educational Outreach Ptogram ·

The Veterans Educational Opportunity Program (VEOP). provides the following services:
A. Information and referrals
B. Individualized V.A. tutoring
C. Income verification
D. Explanation of educational benefits
·
E. Assistance with V.A. educational benefit applications.
NOTE: Students receiving V.A. Educational Benefits must make progress toward a degree as specified in
this bulletin under Satisfactory Progress and Scholastic Probation and Suspension• Undergraduate.

Withdrawal
To withdraw from school a student must execute a formal withdrawal procedure through the Office of Admissions and Records at least two weeks prior to the end of a regular semester or one week prior to .the end
of a summer semester.
·
A student withdrawing during the first thirty days (10 days in a summer session) wiU receive a "W" on the
permanent record for each course in which the student was enrolled. If the student withdraws later in the
semester, he or she will be given a grade of "WP" or "WF" by the instructor for each course in which the
student was enrolled.
.
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THE UNIVERSITY-COLLEGE/GENERAL
EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS
A Liberal Arts Education
I

•

Your education at The U~versity o~ Texas-Pan Americ~ will be better measured by the ~ls you learn
and the knowledge you gam than ·by the number of credit hours you talce. We want you to unprove your
abilities to analyze, synthe&ze, detennine values, use and understand mathematics, and communicate. No
matter what subject you choose to major in, you will be required to complete courses in fields that reinfo~
those skills.
1

•

To understand the University College/General Education requirements you should understand the established goals. These are the characteristics you will be given the opportunity to attain from your work and
study here.

The Goals of a Liberal Arts Education
1, An inquiring attitude which acknowledges the many-sided nature of most important questions,
recognizes the need to examine inherited judgments, and reveals a desire for continued learning and
creative expression.
.
.. ·
·
2. Competence in the processes of learning, including the ability to read and listen, a knowledge of
logic and scientific methcxl, and the mental self-discipline needed for rigorous, critical.analysis and
synthesis of facts and ideas.
.
.
3. The ability to use words and numbers accurately and effectively, and communicate clearly through
spoken and written word as well as throu~h the symbols of mathematics. ·
4. A historical perspective provided by familiarity with the most significant events, people _and
achievements of the past; an understanding of the most enduring ideas and values in human history
and a knowledge of the many ways these are expressed ,in world cultures and in social, political and
economic institutions.
.·
·
·
5. A ger,eral knowledge and appreciation of nature, science and technology.
'
6; A general knowledge and appreciation of the fine and verfonning arts and of literature.
.
7. An understanding of self, along with the empathy for the strengths, weaknesses, rights and needs of
others, as well as the ability to relate to others with human undeJltanding.
. .
8. An appreciation for the responsibilities of the individ~ to family and society;. skill in serving as a
constructive member in groups and organizations; sensitivity to the.need Cot infonned, independent
moral and ethical decisions.
.
9. Knowledge of the economic and gebgraphical inter-relationships of regions and nations and their
. resources.
These are the goals of a liberal arts education and the qualities that disting_uish a liberally educated person.
These are the skills and characteristics that we hope to nurture in our students through the University Col-·
lege/General Education Requirements.
.
·

The University College and General Education Requirements
,

I

The University College and General, Education Requirements..apply·to all students who enter The T,:Jqiversity
ofTexft$•PanAmerican in the Fall semester of 1984 or thereafter. Together, the requirements total S7·semester credit hours of work in the humanities, the social sciences, and the natural sciences.
57 hours
must be completed before graduation. Twenty-seven of these 57 hours including 6 hours of Freshman English plus Math 1340 or higher level mathematics course make up the 27-hour University College requirement which must be completed within the first 60 hoW:S of college work.

These

, General Education Requirements
Students with ACT math sub-test scores of 16 or higher are not required to complete Math 1334.
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HUMANITIES (24 hours)

A.
B.
C.
D.

6 semester hours of Freshman English
6 semester hours of sophomore literature
6 semester hours of the same foreign language
6 semester hours from two of these areas: the arts, communication, and philosophy

SCIENCE (8 hours)
A. 8 semester hours of a laboratory science

COMPUTER LITERACY

A. 3 semester hours
KINESIOLOGY (PHYSICAL EDUCATION)

A. 4 semester hours of kinesiology or ROTC 1200 through ROTC 2299
SOCIAL SCIENCE (18 hours)

A: 6 semester hours of American history
B. 6 semester hours of American and Texas government
•
C. 6 semester hours, from any ~wo of th~ areas: anthropology, ~nomics, psychology, sociology ·
•

_,

ti

· University College Requirements
The University College requirements constitute any 27 hours of the 60 hours of require,ments listed here and
Math 1340 or higher level mathematics. These 27 hours must be completed in your first 60 hours of college-level coursework. Junior level students may begin taking upper--division courses.- those on the junior
and senior levels - once they have completed their University College requirements with at least a 2.0 grade
point average. Students who fail to complete the University College requirements with a 2.0 average may
not enroll in other courses until they do so.
All students must earn 6 hours of Freshman English and ~uccessfully complete mathematics for the University College requirement, and they will not be allowed to take upper--division courses until they do. Students must register for Freshman English and mathematics every semester until they satisfactorily meet
those requirements with at least a grade of C (2.0 grade point) in each course.
·
-

Transfer Students
Transfer students with 30 or more holll'S but without the University College approved courses or courses
deemed comparable by The University of Texas-Pan American may take upper-division courses if otherwise qualified, but they too must complete all University College and General Educatibn requirements before graduation;
· ·
.
Transfer stud<.nts who lack six hours of Freshman English or equivalent and 3 hours of mathematics with
grades of at least C in each course must complete these requirements within their first two semesters at The
University of Texas-Pan American.
Specific Courses that meet the University College and General Edueation 'equirements;

A. Humanities (24 hours)

1. English - 6 hours of Freshman English
ENG 1301 and 1302 (ENG 1387 and 1388 for the Honors Program)
ENG 1406-for
foreign students replaces ENG 1301.
'

.

2. English - 6 ho'"uis of literature
.
ENG2300,2303,2305,2301,2308,2313.
(ENG 2387, 2388 for the Honors Program.)
3. Language Other Than English - 6 hours in the same language.
FR 1321, 1322 or higher level courses.
GER 133 I, 1332 or higher level courses. ·
SPAN 1301, 1302, 1303, 1304 or higher level courses.
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4. General Topics - 6 hours to be selected from 2 of the following 3 areas:
a. Area 1: The Arts'

ART1301,3381

COMM (Theatre) 2312
Music 1301, 1302, 2307, 2308, 3311
b •. Area 2: Communications
COMM (Speech) 1303, 1313
c. Area 3: Philosophy
PHIL 13,10, 1320, 2330, 2350
d. Area 4! Humanities
Honors Studies 2387 or Honors Studies 2388
B. Science (8 hours)
1. Natural Science (8 hours in same discipline)

ASTR 1401 and 1402
BIOL 1405 and 1406; 1401 and 1402; 2403, 2404
CHEM 1401 and 1402
GEOL 1401 and1402
PHYS 1401 and 1402, i405 and 1406
PSCI 1421 and 1422
2. MATH 1340 or higher level
C. Computer Literacy (3 hours selected from:)
3. CS 1300, 1380, 2325, CIS 1301 or an appropriate computer course.
D. Kinesiology (4 hours)
Any 2 KIN activity courses or equivalent Military Science C91Jl"SCS.
·
·
Students ext:used from KIN courses or equivalent Military Science cour~s must take H.E. 2301.
HE 2301 is required if a WAIYER of this requirement is obtained under the follo:,ving circumstances:
NOTE: (a) A student who has been honorably discharged from the military service, and who has served a
minimum of one year therein, may obtain a waiver of the ~uiredhours in physical education (kinesiology) ,
on the basis of one semester hour for each six months of military service or major fraction thereof. (b) A
student unable. to participate in physical education activity
because of a.health or physical condition
may obtain a waiver based upon a physician's certificate to"that effect (c) A woman 'Student who ~ a
mother with her child or children in her care may obtain a waiver of required kinesiology hours. (d) A stu- ·
dent who is at l~t 25 years of age at time of initial admission, or at time of readmission after an absence
from cotlege of at least two years, may obtain a waiver from kinesiology. Any other student is required to
take kinesiology activity courses after reaching age 25 ONLY TO THE EXTENT that the student has failed
to earn one kinesiology credit during each semester of the freshman and sophomore years completed prior
to reaching age 25.
·

courses

E. Social Sciences (18 hours)
1. State Requirements (12 hours)

a. History (6 hours) ·
,
HIST 2313 or ,2333, 2314 (2387, 2388 Honors Plan)
b. Political Science (6 hours)
,
POLS 2313, 2314 (PolS 2387, 2388 Honors Plan)
2. General Topics II - 6 hours to be selected from 2 of the following 4 areas:
a. Anthropology
·
: A,NTH 1323, 1324, 2323, 2342, 2353
b. Economics · ·
ECO 1301, 2353
• c. Psychology
PSY 1Jl3, 1323 (1387, 1388 Honors Plan)
d. Sociology
.
. soc 1313, 1323, 2333
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SQggested Course Sequence for University College and
General Education Requireme1,1ts:
Freshman Year

1·

First Setnester:

I

-Course:
English 1301 (1)
Math 1340 (1)
Foreign Language
Humanities
History
Kinesiology (2)
Total

Credits
3
3
3
3
3
2
17

Second Semester:

Course:
English 1302 (1)
Computer Literacy
Foreign Language
Humanities
History
Kinesiology (2)
Total

Credits
3
3
3
3
3
2
17

Total credit hours for the University College and General Education _requirements to be-taken during the
Freshman year: 34

Sophomore Year
-·First Semester:

Second Semester:

Course:.

Credits

Course:

Credits

Science
4
' Science
4
Political Science
3
Political Science
3
Social Sciences
3
Social Sciences.
3
Literature
3
Literature
3
Total
13
Total
13
Other
· 3-6
Other
3-6
Total
16-19
Total '
16-19
Total number of credit hours to be taken for the University College and General Education requirements
during the Sophomore year: 26. ·
·
·
Total for the University College and General Education requirements: 57.
(1) All students must pass English 1301, 1302, and Math 1340 or their equival~ts with a grade of"C"
in the first 60 hours of work to proceed to upper level classes. Students should register in these
classes every semester until they have met these requirements.
, .
_
(2) Kinesiology can be taken at a later time if student must start a major during the Freshman year.
(3) Students seeking associate degrees may be exempt from th~e UC/GE requirements.
\

_,
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ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
/

College, Schools, Departments~ and Courses of Study

·The College of.Arts'a~d Sciences
Dr. Ernest Baca, Dean
Dr. Mark Glazer, Associate Dean/or University College-·
Dr. Sylvia Lujan, Staff Associate Dean
/
for the Learning ,l1ssistance Center
The College of Arts and Sciences includes disciplines traditionally considered to be the liberal arts in
American higher education. It includes the Departments of Art, Biology, Chemistry, Communications,
Criminal Justice, English, History and Philosophy, Latin American Studies, Mathematics and Computer ·
Science, Military Science, Modem Languages and Literatures, Music, Physics and Geology, Political Sci,.
ence, Psychology and Anthropology, and Sociology and Social Work. Degree options are explained in detail in the departmental descriptions that follow this section of the catalog.
All UT Pan American students, regardless of major, first study for a broad, or liberal education. The term
"liberal arts'' comes from classical usage by the early Greeks and Romans, from. a time when only free men
were allowed to study such subjects. Hence, the word "liberal,'' relating to freedom or liberty. The classical liberal.arts included seven subjects: grammar, logic, rhetoric, arithmetic~ geometry! music, and astronomy. The,modem term encompasses much more. We enco~e you to read and to thmk about the goals of
a liberal arts education listed in the previous secti0n. These are also the-goals of the College of Arts and ·
Scipnces.
,

Bachelor of Applied Arts and Sciences (B.A.A.S)
Program Description
The Bachelor of Applied Arts and Sciences (B.A.A.S.) is an inverted degree program specifically designed
to allow individuals to earn a degree with a major in a technic~ or an occupational area. The major may be
satisfied by credits earned by examination or by the transfer of work from other accredited instiwtions. The
B.A.A.S. degree will be awarded to individuals who successfully complete (a) the liberal arts based general
education requirement (60 semester hours), (b) one of the professional development sequences (36 to 39
semester hours), and (c) the occupational or vocational emphasis (48 to 51 semester hours). The College of
Arts and Sciences requires 45 hours of upper level (3000/4000 level) courses fofgraduation.
Curriculum
,
1. The Bachelor of Applied Arts and Sciences consists of:
a. Academic Foundations (Core Requirements)
(60 semester hours).
Humanilies:
English (Freshman)
English (Literature)
Foreign Language

6sem. hrs.
6sem. hrs.
6sem. hrs.

General Topics from two of the following areas:
Area 1: The Arts

r
~

b
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, Area 2: Communications
Area 3: Philosophy
Mathematics and Science:
Mathematics (Basic Algebra or Higher)
Natural Science (La~ratory Science)
from Astronomiy
Biology
Chemistry
Geology
Physics
_Physical Science
Computer Literacy: .
Computer Information Systems
Kinesiology:

3 sem. hrs.
3 sem. hrs.

3 sem. hrs.

.

KIN Activity Courses orequivalent Military Science Courses

4 sem. hrs.

State Requirements:
History
Political Science
(Government - State/Federal)

6sem. hrs.
6sem. hrs.

· 2. B.A.A.S. Professional Development Sequences

Before entering the B.A.A.S. Program, the student is assigned a degree counselor. With the advice of the
degree counselor, the student selects one of the Professional Development Sequences, and a degree plan is
placed on record. Sequem:es are as follows:
.,

'

A. Applied Business Technologies (24 sem. hrs.)
Students selecting this section'will ~ive preparation in areas that can be applied to different occupations.
GENB 3335
GENB 3356
POLS 3323
POLS 3324
POLS 3343
POLS 3360
SOC 4352
SOC 3324
Free Elec.

Organiz.ational Communications
Business Enterprise & Public Policy
Introduction to Public Administration
Govt Organ. & Administrative Thepry, or
International Politics, or ,
American Minority Politics
Social Inequalities, or
Sociology of Health
(3 hrs.} Any Advanced Elective

Choose one of the following (6 hours each):
Group A~ MANA 3361 Principles of Management
MANA 3362 Personnel Management, or
Group B - MANA 337.1 Principles of Marketing, and
'MARK 3374 Intermediate Marketing Strategy
.
Group C - FINA 3381 Money & Banking (prereq. 3 hrs. Eco.) or
FINA 3389 Commercial Banking or GENB 3337 .
.Electives - 12 advanced hours (non-business courses to be selected in conference with academic adviser).
TOTAL HOURS = 36
B. Liberal Arts (36 hrs.)
Students selecting this section may be prepared for careers in Hotel/Motel Management or State/Federal.
Services in which skills in the use of modem languages are required.
-at least.12 adv. sem. hrs. of one foreign lang. or 18 adv. sem. hrs. of two foreign languages (i.e. 6 and 12).
. . MANA 3361 Principles of Management
MANA 3362 Personnel Management
ADV. Blee. (3 hrs.) free advanced elective.
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'

(

- at least 6 semester how;s from:
POLS 3314
POLS 3323
POLS 3324
POLS 4310
POLS 4320
POLS 4360
POLS 4365
POLS 4367

Amer. State & Local Govt.
Intro. to Pub. .Admin. .
GovuOrg. & Administrative Theory
Comp. Pub. Admin.
Amer. Constitutional Law: Federalism
Amer. Executlve Process
Amer. Administrative Process
Amer. Judicial Process

- 3 semester hours from:
HIST 4313 20th Cent. Amer., 1917 to the Present '
HIST 4325. Amer. Southwest after 1821.
HIST 4353 Hist. of Mexican Culture
HIST 43~4 Contemporary Mexico
HIST 4363 U.S. - Latin Amer. Relations
HIST 4374 The Caribbean anp Central America
Electives ~ 6 - 0 advanced hours (to be selected in conference with academic adviser).
TOTAL HOURS = 36

Baccalaureate in General Studies
Program Descrip_tion
Students taking the Ba~alauteate in General Studies will complete the University College/General Education Requirements. · ·
.
'
·
In addition to and separate from the University College/General Education requirement of sixty (60) semes, ter hours, students talcing the Baccalaureate in General Studies will complete the following sixty-four (64) 1
semester hours. Students taking the Baccalaureate in General Studies will c9mplete a m_inimum of one hundred twenty-four (124) semester hours with at least forty-two (42) hours of advanced course work. Students will develop their academic programs in· consultation with an associate dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences and the academic·advisers' for the department(s) involved. ·
.
Discipline #1 18 hours (minimum of 12 adv. hours)
Discipline #2 18 hours (minimum of 12 adv. hours)
Discipline.#3 18 hours (minimum of 12 adv. hours)
Electives

10 hours (minimum of 6 adv. hours)

Total

124 semester hours (42 adv. hours)

These requirements also apply to the degree:
A minimum of forty-two {42) semester hours of advanced course work will be'required (3000-4000 level,
junior or senior level)
·
'·
The disciplines selected must come from those taught in the College of Arts and Sciences. The following is
a list of College of Arts and Sciences departments along with some potential areas of study:
Art

Biology
Chemistry
Communications
Theater
Speech Communication
English
Foreign Languages
Spanish
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•

History
MathematicsComputer Science
Music
Physical Science
Political Science
Psychology
Sociology

I

Summary or Baccalaureate or General Studies Requirements:

University College/General ·Education 60 semester hours
College of Arts and Sciences Discipline # 1 ·
College of Arts and Sciences Discipline #2
College of Arts and Sciences Discipline #3

18 semester hours
18 semester hours
18 semester hours

Electives
10 semester hours
Total
124 semester hours
Advanced course requirement 42 semester hours
I

The School of Business Administration
Dr.. F. J. Brewerton, Dean
The Schooi of Business Admii;iistration at The UnivePsity of Texas-Pan American wascestablished in 1965
to offer professional training in business. The number of students enrolled in the School
grown to approximately 2,800.
,
·

has

The undergraduate and masters programs of the School of Business Administration are fully accredited by
the American Assembly of,Collegia\e Schools of Business. ·
·
. ·

Statement of Objectives
The primary purpose of the School of Busine~s Administration is to offer professional acade~ic training
which prepares its graduates for administration of private and public institutions and organizations both
nationally and internationally. In addition, the school exists and is organized to provide for the research antl
service needs of the various publics it serves.
The University of Texas-Pan American is a regional university located in the center of diverse cultures andeconomies that directly influence the programs of the School of Business Administration. The primary
service area of the institution is a region of South Texas known as the Lower Rio Grande Valley. This region, coverini an area of more than 4,000 square miles, is populated by more than 700,000 people, primar. ily of Hispanic origin, and is economically and culturally distinct from th~ remainder of the state and nation.
The local economy depends primarily upon agriculture, tourism, trade and government activities. Significant growth is occurring in the manufacturing sector as a result of continued growth1in indQstrial activity
along the Texas-Mexico border and greater access to Mexican markets. Although business establishm~ts
are typically small.and concentrated in the retail and service seytors, gradual diversification in the area ·
economy and growth in the number of intermediate size manufacturing firms is occurring.
These factors have caused the School of Business Administration to develop programs and-curricula which
recognize this uriique situation, capitalizing upon its strengths and compensating for its limitations.'
The basic purpose of this University is to lielp perpetuate the best of American cultural heritage and to
blend with it the outstanding features of Latin American culture. The academic program of the School of
Business Administration supports this philosophy by offering its students a broad foundation in the liberal
arts and sciences and specialized professional business curricula. This training offets students the opportunity .to acquire skills to cope with the demands of business and society while recognizing the unique characteristics of the institution and its constituents. As a professional school, several additional goals are recognized as necessary in the development of graduates from this area _to fulfill their role in society.
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They include:
,
- The develbpment of a critical thinking ability coupled with a logical problem-solving approach.
- The development of a prof~ion~ attitude and an appreciation of the role of business and businesspersons in a free enterprise economy. '
_
•
- The development of basic quantitative skills and the ex~sion of analytical abilities.
- The development of basic written and oral communicauons skills.
The regional nature of the University and its obligation to serve the needs of the 1..Qwer Rio Grande Valley
are recognized and emphasized in the research and service functions of the School of Business Administration.
Student and faculty research are fpcused on regional concerns. Programs, short courses and seminars are
conducted for the area business community and governmental agencies as needs are recognized. .
In 1975, the Master of Business Administration degree program was establjshed and a new Busine~ Administration Building was completed. The School conducts research for state, county and city agencies and
private firms and holds short courses, seminars and workshops for business and governmental agencies.
These non-credit programs have served thousands of persons in the Valley ·and have provided opportunities for students to work fer and with the business world.
Under the umbrella of the Center for Entrepreneurship and Economic Development (CEED), such programs
as the Small Busin~ss Development Center, the Small Business Institute, and the Bureau of Business and ·
Economic Research provide faculty, staff and students with the opportunity to participate with business and
government entities in the development of the region, The CEED, along with its counterpart entities at The
University of Texas-El Paso and Laredo State University, form the Texas Centers for Border Economic and
Enterprise Development. The consortium coordinates its activities with those of state agencies and Mexican en(ities to foster Texas-Mexico border development.
Other programs such as an Executive-in-Residence Program an_d the Institute for Hispanic Professional De. velopment seek to provide faculty, staff and students with a broad range of development resources and opportunities.
·
•
Chapters of Alpha Kappa Psi, a professional fraternity, and Beta Gamma Sigma, a national honor fraternity,
are open to all business administration majors. A chapter of Data Process Management Association
(DPMA) is-0pen to business and CIS majors. The_ American Society of Personnel Administrators student
chapter is also available, as are the Financial Managers Association, Marketing Association, Accounting
Society, and MBA Association.
·
A Business Advisory Cmincil, composed of business leaders, provides assistance and actvice for the school,
serves as a liaison with the business community, ·and helps provide job opportunities for graduates and a
foundation for financial support for the School;

Busine~s Advisory Couµcil-1989Mr. Frank Birkhead, Executive Vice President
Council on South Texas Economic.Progress (COSTEP) - McAllen
Mr. H. E. Butt, ID, Vice Presidept
.
,.
H.E.B. Food Stores - San Antonio ·
Mr. Eddie Cano, President
Cano Coors Distributing Co. - McAllen
Mr. Joe G. Garza;President
Valley Federal Savings & Loan·- McAllen
Mr. Ruben Hinojosa, Executive Vice-President
H & H Products - Mercedes
•
Mr. Gasper Mir Ill, Certified Public Accountant
Mir, Fox & Rodriguez - Houston
Dr. Darrell Piersol, Associate Dean, School or Business Administration
Southwest Texas State University - San Mateos
Mr. F. Neal Runnels
' Valley Beverage Company - McAllen

Mr. Glen Roney, President

·

Texas Regional Bancshares, Inc. - McAllen
Mrs. BettyWinn- McAllen
Mr. Ron Wornick, Owner.
Right Away Foods Corporation - California
Ms. Letty G. Gavito, Staff Manager
AT&T Communications - New Jersey
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Mr. Cullen Looney • Edinburg
Mr. Jan Klinck

Klinck Stores - McAllen.

The School of Education
Dr. Ernesto Bernal, Dean
Statement of Mission
The School of Education, recognizing its unique multi-cultural setting, supports the written purposes of The
University of Texas-Pan American and maintains the following goals:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Offerin~ professional educators the opportunity to prepare for positions at local, state,
and nabonal levels. ·
.
. ·
· Engaging in research designed to improve the quality of education. •
Providing continuing education activities, both credit and non-ctedit, for educational practitioners.
·
·
Fostering cooperation with local schools by implementing the concepts of teacher centering.
Assisting local schools by engaging in consultative activities.
Demonstrating program quality by continuing accreditation through state, regional, and
national bodies..
'
Encouraging faculty to serve as officers and participants in local, state, and national professional organizations.
•
Providing students with academic and career advisement
.
Sponsoring pr~-professional student educational organizations.
Cooperating with other divisions/schools of The University of Texas-Pan American in
the achievement of institutional goals.

The School of Education intludes the Department.of Curriculum and Instruction -Elementary and Secon- .
dary, the Department of Educational Psychology, the.Department of School Administration and Supervision, and the Department of Health and Kinesiology. '
.
.
At ~e undergraduate level, the School ?ffe~s a Bachelcir of Science d~gree with ~ajors in Elementary ~ducatmn (not after September 1, 1991), Kines1ology, and Health Education. Students are encouraged to see
the Departments early in their program for specific degree requirements an~ development of degree plans. ·
At the graduate level the School of Education also offers a. Master of Education degree with specializations
in Elementary Education, Reading, Educational Diagnostician, Bilingual Education, Counseling and Guidance, Educational Administration, Gifted Education, Supervision, and Physical Education. The School of
Education also offers a Master of Arts degree in School Psychology.
Although the graduate programs in education are intended primarily for personnelin public/private ·
schools, the knowledge and skills taught are applicable to other agencies. Although a student may complete some M.Ed. programs at The University of Texas-Pan 'American without meeting all the specific certification requirements, the eighteen (18) semester hours of undergraduate education requirements may not be
waived. Please consult with the director of each program for more specific guidelines and ~f~rmation.
Credit for a 5000 level course is not given to a student with previous undergraduate credit in a similar
course.
All programs in the School of Education are fully ~redited by tile Texas Education Agency.

Certificate Requirements for Tea~h·ers ,
Teachers in Texas elementary (grades l-6) and secondary {V<ldes 7-12) schools are required by law to hold
a valid Texas teachet:''s,certificate at the level in the teaching field and delivery system to which they are
assigned.
·
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Stu~nts pursuing teacher certification must enter under the new standards for teacher education. Prospective teacher education students should consult with their major advisers and the appropriate department in
the School of Education.

General Requirements for Texas Teaching Credentials
State Board of Education rule requires an individual to have the following qualifications in order fu receive
a certificate: ,
,
a. Be a citizen of the United States or indicate intent to become a naturalized citizen as evidenced by
filing a Statement of Intention to Become a United States Citizen (TCER-023) with the Division of
Teacher Certification;.
b. Be at least 18 years ofage;
.
c. Be orgood moral character as. evidenced by statement of three individuals or be recommended by
a Texas senior college, and be clear of a felony or misdemeanor conviction for a ~me which
directly relates to the duties and responsibilities of the teaching profession;
'd. Be willing to support and defend the constitutions of the United States and Texas;
e. Have college credit or examination credit in knowledge of the Texas and federal constitutions and
United States history; and
f. Be able to,speak and understand the English language sufficiently to use it easily and readily in
conversation and teaching.
,

Texas Testing Requiremen~ ,
ADMISSIONS
To be admitted to an approved teacher education program, students'must achieve a satisfactory level of performance on a competency examination of basic skills. The basic skills areas have been identified as
mathematics, reading, and writing/composition. The Pre-Professional Slµlls Test by Educational Testing
Service or the Texas Academic Skills Program (T ASP) test shall be the test of basic skills required as a criterion for admission into. an approved teacher education program. This requirement shall apply to all persons admitted into an approved teacher education program after
1, 1984.

May

CERTIF1CATION
To be approved for the provisional or professional teacher's certificate, the superintendent's ceriific~e. or
.other administrative certificates, persons, including those holding a valid out-of-state certificate, shall be
required to achieve a satisfactory level of performance on an examination prescribc;,d by the State Board of
Education.
The test is called ExCEt • Examination for the Certification' of Educators in Texas.. The ExCET must be
taken and passed for the appropriatelev~l. specialization, delivery system, certificate and endorsement to
be recommended for· ~rtifications.
1'

•

.

Criminal Records
'

In accordance with Article 6252-13c, Texas Civil Statutes, the, Texas Commissioner of Education may suspend or revoke a teaching certificate, or refuse to issue a teaching certificate for a person who has been convicted of a felony or misdemeanor for a crime which directly relates to the duties and responsibilities of the
teaching profession. All potential certificate applicants with criminal felony or misdemeanor convictions
should contact the Certification Officer immediately to seek clarification of their certification status.

Admission to Teacher Education
Students must meet the following criteria for Clear Admission to the Teacher Education Program in the
School of Education:
1. Must satisfactorily pass reading, writing and mathematics in the Pre-Professional Skills Test
as approved by the State Board of Education. .
Minimum Scores on P-PST: (Subject to change by State Board)
Reading 172
Writing 173
Mathematics 171
OR
.
.
Must satisfactorily pass reading, writing and mathematics in thd Texas Academic Skills
,

.
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2.
3.
4.

5.

6.,

Program {TASP). Minimum scores on TASP (subject to change by the State Board of Education):
Reading 220, Writing 220, Mathematics 220.
Junior status or above (60+ semester hours).
Minimum 2.0 GPAin major, minor, and over-all.
Successful completion of the following courses from the University College and General Education
requirements;
Eng 1301 & 1302 (C in each)
6 semester hours of foreign language
8 semester hours of laboratory scieQce (same science)
at least 3 semester hours of~ath at the level of college algebra or above.
" · ·
An official departmental degree plan for elementary majors; a copy of an official departmental .
degree plan for those seeking secondary certificaf,ion; a copy of a deficiency plan for those seeking·
certification through the Certification Office.
.
'
Transfer students must.delay application until successful completion of above requirements.
A student may apply for Admission to Teacher Education lit any time aftercompletion of 60+
semester hours.
Application for Admission to Teacher Education must be filed in the School of Education.

The University Teacher Education Committee
_ All departments which offer certifica~ programs at The University of Texas-Pan American maintain mem.:
bership on the University Teacher Education Committee. The basic functions of the committee are as fol-

~m:

.

1. Approve any teacher education program changes originating in the School of Education or in
departments offering certification programs.
·
2. Approve any changes in courses which are part of any university certification program.
3. Approve candidates for elementary, secondary.and all-level student teaching.
.
4. Approve appeals trlade b)'.'prospective student teachers who had previously been denied or dropped or
who failed student teaching.
It shall be undi;rstood that approval of an application does not constitute subsequent recommendation on the
. part of the Uniyersity for a certificate to teach. Such recommendation is contingent upon continued demonstration of promise as a prospective teacher and completion .of the certification requirements both in professional education and in the major and/or minor teaching field
·

The University of Texas:.Pan American '
Local Cooperative Teacher C~nter Advisory Board
'

.

The Advisory Board is composed of faculty members and administrators from both the tJniversity and public school districts. Typical membership is as follows:
,
.
_
·
3 University representatives
3 Public school district administrators
3· Public school teachers representing 3 different professional organizations
1 Region I Education.Service Center representative
'

The purpose of the advisory Board is to advise the University on matters regarding admission and certification requirements, course offerings, program c,hanges, field experience and student teaching.

Graduate School Requirements by the School of Education
In addition to the general admission requirements set out elsewhere in this bulletin, the following specific
requirements must be met:
1. Applicants for admission will be required to have completed eighteen semester !;lours of undergraduate

work in their proposed graduate major field. -These eighteen hours Will include a minimum of twelve
hours'of advanced work. Each minor graduate field presented will require evidence of completion of
twelve hours of undergraduate work, of which six must be advanced hours.
·
_
2. The choice of courses in the major and minor fields, as well as the nature of the supporting work, will be
determined through consultation between the. student and his graduate adviser.
3. Requirements for admission to certification programs in Educational Administration are specifically
outlined in the Educational Administration section of this caWog.
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4. Satisfactory completion of an oral examination following the completion of twelve-eighteen (12-18)
semester hours of graduate work.
S. ' Satisfactory completion of a written comprehensive examination during the last semester of graduate
work.
.
6. The student must also compleie any specific admission, program, and exit requirements by the program
he or she wishes to pursue.
·
·

Department of-Accounting and Economics.
Dr. Charles Eliard, Chair
Accounting
Full-time Faculty

Carstens, Robert (M.B.A., Chicago, 1968; asst. prof:) Accounting
DeMoville, Wiggins (Ph.D. Texas Tech; CPA; prof.) Accounting
Hatami, Roben (Ph.D. The University of Texas at Austin; asst. prof.) Accounting
Parker, Seth (Ph.D. Michigan State; CPA; assoc. prof.) Accounting
.
Petrie, A. George (Ph.D., Louisiana State, -1970; CPA; assoc. prof.) AccQUJlting ·
The Department of Accounting and Economics offers the BBA degree with a major in Accounting or Economics. In addition, the Department offers a BA degree and a minor in Economics •..A major in Accounting
is designed to prepare graduates for entry-level posiqons in both private and public accounting. The deF
entitles a graduate to talc.e each of the accounting certification examinations: CPA, CMA, CIA, depending ·
on the graduate's interest. Since each examination is structured to test the candidates over a broad range of
accounting topics, students s~ould seek advice from the accounting faculty to select elective courses that
will aid their satisfactory completion of certification requirements. Students majoring or minoring in economics may seek careers in govemment or business.·
,
.
The coursework leading to the BBA degree in Accounting or Economics is classified as follows:
A University College/General tducation and Business Foundation Courses
B. Business Core Courses
·
C. Specialization (Major) Courses

76 hours
33 hours
24-30 hours

133-136 hours

Total

Degree applicability of coursework from business programs which are not accredited by tl)e American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB) must be determined through appro~te validation
procedures and/or examination. Final approval of non-AACSB accredited coursework will be by the Departmen~ Chair or Dean of the Business School.
·
University College/General Education & Busin~ Foundation Courses
Course

Hours

· English- 1301, 1302 plus 6 hours of sophomore literature
GENB 1331 (Not required of student scoring 19 or more on ACT composite)
or upper divisioQ business electives
CIS 1301
"
.
ECO 2353, 2354
ACC 2421, 2329
,
Foreign Language - 6 hours in same language ·
COMM 1303
Math 1321, 1322
Natural Science - 8 hours in same discipline
History 2313 or 2333 plus 2314
Political Science - POLS 2313, 2314
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12

3
3
6

7
6
3
6
8
6

,6

KIN - 4 hours - any 2 activity courses
3 hours from: ANTH 1323, 1324, 2323, 2353
PSY 1313, 1323, SOC 1313, 1323, 2333
3 hours from: ART 1301, 3381, COMM 2312 .
MUSIC 1301, 1302, 2307, 2308, 3311,l>HH.. 1310, 1320, 2330, 2380

4

Total

76

3

r

3

Business Core
,

Course - ·
FINA3383
GENB 3335, 3331, 4330, 4369
MANA2341,3342,3361,3390,4363
MARK337l
Total

Hours

3
12
15
3
33

NOTE: Before. being allowed to. enroll in 3000 or 4000 level business courses, a student must complete the
following: CIS 1301, ECO 2353, ECO 2354, ACC 2421, ACC 23W and either
'
1) attain a "C" grade in eacli course, or
·
.
2) a OPA of 2.25 or higher on the five courses.

Degree Requirements
Major in Accounting.

The admission and graduation.requirements for an accounting major involve two steps: First, all students
desiring an accounting degree must initially specify "Pre-Accounting'' as their major. This desiination
would be effective for all students·changing major, transfer students, special students, and entenng freshmen. Secopd, the student then applies to the Accounting Admission Committee for a change to "Accounting" major status whep the following guidelines are met:
·.
·
1. Applicants must be in good academic standing (nonprobationary status).
2. Applicants must have completed at time of apnlication at least ten semester hours of accounting,
including ACC 2421, 2329 and 3321, with an accouming grade poipt average of 2.2 for all accounting
courses taken at the time of application.
3. Admission of the applicant to the accounting concentration will be determined by the Accounting
Admission Committee or their designated representative(s).
.
4. Students who have been denied admission to the accounting prograill can appeal to the Dean of the
School of Business Administration according to his appeal requirements..

In addition to the General Education and Business Foundation courses and the BiJsiness Core requirements,
accounting majors must have an average grade point of at least 2.5 in all accounting courses taken in order
to graduate.
·
.
·
General Education and Business Foundation, and
Business Core Courses
·
ACCOUNTING SPECIALIZATION COURSES
ACC 3321 Intermediate Accounting I
ACC 3322 Intermediate Accounting II
ACC 3329 Intermediate Accounting III
ACC 3323 Income Tax Procedure
ACC 3324. Cost Accounting
ACC 4330 Advanced Accounting I
ACC 4324 Auditing

'109hours

21 hours

ACCOUNTING ELECTIVES* - Select6 hours from:
ACC 3325 Fund Accounting
ACC 3326 Accounting Information -Systems·
ACC 3328 Advanced Cost Accounting
ACC 4331 Advanced Accounting II
,,.
ACC 43.23 Contemporary Accounting Th~ry
ACC 4327 Auditing II •
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I

ACC 4329 Advanced Income
Tax Procedure

Total Requirements

9 hours

30 hours
139 hours

*Selection of accounting elective courses should be made by the studen~ in accordance with'his interest in
either public practice or industry/government practice. All 4000 -level accounting courses are limited to
students who have been admitted to the Accounting Major or to special students who are in conformity with
Accounting Major admission standards.
,
·

Course Descriptions

'

· Accounting
ACC 2421

iNTRODUCTION TO FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING

Fall, Spring, Summer
The course discusses the accounting environment; the accounting model; business transaction analysis aJ!d
financial statement preparation; financial statement analysis; accounting fot assets, liabilities, and owners'
equity in proprietorships and corporations; mandate lab, two hours_per week.
Prerequis~te: Three semester hours of college math with a grade of "C" or bettt,.
ACC 2329

FUNDAMENTALS OF MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING

Fall, Spring, Summer ·
Introduction to Financial Statements and product costing for manufacturing concerns, organizational planning and budgeting, cost control, and responsibility accounting.
·
Prerequisite: ACC 2421 with Grade "C" or better.
ACC 3321 INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING I
Fall, Spring
·
,.
,
A study of the accounting process and financial statements including a thorough exa,mination of the procedures involved in financial statement presentation as well as the underlying theory; a detailed study of current assets and current liabilities.
Prerequisite: ACC 2329 with a grade of "C" or better.

, ACC 3322 INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING II
Fall, Spring
.
.
,
·
Continuati_on of the examination of the accounting process with emphasis on noncurrent assets'1and liabili1
ties including pensions and leases.
·
Prerequisite: ACC 3321 with a grade of "C" or better.
ACC 3323 INCOME TAX PROCEDURE
Fall, Spring, Summer
.
Analysis of federal tax laws, emphasis being placed on the determination of net taxable income and the
preparation of income tax returns for individuals.
Prerequisite: ACC 2329 with a grade of "C" or better.
ACC 3324

COST ACCOUNTING

Fall, Spring, Summer
\.
Basic cost accounting concepts and techniques, with an emphasis on providing information for management
decision-making. Topics include job and process costing, cost-volume-profit analysis, budgeting, standard
costs and variance analysis, direct costing, cost behavior, discretionary costs, and relevant costs.
Prerequisite: ACC 2329 with a grade of "C" or better.
·
ACC 3325 FUND ACCOUNTING" .
On Demand
The special features of fund accounting as applied to not-for-profit entities, municipalities, school districts,
.and other governmental units.
_
Prerequisite: ACC 2421 with a grade of "C" or better.
ACC 3326 ACCOUNTING INFORMATION SYSTEMS
On Demand
Basic concepts and techniques associated with the analysis-, design,,and installation of manual and computerized accounting information systems.
Prerequisite: ACC 3321 and CIS 1301.
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'

ACC 3328 ADVANCED COST ACCOUNTING
On Demand
·
A continuation of ACC 3324. Topics include cost allocations, process costing with spoilage and scrap
losses, decentralization, inventory control, mix-and-yield variance analysis, and quantitat;ive subject areas
such as linear programming'and regression analysis.
"
Prerequisite: ACC 332.4 with a grade of "C" or better.
ACC 3329 INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING ill
Fall, Spring
,
Continuation of the examination of the accounting process with emphasis upon equity accounts of corporations and partnerships; introduction .to corporate taxation, nonprofit accounting, and other spe.cial topics.
Prerequisite: ACC 3322 with a grade of "C" or better. ·
·
AU 4000 level Accounting <:9urses are limited primarily to students who'are in conformity with Accounting
major admission standards and. receive permission of department chair.

.

.

ACC 4330 ADV AN CED ACCOUNTING I Fall, Spring
·
A study of the theory and techniques of accounting for partnerships and consolidated financial statements.
Prerequisite: ACC 3322 with gradtt'of "C" or better.
' ·
.·
,
ACC 4331 ADVANCED ACCOUNTING II
Spring
A study of selected accounting topics. This course will have variable content and may be repea~ for
credit with consent of instructor.
Prerequisite: ACC)322 with a grade of "C" or better.
ACC 4323

CONTEMPORARY ACQOUNTING THEORY

~~~-

'

Contemporary advanced accounting and auditing theory, including controversial issues, with emphasis on
income determination and asset valuation; particular attention is given to current publications of the professional and governmental agencies.
,_
·
Prerequisite: ACC 3322 with grade of "C" or better; credit for ACC 4324 (or concurrent enrollment
therein with the permission of the instructor).
'

'-'

ACC 4324

AUDITING I

Fall, Spring r
.
.
.
A survey of auditing.standards and procedures·applied by public accountants and internal auditors in examining financial statements and verifying underlying data. The scope of this course includes elements of operational auditing.
·
·
·
.
Prerequisite: ACC 3322 with a grade of "C" or better and credit or concurrent enrollment in MANA 3342.
ACC 4327 AUDITING II
On Demand
An advanced study of selected standards of auditing. The course will emphasize: new topics in auditing,.
cases, readings, and problems used to illustrate applications of auditing. Included are such topics as statistical sampling, auditing effects of EDP, internal auditing functions, operational auditing, and work paper
techniques.
.
.
·
,
.
Prerequisite: ACC 4324 with a grade of "C,. or better.. ·
.

ACC 4329

~~~

'

ADVANCED INCOME TAX PROCEDURE
'

.

'

,Tax regulations applicable to pai;tnership and corporations, together with the preparation of federal tax returns for such businesses. Federal Gift, Estate and Inheritance taxes are considered.
,
Prerequisite: ACC 3323 with a grade of "C" or better with permission of the instructor.
1

Economics
Full-time Faculty
Cardenas, Gilbert (PhD, Illinois 1977; prof.) Economics
Ellard, Charles J. (PhD, Houston 1974, prof.) Economics
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\

Patrick, J. Michael (PhD, Michigan State 1977; assoc. prof.) Ecpnomics · .,: ..
Taube, Paul )vi. {PhD, State :Upiversity of New Yor~ 1986; asst. prof.) Economics ..
Vento, Edward (PhD, Texas A&M 1972; assoc. prof.) Economics
Major in E~onomics - BBA

University, College, General Education, Business Foundation
and Business Core Courses.

109 hours

ECONOMICS SPECIALIZATION COURSES
ECO 3351 Macroeconomic Theory
ECO 3352 Microeconomic Theory
ECO 4359 History of Economic Thought

9 hours

ECONOMICS ELECTIVES (UPPER DIVISION)

15 hours

Total Requirements

24 hours
133 hours

Economics MaJor - BA (Minor Required)
General Educauon and Economics BA Foundation*
MANA2341

73 hours
3 hours

ECONOMICS SPECIALIZATION COURSES
ECO 2353 Principles of Economics I
ECO 2354 Principles M Economics II
ECO 3351 ~croeconomic Theory
ECO 3352 Microeconomic Theory
ECO 4359 History of Economic Thought

15 hours

ECONOMICS ELECTIVES (UPPER DIVISION)
Electives (including minor hours)·
·
Total Requirements

15 hours

30 hours
27 hours
133 hours

*The General Education and Economics BA Foundation includes"all requirements as stated in the General
Education and Business Foundation except GENB 1331 and ACC 2329 are not required.

Minor in Economics
A minor in Economics is available to students from all areas within the University
economics that inch1de 6 ~ours of economics electives.

and requires 18 hours of

Minor in Economics

ECO
ECO
ECO
ECO
ECO

2353 'Principles of Economics I
2354 · Principles of Economics II
3351 Macroeconomic Theory
3352 Microeconomic Theory
Electives

(6 hours)

.Total minor requirements

18hours

.

Course Descriptions
Economics
ECO 1301 INTRODUCTION TO ECONOMICS
Fall, Spring, Summer
,
.
Economics for students who have active interests in fields other than business administration or economics.
, Primary emphasis is given to developing a1tun~rstanding of man in relation to his economic environment
Students will gain a knowledge of the p ~ . functions and results of a capitalistic system and understand. ing of current economic problems.
·
, ·. . .
'

1···

ECO 2353. PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS I
Fall, Spring, Summer
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An introduction to basi,c microeamo~ic concepts aQd methods. The competitive market system. Problems
of resource alloc,atiQn and economic efficiency in the market economy. Government regulation and the
public sector. (Formerly E~() 2352.,may not be repeated for credit.)
Prerequisite: MATH 1334 or equivalent.
.
. .
ECO 2354 PRINCIPLES 'OF ECONOMICS II
Fall, Spring, Summer
.
.
An introduction to b~ic macroeconomic concepts o( aggregate supply and demand and income determination. Money and batiking. Unemployment, inflation 'and economic policy. International economics and
comparative economic systems. (Formerly ECO 2351; may not be'repeated for cre4it)
Prerequisite: ECO 2353.
. ·
,
.
.
ECO 3336

THE POLITJCAL ECONOMY OF MEXICO

On Demand
Surveys the growth of the Mexican economy, its institutions and proJ>lems. Emphasis is placed on the .rela- ·
tive roles of government and private enterprise in the development process.
·
Prerequisite: ECO 2353 and i354.
·
ECO 3351 MACROECONOMIC THEORY
Fall, Spring, Summer
.
·
·
An analysis of the construction, character and operational uses of macro-economic models of classical, .
Keynesian, and monetarist origin. Applications of the foregoing models to problems of inflation, unemployment, interest rates and investment in the United States economy.
Prerequisite: ECO 2353 and 2354 . .
ECO 3352 MICROECONOMIC THEORY
Fall, Spring, Summer
The theory of consumer demand and the theory of the finn. Supply and demand analysis, distribution theory .
and imperfect competition: .
Prerequisite: ECO 2353 and 2354.
ECO 3353

INTERNATiONAL TRADE

On Demand
The mechanism of international trade and its effects do a national economy. Foreign investments, cartels,
international output ~d price controls. ·
Prerequisite: ECO 2353 and 2354. ·
ECO 3355. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

On Demand
A study of the multidimensionaffactors/forces influencing material development and the eradication of
poverty. Topics include: theories of economic growth and development, investment and c_apital_ development, market efficiency and growth, technology and technological transfers. international bade and development.
Prerequisite:.ECO 2353 and 2354.
ECO 3357 ECONOMICS OF POVERTY
On Demand
Causes and social consequences of poverty, natures and' effectiveness of income transfer programs, includes
topics such as welfare refonn, social security, pension plans, medicare, national health and negative income
taX programs.
.
Prerequisite: ECO 2353_and2354.
ECO 3358 LABOR ECONOMICS

On Demand
· Labor market structures and processes; patterns and determinants of work and wages; labor force participation, unemployment, discrimination, and human capital. Public policy on manpower development and utilization.
Prerequisite: ECO i353 and 2354.
1

ECO 3359. M'EXICAN AMERICAN LABOR
~~~

.

~

This ¢ourse is designed to analyze the role and contribution of Mexican,Americans in the U.S. labor market.
Employment patterns of Mexican Americans will be studied. Special emphasis will be given to such issues
as the relationship between educatio,n, work and poverty; discrimination; h~an resources development;
and the labor market along the United States-Mexico Border;
· · ·,
,
Prerequisite: ECO 23.$3 and 2354.

li

ECO 4357 REGIONAL-URBAN ECONOMICS

OnDemand ·
.
Introduction to economic theories and policies assqciated with regional and urban development. The role of
the policy-making government agencies and firms in regional urban development. Includes topics such as
industrial development, poverty, housing and transportation. ·
Prerequisite: ECO 2353 and 2354.
.
,
ECO 43S9 HISTORY OF ECONOMIC THOUGHT

On Demand
A survey of the entire field of economics. Pre-scientific, classical and contemporary works will be studied
to offer knQwledge of the development of economic theory and view of current di.rectiol) and scope.
Prerequisite: ECO 2353 and 2354.
:
.
.
ECO 4361 STUDIES IN ECONOMICS
On Demand

,
A special topic selected by the instructor w.ill be assigned. Total course content will: be established a priori.
This course will have variable content and may be repeated for credit with consent of instructor.
Prerequisite: ECO 3351 and 3352 .

. Anthropology
See Department of Psychology and Anthropology
I

.

Department of·Art
Richard P. Hyslin, Chair
'

Full-Time Faculty

-Browne, Norman A. (Ed.D., Indiana University, 1968, professor), Biological Illustration, Painting, Design,
Elementary and Middle School A.rt Education, Drawing
·
·
..
Field, Philip.S. (MFA, Rhode Island·School of Design, 1965, assistant professor), Prinµnaking, Painting,
Aesthetics
·
·
Hyslin, Richard P. (MA, University of New Mexie.o, 1968, associate professor and chair), Ceramics,
Sculpture, Drawing
.
Manuella, Frank R. (MS, Pratt Institute, 1982, as~iate professor), Advertising A.rt, Design .
Moyer, Nancy J. (Ph.D., Southern Illinois University, 1910, professor), Drawing, Metal/Jewelry Design,
. A.rt Education
·.
·
·
Nichols, Edward E. (MFA, University of Kansas, 1959, associate professor), Drawing, Painting and
Watercolor
.
.
.
Swenson, Sandra (MA, University ofNorther,i Col<>rado, 1964, instructor), History of Western.Art, PreColumbian A.rt
'
·
The Department of Art includes fun subjects: advertising art, art edu~ation, art history, ~ics, jewelry,
painting, drawing, printmaking, sculpture, and biological illustration.
·
A.major and a minor in art are available. The Bachelor of Arts Degree is offered in Art Education (all-level
teaching plan). The Bachelor of Fine Arts Degree is offered in Studio Art and Secondary Art Education. A
specialization in Advertising Art is also available.
'

'

After graduation, an undergraduate who chooses the studio ma}or may continue his studies in graduate
school or work as an artist. The art education major will be afforded the opportunity to gain the knowledge
to be certified to teach art in lhe secondary or elementary schools. The Bachelor of Fine Arts (BFA) major
with specialization in Advertising A.rt may freelance or work for an advertising agency. A.rt courses also
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f·

'
are offered
for students seeking certification in a second teaching field at the elementary or secondary levels.

Although all art majors are required to take courses in drawing, design.and art history, studio courses and
education courses are chosen in compliance with the student's utterest and goals.

J?egree Requirements
Major in Art Education

(BA, All-level Certification)
··
.
Fifty one (51) semesterhol\fs in art. of which 24 semester hours must be advanced; including ART' 1311,
1331, 2303, 2312, 2321 or 2322, 2332, 2351 and 2352; ART 3381, 3382, 3383, 4383, three (3) additional
hours in art history, and 12 semester hours in studio courses (at least nine (9) advanced hours).
Eighteen (18) hours in education are required, including EDCI 4301, 430~, 4307, 4308, 4311, 4641.
Major in Art

(BFA, Studio)
~
.
. '
Sixty-seven (67) semester hours in art, of which 37 semester hours must be advanced; including ART 1311,
1312, 1331, 2312, 2332, 2351, and 2352; nine (9) semester hours from ART2321 or 2322, 2341, 2361,
2303, and 2371; 12 semester hours of advanced studio; 12 semester hours from.Art History; 12 semester
hours of advanced art electives; ART 4193.
(BFA, Studio - 18-hour Specialization in Advertising Design)
Sixty-one (61) semester hours in art, of which 31 semester hours must be advanced; including ARJ' 1311,
1331, 1332, 2312, 2321 or 2322, 2331, 2332, 2334, 2351 and 2352, 3331, 3333; 4333,4334"4391 and
4392; six (6) semester hours of advanced art history and six (6) hours of advanced art electives; ART 4193. •
Fourteen (14) semester hours in communications are required, of which seven (7) semester hours must be
advanced, including COMM 1308, 2404, 4321 and 4417.
(BFA, Studio - 15-hour Specialization in Biological Illustration)
Sixty-one (61) hours of Studio Art, of wl)ich 31 semester houi;:smust be advanced including ART 1311,
1331, 1332, 2312, 2321 or 2332, 2351, 2352, 3331, 3332, 4333, 4334; six (6) advanced hours of Art History; twelve (12) semester hours of Biological.Illustration as offered in ART 4311- Advanced Drawing;
ART 4391 will be taken for a minimum of 3 hours as Biological Illustration. Additionally nineteen or
twenty (19 or 20) hours of Biological Sciences would~ requir¢ and chosen as follows: 8 hours of the
general lower-division natural science general education requirements to come from either Biology 1401
and 1402 (General Biology) or 2303 and 2404 (Anatomy and Physiology).
.

\

The remaining eleven or twelve (11 or 12) hours to come from the following: 4 hours from Biology 2401
(Vertebrate Zoology) or 3414 (Invertebrate Zoology); 4 hours Bio_logy 3408 (Plant Morphology); 3 or 4
hours, depending on course chosen from the following: Biology 4303, 4304·, 4300,,4319, 4402, 4410, 4412,
4415. Any substitution for the chosen Biology course must be approved ~Y the _Art Department
Major in Art Education

(BFA, Secondary Certification)
Sixty-four (64) semester hours in art, of which 34 semester hour$ must be advanced, including ART 1311,
1331, 2312, 2332, 2351 and 2352; 12 semester hours ftom ART 2303. 2321 or 2322, 2141, 2361, 2371;
3383, 4383; 9 semester hours of advanced studio;. and. 9 semester hours of art history, 9 semester hours of
advanced art electives; AR.T 4193. Eighteen (18) semester hours in education are required, including EDCI
4301,4302,4307,4308,4641.
· . ·
,
Minor in Art

Eighteen (18) semester hours in art, of which nine (9) semester hours must be advanced, including ART
1311, 1331, 2332, 4353, and six (6) semester hours of advanced art history or studio.
.
Teacher Certification in Art as a Minor Field

Elementary Plan I: 18 semester hours in Art, of which 9 semester hours must be advanced; must include
Art 1311, 1331, 2332, 3381, 4353.
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Elementary Plan II: 24 semester hours in Art, of which 12 semester hours must be advanced; must include
Art 1311; 1331, 2321, 2332, 3381, 3382, 4353 and 3 advanced semester hours
in ArtHistory or studio.
.
I
Secondary Plan I: 24 semester hours in Art, of which 12 semester hours must be advanced; must include
Art 1311, 1331, 2321 or 2322, 2332, 4353,_3383,4383, and 3advanced semester hours from Art History.
Departmental Requirements_

Transfers: Students wishing to transfer into Art at the junior level or above must submit a portfolio of their
work and meet with the Art faculty for program planning.
Majors-. Students majoring in An are required to have an interview with the Art faculty at the end of their
junior year. .
Exhibitions: Senior Art majors are required to exhibit examples of their work during their senior year.
B.F.A. studio majors will be included in a 1- or 2-person show during their senior year. A grade of C or
better in _Art 4193 as determined by a faculty studio panel, is required for the B.F.A. degree.
.
The letter grade "C" will be_ the minimum prerequisite grade for continuing Studlo courses in sequence.

Course Descripti~ns
1

ART '1301

ART APPRECIATION

Fall, Spring, Summer
Values and meanings in the visual arts. This is-a general art lecture courseeoncenttating on development
and differences in artistic style.
·
•
I
. 'ART 1311 DRAWING I

Fall; Spring, Summer ·
Introduction to drawing, including work in a variety of drawing media. Basic conceJ>!S are explored. A
minimum of three bouts of outside assignments per week is required. $4 labtJratory fee.
ARl' 1312
Fall

DRAWING II

Continuation of ART 1311 with proilems in illumination, foreshortening, perspective and chiaroscuro as
expressive concepts. A minimum of ihree hours of outside assignments per week is required.
Prerequisite: ART 1311._ $4 labotatoryf~e.
·
ART 1331 DESIGN I
Fall, Spring
·
. .
;Principles ofdesign and developm~nt of design structures on two-dimensional surfaces. A minimum of
three hours of outside assignments.per week is required. $4 laboratory fee.
ART 1332 LETTERlNG __,

Fall, Spring
, ,
,
Introduction to letterin~ for reproduction. Basic serif, sans serif and formal script typefaces are practiced ,
and studied. Emphasis 1s placed upon built-up letters, as used for signage and contemporary printing reprodu_ction. A minimum of three hours of outside assignments per week is required. $4 laboratory fee.
·
. ART 1387 ART APPRECIATION, HONORS PLAN ,
1
·
Values and meaning in the visual arts. A general art lecture course doncentrating on development and differences in artistic style with exposure to media and technology unique to various art fonns.
Prerequisite: Admission to Honors Program or by permission. Credit may be received in only one of ART

1301 or 1387.
ART 2303 JEWELRY/METALWORKING I

Fall
.
Instruction is given in the use of hand tools, metals handling, and creative use of shop equipment. Emphasis
is on creative artistic expression focusing on jewelry as a portable art form. Other materials may be consid_ered. A minimum of three hours of outside assignments per week is required. $4 laboratory fee.
ART2304 JEWELRY/METALWORKINGD
Fall
The continuance of portable art includes techniques such as stone setting, plastics, fabrication and casting.
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A minimum of three hours of outside assignments per week is required.
Prerequisite: ART 2303. $4 laboratory fee.
ART 2312 DRAWING III
Spring and on demand
.
The human figure as expressive subject matter in drawing. A minimum of three hours of ou'8ide assignments per week is required.
, _
'
·
.
Prerequisite: ART 1311. $4 laboratory fee.'.
ART 2313 TECHNICAL ORA WING
On demand
Acquaints the student with tools and symbols used in professional drafting. Methods of drawing to scale
are presented.
Prerequisite: Six semester llours ofdrawing. $4 laboratory fee.
ART 2321 PAINTING I
Fall, Spring, Summer
·
_
.
:
Introduction to w~ter painting media involvinij individual development and invention. A minimum of three
hours of outside assignments per week is reqwred.
Prerequisites: ART 13ll, 1331. $4 labaratury fee.
ART 2322

PAINTING II

Spring and on demand
. .
· .
An introduction to oil and/or acrylic painting techniques working from nature and the living model.. Observation and interpretation are stressed. 'A minimum of three hours pf outside assignments per week is required.
.
·
Prerequisite: ART 1331. $4 labo,atoryfee.

ART 2331 ILLUSTRATION
Spring
·
·
Introduction to creative illustration for mass duplication. This course emphasi'zes individual solutions to
illustration problems on a broad scale. Development of concept, content and execution is stressed. A minimum of three hours of outside assignments per week is required. $4.00 laboratory fee.
Prerequisite: ART 1311, 1331, 2312. $4 laboratoryfee.
ART 2332

DESIGN II

Spring and on demand
1
Three-dimensional design includes investigation into the phenomena existing iifthe three~dimensional arts.
A variety of inaterial~ ~andling and creative metho;ds for !fte purposes of c~ting a.!fttee~dimensional fonn
are considered. A mm1mum of three hours of outside assignments per week 1s required.
Prerequisite: ART 1331. $4 laboratory fee.
ART 2334
~~~

PHOTOGRAPHY AS AN ART FORM
.

j

I

Introduction to photography as a means of personal expression. The history of photography as an art fonn is ·
included. Emphasis is on black and white processes. Students must furnish their own oai:neras. A minimum
of three·hours of outside assignments per )Veek is required.
·
Prerequisite: ART 1331. $4 laboratory fee.

ART 2341 SCULPTURE I
.
.
Spring
.
.
Introductory course in sculptural concepts through basic sculptural media. A minimum of three hours of
outside assignments per week is required.
Prerequisite: ART 2332. $4 laboraJoryfee.
ART 2342 SCULPTURE II
Spring
Continuation of ART 2341 with emphasis on individual development A minimum of three hours of outside assignments per week is required.
Prerequisite: ART 2341. $4 laboratory fee.
ART 2351 ., ART SURVEY I
Fall
Historical survey ~fart from Paleolithic ihrough the Middle Ages.
ART 2352 ART SURVEY II
Spring
Historical survey of art from the Renaissance through modem times .
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ART 2361 PRINTMAKING I ,
Fall, Spring
.
.
,
Introduction to Printmaking with concentration on intaglio processes. A minimum of three hours of outside
assignments per week is required.
Prerequisites: 'f'RT 1311, 1331 . $4 laboratoryfee. ·
ART 2362 PRINTMAKING II
Fall.Spring
.
.
·
Introduction to color with continuation of intaglio and relief printing systems. A minimum of three hours of
outside assignments per week is required.
·
·
·

Prerequisite: ART 2361. $4 laboratory fee.
ART 2371 CERAMICS I
Fall,Spring
Introduction to ceramic design concentrating on handbuilding.. Some work with potter's wheel, gl~ing and
firing. A minimum of three hours of outside assignments per week. is required. $4 laboratory fee.
ART 2373 . CERAMICS II
Fall, Spring
.
Emphasis on basic wheel-thrown shapes and introduction to glaze calculation. A minimum of three hours
of outside assignments per week is required.

Prerequisite: ART 2371. $4 laboratory fee. ,
ART 3303 JEWELRY/METALWORKING III
Spring
· Introduction of techniques in silversmithing such as raising, fabricating, smithing and casting. These are
pursued in the production of expressive holloware. A~ditional materials are considered. A minimum of
three hours of outside assignments per week is required.
·
frerequisite: ART 2304. $4 laboratory fee. ·
ART 3304 JEWELRY/METALWORKING IV
Spring
Continued exploration of metalsmithing techniques, die forming, electroforming and machining are included. A minimum of three hours of outside assignments per week is required.

Prerequisite: ART 3303. $4 laboratoryfee.
ART 3321 ADVANCED PAINTING
. Fall, Spring
.
Advanced studio problems in painting. (May be repeated for a total of 12 hours' credit.) A minimum of
three hours of outside assignments per .week is required.

Prerequisite: ART 1331 and 1331. $4 laboratoryfee.
ART 3331 . VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS I
Fall
The translation of verbal laoguage into visual language through a variety of media:
hours of outside assignments per week is required.

Prerequisite: ART 3333. ,$4 laboratoryfee.

A: minimum of three

·

ART 3333 DESIGN AND PRODUCTION
. Fall
.
Introduction to graphic design and production. This course offers the opportunity to develop the awareness
of graphic images and teaches the tools and techniques of preparing camera-ready duplication. A minimum
of three hours of outside assignments per week is required.
Prerequisites: ART 1331.1332. $4 laboratoryfee. ,
ART 3341

ADV AN CED SCULPTURE
Spring and on demand
,
Advanced studio problems in sculpture. (May be repeated for a total of 12 hours' credit.) A minimum of
three hours of outside assignments per week is required.

Prerequisite: ART2342. $4 labor:atoryfee.
ART 3351 ·MEDIEVAL AND RENAISSANCE ART

Alternate years
Art history beginning with the Christian era after the fall of Rome through the Byzantine, Romanesque,
Gothic, Renaissance, Baroque and Rococo styles.
)
'

Prer~quisites: ART 2351 and 2352.

·
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ART 3352

CONTEMPORARY ART

Alternate years
.
Art history from the 19th century in Europe until modem times. Development and growth of today's arts
and aesthetics.
·
Prere,quisires: ART 2351 and 2352.
ART 3353

ART OF THE ANCIENT WORLD

Alternate years
An in-depth ~istorical study of art styles from 5000 B.C. to 325 A.O.
Prerequisite: ART 2351 and 2352
ART 3361

ADVANCED PRINTMAKING

1

Fall, Spring
·
·
Advanced studio problems in printmaking. (May be repeatedfor a total of 12 hours' credit) A minimum of
three hours of outside assignments per week is requ~.
·
Prerequisite: ART2362. $4 laboratoryfee.
ART 3371

ADVANCED CERAMICS

Fall, Spring
· ·
· Advanced studio problems in ceramics. (May be repeated for a total of 12 hours' credit.) A minimum of
three hours of outside assignments per week is required.
·
Prerequisite: ART2373. $4 laboratoryfee.
ART 3381 PERCEPTION AND EXPRESSION IN ART I
Fall, Spring, Summer
.
A course designed to strengthen visualperception and divergent thinking through visual and conceptual
stimuli with primary emphasis on studio activities.
Prerequisite: Ju_nior standing ·
ART 3382

PERCEPTION AND EXPRESSION IN ART II

Spring and on demand
·
Emphasis on further studio de,velopment in depth.
Prerequisite: ART 3381 or permission of instructor
ART 3383

INTRODUCTION INTO RESEARCH IN THE VISUAL ARTS

Fall
A survey of visual arts research and its possible applications to studio learning.
Prerequisites: Junior standing; prerequisite/or student teaching
ART 4193

SENIOR EXHIBIT

Fall, Spring
.
A one- or two-person Studio show.
Prerequisite: Senior standing
ART 4301

PHILOSOPHIES OF ART

On demand
·
A st,udy of the relationshl.p of art to philosophy. A study of the various theories of art and of the philosophical presuppositions regarding being, knowledge, and value inherent in these theories.
ART 4311

ADV AN CED ORA WING

On demand
·
Topics covered include biological illustration, pastel portraiture, advanced figure drawing and other advanced drawing problems.· (May be repeated for a total of 12 hours' credit.) A minimum of three hours of
outside assignments per week is required.
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. $4 laboratory fee.
ART 4333 GRAPHIC DESIGN I
Fall and on demand
.
A systematic approach to design problem-solving, with a series of studio assignments and critiques relating
directly to two- and three-dimensional graphic design. The course offers the opportunity to develop creative and technical ability by the production of professional assignments. A minimum of three hours ofoutside assignments per week is required.
.
Prerequisite: ART 3333. $4 laboratoryfee.
·
ART 4334

GRAPHIC DESIGN II

Spring and on demand
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A series of advanced probl~ms and intensive critiques relating to graphic design to condition students to
think in terms of "client-designer" relationships in simulated working conditions. Assignments criticized
by professional standards will ideally result in portfolio pieces. A minimum of three hours of outside assignments per week is required.
'·

Prerequisite: Art 4333. ,$4.00 laboratory fee.
ART 4335, COMPUTER GRAPIIlCS

Fall, Spring
_,
.
.
A study of the basic technology necessary for the use of the graphic computer for· processing visual elements. Students will produce hands-on computer graphics in an interacuve creative environment A minimum of three hours of outside assignments per week is required.
'

Prerequisite: Art 1331. $4.00 laboratoryJee.
ART 4351

LATIN AMERICAN ART: PRE-CONQUEST

Fall
'
An in depth historical study of the arts of Mexico, Central and South America prior to the Spanish Conquest.
·
ART 4352

LATIN AMERICAN ART: POST-CONQUEST

Spring
Mexican art under the Spanish influenc~ is discussed from the Colonial period to th~ present
ART 4353

AMERICAN ART

.

Fall and on demand
•
.
•
History of the visual arts in the United States, 17th century to the present, including the art of the American .
Indian.
·
·

Prerequisites: ART 2351 and 2352.
ART 4383

RESEARCH IN THE VISUAL ARTS

Spring
.
Investigation into creative and perceptual findings in the visual arts at a concentrated and advanced level.

Prerequisite: Junior standing

'

I

ART 4391

INDIVIDUAL PROBLF;MS/INTERNSIIlP/CO-OP

Fall, Spring, Summer
.
.
Advanced problems in an art area of the .student's choice and/or internship with an art professional in the
field of interest. (May be repeated for.a totaf of 12 hours crediL)
.

Prereqifisiie: krt 1332, 3333 (/or Internship/Co-Op); µll courses in tJy,,area of choice
-

,

'

ART 4392 :INDIVIDUAL PROBLEMS

Fall, Spring, Summer ·
Advanced problems in the area of student's choice.

Prerequisite: ART 4391

\

ART 5383 SEMINAA IN ART EDUCATION

On demand
Issues in art education will be discussed in conjunction with methods of research and writing about art.
Independent directions within this framework will be encouraged.
·

Astro~omy
See Department ~f Physical Science

'

Bible
See Departmen~ of History
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Department' of, Biology
Dr. S.L. Sides, Chair .
Full-Time Faculty
Allison, Terry C. (Ph.D. Texas A&M University 1967; prof.) Parasitology, Marine Zoology
de la Pena, Antonio M. (M.S. TexasA&I University 1969; inst.) Physiology, Curriculum Development
Edwards. Robert J. (Ph.D. The University of Texas at Austin 1980; assoc. prof.) Ichthyology. Ecology,
Population Biology
.
Farooqui, Mohammed Y. H. (Ph.D. University of Illinois 1979; assoc. prof.) Physiology, Toxicology.
Entomology. Cell Biology
Gunn. Scott J. (Ph.D. Texas A&M University 1986; asst. prof.) Genetics, Vertebrate Zoology
Judd, Frank W. (Ph.D. Texas Tech University.1973; prof.) Ecology, Ecological Physiology
Lonard, Robert I. (Ph.D. Texas A&M University 1970; prof.) Plant Taxonomy. Grass Systematics
Ortega, Jacobo (Ph.D. The University of Minnesota 1960; prof.) Plant Pathology. Mycology.
Savage, Norman L. (Ph.D. University of Oklahoma 1966; prof.) General and Medical Microbiology
Sides, Sammie L. (Ph.D. North Carolina-State University 1972; prof. and chair) Plant Anatomy, Phycology
The Department offers a major and a minor in-Biology.
·
.
Biology students may elect a ctkriculum for a major in Biology or a Biology elementary or secondary
teaching plan.
.
(Students are expected to furnish their own transportation for laboratory sessions and field work.)
The Department of Biology also offers study beyond the Bachelor's Degree leading to a Master of Science
in Biology. A limited number of Teaching Assistantships are usually available. Interested persons should
consult the Graduate portion of the catalog or the Chair of the Biology Department.
'

Degree Requirements

Major in Biology
30 semester hours in Biology. of which 15 semester hours must be advanced: must include Biology 1401,
1402, 4100. and at least 3 semester hours from each of the following areas: Cellular Biology or Microbial- .
ogy ~401, 3412; Genetics or Evolutionary Biology 2306, 3303; Developmental or Morphological Biology
2401, 2402, 3405, 3407, 340~.4306; Organismal or Environmental Biology 2305, 3409, 3414,4314, 4407,
3403, 4412, 4303. 4304, 440Z.. 4406, 4408, 4309. 44.10, 4415; Physiology 2403. 3411, 4305.
Additional requirements include 6 semester hours of Mathematics 1334 ·an~ 2330 or 6 se111ester hours from
1340, 1356, 1360, 1370, 2330. Chemistry 1401, 1402, and 3401.
...
.
Computer Information Systems 1301 and Computer Science 2325 (or higher levcl courses in Computer Science).
•,,
,
Physics or Geology 1401 arid 1402 are recommended.
l

Biology majors who are pre:dental or pre-medical students' should include Biology 2402 in their major,
should minor in Chemistry, and should include in their programs: Chemistry 2401. 3401, 3404;i Physics
1401, 1402; Psychology 1313; and Calculus I (Math 13(i()) requiredfor the University of Texas Medical
Schools. (Math not required for admission to Baylor College of Medicine or·to Dental Schools.) 'Pr,e-medicaI, Dental and Optometry students who have completed a minimum of ninety (90) seinester hours and the
general education requirements at UT Pan American may apply for the B.S. degree after completion of two
years in an accredited college of medicine, dentistry or optometry. with grades acceptable for transfer to UT
Pan American. The hours accepted will be credited toward the major and minor in Biology or Chemistry.
Major in Biology with Teacher Certification:_

36 semester hours in Biology. of which 21 semeste.r hours must be advanced; must include Biology 1401,
1402; 4100 and one course from each of the following areas: Cellular Biology or' Microbiology 3401,
3412; Genetics or Evolutionary Biology 2306, 3303; Vertebrate Morphology or Physiology 2401, 2402.
2403, 3411; Environmental Biology 2305, 2407, 4401, 4402, 4410; Advanced Zoology 3414, 4407, 4412, •
3405, 3407, 4303, 4304; Advanced Botany 3403, 3408, 4305, 4309, 4314, 4406, 4408.
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Eighteen semester hours in Biology, of which six semester hours must be advanced.
Teacher Certifieation in Biology:
'

'

Elementary Plan II: 20 semester hours, at least 9 of which are advanced to include: Biology 1405 and 1406
or 1401 and 1402; one course {tom Biology 2305, 2306, 2401, 2402,,2403; Biology 3414, 4314 or 3408;
Biology 3409; plus additional advanc~ hours to complete requirements.
Secondary Plan II: ~ semester hours, at least 12of which are advanced to include: Biology 1401 and

1402; one course from Biology 2305, 2306, 2401, 2402, 2403; Biology 3414, 4314 or 3408; Biology 3409;
plus additional advanced hours to complete requirements.
·

The Department of Biology Graduate Pr9gram
The Departmellt of Biology ~ffers courses leading to a Master of Science in Biology and providing minor
and support areas for degrees in other fields.
.·
Undergraduate requirements for a minor or specialization area: 12 semester hours of Biology, 6 hpurs of
which must be advanced.
Credit for a 5000 level course is not given to a student with previous undergraduate credit in a similar
course. Only 15 hours of 5000 level cou(Ses rriay count toward a graduate degree.
·
Students pursuing a Master's degree in related fields can include 12 to 18 hours of work in Biology for l
minor.
Students pursuing the Master of Science degree with a major in Biology can include 6 to 9 hours of work in
an approved minor or support area.
Requirements by the Department of Biology

·

1. Acceptance by the Graduate. School of the University of Texas-Pan American.

a

.

•

2. ,Admission to the graduate program with major in Biology requires a minimum of 24 hours of

3.
4.
5.

6.

undergraduate Biology with at least 12 hours at the advanced level. As undergraduate preparation each
student should have completed the following courses or their equivalents: Genetics (BIOL 3303),
Cell Biology (BIOL 3412) or Bacteriology (BIOL 3401), EcciJogy (BIOL 3409), and Mammalian
Physiology (BIOL 3411) or Plant Physiology (BIOL 4305). Entering graduate students who have
deficiencies in one or more areas must remove them the first time that the course(s) is offered.
Full~time graduate students, who must meet the above requirements, may take up to 9. semester hours of
leveling work while taking a limited number of graduate hours. (Refer to Item 5.) ·
·
A minimum grade point average of 2.75 in upper level undergraduate Biology courses (based upon a 4.0
system) is required.
·
Special requirements:
.
.
a. ,Puring the first semester, all new graduate students m;ijoring in Biology are required to take an
examinatioi:i covering the major co~ceptl¥11 areas of Biology: The r~ults. of this examination will be
used to .advise and counsel students. It willool be a ''pass-fad" exammat1on.
b. Biological Problems:
'
·
One biological problem will be required of all students, and for those choosing the thesis plan, a
biological problem should be successfully pursued prior to starting the thesis.
c. BIO~ 6101 and 6305 will be required. ·
·
For those1enrolled in the thesis program:
a. Graduate students selecting the thesi.s option must complete 30 semester hours with a thesis. The
choice of courses in major, minor and support areas will be determined through consultation
between the student and his graduate adviser and have the approval of the Chair of the Department.
b. During the first semester of study following admission to gradQate study, the student should choo~
from the Graduate Faculty a major professor who'will serve as chairman of his Graduate Committee
and two other faculty members chosen in conference with the major professor and the Chair of the
Department. This Committee will approve a plan of study for the student which must be approved
by, and a copy filed with, the Department Chair and the Dean of the School. The major professor and
student should each retain a copy.
c. A thesis topic and plan for research will be chosen by the student and his major professor, subject to
approval by the Committee.
·
·
d~ The research will culminate in a thesis written in the style approved by the Graduate Committee and
should be worthy of submission, in whole or in part, for publication in a reputable journal.
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Approval must be affirmed by the Chair of the Oeparttnent and the Dean of the School.
e. Following acceptance of the thesis, evidenced by the signatures of the committee members and
by the administrators indicated above, four copies should be presented for binding and a fee to cover
the cost of binding should be paid to The Univer,sity of Texas-Pan American. The four bound
copies will be distributed as follows: the first (original) and second copy in the library, the third
copy with the Department of Biology, and the fourth copy with the ~tudent
7. A non-thesis student must complete 27 or 30 hours of Biological Sciences and may include in his
program a maximum of 6 to 9 hours in a related field fQr a total of 36 hours.
.Students choose a member of the Graduate Faculty as a major professor. In conference,· the student, the
major professor and the Head of the Department will choose two other members of the Graduate Faculty to
f<6nn a committee of three to plan the student's program, ov~rsee progress and supervise the required comprehensive examination. To repeat; students must successfully complete at least one graduate research
problem.Master of Science Degree

Major
Biology
MAJOR

Thesis
(12 hours)"

~

BibLOGY GRADUATE SEMINAR
BIOL 6100-

(3 hours)

BIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS FOR GRADUAlE STUDENTS
BIOL 6305 Biometry
BIOL 6365 Graduate Biological Research Problems
BIOL 7300 Thesis
7301 Thesis ·
6 Hours
(12 hours)
(9-18 hours)

Electives in major area:

1

· BIOL 5304 Advanced Ichthyology
BIOL 5307 Host-Parasite Relationships
BIOL 5309 Advanced Herpetology
BIOL 531 I Ecological Physiology
BIOL 5312 Advanced Ornithology _
BIOL 5314 Advanced PlantSystematics
BIOL 5315 Advanced Entomology
BIOL 5316 Advanced Toxicology
BIOL 5344 Advanced Mammalogy
BIOL 5345 Advanced Plant Physiology
BIOL 5408 Advanced Plant Pathology
BIOL 5410 Marine Plant Science ·
. BIOL 5446 Advanced Mycology
BIOL 5452 Advanced Marine l.oology
BIOL ~302 Special Topics in Biology-Marine Ecology
BIOL 6303 Advanced Ecology
~ ·
BIOL 6308 Special Topics in Biology-Freshwater Phycology
BIOL 6309 Special Topics in Biology-Marine Phycology
BIOL .6310 Special Topics in,Biology-Imm~nology
BIOL 6313 Advanced Cell Biology & Physiology
BIOL 6316 Advanced Genetics
Approved minor or _support areas.
TOTAL
.

(6--9 hours)
30hours _

Master of Science Degree
Major
Biology

Non-Thesis •

MAJOR (27-30 hours)
Required Courses:
BIOLOGY GRADUATE SEMINAR
BIOL 6100

(3 hours)
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BIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS
BIOL 6305 Biometry
.
.
BIOL 636S Graduate Biological Research Problems

Electives in major areas:
BIOL 5304 Advanced Ichthyology
J3IOL 5344 Advanced Mammalogy
BIOL 5307 Host-Parasite Relationships
BIOL 5300 Advanced Herpetology
BIOL 5408 Advanced Plant Pathology
BIOL 5410 Marine Plant Scie.,ice
BIOL 5311 Ecological Physiology
BIOL 5312 Advanced Ornitholqgy
BIOL 5314 Advanced Plant Systematics
BIOL 5315 Advanced EntomQlogy
.BIOL 5316 Advanced Toxicology
BIOL 5445 Advanced Plant Physiology
BIOL 5446 Advanced Mycology
BIOL 5452 Advanced Marine Z.OOlogy
BIOL 6302 Special Topics in Biology-Marine ~ology
BIOL 6303 Advanced Ecology
.
BIOL 6308 Special Topics in Biology-Freshwater Phycology
BIOL 63()() ,Special Topics in Biology-Marine Phycology
BIOL 6310 Special Topics in Biology-Immunology
BIOL 6313 Advanced Cell Biology and Physiology
BIOL 6316 Advanced Genetics
· ·
Approved minor or support area
TOTAL

(6-9 hoW'S)

36 hours

Course Descriptions
Biology
1

BIOL 1401 GENERAL BIOLOGY
Fall, Spring, Summer
.
·
A study of the basic principl~s of Biology. Topics will include biological chemistry, cell structure and •
function, ·photosynthesis and respiration, DNA structure and function, mitosis, meiosis, and Mendelian genetics, evolution, and the.structure and function of bacteria, viruses, protozoan, algae, fungi and plants.
Three hours lecture and three hours laboratory. $3.00 laboratory fee,
.

BIOL 1402 GENERAL BIOLOGY
Fall, Spring, Summer
·
A continuation of Biology 1401. Topics include evolution and diversity of invertebrate and vertebrate ani·' mals; mechanisms of support and movement, digesuon and nutrition, respiration, circulation homeostasis,
hormonal cgntrol, nervous control, sexual reproduction, development; behav.ior and ecology.
Prerequisite: BIOL 1401. Three hours lecture and three hours laboratory. $3 .00 laboratory fee.
BIOL 1405 BIOLOGY FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS,"
Fall, Spring, S_ummer (alternate years) ·
.
A basic introductory course stressing fundamental zoological principles and concepts. It is designed to acquaint the future elementary teacher with the various structures, functions, life· histories and occurrence of
local animals. Credit cafinot be given for BIOL 1401 and l405.
Three hours lectµre and three hours laboratory. $3 .00 laboratory fee.
BIOL 1406 · BIOLOGY FOR ELEMENTARV TEACHERS .
Fall, Spring, Summer (alternate years)
,
An introductory course stressing basic botanical principles and concepts. It is designed to acquaint the future elementary teacher with the anatomy, physiology, development and distribution of the local flora.
Credit cannot be given for both BIOL 1402 and 1406.
Three hours lecture and three hours laboratory. $3.00 laboratory fee.
BIOL 1487 (HONORS BIOLOGY)
Fall, Summer
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An accelerated study of the basic principles of Biology. Topics covered include cellular biology, photosyn-.
thesis, respiration, protein synthesis, cellular reproduction, genetics, microbial genetics and a survey of the
diversity of organisms. Open to students enrolled in ihe Honors Program or by pennission of the instructor.
$3.00 laboratory fee.
·
·
BIOL 1488

(HONORS BIOLOGY)

Spring, Summer
·
..
An accelerated study of the basic concepts of Biology. Topics covered include reproduction and development, digestion and nutrition, transport, homeostasis, the nervous system, ecology and evolutj.on. Open to
students enrolled in the Honors Program by permission of the instructor. $3 .00 lqboratory fee.

or

BIOL 230S MAN AND HIS ENVIRONMENT

Spring
·
·
.
.
. .
A consideration of the biological problems of population expansion, environmental destruction arid resource
conservation as they relate to man's past, present and future. Three hours lecture and1two hours laboratory.
$3 .00 laboratory fee.
BIOL 2306

BIOLOGICAL EVOLUTION

Spring, Summer (alternate years)
.
Genetic, ecological and paleontological aspects of evolution, including that of man.
Prerequisite: Biol 1401-1402 or permission of the instructor. Three hours lecturf
BIOL 2401

VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY

Fall, Spring
_
A basic introductory course dealing with the fundamental biological principles and concepts; Designed to
acquaint the student with structure, physiology and life histories of representative verte~rate types. Three
hours lecture and three hours laboratory. '
Prerequisite: BIOL 1401 or 1405. $4.op laboratory fee.
BIOL 2402 COMPARATIVE VERTEBRATE ANATOMY

. Fall, Spring, Summer
.
·
Comparative studies of the morphological, embryological and physiological relationships among vertebrates, with inclusion of histological and paleontological data. .Three hours lecture and three hours laborat~.
'
Prerequisite: BIOL 1401_ or 1405., $5.00 laboratory fee.
BIOL 2403

.

ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY

Fall, Spring, Summer
A study of the structure and function of the human body inclu~es cells, tissues, and organs of the following
systems: Integumentary, skeletal, muscular, nervous system and special senses. Three hours lecture and
three hours laboratory.
·
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. $4.00 laboratoryfee.
BIOL 2404 ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY

Fall, Spring, Summer ·
A C0'1tinuation of Biol 2403 includes endocrine, circulatory, respiratory, ~igestive, urinary and reproductive
systems. Other topics include metabolism, acid-base balance, development and heredity. Three hours le1:ture ~d three hours laboratory.
.
Prerequisite: BIOL 2403. $4.00 Laboratory fee . .
~

BIOL 2408 ·A SURVEY OF LIFE

.

A one-semester survey course designed to introduce the basic biologic conceP,ts in the following areas;· Ole
chemistry of life, cell structure, function and r~production, the kingdoms of bfe, interactions within ecosystems, and basic anatomy and physiology of the major systems cif the human body. Three hours lecture and
three hours lab per week.
·
·
Prerequisite: Must have taken PSCI 1421 and 1422. Will not count toward _a major or minor in Biology.·
BIOL 3303 GENETICS

1

•

Fall, Spring
,
,
.
Introduction to Genetic~ .. T(?pi_cs w~ll include Meildelia~ genetics (principle~ of sepeiatipn, independC!'t
assortment, and probab1hty m mhentance), cell mechanics (cell cycle, m1tos1s, me1os1S, spennatogenes1s,
oogenesis, plant fertilization), sex determination and sex linkage, DNA structure and function 1 linkage,
crossin~ over, mapping, mutation, regulation of gene expression and development, chromosome aberrations
and variation in numbers, population genetics and evolution.
·
Prerequisite: BIOL 1401 and 1402. Chemistry 1401 and 1402.
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BIOL 3401 GENERAL MIC~OBIOLOGY
Fall.Spring
A general survey of the field of microbiology with emphasis on bacteria. Topics will include structure,
growth. reproduction, metabolism, genetics, and taxonomy of bacteria; a general survey of fungi, algae,
protozoa and viruses and microbiology of soil, water, foods and industry. Laboratory work will include
staining, growing, ·bioc~emistry charac.terization and control of bacteria with a general survey of bther mi~ ·
croorganisms.
·
Prerequisites: BIOL 1401 and 1402; Chemistry 1401 and 1402. $4.00 laboratory fee.
BIOL 3403 MEDICAL MICROBIOLOGY AND IMMUNOLOGY
Spring
.
A study of microor~anisms that cause-disease and immune response ,of the host to these pathogens. Emphasis will be on principles of immunology and selected infectious msease processes. Laboratory exercises
will include a study of basic serologic procedures and cultural characteristics of related pathogenic microorganisms. Three hours lecture and three hours lab.

Prerequisite: BIOL 3401. $4.00 laboratory fee.
BIOL 3405 HISTOLOGY
Fall ,or Spring
.
Lectures in this offering will place major emphasis on the structure and function of major tissue types and
their cellular components .. The laboratory will provide an opportunity for first-hand experience in examining the. microscqpic structure of the major tissue types and their relationships in organ structure. Three
hours lecture and three hours laboratory.
.
Prerequisites: 12 semester ho;urs of Biology including 4 hours from 2401, 2402 or 2403.
~

, BIOL 3407 COMPARATIVE EMBRYOLOGY·
Spring, Summer or Fall
.
Developmental studies from the zygote through embryological stages (chiefly concerned with amphibians, ·
birds and mammals). Three hours lecture and three hours laboratory.

Prerequisites: Nine semester hours of Biology, including four hours from 2401, 2402 or 2403. $4.00 laboratory fee.
·
.
BIOL 3408 PLANT MORPHOLOGY
Spring
·
A study of the morphology, development and relationships of fungi, algae, liverworts, mosses, fems, gym- .
nosperms and angiosperms. Particular attention is given to the evolution of these groups. Three hours lecture and three hours laboratory.
·
Prerequisites: Nine semester hours of biology, including BJOt., 1402 or 1406. $4.00 laboratory fee.
BIOL 3409 ECOLOGY
Fall (alternate years) .
·
. ·
.
.
A study of the basic environmental factqrs affecting plants and animals, and their relation to economic and
conservation problems. Three hours lecture and three hours laboratory and field- work.
Prerequisite: 12 semester hours of Biology. $4.00 laboratory fee.
BIOL 3411 MAMMALIAN PHYSIOLOGY
Fall or Spring
A survey of the physiological mechanisms of the organs and organ systems of mammals with emphasis on
man. The laboratory will provide experiences with modem techniques. Topics will include muscle, nerve,
digestive, urinary, respiratory, circulatory and reproductive systems. Three hours le.cture and three hours
lab.
Prerequisites: 12 semester hours of Biology inc~uding 4 hours from 2401, 2402 or 2403 and 6 hours chemistry. .
·
·
·
.
BIOL 3412 CELL BIOLOGY
.
Fall or Spring
•
.
·
A study of cell structure and function with emphasis on bio-energetics, membranes, genes and genetic control, cell division and its regulation, and cellular differentiation. Three hours lecture and three hours lab.
(Formerly BIOL;4403, may hot be repeated for credit.)
Prerequisite: Biol 1401 and 1402 or 1405 and1406; one semester of organic chemistry. $4.00 lab fee.
BIOL 3414 INVERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY.
Fall
Study of the comparative morphology, evolution, systematics and natural history of th~ invertebrates.
Recommended as a preparatory course for BIOL 4402, 4407, 4415, and 5316.
Prerequisite: 6 to 8 hours of Biology.
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BlOL 4100 BIOLOGY SEMINAR
Fall, Spring, Summer ,
· ·
.
A study of current biological literature and the discussion of research in progress. Required of all Biology
majors in their senior year, open only ,to nonmajors by permission.
·
.

BIOL 4201

.

'

BIOLOGY PROBLEMS

Offered on Demand
,
A course adapted to the study of special topics in Biology. For advanced students capable of developing a
problem independently through conference and activities directed by the instructor. Problem is chosen by
the student with the approval of the instructor prior to registration. The class meets each week equivalent to
one hour lecture and two hours laboratory.
Prerequisite: Major in Biology with at least a junior standing. $4.00 laboratory fee.
....,

BIOL 4202

'

.

BIOLOGY PROBLEMi

Offered on Demand ·
A continuation of Biology 4201.
Prerequisite: BIOL 4201. $4.00 laboratory fee.

1

BIOL 4303

MAMMALOGY

Fall (alternate years)
A study of anatomy, evolution, distribution, systematics, ecology and physiology of mammals ofNorth
America with special emphasis on local forms. Two hours lecture and tlm:e hours laboratory.
.
.
Prerequisite: Nine semester hours ofBiology. $4.00 laboratory fee.
BIOL 4304 ICHTHYOLOGY

Fall
Ecology, physiology, morp~ology and taxonomy of marine and fresh water fishes. Includes practical application of modem fishery management techniques. Two hours lecture and three hours laboratory. ·
Prerequisite: Nine semester hours-of Biology. $4.00 Lab fee.
BIOL 4305

PLANT PHYSIOLOGY

Fall
An introduction of the basic principles.of the physiology, growth and development of plants..:niree·hours
lecture and three hours laboratory.
·
'
Prerequisites: Six semester hours ofBiology. $5.00 laboratory fee.
BIOL 4309

HERPETOLOGY

Fall {alternate years)
.
A s,tudy of the anatomy, evolution, distribution, systematics, ecology and physiology of amphibiansand
reptiles; primarily of North American species with special emphasis on local fonns. Two hours lecture anp
three hours laboratory.
·
·
Prerequisites: BIOL 1401, 1402 or 1405, 1406 and 2401 or 2402. $4.00 laboratory fee.
BIOL 4311

ECOLOGICAL PHYSIOLOGY

Spring (alternate years)
A comparative study of the physiological adaptations of vertebrate animals to their environments. Emphasis is placed on the physiological basis of animal distribution and. evolution.
.
Prerequisite: 12 semester hours ofBiology including BIOL 2401 or 2402. $4.00 laboratory fee.
BIOL 4314

PLANT TAXONOMY

Fall
Identification of vascular plants, with emphasis on native flowering plants. Two hours lecture and three
hours laboratory. (Formerly BIOL 3309, may not be repeated for credit)
Prerequisites: Nine semester hours of Biology, including BIOL 1402 or 1406. $4.00 laboratory fee.
BIOL 4402- MARINE ZOOLOGY ·

Summer
A study of the common marine animals, especially invertebrates in coastal waters, particular attention is to
be given to structural and physiological relationships. Three hours lecture and three hours laboratory and
field work.
·
P~erequisite: 12 semester hours ofBiology; BIOL 3414 recommended. $4.00 laboratoey fee.
BIOL 4406

MYCOLOGY

Fall
Morphology, physiology, taxonomy and culture of selectoo fungi. Emphasis will be given to those having •
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economic significance. Three hours lecture and three hours laboratory.
Prerequisite: 6 hours ofBiology. $4.00 laboratory fee.
.
BIOL 4407 ANIMAL PARASITOLOGY

,

.

Spring
,
·
Introduction to study of parasitic protozoa and wonns (especially trematodes, cest.odes, nematodes and
acanthocephaJa). Three hours lecture and three hours laboratory. (Formerly Biol 3402, may not be repeated

b~

I

. •

Prerequisite: Nine semester hours ofBiology including four hours from 2401, 2402, 2403, 2407 or 3414.
$4.00 laboratory fee.
·
,
'

.

BIOL 4408 PLANT PATHOLOGY
Spring
.
.
.
.
An introductory course on the causes, nature and control of plant diseases. Emplwis will be given to diseases of plants of economic importance. Three hours lecture and three hours laboratory.

. Prerequisite: Six hours ofBiology. $4.00 laboratory fee .
.,
.
'

"

BIOL 4410 .MARINE BOTANY

Summer
A study of the common local marine flora with emphasis on the microscopic algae fonns. Three hours lecture· and three hours laboratory. The student is expected to furnish his own transportation to nine or ten field
laboratory sessions.
·
Prerequisites: Nine semester hours ofBiology, including B10L 1402 or 1406. $4.00 laboratory fee.
BIOL 4412 ORNITHOLOGY

s .

'

~fples of avian classification, morphology and ecology, including migration, distribution and relatio~ to
man. Three hours lecture and three hours laboratory and field work; (Fonnerly Biol 3404, may not be repeated for credit.)
.
,
·
·
Prerequisites: Nine semester hours Biology, including four hoursfrom2401, 2402, or 2403: $4.00 labora~~

'

BIOL 4415 ENTOMOLOGY

Spring
.
·
,
An introduction to the study of insects and other arthropods of agricultural, medical and veterinary importance. Includes basic insect morphology, physiology, classification and pe$t management. Laboratory consists of insect identification supported by field trips. Three hours lecture and three hours laboratory.
Prerequisite: BIOL 3414. $5 .00 laboratory fees.
·

' TOXICOLOGY
BIOL 4416 ENVIRONMENTAL
Fall or Spring
.
A survey of interaction of environmental pollutants with living systems. Laboratory consists of toxicological evaluation of selected environmental chemicals. Three hour lecture and three hours laboratory.
Prerequisite: BIOL 3412 and 6 hours of organic chemistry o,: biochemistry. $5.00 laboratory fee.
BIOL 5304

ADVANCED-ICHTHYOLOGY

Fall
A study of ecology, distribution, adaptations, physiology, systematics and evolution of freshwater and marine fishes, with an emphasis on local f0nns. Laboratories will stress identification and other practical applications of modern ichthyological techniques. Two hours lecture and three hours laboratory. $4.00 laboratory fee.
Prerequisite: Nine semester hours ofBiology.
BIOL5307 HOST-PARASITERELATIONSHIPS
.
Spring
.
.
A comprehensive analysis of the interrelationships between host and parasite. Modern laboratory techniques essential to understanding these interrelationships will be considered. Three hours lecture and three
hours laboratory. ·$4.00 laboratory Jee. (Formerly BIOL 6304, may not be repeated for credit.) Credit cannot be given if BIOL-3402 or 4407 has been taken. Must have graduate standing in Biology.
·
·
BIOL 5309 ADVANCED HERPETOLOGY

Fall (alternate years)
A study of the anatomy, evolution, distribution, systematics, ecolOJY and physiology of amphibians and . _
reptiles; primarily of North American species with special emphastS on local fonns. Two hours lecture and
three hours laboratory.
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Prerequisites: BIOL 1401, 1402 and 2401 or 2402. $4.00 laborat()ryfee. Must ho.ve graduate standing in
Biology.
·
BIOL 5311 ADVANCED ECOLOGICAL PHYSIOLOGY
Spring (alternate years)
A comparative study of the physiological adaptations of animals to their environments. Emphasis will be
placed on physiological basis of animal distribution and evolution. $4.00 laboratory fee. (Ponnerly BIOL
63111 may not be repeated for credit)

BIOL 5312 ADVANCED ORNITHOLOGY
Offered on Demand
Studi~in avian biology with emphasis on concepts of speciation, behavior, IUld ecology. Three hours lecture and three hours laboratory. Previous course in BIOL 3404 recommended. (Fonnerly BIOL 6312, may
not be repeated for credit.) Must have graduate standin~ in Biology. $4.00 laboratory fee;
~

BIOL 5314 ADV AN CED PLANT SYSTEMATICS

Fall
A study of literature and methods of experimental plant systematics, phylogenetic considerations, procedures in monograph preparation, field and herbarium techniques and modem biosystematic approaches applied to selected taxa will beemphasize<t (Formerly BIOL 6314, may not be repeated for credit.) Must
have graduate standing in Biology.
·
$4.00 laboratory fee.
·
BIOL 5315 ·ADVANCED ENTOMOLOGY

Spring

.

An advanced treatment of the science of entomology. Includes applied aspects of insect morphology.

physiology, classification and pest management Laboratory consists of insect identification supported by
field trips. Three hourslectute~d three hours laboratory.
Prerequisite: Piology 3414. $5.00 laboratory fee.
1

,
•

BIOL 5316

ADVA.NCED TOXICOLOGY
Fall or Spring·
.
An advanced treatment of physiological and systematic interactions of environmental pollutants with biological systems. Laboratory consists of toxicological evaluations of selected chemicals. Three hours lecture and three !tours laboratory.
·
Prerequisile: BIOL 3412 and 6 hours of organic chemistry or biochi!mistry. $5.00 laboratory fee.
BIOL 5344 ADVANCED MAMMALOGY
Fall (alternate years)
.
A study of anatomy, evolution, distributio~, systematics, ecology and physiology of mammals of North
America: A collection and research project are required. Critical review of current literature and studies of .
recent advances in Mammalogy are emphasized. Graduate standing in Biology $4.00 laboratory fee.
BIOL 5345 ADVANCED PLANT PHYSIOLOGY
Fall
Physiology of plants; cell structure and function, nutrition, metabolism. and factors influencing growth and
development
Prerequisite: Graduate standing .. $5 .00 laboratory fee.
BIOL 5408 ADVANCED PLANT PATHOLOGY
Spring
The causes, nature and control of plant diseases. Principles of plant disease development Three hours lecture and three hours of laboratory. ·
Prerequisite: Graduate standing in Biology. $4.00 laboratory fee.
BIOL 5410 MARINE PLANT SCIENCE

Fall, Summer
The common local marine flora with emphasis on the macroscopic algal fonns. Three hours lecture and
thr~ hours laboratory. Graduate. standjng in'Biology. $4.()() laboratory fee.
.· .
.
BIOL 5446 ADVANCED MYCOLOGY
Fall
,
Detail~ studies of the fungi, including biological aspectrnf selected genera,. culturing techniques and laboratory methods. Not open to students with previous credit for BIOL 4406.
.
Prerequisite: 18 semester ho14rs of Biology. $4.00 laboratory fee.
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BIOL 5452

ADVANCED MARINE ZOOLOGY ,

Summer
.
Structural, physiological and ecological relationships of common marine animals, stressing invertebrates of
coastal waters. Three hours lecture and three hours Jaboratory. BIOL 3414 recommended.
Graduate standing in Biology. $4.00 laboratory fee.
BIOL 6101 .BIOLOGY GRADUATE SEMINAR

Fall, Spring, Summer
·
:
All graduate students will be required to enroll for credit in Biology Gra4uate Seminar three separate semesters. All Biology graduate students are strongly encouraged to attend seminar each semester they are ·
enrolled in graduate school. F.ach student, when enrolled for credit will, with the approval of the seminar
director, select some particular aspect of current biological research and present a scholarly review of it ,
before seminar participants, other graduate students and the Biole>gy faculty.
,.
.
.
BIOL 6302

SPECIAL TOPICS IN BIOLOGY • MARINE ECOLOGY ·

On Deman~
·
·
·
A study of current topics iJi Biology, may be repeated for credit as topics change.
Prerequisite: Consent ofInstructor .. $4.00 laboratory fee.
·
·
BIOL.6303 ADVANCED ECOLOGY
Spring (altem3:te years)
.
,
Utilization of modern techniques analyze interrelationships be~een plants, animals and the environment
Terrestrial and fres.hwater environments will be considered, Three hours lecture and three hours laboratory.
Graduate standing. $4.00 laboratory fee.

'°

BIOL 6305 BIOMETRY

1
Fall
.
,
·
Statistical analysis .and principles as applied to biological· problems. Three hours lecture and three hours
laboratory. Recommended: undergraduate statistics course. $4.00 labo,:atoryfee

BIOL 6308

SPECIAL TOPICS IN BIOLOGY-· FRESHWATER PHYCOLOGY

BIOL 6309

SPECIAL TOPICS IN BIOLOGY· MARINE PHYCOLOGY'

. On Demand
,
.
·
1
A study of current topics in Biology, may be repeated for credit as topics ctiange. $4.00 laboratory fee.
Prerequisite: Consent ofInstructor.
On Demand
A study of current topics in Biology, may be repeated for credit as topics change.
Prerequisite: Consent oflnstructor. $4.0Q laboratory fee.
BIOL 6310

SPECIAL TOPICS IN BIOLOGY· IMMUNOLOGY

On Demand
, A study of current topics in Biology, may be repeated for credit as topics change.
Prerequisite: Consent oflnstr(fctor. $4.00 laboratory fee
BIOL 6313 ADVANCED CELL BIOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY

Fall, alternate years
Detailed lecture and laboratory analysis of typical cellular structure and dynamics with emphasis oq the .
anatomical and physiological mechanis~s underlying the functioning of selected specialized cells. Two
hours lecture and three hours 'laboratory.
Prerequisite: BIOL 3412. $4.00 laboratory fee.

,,

BIOL. 6316

ADVAN CED GENETICS

1·

Fall
Lectures and laboratory dealing with facts of modem genetics, and developments in molecular nature of
hereditary determinants. Recommended: BIOL 3303 and organic chemistry. Graduate standing in Biology.
$4.00 laboratory fee.
.
'
,
BIOL 6365

GRADUATE .BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH PROBLEMS

. The student in conference with a member of the graduate faculty will define an independent research r.roblem. The subject of the research may be in the area of botany, microbiology or zoology. The student s
committee or the Department Head, if the student has not yet formed a committee, will 3;pprove the problem
prior to enrollment If unde~en in a summer, the student should enroll iq no other comse that summer
term. The student's report will be written in an approved thesis style. One copy will be retained by the ·
faculty member directi~g the research and one copy will be placed in the s,tudent's fde in the departmental
I
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office. A maximum of 3 (three) credit hours undertaken in graduate biological research.problems will CQunt
toward a Master of Science degree in Biology.
·
BIOL 7300 THESIS
BIOL 7301 THESIS

'

Business Administration, _Master's Degree (MBA)_
Dr. Vern Vincent, Director

Full-time Graduate Faculty
'
Assefa, Zewdineh (PhD, University'oflllinois, 1980; assoc. prof.)
Finance
Brewerton, Francis J. (DBA, Louisiana State 1968; prof.) Management
Card~nas, Gilbert (P~D. Illinois 1977; prof.) Economics
Crews, Michael R. (PhD, Utah State 1981; assoc. prof.) Economics
Dalrymple, Brent (PhD, Louisiana State University 1970; assoc, prof.) Finance
Ellard, Charles J. (PhD, Houston 1974; prof.) Economics
Greene, Walter E. {PhD, University of Arkansas 1976; assoc. pro(.) Management
Hodges, Dewayne L. (PhD, Northern Colorado 1984; asst. prof.) QIUllltitative Methods, Management
Information Systems
·.
Lee, Daniel (PhD, University of Florida 1977; prof.) Management Information Systems
Petrie, George A. (PhD, LQuisiana State University 1970; assoc. prof.) Accounting
Prock, Jerry D. (DBA, Arizona 1970; prof.) Finance
1
Rydl, Lester M. (PhD, Texas A&M, 1978; assoc. prof.) Management Information Systems, Quantitatlve
Methods
,
Sturges, David L. (Ph,D, University of North Texas 1988; assoc. prof.) Communications
Taube, Paul M. (PhD, State University of New York 1986; asst. prof.) Economics
Thotn, Ronald G. (PhD, Texas Tech University 1973; assoc. prof.) Information Systems arid Quantitative
Sciences
·
. Vento, Edward (PhD, Texas A&M 1972; assoc. prof.) Economics
Vincent, Yem C. (PhD, Northern Colorado 1972; prof.) Quantitative Methods
I

,

Gradu~te Program

1'

Purpose
The graduate 'studies progratn of the School of Business Administration provides for advanced study leading to the Master of Business Administration Degree.
·
··
·Toe program is designed for those who desire to pursue advanced study as a means of enhancing their business and administrative careers. Specifically, the program is designed to aid in meeting the career needs of
those:
1. in business, industry, and·govemment;
2. in the service industries as well as those seekiqg careers in these industries;
3. w~ are just starting their b~iness car~r~ or 'Yho plan to continue their studr leading«> the Doctor of
Phtlosophy or Doqtor of Busmess Admmtstratmn Degree;
·
4. who wish to broaden their knowledge to become more effective as teachers of business subjects.

Scope
The MBA degree is a broad-based, hfghly structured program designed to i,ve the student exposure to management and analytical decision-making skills necessary to function in a changing business environment
The UT Pan ~merican MBA program is for: those individuals who have a bachelor's degree in either a business or non-business discipline; however., MBA.prerequisite courses need to be completed prior to enrolling
in the graduate program. The graduate program requires a minimum of 33 semester hours of graduate study
and generally is completed within two academic years of study.
.

.

'
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A student may enter the program at the beginning of either semester or summer session provide.d all admission criteria are satisfactorily completed. The MBA courses are sche.dule.d to start in the early evening hours ;
to accommodate the large number of students with full-time jobs.
Admission to the MBA Program
1

In order to be admitted to the MBA program, the student must first meet all requirements for admission to
the Graduate School of The University of Texas-Pan American, as well as MBA requirements specifie.d
below. Application for admission to the University must be made to the Ottice of Admissions and Records,
The University of Texas-Pan American, Edinburg, Texas 78539.
·
'

All students applying for admission to the MBA program are required to provide the Director of Graduate
Studies in the School of Business Administration the following:
l. A Graduate Management Admission Test (GMA1) which must be provide.d befQCe a student is allowe.d
to enroll in the MBA program;
·
\
i Graduate Record Examination (ORE), if necessary (see University Graduate Admission requirements);
3. Official transcripts; and
4. If necessary, catalog(s) for evaluation of transcript(s).

Student Classification and Admission Criteria for the MBA Program
· The student should note that classification and admission criteria to the MBA program are different than
that for admission .to the University's graduate school.
1. Special Student Admission -- student 'with an undergraduate or graduate degree from a regionally
accredited institution recognized by the Council on Postsecondary Accreditation (C~PA) but lacking
one or more of the foWowing:
a. Official Transcripts of all undergraduate and graduate work
b. MBA prerequisite courses
.
c. GMAT score (minimum acceptable score 350) (A OMAT prep course is offered every fall and
spring semester to assist in preparing students for the exammation.)
·
d. Graduate Record Exam (GRE) score, (require.d only if overall grade point average is less than 3.0 (4.0
system) or·GMAT score is less than 470
.
Students with a special student admission classification will not be permitted to enroll in the MBA
program and take graduate courses.
.' ·
2. Graduate Student Admission Oassification -- students that in addition to meeting the Special Student
admission criteria must be evaluate.d for admission to the MBA program according to one of the
following admission categories:
Unconditional Admission to MBA Program

.

'

Students should have 1000 points or more base.d on the following formula: ·200 times the Graduate Admission Grade Point Average (4.00 system) + GMAT score. The minimum acceptable GMAT score for entrance in the MBA program iS' 350 regardless of student classification.
Conditional Admission

In additiom, a minimum number of students who do not meet the MBA Admission criteria may be granted
Conditional Admission status in the MBA program if other indicators of success can be provided
Examples of indicators of success include:
1. High score on the GRE or high score base.don unofficial GMAT score.
2. Unusually high grade point average
,
3. Supporting documentation of potential success through letters of recommendation base.d on relevant
work and leadership experience.
Conditional Admission status must be remove.d at the end of the semester in which a student is initially enrolle.d. In order for a student to continue in the MBA program. the student must meet the unconditional admission requirement.

Denied Admission
A student is denie.d admission to graduate study in the School of Business Administration for failure to
meet the above admission criteria. Denied Admission status can only be change.d by improving test scores
or undergraduate grade point average.
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Tentative Admission
The University's Tentative Admission category does not apply to students interested in graduate study in
the School of Business Administration.
Students classified under Tentative Admission in other degree programs will not be allowed to enroll in
graduate level courses in the S~hool of Business Administration.

Special Graduate Students
Students who already ha~e a graduate degree in business and are interested in taking ~ditional graduate
business courses for professional improvement purposes are permitted to enroll in graduate business
,
courses. Graduates from no_n-AACSB accredited MBA programs will be required to meet the unconditional
admission criteria.

Admission of Foreign Students.
Foreign students whose native language is not English will be expected to ~e the Test of English as a Foreign Language (l'OEFL). Students scoring below 540 on the TOEFL will be denied admission, while those
scoring between 540 and 560, but otherwise meeting MBA admission requirements, will be expected to
take prescribe4 courses in English.
· ·

MBA Degree Requirements
The number of semester hours required for an MBA degree will vary depending upon a student's prior academic coursework and how,the student elects to fulfill the MBA foundation-course requirements.
·
In addition to fulfilling general requirements for a master's degree specified by The Unive,rsity of TexasPan American Graduate School, candidates for the MBA will be required to successfully coinP.lete the
MBA foundation courses plus 30 semester hours of graduate
of which 24 semester hours are required core courses. ·

courses

MBA Foundation Courses
Undergraduate
Semester Hours
GENB 3337 (Business Law)
MANA 3361 (Principles of Management)
MARK 3371 (Principles of Marketing)
FINA 3383 (Managerial Finance)
GENB 4330 (International Business)
ACC 6301 (Accounting Foundations) or
ACC 2421 (Introduction to Financial Accounting) and
ACC 2329 (Fundamentals of Managerial Accounting)
•ECO 6302 (Economic Foundations) or.
· ECO 2353 (Principles of Economics, I)
and ECO 2354 Principles of Economics, II)
MANA 6303 (Statistical Foundations) or
MANA 2341 (Elementary Business and
Economic Statistics) and MANA 3342 ·
(Intermediate :8usiness & Economic Statistics)
GENB ~310 (Business Research Foundations)

Graduate
Semester Hours

3

3

'
3

3
3

7
3
6

.3
6

3

Foundation coursework semester hours: minimum.27 hours; maximum 37 hours.
Additionally, students must provide evidence of proficiency in the following areas:
Mathematics: Successful completion of a differential calculus course is required. Students lacking this
course proficiency will be required to complete Math 1322
.
Computer Literacy: Students are required to be knowledgeable about computer terminology and applications. Students without this background must enroll in CIS 1301.
Degree applicability of coursework from business programs which are not accredited by the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB) must be determined through appropriate validation
procedures and/or examination. Final approval of non-AACSB accredited coursework will be by the
Graduate Studies Director or Dean of the Business School.
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MBA Core Courses
(

A graduate student must meet all graduate admission criteria prior to enrollment in any graduate course,
either the foundation coursework or coursework in the MBA program.
.
·y
MBA Core Courses
ACC 6320 Financial and Managerial Accounting
MANA 6330 Management Theory & Organizational Behavior
FINA 6340 Financial Administration
·
ECO 6350 Managerial Economics
MANA 6360 Operations Management '
MARK 6370 Marketing Policy and Management
MIS 6380 Computer Decision Support Systems
GENB 6390 Administrative Policy and Strategy
Subtotal
Graduate Electives
TOTAL

Semester Hours
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

24
6
30

Total MBA semester hours: minimum 57 hours; maximum 67 hours.
The student will select the remaining 6 semester hours from approved graduate offerings of the University.
Six hours may be taken from offerings outside the School of Business Administration witlt the approval of
the. Director of Graduate Studies. However, three of the six hours must be in 6000 or 7000 level courses. A.
student may elect to write a thesis in lieu of the six hours of graduate elective course work. Each MBA
candidate, regardless of the option selected, must. successfully pass a written comprehensive examination
over the MBA core curricult1m.
·
Comprehensive Written Examination

Eac_h candidate for the Masters of Business Administration (MBA) degree is required to sausfactorily pass a
comprehensive written examination. The purpose of the examination "is to evaluate the ability of the student
to articulate the application and integration of the MBA core courses through a comprehensive written examination. In order for a student to be eligibl~ to take the examination, the student must be in good standing in accordance with the Three "C" Rule.
·
Three "C" Rule

A master's candidate is ineligible to continue in the program or to take the comprehensive written examination whenever a grade of "C" or lower is received in three or more of the following core courses, even if the
course is repeated and an "A.. or ."B" grade is attained:
Financial and Managerial Accounting
Management Theory and Organizational Behavior
Financial Administration
Managerial Economics
5. Operations Management
6. Marketing Policy and Management
7. Decision Support Systems

1.
2.
3.
4.

If the possibility exists that a student could have three "C" grades in core courses based on a combination
of previously earned "C" grades, current enrollment or future required core courses, then the student will
be denied permission to take the comprehensive written examination until such time core course grades are
determined. ·
MBA Degree Program

I

Recommended Schedule

1st Term - Fall
GENB 6310 Business Research Foundations
ACC 6320 Financial and Managerial Accounting
MANA 6330 Management Theory and Organizational Behavior
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2nd Tenn - Spring
FINA 6340 Financial Administration
ECO 6350 Managerial Economics
MANA 6360 Operations Management
3rd Term - Fall

MARK

6370 Marketing Policy and Management
MIS 6380 Decision Support Systems
Graduate Business Elective
4th Term,- Spring
GENB 6390 Administrative Policy and Strategy
Graduate Business Elective
Graduate Business Elective

Course Descriptions
MBA Graduate Foundation Courses
ACC 6301

PRINCIPl.ES OF ACCOUNTING

.

.

.

An intensive examination of financial and manag(;rial accounting theory and procedures and their application in the generation of data for integrated financial and managerial accounting information systems. Topics include an overview of·the ~ccounting cycle, analysis of financial statements, income determination and
inventory valuation cost allocation, and interpretation of financial infonnation for managerial decision-mak~
ing and control purposes.
Prerequisite.' Admission
to the MBA Program.
I
ECO 6301

PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS

An introduction to basic ecohomic concepts and methods. The competitive·market system, problems in
resource allocatiol) and economic efficiency, government regulation and the public sector, money and banking, unemployment and inflation in economic policy-making and internal economics.
Prerequisite: Admission to the MBA Program.
,"
MANA 6303

STATISTICAL FOUNDATIONS

An introduction to statistical methodology to include: probability concepts, inference techniques, analysis
of vari~nce, regression analysis, chi" square, and other non-paraq'ietric analyses, This course focuses on the
use of the computer in performing statistical analysis.
Prerequisite: Admission to the MBA Program.
GENB 6310

BUSINESS RESEARCH FOUNDATIONS

Fall
Business research techniques and methodologies, Topics include scientific method, business information
sources, research proposal development and evaluation, research design, scaling and instrument design,
sampling design; statistical packages and applications, research reporting and writing, and ethical considerations in business research.
·
Prerequisite: Admission to the MBA.Program.

MBA Core Courses
ACC 6320 · FINANCIAL AND MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING

Fall'
A study of the principles, conventions and concepts underlying internal and external reporting of accounting
information by business organization, and the application of these principles in evaluation, interpretation
and utilization of accounting data for managerial decisions. (Since this course replaces ACC 6326, a student cannot receive credit for both courses.)
·
Prerequisite: ACC 2322 or 2339, FINA 3383.
·
MANA 6330

MANAGEMENT THEORY AND ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR

Fall
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An analysis of fonnal organizational theory and the interrelationship of individuals in organizations. A
study of the organization as a system of authority, status, leadership, direction, culture, ethics, communication and influence, includes readings, cases and special.reports. (Since this course replaces MANA 6361, a
student cannot receive credit for both courses.)
Prerequi~ite :_ MANA 3361.
MIS 6380 DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS

.

The purpose of this cpurse is.JO study how computers can be used to enhance the decision-making process
in organizations and current implementation of decision support systems in U.S. business. Students stuaying decision support srstems will be exposed to models, databases, expert systems, fo~ generation languages, data commwucation, and organizational management The main emphasis of this course is to increase the productivity of the decision makers with the ~istance of computers.
FINA 6340 .FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION

Spring
Management of the flow of funds in the fmn; Analysis for Qbtaining the optimum utilization of funds, behavior of financial instittltions and markets. (Since this course replaces FINA 6381, a student cannot receive credit for both courses.)
Prerequisites: FINA 3383.
ECO 6350 MANAGERIAL ECONOMICS

Sptjng
.
.
The application of economic analysis to management in the business firm. Considers demand analysis, production costs, pricing policies and investment planning. Extensive use is made of case problem analysis.
(Previously ECO 5352 and EC0.6359, may not'be repeated for credit.)
.
Prerequisite: ECO 2353.
1
·
MANA

6360 OPERATIONS MANAGEMEN'(

Spring
.
This course focu'ses on the role of the production function in business systems and the study of prodoction
system operations. Emphasis. is placed on production system design, intewation of system inputs, outputs,
and transformations, and computer applications to decision processes utibzed in managing operations and
achieving optimal production. (Since this course replaces MAN 5363, a student cannot receive credit for ·
both courses.)
Prerequisite: MATH 2317 or the equivalent.
MARK 6370 MARKETING POLICY AND MANAGEMENT

Fall
.
A study of marketing policy and decision-making based upon a consumer orientation; innovation and creative adaptation to change; cultural implication of marketing action; and the role of theory in marketing.
(Since this course replaces MARK 6377, a student cannot receive credit for both courses.)
,
,
Prerequisite: lefAR.K 3371.
GENB 6390 ADMINISTRATIVE POLICY AND STRATEGY

Spring
A study of management problems under dynamic conditions, including culture and ethics. Comprehensive,
integrative cases,will be studied and analyzed. Decision making and involvement in the management proc•ess could be provided through a computerized management simulation. (Since this course replaces GENB
6369, a student cannot receive credit for both courses.)
Prerequisite.-- 18 semester hourf of MBA core courses.

· MBA Elective Courses
GENB 6316

BUSINESS RESPONSE TO GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS

On Demand
Review of government laws and regulations affecting the business operation including anti-trust, mergers
and investme,nts, consumer rights and safety, wage and hour law, industrjal relations, health and safety and
equal employment opportunity as well as business response to deregulation laws; wi~ a view toward minimizing compliance cost. (Since this course replaces GENB 6329, a student cannot receive credit in both
courses.)
GENB 6317 ADMINISTRATIVE COMMUNICATION

On Demand
Interdisciplinary study-0f the communication processes in ~usiness. Inclu_des systems and technologies, and
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the organizational and psychological processes. Formulating, conducting and reporting a significant research project in communications. (Since this course replaces GENB 6335, a student cannot receive credit
for both courses.)
ADVANCED MANAGERIAL {\.CCOUNTING

ACC 6321

On Demand
·
The purpose of this course is to explore systematically the use of accounting measures as performance
evaluation mechanisms within an organization. Motivation aspects will be emphasized,.along with the development of a framework for designing and analyzing evaluation mechanisms based on accounting data.
Prerequisite: ACC 6320.
·
ACC 6323 ACCOUNTING SEMINAR
On Demand
A study of current and special tqpics concerning accounting. Emphasis will be toward litera~ from the

professional public accounting societies and goverilmental agencies. This course has variable content and
may be repeated for credit with consent of the instructor..
Prerequisite: Recommend 15 hours of accounting, including ACC 3321, 3323, 3324 or its equivalent.
w

.

MANA 6331
On~~

PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
.
An analysis of the functions of personnel administration and of the relationship between the persOOJ1el-in-

dustrial relations system and the total organization system. Contemporary industrial relations, philosophies
and practices. (Since this course replaces MANA 63(?2, a student cannot receive credit for both courses.)
Prerequisite:· MANA 6330.
MANA ·6332

MANAGEMENT SEMINAR

On Demand
The development of management thought and practice with emphasis on current trends and problems in
management. This course has variable content and may be repeated for credit with consent of the instru<ttor. (Since this course replaces MANA 6366, a student cannot receive credit for both courses.)
Prerequisite: 12 semester hours of graduate credit. ..
MIS 6334

DATA COMMUNICATIONS ANp NETWORKING

On Demand
Communication facilities, network configurations, and system design considerations.
Prerequisite: CIS 3335, 3336.
l\1IS 6335 SEMINAR IN MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS

On Demand
Latest development and theory in irifonnation technologies.
Prerequisite: CIS3335, 3336.
MIS 6336

ADVANCED DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

On Demand
.
Purpose of thi~ course is to study advanced topics such as (1) database security, (2) recovery, (3)ooncurrent
control, (4) distributed databases, and (5) database machines.
·
'
Prerequisite: CIS 3335.
FINA 6341 FINANCE SEMINAR
On~~

'

:Readings, reports and discussion of selected topics in finance. This course has variable content and may be ·
repeated for credit with consent of the instructor.
.
·
Prerequisite; 12 semester hours of graduate business courses.
\

ECO 6351 ECONOMICS SEMINAR
On Demand
Readings and discussion of selected topics in economics. This course has variable content and may be repeated for credit.
··
· ECO 6353

LATIN AMERICAN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

On demand.
Economic development principles as applied for the Latin American experience; growth and development
~trategies including trade, borrowing, aid, education, infrastructure development and entrepreneurial activity.

Prerequisites: ECO 6301 or ~CO 2353 .and 2354.
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MARK 6371

MARKETING SEMINAR

On Demand
A study of historical and current thought in marketing theory and practice, This course has variable content
and may be repeated for credit with consent of the instructor.
.,
MARK 6372 MARKETING STRATEGY

On Demand
A study of current promotion management techniques for consumer products. Skills will be developed in
utilizing consumer research, sales analysis, and mass media data for promotion planning, creation, execution, and evaluation. (Since this course replaces MARK 5372, a student cannot receive credit for both
courses.)
GENB 7600
On Demand

THESIS

Research and writing of the thesis.

Department of Chemistry
Dr. Jose P. 'Castrillon, Chair
Full-Time Faculty:

Baca, ErnestJ. (PhD, University of New Mexico, 1969; Prof.) Physical Chemistry. ,
Castrillon, Jose P. (PhD, University of Buenos Aires, 1951; Assoc. Prof. and Chair) Organic Chemistry
Mondal,Jalal U. (PhD, University of New South Wales; 1979,In~t.) Inorganic.Chemistry
Villarreal, John R. (PhD, Texas A& M University, 1976; Assoc. Prof.)Physical Chemistry
The Department of Chemistry offers a major and a minor in chemistry.
.
In addition to a program of study for those students interested in the profession of chemistry, the department
also offers a program for predental and premedical students which leads to the Bachelor of Science Degree
in Chemistry.
·
·
The Department of Chemistry also has a plan of study for pre-pharma-cy students and for students interested
in teacher certification. The departmental course offerings also serve as supporting courses for other majors /
that require a knowledge of Chemistry.
The laboratories of the Chemistry Department are well equipped for undergraduate chemistry courses. The
following major instruments are available: infrared and ultraviolet and visible sp:ctrophotometers, nuclear
magnetic resonance and mass spectrometers, gas chromatographs and high pressure liquid chromatograph.
In addition to the formal laboratory work offered in the department, the Chemistry major may choose to
work on an independent research project under the supervision ofa faculty member.

Degre·e Requirements .
Chemistry majo,rs should include eight seme~ter hours of Physics, eight semester hours of Biology, and
Math 1370 in their programs.

Major in Chemistry:
31 or 32 semester hours of chemistry; must include Chemistry 2401, 3301, 3401, 3402 or 4488, 3404, 4401,
4402 and one or two from 3403, 4301, 4302, 4488, 4403. NOTE: CHEM 1402 or its equivalent under
CEEB or CLEP is a prerequisite for all other courses-in Chemistry.
·
Major in Chemistry with Biology' Minor:
(Predental or Premedical):
,
Same as a major in Chemistry (above) and must also include:. 18 semester hours in biology, including Biology 1401, 1402, 7402 and six advanced semester hours, Physics 1401, 1402 and Psychology 1313.
· Minor in Chemistry:
18 semester hours of which 6 JnUSt be advanced.

I
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Teacher Certification in Chemistry:

Secondary Plan I: 36 semester hours in Chemistry of which 21 must be advanced.
Secondary Plan II: 24 semester hours in Chemistry of which 12 must be advanced.
Suggested Curriculum

Prepharmacy
· Sophorrwre Year
ENG (Soph. Lit.) 6 hours
CHEM 3401, 3404
PHYS 1401, 1402
ECO 1301
GOVT 2313, 2314
BIOL 3401, BIOL 2403
P.E. 2hours

Freshman Year
BIOL 1401, 1402
CHEM 1401, 1402
ENG 1301, 1302
MATH 1340, 1356, 1360,
1370 ·
HIST 2313, 2314
P.E. (Kine~iology) 2 hours

'NOTE: A knowledge of typing is expe.cted. The University of Texas -Austin requires only one semester

sophomore English. BIOL 3401 is required by the University of Houston and the University of Texas..
BIOL 3401 is required by the University of Houston and The,University of Texas. Students planning to
transfer to The University of Texas should take BIOL 2403 and COMM 1303. The University of Houston
also requires social science electives, 3 hours, and cultural heritage electives, 6 hours, while The University
of Texas requires 8 hours of electives - 5 hours of Social aod Behavioral Sciences and 3 hours of Fine Arts .
and Humanities.
See Chemistry Department f?r other spe.cifics, since curricu~ at other institutions change.

Course Descriptions •

1

CHEM 1401 GENE~AL CHEMISTRY
.
Fundame~tal principles of pure and applied .chemistry. Includes theories of the physical and chemical structure of elements; compounds and mixtures. Three how's lecture and three hours laboratory.
.
Prerequisite: Four years of high school Mathematics or MATH 2307, 1335, 1340 or 2340 or. concurrent.
enrollment in MATH 2307, 1340 or 2330. $3.00 laboratory fee.
.·
.
CHEM 1402 · GENERAL CHEMISTRY
.
.
A continuation of Chemistry 1401 including ionic equilibrium, oxidation-reduction, qualitative analysis;
inorgani~ ~d introductory organic cheµiistry. Three hours lecture and three hours laboratory..
P_rerequisite: CHEM 1401. $3.00 f.,aborau,ry Fee.
CHEM 2401 QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
An introductory study of methods, equipment and practices of quantitative inorganic chemistry. Both volumetric gravimetric procedures will be covered in the laboratory work. Two hours lecture and six hours of
laboratory.
'
Prerequisite:. CHEM 1402. $4.00 Laborawry Fee.

CHEM.3301 INORGANIC CHEMISTRY
·
An introductory study of the elements other than· carbon and their compounds based on the periodic classification and certain related theoretical concepts explaining structure and reactivity. Three hours lecture.
Prerequisite:· 12 hours of Chemistry.!
CHEM 3401 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY ,
.
A study of carbon compounds including an introduction to ~omatic compounds. This course is either terminal or continued with Chemistry 3404. Laboratory work is mainly basic techniques and preparation and
purification of compounds. Three hours lecture and three hours laboratory.
Prerequisite: CHEM 1402. $4.00 Laboratory Fee.
CHEM 3402 QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
A continuation of Chemistry 2401 covering the more advanced quantitative method, with special emphasis
on separation and analysis of mixtures. Two hours lecture and six hours laboratory.
Prerequisite: A "C" or better in CHEM 2401. $4.00 Laboratory fee.

CHEM 3403 BIOCHEMISTRY
An elementary course in physiological chemistry or biochemistry. Three hours lecture and three hours labo-
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ratory.
/
Prerequisite: CHEM 3401. $4.00 Laboratory Fee.
CHEM 3404 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
A continuation of Chemistry 3401. Coverage of compounds is detailed. Three hours lecture and three

hours laboratory.
· Prerequisite: CHEM 3401. $5 .00 Laboratory Fee.
CHEM 4201 CHEMISTRY PROBLEMS
A course adapted to the study of special topics in chemistry. For advanced students capable of developing a
problem inde~ndently through conference and activities directed by the instructor. Problem is chosen by .
the student with the approval of the instructor prior to registration.
Prerequisite: Major in Chemistry with at least junior standing. $4.00 Laboratory Fee.
CHEM 4202 CHEMISTRY PROBLEMS
A continuation of Chemistry 4201.
Prerequisite: CHEM 4201. $4.00 Laboratory Fee.
CHEM 4301

HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF CHEMISTRY
A study of the historical. and philosophical development of chemical concepts. Three hours, lecture.
Prerequisite: 12 semester /,lours of chemistry.
,
,
'CHEM 4302 BIOCHEMISTRY

The reactions of intermediary metabolism. Three hours lecture.
Prerequisites: CHEM 3401 and GHEM. 3403.
CHEM 4378

SPECIAL TOPICS IN CHEMISTRY
A course· designed to cover in .more detail the more specialized areas in the field of chemistry.
Prerequisite: Twelve hours of chemistry.
~·
CHEM 4401 PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
Explanation and mathematical development of the theories and principles of chemistry with attention to the
subjects of atomic structure, the gas laws, thermodynamics, the phase nde and similar topics. Three hours
lecture and three hours laboratory.
Prerequisites: Six semester hours of calculus. $4.00 Laboratory Fee.
CHEM 4402 PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY.
A continuation of Chemistry 4401. Three hours lecture and three hours laboratory.
Prerequisite: CHEM 4401. $4.00 Laboratory Fee.
CHEM 4403 MOLECULAR SPECTROSCOPY
The interpretation of infrared, ultraviolet, nuclear magnetic and mass spectra, particularly in regard to applications in organic chemistry. Laboratory work deals mainly with problems which require the reading of
spectra from available reference data. Three hours lecture and three hours laboratory.
Prerequisite: CHEM 3401. $4.00 Laboratory Fee.
CHEM 4488 INSTRUMENTAL ANAJ.,YSIS
A study of measurement techniques and methods using instruments to obtain qualitative and quantitative
information. Includes a study of instrument modules, transdurers, amplifiers, control and readout devices.
Will usually include computer application either to instrument control or data reduction.
Two hour lecture and six hours laboratory.
Prerequisite: A knowledge of quantitative analytical tec~nique. Laboratory fee $5.00.
CHEM S301 BIOCHEMISTRY
The reactions of intermediary metabolism. Three hours lecture.
Prer~quisites: CHEM 3401 and CHEM 3403.

Clinical Laboratory Sciences
See Division of Health-Related Professions
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Department of Communications
Dr. Jack R~ Stanley, Interim Chair
Communications (tenured/tenure track) Faculty:,

Courtney, Janice Ray (M.F.A., Texas, 1961; Asst Prof.) Speech Communication
Cummins, Doug (Ph.D., Texas Tech, 1980; Assoc. Prof.) Theatre
Davis, Vernon (M.A., E. Texas, 1969; Assoc. Prof.) Journalism
Hawley, James A. (Ph.D., Ohio State, 1967; Assoc. Prof.) Theatre
Higdon, Lawrence (M.S., Texas A&I, 1968; Fellow, CCC-A, Asst. Prof., Pgm. Coard.) Comm. Disorders
Mata-Pistokache, Teri (M.S., Texas Christian, 1983, CCC-Sp, Asst. Prof.) Communication Di'sorders
Mclemore, George C. (Ph.D., Pittsburgh, 1985, Asst Prof., Pgm. Coard.) Speech Communication
Monta, Marian F. (Ph.D.J..Cornell, 1971, Prof., Pgm. Coard.) Theatre
Rieke, R. Neal (M.S./M.l".A., North Texas, 1976; Asst. Prof.) Speech Communication
Stanley, Jack R. (Ph.D., Michigan, 1971, Assoc. Prof.) Journalism

Focus of Communications Department: ,
· The primary aim of the Communications Department is to advance the discovery and application of humanistic, behavioral, and linguistic knowledge of human symbolic interaction .. As such, communication is examined in. its various forms, verba]/nqnverbal; normaVdisordered; in its media occurrences - conference, .
platform, stage, print, radio, film, television; in its cultural contexts; and in its influence on the course and
quality of public policy and societal change.
To satisfy the oral communication skills competency required by the S6uthem Association of Colleges and
Schools (SACS) Criteria for Accreditation, Ole Communications Department offers two Speech Communication courses (COMM 1303 and COMM 1313) in the University College/General Education curriculum.
To help satisfy the fine arts requirement in humanities, the Communications Department offers a Theatre
course (COMM 2312) in the University College/General Education curriculum.
The Communications Department sponsors a chapter of Alpha Psi Omega, national theatre honorary fraternity, and hosts a university chapter of the National Student Speech-Language-Hearing Association.
The Communications Department offers the following degree programs:
Bachelor of Arts in Communications
Master of Arts mCommunication Disorders
~ster of Arts in Speech Communication
Ma_ster of Arts in Theatre

•

Careers in Communications:

Broad career areas in communications include: communication education/teaching; sales and marketing;
personneVhuman resource management; public relations and advertising; training and organizational development; mass communication - broadcast and print journalism; electronic educational materials; governmental-political-religious-social services; educational theatre; community theatre; design and directing;
theatre acting; arts management; TV direction and production; international communication; speech-language pathology - public schools, hospitals, community clinics.
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATIONS:
Communications is a BROAD-BASED MAJOR totaling a minimum of fifty-one (51) semester hours of
which thirty-six (36) are advanced hours. (A minor is not required unless the student chooses the Communication Disorders concentration.)
The student will complete an "internal core" of six (6) semester hours-COMM 1301, Introduction to
Communications (first Communications course to be taken wjthin the major) and COMM 4303, 4324, or
4325, Communications Research.
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The student may select a single "concentration area" from either the Speech Communication, Theatre, or
Journalism concentration and complete thirty (30) semester hours within it of which eighteen (18) semester
hours must be advanced; or the student may select a single "concentration area" from the Communication
Disorders concentration and complete thirty-six (36) semester hours plus 200 approved clinical J)l'a:Cticum
hours supervised by American Speech and Hearing Association certified personnel. (Eligibility for clinical
practicum assignment requires a 7.5 GPA in the following courses: COMM 1300, 2300, 2310, 2311, and
3319.)
·
·
If the student selects Speech Communication, Theatre orJournalism as his or her concentration area, then

the student will select a "support area" in one or both of the ~maining disciplines and complete fifteen (15)
1
advanced semester hours of coursework from it (them).
If the student selects Communication Disorders as his or her single concentration area, then the student will
select a minor in Psychology, Biology, Spanish, Computer Science, Rehabilitative Services, or one of the
other three Communications concentrations.
The student must work closely with the departmental adviser and/or a concentration adviser in selecting tl,le
apj)ropriate coursework for his or her degree plan. Within each concentration area'are specialized tracks.
Students mu~t obtain information on the tra~k requirements from the departmental adviser.
PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHER CERTIFICATION IN COMMUNICATIONS:
.
.
I

Also see degree requirements for secondary education.
The student, after departmental advisement, may choose from the following:

'

.

Secondary Level, Option 1, Speech Communication: 37 sem. hrs.
COMM 1303, 1313, 1307 or 2302, 1310; 2404, 3314, 3315, 3301 or 4308, 3316, 3330,4324 or4331,4103
(3 times)
· Secondary Level, Option 2, Speech Communication: 24 sem. hrs.
.·
COMM 1303 or 1313, 1307 or 2?02, 3314, 3301 or 4308, 3330, 2404, 4324 or4331,4103 (2.ti~es)
Secondary Level, Option 1, Theatre Arts:. 38 sem. hrs.
COMM 1411, 1305, 1310, 3311 or 3323,4303,4301, 4302,4315, 4316,4318, 33()(), 4101 (3 times)
I

•

'

Secondary Level, Option 2, Journalism:. 24 sem. hrs.
COMM 1304, 1306, 3304, 3305, 3306, 4313, 4326, 4321
Speech-Language Pathology Certification and Licensure:

Students must obtain information on specific certification requirements and proficiencies from their d_epartmental ad¥iser.
MINOR IN COMMUNICATIONS:

The student, with departmental advis_ement, will complete eighteen (18) semester hours, of which nine (9)
semester hours must be advanced coursework, in a SINGLE concentration, of Communications - either
Speech Communication, Theatre, Journalism, or Communication Disorders.
I

MASTER OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION DISORDERS:
Purpose

This program is designed for those studen~ who desire to pursue advanced studies ultimately leading to
professional certification by the American Speech-Language-Hearing Association and the Texas License in
Speech-Language Pathology. Swcifically, the program is designed to m~t the career needs of thost stu,
dents who wish to:
1) Provide diagnostic, remedial and professional clinical services;
,
2) Satisfy the academic and clinical practicum requirements for the American Speech-Language-Hearing
Association Certificate of Clinical Competence;
3) Specialize in the study of Communication Disorders among Spanish/English bilingual/bicultural
populations;
4) Enhance career opportunities for professional services delivery in hospital settings, rehabilitation
centers, comm_unity clinics, and public and private schools; ,
5) Continue studies leading to the Doctor of Philosophy Degree.
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Scope
The Master of Arts degree in Communication Disorders is a broad-based, highly-specialized program designed to provide student exposure to analytical decision-making and clinical management skills necessary
to function eith~r in private_ clini~al enterp~ or public and non-profit o_rganizations utilizing speech-languagepatholog1sts and audiologists. The Umversny of Texas-Pan American Master of Arts degree program is for those individuals who hold the baccalaureate degree in speech-language disorders or in related
disciplines such as biology, allied health, or psychology. However, prerequisite courses and supervised
clinical practicum requirements need to be completed prior to enrollment m the graduate program. Thirtysix semester hours of study and a miriunum of 150 supervised graduate clinical practicum hours are required and are generally completed within a year and a half. A student may enter the program at the beginning of either semester or during the summer sessions. Graduate courses are generally scheduled during the
. early evening hours to accommodate the needs of students employed during the day.

Admission to the Communication Disorders (;rad11ate Program
All students who wish to enroll in this graduate program must first meet the _graduate admission ~uirements for The University of Texas-Pan American, and second, gain admission approval from the communication disorders graduate faculty committk.
Application.for admission to the university may be made by contacting the Office of Admissions and Records, University of Texas-Pan American, Edinburg, Texas 78539. In addition, the Coordinator for Communication Disorders, Department of Communications, must be supplied with the following information
along with a letter stating the internion to enroll:
1. A copy of the Graduate Record Examination scores; .
2. Official transcripts of all previous undergraduate and graduate academic coursework;
3; Copies of all clinical practicum hours earned in other academic programs;
·
4. Evidence of having completed all requisite undergraduate coursework or its equivalent as shown below: ·
A. Phonetics ·
3 semester hours
B. Anatomy and Physiology of
Speech/Hearing Mechanism
3 selfiester hours
C. Survey of Normal
Communication Process
3 semester hours
D. Articulatory Disorders .
3 semester hours
E. Normal Language Development
3 semester hours
F. Organic Disorders
3 semester hours
G. Diagnostic Procedures
4 semester hours
H. Basic Audiology
3 semester hours
I. AuditoryNisual Communication
3 semester hours

Degree Requirements:
.The Master of.Arts degree in Communication Disorders requires 36 semester hours plus 3 hours of practicum enrollment of which 30 semester hours must be in courses numbered (i()()() or higher. In addition, all
candidates will complete a minimum of 150 graduate practicum hours in order to complete the practicum
requirements as outlined by the American Speech-Language-Hearing Association. Prior to taking graduate
courses leading to the Master of,Arts degree in Communication. Disorders, 24 hours of undergraduate professional core courses must have been completed. Candidates within 12 semester hours of completing the
master's degree must take and pass satisfactorily both a written and oral examination. administered by the
Program's faculty as well as satisfactory completion of a clinical proficiency evaluation. The graduate courses of the Department are listed below. ·
COMM 6300
COMM 6301
COMM 6302
COMM 6303
COMM 6304
COMM 6305
COMM 6306
COMM 6307
COMM 6308
COMM 6309

Communication Research
Speech Sciences
Communication Development of Bilingual/Bicultural Children
Language Djsorders in Children
Orofacial Pathologies
Stuttering
.
Behavior Modification in Speech Pathology
Articulatory Disorders
Language Disorders in Adults
Assessment of Communication Disorders ofBilingual/Bi~ltural Populations
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COMM6310
COMM 6311
COMM 6312
COMM 6,313
COMM 6314
COMM 7300
COMM 7301

VoiceDisorders
Seminar in Commwtication Disorders
Clinical Audiology
Augmentative Communication
Seminar in Audiology
Thesis
Thesis

Application for admission to the wtivt"(Sitf may be made by contacting the Office of Admissions and Records, The University of Texas-Pan Ainencan.
·
.
f

MASTER OF ARTS IN SPEECH t;::OMMUNICATION
Purpose
.I

This program is designed for those who desire to pursue advanced studies in Speech 'Communication as a
means of enhancing their professional and academic careers. Specifically, the objectives of iliis Master's
degree ·are to:
·
1. Provide instruction for teachers and educational administrators to upgrade their pedagogical and
administrative skills;
·
2. Provide advanced insttuction for communication career training in organizational contexts such as
business, industry, public and private agencies, e.g., communication consultant/trainer, corporate
relations;
_
·
3. Prepare students for advanced graduate study in Speech Communication leading to the _terminal Doctor
of Philosophy Degree.
.

Scope
The Master of Arts degree in Speech Communication is a broad-based and individualized degree program
that addresses all of the essential dimensions and components of Speech Communication studies including
organizational, group, interpersonal, intercultural, mass media and rhetorical and communication theory.
The student will acquire a grounding in communication ~ h . both theoretical and applied. Substantial
flexibility exists for the student in Speech Communication to design a course aI_ld r e ~ program that fits
his or her unique_and specialiud professional and educatio~al goals.
Admission to Master of Arts Program in Speech Communication
In order to be admitted to the Master of Arts program in Speech Communication, the student must first
meet all requirements for admission to the Graduate School of UT Pan American, as well as other requirements specified below. Appijcation for admission to theUniversity must be made to the Office of Admissions and Records, University of Texas-Pan American, Edinburg, Texas 78539. All students applying for
admission to the Master of Arts program in Speech Communication are required to provide the Director of
Graduate Studies in the Co~llege of Arts and Sciences the following:
1. Graduate Record Examination (GRE) scores (see University Graduate Admission requirements);
2. Official transcripts of all previous academic coursework;
3. Applicable catalog(s) for evaluation of transcript(s).
,..

Specmc Admission Requirements
In addition to existing University requirements, the entering student must hold a bachelor's degree or its
equivalent from a college or university accredited by the regional accrediting association for the region in
which the institution is located. In addition, the entering student must have a 250 grade. point average in
upper-division worlc, 2.75 grade point average in upper-division work in communication courses, and 3.0 in
prioJ graduate work (if applicable). The bachelor's degree or ~nivalent must be in communications or a
communication-related discipline or student must have 24 hours of undergraduate course work in communication, including 18 hours of upper division course work.
Degree Requirements
The Master of Arts in Speech Communication includes a core of six (6) semester hours composed of the
following:
COMM 6300 Communications Research
CbM¥ 6328 Applied Research in Communication
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All candidates select eighteen (18) semester hours of designated electives, taken from coursework in Speech
Communication.
,
·
. .
.
·
All candidates select six (6) semes~r hours in non-S~h Communication electives.
Finally, an additional six (6) semester hours are required and can be met by successfully completing a thesis
or by taking six (6) semester hours of coursework selected from designated electives or free electives approved by the student's graduate adviser.
.
(In most cases, students will be enco~ged to take non~Speech Communication cour~ electives in the
fields of Psychology, History, Political Science, English, Sociology and ijusiness.)
Comprehensive Written Examination - All candidates for the Master of Arts degree in Speech Communication will be required to pass a comprehensive written, or written and oral, e~amination encompassing the
information and materials in Speech\ Communication-and related coursework on the completion of at least
24 semester hours, but prior to compl~tion of 30 semester·hours, of graduate work toward a degree.
.

.

'

'

, - In tabular form, the. requirements for a Master's degree in Speech Communication appear as follows:
Sem. Hr. Requirements
beyond B.A.
6

Category
,
.
A. Core Requirements (6300, 6328)
B. Designated Electives
C. Free (non-Speech Comm.) Electives
D. Other
(1) Thesis=
or
(2) Free or Designated Electives=
TOTAL Semester Credit Hours·
.
E. Comprehensive Written Examination-

18
6

6
6

6
36

Courses· Available for Speech Communication Graduate Program
COMM 6300 Communication Research
COMM 6328 Applied Research in Communication
COMM 6320 Seminar in Rhetorical and Communication Theory
COMM 6321 Seminar in Communication Education
COMM 6322 •Seminar in Culture and Communication
COMM 6323 Seminar in Interpersonal Communication
COMM 6324 Seminar in Organi7.ational Communication
COMM 6325 Seminar in Group Commuqication
COMM 6326 Seminar in Nonverbal Communication
COMM 6327 Seminar in Contemporary Rhetorical Theory and Criticism
COMM 7300-7301 Thesis
Electives in Other Departmental Programs and Support Areas·
COMM 6360 Historical Studies in Mass Media
COMM 6361 Genre.Studies in Film and Video
COMM 7300 Thesis
COMM 7301 Thesis·
C.ommunication Courses Within Master's degree in Theatre
'

'

MASTER OF ARTS IN THEATRE
This program is designed for those who desire to pursue advanced .studies in Theatre as a means of enhanc·tng their professional and academic careers. Specifically, the objectives of this Master's degree in Th~tte
are as follows: ·
·
1) Prepare students to teach theatre and theab'e arts in the state of Texas and elsewhere;
2) Enable teachers currently employed to upgrade tqeir skills, certifications and endorsements through
graduate work;
,
3) Develop a program which will meet Texas Educational Theatre Association (IBTA) and National
. Association of Schools of Theatre (NAS1) standards;
4) Continue studies leading to the, poctor of Philosophy Degree.

Scope
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The Master of Arts degree in Theatre is a broad-based program designed to provide the swdent exposure to
the most up-to-date knowledge available in areas of Theatre swdies such as literature, history, performance
theory and criticism. The program concentrates primarily on theay and secondarily on performance.

Admission to the Master. or Arts Program in Theatre
All swdents who wish to enroll in. this graduate program must first meet the graduaie admission requirements for this university. Application for admission to the university may be made by contacting the Office
of Admissions and Records, UT Pan American. In addition, the Coordinator of the Graduate Program in the
Communications Department must be supplied '\\'.i~ the following information:
1. A copy of the Graduate Record Examination scores;
2. Official transcripts of all previous, _graduate and undergraduate academic coursework.
Applicants must hold a bachelor's degree or its equivalent from a college or university accredited by the
regional accredfting association for the region in which the instiwtion is located; have a 2.5 grade point average in upper-division work~ 2.75 grade point average in upper-division work in theatre courses; and a 3;0
in graduate courses (if applicable). A GRE score of 600 or a minimum OMAT score of 350 is required. No
special specific requirements will be necessary for the wagram, although some degree candidates may
have tol&level" (take undergraduate courses to prepare for graduate courses in the areas in which the swdents' undergraduate training is inadequate).

or

Degree Requirements·
Students may select 30 hours from among the following, of which 3 hours indicated are required.
Only six (6) hours of 5000 level courses will be applied to the degree.
·
COMM 5304
COMM 5311
COMM 5323
COMM 5615
COMM 6300
COMM 6340
COMM 6341
COMM 6342
COMM 6343
COMM 6344
COMM 7300
. COMM7301

s·criptwriting
Contempprary Drama
World Drama
Summer Theatre Workshop
Communication Research (Required)
Special Topics in Theatre History
Special Topics in Dramatic Literature
Dramatic Criticism
Performance Theory
Master Class in Theatrical Pertormance or Production
Thesis
Thesis

A six (6) hour thesis is not required but sttongly advised for students anticipating further graduate study.
Students not selecting the thesis option may take six semester hours from designated or free electives approved by the student's graduate adviser. "
A. Students must take COMM 6300.
B. Each student must include 6 hours of work outside the field, selected according to his or her individual
needs and interests.and with approval of the student's graduate adviser.
Core required for all students
Designated Electives
Free (non-Theatre) Electives
Other

3 sem. hrs.
21 sem. hrs.
6sem. hrs.
6sem. hrs.

(1) Thesis = 6 sem. hrs.
or
(2) Free or Designated Electives = 6 sem. hrs. .

TOTAL Semester Credit Hours

36sem. hrs.

S~pporting Fields
Some existing programs and support areas at UT Pan American which would complement this program are
as follows:
(a) graduate courses in English Literature; especially those relating to Dramatic Literature;
(b) graduate courses iri Speech Communication and mass communic~tion;
"\
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(c) graduate courses in Art or Music, if they are added to the curriculum and are courses relevant to the
Theatre student.
·
These courses could be used to complete the requirement that six hours of the Master's program in Theatre
be taken outside the students' .major area of study. For teachers seeking certification, the six hours could be
taken in their second teaching field. Theatre teachers most frequently have English or Speech Communication as the second teaching field. The six-hour outside requirement would be met in an area that both the
' student and the adviser agree would be valid and useful for the student
.· .
·

Course Descriptions:
Following each entry in the course inventory is a code which lists the concentration to which the course can
be applied. If a course has two codes, it is cross-listed.between concentration areas. The code is as follows:
CO = Communications core
SP = Speech Communication
TH = Theatre
,
JO = Journalism
CD = Communication Disorders
UC/GE = University College/General Education
Students must seek advisement from the Communications Department on a regular basis to discover when
specific courses are to be scheduled and taught
.COMM 1301 INTRODUCTION TO COMMUNICATIONS (CO)

A survey of the areas of communications, including but not limited to speech, speech therapy, drama.journalism, television, film, radio, public relations, and advertising. Career possibilities and employment opportunities are discussed. Students are given projects in each of the various areas to aid in their understandmg of the requirements of each field. Some diagnostic testing to aid students in C!!['eel' choices and in appreciation of the qualities of each discipline. Two hours lecture and two hours lab. Required of all majors in
communications.
.PRESENTATIONAL SPEAKING (SP) (UC/GE)
Instruction and practice in speech preparation and delivery. Includes audience analysis, selecting and developing the topic, drafting the speech outline, arranging and intensifying the speech, use of visual aids and
supporting materials, effective delivery techniques and speech evaluation. Stresses logical thinking as a
·basis for formulation of the. communications message.
·
,
COMM 1303

.

COMM 1304 REPORTING I (JO)

A study of news sources, newswriting and news values, including finding, gathering, evaluating and writing
news for print, radio and television. The student newspaper is used as a laboratory for the course, with stu,.
dents submitting material .to the newspaper.
·
ACTING I (TH )
Improvisational acting techniques and the application of these principles to stage, television and. film.

COMM 1305

COMM 1306 REPORTING II (JO)
A continuation of COMM 1304, with increased emphasis on. specialized types of news reporting. 'I;he student newspaper is used as a laboratory for this course.
Prerequisite: COMM 1304,(C average)

•

COMM 1307 INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION (SP)
Instruction and activities in the principles of human communication and interaction. Includes self-concept,
self-disclosure and risk, defensiveness, perception, empathy, semantics and abstraction, language, attitudes
and behavior, nonverbal communication, listening and feedback, i:elational communication, assertiveness
and confli~t resolution.
·
COMM 1309 VOICE AND PHONETICS (CD)
•
Introduction to speech science basics and the characteristics of proper voice and diction. The International
Phonetic Alphabet is used to present the speech sounds of American English. Students are offered the opportunity to learn to recognize and analyze production of speech sounds and to modify speech production.
Course is designed for speech therapy majors and prospective elementary teachers.
~OMM 1310

ORAL INTERPRETATION (SP) (TH)
Introduction and practice in the principles of speech as applied to the oral presentation of various literacy ·
forms. Includes·prose and poetry, dramatic and duo-dramatic interpretation as well as storytelling.
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COMM 1313 . FUNDAMENTALS OF SPEECH COMMUNICATION (SP) (UC/GE)

Theory and application of the various elements of the speech communication process; through lecture. class
discussion and active participation students have the opportunity to develop skills in specific types of communication behavior including U,stening, interviewing, small group interaction and public speaking. ,
COMM 1315 SURVEY OF RADIO/TV BROADCAST/CABLE (JO)
An overview of broadcasting and cablecasting; history, programming, regulations and financial structures.
Commercial, educational and public radio and TV. both in the U.S. and around the world, will be covered
with an emphasis on helping the student be a better-informed and more critical con·sumer.

COMM 1387 SPEECH COMMUNICATION -HONORS PLAN (SP) (UG/GE)
Theory and in~nsive application of various elements of the speech communication process. Through lecture, class discussion and active participation, students have the•opponunity to develop skills in communication behavior including listening, interviewing, small group in~raction, audio-visual aid use, and public
speaking. Course substitutes for UC/GE option in Speech Communication. Credit may not be received for
COMM 1387 and COMM 1313.
-

'

COMM 1400

SPEECH IMPROVEMENT

Analysis of student speech, concentrated drill on En&lish speech sounds, bilingual Iangwige interference,
language intonation patterns, and body movement. Three hours lecture and two hours lab.
·
COMM 1408 PHOTOGRAPHY (JO)

· An introduction to the techniques of taking photographs and the processes of developing, printing, enlarging, cropping and dodging,
·
CO~M 1411 TECHNICAL PRODUCTION I (TH) (JO)

Instruction and practice in the methods of construction, painting, rigging, shifting stage scenery and properties, 8$ well as the application of these techniques to television production. Three hours lecture and three
hours arranged lab.
.
COMM 1412 TECHNICAL PRODUCTION II (TH) 00)
A continuation of COMM 1411. I,nstruction and practical experience in production problems, including
light and sound. Three hours lecture and three hours arranged lab.
COMM 1414 CHILDREN'S THEATRE WORKSHOP (TH)

An intensive workshop course in which students will act as assistants in all aspects of the production of a
major dramatic work which will be produced for children and which will embody the principles of dramatic production in form suitable for elementary school audiences.
•
·
COMM 1615 SUMMER THEATRE WORKSHOP (TH)
Designed to inb'oduce beginning students to basic techniqyes of theatre staging through practical situations,
this workshop requires students to participate in .a series of productions for public viewing. Because of the
intensive nature of this course, students are not allowed to take other studies or outside employment during

their workshop enrollment period without permission of the instructor.
COMM 1616

SUMMER TELEVISION WORKSHOP (JO)

-

An intensive workshop course in whicti students are responsible for all aspects of the production of a major
dramatic work which will be produced for tel~vision and which will embody the principles of dramatic pro-

duction in television form.
COMM 2101

.~

PRACTICUM -THEATRE (TH)

Participation in theatre. programs sponsored by the department One hour of credit requires a minimum of
60 hours of satisfactory panicipation, plus any additional requirements set by the adviser. May be repeated
for credit a. maximum of four times.
;
COMM 2102 ST AGE MOVEMENT (TH)

Work on pantomime, special techniques and exercises designed to improve motor activity for stage purposes. Students are expected to provide practice clothes for the course. The class will meet three hours per
week. May be repeated for credit a maximum of four times.
;

COMM 2103 PRACTICUM - FORENSICS (SP)

Participation in forensic programs sponsored by 'the department. One hour credit requires a minimum of 60
hours of satisfactory participation plus any additional requirements set by the adviser. May be repeated for
credit a maximum of four times.
'
' .
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COMM 2\04 PRACTICUM - PRINT MEDIA (JO)
.
.
Participation in print media programs sponsored by the department One hour credit requires a minimum of
60 hours of satisfactory participation plus any additional requirements set by the ad..,i.ser. May be repeated
for credit a maximum of four times. ·
·
COMM 2105 PRACTICUM 7 RADIO-TV-FILM (JO)_
,
. Participation in ~dio-TV-film Pi:t>8f!U11S sponsored by:the dep~ent. One hour credit_requires a minimum
of 60 hours of sabsfact.c:>ry paruc1pabon plus any add,iuonal requrrements set by the adviser. May be repeated for credit a maximum of four times.
COMM 2106

PRACTICUM - SPEECH THERAPY (CD)

Participation in Speech therapy programs sponsored by the department. One hour credit requires a minimum of 60 hours of satisfactory participation plus any additional requirements set by the adviser. May be
repeated for credit a maximum of four times.
COMM 2302 COMMUNICATION THROUGH GROUP PROCESS (SP)

· Instruction and practice in group theory and technique. Includes principles and methods of discussion, interpersonal relations in groups, problem-solving and decision-making processes, conflict management in
groups, sources and philosophies of ~up leadership, preparatiop of agendas, rules of order, and committee
procedures and regulations.
COMM 2306

ACTING.II (TH)

Intensive study of the techniques of building and devel_oping a characterization.
COMM 2309 INTRODUCTION TO SPEECH CORRECTION (CD)

An introductory course in speech science designed for communication disorders majors, presenting normative infonnation about the aerodynamic, acoustic, physiological production and perceptual processes underlying human communication.
COMM 2310 ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY OF THE SPEECH AND HEARING MECHANISM (CD)

A detailed study of the anatomical and physiological structure and function of the speech and hearing
mechanism, including neurological aspects.
·
·
COMM 2311 SPEECH PATHOLOGY I (CD)
In depth investigation of disorders of articulation, voice and rhythm, with emphasis on the practical applications of theory. Therapy techniques are presented and material developed.
Prerequisites: COMM 1309, 2309-and 2310.
COMM 2312

THEATRE APPRECIATION (TH) (UC/GE)

An introduction to the theatre, how to enjoy and understand plays, an appreciation and understanding of the
various factors w~ich make up a live theatre perfonnance. Three hours· lecture, one hour lab; Designed for
non-majors.
·
COMM 2313

READINGS IN DRAMATIC LITERATURE (TH)

COMM 2320

R.HETORICAL AND COMMUNICATION THEORY (SP)

Critical review and analysis of selected classic plays from Greek antiquity to the present time, designed to
clarify the nature and major achievemepts of western dramatic art. Ca:n be counted as English or Communications.
Comprehensive overview and analysis of the various significant theories of rhetoric and communication,
with an historical grounding but emphasizing modern themes and perspectives. Rhetorical theorists to include I.A. Richards, Richard Weaver, Stephen Toulmin, Chaim Perelman, Kenneth Burke, Marshall
McLuhan. Communication theorists to include .Erving Goffman, Paul Watzlawick, Charles. Osgood, Norbert Wiener, Alfred Korzybski, George Herbert Mead;
.'
COMM 2404 TELEVISION PRODUCTION (JO)

Introduction to television studio operation with emphasis on television production. Covers cameras, microphones, lights, setting and performers. Three hours lecture and three hours lab.
COMM 24,>9

ACTING Ill (TH)

Study of work with partners in scenes. Techniques of working in large and small group scenes, working for
specificity of character and developing responsive and responsible rehearsal techniques. Two hours lecture
and four hours labt
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COMM. 2410

ACTING IV (TH)

Working with particular acting problems, such as characterization~ the musical, individuation in group
scenes, comIJlercials, supporting partners, et cetera. Two hours lecwre and four hours lab.
COMM 2411 MAKEUP (TH) (JO)

A study of makeup for stage, film and television camera. Includes the study of makeup design and application and special effects makeup. Students must provide their own makeup for the cqurse. Three hours lecture and three hours·tab.
COMM 2412

COSTUMING f('H) (JO)

A study of costume design and construction with emphasis on problems encountered in designing clothes
for theatre, television and dance. Three hours lecture and three hours lab.
·
·
COMM 3301

RHETORIC OF TELEVISION (SP) (JO)

.

A consideration of television and its pervasive influence'upon contemporary social, political and cultural
institutions. Course explores the forms of persuasion embedded in television and methods by which these
rhetorical structures affect human
perceptual
systems and resulting human behavior.
.
.
COMM 3302 SPEECH FOR STAGE AND SCREEN (TH) (JO)

.

An intensive course in high quality diction for those planning to speak pro(essionally on stage, TV, radio or
film. Work on diction, foreign accents and dialects. Some voice work included. ~
COMM 3304 ADVERTISING (JO)

Principles of advertising as they are applied and used in radio. television, film, print media and theatre.
Practice in writing advertising copy, I,ayout and design.
COMM 330S EDITING (JO)

Copyreading, headline writing and planning newspaper makeup; processing articles for the university newspaper.
·
·
Prerequisite: COMM 1304.
/ ·
COMM 3306

FEATURE WRITING (JO)

.

.

Interpreting trends in reader appeal; analyzing feature story structure; finding ideas for gathering materials;
writing and selling feature articles.
Prerequisite: COMM 1304.

.
/
COMM 3307 .~DITORIAL WRITING AND INVESTIGATIVE REPORTING (JO)
.

Determining editorial policies for print and broadcast media; studyi~g the major types of editorial; writing .
editorials for particular purposes and different audiences; conducting investigations leading to significant
news stories; analyzing.and interpreting situations and timely events.
Prerequisite: COMM 1304.
COMM 3308

CREATIVE DRAMATICS (TH)·· ·

A 'study of informal drama in its application to the elementary class room. Development of creativity
.through original dramatizations by children. Of_special interest to the elementary teacher.
COMM 3309 ADVAN CED TECHNICAL PRODUCTION AND DESIGN (TH) (JO}
Principles of design as applied to modern s\age and television production.
·
COMM 3310

LIGHTING FOR THE ST AGE, FILM AND TV (TH} (JO)

Problems-of lighting design and execution as applied to the various media- stage, screen and television.
COMM 3311

.

CONTEMPORARY DRAMA (TH)

.

.

i

.

.

A stud)t of trends and movements 10 20th century American, British and European drama with emphasis on
' works of major playwrights.
Prerequisites: 12 semester hours ofEnglish (may be counted as ENG 3311)
_COMM 3314 PERSUASIVE COMMUNICATION (SP) (JO)

.

Persuasive techniques arid rhetorical principles as they apply to verbal and nonverbal communications
where the goal is social influence. In-class speeches and projects· stress practical application of persuasive
strategies. Persuasive characteristics of contemporary culture, seructure and content of persuasive messages, source credibility, propaganda, ethlcs and role of anitudes, belief systems and values in persuasive
communication.
COMM 3315

.

'

COMMUNICATION IN HUMAN RELATIONS (SP)

Application of the Speech Communication perspective as a dynamic process of human interaction. Signifi-
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cant issues and topics in interpersonal communication such as family communication, gender communication, social conflict and communication, confronting death through communication.
COMM 3316 INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION.(SP) (JO)

Study of the symbolic and relativistic nature of culture and the resultant problems in attempting to communicate meaning across cultural lin~. .
·
COMM 3317 SPEECH FOR THE ELEMENT ARY TEACHER (SP) (CD)

A study of communication acts in the elementary classroom which will afford the opportunity for the
teacher to learn.how to diagnose problems, assess communication skills, and teach techniques to enable the
child to communicate more effectively. A projects course which includes a study of communications disorders, the phonetic alphabet, the child's self-image, assertiveness in the classroom, language, games to build
vocabulary, critical listening, giying factual reports, storytelling, creative dramatics, playmaJcing and effective self expression. ·
·
,
COMM 3319 SPEECH PATHOLOGY II (CD)
.
. .
Further investigation of communication disorders including aphasia, neurologically related disorders and
physical anomalies. ·Emphasis on the multiple handicapped child.
Prerequisites: COMM 2309 and 2~10.
'
COMM 3321

LANGUAGE DINELOPMENT (CD)

A review of the theories of speech and language development including psycholinguistic considerations.
Includes description of developmental norms of s~h and language. Relationship between language, -sensory and motor development is presented. May be couoted as ED .4301.
COMM 3323

WORLD DRAMA (TH)

Stutly of trends and movements in dramatic lherature'from ancient Greece through World War I. Emphasis
on the works of.major playwrights.
.
Prerequisite: 12 semester hours of English. (May be counted as ENG 3323.)
COMM 332'4 CINEMATOGRAPHY/VIDEOGRAPHY (JO)

Principles of single camera "film style" location video production. Using video equipment, students will
produce short productions based on oareful preproduction planning (scripting and storyboarding). Major
stress on post-production editing and quality of finished product. Three hours lecture, one hour lab.
COMM 3325 MOTION PICTURE HISTORY AND SIGNIFICANCE (JO)
Historical survey of motion pictures from 1890s to the present. Students will view, study, and review major

motion pictures from various periods, noting important periods, styles, genres and movements in the dramatic film (including foreign films and TV). Viewing lab ar,anged .
..

COMM 3330

ARGUMENTATION AND DEBATE (SP)

Instruction and practice in the principles of ariumentation and debate. Includes philosophies and concepts,
forms of argument, analysis by issues and logical form, evidence and"reasoning, positions of advocacy, _
refutation and rebuttal, cross•eJ(amination, ethics of argument and persuasion, and communication ,strategies ,
in -contemporary society. (Formerly COMM_2303) ' •
COMM 3331

PRINCIPLES OF INTERVIEWING (SP) (JO)

Theory, application and selected practice of tJ:ie interview process in a varjety of situations .. Students have
the opportunity to develop basic skills in selection, appraisal, counseling, discipline, exit, persuasive and
focus interviews; interviews in mass-media contexts, in data analysis, and in other important techniques.
Ethical guidelines stressed throughout
,
·
COMM 3332

COMI\1UNICATION AND ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR (SP)

Communication as an aid in the development and maintenance of organizations. Stresses communication,
management and organizational structure and theory. Includes interaction, motivation and leadership, developing hun:ian resources, managing change, and increasing organizational comlnunication, performance
and managerial effectiveness within organizations. (Formerly COMM 4306; may not be repeated for ·
credit.
COMM J340

COMMUNICATION DISORDERS (CD) ,

.

Designed to acquaint the prospective teacher/public services student with various types of commun_,ication
disor~rs and their etiologies, identification, basic intervention and remedia\ion procedures. Recommended
for individuals seeking teacher cei;tification in-socia]/behavioral sciences and special education.
'

\

COMM 3403

TELEVISION NEWS PRODUCTION AND REPORTING (JO).

Methods of gathering facts, words and images, then developing them into professional video newscasts,
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including audio and video recording, editing, production, delivery and transmission, within the scope of
· standard electronic journalistic ethics and practices. Prerequisites: COMM 1315 and 2404.
COMM 3412 ARTS MANAGEMEN'F AND PUBLICITY (TH) (JO)

Basic principles of managing arts events or arts centers. Practical experience in publicity, release writing,
box office management, program and poster production and public1relations. Three hours- lecture, three
hours lab.
COMM 3420

AUDIOLOGY (CD)

·

Basic orientation to audiology including physics of sound, anatomy and physiology of the hearing mechanism, patfiology of hearing and evaluation of hearing which includes emphasis on pure tone and impedance
audiometry. Three hours lecture and three hours lab.
·
Prerequisites: COMM 2309 and 2310.
·
COMM 3422 DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES (CD)

.

Study of diagnostic techniques and specific testing instruments utilized in the evaluation of communication
' disorders in the bilingual child. ·
Prerequisites: COMM 2309, 2311 and 3321.
COMM 3623 PROFESSIONAL INTERNSHIP- COOPERATIVE EDUCATION -THEATRE
(TH)

A planned program of half-time (20 hours per week) work, for a minimum' of one semester or two continuous summer sessions, related to the field._ Enrollment must be completed prior to the work period. Students
should be classified as seniors. Credit will be determined on the basis of satisfactory employer's evaluation
and the student's written report.
COMM 3624 PROFESSIONAL INTERNSHIP- COOPERATIVE EDUCATION - SPEECH
COMMUNICATION (SP)

. A planned program .of half-time (20 hours per week) work, for a minimum of one semester or two continuous summer sessions. related to the field. Enrollment must be completed prior to the work period. Students
should be classified as seniors. Credit will be determined on the basis of satisfactory employer's evaluation
and the student's written report.
'
COMM 3625 · PROFESSIONAL INTERNSHIP - COOPERATIVE EDUCATION - PRINT ME- ·
DIA (JO)
"

A planned program of half-time (20 hours per week) work, for a minimum of oue semester or two continuou~ summer sessions, related to the field. Enrollmentmust be completed prior to the work period. Students
should be classified as seniors. Credit will•be detertnined on the basis of satisfactory employer's evaluation
and the student's written report.
·

"

COMM 3626 PROFESSIONAL INTERNSHIP- COOPERATIVE EDUCATION - RADIO-TVFILM (JO) '
.
.

a

A planned program of half-time (20 hours per week) work, for minimum of one semester or two continuous summer sessions, related to the field. Enrollment must be completed prior to the work period. Students
should be classified as seniors. Credit will be determined on the basis of satisfactory employer's evaluation
and the student's written report.
COMM 4101

COMMUNICATIONS PRACTICUM-THEATRE (TH)

Participation in University Theatre activities oranother theaire program approved by the instructor. One
hour of credit requires a minimulJl of 60 hours of satisfactory participation, plus any additional requirements set by the instructor. May be repeated for credit a maximum of four times.
· ,
COMM 4102 COMMUNICATIONS PRACTICUM-STAGE MOVEMENT (TH)

Advanced study of movement on the stage for the actor. Students will provide practice clothes for the
course. One hour credit requires a minimum of 60 hours satisfactory participauon, plus arty additional requirements set by the instructor. May be repeated for credit a maximum of four times.
COMM 4103

COMMUNICATIONS PRACTICUM- FORENSICS (SP)

.

Participation in the forensics program of the University. One hour of credit requires a minimum of 60
hours of satisfactory participation, plus any additional requirements set by the instructor. May be repeated
for credit a maximum of four times.
.
COMM 4104

COMMUNICATIONS PRACTICUM - PRINT MEDIA (JO)

Participation in the student magazine, newspaper or another print program approved by the adviser. One
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hour of credit requires a minimum of 60 hours satisfactory participation plus any additional requirements
set br the adviser. May be repeated for credit a maximum of four times.
.
/
COMM 4105 COMMUNICATIONS PRACTICUM- RADIO-TV-FILM (JO)

Participation in the Radio-lV-Film program of the University or any other Radio-lV-Film program approved by the instructor. One hour of credit requires a minimum of 60 hours of satisfactory participation
plus any additional requirements
set by the instructor. May be repeated for creditI a maximum of four times.
.
COMM 4106 COMMUNICATIONS ~RA CTI CUM .... SPEECH. THERAPY (CD)

Participation in the therapy clinic of th~ University or any other therapy program approved by the instructor.
· One hour of credit requires a minimum of 60 hours of satisfactory participation, plus any additional requirements set by the instructor. May be repeated for credit a maximum of four times. .
COMM 4301 DIRECTING I (TH) (JO)
,
Study, observation and practice in selecting scripts and working with problems; methods, and techniques of
direction and production. Two hours lecture, two hours lab.
,
COMM 4302 DIRECTING II (TH) (JO)
.
A continuation of COMM 4301 with stress upon student direction and production of plays and television
programs. One hour lecture, four hours lab.
·
COMM 4303

COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH -THEATRE (Tll) (CO)

Major methods of research used in theatre. Each student is responsible for the successful completion of a
research project.
COMM 4304 SCRIPTWRITING FOR STAGE AND SCREEN (TH) (JO)

Advanced level course in the arts and crafts of scriptwriting for stage and screen (motion picture and/or
television). Course would be repeatable for credit wi~ new work or work with different medium.
COMM 4305 CHILDREN'S THEATRE (TH)

.

_

Play selection, casting, direction and supervision of a children's theatre production. Students work in a
children's production and each student is required to design a project for staging with youngsters. May be
counted for credit as ED 4320.
·
COMM 4307 CONTEMPORARY RHETORIC OF SOCIAL AND POLITICAL MOVEMENTS
(SP) (JO)
.

Rhetoric as an instrument of change within current political and social protest movements. Analysis of
strategies and tactics of agitation and control. Study of pamphlets, speeches, underground publications,
files, music, nonverbal symh9ls and body rhetoric. Includes such movements as the far right, new left,
black power, Chicano movements ahd women's liberation.
•
COMM 4308

SPECIAL PROBLEMS I?tl RHETORICAL CRITICISM (SP) (JO)

Significant issues and topics in.rhetorical criticism,, Principles of criticism applied to political and social
communication behavior. May be repeated once for credit.
·
COMM 4311 CLINICAL PRACTICUM I (CD)
'
A minimum of 60 clock hours of actual supervised clinical practice with communicatively handicapped
individuals. Involves application of diagnostic, prescriptive and therapeutic techniques.
COMM 4312 CLINICAL PRACTICUM Il (CD)
A minimum of 60 clock hours of actual supervised clinical practice with communicatively handicapped
individual~ Involves application of diagnostic, prescriptive and therapeutic techniques.
·
COMM 4313

ETHICS AND LAW OF MASS COMMUNICATIONS (JO)

Rights, privileges and.responsibilities of news, edito.rial and advertising personnel; other legal implications,
planning guides of conduct for mass communications.
·
COMM 4314 ADVANCED TV/FILM PRODUCTION (JO) (TH)

Advanced level course stressing the application of basic arts and skills developed in COMM 2404 and making use of advanced students in directing, technical crafts, performance and scriptwriting. Repeatable fol"
credit with new production.
COMM 4315 HISTORY OF THE THEATRE I (TH)

A thorough study of the ~istory of theatre from its origins until the end of the.Jacobean era.
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COMM 4316

HISTORY OF THE THEATRE II (TH)

A thorough study of the history of theatre from the Restoration until the present
COMM 4321

PUBLIC RELATIONS (JO)

Planning and preparation of publicity ma~rials for media. application of public relations techniques. and
clinical study of current public relations campaigns. Some laboratory work in the Communications Department
\

COMM 4324

COMMUNICA TIO~S RESEARCH,.. SPEECH (SP) (CD) (CO)

Major methods of research used in the field of Speech Communication or Communication Disorders. Each
stu<Jent is responsible for the successful completion of a research project
COMM 4325

COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH-JOURNALISM (JO) (CO)

Major methods of research used in Journalism. Each student is responsible for the successful completion of
a research project. _ ·
.
~
•
•
COMM 4326

PHOTOJOURNALISM (JO)\

Principles and practices of photo communication. Topics include general and spot news photography, news
-portraits. pict~ stones and essays;iayout and other techniques of photojournalism. Fl,ll'ther experience
with exposure and development controls of black and white photography. Emphasis placed on actual newspaper and yearbook assignments. r Participation in campus publicatio~ is encouraged. Laboratory required.
Prerequisite: COMM 1408.
,COMM 4327

HISTORY OF MASS MEDIA (JO)

Study of tlie development of American journalism and mass media from colonial times to the present Emphasis is on the role and influence of the media in the historical developm~nt of American society and culture, the contributions of important individual personalities associated with various media, technical advances in. the print and electronic media, and the growth of lhe concept of freedom of lhe press.
COMM 4330

COMMUNICATION CONSULTING AND TRAINING (SP)

Study of the consultant's role in planning-and implementing organizational communication diagnosis and
change. Factors affecting the consultant-client relationship as well as ethical considerations will be highlighted. In addipon, methods, techniques and practice in communication training programs and workshops
will be addressed.
·
·
COMM 4331 SENIOR SYNTHESiS SEMINAR IN SPEECH COMMUNICATION (SP)
Students are provided the opportunity to integrate principles, ideas and information covered in lower and
upper division Speech Communication coursework and to apply theories, research methods, and intervention techniques in various analytical and experiment.al situations.
·
Prerequisites: COMM 1301, 24 hours in Speech Communication, including nine hours advanced.
COMM 4332 MAGAZINE WRITING AND EDITING (JO)

.

·

A complete study of the art of magazine production, ranging from the writing style to computer editing.
Actual page layouts will be completed, showing placement of body copy, headlines, pictures, cutlines and
advertising. Focus will be placed upon production and marketing of magazine advertising. _
Prerequisites: COMM 3305_ and 3306.
·
COMM 4333 COMMUNICATION FOR THE SECONDARY TEACHER (SP) (TH) (JO)
Methods'of teaching Speech Communication, Journalism ana Theatre in higfl school. Materials for intramural and interschqol speech, theatre, and journalism activities in both junior and senior high schools.. Particular attention is given to the UIL one-act play and the student newspaper and yearbook. Methods of
training participants in these activities are emphasized.
COMM 4334

ADV AN CED PUBLIC RELATIONS (JO)

A continuation of the initial course in Public Relations. Considerable class time will be devoted to public
relations research, target audiences, laws-affecting public relations practice and communications channels.
Assignments will incl_ude an in d~pth study of a public relations agency.
Prer~quisite: COMM 4~21.
COMM 4335

ADV•ANCED ADVERTISING (JO)

_

A continuation of advertising procedures. The study of various forms of advertising research techniques
and retail advertising. Assignments include an in depth study of the modem full-service advertising agency. '
Prerequisite: COM!vf 3304.
·
COMM 4410

AUDITORY AND VISUAL COMMUNICATION (CD}

Melhods and techniq~es utilired in the aural rehabilitation or habilitation of the acoustically handicapped.
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Three hours lecture and three hours lab.
Prerequisite: COMM 3420.
COMM 4414 CIIlLDREN'S THEATRE WORKSHOP (TH) ·
·
An intensive workshop course in which students ar:e responsible for all aspecfS of the production of a major
dramatic work.which will be produced for children and which will embody the principles of dramatic pro-

duction in form suitable for elementary school audiences. COMM 4417

RADIO AND TELEVISION ADVERTISING PRODUctlON' (JO)

Application of principles of advertising to production of radio and television commercials. Three hours
lecture and three hours lab.
'
Prerequisites: ·coMM 2404 and 3304.
COMM 4418 THEORY AND STYLES OF ACTING (TH)

.

Techniques of period acting and exploration of major theones of acting techniques. Two hours lecture and
four hours lab.
,
CO~M 441~

PROBLEMS IN AC.nNG (T~ .

.

. ·

-

.

./

Acung techmques to adapt performance to varym~ situations such as large and fmall prosceruum, film, television. Preparation of audition material and problems in developing range of.characterization. Two hours
lecture and four ho.urs lab.
·
. COMM 4615

SUMMER THEATRE WORKSHOP (TH)

.

For the advanced undergraduate, experience in all areas of theatrical presentation. Students assume responsibility for one or more of the following at.~as: lechnical theatre production problems in acting and directing, theatre business management. Because of the intensive nature of this course students are not allowed to
take other studies or outside employment during the worlcshop enrollment period without permission of the
instructor.
COMM 4616

SUMMER TELEVISION WORKSHOP {JO)

For tlie advanced undergraduate, an intensive workshop course in which students are res~nsible for the
production of a major dramatic work which will be produced for television and which will embody the principles of dramatic production in television form ..

Master of Arts in Communication Disorders
COMM 6300

COMMUNICATION RESEARCH (CD) (SP) (TH)

.

·'

,

,

Major methods of research used in the various fields of.communication. Each student is responsible for the
successful_completion of a research project
·
·
COMM 6301

SPEECH SCIENCES (CD)

A study of the relation of embryology and neurology to the speech and language processes; physics of
sound; psychology Qf communication; linguistics, dialectology, and modem studies and research in the sciences related to speech and language. .
·
'
.
Prereq~ites: COMM 2310 or equjva/ent and Graduate Standing.
, COMM 6302 COMMUNICATION OF BILINGUAL/BICULTURAL CHILDREN (CD)
The study of Communication in the bilingual/bicultural child, and the effects of second language learning

on the phonological, semantic, syntactic-!Jlorphologic, prosodic and pragmatic systems. Emphasires Ian•
· guage function as the rubric for attaining communicative competence in second as well as first language
usage.
COMM 6303

LANGUAGE.DISORDERS IN CHILDREN (CD)

An in-depth investigation of current assessment methodologies and remediation techniques for languagedisordered children, emphasizing development of diagnostic, appraisal; and clinical management strategies
for language disorders.
COMM 6304

OROFACIAL PATHOLOGIES

:

'

The study of cleft palate and other orofacial anomalies and pathologies of speech, language, voice and hear•
ing disorders. Diagnosis and treatment of disorders of speech due to deviations in the dental,.skeletal and
muscular systems.
.1
Prerequisites:
COMM
2310,
3319,
3422
or
equivalent
and
Graduate
Standing.
.
'
COMM 6305

STUTTERING (CD) ·

The study of various theories. res~h findings, rationales and methodologies for therapies for stuttering in
,
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children and adults. Observation of stuttering behavior and methods of remediation.
Prerequisites: COMM 2309, 2311 or equivalent and Graduate Standing.
BERA VIOR MODIFICATION IN SPEECH PATHOLOGY (CD)
.
.
In-depth study of theories of behavior as the)' rela:te to and underlie speech and hearing remediation procedures. Participation in• advanced clinical acnvities with applications of theorelic,al concepts to various communication disorders.

COMM 6306

,

COMM 6307 ARTICULATORY DISORDERS (CD) . .
An in-depth e~mination of ~ h development including psycholinguistic and sociolinguistic considera-

tions. Includes various descnptions of phonological development for bilingual bicultural children and ~ agement procedures for these disorders.
COMM 6308 LANGUAGE DISORDERS IN ADULTS (CD)
An in-depth study of adult language disorders associated with emotional problems, mental retardation,

neuromotor dysfunction, brain injury, and bilingual/bicultural factors. Includes diagnostic, appraisal, and
intervention strategies for these disorders.
·
COMM 6309 ASSESSMENT OF COMMUNICATION DISORDERS OF BILINGUAL/BICULTURAL POPULATION~ (CD)

The study and application of current assessment methodologies, specific testing instruments, and techniques
for the various communication disorders including bilingual/bicultural issues. Application of theoretical
evaluative concepts through participation in supervised clinical activities.
COMM 6310

VOICE DISORDERS (CD)

.

A study of strategies for prevention and remediation of voice disorders in children and adqlts. Special emphasis upon specific bilingual/bicultural factors influencing potential voice problems and normal voice use.

I.
I

i

COMM 6311, SEMINAR IN COMMUNICATION DISORDERS (CD)
,
The study of principles, methods, and procedures for communication disorders. Subject matter varies from
semester to semester, so that specific communication problems may be studied in depth by a group. May be
repeated when subject matter changes. Maximum credit: 6 hours.
· Prerequisite: Graduate Standing and twelve hours of graduate studies in Communication Disorders.
COMM 6312

' (CD)
CLINICAL AUDIOLOGY

,,

·

Theories and principles of advanced audiological diagnostic measurement. Participation in advanced clinical activities with application of theoretical concepts to various hearing impairments in children and adults.
Prerequisites: COMM 2309, 3420 or equivalent and Graduate Standi(lg.
COMM 6313

AUGMENTATIVE MEANS .OF COMMUNICATION (CD)

The study of procedures and methodologies for identifying and prescribing augmentative communicative
approaches for children or adults in need of alternatives for oral communication. Special attention is directed to bilingual issues, hearing impairment, developmental problems of children, and closed head injury.
COMM 6314

SEMINAR IN AUDIOLOGY (CD)

Principles, methods, and procedures for diagnostic audiological measµrement, and/or aural habilitation/rehabilitation. Subject matter varies from semester to semester, so that specific theories, measurement, or
management techniques or methodologies for use with hearin,-impaired persons may be studied in depth by
a group. May be repeated when subject matter changes. Maximum credit: 6 hours.
Prerequisites: Graduate standing and twelve hours of graduate studies in Communication Disorders.
COMM 7600 (7300-7301) Thesis (CD) (SP) (TH)
Research and writing o~ the thesis. (3-6 credits)

Master of Arts. in Speech Communication
COMM 6300

COMMUNICATION RESEARCH (SP) (TH) (CD)

Major methods of research used in the various fields of communication. Each student is responsible for the
successful completion of a research project
COMM 6320 SEMINAR IN RHETORICAL & COMMUNICATION THEORY (SP)
Study of the major developments in rhetorical and communication theory, Emphasis on philosophic bases
of rhetorical and communication dleories and their relationship to social, political and cultural settings.
SEMINAR IN COMMUNICATION EDUCATION (SP)
Advanced studies in historical and contemporary theories and problems in speech communication pedagogy. Emphasis on multicultural and international education.
·
·
COMM 6321
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COMM 6322 SEMINAR IN CULTURE AND COMMUNICAtION (SP)
Study of the relationship between culture and communication with emphasis given to social, psychological,
linguistic and nonverbal problems in and the development of strategies for the practice of intercultural and
international communication.
COMM 6323 SEMINAR IN INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION (SP)
Current theories and research in interpersonal communication. Emphasis on symbolic interaction ap~roaches to interpersonal communication and performance~centered theories of interpe~orial communicabon.

·

. -

.

_ .

,

COMM 6324 SEMINAR~ ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION (SP) ·
Theories and models of communication in organizations, design and management of organizational communication systems.
Prerequisite: Graduate standing.
COMM 6325 SEMINAR IN GROUP COMMUNICATION (SP)
Study of theory and research in the dynamics of small group communication processes with emphasis on
the interaction of message variables with othet variables such as leadership affiliation, cohesiveness, power,
climate.
COMM 6326 SEMINAR IN NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION (SP)
Review and analysis of nonverbal communication
to oral communication.
,
I
COMM 6327 SEMINAR IN CONTEMPORARY RHETORICAL.THEORY AND CRITICISM
(SP) .

May be repeated for credit when topics vary. Topics include rhetorical dimensions of media, issues in freedom of speech, and methodologies of rhetorical criticism .
....
COMM 6328 APPLIED RESEARCH (SP)
Directed research in speech communication leading to the presentation of results in either a formal paper or
article submitted to the department and to either a professional association or journal for dissemination
among disciplinary peers.
·
·
Prerequisites: COMM 6300 and consent of the instructor.
IDSTORICAL STUDIES IN MASS MEDIA (SP)
In-depth investigations into the evolution and development of specific forms of mass media conducted individually and/or as a class. May be repea~ once for credit.

COMM 6360

COMM 6361 GENRE STUDIES IN FILM AND VIDEO (SP) p'.xamination of specific film and/or television genre (e.g. documentary, comedy, western) as they have
evolved from the advent of the motion picture and television industries. In depth research aDd criticism of
genre prototypes. May be repeated once for credit.
COMM 7600 (7300-7301) THESIS (SP) (CD) (TH)
Preparation, completion and submission of an acceptable thesis in partial fulfillment of the requirements of
the masters degree. (3~ credits - maximUJll'of 6 credits towarp degree)
I

'

Master of Arts in Theater
COMM 5304 SCRIPTWRITING (TH)
,
Advanced level course in the art and craft of scriptwriting for stage and screeri (motion pictures and/or tele-.vision). The course is repeatable for credit with new work or work with a different medium.
COMM 5311 CONTEMPORARY DRAMA (TH) ·
,
Trends and movements in current Aqierican, British and European theatre arts, with emphasis on the works
of American playwrig~ts.
·
COMM 5323 WORLD DRAMA (TH)
Study of trends in dramatic literature from ancient Greece thr9ugh World War I. Emphasis on the works of
major playwrights.
·
Prerequisite: 12 Sfmi:ster hours of English. (May be counted as English 5323 .)
COMM 5615 .SUMMER TJIEATRE WORKSHOP(TH)
Experience in all.areas of theatrical presenration. Students assume responsibility for one or more· of the
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following areas: technical theatre, production problems in acting.and directing, and theatte business management Because of the intensive nature of this course, students must have prior permission of the instructor before taldng other studies or outside employment during the workshop period.
I

COMM 6300
1

COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH (TH) (SP) (CD)

Major methods of research used in the various fields of commun~cation. Each student is responsible for the
successful completion of a research project.
SPECIAL TOPICS IN DRAMA TIC LITERATURE (TH)

COMM 6340

An intensive examination Qf the literature of a,particular period, playwright, or movement May be counted
for credit two times as the topic changes. (TH) .
COMM 6341. SPECIAL TOPICS IN THEATRE HISTORY (TH)
An intensive examination of a particular historical period, movement, or theory. May be counted for credit

two times as the topic changes.

,

COMM 6342· MASTER CLASS IN THEATRICAL PERFORMANCE OR PRODUCTION (TH)

Intensive examination and execution of production techniques associated with a particular practitioner or
movement. May be counted for credit two times as topic changes.
.

.

COMM 6343

PERFORMANCE THEORY (TH)

Intensive comparative study of major performance theories, with special emphasis on the contemporary
American and European theatre. May be counted for cr~it two times as topic changes.
I

COMM 6344

\

DRAMATIC CRITICISM (TH)

History ·and p1nciples of dramatiG li.f.erary analysis and criticism.

n;m

COMM 7600 (7300-7301) (TH) (CD) (SP)

Research and writing of the thesis. (3-6 credits)

Department of c·riniinal Justice
Dr. Daniel K. Dearth, Chair
/Full-Time Faculty
Dearth, Daniel K. (Ph.D., Sam Houston State, 1984; assoc. prof. and chair) Police Administration,

Correctional Administration, Policing Issues, Criminal Procedures and Evidence
Ethridge, Philip (M.S., Eastern Kentucky University, 1981; asst: prof.) Criminal Justice Generalist,
Police-Community Relations, Privatization; Corrections Law
·
·
O'Daniel, Linda J. (M.A., Sam Houston State, 1974;,asst. prof.) Correctic,nal Systems, Probation, Parole,
and Juveniles
Olivero, J. Michael (Ph.D., Southern Illinois University, 1988; asst prof.) Criminology, Research Methods,
Corrections
·
·
The Department of Criminal Justice prepares .the· student to enter such careers as law enforcement, probation, parole, institutional corrections, youth services, and police management at all levels of government
The well-rounded academic experience provided by the Department of Criminal Justice serves as a strong
foundation for those students interested in graduate study in the social sciences.
The Department of CriminalJ ustice is one of the largest in Texas and enjoys an excellent reputation.
Graduates have been successfully placed in agencies at'all levels of government in addition to pursµing
· graduate work.
A Criminal Justice minor is also available to supplement the academic experience of students majoring in
political science, sociology, psychology; business and related disciplines.
Students interested in a Criminal Justice career may select one of two majors: (1) Police Administration or
.(2) Corrections. For further information on the requirements of these majors, please contact the department.
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381-3566. (All degree requirements are in addition to the University College/General Education Require- ,
ments.)

Degree Requirements
Major: Corrections
The B~chelor of Science Degree in Corrections is designed to prepare students to enter a career in adult and
juvenile corrections whether at institutions, probation, parole, or other forms of community-based correctional treatment The Criminal Justice degree in Corrections is normally a four-year degree program requiring 126 semester hours. The Corrections major is broadfield requiring 66 s.emester hours ftpm the course
lists below.
·
At least 36 semester hours in the ma)or must be advanced (3000-4000 level). "A minor is not required, but
one can be earned at the student's discretion.
•
Among the unique elements of this degree program are contemporary coursework in Corrections, flexibility
to tailor courses to a student's career interests, and ineorporation of both interdisciplinary and social science
support courses.
·
CRIMINAL JUSTICE CORE COURSES (14 hours):
CRU 1301. Introduction to the Crim!nal Justice System
CRU 3303 Nature of Crime
CRU 3402 Current Literature and Research in Criminal Justice
CRU 440 l ·Practicum< Field. Experience
CORRECTIONS CONCENTRATION COURSES (19 hours):
CRU 2303 Juvenile Justice System
CRU 2342 Correctional Systems and Practices
CRU 3331 Legal Aspects of Corrections
CRU 3345 Correctional Administration
CRU 4441 Correctional Casework and Counseling
CRU 4343 Seminar of Issues in Corrections ·
CRIMINAL JUSTICE ELECTIVES (Choose 4 courses [12 hours] of which 6 hours must be advanced:
CRU 2301 Crime in America
·
CRU 2331 Ftmdamentals of Criminal Law
CRU 2332 Legal Aspects of Law Enforcement
CRU 2333 The Courts and Criminal Procedure
CRU 3341 Probation and Parole
CRU 3344 Interviewing Techniques & Processes for Correctional Agencies
CRU 4361 International Study of Crime and Justice
CRU 4362 Special Topics in Criminal Justice*
CRU 4363 Directed Readings and Independent Studies in Criminal Justice*
CRU 4402 Specialized Internship for Criminal Justice
*CRIJ 4362 and CRU 4363 may each be taken twice for credit
SOCIAL SCIENCE SUPPORT COURSES (12 hours):
Choose one course from each group:

Group 1 (Sociology, 3 hours)
SOC I 313 Principles of Sociology
SOC 1323 Study of Social Problems
Group 2 (Psychology, 3 hours)
PS)' 1323 General Psychology
PSY/SOC 2324 Social Psychology
Group 3 (Polit'ical Science, 3 hours)
POLS 4321 American Constitutional Law: Civil Liberties
POLS 4367 American Judicial Process
Group 4 (Sociology, J hours)
SOC 3313 Criminology
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soc 3333

SOC 3353
SOC 4313
SOC 4314
SOC, 4323
.SOC4343
SOC 4380

Urban Sociology
Juvenile Delinquency
American Minorities
Sociology of Deviance
The Mexican American People
Social Demography
Social Protest and Social Movement

INTERDISCIPLINARY SUPPORT COURSES (9 hours):
· Choose any three courses from one of the course groups below. (N01E: It is recommended that the student consider enrolling in the remaining courses in the selected group as free electives.)
.

Group A - Interpersonal Relations
.
ANTH 1323 Introduction to Cultural Anthropology
COMl-4 1307 Interpersonal Communication
PSY/SOC 2301 Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences
PSY/SOC 2324 Social Psychology
PSY 330S Behavior Management and Modification
PSY 3343 Tests and Measurements in Psychology
PSY 4313 Abnonnal Psycholob
PSY 4333 Theories of ~rsonality
SOC 2333 Marriage and Family
SOC 43S2 Social Inequality
f

Group B - Health and Social Services
HE 2371 Health Problems in the use of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Narcotics
HRP 3301 Introduction to Social and Legal Aspects of Alcoholism
PSY, 2340 Psycholo~ of Substance Abuse
'
PSY/SOC 2324 Social Psychology
SOC 3324 Sociology of Health
PSY/SOC 3326 Contemporary Issues in Social Psychology
SOC. 3393 Social Gerontology
·
SOCW 1313 Introduction to Social Work
SOCW 2324 Human Behavior and the Social Environment
SOCW 3314 Social Welfare Policy and Program~

Major: Police Administration

J

The Bachelor ot Science degree iQ Police Administrati<>li is desi~ed to prepare students to enter a career in
law enforcement at any level of government The Criminal Jusuce degree in Police Administration is n()(mally a four-year degree program requiring 12S semester hours; The Police Administration major is broadfield requiring 65 semester hours from the course list belo.w. At least 36 semester hours in the major must
tie advanced (3000-4000 level). A minor is not required.. However, one can be earned at the student's discretion.
Among the unique elements of this degree program are contemporary coursework in Poltce Administration,
flexibility to tailor courses to a student's career interests, and incorporation of both interdisciplinary and ·
socialscience support courses.
Texas Police Officer Academic Licensing Eligibility Program
/

those students interested in a career in state, county or local law enforcement may avail themselves of this
program. When completed, students are eligible to take the Texas State Peace Officer's Licensing Exami~
nation. Under the Peace Officer Academic Certification Program, students must successfully complete the
Criminal Justice.Transfer Curriculum (Law Enforcement Emp~is) and the Texas Peace Officer Sequence.
The Criminal Justice Transfer Curriculum for Law Enforcement consists of the following courses: ,CRIJ
1301, 1313, 2301, 2323, 2331, and 2333. The Texas Peace Officer Sequence consists of the following skills
cow:ses which are to be taken at a state licensed police academy: Texas Peace Officer Law, Texas Peace
Officer Procedures, and Texas Peace Officer Skills. The Criminal Justice Transfer Cuniculum courses can
be used to meet the degree requirements for Police Administration majors.
,
CRIMINAL JUSTICE CORE COURSES (14 hours):
CRU 1301 Introduction to the Criminal Justice System
CRIJ 3303 Nature of Crime
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'CRU 3402 Current Literature and Research in.Criminal Justice
CRU 4401 Practicum Field Experience

I

POLICE ADMJNISTRATION CONCENTRATION COURSES (18 hours):
CRU 1313 Police Systems and Practices
CRU 2331 Fundamentals of Criminal Law
CRU 2332 Legal Aspects of Law Enforcement
CRU 4311 Advanced Police Organization and Administration
CRU 4312 Principles of Law Enforcement Supervision
CRU 4313 Seminar of Issues in Law Enforcement
CRIMINAL JUSTICE ELECTIVES (Choose 4 courses [12 hours] of which 6 hours must be advanced):
CRU 2301 Crime in America
CRU 2303 Juvenile Justice System
CRU 2304 Police-Community Relations
CRU 2323 Criminal Investigation
CRU 2333 The Courts and Criminal Procedure
CRU 3314 Overview of Public and Private Security
CRU 4361 International Study of Crime and Justice
CRU 4362 Special Topics in Crilllinal Jqstice"'
CRU 4363 Directed Readings and Independent Studies in Criminal Justice "'
CRU 4402 Specialized Intemship for Criminal Justice
·
*CRU 4362 and CRU 4363 may each be taken ~wice for credit
SOCIAL SCIENCE SUPPORT COURSES {12 hours):
Choose one course from each Group:
Group 1 - (Sociology, 3 hours)
SOC 1313 Principles of Sociology
SOC 1323 Study of Social Problems
Group 2 - (Psychology, 3 hours)
PSY 1323 General Psychology
PSY/SOC 2324 Social Psychology
Group 3 - (Political Science, 3 hours)
POLS 4321 American Constitutional Law:· Civil Liberties
POLS 4367 American Judicial Process
·
Group 4 - (Sociology, 3 hours)
SOC 3313 Criminology
SOC 3333 Urban Sociology
SOC 3353 Juv:~nile Delinquency
SOC 4313 American Minorities
SOC 4314 Sociology of Deviance
SOC 4323 The Mexican American People·
SOC 4343 Social Demography
SOC 4380 Social Protest and Social Movement
INTERDISClPLINARY ~UPPORT COURSES (9 hours):
Choose any three CQurses from one of the course groups below. {NOTE: .It is recommended that the student consider enrol.ling in the remaining courses in the selected group as free electives.)
Group A - General Management and Personnel Administration
CIS 1301 Computer Systems and Basic Programming
MANA 3332 Human Relations in Management
, MANA 3361 Principles of Management
MANA 3362 Personnel Management
MANA 4361 Human Behavior in Organization·
Group B - Accounting .
ACC 2421 Principles of Accounting I
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ACC 2322 Principles of Accounting II
ACC 2329 Managerial Accounting 1
ECO 1301 Introduction to Economics
ECO 2353 Principles of Economics: I
ECO 2354 Principles of Economics: II
FINA 3390 Public Finance
MANA 3361 Principles of Management

Group C • Labor Management and Public Administration
FINA 3390 Public Finance
MANA 3332 Human Relations in Management
MANA 3365 Wage and Salary Administration
MANA 4361 Human Behavior in Organization
POLS 3323 Introduction to Public Administration
POLS 3324 Government Organization and Administrative Theory
POLS 4312 Urban and Metropolitan Planning
'
POLS 4365 American Administrative 'Process
SOC 3334 Sociology of Work

I(

Group D • Community Services and Interaction
PSY 3325 Psychology of Adjustment
PSY 3373 Sensation and Perception
PSY 4313 Abnormal Psychology
PSY 4333 Theories of Personality
PSY/SOC 2324 Social Psychology
SOC 3333 Urban Sociology
·
.
SOCW 2324 Human Behavior and the Social Environment
SOCW 3314 Social Welfare Policy and Programs
Minor in Criminal Justice
The minor in Criminal JustiFe is directed toward those students whose primary ~ademic expertise could
benefit from a specified concentration of Criminal Justice coursework.
·
·
19 semester hours pf Criminal Justice, 10 hours of which must be advanced (3000 or 4000 level); must in•
elude CRU 1301 and CRU 3402.
.

Course Descriptions
Criminal Justice
CRU 1301 INTRODUCTION TO THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM

The history, development and philosophy of the criminal justice system; an overview of law enforcement,
courts, and corrections subsystems.
·
.·
CRIJ 1313 POLICE SYSTEMS AND PRACTICES

The police profession; organization of law enforcement systems; the police role; police discretion; current
and future issues. (Formerly: CRU 1312 Police Organization and Administration, credit cannot be re.
ceived for both.)
I
.
.·
CRU 2301

CRIME IN AMERICA

'

American crime problems in historical perspective; social and pubUc policy factors affecting crime; crime
impact and trends; social characteristics of specific crimes; crime prevention. (Formerly CRU 3361 Crime
and Justice in' America.
CRU 2303 JUVENILE JUSTICE SYSTEM
An overview of the nature of juvenile delinquency; the theQry and practice of juvenile courts; juvenile case
law; juvenile crime prevention; treatment of juvenile offenders; juvenile justice sy~tem.
.

CRU 2304 POLICE - COMMUNITY RELATIONS

A study of. the problems involving law enforcement agencies and the community; the philosophy of com•
munity action groups and boards; theories regarding police involvement~ community projects and the
principles and techniques used in establishing a properlaw enforcement - community relationship; principles and techniques of crime prevention and various approaches to crime prevention programs.
'
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CRU 2323 CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION
An introduction and analysis of current criminal investigation procedures; philosophy of the crime scene

investigation; an advanced study of important areas involved in criminal investigation; such as proper han.::
dling of physical evidence, arrest, search and seizure, hearings, and probable cause, a discussion of techniques involved in drug and narcotic investigations.
CRU 2331

1

FUNDAMENTALS OF CRIMINAL LAW

A study of the nature of criminal law; philosophical and historical development; major definitions and concepts; classification of crime; elements of crime and penalties using Texas statutes as illustrations; criminal
responsibility. (Formerly: Legal Aspects of Law Enforcement).
CRU 2332 LEGAL ASPECTS OF LAW ENFORCEMENT

Police authority; responsibilities; constitutional restraints; laws of arrest, search and seizure; police liability .. (Formerly: Criminal Evidence and Procedµre.)
CRU 2333 . THE COURTS AND CRIMINAi:, PROCEDURE

.

The judiciary in the criminal justice system; structure of American court system;· prosecution's right to
counsel; pre-trial release; grand juries; adjudication process; types and roles of evidence; sentencing.
CRIJ 2342

CORRECTIONAL SYSTEMS AND PRACTICES

.

Corrections in the criminal justice systems; correctional role; institutional operations, alternatives to institutionalization; treatment and rehabilitation; current and future issues. (Formerly: CRIJ 3342, Overview of
Correctional Philosophies. Credit cannot be received for both courses.)
CRIJ 3303

NATURE OF CRIME

.

Provides an overall perspective of the crime problem with special emphasis given to philosophical and theoretical ideas pertaining to crime causation and its control. Inclu~s victimology and criminal typologies.
CRIJ 3314

PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECURITY

Study of security measures taken by industry, retail stores, private policing agencies, military services, and
the United States Government. Distinguishes between law enforcement and security responsibilities.
CRIJ 3331

LEGAL ASPECTS OF CORRECTIONS

Legal problems and principles from conviction to release. To include consideration of convictions, imprisonment, sentencing, conditional release, post conviction procedures, prisoner rights, probationers rights and
validity of conviction.
CRU 3341

PROBATION AND PAROLE

The philosophy, history and principles of probation, parole and other community-based treatment programs;
philosophy of punishment and rehabilitation; trends, practices and current research in probation and parole,
including methods of analysis, selection and prediction.
CRIJ 3344 INTERVIEWING TECHNIQUES AND PROCESSES FOR CORRECTIONAL
AGENCIES
.

Addr1;1Sses techniques and interaction invofved in the face-to-face interview; knowledge of behavioral reactions; development of an awareness of likely responses to the be}:lavior of the interviewer; and interview '
techniques for pre-sentence investigations, classification, supervision, ~nd related correctional tasks.
CRU 3345

CORRECTIONAL ADMINISTRATION

Fundamental concepts of management; organi?.ation, and administration as specifically applicable to, correctional institutions, field services, and community-based corrections. (Fonnerly CRU 2344. Credit cannot
be received for both courses.)
CRIJ 3402 CURRENT LITERATURE AND .RESEARCH IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE
A review of current literature and examination of selected problems affecting the criminal justice system;

instruction of steps involved in the scientific approach to problem solving. Discussion of research techniques and paper writing; app!ications of research in criminal justice.
CRIJ 4311

ADV AN CED POLICE ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

In-depth discussion of organ~ational and administrative theory; comparative discussion of philosophies
utilized in business and public administration with potential relationships to police organi?.ations; methodology of societal trends affecting criminal justice administration.
CRU 4312 -PRINCIPLES OF LAW ENFORCEMENT SUPERVISION
An examination of the principles involved in law enforcement supervision; principles of leadership in deal-
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ing with people; psychology involved in handling grievances and in building morale; duties and responsibilities of command-level personnel; law enforcement budgeting procedures, supervisory problems and responsibilities relating to discipline and internal affairs investigations.
CRIJ 4313

SEMINAR OF ISSUES IN LAW ENFORCEMENT

Analysis and discussion of contemporary issues in policing with particular attention to current developments, service delivery, and the _changing police role. Integration of established scientific knowledge with
practical police ~xperie1c1ces in various areas of policing.
..
.
CRIJ 4343 SEMINAR OF-JSSUES IN CORRECTIONS

Analysis and e¥aluation of contemporary correctional. systems; discussion of recent research concerning
correctional iqstitutions and various corrections field -services. Emphasis is given to both administrative
and ~ent concern in corrections.
·
CRJJ 4361

INTERNATIONAL STUDY OF CRIME AND JUSTICE

The study of criminal justice programs ~d institutions outside of the United States through in~ountry visitations supplemented by assigned readings, papers, discussion, and dialogue with leading in-country criminal justice pers,onnel. The course permits students to obtain a realistic comparative stµdy of criminal justice
in countries other than the United States through first-hand experi~ces.
CRIJ 4362

SPECIAL TOPICS IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Desi~ned to give advanced underp-aduate student academic flexibility and opportunity to study contemporary 1ssu~ in crime and criminal Justice. May be retaken once for credit upon approval of the Director of
the Criminal Justice Program.
·
CRU 4363

DIRECTED READINGS AND INDEPENDENT STUDIES IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Designed for advanced students who are capable of independent study and research to examine an issue or
project of specific interest. Registration upon approval of the Director of the Criminal Justice Program and
the professor directing the course. May be retaken once for credit upon\approval.
CRIJ 4401 PRACTICUM-FIELD EXPERIENCE

Three hours per week learning job interview techniques and resume writing. Placement in a Criminal Justice Agency or related experience for on-the-job training for a minimum of 120 hours. Evaluation of student and agency critiques, daily logs and a weekly meeting with the intern coordinator.
CRIJ 4402 SPECIALIZED INTERNSHIP FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE

This course consists of an Internship under special curricular conditjons. The Internship may involve compensated support for agency work under special instructional programs, cooperative education, research
internships, or other specialized experiential learning. ,
Prerequisite: CRIJ 4401 and Consent.
CRIJ 4441 CORRECTIONAL CASEWORK AND COUNSELING

Examines the role and techniques of casework in corrections with emphasis on the integration of casework
and counseling responsibilities and procedures. Includes examination-0f therapeutic techniques and processes in various correctional settings and the study of service delivery programs tailored to the specific
needs of correctional clients. This co.urse requires a minimum of 30 hours of casework experience in addition to regular coursework. (Formerly CRU 4341 ', credit cannot be received for both courses.)
NOTE: The entire course inventory is not offered each semester. Students are advised to plan ahead when
making decisions about their semester schedules,

Department of Curriculum a_.d Instruction ..
Elementary and Secondary
Dr. Ricardo Perez, Chair
Full_-Time Faculty

•

Dowell, Nancy (M:Ed., East Texas State, 1967; Assistant Professor) Elementary, Early Childhood,
. Kindergarten (Post Masters, East Texas State) Early Childhood
-
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-Gonzalez, George (Ph.D., lJniversity of New Mexico, 1973, Professor), Curriculum and Instruction and
Bilingual Education
,
.
Gratz, Elizabeth (Ph.D., University of Iowa 1973; Professor) English Education, Curriculum and
Instruction, Child and Adolescent Literature
,
.
Irizarry, Richard (Ph.D., The University of Texas at Austin, 1979; Assistant Professor) Curricuhim and In
struction, Bilingual Education, Latin1American Studies, Gifted Education, Art History and Anthropology
•
McBride, John (Ed.D., University of Houston, 1977; Associate Professor) Elementary, Science Education,
Math Education
·
Medrano, Hilda (Ph.D., The University of Texas at Austin, 1985; Associate Professor) Curriculum and .
Instruction, Reading and Language Arts
Morse, Kevin (Ph.D., The University of Texas at Austin, 1969; ·Professor) Curriculum and Instruction,
Social Science, Administration and Supervisi9n
Muniz, .Amadita (Ph.D., East Texas State, 1982; Assistant Professor) Education, Reading, Counseling and,
Guidance
,
O'Neil, Ernest (Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh, 1974; Professor) International and'Development Education
Perez, Ricardo (Ph.D., University of Michigan, 1979; Associate Professor) Curriculum and Instruction, ·
Bilingual Education and Social Sciences
·
Reeve, Robert (Ph.D., Florida 'State University, l 965; Professor) Science Education, Biology, Educational
Research, Curriculum and Instruction.
·
Solis, Juan (Ed.D., University of Houston, 1977; Associate Professor) Curriculum and Instruction, Spanish,
Reading, Social Scienc.~
•
Tevis, Martha (Ph.D., The University of Texas, 1967; Professor) History and Philosophy of Education ,
(Cultural Foundations of Education and Latin)
·
Tolar, Roger (PtY.D., The University of Texas, 1971; Associate Professor) Elementary Curriculum and
Instruction, Early Childhood, Counseling and Guidance

will

A major in Ele.-nentary Education
be awarded only until August 31, 1991. Students completing a degree in Elementary Education prior to this da~ need to refer to the 1987-1989 Catalog. A Baccalaureate·
Degree in Interdisciplinary Studies was imple~ented in Fall 1989 for students seeking,state certificatioh in
Eleme11tary Education. In compliance with Senate Bill 994 and the 1987 Standards on Teacher Education,
the following specializations and delivery systems, are offered:

Specializations
Art

Biology
English
Health
History
Mathematics
Music
·
Kinesiology
Reading
Spanish

Delivery Systems
Bilingual Education
Generic Special Education
Early Childhood
In addition, endorsements to State teacher certifications are offered in Bilingual Education, English as a
Second Laoguage and Kindergarten. A provisional special education certificate is also offered in Speech
and Language Therapy through the Department of Communications.
'
Provisional teacher certification at the secondary level is offered in the following teaching fields and delivery systems:

Teaching Fields.
Art

Biolo~
Ch~m1stry
·Computer Information Systems
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Earth Science

English
Government
Health
History
Journalism
Kinesiology
Mathematics
Music
Physical Science
Physics
Psychology
Reading
Social Studies Composite
Sociology
Spanish
Speech Com_munication
Theatre Arts

i'

Delivery Systems
Generic Special Education
All-level provisional teacher certification is offered in Art, Music and K.inesiology. Specific requirements
for all certification programs at the secondary level may be located within program descriptions under individual departments located throughout this catalog.

UC/GE Requirements for Teacher Education Certification
Students pursuing teacher certification must enter under those pFOgrams prescribed by the standards for
teacher education. Prospectiveiteacher education students should consult with their major advisers and the
appropriate department in the School of Education.
·
Students pursuing teacher certification at the elementary level are required to take the following courses in
the UC/GE requirements as specified by the State Board of Education, The Texas Education Agency, and
the State Coordinating Board for Higher Education:
English 1301, 1302 (Grade of "C" or better in both)
Sophpmore English Literature - 6 sem. hrs.
Language Other Than English - 6 sem. hrs.
(SPAN 2301, 2302 or SPAN 2307, 2308 for Bilingual Delivery System)
Communication 1313
Math 1340 (Certification)
Laboratory Science - 8 sem. hrs.-in the same science (Biology or Physical Science)
Computer Science 1300 or CIS 1301
History 2313, 2314
Po1itical Science 2313, 2314
Kinesiology - 4 sem. hours (2 two-hour activity courses)
Six semester hou,s from two areas:
Art 1301, 3381
Music 2307, 2308, 3311
Six semester hours from 2 of the following 4 areas:
Anthropology 1323, 2323, 2353
Economics 1301, 2353
Psychology 1313, 1323
Sociology 1313, 1323, 2333

· CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS FOR ELEMENTARY
Provisional Elementary Certification within the Baccalaureate Interdisciplinary Degree
Professional Development Sequence: 18 upper division semester hours, including EDCI 4301, 430!2, 4305,
4306, and 4611 (EDCI 4311 and 4312 for Early Childhood Endorsement; ED 4311 and 4;13 for Generic
·Special Education Certification; EDCI 4310 for English as a Second Language Endorsement).
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Specialization/Delivery Systems for Elementary Certification
Elementary (Grades 1st-8th) OPTION II Certification: 18 semester hour (minimum) Academic Specialization (9 semester hoUTS upper division) in:
Art

Biology
English
Health
History
Kinesiolo~y
Mathemaucs
Music
Reading
Spanish
COMBINATION OF SUBJECTS FOR OPTION Il (Except Reading)
READ3323
, READ3325
READ3326
BIOL 2408 OR PSCI 2408*
MATH2306
MATH2307
HIST3302
HLTH 1354
GEOG2313
ENG4321
Total'

3
3
3
4
3
3
3
3
3
3

1

31 semester hours

*Physical Science if Biology was selected in General Education; Biology if Physical Science was selected
in General Education.
Elementary (Grades 1st-8th) OPTION III Certification: 24 semester hours (minimum) Academic Specialization or Delivery System (12 semester hours upper division) in:
·
· Bilingual Uucation
Generic Special Education
Elementary (Pre/K-6th) OPTION IV Certification: 24 semester hours Delivery System (12 semester hours
upper division) in:
Early Childhood
ACADEMIC SUPPORT FOR READING OPTION II
HOURS
ENG4321
ENG 3313, 3322, OR 4318
MATH2306
MATH2307
BIOL 1405**
BIOL 1406
BIOL3413
GEOG2313
HIST3302
TOTAL

3

3
3

3

4
4
4

3
J

34 semester hours

**Students following this option take PSCI 1421, 1422 for General Education.
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ACADEMIC SUPPORT FOR OPTION Ill BILINGUAL

READ3323
READ332S
ENG3313
ENG4325
SPAN4303
SP~ 4330or4336
SPAN/ENG 4330
SPAN/ENG 4331
MATH2306
MATH2307
HIST2363
HIST 4353 or 4325

3
3
3
3
·3
3
3
3
3
3

Total

36 semester hours

3

3

· ACAriEMIC SUPPORT ·FOR GENERIC SPECIAL EDUCATION OPTION ill AND EARLY
CHILDHOOD OPTION IV:
.

READ3323
READ3325
ENG4321
ENG 3313, 3323, 4318
MATH2306
MATH2307
BIOL 1405***
BIOL 1406
BIOL3413
GEOG2313
Total

3

3·
33
3
3
4
4

4
3

· 33 semester hours

*** Students following this option take PSCJ 1421, 1422 for General Education.

-

The following Specializations, Delivery Systems and Endorsements for Elementary Certification are offered through the School of Educatipn:
Delivery System (Option III): Bilingual Education - EDCI 3315, 3316, 3322, 3324, 4304, ENG 3319,
SPAN 3330 and Ill.TH 2372,
·
Delivery System (Option IV): Early Childhood - EDEC 4314, 4390, 4391, 4392, 4393, 4394, HLTH 2372
and PSY 2335.
Delivery System (Option III): Generic Special Education - ED 1305, 4301~ 4302, 4303, 4309, and 4371,
KIN 4351 andPSY 2345 or3305,or4318.
·
Specialization (Option II): Reading-READ 3310, 3323, 3325, 3326, 3327 and 3329.

Endorsement: Bilingual Education
The Bilingual Education endorsement may be added to valid provisional teacher certificates ~d provisional
special education certificates. The professional development sequeµce for the endorsement consists of:
1. Oral and written proficiency in the language of the target population as measured by examinations
approved by the State Education Agency.
A. Oral proficiency shall be determined.by the Language Proficiency Interview (LPI) with a passing
score of level 3.
.
·
B. Writte~ proficiency shall be determined by the College Level E~ination Program (CLEP) wjth a
passing score of 50.
. .
2. 12 semester hours at the graduate or undergraduate level earned af\ef the bachelor's degree as ftfl>ws:
EDCI 3315 or ED 6335
EDCI 3316 or ED 6350
EDCI 3324 or ED 6324
-131-

EDCI 4304 or ED 6351
3. One year of successful teaching experience in an approved bilingual education program.
4. Successful completion on ExCET/Bilingual.

Endorsement: Kindergarten
The kindergarten endorsement may be added to valid provisional teacher certificates with elementary m:
all-leyel options and provisional special education certificates. The professional developmental sequence
for the kindergarten endorsement consists of:
·
.
(1) 12 semester hours: EDEC 4390, 4391, 4392, 4393.
(2) 3 semester hours of kindergarten student teaching (EDCI 4312-Student Teaching-Kindergarten);
or one year of successful kindergarten teaching experience on a permit in an accredited school and three
additional semester hours (EDEC 4314-Seminar and Practicum in Kindergarten Education) of
kindergarten education. Teaching or.student teaching in a multi-age class which includes kindergarten
shall be acceptable as appropriate experience.

Endorsement: English As A Second Language (ESL)
The English as a Second Language (ESL) endorsement may be added to valid provisional teacher certificates (elementary or secondary) and provisional special education certificates. The professional development sequence for the ESL endorsement consists of 12 semeste(bours:. ENG 3319, 3330, 4328; EDCI ·
3324. {EDCI 4310-Student Teaching: ESL). A Provisional Special Education certificate with a Specialization in Speech and Language Therapy is offered through the College of Arts and Sciences• Department of
Communications. Check under the appropriate department in the bulletin for details.
Degree/Certification Requirements F~r Secondary
For the prospectjve secondary teacher, The University of Texas~Pan American offers bachelor's degrees
(B.A.• B.S .• B.F..A.. or B.B.A.) in various academic disciplines with secondary certification through the
School of Education. The University College and General Education requirements for the various academic
disciplines are specified by the departments in this bulletin.
·
·
In addition to the University College and General Education requirements. for stud~nts seeking Provisional
Teacher Certificates at the secondary level, the following requirements also apply:
·
Professional Development Sequence - 18 semester hours upper division, including EDCI 4301, 4302. 4307,
4308, and 4641 (and/or appropriate student teaching course number for Generic Special Education).
The School of Education offel"$ Provisional Secondary Teache.r Certifications in the following teaching
fields and delivery systems:
·
.
Secondary (Grades 7th-12th) Option I: 1-36 semester hour (minimum) teaching field (21 semester hours
upper division) in: - '
Biology.•
Chemistry
Computer Information Systems
Earth Science
English
Political Science
History
Mathematics
Spanish
Speech Communication
Theatre Arts
Secondary (Grades 7th-12th) Option II: 2-24 semester hour (minimum) teaching fields/delivery systems (12
semester hours upper division in each) in:
Art

Biology
Chemistry
Computer Infonnation Systems
Earth Science ,
English · · •
Generic Specilfmducation
Health '
History
Journalism
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Kinesiology
Mathe01atics
Physical Science
Physics
Political Science
Psychology
.Reading

Spanish
Sociology
Speech Communication
Secondary (Grades 7th-12th) Option III: 1-48 semester hour (minimum) broad teaching field (24 semester
hours upper division) in:
·
Art

Music
Secondary (Grades 7th-12th) Option IV: 1-48 semester hour (minimum) composite teaching field (24
mester hours in one area of which 12 semester hours in upper division) in:

se-

Social Studies
Electives: 12 semester hours electives
6 semester hours from 2 of the following areas:
ART 1301 .

COMM1303
PHIL 1301, 1320, 2330, 2380

..

6 semester hours from 2 of the following areas:
ANTH 1313, 1323, 2323, 2353
ECO 1301, 2353
PSY 1313, 1323
soc 1313, 1323,.2333
The following teaching fields/delivery syste111s are offered in the School of Education f~r those seeking a
provisional Secondary teacher certificate:
,
/
'
Delivery System (Option II): Generic Special Education ED 1305, 2304, 4301, 4302, 4303, 4309, 4371,
4372; KIN 4351.
Teaching Field (Option II}: Read 3310, 3323, 3325: 3326, 3327, 3351, 4351.
Provisional Teacher Certificates, All Level, are offered in Art, Kinesiology and Music. A Kinesiology AllLevel major requires a second teaching field of 24 hours; second teaching fields are not required for Art and
Music All-Level majors. Specific requirements for each are located by appropriate departments elsewhere
in this b'1lletin; however, the professional development (18 upper division semester hours) sequence for
provisional teacher certificate All Level, offered through the School of Education is as follows: EDCI
4301,4302,4307, 4308, and 4641.
.
STUDENT TEACHING
The Department of Curriculum and Instruction - Elementary and Secondary offers the directed teaching
experience as a critically important component in the preparation of competent teachers.
Students pursuing teacher certification after August 31, 1989, must enter under the new interdisciplinary
program prescribed by the new standards for teacher education. Prospective teacher education students
should consult with th~ir major advisers and the appropriate department in the School of Education. Stated
student-teaching clear admission requirements are sub,Ject to change due to new state agency regulations
and/or School of Education/University-approved policy. ·
·
·

Elementary Education
1. Minimum of 90 semester hours total university co~e work completed.
2. Minimum overall G,ade Point Average (GPA), of 2.0.
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3_. General Education required courses completed.
·
4; English 1301 and 1302 completed with a minimum of"C" in each.
·5. Completed minimum of 3/4 of total sem~st<7 hours required in Major.
6. Minimum of2.25 Grade Point Average (GPA) in Major.
7. Satisfactory completion of the following courses in Elementary Education: EDCI 4301, 4302,
4305, and 4306.
'
8. Completed minimum of 1/2 of total semester hours required in academic specialization or delivery system. ·
·
·
. 9. Minimum of 2.25 Grade Point Average (GPA) in academic specialization or delivery system.
10. (For Bilingual) Satisfactory completion of Education 3322, 4304, 3315, 3316, and 3324.
Secondary Education

'l. Minimum of 90 semester hours total university course work .completed.
......
·2. Minimum overall Grade Point Average (GPA) of 2.0.
3. General Educatio,i required courses completed.
4. English 1301 and 1302 completed with a minimum of "C" in each.
5. Completed minimum of 3/4 of total semester hours required in Major teaching field.
6. Minimum of 2.25 Grade Point Average (GPA) in Major.
-7. Additional requirements as specified by Major department
1 ·
.
8. Completed minimum of 18 semester hours for student teaching in the Minor or second teaching field
9. Minimum of2.25 Grade Point Average (GPA) in Minor;
·
10. Additional requirements as specified by Minor department,
11. 12 serpester hours in Secondary Education Certification: EDCI 4301, 4302; 4307, and 4308.
12. Minimum of2.25 Grade Poipt Average (GPA) in Secondary Education Certification.
Alf requirements for student teaching, including a minimum of 45 clock hours of field experience, must be
met before a student is given a Clear Admission status for student teaching. Optio11 IV requires a minimum
of 60 clock hours of field experience.
·

Graduate Program
The Department of Curriculum and Instruction - Elementa1yand Secondary offers a Master of Education
degree m Elementary Educati0n, Elementary Bilingual Education, Secondary Education, and Reading. :
I

M.Ed. Degree in Elementary Education and Reading '
Master of Education Degree
(36 Hour Non-Thesis Program)

· Major
Elementary Education

Non-Certification

CONTENT COURSES
ED 6308 Foundations of Reading Instruction
ED 63()<) Topics in Reading
ED 6310 Child and Adplescent Literature
ED 6323 Problems in the Teaching of Reading
ED 6325 Practicum in Reading Instruction
1
ED 6326 Science i11 the Elementary School Curriculum
ED 6327 Social Studies in the Elementary School Curriculum
ED 6328 Mathematics in the Elementary School Curriculum
ED 6329 Diagnostic Teaching of Reading
ED 6330 The Curriculum in the Elementary School

(12 hours)

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
ED 5314 Practicum in Kindergarten Education
ED 5390 Advanced Studies in the Development of Young Children
ED 5391 Constructing Curriculum for Early ChildhQod Centers
ED 5392 Research and Development of Creative Activities For Young Children
ED 5393 Advanced Studies of Cultural Diversity in Early Childhood Centers
ED 6301 Instructional Media in Teaching
ED 6302 Advanced Educational Psychology
ED (>303 Advanced Philosophy of Education

(9 hours)
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ED 6306
ED 6307
ED 6308
ED 6311
ED 6313
ED 6316
. ED 6317
ED 6318
ED 6322
ED 6330
ED 6360
ED 6367
ED 6370
ED 6390

The Supervision of Student Teaching
Comparative Education
Foundation of Reading Instructiott
Advanced Child Psychology
Individual Educational Testing
Perceptual Basis of Language Development•
Perceptual Motor Development in Young Children* .
Diagnostic and Prescriptive Teaching•
The Bilingual Child
The Curriculum in the Elementary School
Inlroduction to Guidance and Counseling
Statistical Methods
Supervision of Instruction
Education of Young Children

RESOURCE AREAS
ED 5372 Individual Differences: Survey and Treatment•
ED 6302 Advanced Educational Psychology
ED 6306 The Supervision of Student Teaching
ED 6336 Problems in Education
ED 6390 Education of Young Children
ED 6397 Analysis of Teaching Behavior
PSY 5318 Learning Theories•
PSY 5333 Theory of Personalities•

(9 hours)

Or 6 hours from any of the gradua~ level courses outside the major or ~inor fields may be taken as ressource area courses.

DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
ED 6312 Educational Measurement
ED 6300 Introduction to Research
Total

(6hours)
36.hours

*Requirements for 1/LD endorsements
Master of Education Degree
(30 Hour Thesis Program)
Major
Elementary Education

Non-Certification

CONTENT COURSES
ED 6308 Foundations of Reading Instruction
ED 6309 Topics in Reading
ED 6323 Problems in the Teaching of Reading
ED 6325 Practicum in Reading Instruction
ED 6326 Science in the Elementary School Curriculum
ED 6327 Social Studies in the Elementary School Gurriculum
ED 6328 Mathematics in the Elementary School Curriculum
ED 6329 Diagnostic Teaching of Reading ,
ED 6330 The Curriculum in the Elementary School

(12 hours)

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
ED 5314 Practicum in Kindergarten Education
ED 5372 IndividualJ>ifferences: Survey and Treatment
ED 5390 Advanced Studies in the Development of Young Children
ED 5391 Constructing Curriculum for Early Childhood Centers
ED 5392 Research and Development of C,eative Activities fer Young Children
ED 5393 Advanced Studies pf Cultural Diversity in Early Childhood Centers
ED 6301 Instructional Media in Teaching
ED 6302 Advanced Educational Psychology
ED 6303 Advanced Philosophy of Education
ED 6306 The Supervision of Student Teaching
ED 6307 Comparative Education

(12 hours)
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ED 6308,
ED 6311
ED 6313
ED 6322
ED 6.360
ED 6367
ED 6370
ED 6390
ED 6397
or

Foundations of Reading Instruction
Advanced Child Psychology
Individual Educational Testing
The Bilingual Child
Introduction to Guidance and Counseling
Statistical Methods
·
Supervision of Instruction
Education of Young Children
Analysis of Teaching Behavior

RESOURCE AREA
The student may substitute 6 hours from any of the graduate-level courses outside the fielcl of education for
tfie 6 hours of professional development courses.•
,
THESIS

(6 hours)

ED 7300, 7301 Thesis

(6 holD'S)

DEGREE REQUIREMENTSED 6312 Educational Measurement
ED 6300 Introduction to Research
TOTAL

30 hours

Master or Education Degree
36 Hour Non-Thesis Program
Major
Elementary Education

Certificate
J>rofessional Elementary

SPECIALIZATION AREA (minor)
(12 hours)
12 hours of graduate level courses in one of the following fields or a cotnbination of two divided 9-3 or 6-6.
Biology, English, Government, Health and Kinesiology, History, Mathematics, Spanish.
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
ED 5314 Practicum in Kindergarten Education
ED 5372 Individual Differences: Survey and Treatment
ED 5390 Advanced Studies in the Development of Young Children
ED 5391 Constructing Curriculum for Early Childhood Centers
ED 5392 Research and Development of Creative Activities for Young Children
ED 5393 Advanced Studies of Cultural Diversity in Early Childhood Centers
ED 6301 Instructional Media in Teaching
ED 6302 Advanced Educational Psychology
ED 6303 Advanced Philosophy of Education
ED 6306 The Supervision of Student Teaching
ED 6307 Comparative Education
ED 6308 Foundations of Reading Instruction
ED 6311 Advanced Child Psychology
ED 6313 Individual ~ucational Testing
ED 6322 The Bilingual Child
,
ED 6330 The Curriculum in the Elementary School
ED 6360 Introduction to Guidance and Counseling
ED 6367 Statistical Methods
ED 6370 Supervision of Instruction
. ED 6397 Analysis of Teaching Behavior

(6-12 hours)

RESOURCE AREAS (6 Hours Minimum)
(6-12 hours)
ED 6323 Problems in the Teaching of Reading
ED 6325 Practicum in Reading Instruction
ED 6326 Science in the Elementary School Curriculum
ED 6327 Social'Studies in the Elementary School Curriculum
ED 6328 Mathematics in the Elementary School Curriculum
ED 6329 Diagnostic Teachini of Reading
ED 6336 · Problems in Educauon
or 6 hours from any of the graduate. level courses outside the major or minor fields may be taken as resource
area courses.
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. DEGREE.REQUIREMENTS
ED 6312 · Educational Measurement
ED 6300 . introduction. to Resean:h

(6hours)

36 hours

TOTAL
Master or Education Degree
36 Hour Non-Thesis Program for students holding an
Elementary Provisional Certificate

Certificate
Reading Specialist

Major
Reading All-level
READING AREA
.
· , ED 6308 Foundations of Reading lnsttuction
ED 630':) Topics in Reading
ED 6310 Child and Adolescent Literature
ED 6323 Problems in the Teaching of Reading
ED 6329 Diagnostic Teaching of Reading
ED 632S Practicum in Reading Insttuction

· (18 hours)

(6hours)

. RESOURCE AREA
SOC S313 American Minorities
ENG 63S0 Introduction to Descriptive Linguistics
(If the student has credit for ENG 3319, substitute ENG 63S1.}
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
ED 5351 Teaching Reading to the Secondary Student
ED 6331 Curriculum in the Secondary School
ED 6341 Advanced Adolescent Psychology or
(If the student has credit for ED 4351, subsbtute approved elective.)

(6 hours)

DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
ED 5313 Reading Tests
.
ED 6300 Introduction to Research

(6 hours)

TOTAL

36 hours
Master of Education Degree

36 Hour Non-Th·esis Program for students holding a

Secondary Provisional Certificate
I

Major
Reading All-level

Certificate
Reading Specialist

READING AREA
ED 6308 Foundations of Reading Instruction
ED 630':) Topics in Reading
ED 6310 Child and Adolescent Literature
ED 6323 Problems in the Teaching of Reading
ED 6329 Diagnostic Teaching of Reading
ED. 6325 Practicum in Reading Instruction

(18 hours)

RESOURCE AREA
SOC 5313 American Minorities
ENG 6350 Intro<luction to Descriptive Linguistics
(If the student has credit for ENG 3319, substitute ENG 6351.)

(6 hours)

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
ED 5351 Teaching Reading to the Secondary Student
ED 6311 Advanced Child Psychology or
.
ED 6331 Curriculum in the Secondary School
(If the student has credit for ED 4351, substitute approved elective.)

(6 hours)

DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
ED 5313 Reading Tests

(6 hours)
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ED 6300 Introduction to Research
TOTAL .

36hours .

Master of Education Degree
30 Hour Thesis Program
Major ·
·
Elementary Education

Certificate
Professional Elementary

SPECIALIZATION AREA
.(12 hours)
12 hours of graduate-level courses in one of the following fields or a combination of two divided 9-3 or
&:6: Biology. English, Government. Kinesiolop, History, Mathematics, Spanish. .
•
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
ED 7300, 7301 Thesis
.

(6hours)

RESOURCE AREA
(6 hours)
ED 5314 Practicum in Kindergarten Education
ED 5372 Individual Differences: Survey and Treatment
ED 5390 Advanced Studies in the Development of Young Children
' ED 5391 Constructing Curriculum for Early Childhood Centers
ED 5392 Research and Development of Creative Activities for Young Children
ED 5393 Advanced Studies of Cultural Diversity in Early Childhood Centers
ED 6306 The Supervision of Student Teaching
ED 6322 The Bilingual Child
ED 6323 Problems in the Teaching of Reading
- ED 6325 Practicum in Reading Instruction
, ED 6326 Science in the Elementary School Curriculum
ED 6327 \ Social Studies in the Elementary School Curriculum
ED 6328 Mathematics in the Elementary School Curriculum
ED 6329 Diagnostic Teaching of Reading
ED 6330 The Curriculum in the Elementary School
Or 6 hours from any other graduate level courses outside the major or minor fields may be taken as resource
areacourses.
·
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
ED 6312 Edµcational Measurement
ED 6300 Introduction to Research
TOTAL

(6 hours)

I

-

\

30hours
Profe~ional Certificate with
Master of Arts Degree or
Master of Science Degree

Major
Biology
English

Certificate
Professional Elementary

SPECIALIZATION AREA
12 hours of graduate level courses in one of the following areas: Biology, ~glish

(12hours)

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Required:
ED 6312 Educational Measurement
ED 6311 Advanced Child Psychology
ED 6330 The Curriculum in the Elementary School

(12 hours)

3 hours selected from:
ED 6301 Instructional Media in Teaching
ED 6306 Supervision of Student Teaching
ED 6322 T.eaching the Bilingual Child
ED 6323 Problems in the Teaching of Reading
ED 6332 Research in Elementary Education
ED 6397 Analysis of Teacher Behavior
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RESOURCE AREA .

,:

,

(6 hours)

6 semester hours in a second specialimtion area or 6 semester hours selected from the following:
ED 6308 Foundations of Reading Insttuction
·
ED 6323 Problems in the Teaching of Reading
ED 6325 Directed Practice in Remedial Reading
ED 6326 Science In the Elementary School Curriculum
· ED 6327 Social Studies In the Elementary School Curriculum
ED 6328 · Math in the Elementary School Curriculum
ED 6329 Diagnostic and Remedial Teaching of Reading

DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
'

I

•

The student should consult the department of his major for specific information on degree requirements,

which are in addition to. the above certification requirements.,

-

M.F.d. Degree in Bilingual Education
The role of the bilingual/bicultural education specialist is that of a leader and master teacher in the field.
Such a field includes knowledge, skills, and attitudes which are characterized.by lanJWlge, cultural, and
instructional dimensions. The M.Ed Degree with specialization in Bilingual Education provides an opportunity to develop such characteristics. ·
,
·
. '
The following is the program fGr the M.Ed. Degree with specialit.ation in Bilingual Education:
Master or Education Degree
36 Hour Non-Thesis Program ·

Major
·Elementary Education·

Certificates
Professional Elementary
Provisional Bilingual

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
ED 6350 The Bilingual Reading Process
,
ED 6335 Teaching Elementary School Subjects in the Bilingual School
ED 6319 Practicum in BilinJOJal Education (taken last semester of program)
ED 6324 Second L_anguage teaching: Theory and Methodology

(12 hours)

SPECIALIZATION AREA

(12 hours)

Language Component (6 hours)
.
.
SPAN 6307 Advanced Spanish Grammar and Composition. for the Oassroom Teacher
Select three (3) hours from:
ENG 6350 Introduction to Descriptive Linguistics for Teachers
. , ENG 63S1 Problems in Linguistics
.
i

S~cio-Historical Component (6 'hours)
Select three (3) hours from: ·
SOC S313 American Minorities •
SOC 5323 The Mexican-American People
SOC 5324 Demo~h): of the Southwest
SOC S353 Social Stratification
Select three (3) hours from:
IIlST 6306 Studies in Texas and Southwestern History
IIlST 6316 Studies in Mexican and American H~tases
RESOURCE AREA

,

(6 hours)

ED 6302 Advanced Educational Psychology
Choice of (3) hours from: ED 6388 Socio-Cultural Foundations of Education
ED ~322 The Bilingual Child

DEGREE REQUIREMENTS

(6hours)

ED 6312 Educational Measurement .
ED 6300 IntrOduction to Research
TOTAL

36hours
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Master or Education Degree
in Secondary Education
30 Hours Thesis P,rogram

Major
\ Non-Certification
Secondary Education '
SPECIALIZATION AREA
(12 hours)
12 semester hours of graduate level courses in one of the following fieldS: Biology, Business Adrhinistration, English, Political Science, Health and Kinesiology, History, Mathematics, Psychology, Spanish
RESOURCE AREA .
(6 hours)
_
6 semester hours. from any of the graduate level courses (excluding education and the specialization area)
that will improve the classroom teacher's competency
I

TIIESIS .
ED 7300, 73()1 Thesis

(6 hours)

DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
(6 hours)
ED S342 Tests and M~urements for the Secondary Classroom Teacher _
· 1 . __ •
(If the student had had ED 3342 or ED S 3305 at the undergraduate level, substitutean elective with the
approval of the adviser.)
ED 6300 Introduction to Research
TOTAL
30hours
Mastl!r or Education Degree 36 Hour Non-Thesis Program

Major
Secondary Education _

Cenificate
Professional Secondary

SPECIALIZATION AREA
_ ' · (12 hours)
12 semester hours_ of graduate level courses in one of the following fields: Bio}ogy, Business Administtation, English, Government, Health and Kinesiology, History,-Mathematics, Ps~chology, Spanish
RESOURCE AREA (6 hours)
6 semester hours from any of the graduate level courses (excluding education and the specialization area)
that will improve the classroom teacher's competency.
·
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
12 semester hours selected from the following for non-thesis programs:

(12ho~)

Required:

ED 6331 The Curriculum in the Secondary School
ED 6380 Practicum for Secondary Teachers

\.

6 hours selected from:
.
ED 5351 Teaching Reading to the Secondary Student
EO 535'.l Secondary Classroom Methods and Materials
EQ 6301 Instructional Media irl Teaching
ED 6303 Advanced Philosophy of Education
ED 6306 Supervision of Student Teaching
ED 6307 Comparative Education
ED 6333 Research in Secondary Education
ED 6336 Problems in Education ,
'
ED 6341 Advanc~ Adolescent Psychology
_
ED 6353 Teaching the Disadvantaged Secondary Leamer
ED 6388 Socio-Cultural Foundations of Education
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS

(6 hours)

ED 5342 Tests and Measurements for the Secondary Classroom Teacher
(If the student had ED 3342 or ED S 3305 at the undergraduate level, substitute an electiYe from the courses
listed under professional development with iheapproval of the adviser.
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ED 6300 Introduction to Research
TOTAL

•

36 hours

Master or Education D~ee
36 Hour Thesis Program

j

Cenificate
Professional Sec()lldary

Major
Secondary Education

SPECIALIZATION AREA
_
(12 hours)
12 semester hours of graduate level courses in one of the following fields: Biology, B1,Jsiness Adn}inistration, English, Political Science, Health and Kinesiology, History, Mathematics, Psychology, Spamsh
RESOURCE AREA ,
·
,
(6 hours)
6 semester hours. from any of the graduate level courses (excluding education and the specialization area)
that will improve the classroom teacher's competency
··
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Required:
,
ED 6331 The·Cuniculum in the Secondary School
ED 6380 Practicum for Secondary Teachers

(6hours)

THESIS
ED 7300, 730I;Thesis

(6ho~)

DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
.
(6 hours)
ED 5342 Tests and Measurements for the Secondary Classroom Teacher
'(If the student had ED 3342 or ED S 3305 at the undergraduate level, substitute~ elective with the approval of the adviser.

Course De~criptions -Additional courses may be found in other Education Departments
·
GRADUATE
ED S313

READING TESTS

~~:for function of this course is to help ~uate students develop competencies in ~e selection, administration, scoring and interpretation of standardized tests, with particular emphasis upon their application to
reading instruction. Special emphasis will also be given to the development and use df infQITllal evaluative
instruments to meet particular re;ading needs of students.
ED J314 PRACTICUM IN KINDERGARTEN EDUCATION
"'
Fall.Spring
Guided experiences in an early chiidhood center, wherein the, student develops curricular projects, including
planning and implementing discrete learning situations and episodes, for the children in that setting. Student to be in an early childhood center each day of the semester and attend such seminars and conferences
as suggested'by the course instructor. Available to students seeking the endorsement for teaching in kindergarten.
ED 5321

CAREER EDUCATION.

On Demand
The course includes the definition and rationale for the concept of career educatidn as a comprehensive pr~
gram wherein the student's attention is focused on careers, beginning in early childhood and continuing
throughout the adult years. Describes a sequentially developed education program offering career awareness, career exploration and job preparation for all swdents. For elementary and secondary, the program
includes a structuring of basic subjects. grades K-12. around the theme of career oppor:runities and requirements in the world of work and emphasizes the contribution that subject matter can make to a successful
career.
ED 5351

TEACHING READING TO THE SECONDARY STUDENT

Spring, Summer
The relation of re:a<Iing ability to academic achi~vement, procedures for teaching reading skills needed in
'

'
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content area reading, and reading difficulties encountered by secondary students are included in this course. ·
The student will use diagnostic tools and techniques to determine reading needs of secondary studen.ts and
will develop reading-learning activities to meet those needs.
ED 5352

SECONDARY CLASSROOM METHODS AND MATERIALS

Fall, Spring, Summer
This course is for students who have had no classroom or student teaching experience and provides students
with opportunities to apply modern methods and materials to problems in the secondary classroom and to
observe the methods and materials used by classroom teachers. Credit will not be granted for this course if
ED 4352, ED S 3307, or EDCI 4332 has been taken.
ED 539

ADVANCED STUDIES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF YOUNG CHILDREN

Review of develbpment' of the child from birth to age 8 with foci roots on individuality, origins of behavior
and formation of cognitive structures. Survey of early acquisition of language and information skills..: Principal course emphasis: physical characteristics, modes of learning, management of emotion, self-ioo,itification and responsiveness to the demands of social living by children ages 3, 4 and 5. Course aCtivities in- ·
elude observation and interaction with young children, projects, readings and lectures. Credit not offered for
both ED4390 and ED 5390.
. ED 5391

CONSTRUCTING CURRICULUM FOR EARLY CHILDHOOD CENTERS

Identification of basic ~liefs about the nature of young children, assumptions concerning the process of
development, theories of learning, sociocultural factors and values upon which curricula: are based. Construction of a curriculum in Math, Science, Social Learning and Language for children of ages 3, 4 and 5,
including planning both learning environment and daily activities. Frequent observing, assisting and teaching in early childhood centers required. Credit not pennitted for both ED 4391 and ED 539 I.
ED 5392 RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OF CREATIVE ACTIVITIES FOR YOUNG
CHILDREN
.
,

Opportunities for research and development of creative activities for young children in all areas of curricuhun. Specific emphasis on Creative Dramatics, Literature:· Art, Music, Creative Play and the development
of motor skills. Student research, lectures, readings, projects, and <:'bservation. Credit not permitted for both
ED 4392 and ED 5392.
,
·
ED 5393

n~

ADV AN CED STUDIES OF CULTURAL DIVERSITY IN EARLY CHILDHOOD CEN•

,

.

.

Designed to i~vestiga~e facets of cult~l diversity in young children and i~ relat!onship to child growth and
development, mstrucuonal competencies of teachers and home-school relat1onsh1ps.
ED 6301

INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA IN TEACHING

,

An advanced course designed to provide students with skills, insight and practice in the selection, utiliz.ation, production and management Qf modem instructional tools. The ,course will be helpful to teachers and
other persons desiring to-direct instructional media centers in public schools.
Prerequisite: EDCI 3301 or equivalent.
.
1

ED 6303

ADVANCED PljlLOSOPHY OF EDUCATION

'

The development of Americln education in relation to political, social and cultural developments. Special
attention is given to the influence of movements in the cultural environment upon evolving conceptions of
educational theory and practice.
·
·
ED 6305

PROBLEMS AND PRACTICES IN COLLEGE TEACHING ;

A methods course in which systematic instructional processes applied to the teaching of education will be
learned. Emphasis will be upon writing.and using instructional modules focused on behavioral outcomes.
The utilii.ation of instructional technology and evaluation. Re.quired of all teaching assistants in the department of education. Does not count toward degree or certification.
\

ED 6306 ,SUPERVISION OF STUDENT TEACHING

Practical applicatio11 of the supervisory role in the supervision o( student teachers in a competency-based
teacher education prQgram. .·
·
·
,
,
ED 6308

FOUNDATIONS OF READING INSTRUCTION

This course placesmajor emphasis on the nature of the reading process and the essential components of a
systematic, sequential program for developmental.reading instruction. Various approaches fo11 teaching ·
reading will be scrutinized and analyzed.·
Prerequisite: ED 3323 or admission by test placement.
ED 6309 TOPJCS.IN,READING
This course is concerned primarily with innovations and current issues in reading instruction. Trainees will
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select topics of particular interest and concern for intensive study. Experiences of the trainee may include
action research. working with classroom teachers and other adults in the school community to enhance the
reading program. May be repeated once. when emphasis is on study in resource~ or professional areas
related to the field of reading. ·
I ,

ED 6310 CHILD AND ADOLESCENT. LITERATURE
_
This course is designed to help the trainee gain competence in selecting and recommending literature.for
children and adolescents and providing leadership and guidance to help students develop maturity in reading. The trainee will be provided with experiences_ which will enable him to' locate and select appropriate
literature for students and to apply 1!J>propriate strategies for stimulating voluntary participation and continuous growth in independent readmg.
·
ED 6322 THE 8:ILINGUAL CHILD '
A course designed to provide understanding of the problems and stren~s of the bilingual child with emphasis on the educational program of the multi-cultural. multi-ethnic efementary school.
ED 6323 PROBLEMS IN THE TEACHING OF READING
This course is concerned with analyzing and prescribing materials and techniques for reading instruction to
meet common reading problems, integrating reading instruction with other facets of communication, relating reading instruction to socio-cultural and linguistic characteristics of the learner. Recreational reading,
grouping. content area reading and other problems are among those considered.
Prerequisite: ED 6308.
ED 6324 SECOND LANGUAGE TEACillNG: THEORY AND METHODOLOGY
1_
A study of the acquisition of languages by the bilingual learner, focusing on the role of the .child, the com~
hlunity and the school through various stages of language development and the relationship of linguistic,
.cultural and conceptual processes within a bilingua]/bicultural environment. The evaluation bf language
methods and materials as these relate to social context and the principles of communication will be stressed.•

•

1

ED 6325 PRACTICUM IN READING INSTRUCTION
Supervised experience in working with individual children who have reading difficulties.
Prerequisite: ED 6329.
ED 6326 SCIENCE IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CURRICULUM
Deals with the purposes, selections and organization of content, teaching and learning procedures and
evaluation of outcomes in elementary school science.
'
Prerequisite: A course in physical science and a course in life science.
ED 6327 SOCIAL STUDIES IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CURRICULUM
Instructional procedures and latest theories in elementary school social studies. Techniques of teaching
History and Geography with emphasis on development of Ameri(:8;nism, conceptual skills, economic and ·
conservation education. use of maps, unit organization. projects and pupil involvement in community prob~L

,

ED 6328 MATHEMATICS IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CURRICULUM
Study is made of recent research in the teaching of mathematics. Application of research fmding to the
teaching of
mathematics is emphasized. '
..
'
ED 6329 . DIAGNOSTIC TEACHING OF READING
This course is designed to help the student gain competency in diagnosing reading behavior and in prescribing appropriate readin~ instruction. The student has the opportunity to develop or select, administer and
'interpret appropriate diagnostic materials and techniques. He/she also will be able to male~ appropriate recommendations for reading instruction on the basis Qf such diagnosis.
Prerequisite: ED 6323.
ED 6330 THE CURRICULUM IN THE ELEMENTARV SCHOOL
Development of the elementary school curriculum, significant factors which help to determine the curricu-

-

tum and implications of research in curriculum construction are studied. Opportunity to select and organize
appropriate learning experiences for the different levels is offered.

ED 6331 TJIE CURRICULUM IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOL
An overview of theories, principles and issues in curriculum planning for modem educational experiences.

In addition to an examination of current curricular practices, particular emphasis will be placed upon promising research ideas and local efforts toward improvement in the secondary school. ,
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ED 6332 RESEARCH IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Students will study special problems related to their n~s and interests. They will also be expected to master research procedures and present a research paper on a selected problem.
ED, 6333

RESEARCH IN SECONDARY EDUCATION

An individualized approach to current problems in secondary education. Each student will choose a topic or
problem and summarize available research on it
ED 6336

PROBLEMS IN EDUCATION ~

This course's major emphasis is on cunent innovations in education .. Students will conduct research related
to selected problems. Experiences of the student may include conducting action research, working with educational determinants, new education programs, and/or working with classroom teachers and other persons
iri the community in order to improve the education program. Ctedit may &e applied toward the graduate
programs in education when the appropriate problem is chosen by the student This c0urse may be repeated
once for credit.
·
ED 6350 THE BILINGUAL READING PROCESS

This course presents the knowledge, skills, and attitudes related to the bilingual reading process in the classroom by examining rationale, goals, diagnosis, placement, transfer, learning strategies, inst111ctional materials, and assessment procedures for the reading process in a dual-language classroom environment
ED 6351

FIRST AND SECOND LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

This course will present a contrastive analysis of the development of a first language in the home environment and the acquisition of a second language in the school setting, with a special focus on the Hispanic
bilingual student ·Possible reinforcement and predictable interference between the two languages will be
studied with emphasis on social and academic language proficiency along an informal-formal continuum.
ED 6380

PRACTICUM FOR SECONDARY TEACHERS

Examination of the discipline of the subject-field selected coupled with intensive study of research findings,
scholarly publications, and adv~ced experimentation with the improvement of instruction.
ED 6390

THE EDUCATION OF YOUNG CHILDREN

This course is designed for teachers of pr~chool-age children with emphasis <?n the d~veloJ?men~ task~
and growth and development charactensbcs of four- and five-year~olds. Special cons1derabon wtll be given
to selection and guidance of curriculum experience which contribute to the development of young children
as individuals and in groups, records and reports, working with parents and observation of preschool
groups.
Prerequisite: ED 3311.

Undergraduate Education
ED 1303, 1304, 1351, 1352, ~d 4651 are not applicable for a degree.
ED 1303

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION, FIELD EXPERIENCE LEVEL I

Field experience in early childhood learning centers to offer the opportunity to learn, und~r supervision,
competencies in child care-giving such as organizing learning centers, maintaining planned arrangement of
furniture and mi;iterials for motor development and classroom organization· and other activities contributing
to setting up and maintaining a safe and healthy learning environment
.
1

ED 1304

!

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION, FIELD EXPERIENCE LEVEL II

Field experience in early childhood learning centers designed to offer the opportunjty to learn, under suwrvision, competencies in advancing physical and intellectual development of children.
ED 1351

ART WORKSHOP FOR TEACHERS

An activity course designed for the inexperienced pre-school teacher or worker. The fundamen~ls of art
are emphasized with a practical application at th(fpre-school level.
ED 1352 MUSIC WORKSHOP FOR TEACHERS

An activity course designed for the inexperienced pre-school worker or teacher. Fundamentals of music
will be taught but emphasis is on building a repertoire of songs and rhythm activities through class participation.
ED 4651

WORKSHOP FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS

A workshop course designed to assist teachers in planning for an elementary curriculum to meet the needs
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of migrant and/or disadvantaged children. Special pennission must be given to each participant before enrollment in the course.

Early Childhood
EDEC 4390

GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF YOUNG CHILDREN

This course will address the physical, intellectual, social, and emotional development of early childhood.
the major theories of childhood development, including self-concept, will be reviewed along with developmentally appropriate management styles.
·•
EDEC 4391

FOUNDATIONS OF EARLY CHILDHOOD ·

Analysis of expressive and receptive language processes, theories of creativity and theories of supervision
of young children supported by research base in the field of early childhood.
EDEC 4392
HOOD

ACQUISITION AND CONCEPTUALIZATION PROCESSES IN EARLY CHILD-

Analysis of processes of acquisition and conceptualimtion of Piagetian concepts, socialimtion, wellness
and fibless.
EDEC 4393 CULTURAL DIMENSIONS RELATED TO EARLY .CfflLDHOOD
Multicultural, pluralistic societies will be reviewed with emphasis on major components of culture. The
cultµre of Hispanics and other minorities will be an integral part of this course. Dynamics of socioeconomic status, stereotyping, family structure, language acquisition and health/nutrition will be researched.
EDEC 4394

COGNITIVE AND PSYCHOMOTOR DEVELOPMENT IN EARLY CfflLDHOOD

Theories of and stages of cognitive and psychomotor developme~t will be analyzed. Developmental program models will be studied. Readiness for first language learning and second language acquisition will be
addressed.
EDEC 4312

STUDENT TEACHING IN EARLY CHILDHOOD

Combined with EDCI 4311, this course meets the six-hour requirement for student teaching. Students will
be assigned to a pre-kindergarten or kindergartew teacher all day for six weeks and will observe and participate in teaching. Observations will be made by university supervisors; seminats and individual conferences
are required.
EDEC 4314

SURVEY OF EARLY CHILDHOOD; FIELD EXPERIENCE (If applicable)

Survey of research in ear!y childhood.

Education - Curriculum & Instruction
EDCI 1301

INTRODUCTION TO TEACHING

This course focuses on the individual as a teacher by examining the role of the teacher in tbe teaching-learning process. This involves analysis of learners and learning environment as well as preparation for the performance of teaching activities within university '1fld public school classrooms. This course will give the
students an opportunity to examine the field of teaching and their strengths and weaknesses as teachers with
an early entry into the field. Students who choose to continue in the field of teaching will have additional
time to build on these strengths.,and remediate the weaknesses:
EDCI 3301

DESIGN AND MANAGEMENT OF INSTRUCTION

Instructional methods and strategies will be applied to the teaching-learning process. Planning, organizing
and managing instruction will be included. Instructional media and technology will be emphasized so that
·students will be able to use audio, visual, video, and computer systems to teach the essential elements of the
school curriculum.
.
·
EDCI 3305 FOUNDA TIO~S'OF MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION

,

A review of the concept of culture, its components and dimensions, and its implications for the education of
students in a multicultural society. Consideration will be given to the value and importance of cultural pluralism as reflected in a multicultural world.. These concepts will be integrated into mstructional strategies ·
and the curriculum.
·
EDCI 3312 TESTING AND MEASUREMENT

The content of this course will include: derived scores (standard scores, percentiles, grade equivalent, age
scores), reliability, and validity as related to the development and interpretation of criterion and norm reference measures, teacher-made tests, and systematic observational scales. There will be an emphasis on util-
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izing appraisal information obtained from ~ts and observational scales as an integral part of the evaluation
and teaching-learning-achievement process..
·
EDCI 3315 THE BILINGUAL CURRICULUM IN THE CONTENT AREAS
This is a course in which the state-mandated curriculum for the content areas will be studied, focusing on
the essential elements of science. mathematics. social studies and health in a bilingual classroom. The role:
of language, placement, and materials will be examined within a comprehensive, systematic program design.
·

"

'EDCI 3316 TRANSITION OF SPANISH READING SKILLS TO THE ENGLISH READING
PROCESS
The course content includes the nature of Spanish reading -- its linguistic and curricular essential elemenl'S
and its relationship to English reading. Special emphasis is placed on the development of a-smooth and
successful transition from first language reading to second language reading for limited English-proficient ,
students.
.
,
·
.
EDCI 3322 FOUfl'DA1'1ONS OF BILINGUAi,, EDUCATION
The study of cultural, psychological, socio-economic, linguistic, cognitive and curricular factors affecting
the academic achievement of bilingual students. This course ~so will investigate the philosophical, legal,
and sociological aspects of bilingual education in the American public school system. National, state, and
local guidelines designed to meet·the needs of multilingual and multicultural student populations will be
reviewed.

EDCI 3324 ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
-The rationale, theories, and goals of a comprehensive ESL curriculum program will be studied in compliance 'with the needs of the public schools and the standards
of the State of Texas.
·
...
_

'

EDCI 3328 TEACHING ELEMENTARY SCHOOL MATHEMATICS
Instructional methods and strategies emphasizing practical applications of the teaching-learning process to
· the teaching of elementary school mathematics. The scope and sequence of the essential elements for elementary school mathematics will be taught. Includes 15 clock hours of field experience observing and ·
working with children in an elementary school classroom.
Prerequisites: MATH 2306, 2307.
·

.

,

· EDCI 3331 LANGUAGE ARTS/CHILDREN'S LITERATURE IN THE ELEMENT ARY CURRICULUM
Methods of teaching the language arts iil the elementary school with special emphasis on the communication skills and children's literature. Attention will be given to teaching English as a second language.
EDCI 3332 SOCIAL STUDIES AND SCIENCE IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Methods of teaching the social studies and science in the elementacy school. Practi_cal applications of the
teaching-learning process for teaching the essential elements will be emphasized. Includes 15 clock hours
of field experience observing and working with children in an elementary school classroom. Complies with
1EA Standards.
.
EDCI 4301 FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATION
This course focuses on the principles of education including historical and philosophical development, pur•
poses, goal-setting, legislatiqn. and rights and responsibilities in a multicultural society. The course will
also stress the structure and function of local, state, and federal roles in education. The student will examine professional ethics in education and the promotion of and participation in the profession.
EDCI 4302 EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
.
,
~
The principal focus of this course is on. major theories of the teaching-learning processes and human growth
and developmenL It includes impact of multicultural differences upon the instructional process as well as
the needs of special learners. Measurement and evaluation o(student achievement will be examined.
'

EDCI 4304 FIRST LANGUAGE LEARNING AND SECOND LANGUAGE ACQUISITION
This course is designed to investigate the nature of language learning in a bilingual setting beginning with
early childhood through the secondary-school. Special emphasis is placed on first language development
and second language acquisition, transference of skills and concepts, and comparative study of the two languages,
EDCI 4305 INSTRUCTIONAL PLANNING AND CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
This course will present principles of curriculum organization and planning based on learner needs. Stu-
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dents will design instruction to enable elementary students to achieve educational goals and objectives.
Lon~-range plannµig, lesson cycle, and utilization of instructional media and commt'Jtiity resources will be :
stressed. The scope, sequence and materials for teaching the elementary school cwtjculum will be studied:
A minimum bf 20 hours of fieldwork in the public schools is required.
Prerequisites: EDCJ 4301, 4302.
EDCI 4306 INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY AND CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT

This-course focuses on instructional methods ihat emphasiu practical application of teaching~leaming theory and classroom organization and discipline managem~nt principles. Teaching sttategies for delivering ·
basic instruction and for developing higher-level thinking skills will be stressed. The scope, sequ~. materials and methodologies for teaching the elementary school curriculum will be studied. A minimum of 25
hours of fieldwork in the public school is requirM.
- .' 1
Prerequisites: EDCI 4301,,4302, 4305.
EDCl4307 SECONDARY PRE-STUDENT TEACHING PRACTICUM

This field-based, pre-student teaching course focuses on the skills needed to meei the requirements of the
Texas Teacher Appraisal System. The application Qf the lesson plan cycle incorporating the essential elements of the Texas curriculum. principles and applications of reading skills in the content areas, application
of tests and measurement techniques and instructional media will be included. The course also includes
practical application of instructional method§; classroom management as-well as curriculum organization,
planning, and evaluation. The field component will be 20 hours.
Prerequisites: EDCI 4301 and 4302.
__;
EDCI 4308 CURIQCULUM IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOL·

·

This field-based, pre-student teaching course-focuses on application of Texas curriculwb requirements incorporating Lesson Cycle for planning, implementing. and ~valuating the teaching-learning process in secondary schools within legal and ethical ·guidelines. It includes basic principles and procedures of classroom
management, with emphasis on discipl4ie, teaching strategies, at\d procedures which incl~ group and individual processes adapted to teacher personality and student needs and ability. Micro-teaching with appro~
priate instructional media and technology for the secondary learner will be included. The field component
will be.25 hours.
Prerequisites: EDCI 4301, 4302, and 4307._
EDCI 4310

DIRECTED TEACHING - ESL

(Student must also be enrolled in EDCI 4311-Elementary or EDCI 4398-Secondary) This course must be
taken by all undergraduate student teachers working toward an English~as-arSecond-Language endorsement
for teaching in ESL language programs. ·Course requires observation and teaching experiences in a public
school ESL classroom for 1/l day, Monday through Friday, for half a semester. This work is done under
the directions of a fully-certified teacher o(.the class to which~ student is assi~. Periodic observations
and evaluations will be done by the course instructor. Weekly seminars and individual conferences are a
required part of the course.
✓
Prerequisite: Approval by the Teacher Education Committee.
'

EDCI 4311

DIRECTED TEACHING • ELEMENTARY

Course consists of observation, limited participation in teaching; then full teaching responsibility in an elementary public school (TEA accredited) classroom to which the student is assigned. This work is done under the guidance. of the teacher of the class to which the student is assigned and the supervision of a college
professor who makes periodic observations and evaluations of the student's progress. Seminars and individual conferences are required. Students are assigned to the public school classroom for a minimum number of hours as dictated by 1EA. The dumber of hours per day and the number of days per week are regulated by TEA, UT Pan American Student Teaching Handbook, and local school districts.
Prerequisite: Approval of UT Pan American T~acher Education Committee . .
EDCI 4312

DIRECTED TEACHING - KINDERGARTEN

Course consists of observation, limited participation in teaching, then full teaching responsibility in an elementary public spiool (TEA accredited) kindergarten classroom to which the student is assigned. This
work is done under the guidance of the teacher of the class to which the student is assigned and the supervision of a college professor who makes ~riodic observations and evaluations of the student's progress.
Seminars and individual conferences are' required. Students are assigned to the public school classroom for
a minimum number of hours as dictated by TEA, UT Pan American Student Teaching Handbook, and local
school districts.
Prerequisite: Approv.al of UT Pan American Teacher Education Committee.
EDCI 4314 RESEARCH IN EARLY CHILDHOOD
Survey of research in early childhood. Student will develop and implement cuniculum projects in a pre-K
'
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and/or Kindergarten classroom. Projects will include planning and managing learning situations for chil- dren. Field experience in a IBA-accredited pre-Kor Kindergarten setting. Emphasizing action research
will also be a part of the course. Seminars will be held to guide the student in implementing his or her program. May not be substituted for EDCI 4312 if the student is working toward the Kindergarten endorsement as a part of the degree in Elementary Education.
EDCI 4611 DIRECTED\ TEACIDNG - ELEMENT ARY

Course consists of observation, limited participation in teaching, ,then full teaching responsibility in an ele. mentary public school (IBA-accredited) classroom to which the student is assigned. This work is done
under·the guidance of the teacher of the class to '}'hich the student is assigned and the supervision of a college professor who makes periodic observations and evaluations of the student's progtess. Seminars and
individual conferences are required. Students are assigned to the public classroom for a minimum
number of hours as dictated by IBA. The number of hours per day and the number of days per week are
regulated by IBA, ur Pan American Student Teaching Handboolc, and local school districts.
Prerequisite: Approval of UT Pan America~ Teacher Education Committee.
EDCI 4613 DJRECTED TEACHING ._ SPEECH AND HEARING
Course designed for speech and hearing majors., Problems related to the mechanical dimension of listening
and speaking and to tl!,e conceptual process within language development will be the basis for individual
and small group diagnostic/therapeutic wotk. Emphasis will be placed on clinical experience in a school
setting under the supervision of a certified speech therapist and a university supervisor.
EDCI 4641 STUDENT TEACHING - SECONDARY

Student teaching for all options - one 36-hour teaching field, two 24 -hour teaching fields, or one 48-hour ·
teaching field in approved subjects - would require a twelve-week program which includes instruction on
the university campus and full day student teaching in an approved school with weekly seminars which reemphasize previous course content and its application to the classroom.
Prerequisites: EDCI 4301, 4302, 4307, 4308. Required/or certification.
'
Reading
READ 3310 · NARRATIVE AND EXPOSITORY ANALYSIS
Examines the processes utilized to provide clues to understanding text: identification of relevant informa. tion of text and how events in the text are related; utilizing information of text to determine that which is
not stated; evaluating ·and judging tex~; monitoring what is read for the purpose of clarifying .text.
READ 3313 INTRODUCTION TO READING -- SECONDARY
This course for the teacher of secondary reading will include the essential elements of reading for grades
7-12 in the State Board of Education Rules for Curriculum: word attack skills., vocabulary development,
comprehension s~illsand reading skills applied to a variety of practical situations. Self-analysis and application of the skills to the teaching of reading in the secondary classroom will be emphasized.
'

'

READ 3323 READING ACQUISITION
Psychological, ~iological, cultural, physical and linguistic factors related to reading acquisition; analysis
of ~pe and sequence of wor~ recogni~on proces_ses: sight word vocabulary, phonics, structUC?l, J!lOrphemic and contextual analysis; analysis of organ1zauona1-and management parameters of readmg mstruction at the primary levels; diagnostic and prescriptive processes fl8 they pertain to readiness, structufal and
,phonetic analysis; vocabulary skills and classification skills.
,
·
·
READ 3325 COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT AND READING COMPREHENSION
Examination of principles of comprehension; factors that affect comprehension of text; cognition and reading comprehension; components of the instructional program of reading compreh«;nsion and the correlation
of reading processes to the writing processes; analysis of comprehension processes as they apply to various
text strucuires; extending and enriching reading comprehension through literature; diagnostic and prescriptive processes as they pertain to literal, interpretive and evaluative comprehension processes.
·
READ 3326 READING ACROSS THE CURRICULUM CONTENT AREAS
Analysis of research, study and library skills; examination of ~ding applied to the Vanous content areas
with focus on effective reading processes across text types and subject-spet:ific vocabulary.
·
Prerequisites: READ 3323 and 3325.

as

READ 3327 READING AND THE EXCEPTIONAL .CHILD
.
Examination of the affective, cognitive, cultural and linguistic correlates of reading disabilities; examination of the characteristics of gifted readers; analysis of learner reading styles across the modalities of auditory, visual, kinesthetic and tactile; analysis of the principles of assessment and relationships to both

.
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remediation and enrichment
· Prerequisite: READ 3323.

READ 3329 READING AND WHOLE LANGUAGE LEARNING
Reading as an integral part of the language ans process; study of the relationships between listening.~~~~~

.

Prerequisite: READ 3123.,
READ 33,51 LITERATURE FOR THE YOUNG ADULT
, .
Emphasis is on the reading and evaluation of literature written for young adults (middle. junior and senior
high school students). The selection and reading of a variety of literary genre f9! the young adult that encompasses literature reflecting culture, ethic$, -and social diversity within a multicultural society will be
included.
'
·
•
READ 4351 DEVELOPMENTAL READING IN SECONDAR~ SCHO?LS
Analysis of the relation of reading ability to academic achievement; reading skills needed in content area
reading; reading difficulties encountered by students in secondary schools.
Prerequisites: READ 3323 and 3325 .

. Drama
\

See Department of Communications

Economics·
See Department of ACCQ!)nting and Economics

Education
See Department of School Administrati()D and Supervision
Department of Curriculum and ]nstruction • Elementary and Secondary
'

Department of Educational Psychology,
·Department of Heal.th and Kinesiology
'

,

Department of Educational Psychology
Dr. Ralph Carlson, Chair
I

Full-time Faculty

Alvarado,'Victor* (Ed.D., Western Michigan University, 1976; assoc. prof.) Educational Leadership,
Guidance and Counseling
Bernal, Ernesto* (Ph.D., University pf Texas at Austin, 1971; prof;) Educational Psychology (Personality,
Social and Developmental; Gifted Education, Unbiased Assessment, and Bilingual Education)
Burns, Jo Ann* (Ph.D., University of Oklahoma, 1979; assoc. prof.) Speci~ Education, Educational
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Psychology, and School Psychology
Carlson, Ralph* (Ph.D., University of Houston, 1974; assoc. prof.) Psychology (Quantitative Methods,
Statistics, and Theories of Personality)
Kolesinski, Mary* (Ed.D., University of Georgia, 1986; assoc. prof;) Gifted Educatim and Educatimal
Psychology.
·
·
·
Linskey, Arthur Owen* (Ph.D., University of North Carolina, 1957; assoc. prof.) Guidance and Counseling
and Educational Psychology
·
Ochoa, Hector Salvadro* (Ph.D., Texas A&M University, 1989; assisl prof.) School Psychology,
Educational Psychol~)'., and Special Education
.
Rodriguez, Ana Maria* (Ed.D., Univers1ty of Houston, 1976; assoc. prof.) Guidance and Counseling
Smith, ~rge W.* (Ed.D., Texas Tech., 1969; prof.) Guidance and Counseling
*Graduate Faculty
The Department of Educational Psychology offers an undergraduate area of Specialization (minor) in Generic Special Education. The Department also offers the Master of Education degree (M.Ed.) in Gifted
Education, Edu~ational Diagnostician, Guidance and Counseling, and a Master of Arts degree (M.A.) in
School Psychology. Certificates and/or endorsements in Mental Retardation, Learning Disabilities, Severely Emotionally Disturbed and Autistic, Emotionally Disturbed, Early Childhood for Exceptimal Children, Gifted Education, Information Technology, Psychological Associate (TSBEP), Associate School Psychologist (TEA), and School Psychologist (NASP) are also offered by the Department
A second very important focus for the Department is the coordination of all studies which are generic or
.
core to all undergraduate and graduate degree programs. These include studies in Measurement, Statistics,
'Research, Educational Psychology, History and Philosoph)J'of Education, Multicultural Education, Child
Growth and Development, an(t.f:ducational Technology.. ·
,

UC/GE Requirements for Teacher Education Majors
Students pursuing a Bachelor of Science degree in Elementary or Secondary Education and teacher certifi- .
cation are required to take the following courses in the UC/GE requirements as specified by the State Board
of Education and the Texas Education Agency:
The requirements and applications for degree and/or _certification programs under the current catalog must
be completed prior to S~ptember I, 1991.-Students pursuing teacher certification after August 31, 1989,
must enter under those programs prescribed by the new Standards for teacher education. Prospective
teacher education students should consult with their major advisers and the approp~te department in the
School of Education.
·
.1
English 1301, 1302 (or 1387, 1388) ·
English - Sophomore Literature - 6 sem. hrs.
Language·other than English - 6 sem. hrs.
Communication 1313
·
MATH 1340 or2306 and 2307 or 1357
Laboratory Science- 8 sem. hrs.(same science)
BIOL 1405 and 1406 or PSCI 1421 and 1422
Computer Science 1300
History 2313 or 2333, 2314 (2387, 2388 Honors)
Political Science 2313, 2314 (2387, 2388 Honors)
Kinesiology four semester hours activity courses
Fifteen hours .from the follgwing: ·
EDCI 3323
EDCI 3325
KIN 4351
PSY 3305 (Prerequisite: PSY. 1313 and i323)
Three semester hours from:
ART3381
MUS 3311
COMM 1303 or2312
Electives - twelve hours
.
6 semester hours from 2 of the following areas:
ART 1301
COMM 1303 or2312
PHIL 1310, 1320, 2330, 2380
6 semester hours from 2 of the following

!

i

~=
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ANTH1313,1323,2323,2353
ECO 1301, 2353 .
PSY 1313, 1323-,
soc 1313, 1323, 2333

Minor in Generic Special Education ror Elementary F.ducation Majors:
Professional Development and Methodology courses for Elementary Education Majors:
Prerequisite: EDCl 1301
.
EDCI 3301
EDCI3302
EDCl3303
EDCl3305
EDCI3311
EDCl 3312
EDCI3328
EDCI 3331
EDCI3332

Generic Special Education Minor (effective until September 1, 1991):
ED 1305
ED 2304
ED 4301
ED 4302
ED 4303
ED 4309
ED 4371
ED 4372
ED 4311
ED 4313

Introduction to Special Education
Field Experiences in Special Education
Perception and Language Development
Perception and Cognitive Development
Individualized Instruction for Mildly and Moderately Disabled
Practicnm in Generic Special Education (Prerequisite: ED 4'.303 and Psy 3305)
Testing and Assessment of Exceptional Individuals
·
Exceptional Individual
Directed Student Teaching {Elemfntary)
Directed Student Teaching (Generic Special Education) (Prerequisite: Ed 4309).

After August 31, 1989, the following courses will be required for an endorsement in generic special education. Elementary and ,Secondary certification requirements are shown in the Department of Curriculum and
Instruction.
·
ED 1305
ED 2304
ED 4301
ED 4302
ED 4303
ED 4300
ED 4371
. ED 4372

Intzy<!uction To Generic Special Education
_ ·
Cognitive and Physical Foundations for the ~xceptionalities
Perception and Language Development
Perception and Cognitive Development
'Theories of Cognitive and Behavioral Interventions for the Mildly and Moderately Disabled
Correlates and die Exceptional Individual
Testing and Assessment-of Exceptional Individuals
Individual Differences

Directed Teaching Requirements fpr Generic Special Education
,

A student majoring in Elementary or Secondary Education and minoring in Generic Special Education must
complete one-half of his or her student teaching semester in an elementary or secondary-classroom and onehalf in a special education classroom. The following requirements must be met by students entering student
teaching:
·
.
_
·
1. English 1301 and 1302 completed _with a minimwn of ..C" in each course.
2. Have completed at least 7 semester hours in major with 2.25 grade point average.
3. Have completed at least 6 semester hours required in the minor with a 2.25 g,acle point average. If the
student is to teach in his mi,nor field, he must have completed 7 of the semester hours in the minor.
4. The General Education requirements must be completed. (If no more than 6 semester hours are
incomplete a department head may choose to conditionally admit a prospect.)
5. At leas~ 90 semester hours of college work completed.
6. Satisfactory completion of: ED 1305, 2304, 4301 or 4302, 4303, 4309, :4371 or 4372.

Endorsements:

Teaching the Mentally Retar()ed:
1. Texas Teaching Certificate
2. Twelve (12) semester hours: ED 4371, ED 4372, ED 4373, ED 4374
3. 2.25 GPA in the twelve (12) bours
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Learning Disabilities:
1. Texas Teaching Certificate
2. Fifteen (15) semester hours:
a. Undergraduate
ED 4301 or ED 4302, ED 4303, ED 4372, ED 4378, PSY 4318
b. Graduate
PSY 5318, ED 5372, ED 6316, ED 6317, ED 6318
3. 2.25 GPA in the fifteen.(15) hours
Teaching the Emotionally Disturbed:
1. Texas Teaching Certificate
.
2. Fifteen (15) semester hours: ED 5372, ED 6376, ED 6374, and ED 6605
3. 2.25 GPA in the fifteen (15) hours
Early Childhood/or Exceptional Children:
1. Texas Teaching Certificlite ,

.
·
2. Twelve (12) semester hours: ED 4390, ED 4371, ED 4372, ED 4391
3. 2.25 GPA in the twelve (12) hours

Endorsement in Gifted Education:·
1. Texas Teaching Certificate
2. Fifteen (15) semester hours:
EDPS 6330, 6331, 6332, 6333, 6334
Endorsement in Information Technology:
1. Texas Teaching Certififate
2. Nine (9) semester bouts:
ED 3350, CS 1380, CS 3311

Graduate Progra~
M.Ed. Degree in Guidance and Counseling

The counselor is an integral part of the supportive services in public scho<;>l education who serves to facilitate the growth and learning ot students. The counselor, upon completion of the thirty-nine hour M.Ed. in
Counseling and Guidance, should have competencies in (1) Planning, Organization, and Evaluation, (2)
Individual and Group Counseling, (3) Consultation, and (4) Coordination..
·
.
.
Students who complete a forty-five semester credit hour M.Ed. may have partially fulfilled the requirements
for a Licensed Professional Counselor (LPC). Please contact the Coordinator of the Counseling Program or
Department Chair for additional requirements for LPC.
·
Students need to take the following courses in sequence within the first twelve (12) to eighteen (18) semester hours of the program and prior to taking the ol;ll examination: ED 6300, ED 6302, ED 63(,(), ED 6363,
and ED 6362.
.
,
The following is the program for M.Ed. Degree with specialii.ation in elementary and secondary Gu~dance
and Counseling:

Master or Education Degree .
Major
Elementary Education
TIIB GUIDANCE l>ROGRAM
ED 63li0 Introduction to Guidance and Counseling·.
TIIB PUPIL SERVED
ED 6302 Advanced Educational Psychology
ED 6322 The Bilingual Child
RESOURCE AREA
ED 6362 Theories and Techniques of Counseling
ED 6363 Personal Growth
ED 6365 Counseling Practicum
ED 6345 Information Services: Occupational, Educational and Personal-Social
•ED 6368 Group·Counseling
1
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Certificate
Counselor
Thesis
(3 hours)
(6hours)
(18 hours)

l

ED 5372 Individual Differences ·
ED 6306 Supervision. of Student Teaching
ED 6311 Advanced Child Psychology,
ED 6313 Individual Educational Testing
ED 6314 Psychoeducational Assessment I
· ED 6323 Problems in the Teaching of Reading.
· ED 6330 The Curriculum in the Elementary School
ED 6342 Problems in Guidance and Counseling
.ED 6344 Psychoeducational Assessment II
ED 6349 Counseling Procedures for Flementary Children
ED 6361 ·· Appraisal ofl,eaming Abilities: The Multi-Disciplinary Approach
ED 6364 Consultin$ in Human Relations
ED 6366 Problems m Testing and Counseling
ED 6367 Statistical Methods
ED 6370 Supervision of Instruction
ED 6386 Administration of Pupil Personnel Services
ED 6393 Administration of School Staff Personnel
ED 6394 Psychology of Decision Making'
ED 6397 Analysis of Teaching Behavior
PSY 5313 Abnonnal Psychology
;
PSY 5318 Learning Theories
PSY 5333 Theories QfPersonality
SOC 5313 American Minorities
THESIS
ED 7300 Thesis
ED 7301 Thesis
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
ED 6312 Educational Measurement
ED 6300 Introduction to Research
TOTAL:

(6hours)
(6hours)
39

hours

Master or Education Degree
Major
Elementary Education

Certificate
Counselor
Non-Thesis

THE GUIDANCE PROGRAM
ED 6360 Introguction to Guidance and Counseling
THE PUPIL SERVED
ED 6302 Advanced Educational Psychology
ED 6322 The Bilingual Child
RESOURCE ~EA
•
1
ED 6313 lnd1v1dual Educatmnal tesong
ED 6345 Information S'ervices: Occupational, Educational and Personal-Social
ED 6362 Theories and Techniques of Counseling
ED 6363 Personal Growth
ED 6365 Counseling Practicum
ED 6368 Group Counseling
3-6 hours from: ·
ED 6314 Psych~ducational Assessment I
ED 6344 Psychoeducational Assessment II
ED 5372 Individual Differences
ED 6306 Supervision of Student Teaching
ED 6311 Advanc~ Child Psychology
ED 6323 Problems in the Teaching of Reading
ED 6330 'The Curriculum in the' Elementary School
ED 6342 Problems in Guidance and Counseling
ED 6364 Consultinij in Human Relations
· ED 6366 Problems m Testing and Counseling
ED 6367 Statistical Methods
ED 6370 Supervision of Instruction
ED 6386 Administration of Pupil Personnel Services
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(3 hours)
(6 hours)
(24 hours)

ED 6393 Administration of School Staff Personnel
ED 6394 Psychology of Decision Making
ED 6397 Analysis of Teaching Behavior
PSY 5313 Abnonnal Psychology
PSY 5318 Leaming Theories
PSY 5333 Theories of Personality .
SOC 5313 American Minorities
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
ED 6312 Educational Measurement
ED 6300 Introduction to Research
TOTAL: .

(6 hours)
\

39 hours

Master of Education Degree-

Major
Secondary Education

Certificate
Counselor ,
Thesis

THE GUIDANCE PROGRAM

(3 hours)

ED 6360 Introduction to Guidance and Counseling
THE PUPIL SERVED,
ED 6302 Advanced Educational Psychology
ED 6353 Teaching the Disadvantaged Secondary Learner
RESOURCE AREA
ED 6362 Theories and Techniques of Counseling
ED 6363 Personal Growth
.
ED 6365 Counseling Practicum
.
ED 6345 Infonnation Services: Occupational, Educational and Personal-Social
ED 6368 Group Counseling
ED 5372 Individual Differences
ED 6306 Supervision of Student Teaching
ED 6313 Individual Educational Testing
ED 6314 Psychoeducational Assessment I
ED 6331 The Curriculum in the Secondary School
ED 6341 Advanced Adolescent Psychology
ED 6342 Problem_s in Guidance and Counseling
ED 6344 Psychoeducational Assessment II
ED 6361 Appraisal of Leaming Abilities'
ED 6364 Consul tin~ in Human Relations
ED 6366 Problems m Testing and Counseling
ED ·6367 Statistical Methods
ED 6370 Supervision of Instruction
ED 6383 Seminar in School and Community Relations
ED 6386 Administration of Pupil Personnel Services
ED 6394 Psychology of Decision Making
ED 6397 Analysis of Teaching Behavior
PSY 5313 Abnonnal Ps~chology
PSY 5318 Leaming Theories
PSY 5333 Theories of Personality .
SOC 5313 American Minorities
THESIS
ED 7300 Thesis
ED 7301 Thesis
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
ED 5342 Tests and Measurements
ED 6300 Introduction to Researcb
TOTAL:

(6 homs)
(18 hours)

(6 hours)

(6hours)
39 hours

Master of Education Degree

Major ·
Secondary Education

Certificate
Cowiselor
Non-Thesis
(3 hours)

THE GUIDANCE PROGRAM

ED 6360 Introduction to Guidance and Counseling
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(6hours)

THE PUPIL SERVED
ED 6302 Advanced Educational Psychology
·
ED 6353 Teaching the Disadvantaged Secondary Leamer

(24 hours)

RESOURCEAREA
·.
6313 Individual E<tucaµonal Testing
6345 Information Services: Occupational, Educational and Personal-Social ~
6362 Theories and Techniques of Counseling
6363 Personal Growth
'
·
ED 6365 Counseling Practicum
ED 6368 Group Counseling
3-6 hours from:
ED 6314 Psychoeducational Asse$sment I
ED 6344 Psychoeducational Assessment II
ED 5372 Individual Differences
ED 6306 Supervision of Student Teaching
ED 6331 The Curriculum in the Secondary School
ED 6341 Advanced Adolescent Psychology
ED 6342 Problems in Guidance Jllld Counseling
ED 6364 ·Consultinf in Human Relations
ED 6366 Problems m Testing and Counseling
ED 6367 Statistical Methods
ED 6370 Supervision of Instruction
ED 6383 Seminar in School and Community Relations
ED 638& Administration of Pupil Personnel Services .
ED 6393 Administration of School Staff Personnel
ED 6394 Psychology of Decision Making
ED 6397 .Analysis of Teaching Behavior
PSY 5313 Abnormal Psychology
PSY 5318 Leaming Theories
PSY 5333 Theories of Personality
SOC 5313 American Minorities
DEGREBREQUIREMENTS
ED 6300 Introduction to Res<'WCh
ED 5342 Tes~ & Measurements
TOTAL:

ED
ED
ED
ED

(6hours)
39 hours

M.Ed. Degree in Educational Diagnos_tician · The primary purpose of the Educational Diagnostician is to serve on the appraillal team with responsibility
in the appraisal of educational funct,ioning, the appraisal of intelligence f~tors. the collection and analysis
of data pertaining to sociological vatiables, and may assist in compiling information from various appraisal

sources.

·

~e M.Ed Degree i9,Educational Diagnostician provides an opportunity for the student to develop skills in

this area.

-

·.

The following.is the program for M.Ed. Degree in Educational Diagnostician:

.

Master or Education Degree
in Educational Diagnostician
The student is responsible for checking with the Director of Special Education for specific departmental
requirements.
,
"
Major (all level)

Certificate
Educational Diagnostician
(6-9 hQurs)
1

KNOWLEDGEOFTHEEXCEPTIONALCHILD
ED 5372 Individual Differences · .
.
~OTB: If students have taken ED 4372, they maY.~$ubstitute another course from this area.
Choice of 3-61'oursfrom:
ED 6361 The Leaming Disabled Child
·
ED 6376 '11te Emotionally Disturbed Child
ED 5374 Psychology of Mental Retardation Seminar
. PSY 5313 Abnormal Psychology
.
PSY 5333 Theories of Personality
,
KNOWLEDGEOFPSYCHOEDUCATIONAL
AND OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES
(9-12 hours)
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Required:
ED 6314 Psychoeducational Assessment I

Choice o/6-9 hours from:

,

.

.

ED 6316 Development and Assessment of Psycholinguistic Processes
ED 6317 Perceptual Motor Development in Young Children
ED 6308 Fo~ndations of Reading Instruction
ED 5313 Reading Tests
ED 6329 Diagnostic Teaching of Reading
ED 6344 Psychoeducational Assessment II
KNOWLEDGE OF HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

· (3 hours)

Choice of 3 hours from:
,ED 6311 Advanced Child Psychology
KNOWLEDGE OF LEARNING

(6 hours)

Choice of 6 hours from:
ED 6374 Applied Behavioral Analysis
ED 6302 Advanced Educational Psychology
PSY 5318 Theories of Learning
KNOWLEDGE OF INSTRUCTIONAL MODIFICATION, INCLUDING PRACTICAL APPLICATION
(REMEDIATION TECHNIQUES AND MATERIALS)
(6-9 hours)

Required:
ED 6604 Practicum in Psychoeducational Assessment

Choice of 3 hours from:
ED 6318. Diagnostic and Prescriptive Teaching
ED 6308 foundations of Reading Instruction
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
ED 6300 Introductiop to Research
ED 6312 Educational Measurement
TOTAL

(6 hours)
39 hours'
'

M.Ed. Degree in Girted Education
The purpose of the master's degree program in Gifted Education is to prepare professionals to assume responsible leadership positions in the education of gifted and.talented students. The objectives of the program are to provide in-depth study of:
· a. theory, knowledge, and practices in gifted education;
b. instructional strategies, progrwn development, and evaluation in gifted education;
c. measurement and assessment th~ry in gifted education;
d. the assessment and development of creativity;
e. the special problems of gifted in,dividuals.
The master's degree Program-in Gifted Education also provides opportunities for students to develop professional competency through applied practi~ in different educational settings. Opportunities for research
,on gifted individuals from bilingual and/or multicultural and/or heterogene9us socioeconomic p&pulations
· will be provided.

Requirements for Admission
In addition to the University Graduate School requirements for admission, the Gifted Education Program
admission requirements are shown below.
·
.
1. The applicant must submit official transcript(s) of all prior undergraduate and graduate work, an
official score report on the Graduate Record Examination (GRE), and completed application fonns to the
Office of Admissions and Records by the dates indicated in the catalog.
2. The applicant must hold a bachelor's degree from a college or university accredited by the regional
accrediting association for the region in which the institution is located.
3. The applicant must have a 3.0 Graduate Admission Grade Point Average (G.P.A.) or more on a 4.0
scale in the last 60 semester or 90 quarter hours completed. · _
.
4. The applicant must have a minimum composite Graduate Record Examination (GRE) score of 800
or more (sum of verbal and quantitative).
5. The applicant must submit at least three (3) recommendations from persons in a position to judge
the professional and academic potential of the candidate.
.
,
6. The applicant must participate in a s.tructured interview wiili the chairperson of the Department of
Educational Psychology and the faculty member coordinating the Gifted ~grwn.
7. The applicant must hold a valid teaching certificate and have taught in a public or private school
setting for a minimum of two years.
·
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Degree Requirements
The degree of Master of Gifted Education provides the option of a 39-hour thesis program or a 39~hour nonthesis program. Both programs consist of a core of 24 .hours including two 3~hour practicum courses, the
first focusing on teaching gifted students and the second focusing on administration of gift&fprograms; 9
hours of designated electives; and 6 hours of thesis or 6 hours of applied research.
·
Semester Credit Houts
a. Required Core
b. Designated Electives
c. Free Electives
Thesis
·
Applied Research Project
Total semester credit ho_urs

Thesis
24

Non-Thesis
24
9
0
N/A
6
39

9

0
6
N/A
39

Curriculum
_
EDPS 6330 Identifying the Gifted and Talented*
.
EDPS 6331 Curriculum, Methods, and Materials for the Gifted and Talented*
EDPS 6332 Creativity and the Gifted and Talented*
EDPS 6333 Counseling the Gifted and Talented*
EDPS 6334 Practicum I in Gifted Education*
EDPS 6335 Practicum II in Gifted Education
EDPS 6337 Administration of Gifted and Talented Programs
EDPS 6338 The Atypical Gifted Child
EDPS 6340 Critical and Creative Thinking for Gifted Students
EDPS 6344 The Gifted Child in the Regular Classroom
EDPS 6346 Independent Study
EDPS 7302 Applied Research Project
ED 6300 Introduction to Research
ED 6302 Advanced Educational Psychology
ED 6311 Advanced Child Psychology
EDPS 6370 Educational Psychological Measurement
EDPS 6380 Psychological Assess. I
ED 6341 Advanced Adolescent Psychology
ED-6367 Introduction to Statistical Methods
EDPS 6351 Intermediate Statistics ·
ED 7300 Thesis
ED 7301 Thesis
*Courses required for an endorsement in Gifted Education (TEA).
M.A. Degree in School Psychology
The purpose of the master's degree Program in School Psychology is to prepare master's degree school psy- ·
chologists for those schools and agencies which provide treatment and educational programs in a societ).'
which is linguistically, soci~onomically, and socioculturally pluralistic. The thrust of the program will .be
for students to develop and acquire the knowledge necessary to conduct applied and basic research; psychological and educational assessment, cognitive-behavi9ral-psychodynamic psychotherapy, and interdisciplinary consultation with teachers, admiriistrators, parents, and community agencies.
School psychologists will be educated to be consultants to other professionals s.uch as counselors, teachers,
and administrators: to provide psychological and educational diagnosis and assessment; to provide direct
psychotherapy-and cognitive-behavioral intervention'; and to provide research and evaluation services to
school districts and agencies.
Degree recipients will receive preparation for credential(s):
a. Certificatjon as Psychological Associate by Texas State Board of Examiners of Psychologists (fortyfive semester credit hour M.A. degree in S_chool Psychology) ·
b. Certification as an Associate School Psychologist by Texas Education Agency (forty-five semester
credit hour M.A. degree in School Psychology)
.
c. National Certification as a School Psychologist by National Association of School Psychologists ~
(sixty semester credit hour M.A. degree in School Psychology).

Requirements for Admission
In addition to the University Graduate School requirements for admission, the School Psychology Program
admission requirements are shown below.
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1. The applicant must liavea 3.0 Grade Point Average (G.P.A.) or more on a4.0 scale in the last60
semester or 90 quarter hours completed.
2. The applicant must have a minimum composite Graduate Record Exalllination (GRE) score of 800
or more (sum of verbal and quantitative).
.
·
3. The applicant must submit at least three (3) letters of recofumendation from persons in a position
to judge the professional aqd academic potential of the candijate.
4. The applicant must submit a letter of application with a statement of reasons for pursuing a Master's .
degree in School Psychology l9 the coordinat01: for the School Psychology program.

Degree Requirements
The degree of Master of Arts in School Psychology e_rovides the option oya 45 semester credit hour thesis
program or a 45 semester credit hour non-thesis program. Both programs consist of a core 9 semester credit
hours with 27 semester credit hours as designated electives.

a. Required Core ·
b. Designated Electives
c. Free Electives
Thesis
TOTAL:

Semester Credit Hours
Thesis
·
Non-Thesis
9
•.'
9
27
27
3
9
6*
0
45*
45**

*If a student elects to complete a thesis, six semester credit tiours of thesis can be credited toward the fortyfive semester credit hours required for a Master's degree ill School Psychology.
·
**Students who elect a non-thesis program will be required to prepare and submit a research paper to a professioJ}al conference for presentation.
Maintaining graduate student status in the School Psychology Program:
1. A student must maintain a GPA of 3.0 or greater.
2. A student may earn two Cs. However, upon earning the third C, he or she will be terminated from the
Program in School Psychology,
3: A student must repeat a course in which a grade of C j.s earned. The second grade earned in a
course does not delete the first grade and thus does not alter the two-C rule described in (2.) above.

Students who do not have three years elementary or secondary teaching experience must talce the following
courses to meet Texas Education Agency's Certification requirements for Associate School Psychologist: Organization, administration, and financing of public schools
ED 6384 Introduction to Educational Administration
Curriculum and Instruction ' ·
ED 6334 Curriculum Development Problems and Processes ..
Education of Handicapped Children
Special Education (Individual Differences)
Multicultural Education
The Biling~l/MuJticultural Individual
Curriculum
Minimum of9 hours required from the area of Psychology Core Courses:
(required).
PSY 6320 Current;Perspectives in Physiological Psychology
(required)
PSY 6325 Theoretical Issues in Leaming'
.
(required)
PSY 6311 Advanced Studies in Personality Theory ·
PSY 6305 Advanced Studies in Psychopathology
EDPS 6301 · Emotionally D,isturbed and Autistic
ED 6302 Advanced Educaµonal Psychology
"
PSY 6330 Advanced Studies,iri Child Development
, ·
PSY 6300 Systems amfTheories
Minimum of 6 hours required from the area of measurement
(required)
' EDPS 6370 Educational arid Psychological Measurement
EDPS-6371 Models of Unbiased Assessment
EDPS 6373 Seminar in Quantitative MethodsMinimum pf 3 ·hours required from the area of Research Design:
(required)
ED 6300 Research Methods
Minimum of 3 hours required from the area of Statistics:
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(required)

ED 6367 Intro. to Statistical Methods
E,DPS 6351 Intermediate Statistics
EDPS 6352 Multivariate Analysis
,
EDPS 6353 Seminar in Statisucal Analysis'
Minimum of 9 hours required from the area of Psychological Assessment:
(required)
EDPS 6380 Psychological Assessment I
(required)
·EDPS 6381 /Psychological Assessment II
(required)
EDPS 6382 Psychological Assessment III
.
EDPS 6383 Psychological Assessment IV
Minimum of 3 hours required from the area of Individua11>ifferences:
(required)
EDPS 6300 Individual Differences
·
EDPS 630.1 Emotionally Disturbed and Autistic
EDPS 6302 Psychology of Mental Retardation
EDPS 6303 Learning Disabilities
Minimum of 3 hours required from the area of Bilingual/Multicultural Individual:
ED 6322 Bilingual Child
.
ED 6388 Sociocultural Foundations
SOC 5323 The Mexican Americans
SOC 5313 American Minorities·
COMM 6322 Seminar in Culture and Communication
, COMM 6302 Communication of Bilingual Bicultural Children
Minimum of 6 hours required from the area of Intervention:
(required)
EDPS 63.10 Introduction to School Psychology
EDPS ·6311 Applied Behavioral Analysis
PSY 6315 Advanced Behavioral Management
ED 6329 Diagnostic Teachin~ of Reading
ED 6362 Theories and Techmques
ED 7104 Seminar in Educational Psychology
i
EDPS 7352 Psychotherapy for Children
Minimum of 3 hours required from the area Qf Internship:
(required)
EOPS 7350 Internship I
EDPS 7351 Internship II
'
Thesis:
ED 7301 Thesis
ED 7302 Thesis

Course Descrip~ions - Additional courses may be found in other Education Departments
ED 1302 INTRODUCTION TO EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
On Demand
.

Psychological principles basic to professional education will be· s ~ . The ability to understand children
at all levels of the school along with the personal growth of the prospective teacher will be considered.
Does not count toward certification.
ED 1305 INTRODUCTION TO GENERIC SPECIAL EDUCATION

Fall, Spring, Summer
Focus on this course will include the identification and analysis of characteristics 'of exceptional individuals.
This will include the different types of exceptional individuals and their educational and treatment program needs. Historical and current social, cultural, legal, educational, and professional tc,pics related to the
,development of special education will ~ covered.
ED 2304 COGNITIVE AND PHYSICAL FOUNDATIONS FOR THE EXCEPTIONALITIES

Fall.Spring
.
Examination of the affective behavioral, cognitive, cultwal and linguistic correlates of learning disabled and
mentally retarded individuals; examination for program options for learning disabled and mentally retarded
individuals; examination of techniques and approaches for family involvement. ,
Prerequisite: ED 1305 or approval of instructor.
ED 3350 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Operational skills in computer applications to educational word pi:ocessing, data base, worksheet, desktop
publishing, testing, graphics and communication. Emphasis will be given to a critical review of methodology for instruction and management of instruction.
· Prerequisite: CS 1300 or consent of instructor.
ED 4301

PERCEPTION AND LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

Spring, Summer
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. The content of this cow;se will include= perception and its relationship to language. There will be an emphasis on oral language development and psycholinguistic process as it relates ,to the cognitive disabled
(mildly and moderately) Hispanic bilingual child.
Prerequisite: ED 1305 and ED 2304 or approval of instructor.
ED 4302 PERCEPTUAL AND COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT

Fall, Summer
The content of the course will include the neurological bases for perception and cognition. Cognition,
problem solving, information pr<,>eessing multi-sensory and percet>ttial-motor intervention theories will be
emphasized. ,
Prerequisites: ED 1305 and 2304 or approval of instructor.
ED 4303 THEORIES OF COGNITIVE AND BEHAVIORAL INTERVENTIONS FOR THE '
MILDLY AND MODERATELY DISABLED
.

Fall, Summer
,
Analysis of diverse intervention processes and theories in the following areas: task analysis, behavior
modification, successive and simultaneous processing of information.
·
Prerequisites: ED 1305 and 2304 or approval of instructor.
· ED 4309

CORRELATES AND THE EXCEPTIONAL INDIVIDUAL

Fall, Spring
·.
Examination of the affective, behavioral, cognitive, culwral and linguistic correlates of inllividuals with
disabilities: identification of professional knowledge and legal aspects; analysis of the principles of assessment.and relationships to remediation; examination of behavior management, community res()urces, legal
aspects and transition programs involving disabled individuals.
Prerequisites: ED 1305, 2304, 4302, 4303 or approval of instructor.
ED 4313

DIRECTED TEACHING - GENERIC SPECIAL EDUCATION

Fall S rin
.
,
(Stude~ts !ust also be enrolled in ED 4311.) This language learning disabilities course must be taken by
all undergraduate swdent teachers working toward a special education endorsement for teaching the lan~
guage/learning disabled child. Course requires observation and experiences in a public school L/LD classroom for 6 days, Monday through Friday, a semester. This work is done under the direction of the fully
certified teacher of the class to which the student is assigned. Periodic observations and evaluations will be
done by the course instructor. Weekly seminars and individual conferences are a required part of the
course.
Prerequisite: Approval t,y the Teacher Education Committee.
ED 4319 ,EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY APPLIED TO THE BILINGUAL CLASSROOM
~~and
...

A course designed to develop the basic competencies needed to guide the learning expedences of children
whose language, attiWdes, and customs are significantly different from those of children in the dominant
national culwre. Such competencies include (1) understanding of growth and development of children, the
teaching-learning process, concept development, first and second language acquisitions and development, ·
and the child's world of feelings; (2) unconditional positive regard for all children; (3) effective skills in
evaluating, guiding. and instructing culturally different children.
ED 4321 . INTRODUCTION TO CAREER EDUCATION

OnDemand
The course includes the definition and rationale for career education as a comprehensive, sequential program beginning in early childhood and continuing through the adult years. Emphasis upoo utilizing the
content of basic subjects, K-12, to focus attention on career opporwmties and requirements in the world of
work.
,
ED 4322

DIRECTED TEACHING - EMOTIONA~LY DISTtJRBED

~Demand
(Students must also be enrolled in ED 431 J.) This course must be taken by all undergraduate student
teachers working toward a special education endorsement for teaching the emotionally disturbed child.
Course requires observation and teaching experiences in a public school emotionally disturbed classroom
for 1/2 day, Monday through Friday, for half a semester. This work is done under the direction of a fully
certified teacher of the class to which the student is assigned. Periodic observations and evaluations will
be done by the course instructor. Weekly seminars and individual conferences are a required part of the
1
course.
,
Prerequisite: Approval by the Teacher Education Committee. 1
ED 4323

DIRECTED TEACHING - MENTALLY RETARDED

On Demand

... 160-

(Students must also"~ ent~llq:I in ED 431 f,:) This course must be ,taken by all undergraduate student teachers working toward a special education endorsement for teaching the mentally retarded child. Course requires observation and teaching experiences ih a public school mentally retarded classroom for 1/2 day,
Monday through Friday. for halfa semester. This wo~ is done under the direction of the fully certified
• · teacher of the class to ,which the studerlt is assigned. Periodic observations and evaluations will be <lol}e by
the course instructor. Weekly seminars and individual conferences are a required part of the course.
Prerequisite: Approval by the Teacher Education Committee.
.·
·
·
ED 4371

TESTING AND ASSESSMENT OF EXCEPTIONAL INDIVIDUALS

Fall, Spring
·
·
·
The content of this course will include: norm and criterion reference measures, systematic observational
procedures, and clinical obsezyation techniques. Thire will be an emphasis on the assessment of handicapped individuals who are at variance 'linguistically and socioculturally. ,
·~ .
Prerequisites: ED 130,5 and 2304 or approval of instructor.
ED 4372

INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES

·Fall, Summer
.
The content of this course will include the 'nature of individual differences with emphasis on the learning
characteristics and application 'of research and theory to special education programs. There will be an emphasis on psychological, sociocultural, and physical characteristics of exceptional individuals. Analysis of
major research regarding contemporary trends, issues, and programs for exceptional individuals will be presented.
·
··
Prerequisites: ED 1305, 2304, 4302, 4303 or approval of instructor.
ED 4373

TEACHING MENTALLY RETARDED CHILDREN

.Summer
Problems and methods in 'teaching mentaUy retarded cbildren. The course is designed for those interested
in teaching mentally retarded children. Classroom experiences will be emphasized with some consideration of related problems.
ED 4374

PSYCHOLOGY OF MENTAL RETARDATION

Summer ·
_
·
_
This course is designed for those who are especially interested in the problems of mental retaivati011. Emphasis will be placed on psychOlogical probleins including diagnostics of the social growth and <Jevelop-:
ment of the mentally retarded person.
ED 4378 TEACHING THE NEUROLOGICALLY HANDICAPPED AND LEARNING
DISABLED
.

Summer
This course provides the students with the opportunity to become competent iri knowledge co11Cerning the
characteristics and needs of children with <;erebral disfunction. Methods and techniques in psycholinguistics and perceptual motor activities will be studied. Actual observation and work with L/LD children will
.be required. ·
Prerequisite: ED 4301 or ED 4302, ED 4303, ED 4372 or permission of instructor;
ED 4390

GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF YOUNG CHILDREN

Fall, Summer I
· Emph~is on developmental tasks and growth characteristics from birth through the eighth year with emphasis on the 3, 4, and 5 year old. Emphasis on physical, intellectual, social and emotional development,
lecture~, read.ings, class participation, observation.
ED 4393 TEACHING YOUNG CHILDREN OF DIVERSE CULTURES

Spring, On Demand
·
, . .
A study and evaluation of methods and techniques used to funber the cognitive and linguisti(o development
of young children from diverse cultur~s. Lectures, readings, class participat,ion and projects, observation.
I

ED 5321

. ,

t

•

CAREER EDUCATION

•

Ori Demand '
·
Tl;le course includes the definition and rationale for the concept of career education as a comprehensive pro,gram wherein.the student's attention is focll$ed on careers, beginning inrearly childhood-and continuing
thr.oughout the adult years; Describes a sequentially developed education program offering career awareness, career exploration and job prepatation f~r all students. For elementary and,se<:,ondary, the program
includes a sl;ructuring orbas1c subjects, grades K-12, around the theme of career opportunities and requirements in the world of work and emphasizes the contribution that subject m~tter can make to a successful
career.
·
·
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ED 534-l TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS.FOR THE SE(:ONDiRY C~ASS~OM T£ACHER
Fall;Spring
·. ·
, . ·
.'
·- . . .
· .··.···
This course emphasizes the role o'fthe teacher in the selection and administration ofstandardizedachievement.and diagnostic tests and the interpretation and use of ~t results in the classroom as they applyJ.o directing learning in the classroom. Credit will not be giYen 1f ED 3342 or ED S 3305 or EDCI 3312 has
been taken. ·
·
·
·· '
·
·
ED. 5372

INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES

Spring, Summer
.
· The content of this course will include the nature of individual differences with emphasis on the learning
characteristics and application of research and theory to special education programs. There will be an em. phasis on psychological, sociocultural, and physical characte~tics of excepti~nal individuals. Analysis of
major research regarding _contemporary trends, issues, and programs for exceptional individµals will be prese~ ,
ED 5374

PSYCHOLOGY OF·MENTAL RETARDATION SEMINAR

Spring, Summer
.
_
This course is designed primarily for educational diagnosticians and other Plan A support personnel who
are interested in an in depth study of causes, symptoms and implications of mental retardation. A research
paper is required regarding some aspect of the problem of mental retardation.
ED 5390

ADVANCED STUDIES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF Y,OUNG CHILDREN .

On Demand
.
Review of development of the child from birth to age 8 with foci on the roots of individuality, origins of
behavior and formation of cognitive structures. Survey of, early acquisition of language and information
skill~.. P~ncip~ course empha~is: physical characteristics, D?od~: of learni~g, manager,nent of emotion,
1 ~!~1~~n~ficat10n and respons1ve~ess to ~e dC!11ands of ~•al hvmg ~Y childre~ ages 3, 4 and 5. Cour~
1• itct.1v1ues mclude observation and mteraction with youqg chddren, proJects,,readmgs and lectures. Credit
not offered for both ED 4390 and ED 53_90.
.
.
ED 5393 ADV AN CED STUDIES OF CULTURAL DIVERSITY IN EARLY CHILDHOOD.
CENTERS
.
.

Spring, On Dem~md .
Designed tQ investigate facets of cultural diversity in young children and its relationship to child growth
and development, instructional competencies of teachers and home-school relatiO{lships.
,
ED 6100

SEMINAR IN COUNSELING AND GUIDANCE

Fall, Spring, Summer
The development of skills related lb the helping profession represented through a series of six steps. Pri~
marily for in-service with counselors and teachers. A student may receive from one (1) to six (6) semester
hours credit.
·
·
Prereq,uisite: Permission of instructor.
ED 6101

SEMINAR IN COUNSELING AND GUIDANCE

·Fall, Spring, Summer
The development of skills related to the helping profession. represented through a series of six steps. Pri-marily for in-service with counselors and teachers. A student may receive from one (1) to six (6) semeste~
hours credit.
Prerequisite: _Permission of instructor.
ED 6102 . SEMINAR IN COUNSELING AND GUIDANCE

.

..

Fall, Spring, Summer
·
_
.
'
· .
The development of skills related to the helping profession represented through a series of six steps. Primarily for in-service with counselors and teachers. A student may receive from one (1) to six (6) semester
hours credit.
•
·
Prerequisite.;, Permission of Instructor,
ED 6103

SEMINARIN COUNSELING ANO GUIDANCE

Fall, Spring, Summer
The development of skills related to the helping profession represented through a series of six steps.. Primarily for in:service with counselors and teachers. A student may receive from one (1) to six (6) semester
1
hours credit.
,
Prerequisite: Permission of Ins,tructor.
ED 6104

SEMINAR IN COUNSELING AND GUIDANCE

Fall, Spring, Summer·

'
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The development of skills related to the helping profession represented through a series of six. steps. Primarily for in-service with counselors and teachers. 'A student may receive from one (1) to six (6) semester
hours credit.
'
·
Prerequisite: Permission of Instructor.
ED 6105 SEMINAR IN COUNSELING AND GUIDANCE

Fall, Spring, -Sum~r
The development of skit.ls related to the helping profession represented through a series of six steps. Pri,narily for in-service with counselors and teachers. A student may receive from one (1) to six (6) semester
hours credit.
Prerequisite: Pern¼ission ofInstructor.
ED 6300 INTRODUCTION TO RESEARCH

Fall, Spring, Summer
,
A study of research.methods in Education including settings which culminate in the successful completion
ofa research project/paper. Students also will demonstrate skills in the utili7.ation of research facilities
and will be in"troduced to graduate programs in Education. Must be taken or be in progress when applying
for orals.
ED 6302

ADVANCED EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

Fall, Spring, Summer
.
.
A research approach to the areas of teaching and learning. Human learning, conditions for effective learning, interference with learning and behavioral objectives will be emphasized.
·
Prerequisite: ED 3302 or equivalent.
ED 63o.l HUMAN GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT

Advanced study in the application of life-span qevelopmental theories to human behavior learning and personality. Includes an understanding of the nature and needs of individuals at all developmental levels from
pre-natal through old age.
ED 6311 , ADVANCED CHILD PSYCHOLOGY

Spring
. .
.
.
.This is an advanced study of children from conception to puberty, or from the pre-school through the elementary level, with emphasis on thb role played by maturation and learning. The course will include a
study of recent research dealing with theories of cognitive unfolding and personality integration.
Prerequisite: ED 3311 or equivalent.
ED 6312 · EDUCATIONAL ~EASUI!EMENT .

Fall, Spring, Summer I
·
·
. ,.
.
.
.
. The conteQt of this course will include scaling; variance; scores derived through linear and nonlinear transformations; traditional item analysis and introduction to latent trait models; reliability and true score theories; partitioning total variance into true and measurement of error variance and measureme,nt error variance .
into its different sources; validity; content, predictive, concurrent, and construct; models of unbias assessment These topics will be related to the construction and interpretation of nonn and criterion reference
measures, teacher made· tests, and systematic observational scales.
ED 6313 PSYCHOEDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT

Develops conceptua\ and practical bases for understanding the individual and group testing, non-test appraisal procedures, preparation of reports, and grgup testing, non7test appraisal procedures, preparation of
- ~ports, and the diagnostic implications of language, cultural, and sex factors.
Prerequisite-:• Graduate standing.
ED 6314 PSYCHOEDUCATI ONA~ ASSESSMENT I

.
Spring
.
·
.
.
The content of this course will include the administration, scoring, and interpretation of Raven's Progressive Matrices (in ~ntomime), Wechsler scales (WAIS-R, WISC-R, WPPIS), socio-cultural, andatlaptive
behavior scales.. Models of-unbiased assessment for children whose socio-cultural and linguistical back. grounds are at variance from the American society core culture will be covered. _
Prerequisite: Ed 6312
·
. ED 63i6 . DEVELOPMENT-AND ASSESSMENT OF PSYCHOLINGUISTIC PROCESSES

Fall, Sumnier_I '.
·
·
The course is designed to acquaint the student with the physiological mechanism,s involved in the acquisition of speech and language and to define those social, psychological and perceptual aspects that contribute
to the de~elopmental language tasks appropriate for various chronological and mental age leyels. The stu-
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dent will be guided toward an understanding of the relationship between aural and written language and.
1
social behavior. Observation of children will be included i,n the requirement.
ED 6317 PERCEPTUAL MOTOR DEVELOPMENT IN YOUNG CHILDREN
Fall, Summer I
.
,
.
This course is intended to impart a knowledge of the perceptual processes and how they affect the motor
development of the child. The tactual-kinesthetic (haptic), auditory and visual sense modalities \fill be define~·and discussed s~paratel_y and in relation l<? each other. I~plications for cl_assroom _behavior 8!1d ~dem1c performance will be discussed. There will be opport~1t1es for observauon ofchddren mamfesUng
any one or combinations of perceptual deficits.

ED 1;318 DIAGNOSTIC AND PRESCRIPTIVE TEACHING

Spring, Summer II ,
·
This course is. in~nded.to enable the teacher .to talce all data - .psychological, social and educational - and
translate these into a course of action for the teacher and the child, including individualized selections of
methods, materials and techniques. Criteri,a and procedures for ongoing evaluation will be an integral pan
of the course. Actual cases will be utilized and the stQdent will have the opportunity to prepare diagnosis
and develop educational prescriptions. Attention will be given to effective, meaningful rePQl'ting to other
professionals as well as parents.
Prerequisite: ED 6316, ED 6317.
ED 6336 PROBLEMS IN EDtJCATION
Fall, Spring, Summer
This course's major emphasis is on current innovations in education. Students will conduct research related
to selected problems. Experiences of the student may include conducting action research, working with educational determinants, new education programs, and/or worki.ng with classroom teachers and other persons
in the community in order to improve the educational program. Credit may be applied toward the graduate
programs in education when the appropriate problem is chosen by the student. This course may be repeated
once for credit.
·
ED 6341

ADVANCED ADOLESCENT PSYCHOLOGY

Fall, Summer
The history and systems of adolescent psychology applied to education. Modern,theories and current research in learning and pupil motivation, especially in relation to new educational media and various aspects
of the educative process.
ED 6342 INDIVIDUAL STUDY IN COUNSELING

This is an individual study course wherein a student may individualize his/her professional development
program by conducting an in-depth study of a selected topic in counseling or by conducting original research in counseling.
.
Prerequisite: A written contract with a professor outlining the study.
ED 6344 PSYCHO EDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT II

Fall
The content of this course will include administering, scoring; and interpreting: Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale; Bayley Scales of Infant Development and other age scales; human figure drawing; and Kauf- .
man - ABC tesL Opportunity for adll}inistering these measures in Spanish or Englisn will be provided.
Prerequisite: ED 6312 or satisfactory performance on equivalen,t competency examination.

ED 6345

LIFESTYLE AND CAREER DEVELOPMENT

ED 6346

HISTORY AND PRINCIPLES OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

.

1

A survey and analysis of the processes of ass_isting the ~ndividual to chpose an occupation, prepare for it.
enter it, and progress in it. The course seeks to train leaders who can help individuals make decisions and
choices involved in planning a future and building a career.

OnDemand
·
' History and.principles of current vocational education programs stressing nature, scope, purpose, dev~lopment and socio-economic values.
·
ED 6347

PLANNING AND ORGANIZING PROGRAMS OF VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE

On Demand
/
·
Development of competencies related to planning and organizing appropriate vocational guidance pro- ·
grams. The study and implementation of methods and techniques of assessing vocational interests and aptitudes.
·
ED 6348

VOCATION AL-STUDENT IDENTIFICATION, PLACEMENT AND FOLLOW-UP·

On Demand
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Development of competencies in. assessing students' vocational aptitudes and interests and in planning, organizing and coordinating placement and follow~up programs.
,
ED 6349
Fall

COUNSELING PROCEDURES FOR ELEMENTARY CHILDREN
.

The study and implementation of basic techniques of counseling children with behavioral disorders. ~s
course will emphasize the utilization of play media and systematic JX?Sitive reinforcement to facilitate expression, self-understanding and personal growth. Observation and supervised experience in counseling
sessions with children are an integral part of the course.
Prerequisites: ED 6360, ED 6362, ED 6363 or permission of instructor.
ED 6353 TEACHING THE DISADVANTAGED SECONDARY LEARNER

· On Dt}mand
·
The course will emphasize the problems experienced in teaching secondary school students who are educationally and/or culturally disadvantaged. Applicable techniques and materials useful in classroom situations
·will be studied.
·
ED 6360

INTRODUCTION TO COUNSELING

This course is designed to orient the student to the counseling profession, including historical, professional,
and ethical trends and issues. The course overviews selected processes and theories with a focus on the
acquisition of counseling skills necessary to deveJop and maintain a counseling relationship;
Prerequisite: Graduate standing.
ED 6361 THE LEARNING DISABLED CHILD

Summer
The student will acquire knowledge and theory regarding learning abilities and disabilities and acquire basic
terminology in the field of psycho-educational evaluation. Experiences will include observation of chil- ·
dren with various learning styles, participation mi simulated ARD (Admisston, Review and Dismissal)
committees, and knowledge of procedures from referral techniques through mssemination of findings.
ED 6362 THEORIES AND TECHNIQUES IN COUNSELING

Fall, Spring, Summer
·
.
A su~ey of the field of psycho-therapy, comparing the contributions of psychoanalysis, non-directive ther-.
apy and behavior therapy. Consideration will be given to such specialized approaches as group therapy, play
, therapy and family therapy. Arrangements will be made to visit local _facilities utilizing a vanety of these
· therapeutic techniques.
.
•
·
Prerequisite: ED 6360 and permission of the instructor.
·
ED 6363

PERSONAL GROWTH

Fall, Spring, Summer
,
..
Discussions and practical application of group dynamics within a framework of group therapy. Limited to
20 graduate students accepted in the counseling aqd guidance program.
ED 6364

CONSULTING IN HUMAN RELATIONS

Spring ·
.
·
.· · . ·
.
.
Emphasis on the development of competencies ia consulting"with students, teachers, parents, and other personnel both individually and in small groups. Limit 20 students.
·
·
Prerequisites: ED 6360, ~D 6362, ED 6363 or consent of instructor.
ED 6365 COUNSELING PRACTICUM ·,

Fall, Spring. Summer
A competency-based practicum. Students will eng~e in counseling and in guidance planning through practical experiences in laboratory and in public schools; Seminars for discussion and critiquing by·the student
will be the theme of class sessions. Students will be re.quired to recognize and identify counseling techniques and philosophies used in this practicum. Admission to course is dependent on admission to counselor education candidacy.
·
·
Prerequisites: ED 6360,"ED 6362, ED 6363. Course must be taken within last nine, (9) hours ofprogram.
Limit 12 students.
.
·
.
•
.
ED 6366

PROBLEMS IN TESTING AND COUNSELING

Fall, Spring, Summer
,
Problems course.involving a practicum in t~ting and counseling. Emphasis will be on diagnosis and therapy. The student will present a case study/studies which will be bound in two copies to be placed in the
bbrary and in the office of counselor education.
.
ED 6367

INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICAL METHODS

Fall, Spring, Summer I
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The content of this course will include central tendency; variance; normal, t, chi square, and F distributions; bivariate correlation and regression analysis, t-test between means, goodness of fit and test of independence of chi square: one-way and factorial ANOV A. There will be an emphasis on hypothesis testing;
Type I and II errors; an understanding·of statistical signi!icance and practical or functional significance.
ED 6368

GROUP COUNSELING

Fall, Spring, Summer.
.
·The purpose of this course is to develop an understanding of group processes, theories and· techniques.
Demonstrated competency in this knowledge and application of group procedures will be required. Limit 20
students.
,
Prerequisites: ED 6360. ED 6362, ED 6363.
ED 6373

TECHNIQUES AND METHODS FOR THE SLOW LEARNER

Summer
,
'
. .
A course designed to present techniques which can be applied to the curriculum for retarded children. Perceptual as well as intellectual deficits will be considered. The students will .be ~uired to participate in
some observations and in some work relationship with retarded and slow learning children.
·
,, ED 6374

APPLIED BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS

Summer
·
This course provides the opportunity to study behavioral characteristics of school children. Emphasis will
be given to the prevention and remediation of behavioral problems. Special coverage will be given to a
discussion of classroom problems/
·
ED 6376 THE EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED CHILD

Fall, Summer
·
Characteristics of the emotionally disturbed. Basic concepts of personality. development will serve as a
framework for discussion of those behaviors that are regarded as self-enhancing and those considered debilitating within various social environments. Special emphasis will be focused oh the interpretation and
amelioration of behavior as it occurs in the classroom settmg. Discussion of current research insttuctional
arrangements and community reSQUrces will be included. Observation of emotionally disturbed youth will
be required.
·
.
·
ED 6604. PRACTICUM IN PSYCHOEDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT

Summer
Supe,rvised practical experience in psychoeducational assessment and therapy. This culminatt"ng activity
will provide intensive training in the entire educational process for a child, whereby data is gathered, a diag~
nosis is developed and implemented, and an ongoing evaluationis designed and monitored to serve as a
measure of the child's social and educational growth. Last 6 h.ours or last semester of wor~.
ED 6605 P,RACTICUM FOR TEACl):ING THE EMOTIQNALLY DISTURBED

Summer
·.
·
The course emphasizes, url'der the supervision of a fully endorsed teacher of the emotionally disturbed, the
day to day techniques and instructional procedures for working with emotionally disturbed in a public
·
school setting. Each student must spend a minimum of 120 clock hours in the classroom and maintain a log
of all pertinent experiences.
·
·
,
Prerequisites: ED 5372, ED 6376. ED 6374, and 6 hours of Psycholo g_)( or its equivalent.
ED 7300.. THESIS

On Demand
ED 7301 THESIS

On Demand
EDPS 6300 INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES

The content of this course will include the.nature of individual differences with emphasis on (he learning characteristics and application of research and theory to special education programs. There will be an emphasis on psychological, socioc\lltural, and physical characteristics of exceptional individuals. Analysis of
major research regarding contemporary Jrends, issue&, and programs for exceptional individuals will be presented.
'
·
EDPS 6301

EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED AND AUTISTIC

Th~ content of_ t~is c~ur~ will include e_tiology, symptoms of _the con~iti.on of.emotional ~isturbance and
auttsm and their Jmphcauon for the family,' commumty, vocauonal adJustment and education. ·
~~

EDPS 6302 PSYCHOLOGY OF MENTAL RETARDATION

'

1

•

The .content of this course will include causes, symptoms, and implications of mental retardation to the family, community, vocational adjustment and education.
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EDPS 6303 LEARNING DISABILITIES
.
· ,,
.
The content of this course will include the etiology and symptoms of the condition of cognitj,ve disabilities
and its implications for the family, education, community and vocational adjustment
EDPS 6310 INTRODUCTION TO SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY
l
.
'
The content of this course will include the role of the school psychologist in schools and agencies, ethics,
knowledge of consultation with parents, students, teachers, administration, and community agencies in a
pluralistic society.
·
· ·
EDPS 6311 APPLIED BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS
.
,
· The content of this course will include behavioral and cognitive learning theory, task analysis, behavioral
and cognltive beltavioral therapy for individuals manifesting academic, interpersonal.and intrapersonal adjtlstment problems.
EDPS 6330 IDENTIFYING THE GIFfED AND TALENTED
The content of this course will include discussion of the concepts and definitions of giftedness; characteristics/behaviors/needs of students within the various areas of giftedness; special populations, including the
culturally-diverse gifted; norm referenced instruments used to identify and assess the gifted and talented;
~ analysis of student identification and placement procedures.
·
EDPS 6331. CURRICULUM, METHODS, AND MATERIALS FOR THE GIFTED AND TALENTED
.
.
.
The content of this course will include discussion- of the concept of ..differentiation"; analysis of models for .
developing or-modifying learning experiences for gifted and tale11ted students in heterogeneous and homogeneous grouping arrangemeµts; identification and assessment of curriculum activities, instructional strategies, and teaching techniques used to develop cognitive and affective needs of gifted learners; and analysis
of instructional materials to support the implementation of differentiated learning experiences for the gifted
and talented.
I
~
EDPS 6332 CREATIVITY AND THE GIFTED AND TALENTED.
The,content of this course will include theoretical explanations for creativity and its application to thinking
processes, pei:sons, products and environments; analysis of how creative potential ma)'.be identified through
norm-referenced instruments; understanding of models for teaching and leaming·creative thinking skills;
and assessment ~f p~edures ~nd instrUctional materials for enhancing creativity.
EDPS 6333 COUNSELING THE.GIFTED AND TALENTED
The content of this course will include research concerning the social and emotional needs of the gifted and .
talented and discussion ofrelated issues, including perfectionism, underachievement, and depression; analy- '·
sis of counseling and guidance· models for the gifted and talented; and understanding of counseling tech•
niques and strategies, including sociodrama and bibliotherapy, used with gifted learners.
•
EDPS 6334 . PRACTICUM I IN GIFTED EDUCATION
The content and activities of this course will include supervised experiences in teaching gifted students in
school settings; design, implementation, and assessment of curriculum, methods, and materials appropriate
for gifted and talented leamer-s; scheduled seminars and conferences for discussing and critiquing practicum
experiences.
EDPS 6335 PRACTICUM II IN GIFTED EDUCATION
The_ content and activities of this course will include supervised experiences in administering programs for
gifted students; design, implementation, and assessment.of procedures lruli identify and provjde services. for·
gifted and talented students; scheduled seminars and con"rences for discussing and critiquing practicum
experiences.
· ·
·
·
·
·,

~

'

EDPS 6337 ADMINISTRATION Of GIFfED AND TALENTED PROGRAMS
The content of this course will include discussion of the organi:zation an<l administration of 'gifted pro~
from pre-school to grade 12; analysis of the role of the administrator in providing programs and improving
instruction for gifted and talented students; and analysis of the problem-SQlving process in resolving unique
issues in gifted programs.
· -'
.
EDPS 6338 THE ATYPICAL GIFTED CHILD
.
,
The content of this course will include discussion of the characteristics/behaviors/needs of atypical gifted
students; analysis of procedures for identifying' and developing programs for the atypical gifted; and understanding the social and emotional needs of this special population of.students.
EDPS 6340 CRITICAL AND CREATIVE THINKING IN GIFTED STUDENTS
.
The content of this course will include_research related.to hemisphericity and its relationship to critical and

\

I

creative thinking in the inteJlectually and creatively gifted; identification, analysis, and evaluation of teach. ing strategies that encourage cfitical and creative thinking in gifted-students from pre~school to grade 12.
This course is designed for teacher/adrtiinistrators working with gifted students for a minimum of three
years. Permission of the i~tructor is required.
EDPS 6344 GIFTED CHILD IN THE REGULAR CLASSROOM
The content of this course incJudes discussion of issues and procedures related to the needs of intellectually
and creatively gifted children in the regular classroom; analysis of curriculum methods, teaching strategies,
materials, and evaluation techniques for use with gifted children in the regular classroom setting.
EDPS 6346 INDEPENDENT STUDY .

Designed to give the student experience in research _and in-depth theoretical readings in a substantive area
not normally covered within the standard courses. Research projects and advanced readings will vary according to student interest and facµlty availability. \
EDPS 7302 APP.LIED RESEARCH PROJECT

. ,

A problem-oriented, individual research project under the direc.tion and supervision of-a graduate faculty
member that fulfills the non-thesis option in the Master of Gifted Education Program.
EDPS 6351

INTERMEDIATE STATISTICS

The content of .this course will include· partial; semi-partial, and multiple correlation and regression analy. sis; discriminant analysis; experimental design Models I, II, III; ANOVA: repeated measures, higher-order
factorial, nested, analysis of covariance; methods of multiple comparisons; introduction to linear models
and MANOVA; Hotelling's T-squ·ared, Wilk's lambda, Lawley-Hotelling ttace, Roy's GCR. There will be
an emphasis on the blending of research design and statistical analysis.
Prerequisite: EDPS 6367 or con~ent of itistructor.
EDPS

6352

MULTIV ARIA TE ANALYSIS

The content of this course will include introduction to exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis; principal component theory; number of factor extracted; path analysis; canoni~al analysis; and analysis of covariance structures.
.
·
Prerequisite: ED 6367 and.tDPS 6351 or equivalent or consent ofiristructor.
EDPS 6353

SEMINAR IN ST ATISTICAL ANALYSIS

1be content of this course will include various advanced topics in sQttistical analysis. This course may be
repeated oncd for credi~

PrerequisiJe: Consent ofirtstructor.

-EDPS 6370

'

·

EDUCATIONAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL MEA~UREMENT

The contenf of this course will include scaling; variance; scores derived through linear and nonlinear trans:
formations; traditional item analysis and introduction to latent trait models; reliability and true score theo, ries; partitioning total variance into true and meas~ment error variance and measurement error variance
into its different sources; validity, content, predicti~e. concurrent, and construct; models of unbiased assessment. These topics
be related to the construction and interpretation of nonn and criterion reference
measures, teacher-made test and systematic observational scales.
·

will

EDPS 6371 MODELS OF UNBIASE,D ASSESSMENJ'

The content of this course will include an introduction to the definition. c;>f statistical bias; possible sources
of bias; bias as related to validity; and me>tlels of unbiased assessment such as Regression or Cleary Model,
Constant Ratio Model, Conditional Probability Model, Eq,Hal Probability Model, Equal Risk Model, Cul•
lure-Modified Criterion Model, Threshold Utility Model, and Pluralistic Model.
Prerequisite: EDPS 6370 and ED 6367 or consen1 of instructor.
..,.

••

,

'

#

\

EDPS 6373

SEMINAl{ IN QUANTIT ATJVE:METHODS

The content of th.is cciurse will include various topics in measurement and scaling, such as item response
theory and multidiµiensional scaling. This.course may be repeated once for credit.
• ,
'
EDPS 6380 PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT I

The conten~ of this course will include administering, scoring, and interpreting: Stanford-Binet Intellig~nce
Scale, human figure drawings, and Kaufman-ABC Test. Opportunity for administering these measures in
Spanish or English
be provided.
'
Prerequisite.~ {!DPS 6370 or consent of instruc~or.

will

EDPS 6381 PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT Il
The content of this course will include the administration, scoring, and iilterpretation of Raven's Progres.

-

.

{
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sive Matrices (in pantomime), Wechsler Scales (WAIS-R,_ WISC-R, WPPIS). sociecultural, and adaptive
behavior scales. Models of unbiased assessment for children whose socioeconomic, sociocultural, and linguistic backgrounds are at variance from ~e American Society core culture will be covered.
p;erequisite: EDPS 6370 or consent of instructor.
·
,
, EDPS 6382 PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT III

.
The content of this course will include assessment oflimited English and/or Spanish proficient individuals,
la11guage {>roficiency measures, developmental· scales and age scales, and achievement tests. Opportunity .
for admimstering these measures in Spanish q English will be provided. ·
'
Prerequisite: EDPS 6370 and-EDPS 6380 or consent of instructor.
.

'

.'

\

.

EDPS 6383 PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT IV. .

,

The content of this course will include.administration, scoring, and interpretation of self-reJ>Qrt inventories,
projecQ.ve drawings, and introduction to projective techniques.
Prerequisite: EDPS 6370, 6380, 6381 and PSY 6310 r;,r consent of instructor. .
"' .
EDPS 7104 SEMINAR IN EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
The content-of this course may include advanced topics in research methodology, psychological assessment,
and intervention methods. This course may be repeated twice for ~redit
·
ED 7300 THESIS
ED 7301 THESIS
EDPS 7350 INTERNSHIP I
The content of this course will include 500-clock-hour field experience in schools or agencies working in
the role of a school psychologist. This field experience will include psychological and educational assess_.
ment, development of intervention programs, and professional ethics.
·•
•
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor

a

,EDPS 7351 INTERNSHIP II

The content of this course will include a 1,000-clock-hour advanced field experience in schools and agencies working in the role ofa school psychologist. This field ex~rience will include psychological and educational assessment, development of intervention programs, professional ethics, and consultation.
Prerequisite: Consent ofinstrU{:tor.
.
.
,
.
EDPS 7352 PSYCHOTHERAPYFOR CHILDREN

.

_

1

The content of this course will include. copitive, behavioral, and psychodynamic approaches to psychotherapy with children. A critical review of supportive data or lack of supportive data for various approaches to
psychotherapy will be required. Practicum experience is required.· This course may be repeated once for
credit. ·
/
.
Prerequisites: PSY 6310 and PSY 6330 or consent of instructor;

Engineering

\

\

See Departme~t of Physics .and Geology

Department of English
\.
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•
Hauk, James M. {PhD, Wayne State 1974; prof.) Modem and Contemporary British Lil
Heckler, Edward (PhD, Michigan 1975; asst. prof.) Linguistics, ESL
Lyford, Roland (PhD, California-Davis 1968; prof.) 20th Century American Lit, Structural Linguistics .
Mccurdy, Pamela P. (PhD,'UT Dallas 1978; asst. prof.) Linguistics, ESL.
·
. Mendez-Egle, Beatrice (PhD, Texas A&M 1981; asst. prof.) Rhetoric.and Composition, 19th Century
British Lit., Linguistics .
·
'
.
·
Mitchell, Paul (PhD, Southern Mississippi 1971; assoc. vice president for Academic Affairs) 19th Century
British Lit., Rhetoric, Composition, Linguistics
· ,
.
Reed, Michael D. (PhD, Oregon 1974; assoc. prof.) Colonial and 19th Century American Lit.,·,
Psychoanalytic Criticism; Logic
.·
Schmidt, Dorolhy (PhD, Bowling Green State 1979; assoc~prof.) American Studies; Women's Studies,
Creative Writing
.
~
Skinner, Iwra (MS, Texas A&I University, 1964; instr.) English Lit., American Lit.
von Ende, Frederick (PhD, Texas Christi~n l 972; prof.) Medieval Eng. Lit., Arthurian Legend & Lit.,
Milton, 17th Century English Lit. ·
·
Wade, Seth (MA, Louisiana State 1954; asst. prof.) Creative Writing And Translation; 20th Century
English and.America!l Poetry; American Lit

Department of English Undergraduate Programs

in

The Department of English offers undergraduate major and minor program$ English, with specializations
in literature, in language, and in English as a Second Language~ Teacher certification plans in English are
available at bolh secondary and elementary levels. In addition, tl;le deparhhent also offers graduate major
programs leading to the M.A. in English, the M.A. in English as a Second Language, and the M.A. in Inter- ,
disciplinary Studies'with a concentration in English. Major and minotprograms in English offer students an
opportunity to discover more about the world they live in, to learn to appreciate the artistic \\'.Orks of fellow
human beings, and to develop literary and language aptitudes of lheir own., To students who view education
primarily as career training, English programs provide excellent preparation for any profession requiring-a
higli degree of skill and comprehension in oral and written communication.
'
Major in English:

36 semester hours of English, of which 24 must be advanced: English2300 and English 2308 (when special
topic is "Introduction to Classical Literature" or 2387 and 2388) are recommended sophomore literature
courses for English majors. Required courses: COMM 1313, ENG 3319, ENG 3312 or 331~.• and ENG
3331 or 3332. In addition, all students majoring in English are required to take the ExCET before graduation.
·
·
The Department of English offers courses in literature, language (linguistics), English as a Second Language, and writing. ·Students may consider lhe offerings below in order to develop an individual degree
plan in consultation with an adviser from the English department ·
,
Offerings in Literature:

ENG 2300, 2303, 2305, 2307, 2308 (when special topic is literary), 2313, 2387, 2388; 3301, 3304, 330~.
3306, 3307, 3300, 3310, 3312, 3313, 3317, 3320 (when topic is literary), 3322, 3324, 4301, 4306, 4309,
4310J4312!4316,4318.
. .
' ·
.
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orr!rings in Language (Linguistics):
ENG 3319, 3320 (when topic is linguistic) 3321, 3330, 4302, 4308, 4314, 4326, 4330, 4331.

.

\

Offerings in English as a Second Language:
ENG 3319*, 3330*, 4326, 4328*, 4329, 4330, 4331.
\

'

,'

*Denotes courses whicJi (in addition to EDCI 3324) are required by the State of Texas for ESL endorsement
(1982-83). Students getting this endorsement must have
a 2.25 GPA in the required four courses. ·
.

.

Offerings in Writing:
ENG 1301, 1302, 1320, 1387, 1388, 1405, 1406, 2308 (when special topic is writing), 2309, 3320 (when
special topic is writing), 3327, 4322, 4325;·
.
.
.
·

~inor in English:
18 semester hours of English, of wh!fh 6 must be advanced. English 2300 and 2308 (when special topic is
''Introduction to Oassical Literature or 2387 and 2388) are recommended sophomore literature classes for
English minors.
·
_
_

Teacher Certification ·in English (Secondary):
24 semester hours of English, of which 12 must be advanced and must include English 3319, 4325, 3312 or
3313, and 3331 or 3332. Students wishing certification with a concentration in literature, language, English
as a Second Language, or writing may take additional advanced hours and should consult the offerings
listed above for English majors. Students seeking certification or an ESL endorsement must have at least a
2.25 GPA in the content area courses. • 1
•

The Department of English Graduate Program
The Department of English offers courses leading to a Master of Arts in English, a Master of Arts in English as a Second Language, and.a Master of Arts in Interdisciplinary Studies with' a concentration in
English.
· A person with a Mast,er's in another discipline who wishes to acquire an M.A. in English or an M.A. in ESL
must present at least 36 semester hours of graduate work applicable to the second Master's degree and must
meet.all specific requirements for it Within this 36 hours, a student may include a m"aximum pf 6 hours
that were applied to the first Master's (whether it was received from UT Pan American or elsewhere). 1be
36 semester hours (including any work counted on a previous Master's) must include at least 27 hours of
English, must include 24 hours at this institution, and must be within the seven-year period. ·
Students may enroll in a graduate course in ESL (provided they have the prerequisites for that particular
course)-without any undergraduate work in English. For all other graduate courses in English, a student
must have at least 6 semester hours of advanced undergraduate English.
•
For all graduate degrees (M.A. in English, MA. in ESL 1 and M.A.I.S. with concentration in English), students must score at least 500 on the Verbal partof the GRE. Students should meet this requirement before
completing more than 12 hours of graduate English. (Foreign students whose native language is not Eng•
lish can meet this requirement for an M.A. in ESL by scoring 550 or above on the TOEFL.)
In addition, students seeking any graduate degree in English must have a GPA of at least 3.0 in the graduate
hours taken in the English Department of UT Pan American-r,dinburg.
-

Requirements by the Department of English for a Master of Arts Degree with a Major in English
In addition to the general requirements stated elsewhere in this bulletin, the following specific requirements'·
mustbemec
·

1. Applicants for admission will be required to have completed 24 semester hours of undergraduate work in
English, 12 hours of which must be advanced.
2. The choice of courses in English (and other fields, if any) will be determined through consultation
between the student and the departmental graduate adviser.
3. Each student must pass two three-hour exit examinations. One must be over the departmental list of
literary masterpieces; the subject area of the other exam will be detennined in consultation with the
departmental gradua~ adviser.
'
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Master or Arts Degree
Thesis

Major
English

,'

~m

Thirty semester hours including a thesis; at least 24 must be in English.

Requirements:
ENG 6300 Bibliography and Research Methods
ENG 7300 Thesis
ENG 7301 Thesis
TOTAL

,

30 hours

Master or Arts Degree
Non-Thesis

Major
English
.
Thirty-six semester hours; at least 27 must be in English.

Requirements:
ENG 6300 Bibliography and Research Methods
TOTAL

36hours

. Requirements by the Department or English ror a Master or Arts Degree with a Major in English as a
Second Language

In addition to the general requirements stated elsewhere in this bulletin, the following requirement must be
met: ·
·
·
Each student must pass two three-hour written exit examinations.' One is in Theoretical ESL, the other in
Applied ESL.
Master or Arts Degree
Major·
English as a Second Language

Thesis

Thirty-six semester ,hours including a thesis, with the option of taking a total of up to 6 hours in one or more
other fields.

Requirements:
ENG 6300 Bibliography and Research Methods
ENG 6350 Inu-oduction to Descriptive Linguistics for Teachers
ENG 6321 Studies in Language and Culture
ENG 6302 Modem English Syntax
ENG ~328 · lntroduction to English as a Second Language
ENG 6329 Problems in English as a Second Language
ENG 6352 Practicum irl English as a Second Language
ENG 6353 ESL Testing ENG 7300 Thesis
. ENG 7301 Thesis
6 additional semester hours.
Students are advised to take them from the following courses:
ENG 63'.fZ, · English Phonological Systems
ENG 6325 Studies,in Composition Techniques
ENG 6.351 Problems in Linguistics
ED 6324 · Second Language Teaching• Theory and Methodology
PSY 5318 Leaming Theori~s
PSY 5333 Theories of Personality
SOC 5313 American Minorities
SOC 5360 Sociology of Education
SPAN 6303 Studies in Hispanic Civilization
TOTAL
.
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(30hours)

'(6 hours):

36 hours

Master or Arts .Degree
Major
.
English as a Second Language

Non-Thesis

Major
Thirty-six semester hours with the option of taking a total of up to 9 hours in one or more other fields.
(21 hours)

Requirements:
ENG 6350 Introduction to Descriptive Linguistics for Teachers
ENG 6321 Studies in Language and Culture
ENG 6302 Modern English Syntax
.ENG 6328 Introduction to English as a Second Language
· ENG 6329 Problems in English as a Second Langbage
ENG 6352 Practicum in English as a Second Language
ENG 6353 ESL Testing
Electives:

(6 hours)

At least 6 semester hours from the following courses: .
ENG 6317 Engli~h Phonological Systems
ENG 6325 Studies in Composition Techniques
ENG 6351 t>roblems in Linguistics
.

I

(

9 additional semester hoots. Students are advised to take them from within the English Department or from
the following courses: ,
(9 hours)
ED 6324 Second Language Teaching: Theory and Methodology
PS,Y 5318 Leaming Theories
·
PSY 5333 Theories of Personality
SOC 5313 American Minorities
SOC 5360 Sociology of Education
SPAN 6303 Studies in Hispanic Civilization
TOTAL
36 hours

Requirements by the Department or English for a M~ter of Arts Degree in Interdisciplinary Studies
with Concentration in English
I

· In addition to the general requirements stated elsewhere in this bulletin, the following specific requirements
must be met:
·
1. Applicants who wish to concentrate in English must have colllpleted at least six advanced undergraduate hours in English.
·
•
·
·
2. The choice of courses in the concentration and other fielos will be determined through consultation
between the student and the departmental graduate adviser.
·
3. To receive a M.A. in Interdisciplinary Studies with a Concentration in. En~lish, a student must pass
one three-hour written exit examination. Subject area will be detennined m consultation with the
departmental graduate adviser.
Master or Arts Degree in Interdisciplinary Studies
Thesis·

Concentration
English

Eighteen semester hours in English (including thesis) and eighteen semester hours in other fields.
\

1,

•

'

Requirements:
ENG 6300 Bibliography and Research Methods
ENG 7300 Thesis
.
ENG 7301 Thesis
TOTAL

. 36 hours

,Master or Arts Degree in Interdisciplinary ~tudies ·
Concentration
Non-Thesis
English
Eighteen semester hours in English without thesis and eighteen semester hours in other fields.
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Requirements: .
ENG 6300 Bibliography and Research Methods
TOTAL

36 hours.

Course Descriptions
English
ENG 1301

COMPOSITION

Fall, Spring, Summer
This course affords the opportwiity for students to develop their ability to communicate effectively and responsibly through written discourse. Emphasis upon mechanical proficiency and organitation skills in writing expository essays, analysis of style, tone, and point of view o/ expository prose. (Credit'for this course ,
may be obtained Qj' qualified students through advanced place~~nt or advanced standing examinations.)
Prerequisite: A score of 16 or above on the ~nglish portion of the ACT test or a pass in English 1320.

.

/

ENG 1302

RHETORIC

.

Fall, Spring, Summer
This course offers the opportunity to learn to recognize and lo employ the principles of rhetoric in written
discourse. Analysis of rhetoric and logic, writing of essays, and study of research and documentation techniques. Requires the completion of a research project (Credit for this course may be obtained by qualified
students through advanced placement or advanced standing examinations.)
Prerequisite: A grade of "C" or better in ENG 1301, 1387 o~ 1406.
ENG 1310

READING-VOCABULARY

Fall, Spring, Summer
.
This course offers students the opportunity to develop their ability to read college-level materials. Emphasis on vocabulary and word recognition skills, comprehensiQn skills, study skills, and efficiency in content
area reading. Required of students with reading skills below college level. Course does not satisfy general
education requirements.
·
ENG 1320 . BASIC WRITING

Fall, Spring, Summer
Intensive study and practice in basic grammar and fwidamentals of composition. Emphasis on punctuation,
sentence combining, sentence construction, correct language use, and 9t.her basic writing skills. Required of
students with English ACT scores of 15 or below. Does not count toward hours for graduation or in the
computation of hours attempted or earned. A course grade will be recorded as Pass (P) or No Pass (NP).
(There will be special sections for foreign-born students. A minimum score of 500 on TOEFL or minimum
score of 60 on M. T.E.L. is required for entrance.)
ENG 1387

RH~TORlC AND COMPOSITION (HONORS PLAN)

ENG 1388

RHETORIC AND LITERATURE (HONORS PLAN)

Fall
·
,
Study and practice of writing effectively, emphasis on expository writing and the researc~ paper.
Pr(!requisite: Admission to honors studies or by invitation.
SpriQg
Study and practice of writing effectively/interpreting literature. Emphasis on critical analysis of essays,
fiction, and poetry.
·
·
Prerequisite: ENGUSH 1387 or by invitation.
ENG 1406

ENGLISH FOR FOREIGN STUDENTS

Fall.Spring
This course offers students the opportunity to develop their ability to communicate effectively and responsibly through written discourse. Emphasis upon mechanical proficiency and organization skills in writing
·expository essays, analysis of style, tone, and point of view of expository prose. (For inte~tional students ·
who laclc proficiency in English. Students cannot receive credit for both 1301 and 1406.)
.
·
I

ENG 2300

INTRODUCTION TO LITERATURE

Fall, Spring, Sumn:ier
.
· ·
·
An introduction to Htetary genres, with special en:iphasis on the short story, no,vel or novella, drama, and
poetry. Requires careful reading and the writing of critical essays about individual works.
Prerequisite: Minimum grade of "C' in six semester hours of required freshman English.
ENG 2303

READINGS IN AMERICAN LITERATURE

Fall, Spring, Summer
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A study of several masteJpi'eces ot" American literature, with emphasis on careful reading and on writing
critical essays about individual works.
·.
.
1
Prerequisite: Minimum grade of "C" in six semester hours ofrequiredfresl,manEnglish.
ENG 2305 READINGS IN ENGLISH LITERATURE

Fall, Spring, •Summer
A study of several masterpieces of English literature, with emphasis on careful reading and on writing criti•
cal essays about individual works.
· ·
Prerequisite: Minimum grade <>f. "C" in six semester hours of required freshman English.
ENG 2307 READINGS IN WORLD I..ITERATURE
Fall, Spring, Summer
.
.·

.

.
,
,
A study of'several masterpieces of world literature in translation, with emphasis on careful reading an(l on
writing critical essays about individual works.
.
Prerequisite: Minimum grade of "C'' in'six semester hours of required freshman English.
READINGS IN SPECIAL TOPICS

ENG 2308

Fall, Spring, Summer
.
.
A study of the literature associated with a special group, area, movement, or technique. The topic to vary
with each section. (Special tQPics to be announced in the schedule of classes. May be taken only once to·
satisfy general education requirements but may be repeated for elective credit when the topic varies.)
Prerequisite: Minimum grade of "C" in six semester hours of required freshman English.
'

-

•

If

ENG 2309 TECDNICAL REPORT WRITING

Fall, Spring, Summer
.
.
· ·
A course for students desiring training in writing special types of reports often used in engineering, sci~nce,
· and business. · ,
.
·
Prerequisite: Minimum grade of "C" in six seme.Jler hours of required freshman English.
ENG 2313 REAl)INGS IN DRAMATIC LITERATURE

Fall, Spring
.
.
Critical review and analysis of selected classic pl_ays from Greek antiquity to the present time. Designed to
clarify the nature and major achievements of west~ dramatic art. May be counted as English or Communications.
,,,
.
Prerequisite (For English <;redit): Minimum.grade of "C" in six semester hours of required freshman Englli~
.
'
ENG 2387 READINGS IN WORLD LITERATURE (HONORS PLAN)
Fall
. A study of selected works from th~ literat.µre of Greece, Rome, and Medieval Europe.
Prerequisite:
.Admission to honors studie.ror by' invitation.
.
"''

ENG 2388 READINGS IN WORLD LITERATURE (HONORS PLAN)',
Spring
.
.
.
.
A study of selected works of western literatqre from Renaissance through modem writers.
Prerequisite: Admission to honors studies or by invitation.

ENG 3301 MEDIEVAL LITERATURE
. ,
. ·
' A study of various types of medieval literature, including the epic, the romance, and the allegory, with special attention to Middle English writers.
'
·
Prerequisite: 12 semester hours of English.

1

ENG3304 THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

_

,

A study of the major works of English writers of the Neo-dassical period, including Dryden, Congreve,
Pope, Swift, Sterne, and Samuel Johnson;
Prerequisitf: 12 semester hours of E~glish.
ENG 3305, THE ROMANTIC PERIOD

.

A st~dy of ~e development of romanticism in France, Germany and England, with the main emphasis on
Enghsh wnters.
·
-,
Prerequisite: 12 se_l/U!Ster hours of English.
·
,·
·
ENG 3306 THE ENGLISH NOVEL TO 1850

.

.

.

A study ·Of the origins and develop'ment of the English novel with emphasis on the major novelists.
Prerequisite;· 12 semester hours of English.
· ·
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ENG 3307· THE ENGLIStJ NOVEL FROM 1850 TO PRESENT

.,

.

· ....

A study of the continuing development and techniques of the English novel with emphasis on the major
novelists.
Prerequisite: 12 semester hours of English.
ENG 3309

DEVELOPMENT OF THE AMERICAN NOVEL

A study of the American novel from its beginnings to the present, with emphasis on the major novelists.
Prerequisite: 12 semester hours of English.
·
.
.
ENG 3310 . TWENTIETH CENTURY ENGLISH AND AMERICAN POETRY .
A study of the trends and movements in contemporary poetry, with emphasis Qn the :works of the major

writers.
Prerequisite: 12 semester hours o1 English.
ENG 3312 · SURVEY OF AMERICAN LITERATURE

Fall
.
A chronological study of the principal authoi;s, works, and trends iri American literature from the Colonial
period to the. Civil War.
.
· ,
Prerequisite: 12 semester hours of English.
ENG 3313 . SURVEY OF AMERICAN LITERATURE

Spring

.

,,..

.

A chronological study of the principal authors, works, and trends in American literature from the Civil War

to the Twentieth Century.
·
Prerequisite: 12 semesler hour1 of English.

'·

ENG 3317 THE SHORT STORY AND THE NOVELLA

A study of the development and technique of the short.story and 'novella with emphasis on literary apprecia·tion.
·
,1
Prerequisi1e: 12 semester hours of English. ·
ENG 3319

INTRODUCTION TO DESCRIPTIVE LINGUISTICS

Fall and Summer
·
, .
,
An introduction to the methods of linguistic science w~th emphasis on problem-solving techniques and the
application to specific problems. .
Pr~requisite: 12 semester·liours of English .
ENG 3320

. ADVANCED TOPICS IN ENGLISH

A course adapted to the study of advanced special topics in English. Course may be offered for open enrollment when topic is selected by the instructor, or course may be conducted as independent/conference study
when topic is selected by student and appi;oved by the instructor. May be repeated for credit when topics
vary.
Prerequisite: 12 seme$ter
hours of English.
: ',
·,
'

ENG 3321
Fall

LANGUAGE AND

cu~TURE · · .

.

Systematic exploration of social aspects of Jantuage and language use, ihcluding language attitudes,
sociolinguistic dynamic's of lan$uage contact situations, language learning, and the social and linguistic natme of dialec,ts, language variation, and language change.
.
. '
Prerequisite: 12 semester.hours.of E7!glish.
ENG 3322 POETRY
An in-deplh study of the art and nature of poetry, with emphasis .on sounds, forms, language, and modes of

poetry.
Prerequisite: 12 semester hours of English.
ENG 3323

WORLD DRAMA

A study of trends and_movem~nts in dramatic literature from Ancient Greece through World War I. Emphasis on the works of major playwrights.
.
·
. .
Prerequisite:. 12 semester hours of English. (May be counted as 1COMM 3310.)
ENG 3324 THE VICTORIAN PERIOD·

·

A study of the literature of Victorian Ergland, from 1832 to the.end of the Ninet~nth Century.,.
ENG 3327

PRACTICAL WRITING IMPROVEMENT FOR THE NON-ENGL1SH MAJOR

A course for the non-English major based on the awareness that writing is both an exploratidn of the self

., .
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and a communication with others. Emphasis tobe placed on improving style and fluency jn analysis, exposition, and argument
,1
Prerequisite: 12 semester ht)urs of English.
ENG 3330 ENGLISH GRAMMAR
'
Spring and Summer
. .
· . ·· · · ·
· A study of grammatical concepts with concentration on basic sentence l!~ture, principl~ of punctuation,
and functional grammar. Course designed for, but not limited to, prospective teachers ofstu<fents with lim- ·
ited English s~ing/writing ability ~nd/or ESL students.
Prerequisite: ENG 3319.
ENG 3331 ,SURVEY OF EN.GLISH LITERATURE
Fall .
.
A chronological study of the principal authors, works, and trends in English literat~ from the AngloSaxon period to 'the beginning of the Romantic movement.
Prerequisite: 12 semester hours of English.
·
'

•

ENG 3332 SURVEY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE
. Spring
.
.
A chronological study of the principal authors; works, and trends in English literature from pre-Romantic
poetry to the Twentieth Century.
Prerequisite: 12 semest.er hours of Englisli.
ENG 4301 SHAKESPEARE
Spring
.
A study of representative comedies, histories, and tragedies.
Prerequisite: 1~ semester hours of English.
ENG 4302 MODERN ENGLISH SYNTAX·
Studies in rnodem English syntax with attention given to investigative methods and findings.of contemporary linguistic analysis.
·
Prerequisite: ENGUSH 3319.
ENG 4306 THE FRONTIER IN AMERICAN UTERAT'URE
.
A study of the influence of the American frontier on American literatl,ll'C, with special emphasis oq the lit·erature and folklore of the Sou01west and of the cattle~kingdom.
·
Prerequisite: -12 semester hours of English..
. _·
·
ENG 4308 .HISTORY OF~THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE
A history of tikE11glishlanguage from the Anglo-Saxon period to the present.
Prerequisite: 12 semester, hf urs of English.
ENG 4309 CHAUCER
.
.
A study of selected works of the Fourteenth Century English poet. ,
Prerequisite: 12 semester hours of1!11gli.sh.
'
ENG 4310 AMERICAN LITERAtURE OF THE.SOUTH
A study of the works of representative writers of thtfSouth.
Prerequisite: 12 semester hours of English.
ENG 4312 MILTON
A study of the major poems and selected prose and Q1inor poetry.
Prerequisite: 12 semester hours of English. · .;i •
·
ENG 4314 CONTRASTIVE GRAMl\1AR
,
A comparison of English and Spanish grammatical systems with emphasis on substantive and descriptive
problems arising from the differences in the systems, Cour~ open only to students with proficiency i~ both
English and Spanish.
Prerequisite: ENGUSH 4302 or SPANISH 3J05.
ENG 4316 MEXICAN AMERICAN LITERATURE
A study of the literature by and about Mexican Americans, with emphasis oil the literary techniques and the
cultural reflection in this literature.
Prerequisite: 12 semester hours of English.
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ENG 4317 ENGLISH PHONOLOGICAL SYSTEMS

A study of the sound structure and system ofmodem English with .attention given to the methods and findings of contemporary linguistics. _i
·
·
,
Prerpquisite} ENGUSH 3319.'
'
'
.
.
ENG 4318 APPROACH€S TO LITERATURE

,

. A study of the characteristics of poetry, drama, and fiction, and of the major approaches to these genres
with some auentiqn to works encountered in secondary schools.
' .
Prerequisite: 12 semester ~ours offnglish.
ENG 4321 FUNDAMENTALS OF LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT
An overview of the process of language development: Covers all systems of language from basic sounds

through competence in oral and written communication.
Prerequisite: 12 semester hours "Of English.
·
ENG 4322

. ·

·.

·

·

'

CREATIVE-WRITING I

· A study of literary forms, techniques, and values, with practice in die writing of poetry and prose.
Prerequisilj!: 12 semester hours of English or permission of instructor.
.

ENG 4325

.

'

'

.

COMPOSITION TECHNIQUES

Fall, Spring and Summer
A study of advanced composition techniques, including theories and meth¼ of teaching composition
skills.

,,

Prerequisite: 12 semester hours of Er_iglish.
ENG 4326

LANGUAGE ACQUISITION

,

.

1
Spring of even years
·
•
An analysis of the process of language learning, the normal development of speech and language, and the
relationship of language to cognitive and social development..

ENG 4328

INTRODUCTION TO ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE

Fall and Summer
I"'
A study of the process of learning English as a second language. Special attention given to theories, variables, and second hJnguage acquisition.
·
·
ENG 4329. ESL~HEORY AND PRACTICE

:

.

.

Review and assessment of various cur,rent theoretical perspectives in applied linguistics and their relevance
to ESL; May require tutorial participation in the departmental ESLlaboratory,
Prerequisite: ENGLISH 4328.
·
ENG 4330

'FHEORIES OF GRAMMAR, DIALECTS, AND LANGUAGE PERFORMANCE i

A survey of dialects, language pt.rformance, and contrastive analyse~ of grantmar as they are applicable to
the bilingual and/or second language learner. Designed for, but not limited to, prospective teachers of students with limited English proficiency and/or teachers of ESL students.
·
Prerequisites: ENG 3319, 3330, SPAN 3330. ,
·
ENG 4331

PROBLEMS IN GRAMMAR, DIALECTS, AND,LANGUAGE.PERFORMANCE

A study of the second language learner's transition from regional SJ)&lish to saandard English. Enumasis on
the pa,rticular characteristics of the English wid Spanish dialects of the region and the mwiner in which they
· interrelaLe. The course will treat theory already learned as weUas that presented in the course in die light of
practical methodological tools.
'
P,:erequisites: SPAN 2302, 2308. Prerequisites for bilingual certification Siu.dents: ENG 3319, 3330, SPAN
3330, ENG/SPAN 4330.
·
ENG 6300

BIBLIOGRAPHY AND RESEARCH METHODS

Spring
A survey of the major sources of literary history and criti~ism and an introduction to methods.and aids in
literary research methods. Required of all graduate English majors.
·
ENG 6302

MODERN ENGLISH SYNTAX

Studies in Modem English syniax with attention given ·10 investigative methods and findings of contemporary linguistic analysis. Special emphasis on the structure of English as a language.
.
Prerequisite: English 6350, or consent of Instructor.
·
ENG 6315

WORKSHOP-IN CREATIVE WRITING

-Work in all genres for advanced students w,ith a serio~s interest in publishing.
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ENG 6316

STUDIES IN MEXICAN.AMERICAN LITERATURE ·

Advanced study of the literature by a~d about Mexican Americans, with emphasis on the literary techniques
and the cultural reflections in this literature.
ENG 6317

ENGI;ISH PHONOLOGICAL SYSTEMS

A study of sound structure and system of modem English with attention given to methods and findings of
contemporaryJinguistics. Special emphasis on the articulatory means and the variables influencing the
sound system as it.is used.
Prerequisite: English 6350.
ENG 63Ut LITERATURE IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOL

Resources available for the teacher of English with consideration of analytical techniques.
ENG 6321

STUDIES IN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE

Fall
.
Advanced study of social aspects of language and language use, including language attitudes, sociolinguistic dynamics of language contact situations, language learning. and the social and linguistic nature of dialects, language variation, and language change. Requires a research project.
ENG 632S STUDIES IN COMPOSITION TECHNIQUES

. Fall, Spring, Summer
.
··
.
·
Advanced study of composition theory and techniques and methods of teaching composition, with special
emphasis on teaching English composition to college freshman. Required of all English teaching assistants.
ENG.6328 INTRODUCTION, TO ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE

Fall and Summer
· .•
· ·
•
A study of ESL theory and techniques and their application to Specific language perfonnance skills. Special
e·mphasis on the linguistic, sociolinguistic, and psycholinguistic bases for selecting appropriate ESL'methods and techniques.
·. ·
Prerequisite: ENG 3319 or 6350 (ENG 3330 or 6351 recommended for ESL Endorsement students.)
ENG 6329

PROBLEMS IN ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE

Studies in special problem areas of language and practice which prospective teachers of ESL stl)dents will
encounter in theJclassroom. May be repeatecJ once for s;redit when the topic varies.
.
Prerequisite: ENG 6328.
·
ENG 6344 STUDIES IN GRAMMAR, DIALECTS, AND LANGUAGE PERFORMANCE

.

Studies of grammar, dialects, and language performance as they are applicable to the bilingual and/or set. ond language learner.
·
ENG 634S

PROBLEMS IN GRAMMAR, DIALECTS, AND LANGUAGE PERFORMANCE

A study of the second language learner's transition from regional usage to standard usage. Emphasis upon
practical implementation of theories of grammar, dialects, and lariguage performance.
Prerequisite: ENG/SP~ 6344.
ENG 6347

PROBLEMS IN LITERARY CRITICISM

Major aesthetic theories related to exercises in p,actical criticism.
ENG 6350 INTRODUCTION TO DESCRIPTIVE LINGUISTICS FOR TEACHERS

Fall and Summer ·
·
An introduction to -the methods of linguistics science with emphasis on problem solving techniques and the
application to specific problems; includes a research project exploring the application of linguistics to spe·
cific situations. Not open to students with credit in ENG 3319'.
·
ENG 6351

PROBLEMS IN LINGUISTICS.

Spring
.
.
Studies in modern linguistics with emphasis. on the practical help which the science offers to the student of
the English language. May be repeated once when the emphasis varies. (Special topics to be announced in
schedule of classes.)
-Prerequisite: ENG 3319, 6350 or-consent of the instructor.
PRACTICUM IN ESL
Supervised experience in teaching/working with learners of ESL in (a) English 1406, (b) a tutorial or (c) a
laboratory. Actual experience will be based on theoretical principles and methodology of modem language

ENG 63S2
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teaching. Sample lesson plans will bedeveloped·and tried.under the supervision of trained ESL personnel
in a university context in order to meet the needs of ESL learners.
.
Prerequisite: English 6329, or consent of Instructor.
ENG 63S3

ESL TESTING

Evaluation of second language learners of English following the principles and guidelines for diagnospc,
placement, proficiency, and classroom tel!ting in ESL. Areas covered include principles and procedures for
selecting, preparing, administering and interpreting results of tests of ESL learning.
·
Prerequisite: English 6328, 6329.
· .
ENG 6360 STUDIES IN ENGLISH LITERATURE

Usually 3 per year
A study in English literature. May be repeated for credit when the topic varies. (Specific topics to be an•
nounced in schedule of classes.)
ENG 6370 STUDlES IN AMERICAN LITERATURE
Usually 3 per year
A study in American literature. May be repeated for credit when the topic varies. (Specific topics to be

announced in schedule of classes.) ,

·

.·

ENG 6379 STUDIES IN COMPARATIVE LITERATURE: CLASSICAL TO MEDIEVAL

The comparison of particular topics, motifs, or genres in the literature of two or more languages ()r cultures.
ENG 6380 STUDIES IN COMPARATIVE LITERATURE: RENAISSANCE TO MODERN

The comparison of particular topics, motifs, or genres in the literature of two or, m9re languages or cultures.
ENG 6390

STUDIES IN SPECIAL TOPICS .

ENG 7300

THESIS

.

Extensive study in topics not limited to American or English literature. May be repeated for credit when the
topic varies.
·
On-Demand
ENG 7301

THESIS

Onbeinand

Finance
See Department of Marketing, Finance and General Busine~

French
See Department of Modern Languages and Literatures

General Business

1_

.

.

See Department of Marketing, Finance and General Busine~

Geography
See Department of Physics and Geology
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Geology
See Department of Physics and Geology

German
See Department of Modern Languages and Literatures

Departme~t of Health a~d Kinesiology
Dr. Layne Jorgensen, Acting Chair
Full-Time, Faculty

Guerrero, Oton Jr. (M.S., Texas A&I 1955; assoc. prof.) Coaching Methodology
Guinn, Robert* (Ph.D., Texas A&M 1974; prof.) Health Education
Hawkins, Jeanette (M.Ed., West Texas State 1966; asst prof.) Gymnastics
, Jorgensen, Layne*(Ph.D. Louisiana State 1971; assoc. pro[) Biomechanics, Research Meth¢s
Ogletree, Alfred H. (M. Ed., Texas A&M 1955; assoc. prof.) Coaching
Rabke, Mary Lee* (Ph.D., Texas Woman's 1959; prof.) Motor Leaming, Coaching, History o(Kinesiology.
Semper, Thomas* (Ph.D., Texas A&M 1971; assoc. prof.) Physiology of Exercise, Secondary School.
Methods
.
Sturdivant, Diane F. (M.S. Kansas State Teacher's 1955, asst. prof.) Movement Education, Elementary
· School Methods
· '
Williams, Walter S. (M.S. North Texas State 1955; prof.) Sports Education
'

•Graduate Faculty

The Department of Health and Kinesiology offers a Bachelor of Science degree with majors in Health and
in Kinesiology. · The department offers minors in Health and in Kinesiology.
At the graduate level, the Depart~ent of Health.and Kinesiology offers a Master of Edu~tion degree with a
specialization in Kinesiology.
In teacher certification the following plans are offered:
Health .
'
Elementary Option I
Elementary Option II
Secondary Option II
Kinesiology
Elementary Opiion I
Elementary Option II
Secondary Option II
All-Lev~l Kinesiology Option Il

i.

The University College requirement for all students is four semester hours of credit in Kinesiology. This
requirement is roet during the freshman and/or ~ophomore years. Students who are unable to participate in
physical activity courses are required to take HE 230,1 to satisfy the requirement.
·
Special UC/GE Requirements

for nachelor of Science Degrees in Health and Kinesiology

Natural Science ·
.
, .
BIOL 2403 and 2404 required . ,
KIN 1201 and 1200 or higher (for Kinesiology majors only)
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Health Degree Requirements
Prospective,teacher education students should consult with their major advisers and the appropriate department in the School of Education.
·
.

Major in Health
30 semester hours in Health of which 15 semester hours must be advanced; Biology 2403 and 2404
~ired.
.
.
.

are re-

Minor in Health:
18 semester hours in'Health, of which 6 semester hours must be advanced..
.
'

Teacher Certification in Health

Elementary Option I: 12 semester hours in Health of which 6 semester hours must be advanced; must in- .·
elude HE 1354 and HE 2352. 6 hours from HE 3373, 3374, 3375. ·
8 semester flours of biological science are required, preferably Biology 2403 and 2404.
Elementary Option II: 18 semester hours in Health, of which 9 semester hours must be advanced; must
include HE 1352, 1354, 2352, 3373 and 3374. 3 hours from 3375, 4357, 4358.
.
8 semester hours of biological science are required, preferably Biology 2403 and 2404._
Secondary Option II: ·24 semester hours in Health of which 12 semester hours must be advanced; HE 1_354,
2371, 2372, 2373, 3373, 4352. 6 hours from HE 3374, 3375, 4357, 4358. (18 semester hours of professional education EDCI 4301, 4302, 4308, 4641 and HE 4350. BIOL 2403 and 2404 are required.)

Kinesiology Degree Requirements .
Prospeetive teacher education students should consult with their major advisers and the' appropriate departme!ll in the School of Education.
. '
.

Major in Kinesiology
42 semester hours in Kinesiolo~y are required. 30 semester hours are in Kinesiology, of which 15 semester
hours must be advanced; must mclude KIN 1351, 1354, 2354, 3312, 3319, 3353, 4351, and 9 semester
hours (6 advanced) of electives. 12 semester hours are in Kinesiology activity courses; 4~semester hours
from each of the following three areas:
·
(1) 1250/2202; 1255/2201/2221
(2) 2203/2213;2204/2256/2264
(3) 2206/2216; 2207/2208/2273; 2225fl,226;·225i7/2258/2259; 2241/2242.
Biology 2403 and 2404 are required.
·

Minor in Kinesiology
18 semester hours in professional Kinesiology, of which 6 semester hours must~ advanced.
Teacher Certification in Kinesiology

Elementary Option I: 12 semester hours in Kinesiology are required:. KIN 3310, 3313, 3317, and 3356.
Elementary Option II: 18 semester hours in Kinesiology are required: KIN 3310, 3~13, 3317, 3356, 3357.
Elect 3 semester hours from KIN 3300, 3302~ 3303, 3305, 3320, 4351.
.
. Secondary Option /I: 24 semester hours in Kinesiology are required, of which 12 semester hours must be.
advanced: KIN 1351, 1354, 2354, 3312, 3319, 3353, 3365. Elect 3 hours from KIN 3300, 3302, 3303,
3304, 3305, 3320, 3352, 4351.
•.

.

18 semester hours of professional education. Must include EDCI 4301, 4302, 4307, 4641, KIN 4354.
BIOL 2403 and 2404 are required.
·
· · ·
. ·_

All-Level Option II: 30 semester hours in Kinesiology are required, of which 18 semester hours must be·
advanced: KIN 1351, 1354, 2354, 3313, 3319, 3353, 3356, 3365, ~d 3352 or 4351. Elect 3 hours from
KIN 3300, 3302, 3303, 3304, 3305, 3320. 6 ~ester hours are in Kinesiology activity courses; most select
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2 semester hours from each of the following three are,s:
(1) 2206,2207,2216,2208,2273
(2) 2203,2204,2213,2241~2242,2256,2264
(3) 1250, 1255,2201,2202,2221

18 semester hours.of professional education: EDCI 4301, 4302, 4641; KIN 3357, 4354. BIOL 2403 and
2404 are required.
·
'
·

Athleti~ Coaching Specialization
In an effort to m~et the demand for men and women coaches in all sports, an Athletic Coaching Specialization program is offered.
.
With the completion of this program, a Departmental Certificate is awarded. The student need not be either
a major or minor in Kinesiology to complete this program.
To be eligible to receive the Athletic Coaching Specialization Certificate, the student ~ust complete the
following program of study:
.
REQUIRED COURSES:

,

(12 hours)

KIN 2354 Biomechanics
IQN 3352 Care and Prevention of Athletic Injuries
KIN 3353 .Physiology of Exercise
HE/KIN 1354 •First Aid

SELECT FOUR FROM THE FOLLOWING:
KIN 3300
KIN 3302·
KIN 3303
KIN 3304
KIN 3305
KIN 3320

(12 hours)

Theory of Football
Teaching Individual Sports.
Theory of Basketball,
Theory of Baseball .
.
Theory of Track and Field
Theory of Volleyball ·

Gradu_ate Program

,.

The Department of Health and Kinesiology offers a Master of Education Degree with a specialization in
Kinesiology. Students must meet minimum Graduate School and School of Education entrance requirements, complete an oral examination following the completion of twelve semester hours of graduate work,
and pass a comprehensive written examin~tion at the end_ of the pr~m.
·
Master of Education Degre~ in Khiesit>logy
. Major
' Kinesiology
...
SPECIALIZI\TION AREA
,'
Required:
·
KIN 6301 History and Philosophy of Kinesiology
KIN 6302 Methods of Research in Kinesiology
KIN 6303. Applied Tests and Measurem~nts in Kinesiolog~
KIN 6304 Scientific Foundations of Kinesiology
Electives in Major Area:
KIN 6305 - Curriculum Construction in Kinesiology
KIN 6306 Planning and Use of Facilities for Kinesiology 1
KIN 6307 Psychology of Motor Learning
·
KIN 6308 Current Readings in Kinesiology .
.
KlN 6309 Advanced Techniques for Teaching Motor Skills, Elementary Level
KIN 6310 Advanced TechQiques for Teaching Motor Skills, Secon$r)' Level
KIN 6311 Teaching of Kinesiology Activity Classes
KIN 6312 Organization,and Conduct of Dancein Education
KIN 6320 Independent Research
/
KIN 5313 Workshop in Kiilesiology · · ·
KIN 5351 Kinesiology•for the Handicapped Student
KIN 5357 Health Seminar'

•

•
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Certificate
Professional
(24 hours)
(12hourS)

(12 hours)

'/

KIN 7300 Thesis
KIN 7301 Thesis
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
ED 6388 Socio-Cultural Foundations of Education
3 hoursfrom:
ED 6302 Advanced Educational Psychology
ED 6311 Acwanced Child Psychology
ED 6341 Advanced Adolescent Psychology

(6 hours)

RESOURCE AREA (6 hours) .
Electives: With the approval of his adviser, the ·student will select 6 semester hours of graduate level
courses other than those offered in Education and in Health (lnd Kinesiologyto complete his degree requirements.
·
·
'·
TOTAL

36hours

Course Descriptions
Health Educa~ion
HE 1352

COMMUNITY AND ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH

Fall
Basic· community health problems with emphasis upon communicable disease, waste disposal, safe water,
food @.nd drug CQntroland the improvement of comlflunity health.
H E 1354 SAFETY AND FIRST AID

Fall, Spring .
,
·.
Basic knowledges for safe and effective living. The essential aspects of hµne, work. motor vehicle, and
public safety. Includes both theoretical arld practical aspects of emergency care. Standard First Aid and
Personal Safety and Cardio-PulmoliQry Resuscitation (CPR) certification upon completion of specific requirements.
·
·
HE 2301

PERSONAL HEALTH APPRAISAL

Fall.Spring
Introduction to personal health risk appraisal procedures that are inMnded to provide the intellectual and
motivational base for positive health related behavio{ modification.
·
HE 2352 ; HEALTH .BASICS ANO DISORDER PREVENTION

Fall, Spring · ·
·
·
, . . ·
·
.
.
A survey of fa~tors involved in human physic.l;ll ·and psychological wellness. Disorders arising from
mutagenic, te1jltogenic infections, environment,
and lifestyk}, . behaviors will be studied.
.
'

.

'

H E,2371. HEALTH PRQBLEMS IN THE USE OF ALCOHOL, TOBACCO AND NARCOTICS

Spring 1
·.
• ·
• .
,
•
·
Examination of ~.psychological, physiological and social effects of the misuse of drugs and othei:. hannful
agents. Legal and ethical implications for the individual and society. .
·
.
,
HE 2372 NUTRITION AND HEALTH

Fall
.
Study of food constituents relating to human nutritive needs and sources through the span of life, infancy
through later adulthood.
HE 2373. GROWTHt OEVELOPMENT,AND FITNESS

Spring
.
.
.
.
A study of the growth process and systemic development of the human organism. The·concept of, ph)7$ical
fitness is analyzed and related to organismic function and well being.
H E 3373 SOCIAL HEALTH AND FAMILY LIFE ·

Spring
.
. . .. .
·. Adjustment of the individual to life in the social group with emphasis upon problems occurring in mental
and.emotional health, aging, family living and human sexuality.
HE 3374
Fall

CHRONIC AND DEGENERATIVE DISEASE

•
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A study of chronic and degenerative disease with respect to the nature, source, iµcidence, control, and treatment of diseases such as: cancer, cardio~vascular anomalies, neuroloiical disorders, mental retardation, and
genetic disorders. Emphasis is upon providing sufficient and usable mformation which wiU provide the
basis for responsible action in matters of personal health.
HE ·3375

CONSUMER HEALTH

~q'

:

Selection, evaluation and understanding of health infqrmation, medical services, health product and.advertising and socio-cultural factors in ~nsumer, heallh protection.
I ,
HE 4350 HEALTH CURRICtJLUM IN T1JE SECONqARV SCHOOL
Fall
.
·
.
·
.
A pre-student teaching course which f~uses on application of Texas cwriculum reqµirements incorporadhg

the lesson cycle for planning, implementing, and evaluating the teaching~learning process-in secondary
school1,,;within legal and ethical guidelines. It includes basic principles and procedures of class management, ,with emphasis on discipline, teaching stmte~ies, and procedures which include group and individual
processes.adapted to teacher personality and student needs and ~bility. Micro-teaching with appropriate
insttuiztfonal media and technology for the secondary learner 'r"ill be included.
Prerequisite: 15 hours ofHealfh.
·
'
H E 4352 PRACTICUM IN HEALTH CURRlCULUM w'RITING
Spring
.
.
The development of curriculum materials appropriate to current methodologies. Special elJ!phasis is placed .
upon Texas Education Agency recommended guiqelines and teaching demonstrations of designed units.
·.
, Prerequisite: HE 4350
·

.

. HE 4357

.

HEALTH SEMINAR

Summer Il alternating years
.
• ·
'
For teachers, nurses, principals, superintendents and community leaders to gain perspective and insight into
essential cooperative efforts_ of home, school and community. to meet the growing health needs of our society.
H E 4358

CURRENT, HEALTH READINGS AND REPORTED RESEARCH

Fall, Spring, Summer I and II
.
.
Research and· analysis of the latest concepts and findings relating to the school health program. This will be
conducted through review of the literature, written reports, and independent study in a health~substantive
area.
·,

KinesiQ)ogy Activity Courses
KIN 1160 DANCE PERFORMANCE - FOLKLORIC
An organization open to all'college.students who possess sufficient interest and skills in the area of dance. ·

Membership is determined by audition. The course includes rehearsals anp performance designed to promote individual growth in a particular dance form appropriate for public performances. Credit may not be
used to satisfy kinesiology requirement. May be repea~ for credit.
·
KIN 1161

DANCE PERFORMANCE - CONCERT ENSEMBLE

An organization open to all college students who possess suffit:ient interest and skills in the area of dance.
. Membership is determined }?y auditi~n. The course includes rehearsals and performance designed to prodlote indiv~dual ~ro"':'th in a part!cufar dance form appropriate for ~ublic performances. Credit may not be
used to satisfy Kmesmlogy reqmrement. May be repeated for cred1J.
· ·
•

•

I

KIN 1200 SWIMMING I

.

KIN 1201 FITNESS AND MOTOR DEVELOPMENT
'

KIN 1250 SPEEDBALL-SOCCER
KIN 1255 SOFTBALL ·
KIN 2201

FLAG FOOTBALL

_$3.00/ee.
KIN 2202 VOLLEYBALL

$3.00/ee._
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BADMINTON I ·

KIN2203

$6.00/ee. ·
I

KIN2204

TENNISI

$6.00/ee.
KIN2206 · WEI(;HT TRAINING I

$5.00/ee.
KIN 2207 TRACK AND FIELD
GYMNASTICS I

KIN2208

$3.00/ee.-

.

:

BADMINTON II

KIN2213

. $6.00/ee.
WEIGHT TRAINING II

KIN 2216

$6.00/ee.
BASKETBALL

KIN 22?1

$3.00fee.
KIN 2223

SPANISH DANCE I

KIN 2225

FQLK AND SQUARE DANCE

· $6.00/ee.
$3.00/ee.

\

MODERN DANCE I

KIN 2226

$3.00/ee.

,
1

KIN 2227 TAPD~NCEI

$3.00/ee.
KIN 2228 MODERN DANCE II

$3.00/ee.
KIN 2230

MODERN JAZZ DANCE I

KIN 2231

MODERN JAZZ DANCE II .

$3.00/ee,
KIN2232

AEROBIC DANCE.

$3.00/ee.
KIN.2235 MEXICAN FOLKLORIC DANCE
KIN 2236

'I

BALLET,J

$3.<50/ee.
KIN 2237

BALLET II

$3.00/ee.
KIN 2241

RACQUETBALL I

$6.00/ee.
KIN 2242

RACQUETBALL II

$6.00/ee.
KIN2252

SWIMMING II

KIN 2253 SOCIAL DANCE
KIN 2256 TENNIS II

$6.00/et!.
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KIN 2257 GOLF

A fee must be paid directly to the golf course for the use of non-university facilities. At the time of publication of this bulletin the fee was $10.00. ·
_·
'
.
KIN 2258 ARCHERY
$8.00/ee.
KIN 2259

BOWLING

There is a fee required to be paid directly to the bowling.alley for the use of non-university facilities. At the
time of publicatiop of this bulletin the fee was $65.00.

KIN 2264

FENCING

$5.00/ee.
KIN 2273 GYMNASTICS lI ·
$3.00/ee.
KIN 2280

LIFEGUARD TRAINING

Prerequisite_: KIN 2252 or current emergency.water safety.

$5.00/ee.
KIN 2281

.
WATER SAFETY INSTRUCTION

Prerequisite: KIN 2280 or current lifeguard training or emergency water safety.

$5.00/ee.
I

KIN 2291

HORSEMANSHIP
There is a fee required to be paid directly to the stables for the use of non-university facilities. At the time

of publication of this bulletin the f~ was $280.00.

_

The9ry Courses
· KIN 1351 INTRODucnoN TO HEALTH AND KINESIOLOGY
Eall, Spring . _
Orientation to the field of health, kinesiology, and recreation, its scope, organization of professional activi-

ties, vocational opportimiti~
and professional qualificatio~s.
.,.

·

_

KIN 1354 ' SAFETY AND FIRST AID

Fall, Spring
.
· ~
,
Basic knowledges for safe and effective living .. The essential aspects of home, w<>l'k. motor vehicle, and
public safety. Includes both theoretical and practical aspects of emergency care. Standard First Aid, Personal Safety and Cardio-Pulmonary Resuscitation (CPR). Certification upon completion of specific requirements.
KIN 2354

BIOMECHANICS

Fall, Spring
,
. .
_
.
A study of the structural and mechanical factors which interact with human movement
Prerequisite: BIOL 1402, 2403.
KIN 3300 THEORY OF FOOTBALL
Fall, Alternate years , ·.
A study and participation in the fundamentals and techniques, rules and strategies of football.
'

KIN 3302 TEACHING INDIVIDUAL SPORTS '

On demand
•
·
,
The CWTent theories of teaching selected individual/dual sports.
KIN 3303 THEORY OF BASKETBALL
Spring
A:study and participation
,
..in the fundamentals, techniques, rules and strategies of basketball.
KIN 3304 THEORY OF BASEBALL
Spring, Alternate years .

, , A study involving the u~ of theory in the analysis and interpretation of coaching techniques and fundamentals in baseball.
.
(
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KIN 3305 · THEORY OF TRACK AND FIELD
Spring alternate years
··
.
1
A study involving the use of theory in the.analysis and interpretation of coaching techniques and fundamentals in track and field.
. ·
.
KIN 3310 MODIFIED TEAM AND INDIVIDUAL SPORTS
Fall alternate years
Analysis and presentation of sports in a modified form appropriate-for the elementary schoot
KIN 3312 DANCE ACTIVITIES FOR ADOLESCENTS
Fall,Spring
Analysis of skill and techniques in teaching social, folk, an~ square dance.
KIN 3313 DANCE FOR CHILDREN
Fall, Spring
·
·
The selection of dance and rhythmic activities for the development of~ginning movement skills and physical fitness. Th~ analysis of aerobic dance routines for intermediate and advanced levels.
KIN 3317 THEORY AND PERFORMANCE OF GYMNASTICS
Fall,Spring
Development of the basic techniques and performance skills of tumbling and gymnastic apparatus.

KIN 3319.. TUMBLING AND GYMNASTICS
Fall, Spring
.
.
Analysis of skills and techniques in teaching basic tumbling ·and gymnastics.
KIN 3320 THEORY OF VOLLEYBALL
Fall
.
A study involving the use of theory in the analysis and interpre~ion of coaching techniques and fundamentals of volleyball.
KIN 3352 CARE, TREATMENT AND PREVENTION OF ATHLETIC INJ(J.RIES
Fall
'
Prevention and correction of accidents in physical education 'and athletic activities. The use of proper personal and field equipment, support methods, conditioning exercises; therapeutic_ aids, medical examinations_
and massage.
1

,,.

KIN 3353 PHYSIOLOGY OF EXERCISE
Fall, Spring
.
Basic systemic adaptations to exercise with specific emphasis on teaching kinesiology, and on training and~·• 1 ·
conditioning athletes.
·
·
Prerequisite: KIN 2354.

KIN 3356 MOVEMENT EXPLORATION
Fall,Spring
_
A course structured to acquaint students with the essential elements of kinesiology. The underlying teclt-·:.
niques of movement exploration are presented.
· ·
• ·
'·
·
··
KIN 3357 KINESIOLOGY FOR THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Fall, Spring
•1
. Curriculum construction, material selections and methods of presenting kinesiology activities in me elementary school.
·
• 1
'

KIN 3365 TESTS AND MEASURtMENTS IN KINESIOLOGY
Jbe use, interpretation, evaluation, and administration of valtd tests in kinesiology. Also involves the application of elementary statistical procedures.
KIN 4313 WORKSHOP IN KINESIOLOGY
Fall, Spring
.
Analysis of the cause and effect of handicapping conditions most frequently encountered and the fonnation .
of activity programs designed to imp,ro_ve physical, mental, and emotional functional levels to the greatest
extent possible.
·
·
KIN 4351 ADAPTED KINESIOLOGY
Fall, Spring
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The selection;md planning of kinesiology for students whose activity inust be adapted due to demands by
gravity, trauma, injury, congenital defect, illness, or disease.
·
·
1

'KIN 4354 KINESIOLOGY FOR THE SECONDARY SCHOOLS
Fall.Spring
,
A survey of activities for program planning in junior and senior high schools including unit construction,
lesson planning, class organiza~on, special programs and ~urces of materials. Laboratory experience to be
arranged.
·

Graduate Theory Courses
I

KIN 5313 WORKSHOP IN KINESIOLOGY
Fall, Spring ' .l
. . .. • •
.
· ·.
·
··
.
This course is desigrted to provide in..(lepth experiences for ~e prospective teacher, coach and recreation·
leader in the development of both current theories and practices in presenting selected areas of kinesiology
such as aquatics, dance. gymnastic·s and/or sports. The course may be reJ>e!lted for credit. up to nine semes- ter hours. when the topic is different.
Prerequisite: 12 semeste,r hours of kinesiology or apptoval of the instructor.
.

'

KIN 5351

KINESlOLOGY CURRICULUM FOR THE HANDICAPPED STUDENT
The selection and planning of kinesiology for students whQSe activity must be adapted due to demands imposed by gravity, trauma, injury, congenital defect, illness or disease. Laboratory work with students will
be scheduled.
KIN 5357 HEAL TH SEMINAR

Summer II alternating years
•
For administrators, teachers, nurses, and community leaders. Topical discussion areas will center around
the inter~sts and needs of the participants and the c6mmunities,
.
.
)
. KIN 6301

HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF KINESIOLOGY

Spring · .
·.
.
·
,
Historical development of kinesiology from primitive to modem times. Philosophy of modem kinesiology
with ,pplication to present day educational programs.
KIN 6302

METHODS OF RESEARCH IN KINESIOLOGY

Fall
Introduction to methods and material§ of research in the field. Approved methods of writing term papers
and researcb papers. KIN 6303

APPLIED TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS IN KINE8IOLOGY

Fall .
,,
.
.
A critical consideration of the importance and limitations of measurements in physical education., Emphasis
placed on those measurements that
most needed today. The statistical treatment and interpretation of
research data.

are

KIN 6304 SCIENTIFIC FOUNDATIONS OF KINESIOLOGY

Spring
Background of kinesiology from biological, anatomical, and physiological aspects.
KIN 6305

/

CURRICULUM CONSTRUCTION IN KINESIOLOGY

Summer I alternate years
A critical study of principles, problems and procedures in the construction of a kinesiology program. Attention will be given to the ~pplication of these principles in the construction of a c.ourse of study for a specific
situation.
..
PLANNING AND USE OF FACILITIES FOR HEALTH.AND KINESIOLOGY
Summer I alternate years
·
,
'
Principles, terminology and standards for planning construction, use and maintenance of facilities.

KIN 6306

KIN 6307

PSYCHOLOGY OF MOTOR LEARNING

A study of the application of principles of psychology to learning situations involved in competitive·sports.
Emphasis will be given both to the general learning situations involved in the ~astery of motor skills and to
the speci~ situations involved with '1dividi:Jal and group problems of motivation and response.
i

KIN 6308

CURRENT READINGS IN KINESIOLOGY:

On demand
·
Extensive readings and discussion of selected topics in the field.
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KIN 6309 ADVANCED TECHNIQUES FOR TEACHING MOTOR SKILLS, ELEMENTARY
LEVEL
I
'
/
.
,,
Summer II alt6lllate years
Practical and theoreucal study of technique in presenting motor.activit)I,,
KIN 6310 ADVANCED TECHNIQUES FOR TEACHING MOTOR SKILLS, SECONDARY
LEVEL
.
,
Summer II alternate rears
Practical and theorettcal study of technique in presenting motor activity.
.

'

I

•

'

. .

:, .

KIN 6311, TEACHING OF KINESIOWGY ACTIVITY CLASSES
Fall
.
.
. .
,
Designed to discuss problems4f organization, evaluation, use of facilities, and other problems )Yithlteaching activitr courses, on the college level. '
.,
.. .
·
.
:
KIN 6312 ORGANIZATION AND CONDUCT OF DANCE IN SCHOOLS .
; On demand

This course is intended to provide both theory and practice in presenting dance in the educational setting. It
includes historical.background programs of dance for grades K-12, conduct of perfonning groups, and production of public peFformances.

KIN 6320 INDEPENDENT RESEARCH
\ Fall, Spring ·
,
Individual iµvestigation of a problem in kinesiology that involves one of the techniques of research. Students will work under a designated faculty member and must haye their research approved prior to registering.
·
KIN 7300 THESIS
On demand'
KIN 7301 THESIS
On demand

Recreation
. REC 2351 INTRODUCTION TO COMMUNITY RECREATION
On demand
Scope of community recreation; its organization, and relation to other social institutions; program content
a!1d leadership.
·
REC 4655 PROFESSIONAL FIEJ.D WORK
On demand·
Practical field experience working in a community recreation department under recreation director and faculty supervision.

Division of Health-Related Professions'
Dr. Julian Castillo, Director
'

Recognizing the need for the University to take a leading role in the education of the nurse and health professional, the Division, with the assistance and the cooperation of the Valley's health care delivery systems,
is dedicated to providing educational programs necessary to m~t the needs for competent health workers in
the Rio Grande V~ley 11Dd Tex.as.
The Division of Health~Related Professions offers Associate of Applied Science degrees in Nursing and
Physical Therapist Assistant and Bachelor of Science degrees in Dietetics, Medical Technology, Nursing,
and Rehabilitative Services. General Admission requirements confoon with those of the University. Spe~
cific variations of requirements are stated within,each program description. Interdisciplinary coutses in
• health professions ate offered to:
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(1) promote and provide understanding of the role of personnel involved in the delivery of health care,
(2) focus on ~e team approach to ~lient/patient care, and
(3) introduce the stud~nt to the wide range of ~ailaole health careers.
'

'

.

The faculty and sW'{ of the Division provide academic advisement and assistance to students pursuini
health careers. Cwrlcula for all healtlMelattd programs are structured to·provide theory as well as clinical
learning experiences. In order to provide thep,oposed clinical practicum, the Ubiversity has negotiated
affiliation agreements with a number of healtfi ~rvice facilities in the South Texas area.
;_

•

I

.,

,

~

•

•

' •.

i

Faculty:Castillo, Julian (Ed.D., University of Houston)
Garcia, Rebecca H. (B.S., Pan American University)

/

.

. Adjunct Faculty:
Leopoldo Chow Chong, M.D., Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico.

Course D,escriptions
Health-Related Professions
HRP 1401 INTRODUCTION TO HEALTH-RELATED PROFESSIONS

Fall.Spring
·
1
_
•
A survey of careers within the health .service industry, then: educaµoftal and clinical practice requirem~ts,
. and employment opportunities. Correlated healtJt' service orgafiimtipn, bistory and trends, terminology, ·
ethics, legal ~ts, professional affiliations, team. roles and relatiofiships. Lecture/discussions will be designed to provide the student with specific information concerning tile health related professions' roles in
providing health care services. Three hours lecture. ~d four hours lab per week. Nd prerequisite. ,
'

.

~!

...

HRP 2302 INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL AND LEGAL ASPECfS OF ALCOHOLISM
Fall, Spring
.
..
.
.
Introduction to traditional,,and contemporary bi-cultural aspects of alcoholism and alcohol abuse as related
to family and social dysfunction. IdentifiQllion of alcohol abuse characteristics which relate social deterioration to law en~orcement and judicial systems. 3' hours lecture..
t
HRP 2351 INTRODUCTION TO CLINICAL NUTRITION

Fall, Spring, Summer
.
Basic principles of human nutrition with emphasis on the nutrients and factors which affects their utilization
in the human body. Nutritional requirements of the body at all age levels. Modem concept of an adequate
dieL Cultur,u influences on food selection. Principles of diet modification and its importance in the treatment of disease. Three hours lecture per week.
•
HRP 2352 FOOD PREPARATION
.
,
Fall, Spring
·
'
,
.
.
. .
Application of scientific principles in food selection and preparation (conventional and microwave cooking). Consideration is given to the composition and properties of food, nutritional value. <Jesirability standards, simple meal service, and food economic~. Three hours lecture and three hours lat,oratory per_ week:
.
,.
HRP 2402

MEDiCAL TERMINOLOGY

Fall,Spring
.
This course is designed to introduce the student to analysis techniques, correct spelling and pronunciation of
medical terms. The student will have the opportunity to learn a.medical v.ocabulai;y, develop skills in recognizing medical terms by analyzing their elements.and relating them to the corresp<;>nd.j,qg anatomical site.
Three hours of lecture and four hours of lab per week.
HRP 3303 CURRENT HEALTH LEGISLATION OF NATIONAL HEALTH POLICY SEMINAR
Fall
·
·. .
. ·
.
Health legislation and its effect on health care and administration will be reviewed aµd implications for .
providers and coqsumers of services will be explored.. Issues of liability, responsibility, malpractice insurance, health labo# law and others will be examined. Titles XVIII, XIX, and 'XX bf the Social Security Act
will be studied•. The most current national insuran~ bills before Congress will be reviewed. Three lecture
hours.
.
•
·
·
·
Prerequisite: Approval of department, o,r Advanced Standing.
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HRP 3310 ·SPECIAL TOPICS IN PATIENT CARE ISSUES
On demand·
The topics will vary according to current issues in the provisions of health care and prevention. Offering of
course will be contingent on student demand, May be ,repeated once for credit, as topics vary.'
Prerequisite: Approval of department.,
'
'
HRP 4342 SUBSTANCE.ABUSE COUNSELING IN INSTITUTIONS
'

Fall

,.

·., . ,:· , ,

. ·,i

.

Provides the student with practical and applied knowledge of approaches to ~cohol and. drug detoxification,
effects of psychophannacology, health prbblein:. requiring medical intervention, Milieu therapy, the team
approach to treatment, individual and group therat>y, uses of video taping and feedback evaluation of treatment effectiveness and legal/ethical issues in service deli very.
,
Prerequisite: Official admission into certificate program in substance abuse services. Concurrent enroll-·
ment in HRP 4443 .·
.
HRP 4443 INSTITUTIO~AL PRACTICUM IN SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSELING
Provides· a structwed format for the concurrent integration and application of theory ·and practice learned in
HRP 4342, Substan~ Abµse Counseling in Institutions. Institutional settings emphasize approaches to the
treatment and rehabilitation of the individual, focusing on .the personal and interp(irsonal problems of substance abuse. Placement iriinstitutional settings is designed to expose the student'to residential and nonresidential programs through the provision of direct patient care.
Prerequisite: Concurr~nt enrollment in HRP 4342.

Clinical Lab~ratory S~ie:91ces
Ashwood, Jeanette (Ed.D., Houston; M.T,f.Colorado; assist prof.)

.

Hall, Shari L. (M,S., Corpus Christi State; M.T.; UCLA ~edical Center; assist. prof.)'

Medical Technology is a profession in which theoretical knowiedge in the fields.of Biology, Chemistry, and
Physics are applied in analysis of various cells; tissues, and body fluids from patients for diagnostic purposes. Medical Technologists assist in diagnosis, treatment, and progno!lis of disease conditions through
laboratory procedures in Hematology, Microbiology, Immunology, Blood Banking, Clinical Chemistry, and
Urinalysis.
the pre-professional curriculum is composed of 96. semester hours of general education requirements, biology, and chemistry GO\ll'Ses. Admission to the profession~ portion (senior year} of the Medical Technology
program is limited; ther:e'fore, students are urged to keep high standards of performance during their preprofessional years.
.
•
·
In order to be accepted· into the senior year professional medical technology curricuhµn, the student must
make appl~cation to the Medical Technology.Program upon completion of 70 semester hours of pre-professional course work, but no.later than. May 31st of each year. Th5: Admissions Committee meets twice a
year, in April and June.·. Intheit April meeting the committee will consider all applications received before
. March 3 lsL · Applications received ,fte,r ~ h 31st. a,re ,considered on a space available basis. A completed
application must contain official transcripts, three letters'.of reference. entrance examination scores, and a
complete medical evaluation. Those lIT Pan Am~rican students not accepted into the pro~ may satisfy
their degree requirementsi>y completing a one-year training program iii a CAHEA accredited hospitalbased Medical Technology program.
..·
A student who does not wish td receive a degree from The University of Texas-Pan American but who
wishes to attend the professienal portion of the curriculum must either:
.
1. hold a baccalaureate degree from an accredited institution and have completed 20 semester hours of
Biology. including.a course in Microbiology and Immunology, 16 semester hours of Chemistry
including a course in Biochemistry, and 3 semester hours bf college level Mathematics, or
2. have at least 90 semester hours of college tredits completed, 'Vith 20 semester hours of Biolo~y
.including a course in Microbiology and I{'nmunology, 16 semester hours of Chemistry includmg a
course in Biochetnistry or Orgaqic Ch~mistry; and3 semester ~urs of college level Mathema,cs.
The student should also produce~ notarized letter from the registrar of his or her parent university stating
that upon satisfactory completion of the Medical Technology cufriculum offered at The University of
.Texas-Pan American, the stildent will be awarded a bae.calaqreate degree.
·
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Medical Technology Advisory Council
Dr. Leonel Acevedo, Pathologist, Knapp Memorial Methodist Hospital, Weslaco, Texas
· Mr. David Almquist, Laboratory Manager, Rio .Grande Regional Hospital, McAllen, Texas
.
Dr. Ernest Baca, Dean of Science and Math, The University of Tex.as-Pan American, Edinburg, Texas
Dr. Richard Ballard, Pathologist, McAllen Methodist Hospital, McAllen, Texas
Mr. Bill Bums, Administrator, Rio Granc,le Regional Hospital, McAllen, Texas
Dr. Larry Dahm, Pathologist. Valley Baptist Medical Center, Harlingen, Texas
Mr. Bill Elliot, Educational Director, Valley Baptist Medical Center, Harlingen, Texas
Dr. David Flory, Medical Director, Valley Baptist Medical Center, Harlingen, Texas
Mr. Clive Hom, Administrative Directo~ of Pathology, McAllen Methodist Hospital, McAllen, Texas ·
Mr. Ricardo Medina, Chief Technologist, Knapp Medical Center, Weslaco, Texas
Mr. John Mims, Administrator, McAllel} Methodist Ho~ital, McAllen, Texas
· ·
Mr. Jim Parrot, Retired Chief Technologist, Valley Bapust Medical Center, Harlingen,.Texas
Dr. Domingo Useda, Medical Director, Rio Grande Regional Hospital, McAllen, Texas
Mr.. Robert Vanderveer, Administrator, Knapp Memorial Methodist Hospital, Weslaco, Texas
•·
Ms. Dona Waggoner, Chief Technologist, Valley Baptist Medical Center, Harlingen, Texas

Degree Requirements:
A total of 142 semester how:s including 24 semester hours in Biology, 20 semester hours in Chemistry, 8
semester hours of Physics or Clinical Laboratory Instrumentation, and 46 semester hours of Clinical Laboratory Sciences. Required courses are outlined in the curriculum below.
·

.Certification Req uireme'nts:
Baccalaureate degree inci.uding 16 semester hours of Biological Sciences, 16 semester hours of Chemistry,
3 sem~ter hours of College Algebra, and completjon of the accredited Medical Technology program. Microbiology, Immunoloty, and Organic 'Chemistry courses should be part of tl\e currip1lum.

General Education Requirements
for Bachelor of ScJf!nce Degree in Medical Technology:
6 hours
6 hours
· 24 hours
20 hours
3 hours
6hours
6hours
4 hours
3 hours
6hQW"S

English (Freshman)
English (Sophomore)
Biology
Chemistry
College Algebra
Political Science
History
Kinesio~ogy Activities
Computer Literacy
Designated Electives:
Six hours from one of the following:
a. the same foreign bµ1guage ·
m
.
..
b. PSY 1313, 2301, SQC 1313, 2301, ANTH 1323, ART 1301
TOTAL
.

84 hours

Departmental Requirements:

HRP 1401 or 2402
. CLSC 3401, 3402 or Physics (8)
TOTAL
..

4 hours .
8 hours
12 hours

PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
I

'

.

CLSC 4214, 4222, 4301, 4302, 4303, 4304, 4313, 4332, 4410, 4412. 4420, 4421, 4430, 4431
(total hours: 46).

SUGGESTED CURRICULUM
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Medical Technology Major

FRESHMAN YEAR
ENG 1301, 1302
BIOL 1401, 1402
CHEM 1401, 1402
KIN2hours
HRP 1402 or 2402
~TH1340

SOPHOMORE YEAR
HIST2313,2314
ENG (Soph Lit) 6 hours
BIOL ElectivesJS)
CHEM2401 . .
POLS~2313, 2314
cs 1300

ruNIOR YEAR
KIN 2 hours ··
PHY 1401
BIOL 3401, 3403
CHEM 3401, 3403
CLSC3401
CLSC4301
Electives 6 hours
Apply to Medical. Teehnology Program

SENIOR YEAR
CLSC 4214, 4222, 4301, 4302,
4303,4304,4313,4332,4410,
4412,4420,4421,4430,4431
(See Special Notes Below)

Special Notes:
• Physics °1401, 1402 may be substituted for CLSC 3401, 3402.
• Upper level course in immunology may be substituted for BIOL 3403.
• May attend an accredited Hospital-based MT program in the senior year.
• Second part of Organic (CHEM 3402) may be substituted for CHEM 3403.
• Medical Technology ·Program· is exempt from the University College General Education
Requirements.
• Senior year courses include clinical practicum. Incomplete grades will be carried until completion of
rotation in th~ appropriate clinic~ department

Course Descriptions Clinical Laboratory Science
CLSC 3401
Fall

GLINICAL LABORATORY INSTRUMENTATION I
•
-

Basic clinical chemistry instrumentation such as colorimeters, spectrophometers, flame photometers, atomic
absorption photometers, fluorometers, gamma-counters, eentrifuges, incubators, gas analyzers, and
electrophoretic equipment will be dealt with. Basic laboratory mathematics, statistics, and electronics for
general understanding, operation, and.quality control of these instruments also will be presented. Students
of Biology, Bio-chemistry, and Health-Related Professions will find this course extremely useful.
Three hours of lecture and four hours of laborat<,>ry per week.
·
Prerequisite.: MATH 1340,CHEM 1401, 1402, and BIOL 1401, 1402, or Special Approval. Lab fee $4.00.
CLSC 3402 CLINICAL LABORATORY INSTRUMENTATION II
Spring
_
Continuation of CLSC 3401 .. Automated clinical laboratory instruments in'Chemistry,Hematology, Coagulation, B~ood Banking, and Microbiology, and brief introd..ction to data handling. Three hours of lecture
and four hours of laboratory per week.
Prerequisite: CLSC 3401 or Special Approval. Lab fee $4.00.
CLSC 4214

IMMUNOHEMATOLOGY II

~b:!uation of Immunohematology I to include clinical application.
One hour lecture and three hours laboratory.
Prerequisite: Admission into Medical Technology Program, or Special Approval:
CLSC 4222

CLINICAL CHEMISTRY Ill

Spring \
'
Continuation of Clinical Chemistry lI to include special chemistries.
One hour lecture and three hours laboratory.
.
Prerequisite: Admission into Medical Technology Program, or Special Approval.
CLSC 4301
Fall

GENERAL INTRqDUCTION T_O THE CLINICAL LABORATORY,
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Specimen collection and processing, basic microscopic techniques in Urinalysis, Microbiology, and Hematology. Two hours of lecture and three hours of laboratory.
· .
Prerequisite; Admission into Medical Technology Program, or Special Approval. Lab fee $4.00.
CLSC 4302 SEROLOGY_

ssn

Serodiagnostic tests for syphilis and febrile diseases; ideqtification of antistreptococcal, antinuclear, and
antithyroid antibodies; serologic procedures for C ~tive proteins, rheumatoid arthtjtis, and parasitic and
fungal infections. Two hours lecture.and three hours laboratory. Lab fee $4.00.
·
Prerequisite: Admission into Medical Technology Program, or Special Approval.

CLSC 4303 MEDICAL LABORATORY LEADERSHIP

ssn

General principles of management, supervision, education, research,, record keeping, and legal aspects of
laboratory medicine will be presented. Overall review of all professional· techniques and procedures aµd a
comprehensive. final examination will be administered.
Prerequisite: Admission into Medical Technology Program, or Special Approval.

CLSC 4304 URINALYSIS
SSI

,

.

Leetures present the physiology of urine formation and the relationship of abnormalities in the urine of renal and systemic disease. Chemical tests and microscopic examination are utilized in the laboratory. One
hour lecture and six hours laboratory.
Prerequisite:' Admission into Medical Technology Program, or Special Approval.

CL.SC 4313 IMMUNOHEMATOLOGY I
Fall
Theoretical aspects of the immune response, its relation to the diagnosis of disease and to blood banking are
presented. Detection, identification, and characterization of antibodies, blood grouping, and typing and '.
compatibility testing are presented by laboratory experiments. Two hours lecture and three hours laboratory.

Prerequisite: Admission into Medical Technology Program, or Special Approval.
CLSC 4332 CLINICAL PARASITOLOGY

SSI
Lect_ure ~d _laboratory s~dy on animal parasites producing ~sease in the _human with emphasis on life cycle, 1denttfymg charactensties, and the pathology these parasites provoke 10 man. Two hours lecture and
three hours laboratory.
_ ·
Prerequisite: Admission inlo Medical Technology Program, or Special Apprl>val.

CLSC 4410 HEMATOLOGY I
Fall
.
,
Studies on the formation, function, and identifying characteristics of the cellular elements of blood in
health. Lecture and laboratory emphasize the enumeration, morphology, and staining characteristics of normal blood cells. Two hours of lecture and six hours laboratory. ·· _

Prerequisite: Admispon into Medical Technology I?rogram, or Special Approval.

fL~C
4412
pnng
.

J,IEMATOLOGY D

Continuation of Hematology l to inchtcle disease states and abnormal cells .• Lecture and l~ratory studies
in blood coagulation physiology and methods of detecting defects.are presented. Two hours lecture and six
hours laboratory.
Prerequisi.{e: Admission to Medical Technology Program, or Special Approval.
.
CLSC 4420 CLINICAL CHEMISTRV I
Fall
Studies in clinical chemistry with emphasis on the physiology of normal and abnormal metabolism. Manual and automated laboratory procedures for the quantitation of body constituents employing gravimetric,
volumetric, gasometric, titrametric, and spectrophototnetric techniques. Two hours lecture and six hours
laboratory.
Prerequisite: Admission into Medical Technology Program, or Special Approval.
)

CLSC 4421 CLINICAL CHEMISTRY II
Spring
.
Continuation of Clinical Chemistry I. Two hours lecture and six hours laboratory.
Prerequisite: Admission into Medical Technology Program, or Special Approval.
-195-

CLSC 4430
Fall

CLINICAL MICROBIOLOGY I

Lecture and laboratory studies of human pathogenic bacteria. Emphas~ on staining, cultural and differential
biochemical characteristics, methods of isolation from body fluids, and susceptibility to. therapeutic agents .
.Two hours lecture and six hours laboratory. ·
Prerequisite: Admission into Medical Technology Program, or Special Approval.
CLSC 4431

CLINICAL MICROBIOLOGY II

.

~:~uation of ciinical ~crobiology I including fungi, viruses, :and riketts~.. Two hours lecture and six
hours laboratory.
Prerequisite: Admission into Medical Technology Program, or Special Approval.

Coordinated Program (CP) In Dietetics
Full-time Faculty:
'

'

Cabrera, Melisa (M.S., Andrews University of Michigan.Registered/Licensed Dietitian (ADA), Assistant
Professor
·
Mays; Mary H. (Ph;D,, Texas Tech University, Registered/Licensed Dietitian (ADA), C.H.E., Assistaqt
Professor ·
·

General Description:
Dietetics is a profession concerned with the science and art of human nutritional care, an essential c9mpo~
nent of health science. It includes the extending and imparting of knowledge concerning foods which will
provide nutrients sQfficient for health and during disease throughout the life cycle and the management of ·
~up fee4ing. Dietiti~s. by their ~ucation, ~~ni, and knowle<!ge of the interrelationships ~f food; nutnbon and health are uruquely qualified to help mdlVlduals and society to meet these ne:eds. ·
The Coordinated Program in Dietetics is accredited by the American Dietetic Association. The- "generalist"
program allows the student to gain knowledge and experience, required for a dietetics profession in food .
se(vice management, clinical :nutrition or community nutrition.
"Traditional" dietetic programs require students to complete a one-year internship after graduation with a
bachelor's degree in foods and nutrition or institutional management. The University of Texas-Pan American's dietetic program is unique in that it combines the two into a four-year program. Completion of the
dietetics program leads to a Bachelor of Science degree in Dietetics, membership in the American Dietetic
Association, and eligibility to write the registration/licensure examination.
·

Requirements for Admissions into the Dietetics Program
A. Submission of the following:
.
1. Completed application for admission to the Dietetics program (Call 381-2291 for infonnation.)
2. Unofficial transcript revealing completion of ijt least 60 credi~ hours with a minimum of 2.00
grade point avera~ to il\clude (Qr to include at start of the program):
English 1301; 1302
Math 1340 (or equivalent)
Biolo~ 2403, 2404, 3401
Chemistry 1401, 1402, 3401
HRP 1401 or2402•, 2351, 2352
"'Preferred for CUP (Coordinated Undergraduate Program) students
3. Three letters of recommendation,
4. Letter written by applicant stating reason for' interest in the Dietetics program ,
,
Resulta of the Nelson-Denny Reading Test (test administered through the Leaming Resource
Center).
·
·
B. Selection by the Admissions Commi~; selection is based upon the following: ·
1. Completion and submission of the required material by the first Monday in April.
2. Grade point average.
3. Evaluation of selected references and criteria.
4.. Score on the Nelson-Denny Reading Test.
.
5. · R~ses to the student interview with the admissions committee.

5:
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Suggested Curriculum: ·

'/

FRESHMAN· YEAR

r

SOPHOMORE YEAR
Summer Sessions (prior to sophomore year)
SOC 1313 or 1323 or ANTH 2323
IIlST 2314
Total: 6
Fall and Spring . .
CHEM 3401, 3403
·BIOL3401
POLS 2313
l
LHRP2351.
HRP2352
ENG (6 hours) Sophomore Level
KIN (2 hours)
~reign Language (6 hours)
Total: 35

ENG 1301, 1302,

MA.TH 1340 .

BIOL 2403, 240t
CHEM 1401, 1402
HRP2402
KIN (2 hours)
.
IIlST 2313 or 2333
Total: 34

JUNIOR YEAR
Summer Sessions (prior to junior year) ·
ECO 1301 or 2353
POLS2314
Total: 6
Fall
Spring
DIET 3453
DIET 3354
DIET 3452
DIET 3655 .
MANA 3361 .
CS 1300.
*Designated electives (3 hrs.)ED 3302
To~: 14 ,
Total: 15

SENIOR YEAR· ·
Summer Sessions (prior to senior year)
DIET3451
Total: 4
Fall
DIET4351
DIET4652
DIET4353
DIET4254
Total: 14

Spring
DIET4655
DIET4456
. DIET4257 ·
Total: 12

Total credit hours for graduation - 143 hours.
*Designated Electiv~s: .Six semester hours from two of.the following areas: Communications, the Arts,
and Philosephy.

Course Descr]ptions
Dietetics

I

DIET 3451 GENERAL DIETETICS PRACTICUM I

Summer
Introduction to the practice of all aspects of dietetics through weekly observation and experience in health
care facilities and food institutions. lnu-oduction to his(Ory, philosophy, organization and practice in the
American Dietetic Association. Two hours lecture and six hours clinical experience per week.
Prerequisite: Admission to 1he Coordinated Program in Dietetics. ~
.
\ .
DIET 3452 QUANTITY FOODS PRODUCTION
Fall·
.
·
_
Principles and methods of buying, preparing and serving foods for various types of quantity food facilities
are considered. Standardization of recipes and cost controls. Use and care of institutional equipment
Safety and sanitation. Three hoursJecture and six hours clinical experience per week.
Prerequisites: HRP 2352, BIOL 3401 and admission to the Coordinated Program in Dietetks.
DIET 3453 ADVANCED NUTRITION .
Fall
.
Study of biological; physiological, sociological, and environmental aspects of nutrition science. Includes
ari in-depth stuay of maternal a1,1d child nutrition. Controversial issues in m,1trition are examined. Medical
terminology is stressed. qinical includes learning and practic:e of skills related to interviewing, dietary
assessment, exchange lists, the· problem oriented medical record, and case studies. Three hours lecture and
three hours clinical experience per week.
.
.
·
.
Prerequisites: CHEM 3403 ·or concurrent enrollment, HRP 2351, BIOL 2403 and admission to the Coordinated Program in Dietetics.
·
·
DIET 3354 FOOD SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT

Spring
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Orga1Ji1.ation arid management of a food service system and basic operational subsy:,tems (procurement,
inventory. prodpction. distribution, sanitation and fiscal conttol). Three hours lecture per week.
Prerequisite: DIET 3452,
admission to the Coordinated Program in.Dietetics.
\
.·
DIET 3655 FOOD SYSTEMS MANAGEMENt PRACTICUM

,

Spring
,
.
. .·
.
.
; ,
Selected problems and clinical experiences directly correlated to "Food Systems Management" Eighteen
hours clinical experience per week.
·
'
Prerequisite: Student in Coordinated Program in Dietetu;s, concurrent enrollment in DIET 3354.
_I.

DIET 4351

..

•

DIET AND DISEASE

Fall
.
,
Pathophysiological effect of disease on humans and rationale for diet therapy. Development of ability to
ttanslate dietary prescription into meal plans that _wm satisfy nutritional, emotional. and cultural needs of
people. Three hours lecture.
,
.
'
.
Prerequisites: DIET 3453: CHEM 3403, admission to the Coordinated Program in Dietetics.
\

.

I,

DIET 4652 CLINICAL NUTRITION PRACTICUM
,
Fall
An introduction to the role of the clinical dietitian in the lfoalth care environment. Selected problems and

clinical ex~ences directly correlated to ~'Diet and Disease!' Eighteen Ji.ours clini<:al experience per week.
Prerequisites: Senior in Coordinated Program ~n Dietetits, ·~oncurrent enrollment in Diet 43~1.
DIET 4353

EXPERIMENTAL FOODS

Fall
Investigation of chemical, physical, and nutritional properties of foods and additives during food prepara•
lion. Study of food modifications 'necessary for diet therapy; consideration of cultural preferences. Two
hours lecture and three hours laboratory experience per week.
·
Prerequisites: HRP 2352, CHEM 3401, admission to the Coordinated Program in Dietetics.
DIET 4655

COMMUNITY NUTRITION PRACTICUM

/

Spring
, ·
Survey of major problems arising from food habits of population groups including the study of the Mexican
American culture. Techniques for teaching effective nutrition to groups. Clinical experience includes o~
servation and participation with selected community agencies and schools. Two hours lecture and 12 hours
clinical experience per week.
·
·
··
Prerequisites: DIET 4351, SOC 1313, senior in Coordinated Program in Dietetics.
DIET 4254 FOOD-SYSTEMS DESIGN
Fall

Layout planning of a quantity food production system and its 1'amc operational subsystems, including work
flow, planning, selection and placement of equipment. Two hours lecture per week.
Prerequisites: Senior in Coordinated Program in Dietetics, DIET 3354 anti DIET 3655.
DIET 4257
Sprin

SEMINAR IN DIETETICS
.

In=uction to interpretation and. tvaluation of nutrition literature. Study of planning techniques and in•
structional sttategies essential for nutrition education. Students to present seminars focusing on trends and
issues in professional dietetics to include management, clinical nutrition and community nutrition. Two
hours lecture per week.
. ·.
·
Prerequisite: Senior in Coordinated Program in Dietetics.
DIET 4456 . GENERAL DIETETICS PRACTICUM U
Spring
.
Integration of nutritional care and dietetic service into various systems of health-care, food systems management, ,or clinical nutrition. Under close supervision, students will assume the role of the generali,st dieti·
tian. Thirty-two hours clinical experience per week for four weeks.
Prerequisite: Senior in Coordinated Program in Dietetics.

Physical Therapist Assistant Program
Physi~ therapy is a health care profession concerned primarily with the evaluation, maintenance and im•
provement of the functions of the musculoskeletal, neuromuscular, cardiovascular and respiratory systems.
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Physical therapy treatment programs are designed to improve or restore muscle strength, joint range of motion, coordination, balance and.endurance. Additional goals of physical therapy are to relieve pain, to develop ne~ motor 8!cills, and to assist the _{)8tient to achieve realistic fu!'~tio~al goals consi~tent with his or ·
her physical capacity. Examples of physical therapy ~ent inodahties mclude the vanous forms of exercise, physical agents such as heat, cold, electricity and massage, functional training, and ~tient education.
Physical lherapy practitioners are employed in a wide variety of settings.' These work settings include 1Cneral ac~te care hospi~s~ rehabilitatio!' hospitals~ n~ing ho.~es._publ~c _schools, home health se~ices, and
out-patient sports medicine, orthopedic, and ped1atnc rehab1htation climes.
·
·The physical therapist assistant (PTA) is alicensed physical therapy practitioner who works under the direction of a physical therapist (PI). The PTA is responsible for implementing physical therapy treatments,
providing patient edµcation, communicating the status of the patient to the PT, and performing other supportive duties within the physical therapy service.
.
To receive PTA licensure, a persc;,n must earn an associate degree from an accredited educational program
for the PTA, and then pass a state licensure examination. The PTA program at UT Pan American is a fully
accredited associate degree program.
I

The first year of the PTA. program includes the prerequisite coursework. This coursework should be completed with minimum grades of "C" prior to beginning the second-year professional coursework. ,The second-year professional phase of the program is 12 months in length and starts in June t,f each year. Enrollment in this professional phase is limited to 16 students each year and a formal application-and selection
process is required for admission.
·

Application and Selection:

.

_To be considered for admission to the professional phase of the PTA program, applicants should ineet the
following requirements:
·
1. Completion of a minimum of 12 hours of coursework seJecte.d from the prerequisite-courses, including
4 hours of Anatomy and Physiology. (Students may be talcing the remainder of the pretequisite

coursework during the awlication and selection process.)

.

·

2: Demonstration of a minu'num 11th grade reading level on the Nelson-Denny Reading Test

3. Achievement of a combined score of 24 in English and social studies sections of the ACT Test.
4. Completion and return of all application forms and requested materials by the application deadline.
(Application forms can be·obtamed from the secretaries in the Division of Health•Related Professions.
.The application deadline is March 15.)_
'

Se~tion of the top 16 applicants to the "!1'fA pro~ each y~ is b_~ on a numerical. ranking system
which reflects the levelofperfomJance m the following selecuon cntena:
,
1. Prerequisite course grade point average {GPA)
.
2. Anatomy and Physiology (BIOL 2403) course grade
· .·
,
3. Personal interview
4. }teferences
·
5.Essay ·

J

·

Prerequisite Coursework
The following fall and spring semesters contain dte pre.-equisite courses. This is only a recommenddl sequence, and students may take these courses over a longer period of time or in a different order if allowed
by the de~ent through which the CQurse is taken. Courses may be taken at other institutions if the
courses ate SCC1pted by the UT Pan American Registrar and are determined by the PTA Program Coordinator to be the eqbivalent of UT Pan American PTA Program prerequisite courses.
.I

Fall Semester·

Spring Semester

BIOL2403 -

BIOL2404

ENG 1301
PSY 1323

ENG 1302
PSY233l
Elective• ..

COMM1307
I

I .

•

*ELECTIVE: Students should consult with the PTA Program Coordinator f<?C recom~endations regarding selection of the elective course.
.

-~

.J

]
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1

Professional Coursework

The courses that follow are open only to those students who have been officially' accepted into the PTA Pro-

gram.

'

'

Summer Session I: PTSC 2201, 2310, 2260
Summer Session II: PTSC 2320, 2421
Fall Semester: PTSC 2225, 2430, 2340, 2450, 2311
Spring Semester: PTSC 2451, f570, 2571

Course Descriptions ·
·Physic~I_ Thera~ist Assistant
PTSC 2201 INTRODUCTION TO PHYSICAL THERAPY

Summer
An introduction to the profession of physical therapy and its role with;n the health care system. The content
includes the history of physical therapy, functions of the physical therapist and physical therapist assistant,
legal and ethical concerns, conimon diagnoses, treatments, and practice settings in physical therapy. Students must be admitted into the Physical Therapist Assistant Program. Two hours lecture.
·
PTSC 2310 PHYSICAi TH~APY PROCEDURES I

Summer
.
·
,
Basic patient handling techniques, transporting patients, transfers, wheelchairs, architectural barriers, preparing treatment areas and equipment for use, preparing patients for treatment, positioning, bed mobility, ·
safety procedures, body mechanics, vital signs. To be taken concurrently with PTSC 2201. One.hour lecture, three hours lab.
,1
PTSC 2311 · PHYSICAL THERAPY PROCEDURES II
Fall
.
Gait training; application of orthotics and prosthetics; application of ex~mal bandages, dressings, and support; wound care and debridement; amputee training. Students rnust have successfully completed previous
PTSC courses. ·One hour lecture, four hours lab.
•I

•

PTSC 2320 THERAPEUTIC MODALITIES I

Summer
Application of therapeutic modalities in physical therapy, including heat, cold, traction, ultraviolet, intermittent compression, ultrasound and diathermies. IndicatJons, contraindications, physiological effects and
·
therapeutic efficacy will be discussed, as well as the parts, function and upk~p Of modality equipment ·
Instruction in patient~therapist interaction is included. Students must have successfully completed previous
PTSC courses. One hour lecture, three hours lab.
·
PTSC 2421 THERAPEUTIC MODALITIES U

Summer
.An expansion of PTSC 2320 to include background knowledge and application of massage, electrotherapy,
and hydrotherapy. To be taken,conc~ntly with PTSC 2320. One hour lecture, four hours lab.
PTSC 2225 CLINICAL PRACTICUM I
Fall
Students will be assigned to a physical therapy facility for a minimum of 80 hours to work under the tmpervision of a clinical instructor. Students must have successfully completed all previous PTSC courses.
PTSC 2430 . KINESIOLOGY
Fall
.
.
.
Functional aspects of the musculoskeletal system, especially as it applies to physical therapy. Includes
goniometry and muscle testing .. Students must have successfully completed the previous PTSC courses.
Three hours lecture, three hours lab.
PTSC 2340. CLINICAL PATHOLOGY
Fall
Survey of conditions commonly encountered in the practice of physical therapy. Includ~s etiology, signs,
symptoms, progression and therapeutic management of disease entities and injuries. Introduction to surgi-
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.... /

,

r

cal and phannacological treatment Students must have successfully completed the previous PTSC courses.
Three hours lecture.
PTSC 2450 THERAPEUTIC EXERCISE I
Fall
Principles, theory, scientific basis and application of exercises for strength, flexibility, muscular endurance
and cardiovascular fitness. Specific exercise regimens for selected orthopedic and surgical conditions. Cardiac rehabilitation. Respiratory exercise. Srudents must have successfully completed previous PTSC
courses. Two hours lecture, four hours lab. ·
·
PTSC 2451 THERAPEUTIC EXERCISE Il .

,

!'>:f
tinuation of PTSC 2450. 'Background knowledge and ap~lication of exercises for selected neurological conditions.. Includes training in activities of daily living. Students must have successfully completed
previous PTSC courses; Two hours lecture, four hours l.)b.

·

PTSC 2260' COMMUNICATIONS AND ADMINISTRATION IN PHYSICAL THERAPY

Summer
Note writing; home programs; teaching patients and families; administration of physical therapy; organization and function of the health care system. Students must have ·successfully completed previous PTSC
courses. Two hours lecture.
. PTSC 2570. CLINICAL PRACTICUM II

Spring
.
.
.
Students will be assigned to a physical therapy facility for a minimum of 200 hours to work under the supervision of a clinical instructor. Students must have successfully comp~eted all previous ~SC courses.
PTSC 2571

CLINICAL PRACTICUM m

Spring.
.
.
Students will be assigned to a physical therapy facility for a minimum of 200 hours to work under the supervision of a clinical instructor.' Students must have successfully completed all previous PTSC courses.

A

.

Rehabilitative Services Program
I

Full-time Faculty
Huii P.amela S. (M.S., Oklahoma State), Certified Rehabilitation.Counselor, National Board Certi•
fied Counselor) Assistant Professor
.
•
McCollum, Katrena J. (M.S., Oklahoma State), Certified Rehabilitation Counselor, National Board
Certified Counselor; Licensed Professional Counselor), Program Coordinator/Assistant Professor
Rehabilitation assists people with physically, mentally, emotionally or socially handicapping conditions to
become or remain self-sufficient4 productive citizens. Total rehabilitation includes physical, mental, economic, familial, social, environmental, personal and vocational goals in life as part of the comprehensive
process that is rehabilitation. The objectives of rehabilitation may involve employment,- transition services,
medical/disability management, employee assistan~. mental health/personal adjustment, environmental
modification through technology and independent livmg.
The rehabilitation process generally involves three identifiable stages:
1) Medical
2) Physical or technical aid and adjustive services
3) Vocational, ~ial, and independent living
The Rehabilitative Services Program at The University of Texas-Pan American focuses primarily on preparing students to assist individuals during the third phase of the process - vocational, social and independent
living - although a basic understanding of the first two phases, ~ their interrelationships, is essential.
The rehabilitation specialist, working with the individual who has a disability, determines and coordinates
servj.ces for them throughout the rehabilitation process. The specialist may also work with individuals, professional organizations and advocacy groups to address the social and environmen~ barriers that crea'te
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obstacles for people with disabiliues. The rehabilitation-Specialist is the primary professional who manages
components important in the rehabilitation process and helps prevent fragmentation and gaps in services. A
major goal for the rehabilitation specialist is to assist a person with a disability to n;iove from a position of
psychological and economic dependence to one of greater independence. The rehabilitation specialist believes and supports the concept that "Ii• s ability, not disability, th_at counts."
The Rehabilitative Services Curriculum at '(he University of Texas-Pan American is designed to provide
the student with a general understanding of human behavior in relation to the medical, psychological, social,
economic, educational, and vocational circumstances disability can generate in life. To help a person with a
disability, rehabilitation ~ws on knowledge from several fields-psychology, medicine, psychiatry, sociology, social work, education, law. and the world of work. Specific curriculum will address the competen- .
cies listed below.
·
·
1) Informational: knowledge of the content of rehabilitative services work including history, philosophy,
legislation, theories, principles, terminology, developmental processes, culture;
2). Intellectual: creative thinking, problem-solving, decision-making, reasoning, analyzing, comparing and
integrating information;
.
,
3} Interpersonal: relating to others, communication skills, working with and through others, giving and
getting supervision;
4) Intrapersonal: values clarification, attitudes.motivations, personality style, reactionpauems, etc.;
5) Intetventional: interviewing techniques, helping skills, ethics, evaluation, consulting, utilizing resources, case management.
·
This is a professional program design¢ to provide students with opportuni~es for community involvement
through applied assignments. The program is complemented by an interviewing and evaluation laboratory,
where students will practice applying ·classroom knowledge. Rehabilitation organizations and other community resources are utilized for field experiences. Within the other laboratories and programs of the Division of Health-Related Professions, a student has the opportunity to examine various health and allied
health professions, and to observe the importance of an mterdisciplinary approach to the provision of rehabilitation services. A supervised practicum in a rehabilitation setting is required during the last semester of

study.
This curriculum prepares the student to enter directly into the work force a'S a Rehabilitation Specialist or to
pursue ,uaduate studies in numerous fields (i.e.: Rehabilitation Counseling, Psychology, Mental Health
Counseling)
.

Degree Requirements (Bachelor of Scienc~ Degree)
Major in Rehabilitative Services
General Education Requirements to include:
- Six (6) hours of,Spanish
.
- At least four (4) hours of Anatomy and Physiology
- Psychology 1313
'
- Anthropology 2323
-Communications 1313
- Philosophy 1320 or 1330
Designated Electives (21 hours)
COMM 1307 Fundamentals of Interpersonal Communication
PSY 1323 General Psychology
PSY 2301 Statistics for Behavioral Sciences
PSY 3,325 Psychology of Adjustment
PSY 4313 Abnormal Psychology
COMM 3315 Communication in Human Relations or
COMM 3316 Intercultural Communications
MANA 3361 Principles of Management and Organizational Behavior or
MANA 3332 Human Relations in Management
·
·
Rehabilitative Services Concentration Courses (36 hours)
REHS 2301 Introduction to Rehabilitation
REHS 2302 Employment and Disability
REHS 2331 Psychology of Disability (PSY 2331)
REHS 3330 Medical Aspects of Rehab,litation
REHS 3331 Reaction and Adjustment to Disability
REHS 4401 Vocational Evaluation
REHS 4402 Work Adjustmen~and Job Placement
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. I.

'

'

REHS 4403 Rehabilitation Case Management
REHS 4330 Special Topics .
REHS 4ro2 Clinical Practicum
Electives (10 hours)

Minor in Rehabilitative Services
18 hours ate required to earn a minor in Rehabilitative Services.
. . 12 hours are specified (REHS 2301, 2302, 2331, 3330) and six hours are to be choseQ from the remaining Reha-bilitative Services concentration courses. except for REHS 4ro2.
- .

Rehabilitative Servjces Program
Admission Require111ents
Admission to the R~ilitative Services Program is based on the following material. Paperwork should be
submitted by October 1 of the,student's junior year of study:
1) Completed application;
2) Two letters of recommendation;
3) 2.5 G.P.A.
.
4) A personal interview with Admissions Committee.

Course Descriptions

Rehabilitative Services
I

REHS 2301 · INTRODUCTION TO REHABILITATION
Introduction to the field of rehabilitation an~ rehabilitation professions and specialities (i.e. Rehabilitation
Counseling, Vocational Evaluation, Work Adjusbnent, Job Placement). The course addresses theory and
practice of rehabilitation as well as the history, philosophy and legislative basis for the programs and profession. Includes.an overview of the needs of individuals with disabilities and the effects disabilities have
upon ~nal, social and vocational adjusbnenL The independent living rehabilitation movement and the
vocational rehabilitation process are discussed, along with the impact individuals with disabilities haye
upon the nation's economy. The community resources and agencies devoted to helping handicapped persons ~ explored. May include peld trips,_ guest.lectures and community-oriented assigQments.
P~erequisite: PSY 1313 and completion or concurrent enrollment inREHS 2302 or c~nsent of instructor.
REUS 2302 EMPLOYMENT AND DISABILITY
Focu!l;CS on,~ implications ~f disa~ility o~ C!DPloy~ent. It is desj.~ed to off~r the swdent the: opportunity
to assist the disabled person m making realistie and mformed vocational dec1s1ons. The course explores
facts and myths regarding the employment of disabled individuals, current legislation on the hiring of disabled individuals (AA/EEO guidelines), and the identification and utilization of occupational/vocational
resources. .The student will learn about such things as the. world of work and work classification systems;
why and how to conduet labor market surveys, job analyses, and job ,rriodifict\lions; and the identification
and removal of architectural barriers.
•
·
·
Prerequisite: PSY 1313 and <:ompletion or concurreni enrollment in REHS 2301.
REHS 2331 PSYCHOLOGY OF DISABILITY
Provides a survey of psychological aspects of disability, with emphasis on physical disability. Includes an
overview of research areas and fmdings. Describes major disability'groups, and the general psychological
processes that are observed itt patients and their families as they react and adjust to their
disabilities.•
I
REHS 3330 MEDICAL ASPECTS OF REHABILITATION
Spring
.
Provides essential medical information to prepare students for working with disabled individuals, physicians and employers. Information on etiology, prognosis, and treabnent procedures and vocational and independent living implicatioll$ will be covered for each disability group. Also included in the course is in-·
formation on medical specialties, therapeutic services, restorative te:chniques, and medical tenninology.
This course offers the student the opportunity to learn how to assess the total problem of the client more
perceptively and accurately, and to assist the client in making more realistic vocational/independent living
plans.
.
Prerequisite: BIOL 2403 or 2404, REHS 2301, REHS 2302, and completion or concurrent enrollmentin
REHS 3331.
'
.
REUS 3331 R~CTION AND ADJUSTMENT TO DISABILITY
Spring
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A phenoroenological look at how people with disabilities react to and are influenced by the world and how
they live within the particular circumstances disability can generate. The course offers the opportunity to
develop in the student a sensitive awareness of specific disabilities and th(} impact disability can have on
one's personal, social, cultural and vocational adjustment. Rehabilitation interventions and strategies and
their applications will be addressed,. as well as ways of preventing disablement caused by behavioral or psychological proces~s. and current research in the field.
Prerequisite: Psy 1313 or 1323, andREHS 2301 or consent ofinstruetor.
REUS 4401

VOCAnONAL EVALUATION

Spring
,·
,
,
Focus is on the assessment and appraisal of individuals involved in the rehabilitation process. It provides
an orientation to vocational, psychometric, and independent living assessment instrilments and processes,
along with modifications and adaptations necessary for use with persons who have various disabilities (i.e.
visual, hearing, neuromuscular)~ ethnic backgrounds, particularly the Spanish-speaking indiyidual. It
. introduces the student to practical ways of exploring the physical, emotional and intellectual capacities of
individuals, and the interpretation of this information for rehabilitation J11anning. Wif#lin the Rehabilitation
LaboratQry, the student is instructed in, the administration and adaptation of specific vocational evaluation
instrumen~. Three hours lecture and three hours lab.
.
Prerequisite: PS! 2302 .- REHS 2301, REHS 2302, REHS 3330 and REHS 3331 or co_nsent of insttuctor.
'

.

.

REUS 4402 WORK ADJUSTMENT AND JOB PLACEMENT
Fall
,

A stu~~ o~ work ~djusm:ient and job placement ~~ries, app~oa~hes and ~echn~ques. Within a community
rehabilitation setung, when possible, students utihze rehabihtabon techmques m a case study approach, to
develop placement plans with disabled individuals. The student will be required, to carry out such placement activities as employer development, labor market surveys, job analyses, ~ume development, trans.ferable skills analyses. Other topics include utilization of similar benefits, supported employment, on-thejob training, projects with industry, job coaching, job~seeking skills training'and job·development Three
hpurs lecture,· three hours lab.
- ·,
· ·
Prerequisite; REHS 2301,
REHS
2302,
REHS
3330,
and
REHS 3331.
,' . .
REHS 4403 REHABILITATIO~ C!\SE MANAGEMENT
Fall
-T
Focuses on interviewing; intervention, case recording, and caseload management skills critical for case· history development, program planning and goal accomplishment within the rehabilitation process, and applied
through supervised ~boratory,experiences within the Rehabilitation Laboratory. Analysis of the Individualized Writte~ Rehabilitation Plan and review of,client case records will t5e treated with particular emphasis
on those variables identified to be important to ethnicity and culture - specifically the Mexican-American.
Legal and etl\i~l issues in service delivery will be discussed. Three hours lecture, three hours lab.

Prerequisites: REHS 2301, REH~ 2J02, REHS 3330, REHS 3331 or consent of instructor.

.

REHS 4330 CLINICAL Tories IN REHABILITATION
This course will focus on priority clinical issues and provide concentrated study in specific areas in rehabilitative services which appear timely. The focus will be placed on indepeddent projects, presentation of papers,.and group discussion. A field-based clinical study project will be required.
'
Prerequisites: REHS 2331, REHS 3330, REHS 4401, REHS 4402 or concurrent enrollment.
..

REUS 4602 CLINICAL Pl,lACTICUM'IN REHABILITATION

Spring
.
· .
.
Supervised, field-based, clinical experience in a public or private setting serving the disabled. The practicum setting must meet specific Program requirements and be approved by the Uni versify P,acticum Supervisor. Weekly assignments will focus on. daily components within the rehabilitation process, and will be
treated in a weekly group session. 320 clock hours, 20 field hours weekly plus two hours of regularly
scheduled group supervision per week.
· ·
,,
.
Prerequisite: Completion of/or concurrent enrollment in REHS 4330, and appro~al of Program Coordinator.
. ·
. -1
1
·
•
,
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Department of History and Philosophy
Dr. Sarah C. Neitzel, Interim Chair
.

.

The Department of History and Philosophy offers both a major and a minor in history and in philosophy. In

addition, it offers courses for students seeking a second teaching field for teacher certification. On the .
graduate level, the Department offers a Master of Arts in History with a specialization in Teaching, and a
~ter of~ in Interdisciplinary Studies with a concentration in History.
,
'

History
Full-time Faculty

Fleming, William J. (PhD, Indiana 1976; assoc. prof.) South America, Mexico (on leave)
.
Gormly, James (PhD, Connecticut 1977; prof.) U.S. Diplomatic (on leave)
Miller, Christopher L. (PhD, University of California, Santa Barbara 1981; assoc. prof.) U.S. Colonial, 19µ.
Century, Native American
·
.
Miller, HubertJ. (PhD, Loyola 1965; prof.) Mexico, Central America
·
.
·
Neitzel, Sarah C. (PhD, Tex~ Tech 1974; prof. and interim chair) Germany, Russia, European Social and
Cultural
•
1
Prather, Charles (MA, North Texas State 1969; asst prof.) U.S, Colonial
Rocha, Rodolfo-(PhD, Texas Tech 1981; assoc. prof.) Borderland$, Chicano, Mexico
Salmon, Roberto M. (PhD, New.Mexico 1978; assoc. prof.) U.S. S'outhwest, Chicano Studies
Vassberg, David (PhD, Texas 1971; prof.} Spain, Brazil~ Early Modem Europe
Welch, Raymond P. (PhD, Pennsylvania 1970; assoc. prof.) History of Ideas
Students majoring or minoring in·history may become teachers or seek employment in business or government History is excellent background for those who wish later to go to law school or enter journalism.
The Department of liistory, in CQnjunction with the Departments of Modem Languages and Literatures and
of Sociology and Social Work, ~lso offers a B.A. degree in Latin American Studies.
Beginning history majors are-urged to take Civilization Through the Centuries, American Heritage, and
. Texas history early in their academic careers. Well-prepared student,S are encouraged to'establish credit in
some of these beginning courses by passing advanced standing examin~tions.
,
The department also welcomes non-history majors who may wish to take courses in Mexican-American
Heritage, Russia, or a wide assortment of courses in Latin American, American, and European history.

Degree Requirements
Major in History (with or without Teacher Certification):

· 30 semester hours in history. Must include HIST 1333,• 1334,* 2313,* 2314,* and 2333. Fifteen advanced
hours required, and must include at le&st three semester hours from eacb of the three fields of American,
European, and Latin American history.
Minor in History
18 semester hours of which 6 must be advanced. Must ihclude HIST 1333• or 1334,• 2313,* 2314,• and
2333.
\

*With department approval, Honors 2381, 2388 may be substituted for HIST 1333,1334. Honors HIST
2387, 2388 may be substituted for HIST 2313, 2314.
,
Teacher Certification. in History

Secondary Plan I: 36 semester hours of history, of which 15 semester hours must include IiIST 1333,
1334, 2313, 2314, and 2333. The remaining 21 hours must be advanced and include 6 semester hours from
each of the three fields: American, Latin American and Euro~ history. No·second teaching field is required. .
.
.
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Secondary Plan II: 24 semester hours of history, of which 12 semester hours must include IIlST J333 or
1334, ~313, 2314, and 23l3. The remaining 12 hours must be advanced and include 3 advanced semester
hours from each of the three fields: American, Latin American and E~pean.
Secondarv Plan IV, Composite Social Studies Certification: 48 semester hours in the social sciences. Must
include HIST 1333 or 1334, 2314, 2333, 2363, and 18 advanced semester hours with 6 hours from each of
the Am~ri<;an, Latin American, and European fields of history; POLS 2313, 2314; ECO 1301, 2354; and
GEOG 2301, 2313. .
.
Elementary Plan I, History Speci~lization: 12 semester hours history, which must include Hist 1333 or
1334, 2363 and six advanced hours in histbry. Elementary Plan II, History Specialization: 18 semes~ ·
hours of history, which must include HIST 1333, 1334, and 2333, and 9 advanced semester hours with 3
semester hours from each of the American, Latin American and European fields of history.,
Elementary Plan Ill, Social Studies Specialization: 24 semester hours in social st~dies. Must includ~ IIlST
3313 or 3324or4343, IIlST 4322 or 4325, HIST 4303 or.4313 or 4395, POLS 2313, 2314, ECO 1301,
3336, GEOG 2313, 3333.
.
j

History Gradua.te Program
The department offers courses leading to a Master of Arts in History with a specialization in Teaching, and
a Masters of Arts in Irlte~isciplinary Studies with a concentration in Histor;y and providing minor and support areas for degrees in other fields.
__
·•
'

I

Departmental Requirements for the Master of Ar~ Dekree in Interdisciplinary Studies

Before admission to candidacy by the department of history, applicants must have completed·or must complete as leveling ·work 24 semester hours of undergraduate histocy courses, half of wbich must be at the upper division level.
.
. .
.
'
Full-time graduate students, who must meet the above requirements, should take up to_ 9 semester hours of
such leveling work while taking a limited nuQiber of graduate hours.
·
Graduate history majors are required to consult with the departmental graduate adviser concerning course
work and schedules until admitted to candidacy.
,
.
Candidates may elect one of ~o options to complete the Master of Arts degree in Interdisciplinary Studies
with a concentration in History.
·
·
1. Thesis program: 30 semester hours with 18 hours in history, including the the~is which is required.
Candidates must select the remaining 12 hours from 2 or more related fields such as political science,
sociology, English, economics, Spanish, education, or business.
2. Non-t{lesis program: 36 semester hours with 12-18 hours in·history. Candidates must select the
remainini 18-24 hours from 2 or more related fields. Candidates must also pass a comprehensive
examinauon administered by the department
.
·
Master of Arts Degree in Interdisciplinary Studies

Concentration
Thesis
History
.
Eighteen semester hours of course work in history (including thesis) with no more than half at the 5000
level and eighteen semester hours in two or more related ~s.
History 6300 required of all students.

Requirement$:
.IIlST 6300 Hisioriography and Hjstorical Method
HIST7300 .
HIST7301 Thesis .
TOTAL

30 hoqrs

Master of Arts Degree In Interdisciplinary Studi~s

Concentration
History

Non-Thesis

Eighteen semester hours in history without thesis with no more than half at the 5000 level an<;! eighteen semester hours in two or more related areas, with not more than twelve hours from Education and Business.
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Requirements:

IIlST 6300 Historiography and Historical Methods

TOTAL

36hours

Departmental Requirements for Master of Arts Degree in History with a Specialization in Teaching

.In addition to the general requirements set out elsewhere in this bulletin for graduate admission, the following requirements must be met:
·
•
·
1. Applicants for admissioh must have completed, or must complete as leveling work, 24 semester
hours of undergraduate history courses, half ofwhich must be at the upper division level.
2. The choice of courses in the History Core and History elective field and Education elec.tive will be
detennined through consultation between ~e student and the history Department Graduate adviser.
Master of Arts Degree

, •

Major, History
.Specialization: Teaching

• Thesis

History Core:
IIlST 6304 Teaching History in the Junior High School
.
IIlST 6305 Teaching History in the Senior High School
HIST 6300 Historiography and Historical Methods (required for all students)

(6-9 hours)

History Electives:
(SOOO level courses may be substituted with approval of graduate adviser.
HIST 6301 Seminar and Problems Study in Eras in American History to 1860
IIlST 6303 Seminar and Problems Study in Eras in American History Since 1860
IIlST 6306 Studies in Texas and Southwestern Histary
.
lllST 6307 Seminar and Problems Stµdy in the History·of South America
IIlST 63()1) Seminar and Problems Study in the History of Middle America
HIST 6311 Seminar and Problems Study in Modem European History ,
IIlST 63lt> Studies in Mexican and American Heritages
HIST 6380 The Golden Age of Spain and Portugal, 1300 to 1700 . ·
IIlST 7300 Thesis (requWd in thesis option)
IIlST 7301 Thesis (required in thesis option)

(15-18 hours) '

Education Electives:

TOTAL

(6 hours)
30 how's

The choice of courses in the Education Eiective field will be determined through consultation with the '
graduate adviser.
·
Master or Arts Degree

Major: History
Specialization: Teaching
'

Non-Thesis

J

History Core:
'
IIlST 6304 Teaching History in the Junior High School
HIST 6305 Teaching History in the Senior High School
IIlST 6300 Historio~phy and Historical Methods (required for all students)

(6-9hours)

History Electives:
.
(5000 level courses may be substituted with approval of·the graduate adviser.)
HIST 6301 Seminar and Problems Study in Eras in American History to 1860
IIlST 6303 Seminar and Problems Stuay in Eras in American History Since 1860
IIlST 6306 Studies in Texas and Southwestern History ·
'
IIlST 6307 Seminar and Problems Study in the History of South America-_IIlST 63()1) Seminar and Problems Study in the History of Middle America
IIlST 6311 Seminar and Problems Study in Modem European History
IIlST 6316 Studies in Mexican and American Heritage
·
IIlST 6380 The Golden Age of Spain and.Portugal, ·1300 to 1700

(18-21 hours)

Education Electives:

(9 hours)
36hours

TOTAL
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The choice of courses in the Education Elective field will be determined through consultation with the •

graduate adviser. Candidates for the non-thesis ~egree also must pass a comprehensive examination admini'stered .by the department
·
· ·,
.
·

Course Descriptions

,,
History
I

IHST 1333

' .\

CIVILIZA.TION THROUGH THE CENTURIES

Fall, Summer
·
A thorough survey of ~e pol~µcal, social and cultural history of Europe through the treaty of Westphalia. .
Emvhasis will be given to the contributions of Greece and Rome to the western world, the fall of Rome, the
beginning of feudalism and the rise of national states, the Renaissance and the Protestant reformation. Major developments in world history will be related to these periods of European history. Credit may be received in only one oflllST 1333, HONR 2387. .
\
IHST 1334 CIVILIZATION THROUGH THE CENTURIES

Spring, Summer
A continuation of History 1333 to the j)reser:it time. Emphasis will be given to European expansion, the
French Revolution and Napoleon, the Industrial Revolution, the spread of Socialism, and the world conflicts .
of the Twentieth Century. Major developments in world history will be related to these periods of European hist?ry. Credit may be received in only one of HIST 1334, HONR 2388.
IHST 2313 AMERICAN HERITAGE I
Falt, Spring, Summer
'
An integration of social, political and economic history of tile United States with attention directed to geography and its influences. The approach is by problems which move chronologically from the earliest Colonial Period through the Civil War. Open to freshmen who have completed HIST 2333 or who enter with a
credit
in American History from high school. Credit. may be received in only o,ie. of HIST2313, 2387.
.
'

HIST 2314

~

AMERICAN Hf:RITAGE U

Fall, Spring, Summer
·
·
·
.
An integration of social, economic and political history of the United States with attention to the geographical influences. The approach is by problems which move chronologically from Reconstruction to the present Open to freshmen who have completed HIST 2333 or who enter with a credit in American History
from high school. Credit may be i:eceived in only one of HIST 2314, 2388.
IHST 2333

A GENERAL SURVEY OF THE HISTORY OF TEXAS

Fall, Spring, ·summer
.
A survey of the history of Texas from the period of Spanish ownership to the present. Open to freshmen.
May be substituted for HIST 2313 to meet state requirement for students expecting to graduate from The
University of Texas-Pan Ametjcan.
·
IHST 2335 THE AMERICAN MILITARY EXPERIENCE
On demand
.
The American Military Experience will be examined fi:om the colonial period to the present. The course
will examine not only the operational history of the American military but the causes and consequences of
war and the role. of the military in Ameri~ society. ·
.
,
IHST 2363 MEXICAN AMERICAN HERITAGE

Fall, Spring, Summer
.
An interpretation of the historical heritage of the Mexican American in the United States. (Previously HIST
· 3373; may not be repeated for credit.) ·
·
.
·
Prerequisite: Six ~emeste,: hours of History. .
msT 2387 AMERICAN HERl'.f'AGE I Honors Plan

Fall
·
.
An integration of social, political and economic history of the United States with attention directed to geography and its influences. The approach is by problems which move chronologically from the earliest Colonial Period through the Civil War. Credit may be received in only one of HIST 2313;2387.
· . ·
Prerequisite: AdnJjssion to Honors Studies or by invitation.
·
fflST 2388

AM~RICAN HERITAGE II Honors Plan

Spring
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An integration of social, economic and political history of the United States with attention to the geographical influences. The approach is by problems which move chronologically from Reconstruction to the pre- ·
sent Credit may be received in only one of IDST 2314. 2388.

Prerequisite: Admission to Honors Studies or by invitation.
HIST 3301 THE-HISTORY OF IDEAS

On demand
•
.
A study of major· beliefs and patterns of thought in Western culture, emphasizing the development of the
arts and sciences, social thought and religion.
·

Prereq_uisite: Six semester hours of History.

HIST 3313 AMERICAN COLONIAL ERA TO 1783

On demand
A study of American Colonial history from the founding of the first colony through the American Revolution with emphasis given to the development of American civilization; causes, course and results of the
American Revolution.

Prerequisite: Six semester hours of History.
HIST 3324 FORMATIVE PERIOD OF THE AMERICAN NATION, 1783-1840

On demand
.
·
·
A study of the early years of the American nation from the critical perioo to the adoption of the Constitution
and launching of the new government through the transformation of American society by the Jacksonian
Era of the Common Man. ·

Prerequisite: Six semester hours of History.
HIST 3333

COLONIAL MEXICO,,CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMERICA

On demand
,
A study of the establishment of Spanish dominion; geography and natural resources; institutional and social
development; cultural aspects and contribution.
·

Prerequisite: Six semester hours of History.
HIST 3335 HISTORY OF SPAIN

Ondemand ,
The historical development of the Spanish.nation from earliest times to the present. Emphasis will be given
to the evolution of the political, economic and social institutions that are import.ant to the conquest and
colonization of the Americas.
.
·
·

Prerequisite: Six semester hours of Hfstory.
HIST 3341
Fall

HISTORY OF ENGLAND I, TO 1686

English history from earliest times through the period (l)f the Stuart kings. Emphasis will be given to the
factors which have influenced the development of British and American institutions. ·

Prerequisite: Six semester hours of History.

HIST 3342 HISTORY OF ENGLAND Il, AFTER 1686
Spring
The period of the Glorious Revolution to the British Empire,and commonwealth of nations.

Prerequisite: Six semester hours o[History. ,
HIST 4303 THE EMERGENCE OF MODERN A'MERICA, lS.77-1917

On demand
.
A study of the growth 9f American business and industry, the emergence of the United States as a world
po':Ver, the populist protest and progressive reform movements. · .
·,

Prerequisite: Six semester hours of History. ,
HIST 431~ TWENTIETH CENTURY AMERICA, 1917. TO THE PRESENT

On demand
A study of the history of the Un'ited States from World War I to the present with emphasis. on domestic and
foreign affairs in their relationship to and effect on each other.

Prerequisite: Six semester hours of History: ·
HIST 4322
On demand

"

THE SPANISH SOUTHWEST TO 1821

'
A study of the northward colonization of Mexico with emphasis on institutions and the settlement of the
interior provinces of Texas, New Mexico; Arizona and California. (Previoµsly in ST 3322, may not be
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repeated for credit.) ·
Prerequisite: Six semuter hours of History
HIST 4325 THE AMERICAN SOUTHWEST AFTER 1821
On demand
The American penetration of Texas and the Mexican War, subjugation of the Indians; extension of mining,
railroad, cattle industry, and farming across the Southwest; .and the transition from raw frontier to modern
states of the Southwest. (Previously HIST 3325, may not be repeated for credit)
Prerequisite: Six semester hours of History;
HIST 4343. ERA OF SECTIONAL CONFLICT, 1840-1877
On demand
·
United States history from 1840 to 1877 with emphasis upon the development of sectionalism, Southern
nationalism, the breakdown of Americ;;in political parties, Civil War and Reconstruction.
Prerequisite: Six semester hours of History. .
•
HIST 4345 MEXICO'S FIRST CENTURY AS AN INDEPENDENT REPUBLIC
On demand

A study of the political, social and economic development of Mexico from the independence movement to
the Revolution of 1910. A study of the problems of Mexico and the various distinct eras of its first century
as a republic. (Previously lflST 3343, may not be repeated for credit.)
Prerequisite.; Six semester hours of History
·
HIST 4352
On demand

BRAZIL AFTER INDEPENDENCE

A study of Brazil as an empire and a republic with emphasis on the social, g~ographic and political factors
that make it a unique nation in the Western hemisphere.

HIST 4353 HISTORY OF MEXICAN CULTURE
On demand
A study of the Mexican people, including development of their social institutions, thinking, concepts, attitudes, values, reactions, and sensitivities.
·
Prerequisite: Six semester hours of History.
HIST 4354
.On~and

CONTEMPORARY.MEXICO
,

,

,

A study of the naiure and impact of the social, political and economic tran~formations since the revolutionary epoch of 1910-1917; greatest emphasis on the contemporary factors that have made Mexico's experience unique.
Prerequisite: Six semester hours of History.
HIST 4355 SPANISH SOUTH.AMERICA SINCE INDEPENDENCE
On~and

•

The historical development of the major Hispanic South American republics; general trends in their social,
economic and political growth. History 3333 is recommended to precede this course. (Previously HIST
3353, may not be repeated for credit)
Prerequisite: -Six semester hf!urs of History.
HIST 4363
On demand

UNITED STATES - LA TIN AMERICAN RELATIONS
·
•
The development of a distinctive sy~tem of international relations - economic, cultural, and political ,between the nations of Latin America and the United States.
Prerequisite: Six semester hours of History.
HIST 4370 THE RENAISSANCE AND THE REFORMATION, 1300 to 1650
On demand·
A study of the political, social and cultural developments of Western Europe from the decline of the Medieval system, through the Age of the New Monarchies, with emphasis on France, Germany and Italy.
Prerequisite: Six semester hours of History with HIST 1333 recommended.
I

HIST 43,1 RUSSIA-SINCE 1905
On Demand
Russia from the precursors.of the Revolution through the Revolutions of 1905, 1917 and the development
of the Soviet regime to current trends. (Previously HIST 3371. Credit cannot be received if HIST 3371, or
HIST/GOVT 3372 have previously been completed)
·
Prerequisite: Six semester hours of History with f/lST 1334 recommended.
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msT 4374 THE C~Ril~BEAN AND CENTRAL AMERICA
On demand
·
A study of the nineteenth-century efforts of these nations to emerge as separate entities and aµ evaluation of·
their twt:n~eth-~ntury experiences. .
.
1
Prerequisite: Su semester hours of History with HIST 3333 recommended.
msT 4375 ABSOLUTISM AND ENLIGHTENMENT IN EUROPE, 1650-1789
On demand
·
·
· Traces the development of the Absolutist State, benevolent despotism, and the intellectual and-scientific
trends of the Enlightenment. (Previously HIST 3375, may not be ~peated for credit.)
Prerequisite: Six semester hours of History with HIST 1334 recommended.
msT ~76 REVOLUTIONARY EUROPE, 1789-1850
Ondemand
.
.
A study of Europe of this period with emphasis on the growth of democratic institutions from the beginning
of the French Revolution through the Revolution of 1848. .,
Prerequisite: Six semester hours of History with HIST 1334 recnmmended. (Previously HIST 3374, may
· not be repeated/or credit.)

msT 4~3 EUROPE'S AGE OF IMPERIALISM, 1850-1919
On demand
..
A study of European History through the period of growing nationalism and imperialism leading to World
War I. (Previously HIST 3383, may not t>e repeated for credit)
.
Prerequisite: Six semester hours of History with HIST 1334 recommended.
·
msT 4393 .CONTEMPORARY EUROPE, 1919 TO PRESENT
On demand
A study of the causes of World War II, its resulting problems, and current trends. (Previously IHIST 3393,
may not be repeated for credit.)
Prerequisite: Six semester hours of History with HIST 1334 recommended.
msT 4395 SPECIAL TOPICS IN HISTORICAL STUDY
. Ondemand
.
A study of selected topics in history, including comparative history and philosophies of history. Topics are
varied according to availability of faculty and stµdent interest. Course can be repeated for credit as tqpics
change.
- ·
·
.
_
Prerequisite: Six semester hours of History.
·
·
msT 5343 ERA OF SECTIONAL CONFLICT, 1840-1877
On demand
.
United States History from 1840-1877 with emphasi~ upon the developrnenl'of sectionalism, Southern nationalism, the breakdown of AmericaQ poljtical parties, Civil War, and Reconstruction.
~

msT 5345 MEXICO'S FIRST CENTURY AS AN INDEPENDENT REPUBLIC
Ondem~
.
.
.
A study of the political, social ~ economic development of Mexico from the independence movement
through the revolutionary movement of 1910-1917. A study of the problems of Mexico and the various eras
of its first century as a republic.
msT 5363 UNITED STATES- LATIN AMERICAN RELATIONS
Ondemand
.
. .
The development of a distinctive system of international relations - economic, cultural, and political - between the nations of Latin America and the United States.
msT 5383 EUROPE'S AGE OF IMPERIALISM, 1&50-1919
Ondemand ·
A study of European history through the period of growing nationalism, and imperialism leading to World ,
Warl.
.
,
.
·
msT 6300 mSTORIOGRAPHY AND HISTORICAL METHOD
Fall
A description of the chief source materials of history and bibliography; methods of the aids in ·historical
research; and explanations of ienerally accepted usages in historical composition. (This course is required
of all graduate students majonng and minoring in history and should be taken at the start 6f the graduate's
progfJlffi.)
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HIST 6301 SEMINAR AND PROBLEMS STUDY IN ERAS IN AMERICAN
HlSTORY TO 1860
'
'

On demand

A-survey and critique of the bibliography and problems of various eras in American history before the Civil
War. May ~ repeated for credit when topic varies.
,
.
HIST 6303 SEMINAR AND PROBLEMS STUDY IN ERAS IN AMERICAN HISTORY SINCE
1860
,. '
On~~

'

A survey and critique of the bibliography and problems of various eras in American history since 1860.
May be repeated for credit when topic vanes.

IHST 6304 TEACHING HISTORY IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Summer
This course will explore selected themes in world, United States, Texas and local history, and examine how
such topics can be better integrated into junior high school (grades 6 through 9) curricula. Emph,,asis will be
focused on creative teaching techniques designed to stimulate student interest in learning history. May be
repeated for credit when the topic varies.
·

-

IHST 6305 TEACHING HISTORY IN THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Summer
.
. ,
,
This course will explore selected themes in world, United States, Texas and local history, and examine how
such topics can be better integrated into senior, high school (grades 9 through 12) curricula. Emphasis will
be focused on creative tea<;hing techniques designed to stimulate student interest in learning history. May
be repeated for credit when the topic varies.
IHST 6306 STUDfES IN TEXAS AND SOUTHWESTERN fb:STORY
On demand
An intensive investigation of selected problems in southwestern history with emphasis on Texas. May be
repeated for credit when topic varies.
HIST 6307 SEMINAR AND PROBLEMS STUDY IN THE HISTORY OF SOUTH AMERICA
On demand
An investigation and critique of the problems and contributions made by the..yarious South American countries in the 19th and 20th centuries and their roles in Inter-American relations. May be repeated for credit
when topic varies.
HIST 6309 SEMINAR AND PROBLEMS STUDY IJ:11 THE HISTORY OF MIDDLE AMERICA
,
An investigation and critique of the problems and contributions made by Mexico, the Central American, ·
and Caribbean Island nations in the 19th and 20th centuries and their roles in Inter:American relations.
May be repeated for credit when topic varies.

On demand

HIST 6311 SEMINAR AND PROBLEMS IN MODERN EUROPEAN HISTORY
Ondernand
·
A survey and critique of the bibliography associated with investigations of selected era studies and problems experienced by modem Europe. May be repeated for credit whel) topic varies.
HIST 6316 STUDIES IN MEXICAN AND AMERICAN HERITAGES

' On demand
, ·
·
An intensive investigation of selected historical problems in the Mexican-American and Anglo-American
cultural heritages and the fusion and clash of these cultures. ,
,

HIST 7300 THESIS
Research and writing of the thesis.
HIST 7301 THESIS
Research and writing of the thesis.
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Philosophy .
Full-time Faculty
Caner. David K. (PhD•.Yale 1982; asst. prof.) Ethics, American Philosophy . ,
.
.
Frodeman, Robert L, (PhD, Penn State 1988; asst prof.) Continental and American Philosophy; Ethics
Welch, RaymomJ P. (PhD, Pennsylvania 1970; assoc. prof.) Theory of Mind and Knowledge
The Department of History and Philosophy offers a major and a minor in philosophy. The study of philosophy can serve many useful putposes, but perhaps the most important are: .
·
. • Training in philosophy helps one to think more clearly. m.ore perceptively, and more effectively.
Regardless of one• s personal and occupational goals. and regardles$ of the projects in which one
is interested. being able to think cl~ly and well about them is an essential tool.
• The study of philosophy uniquely helps one to better understand and appreciate oneself, the world
outside. and how the ·two are related'. One of the deepest human needs is to make sense of life and
one's place in it. and the satisfaction of that need is the central concern of philosophy.
A major in philosophy would provide strong preparation for a variety of careers, particularly in business,
law, public policy. and the ministry, as.well as college teaching. A minor in philosophy would provide ex•
cellent suppon for majors in numerous fields, panicu~ly history, government, Engfish, psychology,_sociology, math, and certain areas in science and business administration.
'

Degree Requirements:
Major in Philosophy:
36 semester hours in Philosophy. Must include the following 24 hours: PHIL 1310, 1320.• 2310;-2330,or · ,
2350; 3310 or 3320; 3360, 3361, 3362.
·
Beyond the 24 semester hour core requirements, all students majoring in philosophy will be required to take
12 additional hours in philosophy, nine of which must be uPIX'.r division. for a total of 36 hours.
· ·

Minor _in Pbil~sopby:
18 semester hours in Philosophy, of which 6 hours must be advanced; must include PIIlL 1310 or 2330, and
1320.

,

Course Descriptions
Philosophy
PHIL 1310 INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY
1

Fall, Spring, Summer
An introduction to some of the major philosophical questions that have intrigued-mankind over.the centuries.· This -will be done through an examination of the thought of some of the most important figures in the
history of philosophy from the.early Greeks to modem times. (Formerly PHIL 2313, may not be repeated
for credit.)
•

•

•

,

PHIL 1320 INTRODUCTION TO LOGIC
Fall, Spring, Summer
.
._
·
The subject matter of this course will be clear and effective thinking. It will examine principles for correct
~saning and ways to distinguish good reasoning from bad, and it will consider the kinds of mistakes in
reasoning that are most commonly made in everyday life. (Formerly PHIL 2343, may not be repeated for
credit.)

PHIL 1387 INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY, HONOR~ PLAN
,
An introd1;1ction to philosop~ical questions t!trough an ~"amination of~a).o_r figures.and themes in the history of philosophy from ancient to modem times: Credit may be rece•vei;hn only one of PJilL 1310 or

1387.
Prerequisite: ·Admission to Honors Program or by permission.
PHIL 1388 INTRODUCTION TO LOGIC, HONORS PLAN
An introduction to the fundamentals of.clear and effective thinking through an examination of the principles
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of cohect reasoning, the structure of knowledge, and· common obstacles to rational thought. Credit may be
received in only one of PHIL 1320 or 1388.
Prerequisite: Admission to Honors Program or by permission.
PHIL 2310 METAPHYSICS

On demand
An examination of selected metaphysical problems of historical and contemporary impQrtance, such as freedom and determinism, the nature and existence of God, time, and space, causality, mind and matier, knowledge and truth.
. PHIL 2320 PHILOSOPHY OF sci'ENCE

On demand
A philosophical examination of the assumptions and methodology of scientific inquiry, with examples
drawn from the natural sciences. This course will consider the structure, meaning, confirmation, and use of
scientific theories, as well·as the philosophical implic~~ns of current theories in science:
PHIL 2330 ETHICS
On demand
.
,
This course will.be concerned with human values: our own, and those of other people. It Will ask where
those values come from and how we can know they are worth something, and it will examine several related questions such as personal freedom and the meaningfulness of human life. (Formerly PHIL 1330,
· 2323, max not be repeated for credit.)
·
•·
·
·
PHIL 2340 PHILOSOPHY OF THE PERSON

On demand

A philosophical exa.mination of what it is to be human. This course will deal with such issues as the problem of personal identity, the nature and structure of the self, the nature mind and irs place in the world, and
the· question of"human nature." (Formerly PHIL 3340, may not be repeated for credit.)

PHILl3SO 'SOCIAL PHILOSOPHY
This course :will provide a philosophi~l examination of alternative theories of society, and it will investigate the basic presup1>9sitions and structures of society and the ways in which these are to be understood
and evaluated. (Formerly PHlL 2380; may not be repeated for credit.)
.
.
'
PHIL 3310. THEORIES OF KNOWLEDGE
.
A philosophical inquiry into the sources, nature and criteria of knowledge and an examination of alternative
approaclies to the problems of perception, meaning and truth. The course will also consider the interplay
between these issues in epistemology and related problems in metaphysics.
Pr~requisite: Three semester hours of Philosophy.or consent of instructor.
I

PHIL 3320 SYMBOUC LOGIC
On demand
.
This course will oo· a continuation of Philosophy 1320, Introduction to Logic, and will be concerned with
the principles and methods used in symbolic logic to distinguish between valid and invalid arguments.
Prerequisite: PHIL 1320 or consent of instructor.
·
/
'

.

PIUL 3360

HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY: ANCIENT AND MEDIEVAL

.
A study of the history of philosophy from the Presocratics through the Middle Ages, with particular emphasis on the Presocratics, Plato, Aristotle, Stoicism, Epicureanism, Augustine and Aquinus. ·
.Prerequis'ite: Three semester hours of Philosophy or consent of instructor.
'

P.HIL 3361 HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY: MODERN. •
,
-A study of the history of philosophy frOJll the Renaissance through the Eighteenth Century, with particular

emphasis 01;1 Descartes, Spinoza, Leibniz, Hobbes, Locke, Bedceley, Hume and Kant.
Prerequisite: Three semester ho,us of Philosophy or consent of instructor.
PHIL 3362 HISTORY OF PIDLOSOPHY: CONTEMPORARY

A study of the history of philosophy during the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries, with particular emphasis on phenomenology, existentialism and the analytic tradition.
·
.
·
Prerequisi~e: Three semester hours of Philosophy or consent of instructor.
PHIL 3370· PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION
On demand
· A philosophic study of the nature and varieties of religious experience, the meaning and validation of relig/
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ious belief, the act of faith, the nature and existence of God, the problem of evil, mysticism, immortality,
religious belief and moral conduct, religion and myth, and religion and culture.
. Prerequisite: Three semester hours of Philosophy. '
PHIL 3380

LATIN AMERICAN THOUGHT'

~oomand
An examination of some of the most important and influential contributions to Latin American thought
Material to be studied will be drawn from both past and contemporary sources..
Prerequisite: Three semester hours of Philosophy.
ef

PHIL 4380 AMERICAN PHILOSOPHY
~~and
'
An examination of the contributions of great American thinkers to the philosophical ooposit of the world.

(Formerly PHIL 3313, may not be repeated for credit)
Prerequisite: Three semester hours of Philosophy.

, .

·

PHIL 4390 SPECIAL TOPICS IN PHILOSOPHY
.
A study of selected iSSIJCS or figures in philosophy; content will vary. May be repeated for up tO'nine se-

mester hours credit as content changes.
Prerequisite: Thret semester hours of Philosophy or consent of instrut.tor.
,(

Bible and Religion Studies
Richard Batchelor, Acting·Director
Bible courses are taught for full coilege credit ai: church centers adjacen.t tp .the campus at no expe~se to the
University. A total of twelve hours of Bible may be applied as electives to'ward a oogree. When a stuoont' s
prof~ssional objectiv~ requ~ additional hours.~ Bible or religion,, the Deparurient Head and the Vice
Prestoont for Academic Affairs may allow addiubnal coursework. .
.
,
,

Course Descriptions
Bible
BIBL 1310 OLD TEST AMENT SURVEY

.

A survey of the history and literature of the Old Tesrament Particular emphasis is placed upon the teaching
concerning God, man, salvation and social relations; especially those teachings which deal with the preparation for-the coming of Christ.
·
BIBL 1311 NEW TESTAMENT SURVEY

"

A brief survey of the Christian movement in the Mediterranean world during. the first century, the life ·of
Christ, the beginning of the Christian church, the life and letters of Paul and the general development of the
New fesrament as considered from the historical viewpoint.
•
\
BIBL 1312 BIBLE AND EVERYDAY LIVING
A study of some $J>CClS of the nature of man and of his relationship to Christ as studied in related Bible
readings.
'
BIBL 1314 ACTS OF THE APOSTLES
An historical study of the beginning and extension of Christianity, based qn the B~ of Acts.

BIBL 2301 THE LIFE OF CHRIST
.
A study of the life of Christ as contained in the Gos~ls.

BIBL 2302 THE LIFE AND LETTERS OF JOHN

A study of the life and works of John. A special emphas{s given to his gospel and epistles with a brief review of Revelation.
'

BIBL 2303 THE LIFE AND LETTERS OF PAUL

,

,

A ootailed study of the life and teachings of the Apostle Paul as depicted in the Book of Acts and the Letters
of Paul. The missionary journeys and expansion of Christianity will be given major attention.
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BIBL 2304 COMPARATIVE RELIGION '

A nonsectarian approach to and a comparison of, the great religions or systems. of personal philosophies of
the world including Judaism; Buddhism, Mohammedanism, Confucianism, Christianity and some lessknown faiths or philosophies.

Center for Latin American Studies
Dr. Lino Garcia, Jr., Director
Full-time Faculty
The faculty associated. with the Center for Latin American Studies and the Latin American 5iudies major

are drawn from a wide variety of departments and programs throughout the University. A list of all Latin
Americanist faculty members is available in the Director•s office.

General Description
.
B.A. degree in Latin American Studies

. I

The undergraduate major in Latin Amefican Studies offers students a unique opportµnity to combine concentrated work in one or more academic fields with specific skill/professional study in preparation for careers in a wide variety of areas. These irlclut:le government and industry. banking and international commerce, international organimtions and agencies, private foundations, journalism, and teaching. In addition,
the LAS major provides excellent prepa:f3t!on for advanced study in graduate or professional schools whose
degree programs are related to Latin Amencan
concerns.
.
,
.

Established in 1983 to provide an academic f<X:us for the University's Mique linguistic, cultural, and geographic characteristics, the Centet for Latin Aqierican Studies is charged with developing, implementing,
and enhancing the Latin American Studies major.
Students wishing to take advantage of this major should consult with the Director of the Center for the most
recent opportunities and degree requirements. The degree requirements for this plan are listed below..

Degree Require~ents ·
Major·in Latin American Studies
48 hours including a minimum of 36 advanced hours, must include:
1. 12 hours from IDST 3333, 3335, 4322, 4345, 4352, 4353, 4354, 4355, 4363, 4374

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

SPAN 1301-1302, or 1303-1304; and 2301-2302, or 2307-2308
SPAN 3303 or 3304
9 hours from SPAN 3310, 3311, 3316, 4307, 4326, 4327, 4329
GOVT 4383 or 4386
9 hours from ART 4351, ECO 3336, 3353, SOC 3343, 4323, 4373

\

Students taking a major in Latin American Studies may apply for secondary certification in History or .
Spanish. Please consult with Director for specific course requirements. Grade point average of 2.25 reQQired for certification. ·
· ·

Law (Pre-law)
See Department of Political Science
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Department of Management, Computer Information
Systems, and Administrative Information Systems
Dr. Michael C,rews, Chair
Full~time Faculty

Allison, Margaret (M.Ed., University of Houston 1976; asst prof.) Administrative Information Systems
Brewerton, F. J. (DBA, Louisiana State University 1968; prof. and dean) Management
·
Brough, Charles {MBA, Pan American University 1983; lecturer) Computer Information Systems
,Crews, R. Michael (Ph.D .• Utah State University 19~2; assoc. prof.) Management Information Systems
Greene, Walter E. (Ph.D•• A.P.S. University of Arkansas 1976; assoc. prof.) Management
Hodges, DeWayne L. (Ph.D., University of Northern Colorado 1984; asst. prof.) Statistics
Lee, Daniel (Ph.D., University offlorida 1977; prof.) Management Information Systems
Medina, lndalecio (M.A. Pan American University 1975; lecturer) Computer Information S'ystems
Nasif, Ercan (Ph.D., North Texas State University 1988; asst. prof.) Management
Rydl, Lester M. (Ph.D.,.Texas A & M University 1978, CDP; assoc. prof.) Statistics
Strong, ~hades (Ph.D., Univers!ty of Alabama 1973; prof.) Management
·
Thom, Ron (Ph.D., Texas Tech University 1973; assoc. prof.) Management ·
.
Vincent, Vern C. (Ph.D., University of Northern Colorado 1972; prof., Director of Graduate Program,
School of Business Administration) Research, Statistical Methodology
Wilson, James M. (Ph;D., University of Arkansas 1971; assoc: prof.) Management

Curriculum lnform,ation
Students majoring in this depanmemmay select between a management, computer information systems and
administrative information systems option. In addition to completing the University College/General Education courses as outlined in the"fhe University of Texas-Pan American catalog, the student will be responsible for fulfilling the requirements
of the selected option. ,·
.

A minor in Computer Information Systems is available to students from all areas of the University and is
designed to prepare the student for entry-level positions in computer data processing. .
The coursework leading to the BBA degree is classified as follows:
A. General Education and Business Foundation Courses
76 hours
B. Business Core Courses
33 hours
C. Specialization (Major) Courses
24 hours
,Total Degree Requirements
133 hours
· Degree applicability of coursework from business programs which are not accredited by the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB) must be determined through appropriate validation
procedures and/or examination. Final approval of non-AACSB accredited coursework will be by tile Del)artment Chair or Dean of the School of Business. Students must have (i() hours of coursework before taking junior/senior level courses in business.

NOTE: Students MUST file a degree plan at the beginning of ~eir junior year before their application for
graduation will be processed. Each student shall have full responsibility for meeting this requirement. This
responsibility does not lie with the department
:
·
GENERAL EDUCATION AND BUSINESS FOUNDATION COURSES
English 1301, 1302 plus 6 hours of Sophomore literature
GENB 1331 (Not required of students who score 19 or more on ACT composite)
CIS 1301
·
ECO 2353, 2354
ACC 2421 and 2329
Foreign Language - 6 hrs. in same language
COMM1303
.
MATH 1321, 1322orMATH 1340, 1322
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1:JOURS
12
3
3
6

7
6

3

.6

Natural Science - 8 hrs. in same discipline
History 2313 or 2333 plus 2314
POLS 2313, 2314
KIN - 4 his - any 2 activity courses
3 hours from: ANTH 1313, 1323, 2323, 2353 PSY 1313, 1323, SOC 13J3, 1323, 2333
3 hours from: . ART 1301, 3381, COMM 231Z, MUSIC 1301, 1302, 2307, 3311,
PHIL 1310, 1320, 2330, 2380
TOTAL
BUSINESS CORE COURSES .

8
6
6
4
.3
3
76

Hours

FINA 3383
GENB 3335, 3337, 4330
MANA2341,3342,3361,3390*,4363,4369
MARK3371 ·
TOTAL

3

12

rs

3
33

*CIS majors are required to take a CIS elective instead of MANA 3390.
'

Prerequisite for all upper level business courses (numbered 3009 or higher):
1. Completed 60 creqit hoqrs.
2. Comple.ted CIS 1301, ECO 2353 and 2354, ACC 2421 and ACC 2329 (or their equivalents). In
these five (5) courses (or their equivalents) you must have a C or better in each course or you must
have a 2.25 G.P.A. in the 5 courses. THIS 5 COURSE REQUIREMENT DOES NOT APPLY
TO GRADUATE STUDENTS, SPECIAL STUDENTS OR NON-BUSINESS MAJORS.

Specialization (Major) Courses: -Management/AIS/CIS
In addition to the University College;General Education Program requirements, the Business Foundation
Courses, and the Common Body of Knowledge Courses, ManagelnentsComputer Information-Administrative Information Systems majors must comply with the following:

Major in Administrative Information Systenis
General Education, Business Foundation and Business Core Courses ·
Administrative Information Systems Specialization Courses Required
AIS 2301 Advanced Information Processing
·
AIS 1306 Intermediate Shorthand
GENB 3335 Fundamentals of Business Communication
AIS 3308 Office Systems Procedures
AIS 3310 Electronic File and Records Management
AIS 4312 Administrative Concepts in the Electronic Office
MANA 3362 Personnel Management
. MANA 3332 Human Relations in Management
'Fotal Requirements

109 hours

24 hours·

133 hours,

Major in Management
General Education, Business Foundation, Common Body of Knowledge Courses
Management S~ialization Course .
·
.
MANA 3332 Human Relations in Management
·
MANA 3362 Personnel Management
MANA 4364 Societal Problems in Business
CIS Elective above CIS l301
Management El(ICtives - Select 12 hours from:
MANA 4300 Top~cs
MANA 4361 Human Behavior in Organization .
MANA 3365 Wage and Salary Administratio~
MANA 3364 Organizational Theory
MANA 4366 Small Business Management
MANA 4368 Industrial Relations
ECO 3351 Macroeconomk Theory
Total Requirements -
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Hours
109
12 -

12

133 hours

\
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Major in Computer Information Systems
Geheral Education, Business Foundation, and Business Core Courses
Computer Information Systems Speciali2:ation Courses:
CIS 2310 COBOL Programming
·
CIS 2311 Advanced Programming Techniqµes
·
CIS 2312 Microcomputer Concepts with Business Applidations
CIS 2308 Structured Programming Concepts
CIS 3335 Data l3ase Managemen~ Systems
CIS. 3336 Systems Analysis
CIS 4333 Information Systems
1 ·
CIS Electives (6 semester hours, 3 hours of which must be advanced)
Total Requirements

Hours
106

27

133 hours

Minor in CQmputer Information Systems
ACC 2421 Principles of Accounting I
MANA 3361 Pri~iples of Management
CIS 2308 Structured Programming Concepts
CIS 2310 COBOL Programming
CIS Electives (6 semester hours) at 3000 or 4000 level
Total Minor Requirements '
·

19.hours..

Teacher Certification in Business Administration
All majors in the School of Business Administration may obtain certification to teach in Texas secondary
schools by completing the followin~:
.
I. .Any major in the School of Busmess Administration
2. AIS 2301 Advanced Information Processing
3. GENB 3315 Seminar in Understanding Business Subjects
4. AIS 1306 Intermediate Shorthand (Optional and required only if student desires certification in
morthand)

.

5. The required hours in Education courses from the School of Education
6. Must have a 2.50 GPA in major field .
,
NOTE: This is subject to change because of new state regulations. The Certification Office in the School
of Education will have information concerning certification changes.
·

Course Descriptions
A(lininistrative Information Systems
AIS 1301 KEYBOARDING,FOR INFORMATION PROCESSING
.
Offers basic instruction on keyboarding techniques suitable for operating electronic office equipment Stu·
dents have the opportpnity to learn basic sltjlls in various business applications such as business letters,
manuscripts, and tabulated formats through the use of word processing software. Input and retrieval of in•
formation quickly and efficiently will be el!lphasized. :rhis replaces GENB 1301 and credit may not be
obtained in both courses.
·
AIS1305 ELEMENTARYSHORTHAND
Fall, Spring, Summer
·.
~
For students who desire a mastery of the principles of Gregg shorthand. The writing of shorthandr intensive
vocabulary building, elementary dictation and transcriptipn. May not be counted for major or minor credit
in business administration. This replaces GENB 130S ~ credit may not be (>btained in ooth courses.
AIS 1306 INTERMEDIATE SHORTJIAND
Fall, Spring
·
.
.
,
.
'
A continuation of AIS 1305. Review of the principles of Gregg morthand~ vocabulary building, dictation
and transcription. A student will have the opportunity to acquire a dictation speed of 70-90 words per minute by the end .of this semester. For those in the secretarial sequence of Business Education,· this course
must be taken prior to student teaching.' This replaces GENB 1306 and credit may not be obtained in both

courses.

.

Prerequisites: AIS 1301 or equivalent ahd AIS 1305 or equivalent.
AIS 2301 ADVANCED INFORMATION PROCESSING
Offers increasing skill development in keyboarding techniques utilizing various software packages on elec-219-
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tronic office equipment. Emphasizes business document preparation, editing,.and proofreading. Other topics include distribution, telecommunications, networking. and information storage and retrieval.
!'rerequisite: AIS !301, high school typewriting course, or consent of instructor.
·
AIS 3308 OFFICE SYSTEMS PROCEDURES

.

Advanced office information systems course. Analysis of responsibilities in the technologically-advanced
office. Emphasizes advanced concepts in communications processing, the design and implementation of
infonnation processing, dictation/transcription, telecommunications, reprographics, information storage and
rettieval systems, and the interfacing of word processing and other office systems.
Prerequisite: AIS 2301.
,
AIS 3310 ELECTRONIC FILE AND RECORDS MANAGEMENT

A study of methods and sys~ms of storing and retrieving information; managing a company-wide records
system; organizing a records program, securing personnel, developing operating procedures, and controls;
and merging poople, procedures. and machines. Other topics include electronic storage systems,
.
reprographics. communications distributions, person/machine interfaces. and appraisal of current and future
technological trends.
Prerequisite: AIS 2301.
.;
i.

· AIS 4312 ADMINISTRATIVE CONCEPTS IN THE ELECTRONIC OFFICE

,

F~bility' study; selection of word processing equipment; designing the word processing center; selection,
training, and motivation· of word processing personnel; job descriptions and career paths. Management of
word processing centers, determination o( standards and measurement of production will be emphasized.
Prerequisite: MANA 3361.

Management
MANA 2341

ELEMENTARY BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC ST ATISTICS

Fall, Spring. Summer
·
An analysis of descriptive statistics and statistical inference.. Topics include collection, organization and
presentation of numerical data; central tendency, variation, skewness. probability, probability distribution,
sampling distributions,,estimation theory and hypothesis testing. Computer laboratory assignments cover-.
ing the above topics will be assigned.
·
Prerequisite: MATH 1321 or 1340, CIS 1301 .
MANA 3332

HUMAN RELATIONS IN MANAGEMENT

Fall, Spring, Summer
· .
,
.
The theory and application of behavioral sciences to' the human element in organizations. 1ndividual behavior and motivation, as well as small group interaction in organizations, is emphasized. The human resource
is portrayed as a vital, complex factor in management. (Previously MANA 4332.. A student cannot receive
credit in both courses.)
Prerequisite: MANA 3361 'or consent of department.
MANA 3342 INTERMEDIATE BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC STATISTICS

Fall. Spring. Summer ,
·
·
A continuation of elementary Statjstics, including regression and correlation, index numbers, time series,
nonparametric statistics and other decision making tools. Computer laboratory assignments covering the
above topics will be assigned. .
·
Prerequisite:, GENBIMANA 2341, MATH 1322.
.
r
.

MANA 3361

/

PR1NCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR

Fall, Spring, Summer
.
.
·
A study of the management functions of planning, organiz(ng, 1and controlling. Emphasis is placed on organizational theory ~ be)lavio~ to include culture and ethics.
MANA 336? PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

Fall, Spring, Summer •
.
.
.
Current developments within !fte field of personnel administration. A study of concepts. principles, policies
and organizational proc'edmts utilized by business institutions in the management of personnel: sele<;tion,
placement. compensation, morale, labor;turnover, collective bargaining, employee service and supervisory
activities.
rerequisite: MANA 3361, or consent of department.

1

MANA 3364

ORGANIZATIONAL THEORY AND DESIGN

Fall,Spring
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A study of the theory and pr~ss of designing. utilizing and evaluating organizational structures. Includes
designing and fitting jobs into the organizational structure and adapting the organizational design to the operational and environmental demands of the orga,i,ization.
Prerequisite: MANA 3361
.
MANA 3365

WAGE AND SALARY AD1\1INISTRATION

Fall.Spring
,
Principles and practices of the determination .of.relative values for jobs and their application to basic wage
and salary structure. The formulation in class of a job evaluation plan .and wage structure.
·
Prerequisite: MANA 3361 and3362 or consent of departmen~.
.
MANA 3390 MANAGEMENT INFORMATION AND DECISION.SUPPORT SYSTEMS

Fall, Spring
.
. .
,
A study of business information systems which incllJdes the role, analysis, design. development and implementation of financial, technical, and strategic information systems. These systems use computer hardware
and software, decision models and data bases to provide managers with informatiqn used in the decision.making process.
·
Prerequisite: MANA 3361·
MANA 4300 TOPICS IN MANAGEMENT
On Demand
A course of supervised independent study and research'into management theory and practice.

Prere!Juisite: Nine hours of Management courses with at least a 3.0 GPA in these courses.
MANA 4361

HUMAN BEHAVIOR IN ORGANIZATIONS

Fall, Spring .
.
.
Study of management theory with emphasis on the investigation of individual and group behavior in organizations.
. Prerequisite: MANA 3361 or consent of department.
MANA 4363 . PRODUCTION ¥ANAGEMENT'.

Fall, Spring, Summer
·
.
,
.
Tbe concept of the production fwiction and its applicability to all types of business firms, problems which
provide background for the integration of scientific decision processes relative to an analysis of production
activities, and computer applications in the production/operations environment.
Prerequisite: MANA 3342
MANA 4364 SOCIETAL PROBLEMS IN BUSINESS

Fall Sprin~
·
.
.
· '
·
. ·
The.behavior and social responsibilities of business firms and other business institutions in modem society
to include current cultural and ethical issues.
Prerequisite: MANA 3361
MANA 4366

SMALL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

Fall, Spring
A study of the special characteristics of small business. Emphasis will be placed on the selecting and start-.
ing of a small business and the essential function of management in the first years of operation.
frerequisite: Senior standifl,g in Business.
MANA 4368

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

Fall.Spring
An examination of current issues and problem areas facing management and unions in their relationship
with employees, government and the community. Emphasis is placed on tire role of union and management
in the process, on the relationship of this pr<>yess to contemporary labor legislation, contract negotiations,
and daily administration of company and union relations.
,
Prerequisite: MANA 3361 and MANA 3362 ..
MANA 4369 BUSINESS POLICY

Fall, Spring, Summer
A broad course in business management designed to inte~ate earlier studies in business to include culture·
and ethics. Comprehensive case problems are studied, with student participation in decision making related
to business operations under conditions of uncertainty. A computerized business simulation provides for
decision-making under dynamic conditions.
Prerequisite: ACC 2329, MANA 3361, 4363; MARK 3371; FIN 3383.
MANA 4399 BUSINESS PRACTICUM

Fall, Spring
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This course is an on-site evaluation of an·operating business by a.student or students serving in the role as a
consultant or consulting team. Course emphasis will be directed tow~d an analysis of the basic business
' functions of accounting, finance, production, marketing, and management as they ¢'rtain to the successful
operation of a business.
Prerequisite: Senior standing and consent of department.

Computer Information Systems
ClS 1301

COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Fall, Spring, Summer
.
This course serves as an introduction to the primary components of a business comp~r system and to the
pr_imary application !-Oft~arepackages usedto incte3SC productivity ofbqsiness professionals. These topics
will be remfmced with microcomputer laboratory exerc•ses.
Prerequisite: Math 1334 with a grade of "C,·" grade (}f "C" or better in·higher math course; ot 19 on ACT
composite.
CIS 2308 INTRODUCTION TO STRUCTURAL AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM DESIGN

This course focuses on the phases of prQgram design including problem clarification, design·, coding, debugging; and documentation. Structural. program desi&Q considerations will be stressed.
Prerequisites: Math 1321 or 134(! and computer literacy skills.
CIS 2310

COBOL PROGRAMMING

.

A programming course designed to emphasize structured programming concepts using COBOL progr8'11. ming language. Concepts will be reinforced with programming exercis~ which include COBOL synrax,
data and file structures, input ;tnd output devices, operating systems facilities for support of batch programs.
Prerequisite: CIS 2308.
·
CIS 2311

ADVANCED PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES

This course is a continuation of CIS 2310 and is designed to thoroughly familiarize the student with adVal)Ced desiin techniqu~, binary_ table search~s, variable length record techniques,. and ha~ing. 1'.his.
course also mcludes an mtroductmn to the basics of data structures needed for on-hne retneval which mclude: ordered lists, tile structures, pointe~ and linkages, directories, memory management, and data access methods.
·
·
frerequisite: CIS 2310. ·
<

CIS 2312 MICROCOMP\!TER SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE CONCEPI'S WITli BUSINESS
APPLICATIONS
,· ,
.

Fall, Spring
. . ..
.
...
A surtey of technical topics related to microcomputer systems with emphasis on the relationstlip between
hardware architecture, systems software and application sof'tware.
'
Prerequisite: Computer literacy.

cis 2320

MEDIUM SIZE COMPUTER SYSTEMS AND RPG PROGRAMMING

\

This course emphasizes the structured design and development of medium sized business computer systems
using RPG II programming language. Extensive experience with the solution of bu11iness problems will be
gained with a report-generation language.
·
Prerequisite: CIS 2308 or equivalent.
CIS 3335' l>ATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Spring
"
This course is an introduction of the foundations of database technology. Basic knowled$e in data structures, normalization of data, and data modeling will be included. The relational, hierarchical, and network
models will be covered. The student will learn the rudiments of the construction of database schema .via
laboratory experiences stressing-application development through advanced programming.techniques arid a
database language.
·
.
. ·
'
_
.
Prerequisite: 6 hours ofCIS, CS courses. Juniqr standing.
CIS 3336 SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

Fall
This course ls concerned with the critical analysis of data processing· operations in an organization and their
redesign vis-a-vis computer applications.
·
· Prerequisite: Six hours ofCIS or CS courses.
. CIS 3338

Spring~

DISTRIBUTED DATA PROCESSING AND TELECOMMUNICATION

. -222,
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~

An introduction to the characteristics, feasibility and design of distributed data processing. Focus is both on
the business and elementary technical ~ t s of distribute processing. The business aspects will include
implementation strategies, security. control, and selection of distributed data processing. ·Elemenqu-y tech.nical aspects will include data communication, technology, hardware configurations and application software.
·
· ·
·
Prerequisite: Six hours of CIS or CS courses.

CIS 4330 INFORMATION RESOURCE MANAGEMENT ·
Fall
Introduces the concept of resource management into infonnation processing. Issues related to resource
managemont of infonnation processing such as planning development, control, evaluation, and personnel in
an Information Center are covered., Societal and technological issues are discussed from a managerial perspective.
·
, Prerequisite: CJS 3335, 3336 and senior standing.
CIS 4333 INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Spring
.
A practical ·course that applies previous courses of study in con:iputer, infonnation systems to.the design of
infonnation syste~s that are capable of handling ad-hoc reporting requests.
.
Prerequisite: CIS 3335, 3336.
.
~
'
CIS 4340 TOPICS IN COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Fall, Spring, Summer
.
Topics or problems in computer information systems, subject matter changes from semester to semester.
May be repeated once for credit. (Previously CS 4340, maximum of six hours credit allowed.)
Prerequisite: Consent of department.

Department of Marketing~ Finaµce and General
Business
Dr. Jerry Prock,.Chair
The department of Marketing, Finance and General Business houses four BBA degree programs and two
minor programs. The major programs are: Marketing, Finance, General J3usiness, and Office Adrninistratio.n. A student may minor in Business Administration or may elect a second t~ching field in Business
Administration.
·
•

Full-tµne Faculty
Assefa, Z.Cwdineh (Ph.D., 1980; University of Illinois; associate professor) Finance '
Buitenbos, Clara (M.Ed., 1956, University of South Dakota; associate professor) Business Education
!)alrymple, Brent B. (Ph.D., 1970, Louisiana State University, professor) Finance
•
Jams, Susan S. Q.D., 1974, Tulane University School of Law; assistant professor) Business Law
Prock, Jerry D.{Ph.D., 1970, ArizonaSwe; professor) Finance
Sturges, Dav!d ~- (Ph.D.,.1988, University of North Texas, associate professor) Management
Commumcattons
Thom~, William W. (Ph.D., 1974, University of Arkansas, professor) Marketing

Curriculum in Marketing, Finance and General Business
The coursework reading to the B.B.A. degree i; classified as follows:
A. General Education and Business Foundation Courses
B. Business Core Courses
C. Specialiution (Major) Courses
Total Degree Requirements .

76 hours
33 hours
24 hours
133 haurs
.

(

Degree applicability of coursework from business ~grams which are not accredited by the American As- 1
sembly of Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB) must be determined through appropriate validation

"
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procedures and/or examination. Final approval of non-MCSB accredited coursework will be by the Department Head or Dean of the Business School.
General Edu~tion and Busine~ Foundation

Hours

Course

English- 1301, 1302 plus 6 hours of sophomore literature
GENB 1331 (Not required of those who score 19 or more on ACT)
• or upper division business electives
CIS 1301
.
ECO 2353, 2354
ACC 242i, 2329
Foreign Languages - 6 hours in same language
COMM 1303
.
MATH 1321, 1322
Natural Science - 8 hours in same discipline
History 2313 or 2333 plus 2314
Political Science-POLS 2313, 2314
PE - 4 hours - Any 2 activity co~es
·
3 hours from: ANTH 1313, 1323, 2323, 2353, PSY 1313, 1323, SOC 1313, 1323, 2333
3 hours from: ART 1301, 3301; COMM 2312, MUSIC 1301, 1302, 2307, 3311,
PHIL 1310, 1320, 2330, 2380
Total

12
3
3
6
7
6
·3
6
8
6
6
4
3
3
76

Prerequisite for all upper level business courses (numbered 3000 or higher).
I. Completed .00 credit hours.
·
2. Completed CIS 1301, ECO 2353 and 2354, ACC 2421 and ACC 2329 (or their equivalents). In
these five (5) courses (or their equivalents) you must have a C or better in each course or you must
have a 2.25 G.P.A. in the 5 courses. THIS 5 COURSE REQUIREMENT DOES NOT APPLY
10 GRADUATE STUDENTS, SPECIAL STUDENTS OR NON-BUSINESS MAJORS.
Busin~s Core Courses

Hours
3
12
15

· Course
FINA3383 -.
GENB 3335, 3337, 4330
MANA 2341, 3342, 3361, 3390, 4363, 4~69
MARK337l
Total

3

33

Transfer Credit-:- Verification

Any business courses taken at a rioh-AACSB accredited school must be validated before they will be accepted as transfer credit to UT Pan American.
.
Validation may be accomplished:
1. By taking:a higher-level course in the same subject area and making a C or better,
.
2. By taking an exam designed to validate the coursework and making a satisfactory grade on the exam,
or

3. By re;taking the course.:
Specialization (Major) Courses

In addition to the University College General Education Program requirements, the business foundation
courses and the common body of knowledge covering majors in the.Department of Marketing, Finance and·
General Business must comply with the following requ!fements.
. ·
Major in Marketing

General Education; Business Foundation and Business Core Courses
Marlceting Speciali,-ation Courses Required
MARK 3,372 Consumer Behavior
·
MARK 4373 Sales Management
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109 hours
12 hours

. I ..

i

,

MARK 4377 Marketing Management
MARK 4378 Marketing Research
Advanced Professional Electives - Select six hours from 3000 & 40QP courses taught in the School of
Business Administration; MANA 4399 recommended)
·
,
6 hours
Marketing Electives - Select 6 hours from:
6 hours
MARK Z373 Principles of Salesmanship
MARK 3373 Industrial Marketing
MARK 3375. Retai1ing
MARK 4330 International Marketing
MARK-4372 Promotion Management
MARK'4379 Special Problems in Marketing
GENB 3339 Consumer Law
1
Total Requirements
133 hours

Major in Finance .
General Education Foundation and Business Core Courses
Finance Specialization Courses
FINA 3381 Money,and Banking
FINA 3382 Investment Principles
FINA 4381 International Finance
FINA 4383 Advanced Managerial Finance
ACC 3321 or ACC 3324
.
9 hours of Advanced Finance electives
Total Requirements

109hours
15 h6urs

· 9 hours

133 hours

MANA 4399 and/or.an upper level Accounting course may be substituted for a Finance elective with consent of the adviser.
.
,
. .,

Major in Gener~I Business
General Education, Business Foundation and Business Core Courses
MANA 4366.Small Business Management ,
Eighteen hours from the following with at least one
' course from each of the five groups:
a. ACC 3323, 3324; CIS 2310
b. ECO 3352, 3353, 4357
c. FINA 3382, 4383; GENB 3356
d. MANA 3362, 3332, 4399; AIS 4312
e. MARK 2373, 3372, 3375 .
. Professional Electives
Total Requirements

109 hours
3 hours
18 hours

3 hours
·133hours

Minor in Business Administration,"
ACC 2329 Managerial Accounting
ACC 2421 Principles of Accounting I
ECO 2353 Principles of Economics I
MANA. 3361 Principles of Management
MARK 3371 Principles o( Marketing
FINA 33$3 Managerial Finance
Total Requirements

19 hours

Course Descriptions
Finance
FINA 1381

PERSONAL FINANCE

Fall, Spring, Summer
.
Personal income, budJeting and consumer credit problems, development of plans for purchasing insurance,
real estate and securities, taxation as it affects the individual's income, assets.and estate is studied. (Previously BA 1381, may not be repeated for credit.)
·
FINA:3381 · MONEY AND BANKING

Fall

' '

The components, nature, functions, creation and destruction of money ani.l credit; financial institutions and

their functions; introduction to monetary theory and policy for the purpo~ of establishing the framework of
the monetary ·economy.
Prerequisite: ECO 2354
FINA 3382 INVF.sTMENT PRINCIPLES
On Demand
Analysis and.valuation of investment securities <:>f corporations and government.al agencies. The purchase
and sale of securities through brokerage houses and invesbnent banking firms will be studied. (Previously
BA 3382, inay ~ot be repeated for credit) _
FINA 3383 MANAGERIAL FINANCE
,
.
Fall, Spring, Summer · ·
.
The finance function in the finn and the specific responsibilities of the firm's financial manager. Emphasis
is on financial decisions using managerial information systems as an integrating force to deliver planned
results. This includes but is not limited to decisions affecting the internal management of the firm and the
.acquisition of new assets and funds.
.
··
·
Prerequisite: 6 semester hours of accounting, 6 semester hours of economics, and 3 semester hours of sta-

tistics.
.

/

FINA 3384 FUNDAMENTALS OF REAL ESTATE
Fall, Summer
·
Physical and economic characteristics of real est.ate, applicable law, taxation, appraisal, marketing and fi-

nance.
FINA 3385 PRINCIPLES OF INSURANCE

.
Spring
.
.
.
Identification and control of risks facing the individual and the business firm, and the use of insurance and ·
other mechanism~ in dealing with them. Risk analysis, loss prevention, personal and property insurance,
insurance.programs and est.ate plans.
FINA 3386 FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND MARKETS
On Demand
.
The dynamics of financial markets and their interaction with suppliers of funds, particularly financial intermediaries.
,
Prerequisites: 6 semester hours each of accounting and economics, FINA 3381.
FINA 3387 REAL ESTATE FINANCE
On Demand
An analysis of the nature and problems of developing the financing ofreal estate. Involved·is a study of
fmancial markets and instruments which are used to solve the financial needs of various real estate activities.

'

Prerequisite: FINA 3384 or consent of instructor.
FINA 3390

PUBLIC FINANCE
On Demand
Public expenditures, their nature, changes and classifications, sources of public revenues. debt management,
introduction of fiscal theory and policy.

Prerequisites: 6 semester hours each ofaccounting and economics.

FINA 4300 TOPICS IN FINANCE
OnDemand ·
A special topic will be.selected by the instructor. Total course content and requirements will be established
on an individual basis by the instructor.

frerequisite: Consent of instructor and 12 hours of advanced courses in Finance.

FINA 4310 EST ATE PLANNING

•

Study of advantages of estate planning and types of instruments involved (wills, gifts, trusts); analysis of
t.ax consequences of various approaches of estate planning, st.ate and federal laws applicable to estates,
PrerequisittJs: GENB 3337 and consent of instructor.
·
FINA 4381 INTERNATIONAL FINANCE ·
On Demand
·
.
Application of finance principles in the international environment; including the nature ofthe balance of
payment mechanism, the factors affecting the foreign exchange market; defensive techniques to protect the

I
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business against foreign exchange risk; and investing, financing, and work capital management within a
multinational firm.
·
Prerequisites: 6 hours ofAdvanced Fina11:ce.
FINA 4382 PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
On Demand

Provides the theoretical framework, techniques and applications of investment management. Develops models for performance evaluation emphasizing optimum combination of risk and return.
Prerequisites: FINA 3382.
i
i

FINA 4383 ADVANCED MANAGERIAL FINANCE
On Demand
Considers the commitment of funds to asset purehases and the measuring and influencing of cost of capital.
Emphasizes the development of tools and techniques utilizing quantitative methods-for the analytical study
of financial administration and applications in the major problem ar~ of corporate finance.
.
Prerequisite: FINA 3383.
·
FINA 4386

MANAGEMENT IN FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

On Demand
An analysis of the policy and operating decisions needed by the management of financial-institutions to

maximize shareholder benefits.
Prerequisites: FINA 3381, 3386.
FINA 4389 COMMERCIAL BANKING ·
On Demand

The principles and policies affectini the services, organization and management of funds in the commercial
bank; policy formulation is emphastzed; coordination with general economic and mo~ey market conditions
is covered. Previously FINA 3389. A student cannot receive credit in both courses. ·
Prerequisite: FINA. 3381 or consent of instructor.

General Business
'

NOTE: Typewriting (word processing), shorthand,_and other office systems courses are now listed
under AIS (Administrative Information Systems) in the Management and CIS Department.
GENB 1331 INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS
Fall, Spring, Summer · ,
·
A survey of the field of busi.ness and industry in our economic system. Basic principles of business organization and the formation and operation of the several divisions of a business concern; finance, production,
marketing and personnel. bestgned to acquaint the beginning student with the problems, procedures and
practices of modem business. Recommended only for freshmen and sophomores. (Students with a compos.ite ACT of 19 or more are exempt from the Introduction to Business course.)
·
GENB 2335 FUNDAMENTALS OF BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
.
A thorough application of writing principles to the various types of busi.ness letters, including statements of
policy, inter-office memos and procedural minutes, informal report writing and the practicing of dictation.

On Demand

GENB 2346 COOPERATIVE PROGRAMS IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
_
A planned program of full-time work (minimum of one semester or two continuous five week summer ses•, .
sions) related to the student's major field. Credit will be determined by a satisfactory employer's evaluation, interviews between the student and a supervising professor, and a supervised written report by the
student This course counts only as elective hours, and may be repeated once for credit. Students enroll on
a credit/no Cl'OO;it basis.
·

,On Demand

d

GENB 3315 SEMINAR IN UNDERSTANDING BUSINESS SUBJECTS
Fall
Examines theories related to the understanding of Business Topics in order to integrate business subjects
into a comprehensive entity. Psychological aspects of psych0:-motor, cognitive, and effective domains are
all investigated. Two independent, in-depth business projects are required.
Prer~quisite: AIS 2301.
GENB 3335 ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS
Fall, Spring, Summer ·
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A systems approach to infonnation processing which concerns its,elf with the practical and.psycholo~cal
aspects of communication, fonnal and infonnal, in organizations. Inter- and intra-personal commu01cation
that is related to the various corporate cultures is stressed. lntercultural differences in various communication scenarios are also studied.
·
Prerequisite: Satisfaction of general requirements for freshman English.
GENB 3337 BUSINESS LAW I
Fall, Spring, Summer
The study of the development and functioning of our legal environment. The development of case law and
precedents; the application of procedural and substantive law pertaining to civil and penal matters and the
study and analysts of cases and rules of law relating to basic business practices. Governmental regulations.
of business, property rights, and business ethics. Course also includes torts, contracts, commercial transactions, and agency. Relevant ethical considerations are included in each topic.
GENB 3338· BUSINESS LAW II
Fall.Spring
.
A continuation and expansion of the study of rules of law in a business society including sales, commercial
paper and credit transactions with emphasis on the Uniform Commercial Code; business organizations; and
government regulations, property, wills and trusts, consumer protection, bankruptcy.
Prerequisite: GENB 3337.
·
GENB 3339 CONSUMER LAW

St~dy of federal and state consumer producf laws with focus on both the consumers' rights and the responsibilities of the seller/manufacturer; regulation of advertising and marketing of consumer products; credit
· financing of consumer transactions.
Prerequisite: GENB 3337 or consent of instructor.
GENB 3340 REAL ESTATE LAW

Study of laws and regulations affecting real estate ownership/use. Estates and interests in land; security device,s for real estate creditors; earnest money contracts, land use contracts.
Prerequisite: GENB 3337 or consent of instructor.
GENB 3356 BUSINESS ENTERPRISE ANI) PUBLIC POLICY
On Demand
The nature, scope and effect on the business community of governmental involvement and regulation in the
functioning of the economy. Emphasis is on the impact of federal legislation as it pertains to antitrust enforcement and the maintenance of competipon, the regulation of public utilities and inter-regional transport,
agricultural adjustment, labor relations and public ownership. Designed to give a broad understanding of
the many ways in which business and economic life are shaped and influenced by government.
GENB 4330 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
On Demand
Business concepts, analytical processes, and philosophical bases for international business operations. Em-·
phasis is on·environrnental dynamics, multinational business organizations, cultuqll and economic constraints, unique international business practices, and international operations, strategy, and policy.

Prerequisite: MANA 3361, MARK 3371, FINA 3383.

GENB 4346 TOPICS IN GENERAL BUSINESS
On Demand Designed to give students professional experience in actual business situations or applied research into business and economic problems. This course does not count for the CO-OP program; see
GENB 2346.
.
·

Prerequisite: Consent of instructor and 12 hours advanced Business Administration courses.

·Marketing/·
MARK 2373 PRINCIPLES OF.SALESMANSIIlP

Fall,Spring
.
Modem salesmanship, the product, the buyer, planning the presentation, meeting the prospect, the inter• .
view, overcoming resistance, closing the sale, building good will. Practical applications of selling in the .
form of structured class participation.
MARK 3371

PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING

Fall, Spring, Summer
The marketing structure as it operates in our economic system. With emphasis on improving the flow of
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goods and ~ices from producer to.consumer. Practical application of principles and techniques. Designed as a beginning course in marketing.
. ·
·
MARK 3372

I

CONSUMER BEHAVIOR

Fall, Summer
An overall view of the basic perspectives of consumer behavior. An interdisciplinary approach is utilized
by studying the fields of economics, psychology, sociology and anthropology as tfiey relate to marketing.
Emphasis is placed on the fundamental process of motivation, perception and learning, as well as analysis
· of individual predispositions and group influences in marketing.
Prerequisite: MARK 3371 or consent of instructor.

t

[
11
1

MARK 3373 INDUSTRIAL MARKETING
On Demand
.
A comprehensive study of marketing in other than the retail area. Topics include: wholesale institutions,
their competitive positions and strategies; channels of distribution; physical distribution; marketing to in-

dustrial consumers and industrial buying behavior. Readings, cases and special projects.
Prerequisites: MARK 3371 or consent of the instructor.
·
I

MARK 337'5 RETAILING,

Fall. Summer
Principles and methods of modern retailing, emphasis on problems of store location and layout, buying,
pricing, credit, stock control, personnel and sales promotion. Designed for students who wish to gain a general knowledge of the retail field as well as those specializing in marketing.
Prerequisite: MARK 3371 or consent of instructor.
MARK 4372

PROMOTIONS MANAGEMENT

On Demand
·
,
Management of the promotional mix. Analysis and application of advertising and sales promotion methods
through mass communications and management of the sales force for both consumer and industrial goods.
Prerequisite: MARK 3371 or consent of instructor.
·
MARK 4373 SALES MANAGEMENT
Decision-making of the sale'S manager and how it affects the ~es force: Emphasis is placed on sales plan-

ning, staffing, training and directing of the sales force including sales force analysis and evaluation.
Prerequisite: MARK 3371.
·
MARK 4377 MARKETING MANAGEMENT

Spring
.
.
,
.
. , .
Emphasis on acquiring a knowledge of various tools and models that may be useful in assisting the marketing manager in his decision-making process. All areas of marketing are discussed within the decision-making framework, with practical application of techniques emphasized.
Prerequisites: MARK 3371.
MARK 4378 MARKETING RESEARCH

Fall,Spring
Quantitative research procedures and techniques utilized in business today. Problems definition, sources of
research data, survey methods, questionnaire design and sainplin~ techniques. Practical application of procedures and techniques is emphasized through class research proJects.
Prerequisite: MANA 3342, MARK 3371.
MARK 4379

SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN MARKETING

OnDemand .
.
An in-depth study of some problems in marketing. A weekly conference is scheduled with the supervising
faculty member.
Prerequisitei 12 hours in marketing and consent of instructor.

Mass Media
See Department of Communications
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Department _of Mathematics and Computer Science
Dr. Joseph E. Chance, Chair
Full-time Faculty

Abraham. John P. (EdD. University of Houston; assoc. prof.} Computer Science
Alvarado. Jose F., (MEd. Texas A & M University 1983; instructor} Curriculum and Instruction
Arnold, Sharon T., (MA. North Texas State University 1977; instructor} Mathematics, Computer Science
Bernard, John E. (PhD, University of Texas 19:78; assoc. prof.) Mathematics, Mathematics Education
Brazier. Gerald (PhD, Ohio State University 1974; assoc. prof.} Mathematics Education
Brazier, Pearl W•• (MS. Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 1981; asst. prof.} Computer

k~

'

.

I

Chance, Joseph E.• (PhD. University of Texas at Austin. 1971; prof.) Mathematics
Ebaseh-Onofa. Ben 0. (PhD. Texas A&MUniversity 1988; asst. prof.) Statistics
.
Egle. David L. (MS, Texas A & M University 1977; instructor) Approximation Theory, Numerical
Analysis, Computer science
·
.·
Fowler. Ricl)ard H. (PhD, University of Houston 1980; asst. prof.) Intera.ctive Systems, Artificial
Intelligence
'
'
Gilpin, Jerry M., (MS, Syracuse University 1966; instructor) Administrative Engineering
Goodier, Benjamin G., (MS, University of New Mexico 1960; instructor) Mechanical Engineering
Necochea, Alejandro, (PhD, University of Massachusetts at Amherst 1984; asst prof.) Transformation
Groups, Algebraic Topology
·
.
.
·
Paredes. Miguel (PhD, University of Utah 1985; asst. prof.) Mathematical Economics and Mathematical
Modeling.
.
.
·
.
.
Petticrew, James W. (PhD, Illinois Institute of Technology, 1969; asst prof.)" Foundations of Geometry,
Algebra. Computer Science
·
.
Pontius, Paul (MA. University oflllinois 1965; asst. prof.) Mathematics Education
Poorkarimi, Hushang, (PhD, University of Texas ,1985; asst prof.) Differential Equations, Applied
Mathematics
.
Ramirez, Olga M., (PhD, Texas A & M University 1985; asst prof.) Mathematics Education
Schaefer. Sister M. G. (PhD, University of Texas 1967; prof. emeritus) Mathematics Education.
Skow. Donald P., (MS, East Texas State University 1971; asst. prof.) Mathematics
Taylor. Monty R (PhD, University of Houston, 1988; asst. prof.) CommutativeAlgebra, Multiplicative
Lattices
·.
Torres,J. Rene, (MS, Texas·A & I University.1972; instructor) Mathematics Education
Watkins, William (PhD, University of Wyoming 1980; assoc. prof.) Topology, Semigroups. Microcomputers. .
Wiener. Bella, (MS, Vitebsk State University, USSR 1968; asst. prof.) Mathematics Education, European
Methods
·
Wiener, Joseph (PhD, University of Leningrad 1964; prof.) Differential and Integral Equations, Mathematical Analysis.
·
The Department of Mathematics and Computei:..Science offers majors in mathematics and computer science,
and minors in mathematics, elementary mathematics, computer science and statistics. In addition. it offers

courses for students seeking a second teaching field for teacher certification in mathematics or computer
science.
Three distinct plans are available for the mathematics major: Plan I, a conventional major in mathematics

without teacher certification, Plan II, a major in applied mathematics with a minor in statistics, and Plan Ill,
a major in mathematics with teacher certification for prospective secondary teachers. Each major must
c~ple_te the require"!ents of one of these plans.
·
An undergraduate specializing in mathematics begins with a study of calculus. Each of the three plans · ·
available for a major in mathematics requires coursework in calculus, computer science, linear algebra and
statistics. In addition, mathematics majors have options available forelective coursework both in and out of
the department. Mathematics majors should work closely with their departmental adviser in·order to choose
these electives wisely.
The minor in applied statistics is available for students in mathematics..and science as well as for students in
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other disciplines needing statistics as a tool. Course worlc. in statistics using advanced mathematics also is
available.
. .
·
·
·
The minor in elementary mathematics is available tor prospective elementary teachers seeking a specializa. tion in mathematics. This minor focuses on the mathematical needs of the teacher in the elementary class-

room.

Computer science is•the study of the structure, function, and application of computers and is central to the
rapidly expandinJ use of information technology. Computers have traditionally been used in business, engineering, and scientific applications, and now with lower prices for hardware and, better software, applications are found in .almost all human activities from art to zoology. Presently, employmeJ\! opportunities are
excellent for those broadly trai~ed in computer science. The computer science major is designed to provide .
the student with mar)cetable expertise in computer science and/or to prepare the student to. pursue graduate
study in computer science. The computer science major can be completed with or without teacher certification. Both a 36-hour Option I p)an and a 24-hour Option II plan are offered for secondary certification in
comp!]ter science.
·
,
Many of the more challenging positions in mathematics require study beyond a bachelor's degree: The department offers a Master of Science in Interdisciplinary Studies degree with a concentration in mathematics
for q~fied and interested students.

Degree Requirements
•
A._ Major in Mathematics:
Plan I: Major in Mathematics Without Ttjicher Certification
Students wishing to major in mathematics must complete the following as specified below: .A. University
College, General Education, and Special Requirements; B. Mathematics requirements; and C. Requirements
for related minor.
·
·
HOURS ...

A.. University College, General Education, and Special Re.quirements
English - 6 semester hours of Freshman English
English - 6 semester hours of sophomore literature
. English 2309
"'
·Language other than English - 6 semester hours in same language
COMM 1303 recommended
.
PIIlL 1320 recommended
,
Mathematics - MArn 1360 recommended beginning course
Natural Science-PHYS 1401, 1402 required. In addition.
8 semester'hours chosen from the same discipline
Computer Literacy- CS 1380 or 2325 recommended
Kinesiology
.
lllST 2313 or 2333, 2314 (2387, 2388 Honors)
POLS 2313, 2314 (2387, 2388 Honors)

6
6
3
6
3

3
3

16
3

·4

6
6

6 hours to be selected from 2 of the following 4 areas:
ANrn1323,2323,2353
ECO 1301, 2353
fSY 1313, 1323 (1387,.1388 Honors)
'soc 1313, 1323, 2333 ·
.

6

B. Mathematics Requirements
.
36 hours of mathematics are required of which 21 must be advanced; these must include:
MATH 1360 Elementary Calculus
MArn 1370 Calculus I
MATH 2342 Calculus II
MATH 2345 Computational Linear Algebra (CS 1380 or 2325 prereq.)
MATH 3347 Calculus III
MATH3337 Applied Statistics I
MArn 3349 Differential Equations
MATH 4351 Modent Algebra (grade of C or better)
MArn 4357 Real Analysis (grade ofC or better)
and nine additional hours in mathematics, six of which must be advanced but other than MATH 3303, 3311,

3312, 3313, 3314, 3315, and 3319.

.

.
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For majors and minors in mathematjcs, a grade of C or better is required for courses MATH 3304, 4351,
4357, and 4364 to count toward gradu~tion. Students intending to work in applied mathematics should
choose their advanced el~tives from MATH 3337, 3338; 3368, _3373, 4339; and 4379.

Plan II: Major in Mathematics with a Minor in Statistics
Students wishing to major in mathematics with a minor in statistics must complete the followiJg as speci. fled below: I. University College, General Education, and Special Requirements and II. Mathematics and
Statistics Requirements.
A. University College, G~eral Education, and Special Requirements
Same as Plan I ·
,
B. Mathematics Requirements
45 semester hours of mathematics and statistics of which 30 must pe advanced'including: ·
MATH 13(,()
MATH 1370.
MATH 2342
MATH 2345
MATH 3347
MATH 3349
MATH 3368
MATH 4357
STAT 2330
STAT 3337

Differential Calculus.
Integral Calculus I.
Integral Calculus II .
.
Computational-Linear Algebra (CS 1380 or 2325 prereq.)
Calculus III
Differential Equations
Numerical Methods
Real Analysis (grade of C or better)
Survey of Elementary Statistics
Applied Statistics I

and nine additional hours in mathematics, six of which must be advanced but other than MATH 3303, 3311,

3312, 3313, 3314, 3315; 3316, and 3319. For majors and minors in mathematics, a grade of C or better in
MATH 3304, 4351, 4357, and 4364 is required for those courses to count toward graduation.

Plan III: Major in Mathematics with Teacher Certification
Students wishing to major in mathematics with secondary teacher c;ertification must complete the following
as specified below: A. University College, General Education, and Special Requirements, B. Mathematics
requirements with a 2.25 GPA, and C. Professional Education requirements. The program described below
is referred to as Option I and does not require a second teaching1field; Stu.dents are encouraged to seek a
second field, however. The Option II certification program does not lead to a degree and is described in the
section on -minors below.
·
A. University College, General Edµcation, and Special Requirements
English - 6 semester hours of Freshman English
·
English - 6 semester hours of sophomore literature
Language other than English - 6 hour in same language ·
COMM 1303 pr 1313 required
,
PHIL 1320 recommend¢ ·
I
Mathematics - MATH 1356 recommended beginning course
Natural Science - 8 hours in same discipline ·
Computer Literacy- CS 1380 or 2325 recommended
Kinesiology , .
..
HIST 2313 or 2333, 2314 (2387, 2388 Honors)
POLS 2313, 2314 (2387, 2388 Honors) ·
6 hours to be selected from 2 of the following 4 ¥eas:
ANTH 1323, 2323, 2353
.
'
ECO 1301, 2353
.
PSY 1313, 1323 (1387, 1388 Honors)
soc 1313, 1323, 2333
B. Mathematics Requirements

•36 hours of mathematics are required of which 21 must be advanced; these must include:
MATH 1300 Differential Calculus•
'
·
·
.
MATH 1370 Integral Calculus I
MATH 2342 Integral Calculus II
MATH 2345 Computational Linear Algebra (CS 1380 or 2325 prereq.)
MATH 3304 Geometric Structures (grade of C or better)
MATH 3311 Mathematics for-Secondary Teachers
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Hours
6
6
6

3

3·
3
8
3
4
6
6
6
t:

rr.•·:.•

1

MATH 3314 Geometry for Secondary Teachers
MATH4351 Modem Algebra (grade ofC or better)
.
and nine advanced hours in mathematics other than MATH 3312, 3313, 3315, 3316, and 3319.
For majors ~d minors in mathematics, a grade of C or better i~ ~uired for courses MATH 3304, 4351,
4357, and 4364 to count toward graduation.
·
,
C. Professional Education Requirements
_
.
30 'Semester hours of coursewprk including EDCI 4301, 4302, 4307, 4308, and 4361.
\

B. Major in Computer Science
Students wishing to major in computer science must complete the following as specified below: A. University College, General Education, and Special Requirements, B. Computer Science Core, and C. Requirements for a Related Minor. It is recommended that students wishing to pursue graduate ~tudy in computer science complete the calculus sequence.
·
.

.

\

Students may complete a 36-hour Option I plan for secondary education certification in computer science.
A. University College, General Education, and Special Requirements
. Hours
English - 6 semester hours of Freshman English
·
·
6
English - 6 $emester hours of sophomore literature
6
English 2309
.
~
Language other than English - 6 hours in same language
6
COMM 1303 recommended
3
PHIL 1320 recommended
3
Mathematics - 9 hours minimum. Additional hours may be required,
..
depending on choice of minor.
.
·,a. 6 hours from MATH 1357, 1360, 1370 or from MATH 1321, 1322
6
'b. MATH 3373 required ,
3
Natural Science - 8 hours in the same discipline
8
Physics recommended for Math minors . ,
Computer Literacy (CS 1380 or 2325 recommended)
3
Kinesiology ·
4
HIST 2313 or 2333, 2314 (2387, 2388 Honors)
6
POLS 2313, 2314 (2387, 2388 Honors)
6
6 hours to be selected from 2 of the following 4 areas:
6
ANTII 1323, 132A, 2323, 2342,.2353
ECO 1301, 2353
PSY 1313, 1323 (1387, 1388 Honors)
soc 1313, 1323, 2333
1

B. Computer Science Core Requirements
36 semester hours of which 21 must be advanced. Must include
CS 1380 Introduction to Computer Science (Pascal)
CS 2380 Computer Science II (Advanced Pascal and Data Structures)
CS 2333 Computer Organization and Machine Language
CS 3333 Data Structures
CS 3334 Systems Programming
CS 3336 OrJanization Qf P~ogramming Languages
and 18 additional hour.s of which 12 must be advanced se~ted from:

CS 2325
_ CS 2320
CIS 2310
CS 3340
CS 3350
CS 4334
CS 4335
CS 3390
CS 4350

,Survey of Elementary Scientific Programming
Computer Progamming in a Second Language
Cobol Programming
Sdftware Design and Development
Numerical Methods
Operating Systems
Computer Architecture
Practicum in Computer Science
Anificial Infflligence

C. Recommended Related Minors
A minor; approved by the department is recommended to be selected from one of the following
priate departm~nt for required course list for each minor): .
·
.
·
•.
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(see appro-

1. Mathematics (Department of Mathematics and Computer Science)
MATJI 3349 or 3337 recommended.
MATH 3368 or CS 3350required.
· 2. Statistics (Department of Mathematics and Computer Science)
3. Physics (Department of Physical Science) .
,PHYS 3403 recommended.
4. · Other Natural Sciences (Department of Biology or Chemistry)
5. Computer Information Systems (Department of Management and. Computer Information Systems)

C. Minors in Computer Science, Mathematics, Statistics and Elementary Mathematics
Education
·
Minor in Mathematics Without Teacher Certification
24 semester hours of mathematics of which 9 must be advanced including MATH 1360, 1370,·2342, 2345*,

3347 and 9 hours in mathematics above the level of MATH 1340, six hours of which must be advanced and ·
not including MATH 3303, 3311, 3312, 3313, 3314, 3315, and 3319..
·

Minor in Foundations of Mathematics Studies

24 semester hours in mathematics of which 12 must be advanced including
MATH 1360, 1370, 2342, 2345*, 3304, 3311, 3314, and 3 additional
advanced hours in mathematics
other than MATH 3312, 3313, 3315, 3316 and 3319 ..
( .

_Minor In Statistics Without A Mathf,platics Major **
22 semester hours of which 9 must be advanced including:
I) MATH 136(land 2345**;
II) STAT 2330, 3337 and 4336
III) CS 2325

•cs 1380 or CS 2325 prerequisite.

•.
'!'*The minor in statistics is intended to be a service minor for those majoring in business, education, health
fields, the social sciences or the natural sciences. Those wishing to incorporate a statistics minor with a
mathematics major should consult Plan II listing requirements for a major in mathematics.
'

'

Minor in Computer Science without T~acher Certification
18 semester hours of which 6 inus_t be advanced
cs 1380, 2380, 2333, 3333, 3334
11) 3 additional hours from CIS 2310, CS 2325, CIS 3335, or any advanced CS course other than CS 3311.
I)

Minor ·in C~mputer Science with Teacher Certification (Option II)
24 semester hours of which 12 must be advanced including:
I) cs 1380, 2380, 2333, 3333

II) 3 hours from CS 1300, CS 2325, CIS 1301, or CIS 2310.
Ill) 6 hours from any advanced CS course or CIS 3335.

Minor in Foundations of Mathematics Studies

21 semes.ter hours of which I.\Velve must be advanced inclwding:
I) MATH 2306, 2307, 1340
•
.
- II) 12 hours from MATH 3312, 3313, 3315, 3316 and 3319.

Department of Mathematics Graduate ·Program
The Department of MathemaLics offets courses leading to a Master o(Science in'Interdisciplinary Studies
with a concentration in Mathematics and provides courses for minor and support areas for degrees in other
fields. ·
.
.
Department Requirements for the Master of Science Degree in Interdisciplinary Studies

Before admission to candidacy by the Department of Mathematics, applicants must have compl~ or must
complete as leveling work 24 semester hours of undergraduate mathematics, half of which must be at the
upper division level, and include MATH 4351.
·
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Master or Science

Interdisciplinary ~tudies.

\

I

'

Concentration
Mathematics
CONCENTRATION
.
(18 hours)
A minimum of 18 semester hours of graduate course work in mathematics inclu<liog MATH 63S1, 6357 and
6390. NO1E: Math 6306 cannot be used to meet these requ~ents.
·
RESOURCE AREA
(18 hours)
A minimum of 18 semester hours selected from 2 selected areas. At least half of the hours must be at the
6000 level. No more than 12 hours may be taken from Business Administration and Education:
roTAL

·

·.

36 hours

Course Descriptions .
Computer Science ·
CS 1300 COMPUTERS AND SOCIETY
A general computer literacy course to teach student awareness of the expanding role of computer technology, and to provide rudimentary knowledge and skills related to personal and·social uses of computers.
Topics include: Applications of computers, societal ethical issues involving computers. history, algorithms
and elementary programming in a higher level language, usage of packaged software, hardware and software terminology.
CS 1380 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER SCIENCE

.

Fall. Spring
.
.
·
·
An introduction to computer science and computer programming. Thdundamentals of the Pascal programming langpage will be introduced. Methods of problem-solving,, techniques of algorithmic development,
and concepts of struct~ proif!llllming will be emphasized.
. ,
Prerequisite: Concurrent enrollment in or grade of "C" or better in MATH 131'0 or 1321.

CS 2320 COMPUTER PROGRAMMING IN A SECOND LANGUAGE
Computer Programming in two high-level programming languages selected from languages such as C, Ada,
Modula-2, o- LISP. Designed for students who already know how to program in a high-level language.
May be repeated once when languages change.
·.
Prerequisite: CS 1380 or CS 2325 or consent of instructor
:
.
CS 2325 SURVEY OF ELEMENTARY SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMMING
Fall. Spring .
, '
.
An introduction to computer programming and problem solving in the F1:>11rap language with special emphasis on problems from science and mathematics.
·
'
Prerequisite: Concurrent enrollment in or grade of "C" or better in MATH 1340 or 1321
,,

CS 2333 COMPUTER ORGANIZATION AND MACHINE LANGUAGE
Fall, Spring
.
.
.
An introduction to computer organization, machine language programming and use of assembly language

programming systems, Basic instructional sets, arithmetic and logical operations, indexing, indirect addressing. Macro definition and interpreters. Several computer programming projects are included.
Prerequisite: CS 2380 or consent of instructor
·
_'
.
·
CS 2380 COMPUTER SCIENCE II

,
.

.
·
'
•.
A second programming course using Pascal to illustrate problem solving by structured design; to provide an
introduction to elementary data structures including linked lists, stacks. <{ueues, trees, and graphs; and to
teach advance.cl programming techniques including recursi.on, sorting, and searching.
Prerequisites: CS 1380 with a grade of "C" or better.
.
.
Fall. Spring

CS 3333 DATA STRUCTURES
.
Spring
.
Data structures not covered in CS 2380. Toeics include recursi6n, threaded trees, general tree, balanced
trees. B trees. Huffman trees, graphs, analysis of sorting and searching algorithms, and storage manage-

ment
Prerequisites:

CS 2380 and CS 2333
-23S-
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CS 3334 SYSTEMS PROGRAMMING

Fall
An introduction to the organization and stn,Jcture of the major hardware components of computers, the design of assemblers, linkers and loaders, and th~ fundamental concepts of operating systems.
1
.•
Prerequisite: CS2333
CS 3336 ORGANIZATION OF PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES

Spring
.
Introduction to the specification analysis and inlplementation of programming languages, including the runtime behaviot, desirable features, and limitations of various languages.
Prerequisite: CS 2380 and programming experience in two high-level languages.
CS 3340 SOFTWARE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

On Demand
·
A formal approach the state-of-the-art techniques in software design an~ development. Provides the student with the opportunity to work on large projects in a group situation.
·
Prerequisite: CS 2380 and ENG 2309

'°

CS 3350 NUMERICAL METHODS

Spring
This course includes interpolation, numerical integration, numerical.solutions to-differential equations and a
study of numerical solutions to systems of equations. This course is the same as MATH 3368. A student
may not receive.credit for both CS .3350 and MATH 3368.
Prerequisite: MATH 1370 and CS 2380 or CS 2325 or consent of the instructor.
1

I

CS 3351 SURVEY OF MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS

On Demand
A survey of the hardware and software specifications of a variety of microcomputers. A study of the applications of microcomputers to a variety of fields.
·
·
Prerequisite: CS 2380
CS 3390 PRACTICUM IN COMPUTER
SCIENCE
1
On Demand
·

1

·Practical experience in management of computer laboratories 4nd administration of compu~er systems. Students will assist in the operation of computing facilities. Course will include l hour seminar and'8 hours of·
practicum experience per week. May be taken once for credit toward Computer Science major or minor.
May be repeated once. ,
·
Prerequisite: Junior standing and 12 hours of Computer Science
CS 4333

DATABASE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

Spring Alternate Yiears
.
Study of logical {hierarchical, network, relational) and J>hysical (sequential, indexed, relative) organization
of databases. Database management systemfand their features, querying databases, distributed databases
and data compression.
Prerequisite: CS 3333
CS 4334 OPERATING SYSTEMS

Fall Alternate Years
..
,
Detailed study of operating system principles, including procedure activation, memory management, process management, resource allocation, and protection.
Prerequisite: CS 3333, 3334
·
CS 4335 COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE

Fall Alternate Years
Computer organization and architecture of computer systems, 1basic logic design, coding, and micro-programming.
'
Prerequisite: CS 3334.
CS 4341 TOPICS IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

On Demand
.
,
Topics or problems in computer science, subject matter changes from semester to semester; May be repeated for credit as topic varies.
·
·
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
·
CS 4350

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

On Demand
I
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Study of intelligent machines and machine learning. Includes problem-solving and heuristic search, natural
language understanding, game playieg, database and expert systems. Artificial Intelligence projects will be
implemented usin_g an AI language such as LISP, Prolog, C, or Ada.
Prerequisites: CS 2380 and CS 3333
.
CS 4390 SENIOR PROJECT
On Demand
.
Students will construct a software product, following it through the stages from initial specification to the
final completed project including user manual.
Prerequisite: CS 3340 and consent of instructor.
,
1

Mathematics
MATH 1300 BASIC MATHEMATICS

I

Fall, Spring, Summer
_
·
·
A course designed for the student with a minimal back~und in mathematics. Students have the opportunity to prepare for the basic algebra or other mathemabcs coursework recommended in education, firie ans,
the humanities or social science. Topics include basic arithmetical operations on whole numbers, fractions
and signed numbers; decimal arithmetics, percentag~ elementary·geometry, measurements, consumer
mathematics, and an introduction to algebra. This course may not be used to satisfy any general university
graduation requirements. This course does not count toward a student's hours for graduation or in the determinatioij of hours attempted or earned.
MATH 1321 BUSINESS ALGEBRA

Fall, Spring, Summer
This course is designed for students who plan to major within the School of Business
Administration. Topics include a review of basic algebra, quadratic funciions and equations, series,and 1sequences, math of finance applications; matrices and detenninants, inequalities, linear programming, logarithms, and exponen~
tial functions. Use of electronic calculators and microcomputers is emphasized to perform numerical computations. ·
.
Prerequisite: MATH 1334 with a grade of "C" or qetter or satisfactory score on ACT or placement exam..
Creditmay not be received/or MATH 1321 and 2316 or 13~0.
.
MATH 1322 BUSINESS CALCULUS

Fall, Spring, Summer .
This course is designed for students who plan to major within the School of Business Administration. Topics include, differential calculus with business optimization applications, multivariable calculus including
optimization techniques and applications, and an introduction to integral calculus.
Prerequisite: MATH 1321 or 2316 with a grade of "C" or better.

~

MATH 1334 · BASIC ALGEBRA

Fall, Spring, Summer
·
,
.
A course in beginning algebra designed to prepare the student for College Algebra. Topics include a review
of basic mathematics, polynomials, special products and. factors, rational expressions, linear equations and
graphs, simple quadratics, an introduction to functions, systems of linear equations in two unkilowns, and
elementary inequalities. This course does not count toward a student's hours for graduation or in the determination of hours attempted or earned.
MATH 1340 COLLEGE ALGEBRA

Fall, Spring, Summer
.
·
Topics include a review of basic algebra, functions-, quadratic and polynomial"equations, systems of equations, inequalities, exponents and radicals, logarithms, complex numbers; and binomial theorem.
Prerequisite: MATH 1334 with a grade o/C or better or satisfactory score on A<;T or placement exam.
This course replaces a grade received in MATH 1304, 2316 or 1321; however, one may receive credit only
for one of MATH 1304, 1340, 2316 or 1321.
,
·
_
· ,
MATH 1356 TRIGONOMETRY

Fall, Spring, Summer
. Topics include circular functions, identities, special angles, trigonometric equations, and graphs.
Prerequisite: MATH 1340 or its equivalent with a grade of "C" or better or satisfactory score on ACT or
placementexam. The course replaces MATH 1305; however, one may not receive credit for both MATH
1305 and MATH 1356 .
.(MATH 1357 PRECALCULUSMATHEMATICS ;

1

•

Topics include transcendental functions, analytic geometry, conic sections, sequences, and series.
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•

Prerequisite: MATH 1356 with a grade of "C" ·or better or appropriate high school background and/or
placement scores.
MATH 1360 DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS

_

Topics include limits, the derivative, ex~ma problems, curve sketching, and applications.
Prerequisite: MATH 1357 with a grade of "C" or better or appropriate high school background and/or
placement scores.
·
·
MATH 1370 INTEGRAL CALCULUS I

Fall, Spring, Summer
Topics include antiderivatives, the definite integral, applications, and exponential/logarithmic functions.
Prerequisite: MATH 1360 with a grade.of "C" or better
· ·
MATH 1387 PRECALCULUS- HONORS STUDIES ·

On demand
.
,
A Precalculus course designed for Honors students interested in an accelerated introduction to the calculus
sequence. This course will combine the most important parts of College Algebra and Trigonometry and
some essential topics of Analytical Geometry ~d Differential Calculus.
,
.
Prerequisite:. CohSent of instructor
MATH 2306 FOUNDATIONS.OF MATHEMATICS I·

1
Fall, Spring,· summer
·
·
•
- Students study the mathematical background for meaningful learning of number concepts, precise definitions, fundamental operations and problem-solving mathematics. The structure·of the real number system is
developed through the use of elementary logic and set theory.
Prerequisite: MATH 1340 with grade of "C" or better or satisfactory score on ACT or placement exam.
This course replaces MATH 1314. 'A student may use MATH 2306 to replace a grade recorded in MATH
1314; however, one may not receive credit/or both MATH 1314 and
MATH 2306.
.

.

MATH 2307

FOUNDATIONS OF MATHEMATICS II
Fall, Spring, Summer
This course is a continuation of MATH 2306. Topics include measurement, geometry, probability, statistics, elementary algebra and problem solving.
.
.
.
Prerequisite: MATH 1340 with a grade of ''C" or better and a grade of "C" or better in MATH 2306.

This course replaces MATH 1315. A student may use MATH 2307 to replace a grade received in MATH
1315, however, one may not receive credit for both MATH 1315 and MATH 2307.
MATH 2330 SURVEY OF ELEMENTARY STATISTICS

Fall, Spring
.
.
.
.
This course is intended to provide the student with an elementary overview of the nature and uses of descriptive and inferential statistics. Recommended for, majors or minors in Biology, Business, Community
Services, Law Enforcement, Political Science, Psychology, Sociology and others who need the ability to
interpret data and make simple statistical inferences. Topics include descriptive statistics, measures of centralotendency and dispersion, simple probability, tests of hypotheses and estimation for both large and small
samples, comparisons, chi-square tests,.regressio11 and correlation.
Prerequisite: MATH 1335 with a grade of "C" or better. This COJl!'Se replaces MATH 1313 and is the
same as STAT 2330. A student may use MATH 2330 to replace a grade received in MATH 1313, however,
one may receive credit for no more than one of MATH 1313, MATH 2330 or STAT 2330.
.

'

I

MATH 2342 INTEGRAL CALCULUS II

Fall, Spring
.
Topics include methods of integration, indeterminate forms, improper integrals, sequences, and series.
Prerequisite: MATH 1370 with a grafie of "C" or better
·
•
MATH 2345 COMPUTATIONAL LINEAR ALGEBRA

Fall .
.
Topics include systems of linear equations~ matrices and their algebraic properties, determinants, vectors,
Euclidean N-space, and introduction to linear transformations and their matrix representations, and applications to business and the sciences. Emphasis is given to computer application of the above topics:
Prerequisite: CS 2325 or 1380 and MATH 1356. This course replaces MATH 2304-. A student may use
MATH 2345 to replace a grade received in MATH 2304, however, one may not receive credit/or both
MATH 2304 and MATH 2345.
,
MATH 3303 HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS
On demand
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This course is a study of the historical development of ideas that shape h'lodem mathematical thinking, Al- ·

though mathematicians are.studied, emphasis is placed on mathematical development
Prerequisite: MATH 2342.

MATH 3304 GEOMETRIC STRUCTURES
Fall
' This course studies one or many abstract geometric systems for the purpose of developing the students' understanding of and ability to create mat}lematical proofs.
Prerequisite: MATH 2342.
MATH 3311 THE ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES AND PROCESS'ES OF MA mEMATICS
Fall
;
.
.
This course examines the content and organization of logical, axiomatic, and algorithmic structures and the
corresponding networks of concepts, principles and skills in the field of mathematics. It includes the analysis, justification, and application of such mathematical processes as those for proofs, algorithms, problemsolving, and applications of mathematics. This course aims at developing an advanced level of unde,standing of mathematics (content and method) up through integral calculus.
·
·
Prerequisite: MATH 1370.
MATH 3312 FOUNDATIONS OF MEASUREMENT AND INFORMAL.GEOMETRY
On demand
An in-depth study of measurement and informal geometry. Topics will include length, area, volume, the
metric system, transformations, symmetry, congruency, similarity, and coordinate systems.
Prerequisite: Grade of "C' or better in MATH 2307.
MAm 3313 FOUNDATIONS OF ALGEBRAIC STRUCTU~ES
Ondemand
,
·, ·
Algebraic concepts and structures will be examined with an emphasis on tlie group and field properties.
Prerequisite: Grade·of "C" or better in MATH 2307.
MATH 3314 FOUNDATIONS OF EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY
Spring
.
. ,
' .
.
'
This course presents an axiomatic development of Euclidean geometry. Topics include incidence, separation, betweepness, congruence, and parallelism. Within the particular development being presented, students will be expected tQ write their own proofs. .
··
Prerequisite.' MATH 1370.

l

MATH 3315 'FOUNDATIONS OF PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS
On demand·
·
An in-depth sfudr of probability and statis~cs. _Topics ii,clude constructing and interpreting tables, graphs,
and charts; descnptive measures; and elementaty concepts of probability.
.
Prerequisite: MATH 2307 with a grade of "C" or belt~r.
·
-MATff 3316 FOUNDATIONS OF MATHEMATICS IN A COMPUTER ENVIRONMENT
On demand
,
.
.
This course studies mathematics that can be developed and explored in an environment that includes the
computer as the primary investigative tool. TOJ?iCs include algebraic and geometric patterns, functions, it·emtive and recursive processes, and probabilistic. and statistical models.
Prerequisite: MATH 2307.
'
.
MAm 3319 MATHEMATICAL FOUNDATIONS OF STRUCTURES AND PROCESSES OF .
MATHEMATICS
.
,
,!
On deinand
.
'I_ ..
This course examines the content and organization of logical, axiomatic, and algorithmic structures ·and the
corresponding pe~orks of concepts, principles and skills in the field of mathematics. It includes the analysis,justification, and applicatio_n_ of such mathematical processes as those for proofs, algorithms, problem
solving, and applications of mathematics. This course aims at developing an advanced level of understanding of structures and processes of mathematics.
Prerequisite: .t.fATEl2307 with a· "C" or better.
MATH 3337 APPLIED STATISTICS I
1
Fall
This course eoncerns itself with probabilistic models, regression analysis, nonparametric statistics, and the
basics of experimental design. Computer laboratory experience will be ~ important part of the class.
Prerequisite.'. Junior level standing, and either MATH 1365, 1370, or 13'22. It is highly recommended that

.

.

the student .have some knowledge of statistics such as offered in MATH 2330. This course replaces MATH
3308 and is the same as STAT 3337. A student may use MATH. 3337 to replace a grade received in MATH
3308, however, one may receive credit for at most one of MATH 3308, MATH 3337, or STAT 3337. '
·
MATH 3338 APPLIED STATISTICS II
s .g

~course is a continuation of MATH 3337 and includes special designs, analysis of variance and,covariance, multiple comparisons, and coding.
,
Prerequisite: MATH or STAT 3337. This course replaces MATH 3309 and is tht same as STAT 3338. A
student
use MATH 3338 to replace a grade received in MATH 3)09, however, one may receive credit
for at most one of MATH 3309, MATH3}38 or STAT 3338.
.

may

MATH 3347

CALCULUS m

Topics include calculus. of several variables: partial derivatives and multiple integrals.
Prerequisite: MATH 2342 with a grade of "C" or better
.

.

MATH 3349 DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Fall

This course contains a study of ordinary differeiuial equations, and applications.
.
Prerequisite: MATH 3347. This course replaces MATH 3301. A student may use MATH 3349 to replace a
grade received in MATH 3301, however, one may not receive credit/or both MATH 3301 and MATH 3349.
MATH 3368 NUMERICAL METHODS

Spring
.
.
This course includes interpolation, numerical integration, numerical solutions to differential equations, and
a study of numerical solutions to systems of equations.
Prerequisites: MATH 1370 and CS 2380 or CS 2325 or consent of instructor
MATH 3373 DISCRETE.STRUCTURES

Fall
.
This course is an introduction to discrete mathematics, studying enumeration, lattices, graphs and other lOP·
ics in combinatories. Particular emphasis is given to tJ:iose structures applicable in Computer Science. (For1
merly MATH 4373, may not be repeated for credit.) '.
Prerequisite: MATH 1340 and junior standing.
.•
,
1

•

MATH 4302 THEORY OF NUMBERS
~~d

'

.

.

.

This course ihcludes a study of Peano's postulates, piime·and composite integers, divisibility properties of
the integers, congruence, _and diophantine equations.
~
MATI{ 4351 MODERN ALGEBRA

Spring
.
,
This course provid'es an introduction.to algebraic structures. Topics to be taken from groups, rings and
fields.
Prerequisite: MATH 2342. This course replaces MATH 4303. A student may use MATH 4351 to replace a
grade received in MATH 43()4, however, one may not receive ~reditfor both MATH 4303 and MATH 4351.
MATli 4357 'REAL ANALYSIS

Spring
This course presents a rigorous introduction to the elements of real analysis. Topic~include sequences,
serie$, functions, limits, continuity, and derivatives.
Prerequisite: MATH 2342. This course replaces MATH 4315. A student may use.MATH 4357 to replace a
grade received in MATH 4315, however, one may not recei've credit/or both MATH 4315 and MATH 4357.
.

MATH 4360 TOPOLOGY

'

.

This course presents a rigorous introduction to the elements of topology. Topics include ~ study of.metric
spaces, separation axioms, topological spaces, and topological properties of point sets and m,ppings.
Prerequisite: MATH 2342. Thi$ course replaces MATH 4312. A student may use MATH 4360 to replace
a grade received in MATH 4312, however, one may nat receive credit for both MATH 4312 and MATH
1.
4360.
,I
MATH 4364

SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN MATHEMATICS\
~demand
.
This course covers special undergraduate topics in mathematics 'which are not taught etsewhere in the ~partment May be repeated for credit.
·1~
•
•
·
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
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MATH 4379 · SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN APPLIED MATHEMATICS

1

On demand
.
This course covers special undergraduate topics in applied mathematics which are not taught elsewhere in
the department May be repeated for credit when topic is different .
.
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. This course replaces MATH 4311. A~student may use MATH 4379 ro
. replace a grade received in MATH 4311, however, one may not receive credit/or both 4311 and MATH

c~

.

MATH 6306 DIAGNOSTIC AND CORRECTIVE PROCEDURES IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
MATHEMATICS
.
On demand
·
.

This coQCse is a study of diagnostic and corrective procedures for children experiencing difficulty in elementary school mathematics. This course cannot~ used toward a mathematics _concentration for a Master
of Science degree in Interdisciplinary Studies. . .
Prerequisite: Grade of "C" or better i,n/t{ATH 2306, 2307, and ED.3328 or equivalent.
MATH 6308 . TOPICS IN ALGEBRA FOR TEACHERS
On demand
.

This course examines algebraic structures and investigates research and recent trends in the teaching of algebra.
·
.
.•
Prerequisite: MAT,H 4351 or equivalent.
MATH 6312
On demand

TOPICS IN GEOMETRY FOR.TEACHERS

MATH 6320
On demand

COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN SECONDARY MATHEMATICS

,
This course examines geometric structures and investigates research and recent trends in the teaching of
_geometry.
·
Prerequisite: MATH 3314 or consent of instructor.
,
·
·
The purpose of this course is to explore the impact of computer technology in our society, to examine co~
puter-assisted instruction, to study the function of the computer as an instructional tool and modeling device
for teaching secondary mathematics, and to review computer concepts and toohniques that will strengthen ·
the understanding of mathematics.
.
Prerequisite: Knowledge of programming and consent of instructor.

MATH 6328 · SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN TEACHING MATHEMATICS
On demand
·

A critical analysis of issues, trends, and historical developments in elementary and/or secondary Mathematics teaching with emphasis on the areas of curriculum and methodology. This course may be repeated for ·
credit when topic changes.
MATH 6351. TOPICS IN ALGEBRA
On demand

Topics selected from abstract and linear algebra. May be repeated for credit when the topics change.
Prerequisite: MATH 4351 and consent of instructor.
.
.
MATH 6357
On demand

,,

TOPICS IN ANALYSIS

.
Topics selected from real, complex, and abstract analysis.
Prerequisite: MATH 4357 and consent of instructor.
MATH 6390 MATHEMATICS SEMINAR
On demand
.
Introduction to the methods and tools of mathematical research. The work of the course consists in the so-

lution by students of assigned problems in various fields of mathematics and presentation of these solutions
in both written and oral form.
Prerequisite: Twelve hours of graduate Mathematics.

Statistics
ST AT 2330 SURVEY OF ELEMENTA.RY ST ATlSTICS

This course is intended to provide the student with an elementary overview of the nature and uses <>f descriptive and inferential statistics. Recommended for majors or minors in biology, business, community
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services, law enforcement, political science, psychology, sociology, and others who need the ability to inter•

pret data and make simple statistical inferences. Topics include descriptive statistics, measures of central

tendency and dispersion, simple prQbabilify, tests of hypotheses and estimation for both large and small_
samples, compansons, chi-square tests, regression and, correlation.
, Prerequisite: MATH 1335 with a grade of "C" or better. This course is the same as MATH 2330. A student·may not receive ~reditforboth STAT 2330-and MATH 2330.
APPLIED STATISTICS I
This course concerns itself with probabilistic models, regression analysis, nonparametric statistics., and the
bases' of experimental design. Computer laboratory experience will be an important part of the course.
Prerequisite: Junior level standing, and either MATH 1365, 137£!..or 1322. It is highly recommended that
the student have some knowledge of statistics such as offered in .H:AT 2330. This course is the same as
MATH 3337. A student may not receive credit/or both STAT 3337 or MATH 3337.
STAT 3337

STAT4336 SAMPLING

·.

This course surveys the basic elements of sampling including concepts of population and sampl~. the or•
ganization of a sample survey, coverage content error, questionnaire design, basic survey designs and computation of estimates and variances.
Prerequisite: STAT 3.337 or MATH 3337..

Mexican American Studies
See Department ofModern Languages and Literatures
-

Department of Military Scie~ce
Ar:my Reserve Officers' Training Corps (ROTC)

Lie1,1tenant Colonel Mayo W. Neyland, Cha~r
Full-time Faculty

Jones, Marie W. (B.S.S.W., Southern Arkansas University, asst. prof.), Military Science
LaFevel'.S, Gary L. (B.{\. Ed., Eas! Central Oklahoma State University, M.S.P.M., Troy State University,
. · asst prof) Military_ Science
.
Neyland, Mayo W. (Ed.S., New Mexico State University, prof.) Military Science
Quigley, William E. (B.S. agric., University of Tennessee, Knoxville, asst. prof.) Military Science
The Military Science Department offers a minor in Military Science and a commission as an officer in'the
U.S. Army through the Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC) program at the Edinburg campus. Commissions may be offered in the Active Army, Anny Reserve or Army National Guard.
· The departmental objective is to develop selected men and women with potential to serve as commissioned
officers in the Active Army, National Guard, or Army Reserve. The 1leadership and management experience gained through the Army Reserve Officers' Traj.ning Corps and service as a commiss.ioned officer will
benefit the student in civilian as well as in military science and national defense pursuits.· Students in the
program have th.e opportunity to:
1. Enhance leadership,and managerial potential;
2. Attain basic understanding of military fundamentals and national security;
3. Attain clear understanding bf the concept of military art and science;
4. Develop a strong sense of personal honor, integrity, and individual responsibility.
'

ROTC Faculty Advisory Committee
I

The Reserve Officers' Training Corps (ROTC) Faculty-Advisory Committee, composed of 14 faculty advisers .from different departments, serves as liaison with the ROTC department, and helps provide guidance on

career opporµinities with the ~Y or Reserve/National Guard for students. of other departments at The
University of T~xas-Pan American.
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Advisers are:
Dr. Carl R. Carlan (Chair)-School Administration & Supervision
Dr. Dean R. Canty-Music
Mrs. Linda Freeman-Assistant Director, Admissions and Records
Dr. Samuel E. Giuoco-Physical Science
Mrs. Susan Hancock-Library
Mr. James H. McKone-Sports Information Director
Dr. Elliott Rock-Political Science
Mr. Oscar Salinai---English
Mrs. Gwendolynne Skinner-Nursing Education
Mr. Donald Skow-Math
Dr. Roger L. Tolar-Curriculum & Instruction
Mr. Ruben Vela---Orientatibn/Recruitment
Dr. Mane Winkel-Psychology

Army Scholarship Program
Any student who meets prerequisites may compete for nationally-awarded U.S. Anny scholarships which

pa,y for tuition, books, fees, and other purely educational costs and a ~-free monthly subststence-allowance
for ten months of each year the scholarship is in effect,
, .
·
.

Veteran's Assistance
Veterans who enroll in upper-level Military Science receive a tax-bee monthly subsistence allowance for
ten months each of the two years, in addition to benefits provided by the Veteran's Administration, Anny
Reserve or National Guard.

Simultaneous Membership Program (SMP)
Eligible students,are allowed to participate with Anny Reserve or the.National Guard combined with College ROTC. In addition to Reserve or National Guard pay, the sbldentreceives ROTC pay. In the SMP,
the student's pay will be elevated to the rank of E-5 (Sergeant) and the student will fill the position of a· ·
junior leader in that unit. Upon completion of a baccalaureate degree~ the ROTC program, the student
may be commissioned in the Active Anny, Anny Reserve or National Guard in the rank of second lieutenant.
.
.
.

Departmental Activities
The Department of Military ·science sponsors several extracurricular activities such as the annual Military
Ball, the Dining-out, JROTC Day Olympics, field trips to military installations, high school recruiting vis-

its, flag football, volleyball,' and Color Guard ceremonies.

Army Training (Airborne, Air Assault, and Jungle Warfare):
Selected cadets enrolled in the course may be eligible to competefor attendance at either the Airborne~ Air
Assault, or Jungle Warfare schools. Selection is based upon motivation, ph,)'sical condition, and perfonnance in Military Science.
·

Minor in Military·Science
'

The Military Science Department offers a minor in Military Science and a commission as an officer in the
Active Anny, Anny Reserve or Anny National Guard through the Reserve Officers' Training Corps
(ROTC) program at the Edinburg campus.

No Commitment o.r Obligation for Lower Level Courses
•

tt

,If

, ,"

I

Students need not seek a career in the U.S. Army to enroll in lower level courses such~ Marksmanship and
First Aid, Survival and Land Navigation Training, and Basic Leadership, which provide the ~nity to
increase individual skills and knowledge in leadership and management techniques in and outside the class-

room.

Requirements for Advanced Military Science Standing and.CommiMloriing
1. Complete four semesters of lower-level ROTC courses or have advanced credit as a Veteran,
from USAR/ARNG Basic Training, ROTC Basic Camp,~ JROTC credit and approval.
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2. Maintain full-time student status.
3. Pass a military physical examination.
4. Pass the ROTC Physical Aptitude Examination.
5. Pass the Officer Selection Battery.
6. Maintain an overall grade point average of 2.0.
7 Sign an Advanced ROTC and Commissioning Agreement
8. Successfully complete 4 semesters of Advanced ROTC courses.
9. Successfully complete ROTC Advanced Camp.
10. Successfully complete an undergraduate degree program.
11. Complete at least one Departmental approved Professional Military Education course from each of
the areas listed: Written Communications Skills, Human Behavior, Computer Literacy,
.' •
Mathematics and Military History.

Minor Requirements
Eighteen semester hours; ROTC 3202; plus sixteen hours of advanced Military Science courses.

Course Descriptions
Military Science
I

ROTC 1201 MARKSMANSHIP AND FIRST AID

.

Studies in the fundamentals of rifle and pistol marksmanship and practical experience in marksmanship on
an outdoor range. Emphasis is placed on the study of weapons safety. The course also examines basic first
aid procedures. Two hours of class lecture and a 75-minute leadership laboratory; An optional weekend
field training exercise is offered~
ROTC 1202 SURVIVAL AND LAND NAVIGATION TRAINING
An introduction to Basic Military Science. Studies in basic military skills. Emphasis is placed on.methods
and techniques of survival and land navigation, but is also designed to enhance self-confidence and physical

fitness through active participation in adventure training. Two hours of class time and a 75-minute leadership laboratory teach these principles. An optional weekend field training exercise is offered.
, ROTC 2201 BASIC LEADERSHIP AND ARMY ORGANIZATIONS
An application of basic leadership principles. The course will prQvide instruction in Army organization, the

tole of the U.S. Army and Army communications skills such as public speaking and the Army writing program. Two hours of classroom lecture and a 75-minute leadership laboratory. Optional weekend field
training exercises are offered.
ROTC 2202 BASIC OPERATIONS AND TACTICS

Basic personnel management and motivational techniques are studied through placement of students in positions of small unit leaders given assigned missions. Introduction to basic tactical mission applications and
principles. Two hours of clas$room lecture and a 75-minute leadership laboratory. Optional weekend training exercises are offered.
ROTC 3201 BASIC ARMY PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT
An in-depth study of the Army's physical fitness program. From this curriculum a student can develop a

physical fitness program that best suits one's ability or physical desire. One can learn to perform individual
physical assessments. 'Other topics include: nutrition, stress management, mental fitness/performance enhancement and physical training. Three hours of class lecture, limited o~oor physical conditioning, and a
75-minute leadership laboratory.
,
ROTC 3202 ADVANCED ARMY PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT .

A practicum in physical development where a student applies the physical development skills learned in
Basic Army Physical Development and applies them to a program that best suits the individual.- The student will be tested in accordance to FM 21-20 and The J\rmy Physical Fitness Test to determine one's abil-ity and AR 600-9 in attainment of a physical goal. Three hours of outdoor physical conditioning and a ,
75-minute leadership laboratory.
,,
ROTC 3401 ADVANCED MILITARY LEADERSHIP

This course introduces the student to the responsibilities, character, and uniqueness of the commissioned
officer as a professional. Topics include the role of the small unit leader, radio communications, advanced
military leadership, tactical operations, and oral communications. Two hours of clas_sroom lecture and three
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holD'S of,leadership laboratory. Weekend field training exercises are mandatory.
Prerequisite: Advanced ROTC_ standing.
.

'

ROTC 3402 SMALL UNIT TACTICS

Analysis of the leader's role in directing and coordinating the efforts of individuals and platoon size units in
the execution of offensive and defensive tactical missions, make-up and preparation of the five paragraph
field order, land navigation and patrolling. Two hours of classroom lecture and three hours of leadership ·
. laboratory.
ROTC 3604 INTERNSHIP IN MILITARY SCIENCE

The purpose of the Advanced Camp (Fort Riley, Kansas) is to train leadership and evaluate officer potential. Technical/tactical proficiency and leadership skills will be put to the test in a carefully planned and
stressful training seq_uence. Light Infantry tactics are the individual training vehicle.
Prerequisite: ROTC 3402
·
ROTC 4401 STAFF MANAGEMENT AND RESPONSIBILITIES
An examination of the garrison and administrative.responsibilities of the commissioned officer. An in- ,

depth analysis of staff procedures, the military writing program, advance_d leadership assessment, and the
decision-making process. -Precommissioning actions will also be conducted. Two hours of class lecture
and three hours of leadership laboratory. Weekend field training exercises are mandatory.
Prerequisite: Advanced standing and completion ofROTC 3401 and 3402.
ROTC 4403

ADVANCED MILITARY SCIENCE

This course includes the. ethical and professional responsibilities of the commissioned officer and studies
the Military Justice System as well as the Army training system and Customs and Traditions of the Army
from the perspective of a newly commissioned second lieutenant. Two hours of class lecture and three
hours of leadership laboratory. Weekend field training exercises.
Prerequisite: Advanced ROTC standing and completed ROTC 3401 and 3402.
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Department of Modern Languages and Literatures
Dr. ,Lino Garcia, ']r., Chair
· Full-time Faculty
'

Contreras, Victoria (Ph.D., University of Texas at Austin 1989; asst prof.) Spanish
Dominguez, Sylvia M.* (Ph.D, Arizona 1971; prof:) Spanish
Garcia, LinO- (Ph.D, Tulane 1981; assoc. prof.) Spanish
Heartfield, Gilbert* (Ph.D, New Mexico 1972; assoc. prof.) Spanish
Maloney, James C.* (Ph.D, Arizona 1973; assoc. prof.) Spanish
Mejias, Hugo* (Ph.D. New York State 1978; assoc. prqf.) Spanish
Rea, Ramiro R. (M.A, Sarn Houston State 1969; asst. prof.) Spanish
Sanchez, Encarnacion (M.A, Sam Houston State 1970; inst.) Spanish

I

•

*Graduate Faculty ·
The Departrnent of Modem Languag_es consists of the subfeet areas of Spanish, French, and German.
'

.

A major is offered in Spanish. A minor is offered in Spanish and in French. Beginning courses are offered
in German. Teacher certification plans in Spanish and French are available at both the elementary and sec~
ondary level. The department also offers a graduate major program leading to a concentration in Spanish
within the Master of Arts Degree.

Departµiental Requirements
Art Appreciation 1301 or Music Appreciation 2307 and c._omm 1303 or 1313.

Major in Spanish (with certification)

· 36 semester hours of Spanish of which 24 semester hours must be advanced; must include 1~01, 1302, or
1387, 1388 or 1303, 1304; 2301, 2302 or 2307, 2308; 3303 or 3304, 3306, 3330 or 4336; 4316; 6 hours
from 3301, 3302, 3310, 3311; 6 hours from 3309, 3316, 3321, 4303, 4304, 4305, 4306;4307,4308,4309,
4317,4318,4325,4326,4327,4329,4330,4331,4337,4338.
Major in Spanish

Same as above excluding Spanish 4316, which may be taken as an elective.
Minor in Spanish

18 semester hours in Spanish of which 6 semester hours must be advanced.
Minor in Spanish (with certification)

Elementary Plan I: 21 semester hours of Spanish of which 9 must be advanced; must include 1301 and
1302 or 1303 and 1304; 2301 ~d 2302 or 2307 and 2308; 3303 or 3304; 3306, 3330 or 4336.
Elementary Plan II: ,24 ·semester hours of which 12 must'be advancedi must include ·1301 and 1302 or 1303
and 1304; 2301 and 2302 ol' 2307 and 2308; 3303 or 3304; 3306; 3330 or 4336, 3 advanced hours of Spart- •
ish electives.
·
·
·
·
Secondary Plan I: 24 semester hours of which 12 must be advanced; must include 1301 and 1302 or 1303
and 1304; 2301 and 2302 or 2307 and 2308; 3303 or 3304, 3306, 3330 or 4336, 4316.
Minor in French

. 18 semester hours in French, of which 6 must be-advanced.
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Minor in French (with certification)
The course requirements for the secondary teaching minor in Fqmcb ~ 24. ~mester hours of which 12 semester hours must be advanced; must include 1321, 1322, 2321-2312, ,»t:~3'3~and French 4321-4322 .

. :,,,)

Students seeking elementary certification will take French 1321, 1322, 2321, 2322, 3321, 3322 and 4321 or
4322.
Translator Program

;·

The department offers courses in translation leading to tlie Translator Ceni~ate and to the Translator and
BilinJual Administrator Certificate. .
·
. · · :· ·~· , .
Requirements for the Translator.Certificate:
·'
1. General Business 1313 and Economics 2353.
2. Fifteen semester hours in translation courses: Spanish 3332, 3333~ 3334, 4332 and 4334.
Requirements for the Translator and Bilingual Administrator Cerufic::,.te:
1. Major in Spanish.
. ·· ·· '
2. Minor in Business Administration.
· ·
3. General Busii:iess 1313 and Economics 2353.
. .
4. Courses required are Spanish 3332, 3333, 3334,.,4332 and 4334-,'
·. - '

The Department of Modern Languages Graduate Pr~graril
The Department of Modem Languages offers an M.A. degree in Spanish. Students enroll in thirty hours in
Spanish as a concentration, and six hours in a minor.
·
Special Departmental ~equirements
In addition to the general admission requirements set forth elsewhere in this bulletin, the following specific
requirements must be met:
,; . f·
· l. Applicants who wisll to specialize in Spanish must have complet~<fat least 12 semester hours of Spanish

at the advanced undergraduate level.

·· · .

.

2. Students who do not specialize but wish to take graduate cow:ses in Spanish must have linguistic

ability eq_uivalent to that attained on completion of the intenne.diate level in Spanish.
Non-specialists who wish to enroll in literature in translation courses are exempted from the
language ability requirement.
·
. · •. •. :-.: ·,. ,
.
3. Specialists will choose courses in Spanish 'and in related areas through consultation with their adviser.
A Master of Arts Degree in Spanish will be approved soon by the Texll$ Higher Education Coordinating
Board. See department chair for details.
·
,
·
'
.
.

C9urse Descriptioi,s

I

French
FR 1321 BEGINNING FRENCH
Fall, Spring
'
~ study of the essentials of French

I.

.

~· .
· , , .·•· , .

,
.

.

.

.

grammar, pronunciation, elementary conversation and prose reading~
)

FR 1322 BEGINNING FRENCH
Fall, S{>ring ·
A conttnuation of French 1321.

Prerequisite: French 1321.
FR 1323 FRENCH CONVERSATION
Fall.Spring

·~
.. .
.
Designed for students with an elementary knowledge of French wko wish to strengthen their oral ability.
Contemporary topics .will be discussed. A<.:tive student participation is required•
·
.

.

Prerequisite: French 1322.

FRENCH 2321-2322 INil'ERMEDIATE FRENCH.

Grammar review, conversation and'writing practice based on sel~ted literary and cultural readings. An
I
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emphasis on usage of different modes a,nd tenses, as well as complex syntax.
Prerequisite: French 1322.
FRENCH 3321

FRENCH COMPOSITION I

Practice in writing expository, narrative and descriptive prose.
Prerequisite: French 1322.
·
FRENCH 3322 FRENCH COMPOSITlON II
· Practice in writing critical appreciations of selected literary works.
Prerequisite: French 1322.
FRENCH 3120 FRENCH PHONETICS

Survey of the French sound system with intensive practice. A one~credit-hour lab course designed to
improve pronunciation. '
·
.
Prerequisite: French 1322.
FRENCH 4321 SURVEY OF FRENCH LITERATURE I

Masterpieces ofFrencti Literature from the Middle Ages to the French Revolutiori.
Prerequisite: French 1322.
·
FRENCH 4322 SURVEY OF FRENCH LITERATUR~II

Masterpieces of French Literature from 1800 to the present.
Prerequisite: French 1322.
FRENCH 4323 · FRENCH FOR THE PROFESSIONS

Conversation and writing practice based on selected readings in different fields of the sciences and business.
Prerequisite: French 1322.
\

FRENCH 4339 SPECIAL TOPICS

Special topics from the field of French language and literature.
Prerequisite: French 1322;

German
GER 1331

BEGINNING GERMAN

Fall
.
A study of the essentials of Germl\11· grammar, pronunciation, e,lementary conversation, and prose reading.
GER 1332 BEGINNING GERMAN

Spring
.
.
A continuation of German 1331.
Prerequisite: German 1331.
I

\

Spanish
SPAN 1301 BEGINNING SPANISH

Fall, Spring, Summer
r
.
A course designed to develop the ability ta understand, speak, read and write the Spanislt language. Open
only to persons whose native tongue is not Spanish.
,

j

•

SP.AN 1302 BEGINNING SPANISH

Fall, SJ.>ring, Summer
·
A contmuation of Spanish.1301.
Prerequisite: SPAN1301.
SPAN 1303 BEGINNING SPANISH

) .

.

· 'Fall, Spring, Summer
' A course designed to develop the ability to read and to write the Spanish language. For students whose native language is Spanish but who have not swdied it.
'
·
.
SPAN 1304 BEGINNING SPANISH

/

Fall, Spring, Sommer
A continuation of Spanish 1303.
Prerequisite: Spanish 1303.
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SPAN 1387 BEGINNING SPANISH - HONORS STUDIES

A beginning Spanish course designed to meet the needs of Honors.Students interesteq in learning to.read
and write Spanish fluently at an accelerated pace. Some readings and culture will be introduced. ·Open to

students needing systematic introduction to the Spanish language.. A student may receive credit in only one:
SPAN 1301 or 1303 or 1387.
SPAN 1388 BEGINNING SPANISH - HONORS STUDIES
A beginning Spanish course designed to meet the needs of Honors Students interested in learning to read
and write Spanish fluently at an accelerated pace. Some readings and culture will be introduced. Open to

students needing systematic introduction to the Spanish language. A student may receive credit in only one:
SPAN 1302 or 1304 or 1388.
SPAN 2301

INTERMEI)IATE-SPANISH FOR NON-NATIVE-SPEAKERS

Fall, Spring, Summer
'
Continuation of oral practice with special emphasis on reading and writing skills.

Prerequisite: Spanish 1302.
· SPAN 2307 INTERMEDIATE SPANISH FOR NATIVE SPEAKERS .

Fall, Spring, Summer
.
A comprehensive review of Spanish.grammar with spe.cial emphasis on writing.

Prerequisite: Spanish 1304.
SPAN 2308 INTERMEDIATE SPANISH FOR NATIVE SPEAKERS

Fall, Sl)ring, Summer
A conunuation of Spanish 2307.

·

Prerequisite: Spanish 2307.
SPAN 3301

SPANISH LITERATURE (from 1100 to 1750)
,
A survey of the literature of Spain from El Cid to the middle of the 18th Century. Given iri Spanish.

Prerequisite: Spanish 2308.
SPAN 3302 SPANISH LITERATORE (1750 to the present) '
.
A survey of the literature of Spain from Romanticism to the Modem period. Given in Spanish.

Prerequi$ite: Spanish 2308.
SPAN 3303

ADVANCED SPANISH COMPOSITION

Intensive training in Spanish composition. Given in Spanish.

Prerequisite: Spanish 2308.
SPAN 3304

ADVANCED SPANISH COMPOSITION

Additj.onal work in composition. Given in Spanish.

Prerequisite: Spanish 2308.

·

SPAN 3306 BASIC CONCEPTS OF SPANISH PHONETICS AND PHONOLOGY
An analysis of the phonetic and phonological system of Spanish with special emphasis on the relationship

between the phonetic system and writing. .

·

Prerequisite: Spanish 2308.
SPAN 3310 MASTERPIECES OF SPANISH-AMElUCAN LITERATURE I
An investigation of the literary works of the principal narrators, poets and dramatists of Spanish America
from the beginnings of Spanish colonialism to modernism. Analysis of form and content and study of the
historical background and literary currents· in each work.

Prerequisile: Spanish 2308.

·

SPAN 3311 MA_STERPIECES OF SPANISH-AMERICAN LITERATUR~ II

.
An investigation of the literary works of the principal narrators, poets and dramatists of Spanish America
from modernism to the present Anals,sis of form and content and study of the historical background and
literary currents in each work. Given in Spanish.

Prerequisite: Spanish 2308.

·

SPAN j316 THE MEXICAN NOVEL

The study of the major novels of Mexico. Given in Spanish.·

Prerequisite: Spanish 2308.
SPAN :½330

SPANISH GRAMMAR

A study of grammatical concepts with concentration on basic sentence structure, the paragraph, principles
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of punctuation, and functional grammar.' Course designed for Spanish majors and minors as well as those
intereste,,Hn bilingual endorsement
.
Prerequisite: Spanish 2308 (Prerequisite/or aspirants to bilingual/bicultural endorsement: Spanish 2308
and English 3319.)
.
SPAN 3332 INTRODUCTION TO SPANISH-ENGLISH TRANSLATION

A basic orientation in the theory and practice of translating a text from Spanish to English, including consideration of both cultural and morpho-syntactical problems.
Prerequisites: English 3330, Spanish 1301, 1302, o,: 1303, 1304; 2301, 2302, or 2307, 2308; 3303, 3304,
3306 and 3330.
I
SPAN 3333 INTRODUCTION TO ENGLISH-SPANISH TRANSLATION

A basic orientation in the theory and practice of translating a text from English to Spanish, including consideration of both cultural and morpho-syntactical problems. .
·
Prerequisites: English 3330, Spanish 1301 ,.1302, or 1303,)304; 2301, 2302, or 2307, 2308; 3303, 3304,
3306, and 3330.
SPAN 3334 BUSINESS SPANISH

Review of basic principles and Spanis{l nomenclature of political economy, accounting, marketing, management, and finance. Theory and practice of commercial and civil registers. Difference between U.S. and
Latin American business and government practices. Correspondence and report writing.
PrerequiSite: Spanish 2~08.
SPAN 4303 SPANISIJ CJVILIZATION
.
A ·survey course covering the entire range of Iberian history outlining the major differences l,etwf,en Span-

ish.culture and the cultures of other Western nations. Given in Spanish.
Prerequisite: Spanish 2308.

·

.

SPAN 4304 SPANISH LYRIC POETRY
A survey...of lyric poetry from the beginning to the present Given in Spanish.

Prerequisite: Spanish 2308
SPAN 4305

CERVANTES

SPAN 4306

HISTORY OF THE SPANISH LANGUAGE

A study of the principal works of Miguel de Cervantes with ·particular emphasis on the Don Quixote. Given
in Spanish.
.
Prerequisite: Spanish 23~8.
A detailed study of the Spanish language from the beginning to the contemporary period. Historical aspects
of each period will be discussed to relate the conlributions of different people whose language contributed
to the development of the Spanish language.
\
Prerequisite: Spanish 2308.
SPAN 4307. SPANISH-AMERICAN NOVEL

Begins with a study of literary and historical influence in the 19th- century Spanish American Gaucho and ·
Costumbrista novels and those showing European influence: Guiraldes, Blest Gana, Gamboa. Examination
of recent literary trends: Mallea, Sabata, Roa Bastos, Vargas Llosa.
·
Prerequisite: Spanish 2308.
SPAN 4308 MEDIEVAL SPANISH LITERATURE

.

A study of the principal literary works of Spain from El Cid to the Romancera., Given in Spanish.
Prerequisite: Spanish 2308.
.
• ·, ,
.
SPAN 4309

CONTEMPORARY SPANISH LITERATURE

A study of the principal literary works of Spain from.the Genera!ion of 1898 to the present. Given in
Spanish.
. .
.
Prerequisite: Sp<;lnish 2308. ·
'

,

'

.

SPAN 4316

PROBLEMS AND ISSUES RELATED TO LANGUAGE ,
. Selected topics on language psychqlogy and acquisition will be discussed. Current trends and problems
related to the topic will be emphasized.

Prerequisite: Spanish 2308:
, SPAN 4317

GOLDEN AGE PROSE

A critical study of the most representative prose works of Golden Age Spain. Given in Spanish.
Prerequisite: Spanish 2308.
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SPAN 4318 THEATER AND POETRY OF THE GOLDEN AGE
Study of. the principal dramatists and poets of the age such as Lope de Vega, Tirso de Molina, Juan_Ruiz de
Alarcon, Garcilaso de la Vega, Fernando de Herrera, Luis de Gongora, and others.
·. ·
Prerequisite: Spanish 2308._
SPAN 4326 CONTEMPORARY SPANISH AMERICAN LITERATURE: A NEW ERA
An.inve~gation of contemporary Spanish American literature throu$h a four-genre studr that will include
discussions on the following topics: The quest for identity, the questions of communication and alienation
and the problems of existential man in the universe.
Prerequisite:. Spanish 2308.
SPAN 4329 MEXICO'S CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE
An investiJation of Mexico's latest literature taking into account the psychological effects stemming from
the industrial surge, the problems of the migration of the poor, the rebirth of the malinchista spirit, the new
identity ~ the erosion of old traditions in the last two decades ..
Prerequisite: Spanish 2308.
SPAN 4330 THEORIES OF GRAMMAR, DIALECTS, AND LANGUAGE PERFORMANCE
A survey of contrastive analysis of grammar, dialects, and language performance as they are applicable to
the bilingual and/or second language learner. Designed for, but not limited to, prospective teachers of students with limited English proficiency and/or teachers of ESL students.
·
.
Prerequisite: Spanish2308
.
·
Prerequisite/or students in the'bilingual-program: English 3319, 3330, Spanish 3330.
SPAN 4331 PROBLEMS IN GRAMMAR, DIALECTS, AND LANGUAGE PERFORMANCE
A study of the second Janguage learner's transition from regional Spanish to standard English. Emphasis on
the particular characteristics of the English and Spanish dialects of the region and the manner in which they
interrelate. The course will treat theory already learned as well as that presented in the course in the light of
practical methodological tools.
,
.
·
Prerequisite: Spanish 2308
...
.---

Prerequisites for bilingual certification students: English 3319, 3330, Spanish 3330, English/Spanish 4330.

SPAN 4332 ENGLISH-SPANISH SPANISH-ENGLISH COMMERCIAL TRANSLATION
Intensive practice in the translation of commercial, financial, and marketing texts, as well as shipping, insurance, and customs house documents.
·
Prerequisite: Spanish 2308. ·
\

SPAN 4334 ENGLISH-SPANISH SPANISH-ENGLISH LEGAL TRANSLATION
Intensive practice in the translation of contracts and government regulations, as well as texts relating to both
civil and criminal cases.
.
Prereq~te: Spanish 2308.
·
SPAN 433S SPANISH-ENGLISH LEGAL TRANSLATION
Intensive practice in the translation from Spanish to Engli~h of contracts and government regulations, as
well as texts relating to both civil and criminal court cases and extracts from the civil registries of Hispanic
c00ntries.
·
·
·
Prerequisite: Spanish 2308.
. .
.
,,.
SPAN 433fi GRAMMAR AND COMPOSmON /
The study of the Spanish Janguage applicable to the concerns of seco{ldary school classroom teachers and
the acquisition of skills and knowledge essential to testing and teaching advanced grammar and composition
are the goals of this course.
Prerequisite: Spanish 2308
SPAN 4337 EIGHTEE:NTH CENTURY SPANISH LITERATURE
.
A survey of the literature of Spain covering the neoclassic from Feijoo to Fernandez de Moratin.
Prerequisite: Spanish.2308.
·.
SPAN 4338· NINETEENTH CENTURY SPANISH LITERATURE
A survey of the literature·of Spain covering the two main literary movements: Romanticism and Realism.
Prerequisite: Spanish 2308.
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SPAN 6307 ADVANCED SPANISH GRAMMAR AND COMPOSITION FOR THE CLASSROOM TEACHER
.
.
An examination of the Spanish language concerns of public educators as applicable to the elementary cl~s-

room. Skills and knowledge in basic communication. its theoretical principles and the, varieties of language
function and style in the school and communities are elements of this study. A strong application to the
Spanish of the bilingual classroom is stressed. Given in Spanish and English.
SPAN 6313

HISTORY OF THE SPANISH LANGUAGE

A detailed study of the growth of the Spanish language from the beginning to the present. Given in Spanish.

Prerequisite: Gra_duate standing ."!1d 12 hours of advanced Spanish.
SPAN 6339

SPECIAL STUDIES IN SPANISH;AMERICAN LITERATURE

Special topics from the field of Spanish-American literature'. This course may be taken three times as the
1
topic varies. .
· .
. ·
Prerequisite: Gradua.te standing and 12 hours. of advanced Spanish.
SPAN 6341 SPECIAL STUDIES IN SPANISH LITERATURE

Speci~ topics from. the field of Spanish literature. This course may be taken three times as the topic varies.
Prerequisite: Graduate standing and 12 hours of advanced Spanish.
SPAN 6342 SPECIAL STUDIES IN SPANISH CIVILIZATION
. An examination of the culture and lifestyle of the Spanish people with emphasis on the historical intellec-

tual, artis~c and social development of contemporary Spain. Readings, discussions, audio-visual materials
will be presented and viewed.
·
·
·
Prerequisite: Graduate standing and 12 hours ofAdvanced Spanish,
SPAN 6343 SPECIAL STUDIES IN GRAMMAR AND COMPOSITION
An intensive study of Spanish grammar with special work on problem areas such as mood, syntax, orthog-

raphy and punct~tion. This course will also offer the opportunity of improving Spanish writing skills
through practice, of developing an awareness of style and .of making the student conscious of the differences between the written and spoken language.
·
Prerequisite: Graduate standing and 12 hours of advanced Spanish.
SPAN 6344 PROBLEMS AND ISSUES RELATED TO LANGUAGE
An examination of Spanish historical linguistics, Hispanic phonology, Spanish-English contrastive analysis
and Spanish dialectology.. Selected topics on language psychology and acquisition will be discussed.

Prerequisite: Grade standing and 12 .hours of advanced Spanish.

,

SPAN 6350 SPECIAL TOPICS IN SPANISH LINGUISTICS

.
,

Special topics oriented to the field of Spanish linguistics (Applied Linguistics, Sociolinguistics, Psycholinguisdcs).
'
SPAN 7300

THESIS

SPAN 7301

THESIS

MEXICAN-AMERICAN STUDIES PROGRAM
Dr. Lino Garcia, Jr., Director
Th(}Mexican-Am~rican Studies Program bffers students the opportunity to minor in this area of study.
Courses are taught in different departments and are designed to provide knowledge about Mexican-Americans, their origins, history, literature, culture and language.
Mexican-American studies offers a minor only. bu_t it is a minor which offers excellent SUP{X)rt for majors
in Spanish or the Social Sciences as well as providing support for Secondary Education maJors with teaching fields in tlte Social Sciences or Spanish and for Elementary Education majors specializing in Bilingual
Education.
Minor Requirements: 18 semester hours, of which 12 hour~ must be from core courses.
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·:

\

Core courses: 12 semester hours
ANTH 2323 Mexican-American Culture
ANTH 3375 Mexican-American Folklore ·
ANTH 4353 Folklore of Lower Rio Grande Valley
ENG 4316 Mexican-American Literature
mST 2363 Mexican-American Heritage
.
mST 4322 The Spanish Southwest Through 1821
POLS 3363 American Hispanic Politics
SOC 4323 The Mexican-American People
Support Courses: 6 semester hours
msT 4325 The American Southwest After 1821
msT 4353 History of Mexican Culture
msT 4354 Contemporary Mexico
SPAN 3316 The Mexican Novel
\
SPAN 4329 Mexico's Contemporary Literature
SPAN 3310 Masterpieces of Spanish American Literature-I
SPAN :¼311 Masterpieces of Spanish American Literature-II
SPAN 4307 The Spanish-American Novel
SPAN 4326 Contemporary Spanish-American Literature
SPAN 4336 Advanced Spanish Grammar
·
Students who want to minor in Mexican-American Studies should consult with the director.

Department of Music
Dr. Wallace E. Tucker, Chair
Faculty
Canty, Dean R.* (D.M.A. University of Texas; assoc. prof.)
Crews, Ruth* (M.M., U~iversity of Texas; instr.)
Grossman, Morley K. * (D.M.A., Indiana;University; assoc. prof.)
Guerra, Dahlia* (M.M., Southern Methodist University; instr.)
Munn, Christopher* (M.M.; Indiana University; asst. prof.)
Raimo, John* (D.M.A., Eastman School of Music; prof.)
Seale, Carl* (D.M.A., North Texas State University; prof.)
Stover, James A.* (M.A., Columbia University; assoc. prof.)
Stover, Marlene* (M.S., St. Frances College; asst. prof.)
Tucker, Wallace E. * (D.M.A.,'North Texas State University; assoc. prof.)
Worman, Harold L. * (M.M.E., University of Wichita; asst. prof.)
*Graduate Faculty
The Department of Music offers majors and minors in Applied Music and in Music Education. In addition,
it offers teaching areas for majors in both Secondary anq Elementary Education.
All majors, in addition to coUrses in general education and in µie theory and literature of music, pursue excellence in performance in their areas of major interest. Instruction is offered in Voice, guitar, and all of the
instruments of the Band and Symphony Orchestra.
·
·
Graduate music courses are offered leading toward the Master of Arts in Interdisciplinary Studies degree
with a concentration in Music (MAIS-Music).

Degree Requirements

.

·Some course numbers, names and content descriptions are subject to change with the implementation of the
1987 Texas Education Agency Standards for Teacher Education Programs.
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Major in Music
(Applied Music): ,
'

'

83 semester hours in Music, of which 45 semester hours must be advanced; including Music· 1301, 1302,
1303, 1304, 2303, 2304, 3207, 3301, 3302, 3209, 4201, 4203; Applied Music: eight semesters minimum,
of which four semesters must be advanced; Music Ensemble: eight semesters minimum, of which four semesters must be advanced; proficiency in Piano; one-half Junior Recital and a full Senior Recital. A minor.
is not required.
·

Major in Music Education
(with All-Level Teacher Certification):
I

61 semester hours in Music, of which 28 semester hours must be advanced; including Music 1301, 1302,
1303, 1304, 2303, 2304, 3207, 3301, 3302, 3312, 4201,4203,4208, and three of the following five courses: .
2121, 2122, 2123, 2124, 2125; Applied Music: eight semesters minimum, of which four semesters must be
advanced; Music Ensemble: seven semesters minimum, of which three semesters must be advanced; proficiency in Piano and eighteen hours of professional development from the following EDCI courses: 4301,
4302, 4307, 4308, and 4641. Second Teaching Field (Minor) is not required.

Major in Music Education
(with Secondary Level Teacher Certification):
60 semester hours in Music, of which 28 semester hours must be advanced; including Music 130~. 1302,
1303, 1304, 2303, 2304~ 3207, 3301, 3302, 3209, 4201, 4203, 4208, and three of the following five courses:
2121, 2122, 2123, 2124, 2125; Applied Music: eight semesters minimum, of which four semesters must be
advanced; Music Ensemble: seven semesters minimum, of which three semesters must be advanced; proficiency in Piano, and eighteen hours of professional development from the following EDCI courses: 4301,
4302, 4307, 4308, and 4641. Second Teaching Field (Minor) is not required.
,

Minor in Music
(Applied Music):
30 semester hours in Music, including Music 1301, 1302, 1303, 1304; Music Electives: 6 advanced hours;
Applied Music: four semesters; Music Ensemble: four semesters.

Minor in Music Education
(with Elementary Level Teacher Certification):
30 semester hours in Music; of which nine hours are upper level, including Music 130i, 1302, 1303, 1304,
3312, and three of the following five courses: 2121, 2122, 2123, 21~. 2\25; Applied Music: four semesters, two semesters upper level; Music Ensemble:'.four semesters, two se!llesters upper level; and proficiency in Piano. Combined with eighteen-hours from the following:. EDCI 3323, EDCI 3325, MATH
2306, MATH 2307, lll..TH 1354, and ENG 4321 and eighteen hours of professional development from the
following EDCI courses: 4~01,4302,4305,4306, and 4611 or4311 & 4312, or4310 & 4311.

Master of Aris in Interdisciplinary Studies Concentration Music (MAIS-Music)
The MAIS-Music is a 36-semester hour Master's.degree. Containing 12 to 18 hours of graduate music .
courses, including MUS 6334, and 9 to 15 hours from the following Music courses: 6230, 6130, 6331,
6332, 6333; combined with 18 to 24 hours of graduate courses from two or more ares in the university. See
also the Master's degree graduation requirements
elsewhere in.the catalog.
.

Departmental Requirements
A grade of C or higher in each required course in Music is necessary for that course to apply toward a degree with a major in Music or Music Education.
transfer students rpay be required to validate (by examination) credits ~ned in Applied Music· and Music
Theory at other institutions. Failure to pass validation will result in the repetition of courses required to
reach proper standards. Precise definition of standards is provided by the department and exammation in
Applied Music is before a faculty jury.
Music majors and Music Education minors must enroll in piano until the piano proficiency examination has
been passed. The piano proficiency examination must be passed as a prerequisite to enrolling in upper level
music courses.
·
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Each full-time Music major must be a member of the large ensemble of his area of concentration each semestec during which he is enrolled. These assignments are as follows: Wind and Percussion - Band;
Strings .... Orchestra; Voice, Piano and others-Choir. Pianists and others who play appropriate instruments
may use Band or Orchestra for their ensemble requirements. Participation in smaller ensembles is strongly
encomaged.
,

A Music major ~ho sel~ts the performance curriculum will perform one-half of a public recital during the
junior year and a complete pubhc recital during the senior year. A Music Major who selects the teacher ·
preparation curriculum will prepare one-half of a music recital during the senior year, and, at the discretion
of a faculty committee, perform it in public. '
.
' .

areas

Music majors will study privately in their
of concentration during each semester they are enrolled fulltime (12 hours or more). Music majors enrolled in Applied Music will enroll in Applied Music Lab and
attend University concerts and recitals as a part of ~e course requirement. Examinations in Appli~ Music
are given at the end of each semester before a jury of music faculty members. Students enrolled in Applied
Music will appear in recitals at the discretion of their instructor.

Course Descriptjons
Music
MUS 1105/3106 SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Fall, Spring
,

.
Instrumental music organization open by audition to stu4,ents' who play appropriate instruments. Each number may be repeated any number of times. ~ly four hours of each nwnber will co_unt toward a degree.
MUS 1104/3105 UNIVERSITY .BAND
Fall, Spring
Instrumental music organization open to all university students. A minimum of 7 semesters is required for

a music degree. Each number may be_ repeated any number of times.
MUS 1103/3104 UNIVERSITY CHOIR

,

FVallocal,SprinJ
· · open by aud'ttion
· .to all umvers1ty
·
' students. who qual'f
Each num
. be.r may
. be
muSic organization
I y.
repeated any number of time$. A minimwn of 7 semesters is required for a music degree. ·
MUS 1207/3208 JAZZ ENSEMBLE
'Fall, Spring
.
.
.
.
An instrumental music organization open to all co,lege students who have an ability to play an appropriate
instrument Membership is determined by audition. Organization rehearses and performs popular, rock, _
and jazz music for its own musical development and to satisfy requests on and off the campus. Each number may be repeated any number of times.

·

•

'

MUS 1111/4112 CHAMBER MUSIC
Fall, Spring
.

.
Small performing ensembles of voices and/or instruments. Performance literature selected from repertoire
appropriate to each ensemble.

MUS 1185/3186 APPLIED MUSIC LAB
Fall, Spring

.

.

Music majors enrolled in Applied Music must register for Applied Music Lab. Each number inay be re-·
.peated any number of times. Only four hours of each number may be counted toward a music degree. After
S~ptember 1991, this course will not be offered or required. '
.
·
,,

MUS Ull CLASS PIANO

.

FPian~•oSpring
· 1or
&
.. trammg
. . m
. piano.
.
Ma y be. used to sabs
. fy the mmimum
. .
IDStrucbon
students who have no previous
piano requirements for non-pianist music majors. Three class hours a week. Instructional fee of $10.00
M~S1222 CLASS PIANO
FPi~,Spring
· 1or
& .
. alent May be used to sabs
.' fy the mmimwn
. . . p1ano
.
ano mstruction
students·. who have had 1221 or equiv
requirements for non-pianist music majors. Three class hours a w~k. Instructional fee of $10.00
MUS 1223 BEGINNERS CLASS VOICE
Fall, Spring
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'

Vocal instruction for students who have no previous training in voice. May be used to satisfy the voice re- '
quirements for non-vocal Music majors. Three class hours a week with outside preparation of materials for
examination. Instructional fee df $10.00.
,
,
MUS 1224 BEGINNERS CLASS VOICE.
Fall,Spring
.
Vocal instruction for students who have ·no previous training in voice. May be used to satisfy the voice re- ·
quirements for non-vocal Music majors. Three class hours a week with outside preparation of materials for
examination. Instructional fee of $10.00.
.
MUS 1225 BEGINNING GUITAR CLASS I
Fall, Spring , · . .
'
Basic instruction in guitar to include music reading, tuning of the instrument, elementary chord structures
and fingering and strumming techniques. An instrument will be required for this course.
·
MUS 1226 BEGINNING GUITAR CLASS II .
Fall,Spring
.
Continuation of MUS 1225. An instrument will be required for this course.

Prerequisite: MUS 1225.

APPLIED MUSIC·
,
Fall,Spring ·
,
Private instruction in the concentration of the student's major area. Credit is earned on the basis 9f one-half
hour lesson and one hour minimum daily practice for two semester hour credits, or two half-hour lessons
per week and two hours minimum daily practice for four se1pester hours credit. Applied music fee: two ·.
semester hour course, $20;00; four semester hour course, $35.00. Music majors must register for Applied
Music Lab until Fall 1991.
.
.
MUS 1231, 1431, 3232, 3432
MUS1233, 1433, 3234, 3434
MUS 1235, 1435, 3236, 3436
MUS 1241, 1441, 3242, 3442
MUS 1243, 1443, 3244, 3444
MUS 1245, 1445, 3246, 3446
MUS 1247, 1447, 3248, 3448
MUS 1249, 1449, 3250, 3450
MUS 1261, 1461, 3262, 3462
MUS 1263, 1463, 3264, 3464
MUS 1265, 1465, 3266, 3466
MUS 1267~ 1467, 3268; 3468
· Mus· 1271, 1471, 327%, 3472
· MUS 1273r 1473, 327'1, 3474
MUS 1275, 1475, 3276, 3476
MUS 1277, 1477, 3278, 3478
MUS 1~79, 1479, 3280, 3480

APPLIED PIANO
APPLIED VOICE
APPLIED PERCUSSION
APPLIED TRUMPET
APPLIED FRENCH HORN
APPLIED TROMBONE
APPLIED BARITONE HORN
APPLIED TUBA
APPLIED VIOLIN
APPLIED VIOLA
APPLIED VIOLONCELLO
APPLIED STRING BASS
APPLIED FLUTE
APPLIED OBOE
APPLIED CLARINET
APPLIED SAXOPHON£
· APPLIED BASSOON

MUS 1301 MUSIC LITERATURE
Fall
.
A survey of the literature of music for all media from earliest Greek music to con~mporary works. A
chronological study of the. principal composers, their works and the development of music in relation to
simultaneous historical developments. A course designed specifically for majors and minors. This course
. meets the General Topics option of the General Education Program requirements, 4.a.
MUS 1302 MUSIC LITERATURE
Spring
.
.
.
Continuation of Music 1301. This course meets the General Topics option of the General Education Pro. gram requirements, 4.a.
MUS 1303 FIRST YEAR MUSIC TH~ORY
Fall
,
Inter,vals, scales, chord structures, chord progressions, simple cadences, use of inversiQns, nonharmonic
tones, seventh chords, simple modulations and harmonization of melodies, part-writing; music reading,
aural and keyboard skills; ) .
. ·
·
Prerequisite: Satisfactory achievement level on theory placement exam.
,

MUS 1304 FIRST YEAR MUSIC THEORY
Spring
.
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Intervals, scales, chord structures: chord progressions, simple cadences, uses,of inversions, nonhanrionic
tones. seventh chords, simple modulations, and harmonization of melodi~•. part-writing, music reading~
aural and keyboard skills.
,
.
·
, . •_
Prerequisite: Music 1303 with grade of C or satisfactory
achievement
level on'J303 placement exam.
,·
MUS 2l21
Fall

VOCAL OIAGNOSIS

Study of clinical and diagnostic problems encountered in the developmentQhocal tone and technique, with
special emphasis on the male adolescent changing voice. Sources of ~ o n and materials for the
remediation of vocal dysfunctions. Off-campus observations are required;· ·
·
Prerequisites: Junior standing, two semesters ofpiano _or equivalent:
MUS 2122

CLASS PERCUSSION

MUS 2123
Fall

CLASS BRASS

Spring
.
. .
.
Class instruction in the rudiments of performance on and care of avariety c;>f basic percussion instruments.
"
J

Class instruction iri the rudiments of performance on brass instruments.

MUS 2124 CLASS WOODWINDS

.

.

. . .·.

Spring
.
,'
' .. .
Class instruction in the rudiments of performance on and care pf woodwind instruments.
!

.

'

,_

'

'

MUS 2125 CLASS STRINGS

Fall
Class instruction in the rudiments <Jf performance on and care of standard ~hestral string instruments.
MUS 2303 SECOND YEAR MUSIC THEORY
.. .
Fall
··
, ,
Continuation of M~sic 1303; 1304, harmonization ~f melodie~, usinJ diatOl)ic and alteredJriad,!\ and seventh
chords, nonl]almonic tones and modulations. Continued muStc reading, aural and keyboard skills.
Prerequisite: Music 1304 with a grade of C or satisfactory achi~ment ,level, on 1304 placement exam.
MUS

~

'

''

SECOND YEAR MUSIC THEORY

Spring
Continuation of Music 2303.
Prerequisite: Music 2303 with a grade of C or sat,sfactory ach,ievimen.1 level on 2303 placement exam.
\

MUS 2307 MUSIC APPRECIATION
Fall, Spring, Summer
An introductory course in the elements; forms and stylistic eras in music. Designed for non-music majors ·
and minors. This co~ meets the General Topics option of the GenerafEducation Program requirements,

4.a.

·

·

··

MUS 2308 MEXICAN FOLK MUSIC.

·

·

...

Fall, Spring
. .
:
'
An historical survey of Mexican folk music from its origins in anciem ~xican cultures through modem
times. Course content will include authentic audio and video 114pe fe<;Ordinp as well as performance of live
music. This rourse meets the Oeneral Topics option of the OenetaJ Education Program requirements, 4,a. ,
r

MUS3207

CONDUCTING!

Spring
.
,
Study of baton techniques as re.lated to both instrumental and chonil cenducting. fundamental phrasing, bal- ·
ance, mood and attack and release technique.
·'
Prerequisi(e: Junior standing.
MUS 3301

HISTORY OF MUSIC

Fall. alternate years
,
. . .
.
Advanced study of the evolution of the musical art from its beginnings ,throus}l ~e Baroque ~ra.
Prerequisite: Mus 1301, 1302.
·
.,
MUS 3302 HISTORY OF MUSIC
Spring, alternate years
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Continuation of Music 3301.
Prerequisite: Music 3301.
; MUS 3209 COUNTERPOINT

Fall, alternate years .
·
,
Seventeenth and 18th Century counterpoint in all species and its application in ammging for two, three and
four voices.
·
Prerequisites: Music 2304.
MUS 3310 FOUNDATIONS OF MUSIC

Fall
An introduction to the basic fundamentals of music rhythm, melody, harqiony, and form - combined with
experience in music reading, listening and performance.
·
MUS 3311 ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF MUSIC I

Fall, Spring, Summer I
·
·
•
•
'
,
Basic elements of music with appropriate'techniques and principles of singing, playing, moving and listening to music. Not for Music majors. This course meets the Fine Arts option of the General Education Program Requirements. ·
Prerequisite: 60 semester hours.
MUS 3312 ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF MUSIC II

Spring, alternate years
·
.
.
.
A study of the essential elements of music in musical activities, folksongs, and masterworks. Emphasis is
on developing listening skills and vocal awareness through singing, moving and creative activities.
'
Prerequisite: _Music major with 60 semester hours.
MUS 4201 FORM AND ANALYSIS

Spring
_
·
· ,
Historical development of form and co~ideration of balance, symmetry and the principles of musical structure, analysis of phrase structure, simple part forms,. variation forms and contrapuntal forms. Special consideration of the sonata-allegro form as founcl in the symphony, concerto and sonata.
_
Prerequisites: MUS 2304.
I
'
MUS 42031 ORCHESTRATION AND ARRANGING·

Fall, alternate years
. ,
Techniques of scoring and editing music for band, orchestra and in·strumental ensembles, ranges, timbres,
voicings and limitations of the instruments. .
Prerequisite: MUS 2304.
MUS 4208' CONDUCTING I

Fall
Advanced baton technique. Continuation of instruction begun in MUS 3207, with emphasis on gestural
communication and score study.
Prerequisite: MUS 3207 and junior standing.
MUS 4210 MUSIC THEATRE ARTS K-6

Summer
Instruction for teachers of children in grades K-6 to include dramatic singing games, creating folk song operettas, folk song rondos, dramatic and operatic reading of stories and poems, J?Uppetry with music and
moveme(lt, seasonal and patriotic operettas.
MUS 4211

MUSIC LEARNING K-6

Summer
,
The study of the music learning process in children in the elementary grades with emphasis on stimuli, motivation and symbols. Practical application with children when ,available.
MUS 4212 SUMMER VOCAL INSTITUTE,

Summer
·
Academic• and clinical diagnostic studies regarding the healthy development and use of the voice for singing
and speaking. Integration of teaching techniques with the Essential Elements. Appropriate for teachers and
prospective teachers.
MUS 4213 SUMMER CHORAL INSTITUTE

Summer
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Practical application of basic and advanced teaching and conductigg tectil)icJ,ues for use in choral rehearsal
and performance. The transmission of knowledge, literature, and technique as structured through the Essential Elements. Appropriate for teachers and prospective teachers of vocal music. ., ./·
.

MUS 4214 SHOW-CHOIR INSTITUTE

Summer
.
Comprehensive approach to the training and development of the sbow-choir as a legitimate art. form within
the educational system, including methodology featuring Jhe direct ~ g of _the Essential Elements. Instruction includes choreography, literature, development of healthy vocal techniques and use of sound
~uipment.
MUS 4312 WORKSHOP IN MUSIC FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS
A workshop designed to assist teachers in utilization of mus~ in &he eiementary.classroom. Taught concurrently with MUS S301, credit ~Y not be received in both MUS 43l2'1d S301.
'

(

MUS 5210 MUSICAL THEATRE ARTS FOR CillLDREN

Summer
,
Instruction for teachers of children in grades K-6 to include dramatic siqgirtggames, creating folk song operettas, folk song rondos, dramatic and operatic reading-of stories and.poems, puppetry with music~
movement, seasonal and patriotic operettas. Course may be repeated once for
. credit.
I
MUS 5211

MUSIC LEARNING K-6

Summer·
The study of the music learning process in children in the elementary grades with emphasis on stimuli, mo- ·
tivation and symbols. Practical application wjth children when available. Topic emphases will vary: May·
be repeated once for credit.
·
·
·
MUS 5212 SUMMER VOCAL INSTITUTE

Summer
. .
, .
Academic and clinical diagnostic studies regarding the healthy developmenfand use of the voice for singing
and speaking. Integration of teaching techniques with the Essential Eleqients •. Appropriate for teachers and
prospective teachers. Topic emphases will vary: f'.'lay be repeated ODC'e for credit. ·
·'

MUS 5213 SUMMER CHORAL INSTITUTE

Summer
.
.
Practical application of basic and advanced teaching and conducting ux;hniques for: use in choral rehearsal
and performance. The transmission of knowledge, literature, and technique ~- structured through the Essential.Elements. Appropriate for teachers and prospective teachers of vocal m~sic.' Topic.emphases will vary.
May be repeated for credit.
·
·
· ·
I

MUS 5214 SHOW-CHOIR INSTITUTE

Summer
.
Comprehensive approach to the training and development of the show-choh: as a legitimate art form within
the educational system, including methodology featuring the direct teaching ,of the Essential Elements. In•
struction includes choreography, literature, development of healthy vocal techniques and use of sowid
equipment. Topic emphases will vary: May be repeated once for credit. . · .
.

.\

'

MUS 5301 WORKSHOP IN MUSIC FOR ELEMENTARY TEAtHERS

Summer!
,
A workshOJ? designed to assist teachers in the utilization of music in the elementary classroom. Taught concurrently with. Mus 4312, credit may not be received in both Mus 43,12 and 5301.
.
MUS 6310 GRADUA'.fE APPLIED RECITAL

Ondemand ·
For graduate students choosing a performance emphasis
MUS 6230 .GRADUATE APPLIED MUSIC

Fall, Spring, Summer
.
May'be taken up to four times by graduate students.

MUS 6331 PEDAGOGY OF MUSIC

On demand
May be taken up to four times on different topics. ThQ"e are three. topics on elementary music, two topics
on instrumental music, and two topics on vocaVchoral music.
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MUS6332 GRADUATE MUSIC THEORY
On demand

May be taken twice on different topics. Topics include Arranging, Orchestration, Form and Analysis and
Twentieth Century Music.
'
MUS 6333 MUSIC HISTORY AND LITERATURE

Ondemand ,
May be taken twice on different topics. Topics include Keyboard, Orchestral, Choral, Instrumental, and
Vocal .
. MUS 6334 RESEARCH METHODS IN MUSIC
On demand

A basic research course required of all MAIS-Music candidates.

Department of Nursing
Dr. Wayne D.iHooker, Chair.
Full-time Faculty

'/ •

Adams, Rella (Ph.D., Northern Illinois University; adjunct professo,:)
Briones, Tina (M.S.N., Corpus Christi State University; adjunct professor)
Canon, Carol B. (M.S.N., Corpus Christi State University; assistant professor)
Crumpler, Lois (M,S.N. COfl)US Christi State University; instructor)
Delgado, Diana {M.S.N., Umversity of Texas at Austin; assistant professor)
Diaz, Maria I. (M.S.N., Texas Woman's University; assistant professor)
Dougherty, Katherine (M.S., University of Scranton; assistant professor)
Dunlap, Cathy Lee (M.S.N.; Ohio State University; assistant professor)
Erdem, Orelia (M.S.N., Corpus Christi State University; instructor)
Fossum, Patricia Ann (M.Ed., Pan American University; assistant professor)
Hooker, Warne D. (Ph.D., St. Louis University; associate professor)
Huerta, Maria Carolina (Ed.D., Texas A&M University~assistant professor)
Maville, Janice A. (M.S.N.~ Ball State University; assistant professor)
McCormick, Emily (M.S.N., University of Texas at Galveston; assistant professor)
Mooney, Sondra (M.S.N., Ohio State University; adjunct professor) ,
Posluszny, Sharon (M.S.N., University of Maryland; assistant professor)
Sanchez, M. Sandra (M.S.N., University of Texas at Austin; C.N.M., State University of New York"
at Downstate; assistant professor)
Skinner, Gwendolynne (M.A;, University of Northern Colorado; assistant professor)
Tucker, Barbara A.,-(Ph.D., Texas A&M University; associate professor)
·
Wilson, Bruce K. (Ph.D., North Texas State University; associate professor)
·
'ay, Dottie (M.S.N., University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio; instructor)
The NursinJ Department offers. two programs. The first is a two-year Associate Degree Nursing~
(AON}, which is fully accredited by the Board of Nurse Examiners for the State of Texas and the National
1
League for Nursing.' )
,
.
Gnt4uates of the Associate Degree Program will receive an Associate of Applied Science Degree. Graduates will be eligible to make application to lhe State Board of Nurse Examiners to write the National Council Licensure Examination. After successfully completing this examination, the graduate is issoed a.license
to practice as a registered nurse (RN) in the State of Texas.
.
.
.
This AON Program is specifically designed to provide initial levels of skills, knowledge, and sensitivities
that will enable graduates to enter the nursing profession at a functioning level. The area of emphasis is to
provide the technical and human relations preparation necessary for a student to enter the profession·of
nursing.
·
The second program is a non-traditional Baccalaureate Program offering registered nurses the opportunity
to complete requirements for a Bachelor of Science Degree in Nursing (BSN). Completion of the two-year
BSN program will enable registered nurses to integrate knowledge from theory and research, high level
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sl9lls, and concepts of leadership into the practice of professional nursing care of individuals, families, and
groups. The BSN pt9gram provides a foundation for graduate study. The BSN program is fully accredited
. ~Y the Board of Nurse ~iners for the State of Texas and the National League for Nursing.

Requirements for.Admismon into the AON Program:
The ADN applicant must:
1. Meet admission requirements to The University of Texas~Pan American. An application for admission may be obtained from the Office of Admissions (381-2206) or the Department of
Nursing (381-3491).
.
2. Submit an admission appUcation for the ADN program, which can be obtained from the
Department of Nursing.
·
3. Submit verification of completion of the following admission criteria:
a. ACT or SAT scor~
b. Nelson Denny Reading grade level - a minimum of 11th grade is required.
c. Satisfaction of UT Pan American Mathematics requirement
d. College Grade Point Average (GPA) - a minimum GPA of 2.0 on a 4.0 scale is required.
e. Completion of prerequisite courses with a minimum grade of"C."
f. Completion of each natural science course within five years of admission to the ADN program.
4. Submit application for Fall admission by the April 30th deadline. Admission is NOT iuaranteed.
It is the applicant's responsibillty to provide the Department with the needed information for the
selection process.
.
·
5. Be accepted by the ADN Student Development Committee. ,
Admission selection is based upon:
1. Space availability;
2. Completion of prerequisites; and
3. Total rank score of admission criteria.

LVN'S may challenge NUR~ 1701 (Fundamentals of Nursing) and, if successful, may challenge NURS
1802 (Medical-Surgical Nursing I). The challenge exa~ include both written and practical components.
Passins scores are only valid for two years, and the exam(s) may not be repeated. Candidates who successfully complete the challenge exams must meet all prerequisites for the subsequent course before admission
is granted. Currel'.lt information regarding LVN Challenge can be obtained from the Department of Nursing.
Readmission
Readmission is not automatic. Students desiring readmission must notify the Department of Nursing in
writing at least ONE semester (or two summer sessions) in advance. Complete information regarding readmission <;an be obtained in the current ADN Student Handbook available in the Nursing Department

Requirements for the Associate of Applied Science Degree in Nursing
The ADN student must:
1. File a Degree Plan approved by the Chairperson of the Nursing Department.
2. Achieve a minimum grade of "C" in each required course.
3. File an acceptable Application f9r Degree with the Office of Admissions and Records on or
before the date specified in the University calendar.
.
'

Suggested Degree Plan for the ADN Program~
Semester Hours:
Prerequisite Courses
NURS 1302, Introduction to Nursing
BIOL 1401 General Biology
BIOL 2403 Anatomy and Physiology
MATH 1334*"'
CPR Certification

3
4
4

0or3

Freshman Year

Fall Semester:
NURS 1701 Fundamentals of .Nursing
BIOL 2404 Anatomy & Physiology (Required before NURS 1802)
J_>SY 1313 Introduction to Psychology
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7
4

3

Spring Semester:
NURS 1802 Medical-Surgical Nursing I
ENG 1301 Composition
·
\
PSY 2337 Psychology of Life Span (Required before NURS 2805)

3
3

Summer Session I:
NURS 2604 Medical-Surgical Nursing II
SOC 1313 Introduction to Sociology

6
3

Summer Session II:
HRP 2351 Introduction to Clinical Nutrition
NURS 2504 Psychosocial Nursing***

3
5

Sophomore Year
Fall Semester:
NURS 2805 Family Health Nursing
ENG 1302 Rhetoric

8
3

Spring Semester:
NURS 2505 Psycho-Social Nursing***
NURS 2508 Medical-Smgical ;Nursing III
TOTAL HOURS

8

5
5
72 or75

*This format is a suggested curriculum. Non-nursing courses may be taken at times other than listed.
All other courses must be taken as designated. Students may take additional University courses
as their schedules allow. All required courses must be completed by NURS 2505.
**Not required if student has a college level Math c;ourse or if scores 16 or above on Math portion
oftheACT.
***Taken during Summer or Spring.

Requirements for Admission into the BSN Program:
The BSN applicant must:
1. Be a registered nurse in the state of Texas or have a temporary permit to v.ractice professional nursing
in Texas. (Students will not be permitted to continue in clinical courses 1f a:·temporary permit expires
without a license being issued or if a license to practice registered nursing has been suspended, canceled,
. revoked, or expired.)
· .
2. Provide two positive letters of recommendation from health care professiona:ls, one of whom must be
a registered nurse.
3. Have a 2.0 grade point average'on a 4.0 scale.
,
4. Complete prerequisites. Prerequisites may be waived for graduate RN's i!l selected nursing courses.
5. Provide evidence of no active infectious pulmonary disease.
6. Pass entrance examination(s) as specified by the Department.
7. Meet admission requirements set by the University.
8. Be admitted 1zy the BSN Student Development Committee:

Requirements for the Bachelor of Science Degree in, N"ursing
J,

The BSN student must
1. File a Degree Plan approved by the Chair of the Nursing Department.
2. Satisfactorily complete all required courses. Required non-nursing courses must be completed within
five years after the last BSN nursing course has been. taken.
3. Achieve a minimum grade of "C" in each required course.
·
4. File an acceptable Application for Degree with the Office of Admissiqns and Records on or before the
date specified in the University calendar.
.
5. Meet ~Pan American's Genera:l Requirements for a Bachelor's Degree.
Suggested Degree Plan for the BSN Program *
LOWER LEVEL PREREQUISITES
Biology (Must include Human Anatomy and Physiology)
Mathematics
Chemistry
Freshman English
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S~mester Hours
12
3
4
6 '

\

!/

'

Statistics**
.
Biology 3411 or NURS 3406 (Advanced Physiology or Pathophysiology)
Introduction to Psychology
Growth and Development/Life Span
Introduction to Sociology or Prhlciples
Compuier Literacy
Nursmg Credit after passing Entrance Examination
PREREQUISI1E SUBTOTAL
UPPER LEVEL REQUIREMENTS

3
4
3

3
3
3
24

68
Semester Houts

Junior Year: Spring Semester
NURS 3301 Health Care Delivery System
NURS 3403 Client Assessment
American History
U.S. & Texas Government
Kinesiology•~•
·

3
4

3

3
2

TOTAL

Junior Year: Fall Semester
NURS 3402 Planning Nursing Care
NURS 3404 CQmmunity Health
Sophomore Literature
Foreign Language****

4
4

TOTAL

Senior Year: Fall Semester
NURS 3405 Rural Health Nursing
NURS 4606 Clinical Concentration
Foreign Language***.*

3
3
14
4
'6 '

Summer Session
Humanities
Humanities

TOTAL

3
13

TOTAL

3
3
6

Senior Year: FaU Semester

6·

NURS 4607 Leadership in Nursing

NURS.4308 Problems Seminar

Sophomore Literature·

Kinesiology*\I'*.
TOTAL
.UPPER LEVEL SUBTOTAL
• GRAND TOTAL
~

15

3
3
2
14
67 or68
135 or 136

*Nursing courlies must be taken in sequential order.
· **Statistics may be taken as STAT 2330, MATH 2330, PSY 2301, or SOC 2301.
***If exempt from Ki~ology, 3 hours of Nutrition must be taken. .
****6 hours of Foreign, 4Dguage must be taken in the same language.

Course Descriptions ·
Nursing
NURS 1302 INTRODUCTION TO NURSING
'Spring, Fall
This COQl'Se is designed to introduce the student to unique concepts, theories and practices related to nursing. Students are involved in discussions and presentations of sociocultural, legal and ethical components
of client/patient care. ,
·
Prerequisite: Approval of department.

NURS 1701 FUNDAMENTALS OF NURSING
Fall
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This course introduces the student to basic skills and knowledge which assist in applying the nursing process in patient/client care. Students practice and demon~trate competency in perfonning skills in a simulated
situation before providing nursing care to adults in the secondary health care setting. Five hours lecture and
1
eight hours laboratory per week. , ·
Prerequisites: NURS 1302, BIOL 1401, BIOL 2403, MATH 1334 (if required), CPR. Certification. Admission to ADtf Program. .
·
NURS 1802 MEDICAL-SURGICAL NURSING I

Spring
This course provides continued utilization of the nursing process in the care of clients/patients experiencing
alterations of selected body systems. Students will provide care in secondary health care settings. Five
hours lecture and twelve hours laboratory per week.
Prerequisite: NURS 1701, BIOL 2403 and 2404 ..
1

NURS 2505 PSYCHOSOCIAii, NURSING

Spring (or,Summer) .
This course provides for continued use of the major concepts of the nursing program. Major emphasis is
placed on conditions affecting the psychological integrity of individuals. Three hours lecture and eight
hours laboratory per week.
Prerequisites: NURS 1701, 1802, 2604, PSY 2337. .
NURS 2508 MEDICAL-SURGICAL NURSING III

Spring

·.

· This course provides for continued use of the major concepts of the n·ursini program and is designed to as-

. sist in the transition from th~ role'of student to graduate. Major emphasis 1s on the leadership role of the
nurse. Three hours lecture and eight hours laboratory per week.
Prerequisites: NURS 1701, 1802, 2604,.2805, andPSY 2337.
NURS 2604 MEDICAL-SURGICAL NURSING II

SSI
.
,
· This course provides continued utilization of the nursing process in the care of clients/patients experie~ing
more complex alterations in selected body systems. Three hours lecture and twelve hours laboratory per .
week.
·
'
· Prerequisites: NURS 1701, 180,; BIOL 2403, 2404.
NURS 2805 FAMILY HEALTH NURSING
Fall

This two part course provides for continued utilization of the nursing process in the care of maternity patients/clients, newborns, and children. Five hours lecture and twelve hours laboratory per. week.
Prerequisites: NURS 1701.1802, 2{x)4, PSY2337, BIOL 2403, 2404.
·
NURS 3301 HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SYSTEM

Spring
.
.
.
This course is ll study of the health care delivery system with emphasis on past, present, and potential ihflu. ences upon the·system. Students will use information from the physical sciences, social sciences, humanities, and health care disciplines to relate health care needs to the health care delivery system. Tfuee hours
lecture.
Prerequisite: Admission to the BSN Prog~aintJr consent 9/the department.
·~
NURS 3402 PLANNING NURSING CARE
Fall

Thjs c~se is an in-depth study of the nursing process components:. assessment, analysis, planning, implementation, and evaluation. The student will utilize a practice setting to develop, utilize, and evaluate client
care plans. Two hours lecture; six hours laboratory.
Prerequisite: NURS 3403 and/or consent of the department..
·
·
· 1
NURS 3403· .CLIENT ASSESSMENT
Spring

This course applies psychological, social, and cultural concepts conjointly with anatomy/ physiology and assessment skills used in evaluating the health status of clients. The student will use practice settings to
develop cognitive, affective, and psychomotor ·mils in the assessment of clients and their envir~mment ',
Two hours lecture; six hours laboratory.
.
.
Prerequisites or corequisites: NURS 3301, BIOL 3411 or NURS 3406 and/or consent ·of the department.
NURS 3404 COMMUNITY HEALTH
Fall
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This course focuses on the role of the nurse in planning and providing primary care to individuals and
groups. The COUflle will allow the student the opportunity to gain a broad overview of complex social, cultmal, health, and economic problems within a community. The,n~se-will use the nursing process to recognize, and meet nursing needs-of individuals and groups. Two hours lecture; six hours laboratory.
Prerequisite or corequisite: NURS 3402 and/or consent of the department.

.

-

NURS 3405 RURAL HEALTH NURSING

Spring
This course focuses on the bealth needs of rural areas. Students will have guided experiences in planning
and implementing care for individuals and groups in isolated areas. Two hours lecture; six hours laboratory.

'

Prerequisite: NURS 3404.
NURS 4606 CLINICAL CONCENTRATION

Spring
.
\.
This course provides an in-depth study of a major area of clinical nursing. Classroom activities will focus
on the concepts and cognitive processes which form the basis for clinical decision-making. In the clinical
setting the student will apply general and specific knowledge and skills in a nursing specialty area. Three
h()UI'S lecture; nine hours laboratory;
·· ·
Prerequisiteorcorequisite: NURS 3405.
J':ilURS 4607 LEADERSHIP IN NURSING
Fall
.
This course is a study of nursing le_.tlership as. it relates to organizational structures and leadership/management systems in health care institutions. Class content will focus on nursing leadership and management
principles/practices. Health care set.tings will be used to teach skills in leadership and management functions. Three hours lecture; nine hours laboratory. ·

Prerequisite: NURS 4606.

,·

'

NURS 4308 PROBLEMS SEMINAR
FallThis course focuses on issues, trends, and problems !JI the delivery of nursing care. Students will idenµfy
an issue, trend, or problem and evaluate its impact on the health care system. The use of research findings
and theoretical constructs will be stressed. Three hours lecture.
Pr(!requisite or corequisite: NURS 4607 and/or consent of the department.

P;ftysical Education
See Health and Kinesiology

Philosophy
See Department of History and Philosophy

Department of Physics and Geology
Dr. Frederic M. Glaser, Chair
FuD-tiine Faculty
Burandt, Nonnan A. (MS, Texas A&I University, 1967; assistant professor) Electronics.
Ellis, Fred E. (Ph.D., Louisiana ~tate University, 1965; associate professor) Computer Graphics.
Giuoco, Samuel E. (Ed.D, Oklahoma State University, 1971; assistant professor) Acoustics.
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Glaser, Frederic M. (Ph.D., Ohio State Un~versity, 1963; associate professor) Spectroscopy.
LeMaster, Edwin W. (Ph.D., University of Texas, Austin, 1970; Professor) Remote Sensing.
Rodgers, Robert W. (MA, Baylor University, 1961; .associate professor) Dimensional Geology.
Shockley, William C., Jr. (MA, University of Texas, Austin, 1966; assistant professor) Environmental
Physics.
'
·

'

'

The Department of Physics and Geology offers a major in physics and minors in geology,' physical science
and physics.
·,

\

There are secondary and elemen~ teaching fields in physics, physical science and earth science. The department also offers courses in subject areas of astronomy and geography.
The department offers a combination degree in physics and engineering in cooperation with Columbia University in New York City, Texas A & M University, The University of Texas, and The University of Houston. This combination degree is called a 3~2 Program, because a student majors in physics for three years at
The University of Texas-Pan American, then transfers to one of the above universities and completes two
years of study in an engineering curriculum. Upon successful completion, he receives a Bachelor's Degree
in physics from The University of Texas-Pan American and a Bachelor's Degree in engineering from the
second university. Further details are available from the Department Chairman:

Engineering
The University of Texas-Pan American does not offer a degree in engineering. The courses ENGR 1201
and 2303 are designed specifically for·engineering students. Each student who Jflans to do the first two

.

years of work at UT Pan American must obtain a catalog from the engineering school to which he or she
plans to transfer and arrange the courses accordingly. Students electing the 3-2 plan are also eligible for
participation
, in the co-op program at the engineering school they plan to attend.

Geology
· The geology minor is compatible with major fields of study iQ physics, chemistry, education, biology, engineering, and business:
·
·

Deg~ee Requirements
Major in Physics:

.,

The major in physics requires 60 semester how-s taken in physics, mathematics, and computer science. This
broad field major must include PHYS 1401, 2301, 2101, 2302, 2102, and 3402; MATH-1360, 1370, 2342,
3347, and 3349; and CS 2325, 2333 and 3350. Fourteen (14) semester hours of advanced physics courses
and 6 semester hours of advanced mathematics and/or computer science are required to complete the 60
hours.
\,'

Minor in Physical Science:
18 semester hours in the physical sciences, of which 6 hours musl be advanced; must include PHYS 1401,
1402; CHEM 1401, 1402; and any combination of advanced courses in Chemistry, Geology, Physical Science and Physics.
, ·
·

Minor in Physics:
18 semester how:s in physics of which six semester hours must be adyanced; must include PHYS 1401,
2301, 2101, 2302, 2102 and 3402.
Minor in Geology
20 semester hours in geology, of which eight semester hours must be advanced; ll)USt include: Geology
1401,1402,2402,3401,3402.
•
·

Teacher Certification in Physics:
Secondary Option II: 24 semester hours.in physics, of which 12 semester hours must be advanced; must
1
include PHYS 1401, 2301, 2101, 2302, and 2102.
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Teacher Certification in Physical Science:

Elementary Option Ill: 24 semester hours in physical sciences. of which 8 must be advanced; must include
PHYS 1401. 1402; CHEM 1401, 1402 and other courses from physics, physical science and chemistry.
SecoNkuy Option II: 24 semester hours in the physical sciences, of which 8 must be advanced; must include P~S 1401. 1402; CHEM .1401, 1402 and other courses from physics or chemistry ~hich satisfy
these requirements.
·
·
Teacher Certification in Earth Science:

Secondary Option I: 36 semester·hours in geology, of which twenty semester hours must be advanced;
'RlUSt include Geology 1401, 1402, 2401, 2402, 3401, 3402, 3403, 3404 and 3405.
Secondary Option II: 24 semester hours in geology:. of which twelve semester hours must be advanced;
must include Geology 1401, 1402, 2401 or 2402, ~401. 3402 and 3405.
Students in either certification option should take as recommended electives 4 semester hours of Astronomy
and 3 semester hours of Physical GeoFphy in preparation for the ExCET test;
,
'
·
Students are expected to furnish dleir own transportation and expenses on field trips.

Suggested Pre-engineering Program

Summer be/or~ Freshman year:
MATH 1340, 1356

Freshman Year
MATH 1360, 1370, 2342
PHYS 1401, 2301, 2101
CHEM 1401
ENGR 1201, 2303

Sophomor:e Year
MATH3347,3349.
cs 2325
PHYS 2302, 2102
CHEM 1402

•

A(jvanced Physics or Chemistry·course, depending on engineering field
,
.
. . '(

Suggested 3-2 Plan
The fll'St two years are the same as pre-engineering. ·

Junior Year
PHYS 3402 and 6 advanced hours
cs 2333, 3350
Eight (8) advanced hours in physics elective courses are transferred back from engineering school to meet ·
the advanced physics hours. An additional six (6) advanced hours in mathematics or computer science are
transferred back to The University of Texas-Pan American. The student must also meet the 60 hours of University core curriculum courses with course work taken at UT Pan American and the. engineering school.

Course Descriptions
Astronomy
ASTR 1401 GENERAL ASTRONOMY
Fall

A study of basic concepts in Astronomy and of the solar system. Telescopes and other instruments, including the planetarium, ate used as an integral part of the course. Three hours lecture and three hours labora~
tory. $4.0(Haboratoryfee. ·
,
·
ASTR 1402 GENERAL ASTRONOMY

Spring.
A study of the stellar universe. Telescopes and other instruments, including the planetarium, are used as an .
integral part of the course. Three hours lecture and three hours laboratory.
Prerequisit•: ASTRO 1401. $4.00 laboratory fee. •
1

Engineering

ENGR 1201 SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING ANALYSIS
Fall
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'.
Introduction to compptationai methods and solutions of problems in engineering and science using a computer programming model.
,
.
NOTE: Credit is given for either PHYS 1201 or ENOR 1201 but not both.

ENGR 2303 ENGINEERING MEClIANICS: STATICS
Spring
.
The study of forces, moments, friction, centers of mass, gravity and pressure using the equations of equilibrium in vector algebraic and calculus forms.
Prerequisite: Physics 1401. Note: credit is given for either PHYS 2303 or ENGR 2303 but not both.
~·

Ge9graphy ·
GEOG 2301 CONSER.VATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES·
Fall, Spring
.
i
A study of the conservation and use of our natural resources. Includes topics in soils,. minerals, water and
energy resources. Designed to meet the conservation requirements for e1ementary education. ·Can be
counted in the suppottlng areas of elementary curriculum.

,

GEOG 2313 PRINCiPLES OF PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY
Fall,Spring
.
~ introduction to physical geography with emp~is on weather and climate. Soils and vegetation types
and distributions are also studied. Can ~- counted in the supporting areas of elementary education curricu-

lum.

1

Geology

GEOL 1401 PHYSICAL GEOLOGY
Fall
.
Involves.a comprehensive description of materials composiag the earth, and deals with the c~sification
. and analysis of geologic agents responsible for the origm, structure, and evolution of the earth's crust
Three hours lecture and recitation, and three hours laboratory and. field trips. ·
$4.00 laboratory fee.
·
·. ·
GEOL 1402 HISTORICAL GEOLOGY
Spring .
.
.
·
.
A course dealing with the geological history of the earth and its inhabitants as revealed by the fossil record
with emphasis on North America. Three hours lecture and recitation, and three hours laboratory and field

,~L

.

.

$4.00 laboratory fee.
GEOL2401 GEOMORPHOLOGY
Ondeinand
.A<:ourse designed for sophomore Geology majors and teachers of Earth Science.· An analysis of land forms
of the, earth and processes by which they are formed. Also, comparative studies of lu~ar-earth land forms.
Emplla&is w.illbe placed on mapping and interpretation oflocal geoiporphology. Three hours lecture and
three hours laboratory and field trips.
Prerequisite: GEQL 1401. $4.00 laboratory fee.
'

'

GEOL 2402 ·STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY
On demand
,
A course designed for Geology majors, minors and teachers of Earth Science; A study of the architecture of
the earth, inclnding the causes of defonnation, resulting structures and their interrelationships. Three hours
lecture and three hours· laboratory and field trips.
Prerequisite: GEOL 1401, 1402. $4.00 ~aboratoryfee.
GEOL3401 MINERALOGY
On demand
A course designed for Geology or Chemistry majors; minors, or teachers of Earth Science. A study of the
major mineral groups, their atomic structure, chemical composition, external forms, properties and geologic
interpretation. Three hours lecture and three hours laboratory and field trips.
·
Prerequisite: GEOL 1401 or CHEM 1401, 1402. $4.00 laboratory fee.
GEOL 3402 INVERTEBRATE PALEONTOLOGY.
On demand
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.

'

..,\.course designed for Geology or Biology majors, minors, or teachers of Earth Science. An introduction to
the study of fossils, including comparison of living and fossil forms, their morphology, classification-, ecology and geologic history. Three hours lecture and three hours laboratory and field trips. ·
Prerequisite: G~olc:Jgy 1402 or Biolozy 1401, 1402. $4.00 laborqtoryfee.

,

GEOL 3403 OCEANOGRAPHY
·\
On demand
An introduction to Physical Oceanography designed for Geology and Biology majors and Earth Science
teachers. A study of the origin, motions, and the physical' and chemical properties of marine waters. Three
hours of lecture and three hours laboqltory and field trips.
·
·
.
·
Prerequisite: GEOL 1401 or advainced standing in any of the related sciences or consent of the instructor.
$4.00 laboratory fee.
GEOL 3404 STRATIGRAPHY-SEDIMENT,,.TION
On demand
.
A study of sedimentary processes and pri11ciples of stratigraphy, followed by a survey of stratified rocks of
North America, their correlation, stratigraphic relations, ancl guide fossils. Three hours lecture and three
hours laboratory and field trips.

··Prerequisites: GE_OL1401,1402,2402,3401. $4.00laboratoryfee.
GEOL 3405 PETROLOGY
.
.
.
Ondemand. .
·
. ·
A course designed for Geology majors or minors, or teachers of Earll\ Science. A study of the major rock
groups, their origin, classification and chemical.and physical properties. Both megascopic and petrographic
techniques will be emphasized. Three hours lecture and three hours laboratory and field trips. ·
Prerequisite: GEOL 3401. $4.od laboratory fee.
··
.
:

Physical
Science
'

PSCI 1421 PHYSICAL SCIENCE
Fall, Summer
. .
.
A survey course designed to provide an introduction to the concepts and principles of physical science for
non-science and elementary teaching majors. The topics covered include astronomy, chemistry and mechanics. NOTE: credit given only for one of.the following: PSCI 1421, 1411, 1301, 1303.
Prere'{uisite: MATH 1334. $4.00 ~aboratoryfee.
PSCI 1422 PHYSICAL SCIENCE
~
Spring, Summer
:
.
A survey course tllat introduces the concept& and principles of physical science for non-science and elementary teaching majors. Geology, meteorology, and physics will be included in this course of st4dy. Three
hours lecture and two hours laboratory. NOTE: Credit for only one course of the following: PSCI 1422,
1412, 1302, 1304.
.
.
·
Prerequisite: PSCI 1421. $4.00 laboratoryfee.
'

PSCI 3301 INTERMEDIATE PHYSICAL SCIENCE
On demand
·
·
Advanced treatment of topics covered in PSCI 1421 and PSCI 1422. Emphasis is on problems of our environment.
Prerequisite: MATH l334 and 8 hours of a physical science, or consent of in~tructor.
PSCI 4311 TOPICS IN PHYSICAL SCIENCE
Onde~d .
.
·
.
.
A course which incorporates many different topics in physical science. Guest lecturers, student participa- •
tion and'basic concept presentation will be utilized for each topic. The course may be taken more than one
, semester for different topics.
,
,
Prerequisite: MATH 1334 and 8 hours of a physical science, or consent of instructor.
Physics

PHYS 1401 GENERAL PHYSICS ..,,
Fali, Spring, Summer
·
An algebra-based introduction to the principles of mechanics, fluids, heat, waves and sound. Three hours
lecture, three hours laboratory. .
.,.
Prerequisite: MATH 1340. Recommended credit/or or concurrent enrollment in MATH 1356. $4.00 laboratory fee.- .
·. · ·
<
·
,
•
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PHYS 1402 GENERAL PHYSICS

Fall, Spring, Summer
• · '
·
A continuation of PHYS 1401 covering the principles of electricity, magnetism, light, and modern physics.
Three hours lecture, three hours laboratory. Credit will not be given for this cpurse and PHYS 2301 or
PHYS 2302.
·
..
, ·
Prerequisite: Physics 1401. $4.00 laboratory fee.
1

PHYS 2101 INTERMEDIATE LABORATORY

Spring
.
.
.
.
.
.
Laboratory exercises illustrating the principles of mechanics, heat and sound. Emphasis is placed on statis1
tical data analysis and error treatment. $4.00 laboratory fee.
Prerequisite: Concurrent with or credit in Physics 2301.
PHYS 2102 INTERMEDIATE LABORATORY

Fall
,
Laboratory exercises illustrating the principles of electricity, magnetism, waves, and optics.
Pr~requisite: Concurrent with or credit in Physics 2302. •$4.00 laboratoryf~e.
,
PHYS 2301

INTERMEDIATE PHYSICS
Spring
.
.
,
A calculus based study ·or mechanics, heat, thermodynamics, wave motion and sound. Three hours lecture.
Prerequisite: PHYS 1401 and MATH 1370 with concurrent enrollment in MATH 2342. May not be
counted for credit unless Physics 2101 is taken.
·
.

PHYS 2302

I

INTERMEDIATE PHYSICS

Fall .
I
.
Treatment of electricity, magnetism, wave phenomena and optics using calculus.
.·
. · .
Prerequisite: PHYS 2301 and MATH 2342. May not be counted for creqit unless PHYS2102 is tak~n.
PHYS 2307 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER GRAPHICS
. On demand
·
Use of computer-driven X-Y plotter and other grapliic devices for the graphic pre~ntation of scientific and
technical data, and for the generation of maps, designs, and plans. This course is designed for pre-architecture, pre-engineering, chemistry, geography; geology, and'physics students.
Prerequisite: MATH.1335 or equivalent and demonstrated knowledge' of computer language (CIS 1301 !CS
2325/PHYS 1201 ), or consent of instructor.

•

PHYS 3101 JUNIOR LABORATORY
Fall, Spring
.
The course is design~ to acquaint the student with the experimental method. Experiments are chosen to
cover as many fields of physics as possible in keeping with the background and abilities of the students ..
Three hours laboratory. Credit, one hour.
·
Prerequisite: 12 semester hours of Physics. $4.00 laboratory fee.
PHYS 3102 JUNIOR LABORATORY
Fall, Spring
A continuation of PHYS 3101. $4.00 laboratory fee.
PHYS 3301 ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY
.On demand
Theory of electrostatics, electromagnetics, magnetic properties of materials, units, and thermoelectricity,
simple treatment of alternating current, oscillating circuits, electromagnetic radiation and Maxwell's Equa~
tion. Three hours lecture.
.
Prerequisites: 12 semester hours of Physics and MATH 2342 which may be taken concurrently.
PHYS 3303 HEAT AND THERMODYNAMICS
On demand
'
,
,
Study of heat measuring devices, thermal expansion, behavior of gases, elementary thermodynamics,
change of state, specific heats and transfer of heat. Three hours lecture.
Prerequisite: 12 _semester hours of Physics and MATH 2342 which may be._ taken concu"ently.
PHYS 3304 OPTICS
Ondemand
· "
A study of physical optics, including diffraction, interference, polarization and the beginning of spectroscopy together with some geometrical optics. Three hours lecture.
Prerequisites: 12 semester hours of Physics and MATH 2342 which may be taken concurrently. ·
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PHYS 3305 MECHANICS I.
. :_. . . ·:; ,., ..;,.:.
On demand
.
•
.
.
,
•A niorous treatment of the motion of a particle in one........·':aml•ee dimensions; t\le motion of a system of
pamcles with a detailed treaiment of the conservation~ ._tics of fluids .and solids; an introduction
to the motion of rigid bodies. Three hours lecture. · . ' ' · 1,' ·,
,
·

Prerequisites: 12 semester hours of Physics; MATH334:9"'-wlv,ch may be taken concurrently.

, .+ Ji
., , ,'. .. ""

PHYS 3401 ELECTRONICS
On demand

!I• ·

..

Study of the phenomena of electronics including the application of electronic devices. Three hours lecture
and three hours laboratory.
· · · ·.· .
Prerequisite: PHYS 2302 and 2102. $4.00 laboratory/«;:,;/;!(.
I\·.• ,

PHYS 3402 MODERN PHYSIC~
On demand

/ \

.

:"i ·' . , .

.

, · , ,,; , ",,1 1
Introduction to-relativity, physics of atoms and solidS IIRCl•· topics in twentieth century physics. Three
hours lecture a,id three hours laboratory.
·. · .. :': •
Prerequisites: PHYS 2302 and 2102. U.00 laboratoryp.; >, · .
PHYS3403 DIGITALELECTRONICS
. ,' ·V!.'-: ,\
On demand
·
.·...~:,.J:,\ ,, :':' · ·
·
·
An introduction to electroni~ measur~me~t, con~! aa4'.... ~lmpu_lation ~sing·digital tech~iques. The
course meets the needs of science maJors m des1gnmg~~dig1tal equipment and provides a back~und in the fundamentals of computer hardware.,~ their use, architecture, and methods of
mterfacing with. measurement and control systems will ~-su:esllc4 Primary emphasis will be placed on
laboratory evaluation of circuits, devices, and technique,~ Two bqurs lecture and four hours laboratory per
week.

.

, . •·' · '(. ·

Prerequisite: PHYS 3401 or consent of instructor. $4.00 laboraiQr-Jfee.
PHYS4101 SENIOR LABORATORY

" 1 1:·, .•,;,·

·

,·

Fall, Spring
. . ..: . • ' . ,
.
·
The student performs experiments of greater cpmplexity $1!,'l dU'fte~lty than tho,se in junior laboratory. In
addition, the student is encouraged to design and carty OQt):it~J!oxperiments in. his field of interest.
Three hours laboratory. ,
,
' ' ·.' \
' :
Prerequisites: PHYS 3101, 3102. $4.00 laboratory fee.
·· i
. ;,,;.,\:.

'PHYS4102· SENIORLABORATORY'

.

,·,._,.,>,

'\

Fall, S~ring
.
_
,
A continuation of PHYS 4101. $4.00 laboratory fee.
PHYS 4103 SENIOR LABORATORY

Fall,S~ring
.
·.
.·'.: .
A continuation of PHYS 4102. $4.00 laboratory fee,. ·
PHYS 4301. TOPICS IN MODERN PHYSICS ,

"\
' ...:.,"

'

'~

'.

:, '
1,

OnDemand
.
. .· '
' '
'
A study_ of r~~nt develoj>m~ts in physics including !U<>mit; C!ergy, nuclear structure, X-rays, cosmic rays
and radioacuvity. Three hours lecture.
.
.
. :~ .
·
1
Prerequisite: PHYS3402y ·
·
\ ·
PHYS 4308 ·SEMINA- IN .PHYSICS
On demand
.
.
:•. . " · .
,
.
Investigations of problems and progress in contemporary 'physics '\'viU be undertaken. Indhridual research
and re~g will be empb~zed. Cowses mar be r~e.cl;Q9~.(9r crediL
.
Prerequisite: 1 year o/tPhysics and consent of instructor.. . ; •· < .
,

i

/

Department of Political Sclence
Dr. Jose Hinojosa, Chair
Full-time Faeulty

Bokina, John {Ph.D, Illinois, 1979; assoc. prof.) Political Theory, Western and Eastern-Europe
Freeman, Samuel (Ph.D., Kentucky, 1978; assoc. prof.) Political Parties, U.S. Presidency, Congress,
and Foreign Policy
,·
.
., _
Hinojosa, Jose (Ph.D., Notre Dame, 1980; assoc. prof.) Public Administration, Minority Politics
Lee, Kuo-Wei (Ph.D., Oregon, 1966; assoc. prof.) Far Eastern Politics, International Politics and
Organi7.ations
· ·
Morgan, Glynn (M.A., Mississippi, 1961; asspc. prof.) U.S. and Texas Politics
,
Mounce, Gary (Ph.D., University of Texas at_;Austin, 1984; assoc. prof.) Mexico, Central and South
American Politics
,
, · ,
Polinard, J. L. (Ph.D., Arizona, 1970; prof.) Public. Law, Minority Politics
, Rock, Elliott (Ph.D., University of SoutQern California, 1983; asst prof.) Public Policy and Administration
Wrinkle, Robert (Ph.D., Arizona, 19~7; prof.) Public Policy, Urban Politics, Methodology,
-v·

Political Science majors and minors take courses in five fields:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

U.S. Government, including 'local, state, and national
Comparative Government
International Politics and International Relations
Political Theory and Methodology, including scope and methods of political science, and
(5) Public Administration. ·
,
,
·
·,,

The Political Science faculty and students are actively involved in such campus activities as pre-law, student government and other studerit political
activities.
\.' .

.

(

Students majoring ·in__Political Science may pursue active careers in Public Administration,• Law, National,
State and Loe~ Government. Diplomatic Services, Journalism and Teaching.
·

Pre-Law
There is no pre-law major at UT Pan American. Generally, any undergraduate major will offer the st,ident
the opportunity to prepare for law school; however, students interested in applying to law school should
contact the admissions offices of the various law schools in which they are interested very early in ttieit
undergraduate studies.
,
_.,
For further ,information please contact the Department of Political Scienc~. 3.81 -3341.

Degree Requirements
Major in Political Science

.. \"

" ···

POLS

33 semester hours in Political Science. Must include
1333, 2313, 2314: 24 semestethouts must beat '
the advanced level and must include six hours in American Governm_ynt and Politics and three hours from
each of the otherfour fields in Political Science: Comparative Government, Intemational Relations,.Political Theory and Methodology, and Public Administration. ,Also required are six hours of ad:vwiced political
science: electives. Also required: Introductory Statistics (MATH/STAT 2330 or PSY/SOC '2'301 or MANA
334l)'and 3 hours from ECO 1301, ECO 2353 or ECO 2354.
Minor in Political Science

18 semester hours in Political Sci~nce, of which 9 semester hours must be advanced, must include POLS
2313, 2314, 1333. .
.
.
.
,
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Teacher Certification in ~olitical S~ience

Elementary Plan I: 18 semester hours in Political Science, of which nine must be advanced; must include
POLS 2313, 2314., 1333; and three hours from three of the above five fields of JX>litical science.
Elementary Plan II: 24 semester hours in Political Science, of which 15 must be advanced; must include
POLS 2313, 2314, 1333; and three hours from each pf the above five fields of political science.
·
Secondary PIan/: 24 semester hours in Political Science of which 15 tiours must be advanced, must include POLS 2313, 2314, 1333; and six advanced hours from American Government and Politics, three
hours frpm each of the other fom fields of political science.
Teacher Certification in Social Scien~es:
I

Secondary Plan/I: 48 semester hours in Social Sciences. Must include HIST2313, 2314, 2333; POLS 1·
2313, 2314; ECO 1301 or2354; GEOG 23:13 or 2301; and SOC 1313. 24 semester hours mustbedivide<l
among advanced History and Political Science courses with not fewer than nine semester hours in each
fiel~.
·

Course Descriptions
Political Science
POLS 2313

UNITED STATES AND TEXAS GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS

Fall, Spring, Summer ·
,
·
· ·
·
The ongins and development of the American go.vemment.al system; U.S. and Texas constitutions; federal,.
state and interstate relations; the individual as a citizen, person an.d voter; political parties; civil rights and
the judicial system. Fulfills three hours of the legislative requirements of six hours of American and Texas
government. Open to freshmen.
·
·
· ·
POLS 2314 UNITED STATES AND TEXAS'GOVltRNMENT AND POLITICS

Fall, Spring, Summer
·
·
·
A functional study of the American and Texas constitutions and govemment.(l systems in relation to legislation, executive functions, administrative structures and functions; structures and functions of lesser units of
government; financing governmental activities; foreign relations; governmental services.and.functions in
the field of business, labor, agriculture, social welfare, public safety and conservation. Fulfills three hours
of the legislative requirements of six hours of Am,erican_and Texas government Open to freshmen.
·
. POLS 1333 INTRODUCTION TO POLITICAL SCIENCE'
Fall, Spring
.
..
.
.
Emphasis on political fundamentals, public law, theory and orp;anization of the modem state, political dynam~s aoo institutions.
to freshmen ..
. Required of all government majors and•minors. Open
'
.

. POLS 2343
On Demand

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION AND GOVERNMENT

'
.
,
This course is designed for students seeking government credit through the cooperative education program
provided the following conditions are met:
~
.
·
(A) the student's project must be directly related to his major; (B) the student must be under direct a~demic supervision; (C) the student must complete written assignments to be evaluated by the supervising
teacher; and (D) the swd~nt must undergo an oral examination administered by the major department •
Credit applies as an elective only.
POLS 2387

U.S. AND TEXAS GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS

Fall, Spring
.
Honors Plan
.
The origins and develQptnetlt of the American governmental system; U.S. and Texas constitutions; federal- .
state and interstate relations; the individual as a citizen, person, and voter; political parties; civil rights and
the judicial system. Fulfills three hours of the legislative requirements of six hours of American;and Texas
government,
Prerequisite: Admission to honors studies or by invitation.
POLS 2388 U.S. AND TEXAS GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS

Fall, Spring
'
Honors Plan
,
A fu11ctional study of the American and Texas constitutions and governmental systems in relation to legisla-

~-f

L
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tion, e,Xecutive functions, administrative structures and functions; structures and functions of lesser units of
government; financigg governmental activities; foreign relatio_ns; governmentitJ services and functions in
the field of business,_ labor, agriculture, social welfare, public safety and conservation. Fulfills three hours
of the legislative re.quirement of six hours of American and Texas government:
Prerequisite: Admission to honors studies or by invitation.
-,
POLS 3185 INTERNSHIP

On.Demand
.
_
_
This course is designed for students seeking credit through an internship placement. The internship must be'
directly related to government; the student must be under direct academic supervisi<i>n and the student must .
complete written assignments to be evaluated by the supervising teacher. The course may be repeated for
credit with a maximum of four hours courued toward fulfillment of the requirements for a major in Political
Science.
Prerequisite: POLS 2313, 2314.
'
.
.

1

POLS 3314 iAMERICAN STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT

Fall, odd years · .
A study of the basic functions, structure, procedures and problems of American state and local government,
with an emphasis upon intergovernmental relations.
·
Prerequisites: POLS2313, 2314.
POLS 3316

AMERICAN PUBLIC POLICY

Spring, odd years
.
·
.
Ari analysis of rationales underlying selected governmental programs and assessments of the effectiveness
of these programs.
·
Prerequisites: POLS 2313, 2314.
POLS 3318

SPECIAL TOPICS

On demand

·
.
Significant issues and problems in politics and- polit,lcal system. Course may be repeated for credit provided
different topics are the focus of each class. (Does not count toward fulfillment of any of the five political
science fiel~.)
,
Prerequisite: POLS 231.3 and 2314. ,
- POLS 3322' POLITICS OF DEVJ<:IpPING NATIONS

Fall, even years
Analysis of political institutions and processes with focus on developing nations, such as those in Africa
and the Middle East
Prerequisites: POLS 2313, 2314.
POI,.S 3323

INTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC AQl\jllNISTRATION

Fall.even years
_
·
.
_. .
A survey of public administration in the United State,s, highlighting a wide variety of topics in the discipline, but with emphasis upon the general machinery of the national bureaucracy and on the powers, problems and control of its agencies.
Prerequisites: POLS 2313, 2314.
POLS 3324 GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATIVE THEORY

Fall, odd years
An analysis of the various theories of public administration and government organization., The contribution
.of such theorists as Weber, Taylor, Mayo, McGregor, Maslow, Simon, and others will be studied. ,The development of public administratiqn will be surveyed.
Prerequisites: POLS-2313, 2314;
''
1
·
1

,

POLS 3325

•

PUBLIC PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION

Fundamental concepts of public personnel·management' with analysis and evaluation of employee-employer
relations at the national, state and local levels. Treats topics such as environmental influences.on the personnel function, career systems, human resources planning and management, performance evaluation, ethics in public service, and collective bargaining.
POLS 3331

METHODS OF POLITICAL SCIENCE RESEARCH

·Spring
.
_
·
Analysis of the study of politics, models of inquiry, research methods, and introduction to the use of computers in political science research.
·
.
Prereq~isite: POLS 2313, 2314 (was GOVT 4331; may not be repeated/or credit)
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. POLS 3333 CLASSICAL POLITICAL THEORY

, Fall even years
.
A study of classical political philosophy from the Socrates to Machiavelli.
Prerequisite: POLS 2313, 23/4.
POLS 3334 - MODERN POLITICAL THEORY

Spring odd years
A study of political philosophy from Machiavelli to the end, of the 19th Century.
Prerequisite: POLS 2313, 2314.
.
POLS 3343 INTERNATIONAL POLITICS

Fall
A study of the political principles, problems and factors involve.d in the foreign policies and relations of the
nation-state with particular emphasis on the sources and uses of national power and the difficulties-in limiting the use of such po~er.
Prerequisites: POLS 2313, 2314.
, POLS 3344 CONTEMPORARY POLITICAL THEORY

Spring even years
A study of 20th Century Political Philosophy.
Prerequisite: POLS 2313, 2314.
POLS 3360 AMERICAN MINORITY POLITICS

Fall, Odd years .
_1
·
.
An analysis of the political polic\eS and teehniqties embraced by minorities in American political system.
Minorities studies include Mexican-Americans, blacks and women.
.
·
Pr,ertquisiies: POLS 2313, 2314. , .
I

POLS 3363 AMERICAN HISPANIC POLITICS

A study of the American Hispanic experience. Analyzes political socialization and culture, political participation and behavior, leadership, organizatij)ns, and power in the American political system.

Prerequisites: POLS2313,2314.

.

POLS 3364 U.S.-MEXICO BORDERRELATIONS
An analysis of the politics at the U.S.-Mexican border. Focus on political economy, and the administration

of the borderlands.
Prerequisites: POLS 2313,.2314.

'
POLS 3365 · POLITICS OF.IMMIGRATION

Analysis of the·politics of immigration, migration and emigration. Study of the history, theories, and policy
alternatives concerning immigration. The administration process, the legal and law enforcement systems of
immigration will be examined.
·
Prerequisites: POLS 2313, 2314.
··
POLS 3371 SOVIET POLITICS

Summer, Odd years
-,
.
An examination of applied Marxism through the study of the ideology, institutions and political processes
of the Soviet Union.
Prerequisite: POLS 2313, 2314 (canriot be taken for degree credi_t if student has previously completed

OOITDm

·

.

.

,

.

POLS 4300 ACUI IS DIRECTED STUDY IN INTERNATIONAL ACTIVmES
_On demand
.
A~~ of special study consistini of three phases: (1) directed, self-study preparation for one month on
special and general aspects of the Umted Nations. (2) Two weeks of. directed seminar study and practical
experiences in the United Nations. (3) _One month for writing a term paper on th~ project.
POLS 4310 COMPARATIVE POBLIC ADMINISTRATION
On demand
.
A comparative analysis of the administrative systems of different governments. Particular attention is focused on the relationship of administrative practice$ and decision-making processes in the various states.

PrereqUisites: POLS 2313, 2314.

·

POLS 4312 URBAN AND METROPOLITAN PLANNING
On demand
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An analysis of the various political factors shapin~ the direction and tasks of the planner. Attention is given
to zoning. capital improvement budgeting•.s11bdiv1sion control and related aspects of the interrelationship of

'

such planning with that done by other local units of government
Prerequisites: POLS 2313, 2314.
POLS 4313 COMPARATIVE GOVERNMENTS: WESTERN DEMOCRACIES
Fall even years
.· \
·
A st~dy of the major democracies of Europe; Great Britain, France, West Germany, Italy. low countries,
Scandinavian countries, Switzerland and Austria.. A comparative study of peoples and their institutions. ·
Prerequisites: POLS 2313, 2314.
·
POLS 4320 AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW: FEDERALISM
Fall
.
.
A study of the allocation of government powers by use of court cases, with special emphasis on the national
government and an introduction to the judicial functions of the American legal system.
Prerequisites: POLS 2313, 2314.
·
POLS 4321 AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW: CIVIL LIBERTIES

Spring

.

.

.

,

A study of thelimitations of governmental powers in the United States by use of court cases, with primary
emphasis on civil.and political rights.
Prerequisites: POLS 2313,.2314.
-,
POLS 4332 AMERICAN'POLITICAL THEORY
Spring, Odd years
.
. '
An analysis of American political theory and values from the Colonial perioq to the present. The work o( ·
Jefferson, Jackson, Calhoun, Bellamy, Hoover and Galbraith are included. . 1
•
Prerequisites: POLS 2313, 2314.
1

POLS 4353 INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION

2i~alysis of the judicial-political foundations. Actual mac}'linery and activi'ties of the principal international organizations, particularly the United Nations and related bodies. An appreciation of their achievements toward international peace.
Prerequisites: POLS 2313, 2314.
POLS 4360 AMERICAN EXECUTIVE PROCESS
Fall, Even years
,
Advanced study of the development of the power and influence of the president and other American executives; procedQres and politics of the executive process; executive policy outputs; the relation of the executive to the other elements of the political system.
'
·
Prerequisites: POLS 2313, 2314.
POLS 4363 AMERICAN LEGISLATIVE PROCESS
Spring1 Even years
.
·
,
·
Advl\OCed study of the legislative process; structure, powers, organiz~tion, political control and procedures
of Congress, state legislatures and local legislative bodies in the rest of the political system.
'
P.rerequisites.' POLS 2313, 2314.
·
·
POLS 4365 AMERICAN ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESS

~r:1Jced stu~y of ~w. and procedures of national, state and local adm_ini~trative a~encies and their be~vur; problems m admm1strabve management; tlleory of complex orgamzauons; pohcy outcomes of the ad~
ministrative process.
·
Prerequisites: POLS 2313, 2314.

·

POLS 4367 AMERICAN JUDICIAL PROCESS
Summer
.
·
'
Adv~ced study of the structure, functions and procedures of the national, state a{ld local judicial systems;
the interrelationshi{> between the American judiciary and other components of the political system; the im~.
pact of judicial deci$ion-making on public policy.
Prerequisites: POLS 2313, 2314.
\

POLS 4373 AMERICAN POLITICAL PARTIES AND POLITICS
Fall, Odd years
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'

'

A study of the history, organization, function and-leadership of political parties and the role they play in the
operation of national, state and local governments in the Uni~ States and a study of the role of group politics and voting behavior in the American political process.
Prerequisites: POLS 2313, 23.J4.
· ,
POLS 4375 AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY
,
·,
J
'
Study of the politics, foiinulation, conduct arid consequences of U;S. foreign policy The roles of the president, Congress, interest groups, political parties, the military and intelligence agencies and public opinion
are· examined; Specific cases of major foreign policy decisions to be examined.
Prerequisites: POLS 23l,t2314.
'
POLS 438i GOVERNMENTS AND POLITICS OF CHINA, JAPAN AND INDIA
Spring
/
, '
.Study of the soci~economic setting, constitutional framework, political forces, authoritative decision-mak•
ing agencies and certain major policy outputs of China, Japan and India.
,Prerequisites,· POLS 2313, 2314.
.
1

POLS 4383 POLmcs OF CENTRAL AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN
Fall ,

A survey of governmental structures and politics in Central America.and the Caribbean, examines competing ideologies, group developments, party interests, influence ofrevolutioh, relationships among political,
social and economic structures and Latin America's role in the world political arena
Prerequisites:. POLS 2313,. 2314
GOV/' 3383. may not be repeated/or credit).
. (was
.
POLS 4384 SEMINAR IN'LOCAL GOVERNMENT PROBLEMS I
Fall
An examination and study of administrative problems in local government.

Prerequisites: POLS 2313, 2314.

\

POLS 4386 SOUTH AMERICAN POLITICS
Spring
,
A survey of governmental structures and politics in South America. Examines competing ideologies, group
developments, party interests, influence of revolution, relationship between political, social and economic
structures and South America's role in the world political arena.
.

Prerequisite: POLS 2313, 2314.
POLS 4387 POLITICS OF MEXICO
.
·
A study of the politics and government of Mexico focusing on the political system in tfie context of history
and culture. Study of Mexico's relations with the U.S. and other nations.
·
Prerequisites: POLS2313,2314.
.
.
POLS 5360 , AMERICAN EXECUTIVE PROCESS AND POLICY OUTPUTS
Fall, Even years
·
.

_ ·
·
, Advanced study of the development of the power and influence of the president and other American execu•
_tives; procedures and policies of the executive process; executive policy outputs; the relation 'of the executive to the other elements of the political system.
POLS. 5367 AMERICAN JUDICIAL PROCESS
Summer
Advanced study of the structure, functions and procedures of the national, state and 1~ judicial systems,
the interrelationshi{) between the American judiciary and other components of the political system; the impact of judicial decISion-making on public policy. '
POLS 5386 POLITICS OF SOUTH AMERICA
Spring
,
_
A survey of governmental structures and politics in South America. Exam\nes the political processes and
their relationship to existing social and economic structures ,of South America.
·

Master's of Public Administration (M.P.A.) degree graduate prograiµ
The Department of Political Science offers graduate study toward a Masters of Fublic Administration
(M.P.A.) degree. The M.P.A. is intended to be a professional preparation program for public service in
governmental agencies at the federal, state, regional and local levels.
The requirements for admission to this program are as follows:
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1. Must hold a Bachelor's degree or its equivalent from a college or university accredited by the

regional accrediting association in which the institution is located.
2. Clear Admission .
·
Must meet the following admission criteria:
.
a. The applicant must have a 3.0 grade poin,t average (G.P.A.) or more on a 4.0 scale and provide a
minimum composite Graduate Record Examination (G.R.R) score of 600 or more (sum of verbal
and quantitative) or provide a minimum Graduate Management Admissions Test (OMAT) score of
350 or more, or
· ·
.
b. The applicant mqst _have a composite score.of 1000 or more _on the ORE or-a GMAT scoreof470 or
more and have completed all transcript requirements, or
.,..
·
c. The applicant must meet requirements for changing "probationary" to "clear," or
d. The applicant i:nust hold a Master's degree from an accredited university and have completed all
transcnpt requirements.
·
·
3. Probationary Admission
.
·
An applicant who does not meet cl~ar admission requirements but has a score of 1200 or more, based
upon the fo{lowing formula: 200 times the Grade Point Average (G.P.A.) plus the sum of the verbal and
quantitative part of the Graduate Record Examination (GRE) will be granted probationary admission.
An entrance score must be met prior to registration. A probationary admission applicant is limited to a
maximum of 12 semester hours. When the applicant.has earned 9 or more graduate hours and has a 3.0
G.P.A. or better,'the applicant's admission status will be changed to clear aamission.
4. Denied Admission
An applicant is denied admission for failure to meet admission requirements. The "Denied Admission"
status of an applicant can be altered by meeting admission requirements such as improving ORE scores
and/or grade point average (G.P.A.)
.
5. Program (continuatjon)
.
.
· .
.
When a grade of ''.C" or lower is received in three or more courses in the program (even if the course is
repeated and a higher grade is received), a master's ca11didate is ineligible to continue in the program or
to take the comprehensive examination.
.
·
. .
1

,

Degree Requirements ..
The Master's of Public Administration (M.P.A.) graduate degree requires successful completion of39 total
graduate semester credit hours.
1. Prerequisite
If a student does not have an academic background in public administration, or political science, tht
student must take: POLS 6301 - The Public Administration Profession (3 semester hours} which cannot .
be counted toward degree reqµirements. Studeqts whose academic preparation in public administration
or political science is deficient may be required to do additional "leveling" course work before clear ad
mission to the program.
·
·
2. Core
.
Students will be required to take eighteen (18) semester hours of core courses. These include three (3)
semester credit hours (SCH) covered by POLS 6302 -Graduate Seminar in Public Administration, and
five (5) other core courses in the five program areas recommended by the National Association of
Schools of Public Affairs and Administration (NASPAA). The five program ar,as and the five core
courses are:
'
.
,
.

NASPAA Area A- Political-Social-Economic Environment
POLS 6305 - Problems in State & Local Government
NASPAA Area B - Public Policy Analysis
POLS 6312 -'Policy Implementation and Program Evaluation
NASPAA Area C - Manageijal Processes
POLS 6321 - Public Personnel Administration
NASPAA Area D -Analytical Tools
POLS 6330 - Scope and Methods in Public Administration
NASPAA Area E - Individual-Group-Oriariizational Behavior
POLS 6341 - Decision-Making and Management in Public Organization
3. Designated Electives (specialization) ·
Students will then take twelve (12)semester.;eredit hours of courses supportive of study within the
discipline. The courses may be taken from the five NASPAA program areas. Six (6) hours may be
taken outside the department in approved gra9uate~level courses.
We suggest the following four (4) cour~ for the twelve (12) semester credit hours of designated
electives or specialization:
POLS 6304 - Intergovernmental Relations
POLS 6310-The Formulation of Public Policy
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'POLS 6320 - Public Finance Administration
POLS 6342 - Bureaucracy and Organization Theory

4. Free Electives

No free electives are advisable. •.

'

5. OtMfCourses
Students who do not have work experience· in public administration will be required to complete a three
(3) semester hour ••Internship.'' This course is POLS 6325 -The Internship. (Students employed full.time in the public sector may use their'present position as· the basis for their internship experience if they
successfully take POLS 6325.)
. · .
\
· ·
Each candidate for the M.P.A. must successfully complete either a Thesis -POLS 7300-7301 (6 hours),
or an Applied Research Grant Project- POLS 7302-7303 (6 hours). Each student must successfully
complete either the thesis, or the applied research grant project, by defending it publicly with the
acceptance of the supervisory instructor and two additional reviewers.

6. Fina/Requirements

.

·

After a student has successfully completed the 39 hours, he or she becomes a candidate for the
Master's of Public Administration (M.P.A.) degree and must successfully complete an oral ·and written
· comprehensive examination. The final comprehensive examination will be administered by the
supervisory instructor and two additional faculty members.

Course Descriptions
Public Administration
POLS 6301 THE PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION PROFESSION
A survey of the thefuies and practices which form the foundation of public administration in the United
States. Prerequisite for beginning graduate students who have no academic background in public administration or who have no practical experience in public service. Will not count for credit toward the 39 hour~
of the ~ter's in Public Administration (M.P.A.) degree.

•

POLS 6302 GRADUATE SEMINAR IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
An introduction 19 the concepts, theories, literature, research, and-analytical methods of public ~ministra- •
tion. Required ofall M.P.A. graduate students.
,
Prerequisite: POLS 6301 or Instructor's permission.
NASPAA Area A: Political-Social-Economic Environment
POLS 6304· INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS
.
Analysis of political, administrative, and fiscal relationships among governments in the American political
system. The constitutio11al and theoretical basis for federalism; national-state-local government relations,
and regional arrangements.
POLS 6305 PROBLEMS IN STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT
An analysis of the basic problems of Amencan state and local government, 'with an emphasis on administrative problems and issues in state, county and local governments.
,

NASPAA Area B: Public ~olicy Analysis
POLS 6310 THE FORMULATION OF PUBLIC POLICY
An analysis of the impact of public policy on the political environment. Several policies will be studied and
analyzed regarding their fonnulation and their implementation.

POLS 6312 POLICY IMPLEMENTATION AND PROGRAM EVA:LUATION
with the application of quantitative methods .to the evaluation of public policies and
programs regarding their implementation~

•An advanced

course

NASfAA Area C: · Managerial Processes
POLS 6320 PUBLIC FINANCE ADMINISTRATION
Analysis of the formation, management and administration of fiscal policies at all levels of government in
the United States. The budgeting process and the practice of resource al.location will be studied.
POLS 6321 . PUS.UC PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
Analysis of the major personnel managemenr problems .and issues in. government The recruitment, selection, development, advancement, and evaluatio~s,,.,of personnel will be examined. Employee-employer relations, affmnative action, collective bargaining, interpersonal and ethical relationships will be studied.
·
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NASPAA Area D: Analytical Tools
POLS 6330 SCOPE AND METHODS IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Analytical methods, research techniques, and models of inquiry in the study of public administration.
NASPAA AREA E: Individual•Group•Organization Behavior
.

POLS 6341

'

••.

DECISION•MAKING AND MANAGEMENT IN PUBLIC ORGANIZATIONS

The study ofj)<?litical leadership; its various styles and types. Emphasis on the skills,,cparacteristics, and
situations that contribute to the development of J)Olitical leadership and decision-making:
·
POLS 6342 BUREAUCRACY AND ORGANIZATIONAL THEORY ,

.

The study of the various theories of organization and organizational behavior. An an~ysis of the theories
~ practices of governmental organization and functions.
Required for Graduation:
POLS 6325 THE INTERNSHIP

,

The pracµcal public management experience through an arranged internship in a government or non-profit
agency fol' one semester. Periodic seminars and supervisor-intern consultations will be held, with a final
.administrative report required.
Prerequisite: consent of Director.
POLS 7300 & 7301 THESIS

or
POLS 7302 & 7303 . APPLIED RESEARCH GRANT PROJECT
The thesis or applied research grant project requires the student work under the directiQn and supervision of
a graduate faculty member. The student will prepare a prospectus to include a statement of the problem,
research design, specification of data, questions to be answered, and a representative bibliography, and submit it to the supervising instructor prior to registration. TJte thesis or the applied research grant project will
be defended publicly after it has been tentatively approved by the supervising instructor and two additional

readers.

Pre-Law
See Department of Political Science

Department of Psychology and A~thropology
Dr. Roy E. Cain; Chair

Psychology
Full•time Faculty

..

Alamia, Alfonso J. (Ph.D., New Mexico, 1985; asst. prof.) Developmental, Adolescence, Behavior Modification, Bilingual Testing '
Aldridge, James W.,* Jr. {Ph.D. SUNY-Binghamton, 1976; prof.) Perception, Cognition, Memory
Arnold, Bill It* (Ph.D., North texas State,.1976; prof.) Counseling and Rehabilitatioo and Clinic'al Neuropsycholbgy
_.
.·.
.
Cain, Roy E. * (Ph.D., Texas Tech, 1972; .assoc. prof.) Physiological Psychology, Biofeedback, Psychophysiology, Stress Management 1
.
·
•
· •
· .
•
• .
Gonzalez, Genaf9 (Ph.D., University of Califomia,.Santa Ctuz, 1982; asst. prof.) Social, Cross-Cultural .
James-Aldridge, Valerie G.* (Ph.D., Oklahoma State, 1975; assQC •. prof.) Animal Behavior.Primate .
Behavior, Research in 2.oos
'\
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Kendrick,.Sherrill* (Ph.D., Southern Mississippi, 1974; asst. prof.) Clinical, Behavior Modification
Levine, Bert D.* (Ph.D., Texas, 1953; prof.) Petsonality Theories, Abnonnal Behavior, Adjustment
·Montgomery, Gary T.* (Ph.D., Texas Tech, 1972; prof.) Developmental, Psychophysiology·
Winkel, Mark H.* (Ph.D., Oklahoma State, 1982; assoc. prof.) Cognitive Social Psychology, Law and
Psychology
Wisener, Robert H. III,* (Ed. D., Northern Colorado, 1975: asst. prof.) School, Clinical
*Graduate Faculty
A major is offered in psychology with either a Bachelor of Arts or <l Bachelor of Science degree. A demand
exists for undergraduate psychology majors in public and private agencies dealini with human relations.
However, the more challenging and specialized fields in psychology usually require further study beyond
the Bachelor's degree. High academic standards are required of those students planning to do graduate
work, and the B.S. program is designed to ensure that students planning further stuc,ly acqu~ a background
that will maximize their chances of success in graduate school. Training in research methods, statistics, and
theory are required of all majors. According to their own interests, majors take further courses in the areas
of clinical, experimental, community, social and developmental psychology. Students pursuing the B.S.
degree also take further courses in the natural sciences and computer science. Whenever possible, students
are involved in the many ongoing research programs of the department, giving them practical experience in .
the discipline.
In addition, the department offers a minor in psychology; and courses also are offered for students seeking a
minor teaching field for teacher certification in secondary education.
PLEASE NOTE: Students seeking Texas certification in psychology must have a second teaching field,
excluding sociology. Please see the department chair.
\

Degree Requirements

Major in Psychology (B.A. Degree):
30 semester hours in Psychology of which 15 hours must be advanced; must include PSY 1313 or 1387,
1323 or 1388, 2301, 2325, 3343, 4313.
/

Major in Psychology (B.S. Degree):
30 semester hours in Psychology of which 15 hours must be advanced: must include:
PSY 1313 or 1387; 1323 or 1388; 2301; 2325
Select two from PSY 3353, 3373, 4318
· Select one from PSY 4319, 4320, 4363
Select6ne fromPSY 4313,4333
Select one from PSY 3343, 4383
Select two sequences from: (total of 16 hours)
a. Physics 1401, 1402 (Prerequisite: Math 1340)
b. Biology 1401, 1402
c. Chemistry 1401, 1402
d. Physical Science 1421, 1422
Select one from:
a. Biology 3303
b. Physics 3401
c. Computer Science 1380
d. Chemistry 3401
e. Physical Science 3301
Minor in Psychology:
18 semester hours in Psychology of which 6 must be advanced; must include PSY 1313 or 1387, and 1323
or 1388.
Teacher Certification in Psychology:
Secondary Option II: 24 semester hours in Psychology of which 12 hours must be advanced. PSY 1313 or
1387, and 1323 or 1388 are required.
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Course Descriptions
Psychology
PSY 1313 . INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY

Fall, Spring, Summer
·
·
An introduction io the study of mental processes. Topics include: the scientific methods used in psychology; the scope and goals of psychology, the influences of heredity, physiology and environment; and the
conditions governing learning, memory, sensation and perception. (Formerly PSY 2313, may not be repeated for crediL)
PSY 1323

QENERAL PSYCHOLOGY

.

Fall, Spring, Summer
.
,
·
Emphasis is on emotions and motives, the normal and abnormal personality, individual differences; the
child, the·adult and society. (Formerly PSY 2323, may not be repeated for credit.)
PSY 1387 INTRODUCTORY PSYCHOLOGY (HONORS PLAN)

Once each year
.
r
Emphasis is placed upon research methods, the brain and nervous system, perception, states of awareness,
and learning.
frerequisite: Admission to Honors Studies or by invitation.
PSY 1388 GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY (HONORS PLAN)

Once each year
·
:.
Emphasis is placed upon intelligence, personality, motivation, vocational choice and the application of psychological principles to behavioral problems.
.
Prerequisite: Admission to Honors Studies or by invitation,
PSY 2301

QASIC STATISTICS FOR PSYCHOLOGISTS

Fall, Spring
.
.
·
A practical study of the procedures used in handling psychological data including descriptive statistics, central tendency, variation, correlation and inference. (Formerly PSY 4301, may not be repeated for ci:.edit.)
Prerequisite: MATH 1334 Qr higher (except MATH 2306) and PSY 1313 and 1323.
PSY 2324 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY

Fall, Spring
A study of psychological and sociological principles as they relate tQ human social behavior. Relevant areas of theory and research in social psychology will be covered.
Prerequisite: 6 hours from the following: PSY 1313, 1323, SOC 1313, 1323.
PSY 2325 EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY I

Fall.Spring
.
Lecture - lab9ratory approach in illustrating the techniques of psychological research.
Prerequisite: PSY 1313, 1323, and 2301 or STAT 2330.
PSY 2331

PSYCHOLOGY OF DISABILITY

Once each year
Provides a swvey ofpsychological aspects of disability, with emphasis on physical disability. Includes an
overview of research areas and findings. Describes major disability groups, and the general psychological
processes that are observed in patients and their families as they react and adjust to their disabilities.
PSY 2335

DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY: INFANCY AND CHILDHOOD

Once each year
·
A study of the physical, mental, emotional and social growth from conception through childhood.
Prerequisite: PSY 1313.
·
PSY 2336 DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY: ADOLESCENCE

Alternate years
A study of the physical, mental, emotional and social growth from childhood through adolescence.
Prerequisite: PSY 1313 or 1323.
PSY 2337 PSYCHOLOGY OF LIFESPAN DEVELOPMENT AND AGING

Fall.Spring
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•

An overview of the co$Ditive, social-role and motivation changes that occur with age from a psychologicaV
developmental viewpomt.
·
Prerequisite: PSY 1313 or PSY 1323. May not be counted if credit is received/or either PSY 2335 or'PSY
3333.
. ·
.

PSY 2340 PSYCHOLOGY OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE
Once each year
An introduction to the field of substance abuse and the knowledge of psychological and physiological effects of substance abuse. The course provides an historical overview of the evolving attitudes, values, and
treatment approaches .to substance abuse. It will also review current state-of-the-art re~h on the primary
prevention of substance abuse and innovations in service delivery, suth as employee assis'1ance programs.
PSY 2345 PSYCHOLOGY OF LEARNING
Once each year
An introduction to the methods, results and interpretations of experimental studies of learning. Emphasis
will be placed on classical and instrumental conditioning procedures.
Prerequisite: PSY 1313. (Formerly 3323 and 4324, may not be repeated for credit.)
PSY 3305 BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT AND MODIFICATION
Fall.Spring
,
An overview of existing behavioral control techniques for-the remediation and prevention of problem behaviors and for the optimization of normal behaviqrs in real life settings. Contrasting therapeutic approaches will be examined as well as the ethics of behavior control and the impact of behaviorism on 20th
century man. .
,
·
Prerequisite: PSY 1313 and 1323 .

.,

- PSY 3325 PSYCHOLOGY OF ADJUSTMENT
Once each year
.
.This course is devoted to a study of the normal personality and the influences which foster effective adjustment

Prerequisites: PSY 1313~ 1323.
PSY 3326 CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
Alternate years
,
.
A review and discussion of recent issues and advances in social psychology. Focuses on contemporary concerns with regard to both theory and research in the laboratory and the community. May be counted as PSY
3326 or SOC 3326.
·

Prerequisite:
PSY 2324 or SOC
2324. ·
'
'
/

,

PSY 3333 PSYCHOLOGY OF ADULTHOOD: MATURITY AND OLD AGE
Once each year
A study of such aspects of adulthood as job selection, marriage. child rearing and old age.
Prerequisite: PSY 1313 and 1323. ·
·
.
PSY 3340 ·sTRESS ~ANAGEMENT
Alternate years
This course introduces the swdent to a wide variety of stress reduction techniques and their implications for
health. Practical experiences as well as research in such areas as biofeedbac~. relaxation training and medi-'
\ talion are provided. .
·
Pre11equisites: PSY 1313 and 13~3.
PSY 3343 TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS iN PSYCHOLOGY
Fall.Spring
Concentrates on the theoretical aspects of test construction and on extensive survey of the major types of
standardi7.ed tests used in indus1ry, schools and mental health settings.
Prerequisite: PSY 1313, 1323, 2~01.

•

PSY 3353 PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY
Alternate years
.
An analysis of the basic physiological mechanisms underlying beh)lvior with emphasis on the role of the
central nervous system in sensation, emotion, motivation, learning and memory. A knowledge of biology is
helpful but not necessary.
1 '
Prerequisite: PSY 1313, 1323. (Fonnerly 4343, may not be ~ted for credit)

PSY 3373 SENSATION AND PERCEPTION
Once each year
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A study of the basic mechanisms underlying sensation and perception. Expe)'.imental methods, research
findings and theory are emphasized.

Prerequisite: PSY 1313 and 1323.

PSY 3383 INTRODUCTION TO ANIMAL BEHAVIOR
Once each year
·
,
An introduction to the methods, results, and interpretation of studies of animal behavior from the perspectives of comparative psychology and ethology. An emphasis will be placed on social and communicative
behavior.
·

Prerequisite: PSY1313.

PSY 3384 PRIMATE BEHAVIOR
Every year
A review of the behavior of selected representatives of the order Primates, based upon research conducted
in both laboratory and field In addition, students will collect data on a representative primate group at the
Gladys Porter Zoo. May be counted as ANTH 3384.
·

Prerequisites: PSY 1313 and 3383 or consent of instructor.

PSY 4312 FEMALE AND MALE
•Alternate years
An examination of the physiological, psychological influences of sex role development including such top- ·
ics as human liberation, sexual behavior, child rearing practices and career opportunities. (Formerly PSY
4311 and SOC 4311, may not be repeated for credit.) •

Prerequisite: 9 hours ofpsychology or consent of instructor.
PSY 4313 ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY
Fall, Spring, Summer ·
.
.
A comprehensive analysis of various emotional disorders, neuroses and psychoses, their symptoms, etiolo1

•

gies and treatmerit and approaches.

•

•

.

.

·

Prerequisite: PSY 1313 and 1323.
PSY 4318 THEORIES OF LEARNING
Twice per year
A historical review of major theoretical positions in the field of animal and human learning.

Prerequisite: PSY 1313, 1323, or consent of instructor.
PSY 4319 COGNITIVE PROCESSES

Alternate years
The experimental study of conscious, voluntary mental processes. Topics include recognition of written
words and other patterns, recognition of speech and comprehension of language~ limits on ability to divide
attention, concept formation, problem solving,. and reasoning. Emphasis is on adult processes rather than on
development of the processes in children.

Prerequisite: PSY 1313, 1323.

PSY 4320 MEMORY
Alternate years
The experimental study of the acquisition, storage, retrieval, and fprgetting of verbal information. Emphasis is on basic research and theory abo~ adult processes, and little consideration is given to either applications or development of the processes in children.

Prerequisite: PSY 1313, 1323.
PSY 4333 THEORIES OF PERSONALITY
Twice per year
Emphasis is placed on the major theories of personality which attempt to explain t11ie psychological nature
and behavior of people. Some consideration is given to the process involved in developmg a theory of personality.
Prerequisite: PSY 1313, 1323.
~y 4353 INTRODUCTION TO CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY

Once each year
A comprehensive overview of clinical psychology. This 'course covers its history, diverse theoretical orientations, functions and problems. Both theory and research are emphasized

Prerequisite: PSY 4313 or 4333.
PSY 4355, PSYCHOLOGY AND MYTHOLOGY
Fall, odd years
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'

,

I

/

This course will study the impact and interrelationships of psychological thought and mythological theory.
The impact of the theories of Freud, Adler, Jung, L~vi-Strauss and others on mythology will be studied.
May be counted as ANTII 5355.
Prerequisites: PSY 1323 or ANTH 1323 or ANTH 2353 or instructor's consent.
PSY 4363 SYSTEMS AND THEORIES IN PSYCHOLOG.Y
Once each year
.
,
.
A history of the deveI,opment of psychology and a study of theories in contemporary psychology.
Prerequisite: PSY 1313, 1323.
PSY 4383

SPECIAL PROBLEMS

On demand
,
Selected topics assigned according to the inter~st of the class _and/or student Sequential registration for up
to nine hours is permitted as topics vary. 1
•
·
Prerequisite: 9 hours of Psychology and consent of instructor.
\
PSY 5355

PSYCHOLOGY AND MYTHOLOGY

Fall, odd years
,,
,
·
This course will study the impact and interrelationships of psychological thought and mythological theory.
The impact of the theories of Freud, Adler, Jung, Levi-Strauss and others on mythology will be studied.
May be counted as ANTH 5355.
Prerequisites: PSY 1323 or ANTH 1323 or ANTH 2353 or instructor's consent.
PSY 6300

SYSTEMS AND THEORIES IN PSYCHOLOGY

Ondemand
.
A his~ry of the development of psychology and a study of the theories in contemporary psychology.
Prerequisite: Graduate standing and 6 semester hours of psychology and/or consent of the instructo~.
PSY 6305 ADVANCED STUDIES IN PSYCHOPATHOLOGY .

Ondemand ,
'
A study of the classification, etiology and treatment of abnormal behaviors. Supporting outside readings
will be emphasized.
.
·
Prerequisite: Graduate standing and 6 semester hours of psychology a,Jdlor consent of instructor.
PSY 6311

ADVANCED STUDIES IN PERSONALITY THEORY

Ondemand '
A study of the development, strmnure, and assessment qf personality, with consideration of the major theoretical attempts to account for the psychological nature and behavior of man. Supporting outside readings
wµt be emphasized.
.
Prerequisite: Graduate standing and 6 semester hours of psychology and/or consent of instructor.
[

PSY 6315

ADVANCED BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT

Ondemand
.
Principles and techniques of modifying behaviors across therapeutic and natural settings. Following a review of classical and ~rant conditioning techniques, focus is on self-management skills and cognitive-behavioral procedures.
.
Prerequisite: Graduate standing and 6 semester hours of psychology and/or consent of instructor.
PSY 6320

CURRENT PERSPECTIVES IN PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY

On demand
In-depth study of the relatioJlShip between biological events and behavior. Emphasis is placed on the physiological ~ubstrates of learning, memory, emotion, and motivation.
Prerequisite: Graduate sianding and 6 semester hours of psychology. and/or consent of instructor.
PSY 6325 THEORETICAL ISSUES IN LEARNING ,:.i

; On demand
' A survey of theoretical perspectives in learning and memory. Historical as well as contemporary issues will
be emphasized.
·
· ·
'
'
Prerequisite: Graduate standing and 6 semester hours of psychology and/or consent of instructor i
PSY 6330 ADVANCED STUDIES IN CHILD DEVELOPMENT

On demand
A survey of the major theoretical traditions in child development through adolescence, with application to
selected areas to illustrate the theories.
- ,
,
Prerequisite: Graduate standing and 6 semester hours of psychology and/or consent of instructor.
'
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Anthropology
Fult.time Faculty
Glazer, Mark (Ph.D. Northwestern, 1973; prof.) Folklore, Anthropological Theory
, '
Pozorski, Shelia (Ph.D. Texas, 1976; asst. prof.) N~w World Archaeology, Archaeological Method and
, Theory, Ethnobiology, Museum Studies
' ·
·
Pozorski, Thomas (Ph.D., Texas, 1976; assoc. prof.) New World Archaeology, South American Culture,
Complex Societies
The primary focus of both the major and minor.is on anthropology as a broad-based disciplfne, with special ~
emphasis on cultural anthropology, physical 1J11thropology, archaeology, and. folklore. Special topics
courses are also available in advanced fopdore, anthropological theory and methods, and New World archaeology. A major or minor in anthropology is particularly appropriate for professionals who plan to practice. in South Texas, or a comparable area made special by the meetini of different cultures. Anthropology
a1Sf) provides an excellent preparation for careers in international busmess, government. politics, criminal
justice, social work, and medicine or other health-related professions. The more specialized fields in anthropology usually require further study beyond the Bachelor's degree.

Major in Anthropology: .
36 semester ho~ in Anthropol~gy of which 18 must be advanced; must include:
ANTH 1323 Introductory Cultural Anthropology
ANTH 1324 Human Evolution
·
ANTH 2342 :Introductory Archaeology
ANTH 2353 Introduction to Folklore
ANTH 4345 Anthropological Theory and Methodology
,
Students majoring in anthropology may 'select one course (3 semester hours) from the following list of related courses to counttoward fulfilling the requirement of 36 hours for a major in anthropology.
Related courses:
·
ENG 3319 Descriptive Linguistics
ENG 3321 Language and Culture

Minor in Anthropology:
,
i
18 semester hours in Anthropology, of which 6 hours must be advanced; must include ANTH 1323, 1324,
and4345. ·
I

Cou,rse Description
Anthropology
•

I

ANTU 1323 INTRODUCTION TO CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY
An introduction to cultural anthropology. Major aspec,ts of culture (social organization; economics, religion, etc.), cultural patterns and socio-cultural change are emphasized. (Formerly SOC 232~; may not be

repeated for credit.)

1:

·

'

·

ANTU 1324, HUMAN EVOLUTION
Fall
An introduction to human evolution, homonid morphology, human variation, and prehistoric development,
a survey of the biological and cultural evolution ofhuman beings to the present. (Formerly ANTH 1313 and
1413; may not be repeated for credit.)
~
•
ANTU 2301 BASIC ST ATISTICS. FOR ANTJIROPOLOGISTS

A practical st_udy of the procedures used in handling psychological and sociological data including descriptive statistics, central tendency, variation, correlation and inference. May·be counted as PSY 2301.
Prerequisite: MATH 1340 and 6 hours from thefollowing: ANTH J-323, 1324, 2342; PSY 1313, 1323;
soc 1313, 1323.
.
ANTU 2323

MEXICAN AMERICAN CULTURE

An introduction to the culture and tradition of Mexican Americans. The cultural history, organization of the
family, traditions, lifestyle, kinship patterns, values, and social organization of Chicano culture will be emphasized.
'
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.

ANTU 2342 INTRODUCTION TO ARCHAEOLOGY
General introduction to the field of archaeology. Emphasis on methods of data collection, analysis, and a
world review of major events in the development of past human civilizations.
!

ANTU 2353 INTRODUCTION TO FOLKLORE
.
Fall,Spring
·
·
'General introduction into the field of folklore data including collection, ereservation, analysis and interpretation according to the main social science theories of folklore. Emphasis on folk music, narrative, drama.
art, medicine and material culture. Credit may not be received for both ANTII 2353 and SOC 2353..
ANTU 3351 COMPARATIVE MYTHOLOGY
A cross cultural examination of the mythologies of pre-literate and literate cultures. Greek, Hebrew, Indian,
Mesoamerican and North American Indian mythologies and major theoretical approaches in the study of
. myth will be surveyed in this course.
Prerequisite: ANTH 1323 or ANTH 2353 or consent of..instructor.
ANTU 3363 ARCHAEOLOGICAL METHOD AND THEORY
Reviews major theoretical orientations from an historical perspective with an emphasis on current ap- .
proaches. Examines major aspects of archaeological methodology including excavation and laboratory pro- .
cedures, sampling strategy, dating techniques, and floral and faunal analysis.
Prerequisite: ANTH 2342. or consent of instructor.
ANTU 3368 PEOPLES OF SOUTH AMERICA
.
A study of societies native to the South American continent from the time of the first Western contact to the
present Considerable emphasis is placed ~:m their interactions with environments as diverse as the high
Andes and the Amaz.on basin. .
·
Prerequisite: ANTH 1323 or consent of instructor.
· ANTU 3375 MEXICAN AMERICAN FOLKLORE
.
This course is designed to introduce Mexican American folklore. The course includes the study of Chicano
legends, folktales, riddles, folk music, ballads, and festival~. Students have the opportunity to learn how to
collect and, archive folklore materials. Credit may not be received for both ANTII 3375 and SOC 3375.
Prerequisite: ANTH 2353·-or consent of instructor.
ANTU 3384 PRIMATE BEHAVIOR'
A review of the behavior of selected representatives of the order Primates, based upon research conducted · ·
both in the laboratory and in the field. In addition, students.will collect and analyze data on a representative
primate group at the Gladys Pnrter Zoo in Brownsville. May be counted as PSY 3384.
Prerequisites: PSY 1313, 3383 or consent of instructor ·
ANTU 4345 ANTHROPOLOGICAL THEORY AND METHODOLOGY
Instruction in the methodology (interviewing, participant observation, network analysis, etc.) and theoretical
perspectives of anthropology. .
' · ', ·
·
Prerequisite: 6 hours of anthropology.
·

1

ANTU 4353 FOLKLORE OF THE LOWER RIO GRANDE VALLEY
A fiel~ research app~h to the folklore !)f the Valley. A review of the legends, faicy tales, ballads. proverbs, nddles, and folklife of the Lower R10 Gran~ Valley.
·
Prerequisite: ANTH 2353 or 3375.
1

ANTU 4355 PSYCHOLOGY'AND MYTHOLOGY
This course will study the impact and interrelationships of psychological thought and mythological theory.
The impact pf the theories of Freud; Adler, J'111S, Levi-Strauss and others on mythology will be studied.
Prerequisites: ANTH 1323 or ANTH 2353 or PSY 1323 or consent of instructor.
ANTU 4365 ARCHAEOLOGY OF SOUTH AMERICA
A study of the prehistory of South America, with an emphasis on the Andean area. Cultural development
will be traced from the time of the first inhabitants through the Incas. The development of comp.lex societies leading up to the Incas will be emphasized.
Prerequisite: ANTH 2342 or consent of'instructor.
ANTU 4369 ARCHAEOLOGY OF MEXICO AND CENTRAL AMERICA
A study of the prehistory of Mexico and Central America beginning with the first cultures to inhabit the
area and ending with the arrival of the Spanish. Major civilizations of the area will be emphasi7.ed, includ-
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ing the Olmecs, Mayas, and Aztecs.
Prerequisite: ANTH 2342 or consent of instructor.
ANTU 4374

ARCHAEOLOGY OF NORTH AMERICA

A study of the prehistory of North America north of Mexico. The course deals with cultural development
from th€r time of the initial peopling of the New World until the arrival of Columbus. Major cultural developments' in the southwestern and eastern U.S. will be emphasized.
'
Prerequisite: ANTH 2342 or consent of instructor.
ANTU 4385 TOPICS IN ANTHROPOLOGY
Topics are varied according to availability of faculty and student interest. Course can be repeated as topics
change.
,
Prerequisite: 6 hour~ of anthropology or consent of instructor
ANTU 535S PSYCHOLOGY AND MYTHOLOGY
Fall, odd years
.

.
.
This course will study the impact and interrelationships of psychological thought and mythological theory.
The impact of the theories of Freud, Adler, Jung, Levi-Strauss and others on mytholegy will be studied.
Prerequisites: PSY 1323 or ANTH 1323 or ANTH 2353 or consent of instructor.
I

Recreation
See Health and. Kinesiology

Department of Sctu~ol Administration and Supervision
Dr. J.C. Nichols, Acting Chair
Full-time Faculty

•~

Carlan, Carl* (Ed. D. University of California at Berkeley, 1972; assoc. prof.) administration and super'

.

.

Nichols, John C. * (Ph.D. University of Texas, 1967; prof,) Educational Administration
·
Pulley, Jerry* (Ed. D. Univ. of Missouri-Columbia 1968; prof.) administration and supervision
Reeves, B.E.* (Ed. D. Texas Tech, 1965; prof.) administration and supervision
*Graduate Faculty .
The Department of School Administration and Supervision offers the Master: of Education Degree in super•ion and in !JChool administration.
.
,
.
·
In addition 19 the supervisor certification and degree, a 45-semester-hour program leading to the Middle
Management certificate and a 6()-hour School Superintendent's certificate also ·are offenxf.
·
All students (lesirini to complete an M.Ed. program in the Department of School Administration and Supervision must meet mmimurn Gradua~ School and School of Education entrance requirements, complete an
oral examination following the completion of twelve semester hours of gradu~ work, and pass a comprehensive written examination at the end of the pro~.
·
, ·

Degree/Certification Requirements: Supervision
M.Ed. Degree in Supervision
The instructional supervisor is an integral part of the leadership team which manages the systems of public
education in American society. The Master's degree program in supervision emphasizes the training of
personnel for change-oriented supervision who are competent in such areas as curriculum improvement,
· leadership skills, instructional practices improvement, the selection and utilization of m~ia and materials,
and in planning and directing personnel development
activities.
,·

'

The 39-hour program provides opportunities in several areas of specialization at both ·the elementary and
secondary school levels.
.
•
·
.
It is recommended that the student complete the following courses prior to the oral examination: ED 6300,
ED 6370, ED 6301, ED 6302 or PSY 5318. The Practicum, ED 6371 and ED 6379, should be the last six
hours of the student's program.
Master of Education
Major:
Supervision

Certification:
Supervisor ·
Non-Thesis

LEADERSHIP FOR INSTRUCTIONAL IMPROVEMENT
(18
hours)
1
Curriculum and Staff Development
·
•
ED 6330* The Curriculum in the Elementary School or ED 6331 • The Curriculum in the Secondary
School
*Should be taken prior to ED 6334.
ED 6334 Curriculum Development - Problems and Procedures
ED 6397 Analysis of Teaching Behavior
Theory and Practice of Instruction Leadership
ED 6370 Supervision of Instruction
ED 6371 Practicum in Supervision
.
ED 6379 Problems in Educational Supervision
LEARNING THEORYAND INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY
(6 hours)
ED 6301 Instructional-Media in Teaching
·
,
ED 6302 Advanced Educational Psychology or PSY 5318 Leaming Theories
RESEARCH TOOLS
(6 hours)
ED 6300 Introduction to Research
ED 6367 Statistical Methods .
RESOURCE A.REA
.
(9 hours)
With approval of the adviser, the student will select graduate courses from such areas as Elem<;ntary Education, Secondary Education, Bilingual/Bicultural Education, Reading, Early Childhood Education, Special
Education; disciplines outside of Education, or professional development courses.
,
.
TOTAL
39 hours
Master of Education

Major:
Supervision

Certification:
Supervisor
Thesis

LEADERSHIP FOR INSTRUCTIONAL IMPROVEMENT
(18 hours)
Curriculum and Staff Development
·
· ·
ED 6330* The Curriculum in the Elementary School or ED 6331 * The Curriculum in the Secondary
School
,.
*Should be taken prior to ED 6334.
ED 6334 Curriculum Development - Problems and Process
ED 6397 Analysis of Teaching Behavior
Theory and Practice of Instructional Leadership
· ED 6370 Supervision of Instruction
ED 6371 Practicum in Supervision
ED 6379. Problems in Educational Supervision
LEARNING THEORY AND INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY
. (3 hours)
J!D 6302 Adv~ced,Educational Psychology
or

.

.

PSY 5318LeamingTheories
RESEARCH TOOLS
(12 hours)
ED 6300 Introduction to. Research
ED 6?,67 Statistical Methods
. ED 7300 thesis (Problem Definition)
ED 7301 Thesis Completion
RESOURCE AREA
(3 hours)
.
With approval of adviser, the student will select coursework from such areas as Elementary Education, Secondary Education, Bilingual/Bicultural Education, Reading, Early Childhoo4 Education, Special Education,
disciplines outside Education or professional development courses.
TOTAL
36 hours
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PLEASE NO1E: Candidates applying for the supervision certifica\e must pass an ExCET Exam.
.
'

Degree/Certification ~eqiiirernents: Administration
The Educational Administrator's Program is designed to produce change-oriented administrators who are
competent in.such areas as administrative leadership, school organization and management, school law, .
finance, contemporary personnel practices, and instructional leadership.
A 36-hour M.Ed. program is offered.. Upon the successful completion of an additional 15 hours minimum
in administration, the student may earn the Middle Management Certificate.
,_ .
The endorsement for the Superintendent requires an additional fifteen hours beyond the Middle Management Certificate.
.
Students desiring ,to enter either the degree or certificate programs in Educational Administr-ation must meet
admission and other requirements specified.
,
· 1. Admission Requirements:
a. Admission to the Graduate School.
b. A complete application for Admission to the Administrator's Program.
·
c. Approval by the Department of School Administration and Supervision Admissions Committee•.
2.

Master of Education Degree Program:
·
For the student who is interested in at~ining a Master of Education Degree and at the same time have
these courses count toward certification, the Department of School Administration and Supervision
offers a 36-hour Master of Education Degree.
·

After obtaining the Master of Education Degree in Educational Administration, the student wishing to obtain certification must complete the appropriate program discussed below.
3. Certification Programs:
a. Middle Management Certification: For the student who already'J)Osses.ses a Master of
Education degree and who is interested in obtaining aProfessional Administrator's Certificate with
Middle Management (Principal) endorsement, the Department offers a 45-hour minimum Certification Program.
.
·
b. School Superintendent: For the s_tudent who already possesses a Master of Education Degree and
who \,Vishes to obtain. a Professional Administrator's Certificate with a School Superintendent
endorsement; the Department of School Administration and Supervision offers the 60-hour Certification Program.
4. The TemporlVY Administrator's Certificate:
,
·
Current certification regulations permit the issuance of a temporary certificate to persons being
employed as administrators prior to their completing the requirements for full certification. This
temporary certificate shall be valid for five years and cannot be-renewed. The University of TexasPan American will recommend applicants for Temporary Administrator's Certificate if they meet the
following criteria:
a. Assistant Principal
' 1. Holds a Bachelor's degree
2. Holds a Provisional Teacher's Certificate
3. Has two years of creditable classroom teaching experience. ·
4; Has a minimum of 12 graduai.e hours of Common Core required for the Professional
Administrator's Certificate.
5. Has been approved by the Department of School Administration and Supervision
Admissions Committee for the Administrator's Program.
6. Has been admitted to Graduate School.
7. Has completed application for the Temporary Administrator's Certificate.
8. Has obtamed a Money Order·or Cashier's Check for thirty ($30.00) dollars.
b. Principal
.
l.. Holds a master's degree.
2. Holds a Provisional Teacher's Certificate
3. Has two years of creditable clas~oom teaching experience.
4. Has a minimum of 12 graduate hours of the Common Core required for the Professional
Administrator's Certificate.
·
5. Has been approved by the Department of School Administration and Supervision
Admissions Committee for the Administrator's Program.
6. Has been admitted to Graduate School.
7. Has completed application for the Temporary Administrator's Certificate.
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8. Has obtained a Money Order or Cashier's Check for thirty ($30.00) dollars.
c. Superintendent
1. Holds a Middle Management Certificate.
.
·
,
2. Has been approved by the Department of School Administration and Supervision ·
Admissions Committee for the Superintendent's PrQgram.
3. Has been admitted to Graduate School.
·
4. Has completed application for the Temporary Superintendent's Certificate.
S. Has obtained a Money Order or Cashier's Check for thirty dollars ($30.00.)
PLEASE NOTE: Candidates applying for professional certificates must pass an EXCET Exam.
\

Master of Education
: o n a l Administration

Non-Certification

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH

(6hours)

ED 63~ Introduction to Research

ED 6367 Statistics
. (12 hours)
COMMONCORE
ED 6330 Elementary Curriculum or
ED 6331 Secondary Curriculum
ED 6384* Introduction to Educational Administration
·. *These courses should be .taken at the beginning of the student's program.
ED 6370 Supervision of Instruction
·
Three hours from:
1
ED 6385 School Law
ED 6389 Administration of School Business Services
ED 6334 Curriculum Development
RESOURCE AREA
(3·9 hours)
Choice of3 hours from Huma,n Relations and Communication
Component:
·
ED 6363 · Personal Growth or ED 6364 Consulting in Human Relations ·
Choice of 3 hours.from Multi~Cultural Component:
ED 6388 Socio-Cultural Foundations of Education
SOC 5313 American Minorities
SOC 5323 The Mexican Americans
ED 6302 or choice of 3 hours.from other academic areas approved by student's adviser

SPECIALIZED PREPARATION IN ADMINISTRATION
Required/or M.Ed.:
.
ED 6337 Administration of Special Instructional Programs
ED 6338 The School Principalship
Select 3-9 hours from: .·
ED 6381 Problems in Organization and Administration of Public Schools
ED 6386 Administration of Pllpil Personnel Services
ED 6393 The Administration of Staff Personnel
ED 6394 Psychology of Decision-Making
ED 6397 The Analysis of Teaching
ED 6336 Problems in Educaiion
Select 0-3 hours from:
ED 6308 Foundations of Reading Instruction
·
ED 5351 Teaching Reading to the Secondary Student
ED 6369 Educational Data Processing

(9-15 hours)

TOTAL:

36 hours

I

I

Master pf Education·
Certification:
Middle Management Certificate

Major:

Educational Administration·

COMMONCORE
ED 6330 Elementary Curriculum or ED 6331 Secondary Curriculum
ED 6384* Introduction to Educational Administration
ED 6370 Supervision of Instruction
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(18 hours)

ED 6385 School Law
'
ED 63'89 Administration of Scqool Business Services
ED 6334 Curriculum Development
.·
.
*These courses should be taken at the beginning of the student's program.
RESOURCE AREA
(9 hours)
Choice of3 hours from Human Relations and Communication Component
ED 6363 Personal Growth or ED 6364 Consulting in Human Relations
Multi-Cultural Component-Choice of 3 hours from:
ED 6388 Socio-Cultural Foundations of Education
SOC 5313 American Minorities
SOC 5323 The Mexican Americans
ED 6302 or choice of 3 hours from other academic areas approved by student's adviser.
SPECIALIZED PREPARATION FOR ADMINISTRATION
.
(18 hours)
Required:
ED 6337 Administration of Special Instructional Programs
ED 6338 The School Principalship
ED 6398 Internship in Middle Management
Select 6-9 hours from:
ED 6381 Problems in Organization and Administration of Public Schools
ED 6386 Administration of PupH Personnel Services
ED 6393 The Administration of Staff Personnel
ED 6394 Psychology of Decision-Making
ED 6397 The Analysis of Teaching
ED 6336 Problems in Education
Select 0-3 hours from:
ED 6308 Foundations of Reading Instruction
ED 5351 Teaching Reading to the Secondary Student
ED 6369 Educational Data Processing
TOTAL::
45 hours
Master of Education
Certification Program
(60-bour Program)

Professional Administrator
Superintendency

Major:
Education~ Administration
I

(18 hours)
COMMONCORE
ED 6330 Elementary Curriculum or ED 6331 Secondary Cmriculum
ED 6384 Introduction to Educational Administration
ED 6370 Supervision of Instruction
ED 6385 School Law
ED 6389 Administration of School Business Services
ED 6334 Curriculum Development
, (9 hoprs)
RESOURCE AREA .
Choice of 3 hours from Human Relations and Communication Component
ED 6363 Personal Growth
ED 6364 Consulting in Human Relations
Choice of 3 hours from Multi-Cultural Component:
ED 6388 Socio-Cultural Foundations ofEducation
SOC 5313 American Minorities
SOC 5323 The Mexican Americans
ED 6302 or choice of 3 hours from other 'Qcademic areas approved by student's adviser.
SPECIALIZED PREPARATION FOR ADMINIS1RATION
(18 hours)
Required:
•
ED 6337 Administration of Special Instructional Programs
ED 6338 The School Principalship
ED 6398 Internship in Middle Management
Select 6-9 hours from:
·
ED 6381 Problems in Organization and Administration of Public Schools
ED 6386 Administration of Pupil Personnel Services
~
ED 6393 The Admipistration of Staff Personnel •
ED 6394 Psychology of Decision-Making
ED 6397 The Analysis of Teaching
ED 6336 Problems in Education
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Select 0-3 hours fro,,.:·
ED 6308 Foundations of Reading Instruction
ED 5351 Teaching Reading to the Secondary Student
ED 6369 Educational Data Processing
SUPERIN1ENDENT ENDORSEMENT
ED 7310 Administration of School Facilities
ED 7312 Social-political Problems and the Superintendency
ED 7313 Internship for the Superintendent
ED 7314 The Superintendency
ED 7315 Texas School Finance

(15 hours)

60 hours

~

10TAL:

Course Descriptions
,.

ED 6330 THE CURRICULUM iN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Spring, Summer
·
Development of the elementary school curriculum, significant factors which help to detennine the ~urriculwn and implications of research in curriculum construction are studied. Opportunity to select and organize
, appropriate learning experiences for the different levels is offered. ·
I

ED 6331 THE CURRICULUM IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOL

Fall, Summer
An overview of theories, principles and issues in curriculum planning for modern educational experience.
In addition to an examination of current curricular practices, particular emphasis will be placed upon Chapter 75 and local efforts toward improvement in the secondary school.
ED 6334 CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT - PROBLEMS AND PROCESSES

Fall, Spring, Summer
.
·
. The examination of systematic approaches to developing and evaluating elementary and secondary school
curricula at the national, i;tate, local school district and campus le~els. Methods of developing and applying
criteria for curriculum analysis of each of the major curriculum areas to be studied. ·
'
Prerequisite: ED 6330,
ED 6331, or equivalent.
,,
ED 6336

PROBLEMS IN EDUCATION

Fall, Spring; Summer
.
This course's major emphasis is on current innovations in education. Students will conduct research related
to selected problems. Experiences of the student may include conducting action research, working with
·
educational determinaJ,lts, new education programs, and/or working with classroom teachers and other persons in the ,community in order to improve the education program. Credit may be applied toward the graduate programs i.ri education when the appropriate problem 1s chosen by the student. This course may be repeated once for ·credit.
·
ED 6337

ADMINISTRATION OF SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS

Fall, Sprini, Summer
·
Emphasis 1s placed on the.administration of special elementary and secondary school programs including
career, vocational, technical, special, compensatory, and reading education.
ED 6338 , THE PRINCIPALSHIP

Fall, Spring, Summer
.
.
A study of the unique functions of the principalship as they relate to the administration of elementary, middle, junior, and secondary schools. Special emphasis will be focused on the leadership role of the principal
in the management and instructional aspects of th~ school programs.
1

ED 6369

EDUCATIONAL DATA PROCESSING

Fall,Spring

Survey of data processing applications to student accounting, grade reporting and payroll; a study of model
data processing programs available to streamline public schOQI management problems.

ED 6370

SUPERVISION OF INSTRUCTJON

Fall, Spring, Summer
Fundamental problems of the supervision of instruction in the small and moderately-sized public schools;
the nature and organization of supervision, supervisory plans and principles; teacher participation in forming education policies; effort of recent educational practices upon supervision; duties, relationships and
training of supervisory officials; standards fQr judging teachers; methods of improving instruction; case
\

1
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•

•

studies in supervision; the use of conferences, teacher's meetings, demonstration teaching, visitation and
research studies as supervisory agencies.
ED 6371

PRACTICUM IN SUPERVISION

.,

ED 6379

PROBLEMS~ EDUCATIONAL SUPERVISION

Spring
·
.
.
Actual experiences in supervisory methods and practices for the elementary school and secondary school
superviSQr. Teacher rating scales, in-service programs and staff development processes will be analyzed
and implemented by each parti,cipant. A strong focus on clinical supervision.
·
., .
Prerequisite: ED 6370.
'
Spring
.
F.ach participant _will define and resolve a supervisory problem in his ~pecific area of interest. F.ach participant will be directed in his study by a graduate faculty member and a formal research paper dealing with a'
specific supervisory problem will be required.
Prerequisite: ED 6370.
· ED 6381

PROBLEMS lN ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS ·

Fall, Summer
,
.
.
·
Research, readings and thorough study of the organi7.ation and administration of elementary and se.condary
sc~ools; a careful analysis of the role of middle management personnel in the improvement of instruction;
an·analysil! of administrative function and leadership style will be emphasized.
/
ED 6384 INTRODUCTION TO EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION

Fall, Spring, SuniQ1er
·
An overview of public school administration introducing such topics as: processes of organization and administration, instructional personnel and staff, finance, leadership roles, curriculum, physical plant operation, maintenance and legal aspects.
'
.
ED 6385

PUBLIC SCHOOL LAW

._

ED 6386

ADMINISTRATION OF PUPIL PERSONNEL SERVICES

Fall, Spring, Summer
·
·
.
·
·
Constitutional provisions, statutory laws, court decisions,· torts and regulations governing public schools
with special reference to their influence upon the administration and function of public schools.
Spring, Summer
A problem approach to the understanding, development and management of special pupil services of concern to the teacher, counselor, supervisor, and administrator.
ED 6388

SOCIO-CULTURAL FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATION

Fall, Spring.
.
Identification and analysis of cultural forces which ultimately shape the direction of modern American education with emphasis upon the purposes of education in _their social and cultural contexts. An emphasis on ·
the multicultural factors in society which affect the public schools and their influence upon learning and the
acquisition of skills important to survival and self-fulfillment will be made. Particular emphasis will be
placed upon understanding the culture of the Mexican-American child.
·
ED 6389

ADMINISTRATION AND ORGANIZATION OF SCHOOL BUSINESS SERVICES

Fall, Spring, Summer
.
Principles and procedures of developing and managing a sound financial plan for loc,al school districts with
emphasis upon Texas Education Agency financial and accounting procedures. Emphasis upon school law;
taxation, property management, and maintenance, school transportation and management of business personnel.
ED 6393 ADMINISTRATION OF SCHOOL STAFF PERSONNEL
Fall,Spring
Analysis of personnel organi7.ation, administration and function in school systems; relationships of various
school posiuons; a study of ethics, welfare, se.curity and professional improvement.
,
ED 6394 PSYCHOLOGY OF DECISION MAKING

Spring, Summer ·
Analysis ofskills and techniques needed by an effective administrator in the modern school; emphasis upon
synergistic leadershit>, teacher-administrator relationships, group processes and group dynamics and the
asses~ent of administrative performance.
ED 6397 ANALYSIS OF TEACHING BEHAVIOR
Fall, Spring, Summer
·
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;

Methods of gathering, analyzing and interpreting data in leadership conferences with student teachers, interns and professional teachers; the application of technology in the evaluation and supervision of class- ·
room teaching; the development of skills to demonstrate effective behavior.
ED 6398 If,TERNSIIlP IN MIDDLE MANAGEMENT
.
Fall, Spring, Summer
,
,
A field-based course jn which students practice competencies and theories acquired as they assume responsibilities associated with the middle management positions in local school districts.
ED 7300 , THESIS
Fall, Spring, Summer
ED 7301 THESIS
Fall, Spring, Summer
ED 7310 ADMINISTRATION OF SCHOOL FACILITIES

s.

Cuay of operation, utiliution and maintenance of physical plant; determination of facilities needs; planning building programs and school plant development.
'
ED 7312 SOCIAL·POLITICAL PROBLEMS AND THE SUPERINTENDENCY ·

Spring .
An analysis of the interrelationships of the local districts with other local political subdivisions; a study of
the impact of power structures upon local education; a review of the influence of professional and non-professional organiutions upon educational decision-making; and an analysis of the influence of the power
suuctures upon educational decisions. School-community relations are emphasized.
ED 7313 INTERNSHIP FOR THE SUPERINTENDENT
Fall, Spring, Summer
·
Designed to give prospective school superintendents on-the-job experiences under the guidance of an experienced, practicing public school administrator and under the supervision of a member of the University
staff.
·
I

ED 7314 THE SUPERINTENDENCY

Fall
A study of the unique role of the school superintendent. Attention will be given to policy development,
staff/superintendent/bOard relations, school transportation, accreditation, human relations, and collective
negotiations.
ED 7315 TEXAS SCHOOL FINANCE

Fall
.
A study of :rex~ public school finance as mandated by fhe several sub-segments of the Texas Education
Agency. Financial aspects of all segments of 1EA will be reviewed; selected emphasis will be stressed on
several major programs under the agency.

Secondary Education
See Department of Curriculum and Instruction - Elementary and Secondary

Department of Sociology and-Social Work
Dr. Delores Reed-Sanders, Chair
Soc~logy

•

Full-time Faculty
Bastida, Elena (Ph.D., Kansas, 1979; assoc. prof.) Aging, Theory, Gender Roles
Juarez, Rumaldo z.• (Ph.D., Pennsylvania State, 1976; assoc. prof.) Health and Aging, Theory.
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Liebowitz. Stephen W.* (Ph.D. Missouri at Columbia, 1979;' asst. prof.) Social Psychology, Statistics
Lopez, Manuel Mariano* (Ph.D~Michigan State, 1977; assoc. prof.) Stratification, Demography, Methods
~~

I

'

Nelson, Harold A.* (Ph.D. Southern California, 1960; prof.) Social Movements, Community Organization
and~

I

,

Reed-Sanders, Delores* (Ph.D. Oklahoma S~te; 1974, assoc. prof. and chair) A$ing, Family, Deviance
Richardson, D. Chad* (Ph.D. Texas, 1975; assoc:prof.) Race and Ethnicity, Sociology of Education ·
* Graduate Faculty.
The Department of Sociology and Social Work offers both a major and a minor in Sociology. In addition, it
offers sociology courses !or students seeking a second teaching field for teacher certification in secondary
education.
·.
'
NOTE: Students seeking teacher certification in sociology must have a second teaching field, excluding
psychology. Please see the department chair for details.
.
Students.majoring and minoring in Sociology receive excellent preparation for careers in public and private
agencies dealing in human relations. The more challenging and specialized fields in sociology usually.require further study beyond the Bachelor's degree. Sociology also provides excellent background for those
persons considering careers in such fields as education, health, law •. law enforcement, business and journalism.

Degree Requirements: _
Major in Sociology:
30 semester hours of which 18 hours must be advanced; must include SOC 1313, 2301, 3301, 4333 and
4352.

Minor in Sociology:
.
18 semester hours in Sociology of which 9 hours must be advanced; must include SOC 1313 and 4333 or
4352.

Minor in Sociology
(With Teacher Certification)

Secondary Option II: 24 semester hours i!l Soc~logy. Must ~n~l~de:
.
,
SOC 1313, 1323, 3301, 4360, 4323 and nme hours (3 upper d1v1s10n) from the followmg:. 2301, 2324,
2332,2333,2373,3313,3324,3326,3333,3343,3353,3393,4310,4313,4314,4325,4333,4373,4380,

4383.

.

I

Course Descriptions
Sociology
SOC 1313 PRINCIPLES OF SOCIOLOGY
Fall, Spring, Summer
The social group, culture and personality; social institutions: social interaction; social change. (Fonnerly
2313, may not be repeated for credit.)
•
SOC 1323 CURRENT SOCIAL ISSUES
Fall.Spring
A sociological analysis of selected social issues present in current society. (Formerly SOC 2323, may not
be repeated for credit.)
.
·
SOC 1387 PRINCIPLES OF SOCIOLOGY, HONORS PLAN
,
A sociological analysis of major concepts such as social group, culture, socialization, social interaction, and
group relations. The course is discussion-centered with emphasis on independent s{udy. Credit may be
received in only one of Sociology 1313 or 1387.
Prerequisite: Admission to Honors Studies or by invitation.
SOC 2301 STATISTICS FOR THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
Fall, Spring
·
An introduction to the procedures used in handling sociological data including frequency distributions, cen-
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I

tral tendency, variability, correlation, ancl elementary hypothesis testing. (Formerly SOC 4301, may not be
repeated for credit.)
Prerequisite: 3 hours of MATH (except MATH 2306) and SOC 1313 and SOC 1323 or consent of instructor.
SOC 2324 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY

On demand.
Principles of social psychology with sociological emphasis of symbolic interactionism. Topics include differences between humans and animals, language and symbols, human development, and the instinct contro. versy.
SOC2332

COMMUNITY

On demand
A consideration of community organization and problems and strategies for change. Special attention will.
be given to community organization and problems in the Rio Grande Valley.
i

SOC 2333 MARRIAGE AND THE FAMILY

Ondemand '
A study of problems and an analysis of the factors contributing to successful marriages with study of surveys that have been made of this aspect of the social relations of men and women.
SOC 3301 METHODS OF SOCIAL RESEARCH

Spring
Use of scientific methcxl in social research; formulation of research designs, hypothesis testing, sampling,
interviewing, observation, coding, use of documents, questionnaires; and scales. Emphasis on interpretation
of social data.
·
Prerequisite: SOC 1313 and 2301 or consent of instructor.
SOC 3313

CRIMINOLOGY

Fall, Spring
.
A study of crime, its causes and its social treatment
Prerequisite: SOC 1313 or consent of instructor.
SOC 3324 SOCIOLOQY OF HEALTH

On demand
Analysis of basic problems in the maintenance and preservation of health and delivery of health care services by social class. Focus is on environmental causes of disease, social-psychological response to illness;
and family cohesion, strain and resources as affected by illness.
Prerequisite: 3 hours of Sociology or consent of instructor.
SOC 3326 CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY

Ondemand .
A review and discussion of recent issues and advances in social psychology. This course will focus on contemporary concerns with regard to both theory and research in the laboratory and the community.
Prerequisite: PSY 2324 or SOC 2324.
SOC 3333

URBAN SOCIOLOGY

On demand
The culture, history and growth patterns of cities; demographic, ecological patterns and trends. Problems of
housing and community organization.
Prerequisite: SOC 1313 or consent of instructor.
SOC 3343 SOCIAL CHANGE

On demand
A study of the processes and theories underlying social changes experienced in the Rio Grande Valley, the
United States, and other Western societies. Emphasis will be placed on identifying and understanding the
indicators of social change, perspectives 'of social change, patterns of change, and strategies for change.
Prerequisite: SOC 1313 or consent of instructor.
.
SOC 3353 JUVENILE DELINQUENCY

Ondemand
.
Delinquency in modem society, basic factors and conditions of juvenile delinquency and the problems of
delinquency controt
Prerequisite: SOC 3313 or 1313 or consent of instructor.
SOC 3393 SOCIOLOGY OF AGING

On demand
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Analysis of the basic problems faced by the aged within a social context. Within an institutional framework, focus is on health, income, work, religion, leisure and interpersonal relationships of the aged.
Prerequisite: 3 hours of Sociology or consent ofinstructor.
SOC 4310 SEX ROLES IN CONTEMPORARY AMERICA ,
On demand
An exploration of the sociological meaning of gender and gender roles in contemporary society. The focus
is on the status of women vis-a-vis that of men in the institutional structure: family, marketplace, school
and political-legal arena. The nature and causes of sex role differentiation, of changing sex roles and the
future of sexual equality will be discussed. (Formerly SOC 4311 and PSY 4311, may not be repeated for
credit.)
Prerequisite: 6 hours of Sociology or the consent of instructor.
SOC 4313 AMERICAN MINORITIES

Fall, Spring
An analysis of intergroup relations among minority groups and the dominant group with special focus on
patterns of conflict, change, adjustment, power and inequality among such groups. Some in depth description of the problems and characteristics of major American minorities.
·
Prere.quisite: 6 hours of Sociology or consent of instructor.
SOC 4314 SOCiOLOGY OF DEVIANCE
On demand
The nature and extent of deviancy examined through a review of theory and research on deviant behavior.
Selective examination of particular types of individual and subcultural deviance (e.g., homosexuality, physical handicaps, prostitutioo).
'
Prerequisite: 6 hours of Sociology or consent of instructor.
SOC 4323· THE MEXICAN AMERICAN PEOPLE

.

Fall, Spring
Presents an examination of the Mexican American's economic status, cultural values, style of life, educational attainment, family status and political participation as affected by current socio-economic conditions
and thejr histotjcal antecedents.
Prerequisite: 6 hours of Sociology and/or Anthropo/pgy or consent of instructor.
SOC 4325 METHODS OF POPULATION ANALYSIS
On demand
An overview of the techniques of population analysis and their applications in the planning, evaluation and
problem-solving process. Special.emphasis on the effects of population on community, regional and state
socio-economic structures. Will explore the interaction of population and technology, resource-utilization,
public policy, the planning process, and decision-making in business/government service. ·
Prerequisite: 6 hours of Sociology or instructor's <:onsent.
SOC 4333 SOCIAL THEORY
On demand
A survey of historical development and the theories of major sociologists.
Prerequisite: 9 hours of Sociology or consent of instructor.
SOC 4352 SOCIAL INEQUALITY

On demand
A discussion of research, concepts, and theory related to inequality in social life, its causes and consequences. The social order of relations between the affluent and the poor and how inequality among the so- .
cial classes is built into the culture and institutions of society (e.g. government, economics, religion, family). Special attention w_ill be given to an examination of poverty in the Lower Rio Grande Valley and
among minority populations in the U.S.
,
,
Prerequisite: SOC 1313 or consent ofinstructor;
SOC 4360 SOCIOLOGY OF EDUCATION
On demand
Social and institutional organization of education and the profession of teaching. Class, ethnic, and other
social factors affecting the educaponal process and the effect of educational institutions and practices on the
community and society.
Prerequisite: SOC 1313 or consent of instructor.
SOC 4373 LATIN AMERICAN SOCIETY

On demand
'-298-
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The development, culture, structure arid functioning of the societies ofLatin America.
Prerequisite: 6 hours of Sociology or co,isent of instructor.''. '
SOC 4380 SOCIAL PROTEST AND SOCIAL MOVE¥~NTS

On demand

.

' ·

An investigation of the careers of protest and movement organizations. Special attention is directed to the

sb'ueture of th~ organizations and the dilemmas and problems they encounter. Case studies are included;
Prerequisite: SOC 1313 or consent of instructor.
·· ·.
·
.
SOC 4383 INDEPENDENT STUDIES

On demand

Designed to give student experience in research or in-depth theoreticaVempirical readings in a substantive

area not normally covered within standard courses. Research projects or advanced readings will vary ac- .

cording to student interest and faculty availability. Sequential registration for up .to nine hours is permitted
as topics vary. Formerly SOC 4387. A maximwn of9 ho1,1Ts from SOC 4383, 4387, 4388, 4389 is permitted.
'
.
Prerequisite! 9 hours ofSociology and the consent of the instructor,
SOC 5313 AMERICAN MINORmES

Fall, Spring
An analysis of intergroup relations among minority groups and the dominant group with special focus on
patterns of conflict, change adjustlllent, power and inequality among such groups. Some in-depth description of the problems and characteristics of major American m.inorities. A research project and supporting
specialized readings will be emphasized.
··
Prerequisite: 9 semester hours of Sociology
SOC 5323 THE MEXICAN AMERICANS

Fall,Spring
.
Presents Mexican American and Anglo contacts and relations in the United States from Colonial times to
the present, with special emphasis on the Southwestern Uni~ States. Social, econom~c and cultural differ~
ences are emphasized. Special attention is given to changes occurring among Mexican Americans in the ·
last few years and how this is affecting Mexican American-Anglo relationships. Students will have to do a
research project using primary resources as part·of the course requirements.
Prerequisite: 6 hours of Sociology,and!or Anthropology or fonsent of instructor:
SOC 5360 SOCIOLOGY OF EDUCATION
Ondemand
.
An analysis of the relationship of the educational institution. to society and the patterns of order, change and.
conflict that emerge. Current issues, such as bureaucratization of schools and problems of minorities in the
schools are examined with regard to related sociological principles and theory. An applied project and re1
port will be required. .
.•
.
1

Prerequisite; 9 hours of Sociology or consent of instructor.

Social Work
Librado R. De Hoyos, Jr., Director
Full-time Faculty

I

•

An1.aldua, Hermila (M.S.W .Worden School of Social Work, Our Lady of the Lake University 1966,
assoc. prof.) Interpersonal, Community Social Work.
De Hoyos, Librado R., Jr., (M.S.W. Boston University, 1964; assoc. prof. and director) Chicano-Latino
Studies, Community Social Psychology, Sbcial Work. · .
Solis, Raul H. (M.S.W., Worden School of Social Work, Our Lady of the Lake University, 1974; asst prof.)
Mexican American Experience,
GeneralistI Social Work, Occupational
Social Work.
.
.
'
The Bachelor of Soc~ Work (BSW) degree program is a four-year broad field ma.P,r with a liberal arts
base, a required foundation content in behavioral sciences and the professional social work courses. It pro-

vides basic knowledge of the Social Welfare Systems, the Social Work profession, knowledge, values and
skills necessary for social change in practice, and prepares students to pursue graduate study in Social Work
and related professions. The Social Work Program is accredited by Commission on Accreditation, the
C01mcil on Social Work Education.
·
,
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The overall goal of the program is to impart knowledge, values, skills, and attitudes for beginning professional social worlc practice with special emphasis on the uniqueness of the bilingual/bicultural Texas-Mex~~

'

The student will have the opportunity to learn the competencies of the entry-level generalist practitioner'.
These include such functional skills as the problem-solving approach to assess needs, intervene, evaluate
responses and link individuals with resources and opportunities-for change. The BSW candidate will n1aster required standards for social work practice.
.
·
Any student who is admitted to The University of Texas-Pan American may declare a major in Social
Work. A student who wishes to major in Social Work should register for SOCW 1313-Introduction to
Social Work. After successful completion df three seque!ltial social work courses the student must apply
for admission and be accepted into the Social Work Program. Eligibility for field instruction in social work
requires an official degree plan and application for the internship on file in the social work office. A 2.0
G.P.A. is required in the major as well as overall course work. Academic advisement is required for all
social work majors. At least one cqurse in psychology, sociology, philosophy, foreign language {Spanish)
and biology must be complete prior to sepior yeru; work. General education requirements must include 8
semester hours in Biology_and 6 in Spanish.
.
Full-time students in the Social Work Program are eligible for membership in the Student Association of
Social Work (The Social Work Oub), the National Association of Social Wor~. Texas Chapter and local
NASW Unit Upon graduation a BSW student may be certified as a social worker undet the Texas Social
Work Certification law.
·

Degree Requirements
SOCIAL WORK CORE COURSES (38 hours of which 23 are advanced)'
.
Social Work mustincludeSOCW 1313, 2314, 2323, 2324, 2350, ~314, 3323, 3324, 3353,4314,4416,and
4417.
FOUNDATION COURSES (Required 21 hours of which 18 are advanced to be taken from the following ·
groups):
.
Group A - Statistics (3 hours required)
SOC 2301, PSY 2301, MATH or STAT 2330
Gr0up B - Psychology (6 hours must be advanced)
PSY 3305, 3325, 3333, 33'43, 4313, 4333
Group C - Sociology (6 hours must be advanced)
SOQ3324,3343,3393,4310,4313;4323,4352
Group D - General Topics (6 hours must be advanced)
.
·
ANTH/SOC 3345~ 3375, ANTH4353, COMM 3315, 3316, CRIJ 3303, 3341; POLS 3323, 3344, 3360;
HIST 4333. 4344, 4353, 4354;
SOCW electives: 2342, 3333• 3334, 3345, 3346, 4320, 4321, 4323, 4352, 4453.

Course Descriptions
Social Work
SOCW i313

INTRODUCTION TO THE SOCIAL WORK PROFF.SSION

Fall, Spring, Summer
Traces the philosophy and historical development of Social Work reflectihg its Social Welfare Earopean
roots and its historical evolution in America. A general overview of the social work profession, fwictions,
and services. as they. relate to various fields of practice will be studied. 'Volunteer work in the community
will be required. (Formerly SOCW 1313 Introduction to Social Wqrk, may not be repeated for crediL)
Prerequisite:. 3 hours PSY or SOC. , ,
SOCW 2314 THE SOCIAL WELFARE INSTITUTION

.

Fall.Spring
. ·
·
This course is a continuation of the introductory level course with emphasis on thd social welfare institution, its laws, societal res{X)nses, and parallel social work services. Specific welfare legislation and programs will be examined which impact the profession of social work. (Fonnerly SOCW 2314 Social Welfare Legislation, niay not be repeated for crediL) ·
Prerequisite: SOCW 1313 and.6 hours sociology/psychology or consent of instructor.
SOCW 2323

HUMAN BEHAVIOR AND THE SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT I

Fall and Spring .
.
Designed to provide the student with an understanding of the person-in~environment concept that-affects an
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·,

individual's social functioning. Particular emphasis will be placed on understanding the behavior dynamics
•assessment model which illustrates the transactions between individuals and their social environments.
Emphasis will be on the,early years tol.ldolescence, and implications for social work practice.

Prerequisite: SOCW 1313 and 6 hours sociology/psychology or consent of instructor.

.

SOCW 2324 HUMAN BEHAVIOR AND THE SOCIAL :t:NVIRONMENT Il

Fall and Spring
Designed to provide the students with an understanding of human behavior and the social environment as a
continuation of SOCW 2323 with emphasis on the later years of the life span with implications for social
work practice. (Formerly SOCW 2324, may not be repeated for credit.)

Prerequisite: SOCW 1313 and 6 hours in soclpsy and SOCW 2323 or consent of instructor.
'

SOCW 2342' SUBSTANCE ABUSE AND THE FAMILY
Fall, even years
Provides an introduction to the basic dynamic nature of the substance-abusing fall)ily, including structures,
relationships, and development in the process of its societal evolution. The fwiction of the family as a socialization agent will be studied. Focus will be given to value transmission, learning patterns of mteracdon,
impact on varieties of relationships and coping styles.
·

Prerequisites: 3 hours of SOC or PSY. and 6 hours SOCW and consent of instructor.
SOCW2350 · GROUPS IN SOCIAL WORK
.
Summer, Spring, Fall
·
Provides a general orientation to small groups in Social Work practice. Students will examine the values,
objectives and principles of social group work practice. Through classroom participation, the various group
theories, concepts, dynamics and processes will be experienced. Focus will be on group leadership and development of self-awareness to illustrate the worker's role in facilitating the processes of group and individual development.
.
• .

Prerequisites: 3 ho~s SOC or. PSY and SOC 1313 and consent of instructor.
SOCW 3314 SOCIAL WELFARE POLICY AND PROGRAMS

Fall, Spring
Examines economic,,political, intellectual, sociocultural, leadership, values and ideologies and other such
factors which shape social welfare policy, programs, and services. Addresses various frameworks for
studying social policy, and examines the roles of policy-makers, process of social change and the role of the
social worker as a facilitator of change. (Formerly SOCW 4313, may not be repeated for credit)

Prerequisite: 6 hours of Social Work courses including SOCW 1313, SOCW 2314, and SOCW 2323 and
consent of instructor.
SOCW 3323 SOCIAL WORK PRACTICE I
,
Fall, Spring
.
Through classroom and community work, the student examines some of the necessary knowledge, attitudes,
v~ues and skills upon which problem-solving is based and learns how the generalist approach to practice is
basic to all service-giving in social work. (Formerly SOC.W 3323 Methods in Social Work Practice, may
not be repeated for credit for Social Work Practice I.)

Prerequisite: SOCW 1313, 2314 and 2323, and consent of instructor.
SOCW 3324 SOCIAL WORK PRACTICE II
Fafl, Spring
.
Designed to provide social work students with knowledge of direct practice with families and small groups
using the problem-solving approach. Students will selectively use concepts and techniques from various
models, e.g., systems perspective, psychosocial theory, behavior modification, and family-focused work as
frameworks to develop strategies in.clinical and cross-cultural intervention. To be taken concurrently with
SOCW 4416. (Formerly SOCW 3324 Methods in Social Work Practice II, may not be repeated for credit.)

Prerequisite: $0CW 2324, 3323, 3314 and consent of instructor.
SOCW 3333 SPECIAL TOPICS IN SOCIAL WORK ISSUES

Ondemand
·
.
An analysis.of conceptual frameworks, content, laboratory experiences and research opportwiities in current
social issues with particular relevance to our community, requiring the social worker's interventive, problem-solving knowledge, values and skills, and preparing the social work student .and other helping professionals for interdisciplinary collaboration in achieving effective social change objectives. Sequential registration for up to six hours is permitted as topics vary. Topics will vary according to timeliness of issues,
student demand and availability of faculty.
·

Prerequisite: 9 hours SOCW or consent of instructor.
I

. .

.

'

.

..

,

SOCW 3334 SOCIAL WORK PRACTICE WITH THE AGING FAMILY

Summer, Fall, Spring odd years
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Students will study interviewing, assessment and intervention, demographics of an aging population in
America, roles and functions of families, the quality of life of the elderly, societal and cultural issues for
older adults, supportive resources and networks as well as services for the ag~ and their family members.
The generalist approach is applied to work with older clients through case examples and community assignments.
·
Prerequisite: 9 hours SOCW and consent of instructor.
SOCW 3345 OCCUPATIONAL SOCIAL WORK

Summer, Fall, Spring even years
,
.
This course is designed to examine the social worker's role within industrial and occupational settings. The
course will examine the world of work and its linkages 'to the individual, the family, anctthe commur11ty.
Various models of employee social service programs e.g. Employee Assistance Programs, Job Well Being
and Enhancement Programs, and On-site Counseling models will be studied. (Formerlr. SOCW 3345 Industrial Social Work, may not be repeated for credit)
' ·
Prerequisite: 9 hours SOCWor consent of instructor.
SOCW 3346 JUVENILE DELINQUENCY AND SOCIAL WORK PRACTICE

Spring, odd years
Introduction to social work practice in the justice system, with emphasis on juvenile delinquency. Behavioral sciences theory and methodology will be utilized to examine crimfoal activities. The legal anl;l eco- •
nomic bases of the current juvenile justice system will be examined along with Social Work practice approaches with juveniles. ExamiQations of values, knowledge and skills, as these relate· to practice with juvenile offenders will be focused.
Prerequisite: 9 hours SOCW or consent of instructor.
SOCW 3353

RESEARCH FOR THE SOCIAL SERVICES

Fall, Spring
·
·
.
.
·
Introduces students to simple but basic concepts necessary to understand the different phases and kinds of
research involved in social service practice. Students are expected 'to gain a beginning competency in planning, implementing and evaluating social research in application to social work practice. (Formerly SOCW
4323, may not be repeated for credit)
'
Prerequisite: 9 hours of Social Work courses and statistics and consent of instructor.
'

.

SOCW 4314 SOCIAL WORK PRACTICE III

.
.
Fall, Spring
,
·
,
It is intended that the student gain perception of needed social changes, responses to these efforts, and social
work assessment; planning and intervention called for at the community level. Various theoretical perspectives about, the social environment will focus on community and societal values which impact on individuals, families and other groups. Linkage of needs to resources will be emphasized. To be taken concurrently
with SOCW 4417. (Formerly SOCW 4314 Methods in Social Work Practice III, may not be repeated for
credit.)
Prerequisites: SOCW 4416, 3323, 3324 3353 and consent of instructor.
SOCW 4320

SOCIAL WORK IN HEALTH CARE

Summer, Spring on odd years
.
. .
This course focuses on the health care system, clients as consumers of health, and health care issues as they
relate to social work practice. An examination of health-related settings and the diverse skills, roles, and
functions of social workers will be studied within a team intervention approach with emphasis on gender,
ethnic, and cultural aspects of health care;
Prerequisite: 9 hours including SOCW 2323, 2324 or consent of instructor.
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IN SOCIETY
Spring, odd years
The purpose of this course is to examine the phenomenon of domestic violence. Students will swdy the
family structures in which violence occurs; the range (from verbal alruse to homicide) and its extent in society; and the various attitudes toward it. Understanding of the basic theories of violence; i~ntification o~
support services and systems fot victims of domestic violence; and development of basic communicatioh
skills for assisting the victims will be expected of the stud~nt.
Prerequisite: 9 hours Socia/Work or consent of instrucwr.
.
SOCW 4321

SOCW 4323

COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH

Fall, even years
.
Community Mental Health is presented in its historical, ideological and legislative contexts. It is defined in
terms of preventive social work intervention; available sqcial support systems; and the use of consultation.
Students will study the achievements of the community mental health structure and proposals for reaching
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out to vulnerable populations beyond traditional mental health services and concerns.
Prerequisite: 9 hours Social Work or consent of instructor. ·

Socw .352

SUBSTANCE ,4.BUSE COUNSELING IN THE COMMUNITY

Spring, odd years
.
Patterns of street substance abuse, community education and agency consultation, resoW"Ce evaluation of
such ,support systems as AA, half-way houses, networkin~. divergency PfO!V8ms, therapy with the abuser·
and family are emphasized as follow-up and outreac~ social work intervention at the community level.
Counseling processes swdied will include vocational rehabilitation. Cultural assessment, ~valuation of
treatment effectiveness and legal-ethical issues will be examined in the context of social sezvice delivery.
Prerequisite: SOCW 2342 and consent of instructor. (Substance abus,e certification requirement.)
SOCW 4416 FIELD INSTRUCTION IN SOCIAL WORK I

Fall, Spring
.
.
A minimum of 240 hours in the field for one semester (2 days a week). Work will be completed in established social agencies or informal settings under joint supervision of agency and university. Students will
receive educationally directed field instruction with engagerhent in direct service activities as well as gain
knowledge of community resources and agency techniques for meeting today's social problems. Concurrent seminar 3 hours weekly. (Formerly SOCW 4613, may not be repeated for credit)
Prerequisite: SOCW 3314 and 3323. Taken toncurrentlywith SOCW 3324. ·
SOCW 4417 FIELD INSTRUCTION IN SOCIAL WORK ll

Fall, Spring
.
.
Continuation of Field I.
Prerequisite: SOCW 4416 and SOCW 3324. Taken concurrently with SOCW 4314.
/

SOCW 4453 COMMUNITY PRACTICUM IN SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSELING

Fall, even years
·
·
This strucwred, supezvised practicum provides concurrent application and integration of theory learned in
SOCW 4352: Substance Abuse Counseling in the Con'lmunity. The problem of substance abuse~ it relates
to social functioning will be the focus. Students will be placed in residential and non-residential programs in
which both the individual and family will be treated and linkages established with con'lniunity resources.
The practicum requires 240 hours of supervised field instruction.
Prerequisite: SOCW 2342, SOCW 4352 and consent of instructor. (Substance abuse certificatio_n requirements.)
·
SOCW 4818 FIELD BLOCK PLACEMENT
Maybe taken in lieu of SOCW4416 and 4417. A minimum of 480 hours (4 days a week for one semester)'.

of in-the-field experiences in established social agencies or informal settings under joint· supervision of
agency and university and asdescribed~n SOCW 4416 and 4417. Approval by Program Director.
Prerequisites: SOCW 3323, 3324 and 4314 and most degree course requirements.

Spanish
See Department of Modem Languages and Literatures

Speech
See Department of C4:>mmunications

Statistics
. See Department of Mathematics and Computer Science
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Theatre
See Department of Communicati6ns

The Honors Studies Program
Dr. Raymond Welch, Director
Purpose of Program
•

/

I

•

•

The purpose of Honors Studies is to provide capable and interested students a means of enriching their college education.
·
This purpose is achieved iii two basic ways: by offering special honors classes at the freshman and sophomore level, and by providing an independent study program in the student's major'or related field of study
at the junior and senior level.
A student may major in any academic discipline and still participate in the Honors Studies Program without
having to take additional hours for graduation.
. ·
·

Honors Classes
Honors classes provide an ideal l~ing situation for the st4dent. The clas~ are small - usually 20 students or less - and are attended by students with above average academic capabilities. The small class
makes rapport between professor and student and between student and student a much easier m~tter, and
both the-small class and the hoµiogeneous grouping greatly facilitate the intellectual exchange among class
members. Such.an atmosphere furnishes the stri~ent greater opportunity to function as an individual and the
professor greater opportunity to utilize creative and innovative teaching techniques. Enrichment ~ather than
acceleration •s the main objective of honors classes. For the good student, honors classes are not necessarily more difficult, simply better: more stimulating, more exciting, more challenging, more interesting than
many other offerings.
.
·

Independent Study
Independent study furnishes the honors student an opportunity, while still an undergraduate, to work on a
one-to-one basis with a professor. ·
·
.
At the beginning of the junior year honors students begin exploring topics of their own choice in their maj<n or related areas. This work is done under the supervision of a faculty member who possesses special
expertise in the student's chosen area
.
·
.

Admission Requirements
There are three ways beginning freshmen win admission to the Honors Studies Program:
1) have a composite ACT score of 22 or higher (or SAT equivalent); or
2) graduate in the top 10 percent of their class; or
.
·
3) graduate with a 90 percent or higher grade average-in ;tcadeinic courses.
Students who already have college credit may also apply for admission. College grades and recommendations from professors determine a college student's admission to the program.
·
Any student who has earned 12 semester hours or more of college credit with at least a 3.0 GPA is eligible
for admission to the Honors Studies Program. Contact _thC? Honors Studies office for additional information.

Scholarships
The Honors Studies Program has a wide range of scholarships available for qualified students. Contacfthe
Honors Studies office or the Financial Aid <?ffice foucbolarship applications.
1
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Honors Studies Curriculum
In choosing honors classes at the freshman and sophomore level, students should refer to the suggested cur~
riculum under their major and select honors classes to substitute for ,regular classes wheijever feasible to do
~

'

For example, if the suggested curriculum for the major lists English 1301, 1~2 and History 2313, 2314,
students may take the comparable honors English 1387, 1388 and honors History 2387, 2388. In the case of
science, foreign language and mathematics, some majors require specific classes in these areas while other
majors do not If the suggested curriculum guide simply lists foreign language or .science or mathematics
, but does not indicate a specific class, students may w1sh to take one of the honors classes in these areas.
Contact the Honors Studies Office for information on offerings in any given semester. Th9 director can
help interested students fit the Honors Studies Program into any major on campus.

Graduating Within the Framework of Honors Studies
'

'

While many students may wish to take honors courses as enrichment experiences, there are specific requirements for graduation within the framework of Honors Studies:
.
·
1. Completion of the two honors seminars, Honors 2387 and 2388. The purpose of requiring Honors 2387
. and 2388 is to give students a broad overview of their intellectual heritage, thus better enabling them
to assimilate and relate the knowledge ~eaned from their other courses and studies.
2. Completion of the Senior Honors Thesis. Students receive credit in Honors ~187, 3387, and 4387 for
completion of the thesis. Independent study, leading to the Senior Honors Thesis (Honors 3187, 3387,
and 4387), required at thejunior-senior level, allows students to delve into a highly specialized area
of knowledge of their own, thus giving them valuable experience as independent scholars.
3. An over-all grade point average of at l~t 3.00.
.
.
.
·
During the student's final semester a faculty committee questions the student on the Senior Honors Thesis.
Using the ·findings of-this committee, the rating of the thesis adviser, and the student's overall grade point
average, the Director determines whether the honors student graduates with Honors, High Honors, or Highest Honors. Besides having the total Ifonors Studies achievement recorded on their transcripts, honors students receive special recognition ~t the graduation ceremony.

Inquiries About Honors Studies
For applications or for further information about the Honors Studies Program, write the Director of Honors
Studies Program, The University of Texas-Pan American, Edinburg, Texas 78539.

Coors~ Descriptions
Honors
QONR 2387 HUMANITIES I
An interdisciplinary course that emphasizes cultural roots from ancient Greece through the Reformation.
The courses stresses the integration of the humanities (philosophy, painting, sculpture, architecture, literature, music) into the Western Civilization framework.
HONR 2388 HUMANITIES II
,
An interdisciplinary course \hat emphasizes cultural roots from the Baroque to the present. The course

stresses the integration of the humanities (philosophy, painting, .~ulpture, architectw:e, literature, music)
into the Western Civilization framework.
,

H()NR 3187

PROBLEMS IN INDEPENDENT STUDY

This course is an introduction to basic problems encountered in independent study. It further aids the student in choosing a topic for independent study, in setting up objectives for the study, and preparing a prospective.
HONR 3387 INDEPENDENT STUDY

,

Supervised independent study at the junior level in the student's major or related fields, with periodic meetings for coordination, instruction in methodology and discussion.
.
HONR4387 INDEPENDENTSTUDY

Supervised independent ~tudy at the senior level-in the student's major or related field, with periodic meetings for coordination, instruction in methodology and discussion. Completion of honors thesis.
:
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Departmental Co~rses, Honors
Art 1387: Art Appreciation
Biology 1487, 1488: General Biology
Communications 1387: Speech Communication
English 1387, 1388: Freshman Rhetoric and Composition: ·· r
English 2387, 2388: World Literature
History 2387, 2388: American Heritage
Mathematics 1387: Pre-Calculus
· Philosophy 1387, 1388: Introduction to Philosophy and Logic
Political Science 2387, 2388: U.S. and Texas Government .
Psychology 1~87, 1388: Introductory and General Psychology ·
Sociology 1387: Principl~ of Sociology
·
·
·
Spanish 1387, 1388: Beginning Spanish
'

Special Programs
"

·;

s

The University of Texas-Pan American offers non-credit continuing education courses in a v~ety of areas,
including real estate, manageme~t,,'accounting, and use of personal computers. These and ot}l_e~ courses are
generally arranged by and offered through the related schools and departments of the University. Fees are
normally chatged for th~se courses because such programs must be self-supporting. Many of the courses
carry continuing education units. Some of the schools, particularly ·the School of Education, offer in-service
training programs on a regu1ar basis.

· English Language Institute
The English Language Institute offe(s a variety of non-credit instructional English programs to non-native -speakers in the community and from abroad. Intensive English classes provide twenty~four hours of weekly
instruction at various levels of proficiency.
,
'
This program is designed to assist students preparing to enter an aeademic program, professionals desiring
to improve their career-oriented English, and others wishing to increase their functional usaie of the English language in a serious but friendly atmosphere. Conversational English classes are provided in the evening for members 'of the community and students wishing to di;versify their abilities in spok~n English. For
additional information about1 the English Language Institute, write: The Director, English Language Institute, Edinburg, Texas 78539.

High School Equivalency Program
The High School Equivalency Program (I:I.E.P.) serves the migrant/seasonal farmworker who has not completed high school and is at least 17 years of age.
The primary goals of the program are successful achievement on the G.E.D. exam, sustained employment
or enrollment in training programs (college, military, etc.). To accomplish H.E.P, goals, students are offered instruction in five subject areas (mathematics, science, social studies, grammar and literature). The
academic program is individualized and helps each student progress at the student's own learning rate.
After the regular classes, students participate in a variety of after-school activities such as intramural competition and other organized sports..
.
Supl)9rtive services provided by H.:E.P. enabling students.to achieve their potential are placement services,
dormitory counselors and a complete guidance ailp counseling program which includes individual and
group counseling sessions. Othctr benefits of the program include room and board, medical care, Upiversity
I.D. and a weekly stipend. For more information call 381-2521.
·
·

Upward Bound Program
Upward Bound is a federally-funded program for low-income, potential first generation college students.
The program offers sophomore, junior and senior level students from participating high ~hoots a-program

.

'
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of academic instruction and counseling.
The program acquaints students with a university setting and provides them with skills necessary for success in a post-secondary institution through a curriculum of reading, writing, math and science enrichment
and a counseling program designed to increase self-awareness, motivation and career exploration. The
students attend on Saturday dwing the academic year and on a daily basis during the first summer session.

Clubs and Organizations ,
A variety of clubs and organizations offer the UT Pan American student friendship, relationships with people of similar interests, and avenues for organized and meaningful service. Because ~w organizations are
formed each year, a complete updated list is available in the Office of Student.Development, University
Center 205.
,
_
-.
\
·
HONOR SOCIETIES
Alpha Psi OmeJa {Drama)
Beta Gamma Sigma (Business)
Honors Society
Phi Alpha Theta (History)
Phi Ka~ Phi (Scholastic)
Psi Chi (Psychology)
Sigma Delta Pi (Spanish)
Tri B~ta Biological Society
,'

PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES
Alpha Kappa Psi

American-Society for Personnel Administrators
Association for Computing Machinery
Data Processing Management Association
National Student Speech, Lan$U38e and Hearing Association
American Marketing Association
·
\
,

DEPARTMENT CLUBS
\

Accounting Society
American Humanics
Anthropology Club
Bilingual Education Student Organization ,.
Bronc Cadet Corps
Chemistry Club
Criminal Justice Club
English Graduate Student Forum
Financial Management Association
French Club
Graduate Accounting Association '
Health and Kinesiology Club
'
History Club
Masters, Business Administration Association
·Philosophy Club .
Political Science Association
Pre-Med Bio-Med Club
Sociology Club
Social Work Club
Student Dietetics Association
Student Publications Association
, Texas Student Nursing Association
. SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS
Intercollegiate Knights and Little Sisters
UT Pan American Student Government Association
U~iversity -Program Board
•,
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RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS

Baptist Student Union
Catholic Cam_pus Ministry
·
lntervarsity Christian Fellowship
Latter Day Saints Students Association
United Methodist Campus Ministry
MISCELLANEOUS

Broncos Club
College Republicans
Euclidean Society of Engineering
,
Forum on International Relations and Business Affairs
International Student Association
·
Pre-Law Society
Residence Hall Association
Students for Pro~ive Alternatives
Students in Free Enterprise
The Young Dem~rats
Upward Bound Alumni Association
FRATERNITIES

Phi Sigma Kappa
SORORITIES

Delta Zeta Sorority

/
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The University of Texas-Pan American at Brownsville
Dr. Homer J. Pena, President·
The University of Texas-Pan American at Brownsville is an upper-level center offering juniqr, senior, and
~uate coursework leading to bachelor's and master's degrees. In.Fall 1989, enrollment was approxi_mately 1,500 students.
.
.
The establishment of the Brownsville center in 1973 made it possible for area residents to pursue under•
graduate and graduate studies without traveling to a more distant university. Also, many teachers. business
men and women, housewives, and others in the area have found it convenient to continue their education at
the ~rownsville center. Many courses are offered during late afternoon, evening, and weekend to aa;ommodate those who work during the day.
.
.

Location

I

UT Pan American (Brownsville) leases facilities from Texas Southmost College, a well-established tw~

, I

year college. The two schools operate separately, but a cooperative spirit exists between them, assuring
students of a smooth transition from lower- to upper-level college work.
.
The campus is in Brownsville, Cameron County, Texas, and adjacent to the U.S.-Mexico International
Bridge over the Rio Grande, bordering the state of Tamaulipas, Mexico.
·
'
Brownsville, a city of more than 100,000 people, is across the Rio Grande from Matamoros, 25 miles from
Padre Island, and 60 miles from Edinburg.

:I

Programs
Undergraduate Programs
Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) Degree
E.nglish ·'
Political Science
History
Sociology
Spanish
Bachelor of Businei,s Administration (B .B.A.) Degree
Accounting
Finance ·
General Business
Management
Marketing
•
,
Bachelor of Criminal Justice (B.CJ.) Degree
Police Admini~tion
Bachelor of Applied Arts and Sciences
Bachelor of Science (B.S.) Degree
Biology
Elementary Education

Academic Teaching Fields and Delivery Systems
Elementary-Provisional
Art (I)*
,
Art (II)

/·

Bilingual Education (III)
Biology (II)
Early Childhood (IV)
English (I)*
English (II)
.
Genetic Special Education (III)
History (I)*
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HistQry (II)
Kinesiology (I)*
Kinesiotogy (II)
Life-Earth Science ·
Mathematics (I)*
Mathematics (II)
Music (II)
Reading (II)
·
Social Studies-(111)
Spanish (I)*
Spanish (II)
Endorsements
· Kindergarten
Bilingual Education
English as a Second Language
All-Level Provisional
Kinesiology (II) ,
Secondary Provisional
Art (11)*
Biology (I)
Biology (II)*
Business Composite (III)
Business Secretarial (I)
Computer Information Systems (II)*
Enghsh (I)
English (Il)!
Generic Special Education (II)*
Government (I)
Government (11)*
History (I)
History (11)*
Kinesiology (11)*
Mathematics (I)
Mathematics (II)*
Psychology (II)*
Reading (II)*
Science Composite (IV)
Social Studies (IV)
Sociology (II)*
Spanish (I)
Spanish (II)*

I ..

,

I

*Programs require a second specialization for Teacher Certification - Elementary; a second teaching field .
for Teacher Certification - Secondary.
,

Grad.uate Programs
Master of Business Administration (M.B.A.)
Masterof Education (M.Ed.) 1
Bilingual
Counseling and Guidance
Educational Administration
Elementary
Readin~
Supervision
Interdisciplinary Studies
Master of Arts - English, History, Spanish
Master of Science - Biology

Financial Aid
The financial aid office at the Brownsville center has a complete financial aid program for all trligible students. Types of financial assistance include grants, loans, scholarships; and student employment. Financial' .
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Aid and VA counseling services are also available to assist students.
For more infonnation, contact the Office of Student Financial Aid in the UT Pan American (Brownsville)
Admissions Building.
·

Registration
, Students may enroll concurrently for classes at the Brownsville·center and on the Edinburg campus, and
will be subject to only one set of tuition and fees for the-combined hours taken. Also, students having cer•
tain lower-level course deficiencies in their degree programs may take those courses with Texas Southmost
College and transfer the credit to The University of Texas-Pan American. Again, a student may enroll concurrently with both of these institutions, but in this case would be required to pay applicable tuition and fees
to each institution.
Registration for both semesters and both summer tenns takes place in Brownsville and Edinburg.

Admission
Generally, to be admitted for undergraduate study at the Brownsville center, a student must have completed
sixty {60) semester hours of college work and meet all other requirements for undergraduate admission to
The University of Texas-Pan American set forth elsewhere in this publication. To be admitted for graduate
study, a student must comply with.all graduate admission requirements of The University of Texas-Pan
American. Specific infonnation concerning programs and requirements may be obtained by referring to the
UT Pan American (Brownsville) catalog or by contacting:
Office of Admissions
The University of Te~as-Pan American at Brownsville
1614 Ridgely Road
Brownsville, TX 78520
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